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FOREWORD

This work was performed for Headquarters United States Air Force (HQ USAF). Director
of Engineering and Services, Environmental Division, under Project Order Number 89-17,
Environmental Compliance Assessment and Management Program (ECAMP), dated 21
August 1992. The HQ USAF technical monitors were CPT John Kolakowski, HQ
USAF/CEVV, and Willie Ningelgen, HW USAF/CEPV.

The research was performed by the Environmental Compliance Modeling and Systems
Division (EC) of the Environmental Sustainment Laboratory (EL), U.S. Army Construc-
tion Engineering Research Laboratories (USACERL). The Principal Investigator was Dr.
David Krooks, CECER-ECP. Donna J. Schell, CECER-ECP, was Associate Investigator.
Dr. Diane K. Mann, CECER-ECP, is Acting Team Leader. Dr. John T. Bandy is Acting
Chief, CECER-EC, and William D. Goran is Chief, CECER-EL.

LTC David J. Rehbein is Commander of USACERL and Dr. L. R. Shaffer is Director.
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N OC
This manual is intended as general guidance for personnel at certain U.S. Air Force instal-
latons. It is not, nor is it intended to be, a complete treatise on environmental laws and
regulations. Neither the US. Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or assumes any legal liability or
responsibility for the accumrcy, completeness, or usefulness of any information contained
herein. For any specific questions about, or interpretations of, the legal references herein,
consult appropriate legs] counsel.
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RINIRODUCTON

Neither the Federal Republic of Germany nor the states of which it is composed has one
single comprehensive or general environmental code that covers all areas of environmental
concern. Rather, the legislative technique treats environmental problems most often in the
context of a certain subject of law. This means that specific laws relate in general to sub-
jects and not to problems. Older laws seldom focus exclusively on the environment;
rather, they might include only one or two provisions relevant to it. Newer laws, such as
the Federal Jmmission* Control Act, in contrast, may be concerned with environmental
issues only.

It should be noted that there is in German law a clear distinction between private (civil)
law and public (administrative) law. Environmental law is predominantly administrative
law. Actions in private law, however, may be successful notwithstanding the legality of a
certain facility under administrative law, although the extent of affected private rights is
determined in individual cases by the valid licensing under administrative law.

Environmental law originates mainly from statutory law. Customary law based on esta-
blished rights developed by longstanding use, and general acceptance by the people
involved, is relatively unimportant

The most important sources of environmental legislation are the laws passed as a result of
formal Federal and state parliamentary procedures. The Federal government has assumed
a dominant role in the area of environmental law (just as in other areas of law), and it is
frequently left to the state governments to regulate adminisrative, procedural, and other
matters of lesser importance. The Federal and state governments and individual ministers
issue ordinances (Rechtsverordnungen) that implement laws; for example, at the time of
this writing the Federal government has issued some twenty-one ordinances that imple-
ment various portions of the Federal Immission* Control Act. Before such ordinances can
be issued, authorization by law is required in which the content, purpose, and extent of the
authorization is formally and legally specified.

Administrative decrees and regulations issued by authorities for internal use, in particular
for instructing subordinate departments, are important in general administraton.

Also important for environmental protection are by-laws or statutes established by public
bodies such as towns and counties for their own legislative purposes. Such by-laws might
be concerned with zoning, waste disposal, or drainage, for example.

"This is the correct spelling as used in the English translation of the German source
document (see Section 1, Air Emissions Managerne4, Definitions).
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It is characteristic of German environmental law that the laws themselves rarely contain
directly applicable standards. Instead, they often contain abstract verbal descriptions of
the desired level of health and environmental protection, or give standards in such a
general way that further specification is necessary. The implementation of environmen-
tal law, however, requires technical and scientific standards that specifically lay out
what limitations ae imposed on the individual and what amount of pollution is permis-
sible. The nature of the actual standards varies.

Generally, the law itself authorizes the executive branch to enact ordinances that deter-
mine specific quantities. The ordinances enacted often cover only a portion of what is
actually needed. In other instances, no ordinance is enacted at all. Thus, law and ordi-
nances together may describe the standard to be complied with in such general terms as
"not harmful to the environment" or "in accordance with the state of technology," or
"oin accordance with the state of science and technology." The purpose of this legisla-
tive technique is to allow environmental protection to keep pace with scientific and
technological progress.

A number of administrative regulations specify actual standards which are intended to
cover all aspects and all possible facilities and situations in a particular area of concern.
In such instances, the standards that actually apply to any given facility are determined
by the authorities on a case-by-case basis. In making such determinations, the authori-
ties may seek out elaborate scientific and technical opinions of professional organiza-
tions of engineers on the quantities and standards currently achievable and desirable, or
they may base their determinations solely on the results of a case study. While these
opinions cannot be legally enforced, they are extremely important.

This manual, based on German regulations, is current as of 1 April 193.
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Section 1

AIR EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT

A. Applicability

In the course of carrying out its mission on German soil, any U.S. Air Force
installation will engage in activities that may have an impact on air quality.
Therefore, this protocol is applicable to all installations.

B. National Laws and Regulations

The Gesetz zum Schutz vor achaedlichen Umwelteinwirkungen durcb Luft-
verunreinigungen, Geraeusche, Erschuefterungen und aehnlicbe Vorgaenge
(Bundes-Immissionsschutzgesetz - BImSchG) (Act on Protection Against
Harmful Effects on the Environment by Air Pollution, Noise, Vibrations, and
Similar Phenomena (Federal Immission Control Act)) is the principal piece of
enabling legislation relevant to Air Emissions Managenent. Though in itself it
raises relatively few compliance issues, it does contain crucial definitions and
lay the ground work for important distinctions relevant to Air Emissions
Management. For example, it establishes a distinction between facilities that
require permits and those that do not. The moops of foreign nations stationed
or German soil are subject to all relevant provisions except those that have to
ýo with machines, equipment, mobile technical equipment, and motor vehicles.
However, deviations from the provisions of the Act in those areas may occur
only if there is a compelling justification for them grounded in the special
requirements of the forces' mission. The Act also mandates the appointment of
an Incidents Officer and empowers the federal government to specify precisely
which facilities must have one. No regulation implementing this provision of
the Act has yet been discovered, however. A number of regulations that do
implement the BImSchG have been written based on the broad provisions that
it contains, and of these implementing ordinances a number are relevant to Air
Emissions Management.

* The Erste Verordnung zur Durcbfuebrung des Bundes-aImmiuons-
1hutzgeset1m (Veordaung ueber Kleinfeue nngalagen - 2. BImSchV)

(First Regulation Implementing the Federal Immission Control Act (Regulation
on Small Furnaces)) contains emission standards for furnaces the thermal output
of which is less than 50 megawatts (MW). Such furnaces do not require a per-
mit under BImSchG.
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"• The Zweite Verordnung zur Durcbfuehrung des Bundes-rimnisons-
schutzguetzes (Verordnung zmr Enisdonsbegreumnmg von ieicbtfluechigen
Haloginkohlmwaserutoffe- 2. BImSdIV) (Second Regulation Implement-
ing the Federal Immission Control Act (Regulation Limiting Emissions of
Highly Volatile Halogenated Hydrocarbons)) contains provisions relevant to the
use of highly volatile halogenated hydrocarbons in surface treatment and dry-
cleaning facilities.

"* The Dritte Verordmung zur Durchfuuhrung des Bundes.Immisslons-
aclmtquetze (Verordnung ueber Schwefelgelalt von Leichtem Heizoel
und Dieselkraft Stoff - 3. BIuSchV) (Third Regulation Implementing the
Federal Immission Control Act (Regulation on the Sulfur Content of Light Fuel
Oil and Diesel Fuel)) sets a limit on the amount of sulfur that may be contained
in light fuel oil and diesel fuel that are used on the installation.

"* The Vierte Verordnung zur Durcbfuebrung des Bundes-Imminsions-
schutzgesetzes (Verordnung ueber genebmigungsbeduerftige Anlagen -- 4.
BWmSchV) (Fourth Regulation Implementing the Federal Immission Control
Act (Regulation on Facilities that Require A Permit)) lists all those facilities
that must have a permit granted under the provisions of the BImSchG.

" The Fuenfte Verordnung zur Durchfuehrung des Bundes-bmmissions-
schutzgesetzs (Verordnung ueber Imlioisacutzbeauftragte -. 5.
BImSchV) (Fifth Regulation Implementing the Federal Immission Control Act
(Regulation on Immissions Control Officers)) lists those facilities that are
required by law to appoint Immissions Control Officers and enables the com-
petent authority to require such an appointment even if it is not mandated in the
law.

" The Sechste Verordnung zur Durchfuebrung des Bundes-Innlsions-
schutzgesetzm (Verordnung neber die Fachkunde und Zuverlaessigkeit der
Immissionschutzbeauftragten - 6. BImSchV) (Sixth Regulation Implement-
ing the Federal Immission Control Act (Regulation on the Technical Expertise
and Dependability of Immissions Control Officers)) lists educational require-
ments for persons who are to be appointed Immissions Control Officers. It also
includes requirements that must be met by those persons in the area of practical
experience.

"* The Siebente Verordnung zur Durchfuebrung des Bundes-Innisuions-
uchutzgesetzes (Verordnung mar Auswurfbegrmzwg von Hoiataub - 6.
BImScbV) (Seventh Regulation Implementing the Federal Immission Control
Act (Regulation on Limiting Wood Dust Emissions)) contains emissions stan-
dards for facilities that work or process wood or derived wood products and
that are not required to have a permit under BImSchG.
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"" The Dreizebnte Verordnung zur Durcbfuebrung des Bundes-Immnssions-
aehug (Verordnung ueber Groufeuerunlgaudgen - 13. BlmSchV)
(Thirteenth Regulation Implementing the Federal Immission Control Act (Regu-
lation on Large Furnaces)) contains emissions standards for large furnaces, i.e.,
those that are required to have a permit under the terms of the BlmSchG.

"* The Siebzehnte Verordnung zur Durcbfuehrung des Bundes-mmiusuons-
schutzgesetzes (Verordnung ueber Verbrennunpanlagem fuer Abfaeile und
aehnliebe brennbare Stoffe -- 17. BImScbV) (Seventeenth Regulation Imple-
menting the Federal Immission Control Act (Regulation on Incinerators for
Waste and Similar Combustible Materials)) contains emissions standards for
incinerators that are required to have a permit under the terms of the BlmSchG.
It is also applicable if an incinerator is used primarily for the purpose of burn-
ing substances other than waste or materials similar to waste or if the incinera-
tor is operated as a part of or as auxiliary equipment to another facility.

"• The Zwanzigste Verordnung zur Durchfuehrung des Bundes-Immnssions-
schutzgesetzes (Verordnung zur Begrenzung der Koblenwamserstoffemis-
sionen beim Umfuellen und Lagern von Ottokraftstoffen -- 20. BlmSchV)
(20th Regulation Implementing the Federal Imnmission Control Act (Regulation
on Limiting Hydrocarbon Emissions in the Course of Transferring and Storing
Gasoline)) regulates aspects of emission control in the area of gasoline storage
and transfer in facilities that do not require a permit under the terms of the
Federal Immission Control Act.

"* The Einundiwanzigste Verordnung zur Durcbfuebrung des Bundes-
Immissionsschutzgesetzes (Verordnung zur Begrenzung der Koblenwamer-
stoffemissionen bei der Betankung von Kraftfabrzeugen - 21. BImScbV)
(21st Regulation Implementing the Federal Immission Control Act (Regulation
on Limiting Hydrocarbon Emissions in the Course of Filling Motor Vehicles
with Gasoline)) mandates the use of gas recycling systems in gas stations where
the tanks of automobiles are filled with gasoline, if those gas stations do not
require a permit under the terms of the Federal Immission Control Act.

"* The Verordnung zum Verbot von bestimmten die Ozonschicht abbmuenden
Halogenkoblenwasserstoffen (FCKW.Verbots-Verordnung) (Regulation
Prohibiting the Use of Certain Halogenated Hydrocarbons that Damage the
Ozone Layer) regulates the use of certain halogenated hydrocarbons that contri-
bute to the destruction of the ozone layer.

0
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• The Geetz oeber die Unweltvertraeglichlkekspruefung (UVPG) (Environ-
mental Impact Statement Act) requires that environmental impact studies be
done prior to the construction of or substantial modification to certain types of
facilities under certain conditions. U.S. Forces in Germany are permitted to
substitute an environmental review for full-blown environmental impact state-
ments.

C. State Laws and Regulations -- Rheinland-Pfalz

* The Landesgesetz zum Schutz vor Luftverunreinigungen, Geraeuschen und
Erschuetterungen (Inunionucutzgesetz) (The State Act on the Control of
Air Pollution, Noise, and Vibrations) establishes the general principle that facil-
ities are to be designed, operated, and maintained in such a way that the neigh-
borhood and the common good in general are protected from dangers, appreci-
able disadvantages, or outrageous nuisances to the extent that it is possible
given the state of the art and economically feasible for facilities of the given
type. The Act, however, raises no compliance issues in itself. It is, rather, an
enabling act on the basis of which state regulations can be based. No such
regulations were available at the time this manual was produced.

D. Key Compliance Definitions

"* Afterburners - equipment for cleaning waste gas that is not operated indepen-
dently as a separate furnace (13. BImSchV, Section 2(11)).

"* Air Pollutants - changes in the natural composition of the air caused in particular
by smoke, soot, dust, gases, aerosols, vapors, or odor-causing substances
(BImSchG, Section 3(4)).

"* Bivaknt Heating - heating where oil or gas furnaces are operated in conjunction
with a heat pump or a solar collector and where the heat pump or solar collec-
tor is used for more than merely heating the water in the system itself (1.
BlmSciv, Section 1(2)).

"* Center of the Waste Gas Strewn - the part of the waste gas stream that has the
highest temperature at the center of the waste gas canal where the measuring
hole is located (1. BImSchV, Section 2(8)).

"* Degree of Pollution Abatement - the ratio of the difference between the weight
of hydrocarbons brought to a facility and the weight of hydrocarbons emitted in
the facility's waste gas to the weight of hydrocarbons brought to the facility
(20. BImSchV, Section 2(1)).

0
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* Emission Limit Values - the permissible concentrations of air pollutants in waste
gas (13. BlmSchV, Section 2(6)).

- Emissions - air pollutants, noise, vibrations, light, heat, radiation, and similar
phenomena that are emitted by a facility (BImSchG, Section 3(3)).

* Emissions Declaration - a report on the kind, quantity, and spatial and temporal
distribution of air pollutants emitted by a facility in a given period of time; the
report also includes information on the conditions under which the emissions
occur (BlmSchG, Section 27(1)).

- Existing Facilities - with regard to emissions of halogenated hydrocarbons, exist-
ing facilities are those that were in existence prior to 1 March 1991 (2.
BlmSchV, Section 19).

* Existing Furnaces - furnaces that were approved for construction and operation
before 1 July 1983 or of which the competent authority was to be officially
notified under the terms of the Industrial Code before the Federal Immission
Control Act went into effect [1 April 1974]; also included are those combustion
facilities that were the object of a permit procedure on 1 July 1983, if emis-
sions limits had already been set by the licensing authority (13. BhmSchV,
Section 2(3)).

0 * Existing Incinerators - incinerators for which
1. project approval for construction and operation was granted under the

terms of Section 7 para 1 of the Waste Act on or before 1 December
1990, or

2. start of construction was agreed to on or before 1 December 1990 as
part of a procedure leading to official approval of a plan under Section
7 para 1 of the Waste Act, or

3. a permit under either Section 6 or Section 15 of BImSchG was granted
on or before 1 December 1990 for construction and operation, or

4. a preliminary ruling or partial permit was granted on or b-fore 1
December 1990, if that preliminary ruling or partial permit includes
requirements under Section 5 para Numbers 2 or 3 of BA4SchG.

Facilities of whose existence the competent authority was to have been notified
under the provisions of Section 67 para 2 of BImSchG or (if in operation
before the passage of that Act) those of whose existence the competent author-
ity must have been notified under the terms of Section 16 para 4 of the Com-
mercial Code are also considered to be existing incinerators (17. BImSchV,
Section 2(2)).

(NOTE: The actual text of the Act does not list a date before which facilities
are to be considered existing facilities for the purposes of the regulation.)
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"* Facilities - regular and established places of business and other permanent facili-
ties, machines, equipment, other mobile technical equipment, and motor vehi-
cles, as well as pieces of property on which are stored or deposited substances
that can cause emissions or on which work is carried out that can cause emis-
sions (BImSchG, Section 3(5)).

"• Facilities that Require A Permit - those facilities that must have a permit issued
under the terms of the Federal Immission Control Act. Such facilities are listed
in Table 1-1.

"* Final Waste Gas Cleaning Equipment - equipment downstream of a combustion
facility that is used to remove gaseous air pollutants (13. BlmSchV, Section
2(2)).

"* Fuels - all materials supplied to a furnace, including any noncombustible com-
ponents of that material (13. BlmSchV, Section 2(4)).

"* Furnace - a device that produces heat as a result of the combustion of fuels; the
term includes fireplaces and, if present, connectors and exhaust equipment (1.
BlmSchV, Section 2(1)).

" curnwe Emissions - the air pollutants given off by a furnace; they are given as
concentrations in milligrams (mg) per cubic meter (M3), based on the volume
of waste gas under standard conditions (273 degrees Kelvin (OK), 1013 kiloPas-
cal (kPa) after deducting the quantity of moisture contributed by water vapor(13. BImSchV, Section 2(5) and 1. BImSchV, Section 2(4)).

"• Harinfd Effects on the Environment - immissions which, given their nature, their
extent, or their duration, are capable of causing danger, appreciable disadvan-
tage, or considerable nuisance to the community as a whole or to the neighbor-
hood (BImSchG, Section 3(1)).

"* Highly Volatile Halogenated Hydrocarbons - halogenated hydrocarbons with a
boiling point of up to 423 OK (150 degrees Celsius ("C)) at 1013 millibar
(mbar) (2. BlmSchV. Section 1(1)).

" Immissions - air pollutants, noise, vibrations, light, heat, radiation, and similar
effects on the environment that have an impact on human beings, plants,
animals, soil, water, or the atmosphere, or on cultural or other property
(BhmSchG, Section 3(2)).

0
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* Large Furnaces - furnaces with a heat output of 50 MW or more; they are
required tu have a permit under the BlmSchG. Furnaces that are part of
another facility that requires a permit under that act are also included (13.
BlmSchV, Section 2(7)).

(NOTE: Facilities that are required to have a permit under the Federal Immis-
sion Control Act are listed in Table 1-1.)

"* Level of Sulfur Emissions - the ratio of the sulfur content emitted in the waste
gas to the sulfur content of the fuel supplied to the furnace. It is given as a
percent (13. BImSchV, Section 2(13)).

"* Mixed Firings - single firings that are carried out using two or more fuels simul-
taneously (13. BImSchV, Section 2(10)).

"* Mobile Equipment - containers for the transport of gasoline by special vehicle,
i.e., tank trucks, railroad tank cars, tankers (20. BImSchV, Section 2(4)).

"* Multifuel Firings - single firings that are carried out with two or more fuels
alternately (13. BlmSchV, Section 2(9)).

"• New Facilities - with regard to emissions of halogenated hydrocarbons, new
facilities are those that came into being on or after 1 March 1991 (2.
BImSchV, Section 19).

"• Nominal Thermal Output - the highest useable quantity of heat produced per
period of time by a furnace in continuous operation; if a furnace is designed to
have a nominal thermal output that falls within a particular range, then the
nominal thermal output is the highest useable thermal output well within that
range that is listed on a plate on the furnace. If there is no plate, then the
upper limit of the range is considered to be the nominal thermal output (0.
BImSchV, Section 2(10)).

"• Oil Derivatives - organic substances that are not easily volitalized that are depo-
sited on filter paper in the course of determining the opacity number (1.
BImSchV, Section 2(11)).

"* Opacity Number - the number for the degree of blackness that the particulate
emissions in waste gas show on the R -gelmann Scale. The degree of black-
ness is a function of optical reflectivity; an increase of one in opacity number
corresponds to a decrease in reflectivity of 10 percent (1. BImSchV, Section
2(12)).

1-7



* Ozone-Depleting Halogenated Hydrocarbons - for the purposes of this section,
the following are considered ozone-depleting halogenated hydrocarbons:

- trichlorofluoromethane
- dichlorodifluoromethane
- chiorotrifluoromethane
- tetrachlorodifluotoethane
- trichlorotrifluoroethane
- chioropentafluoroethane
- bromochlorodifluoromethane (Halon 1211)
- bromotrifluoromethane (Halon 1301)
- dibromotetaluoroethane (Halon 2402)
- carbon tetrachloride
- 1, 1, 1-trichloroethane

(FCKW-Halon-Verbots-Verordnung, Section 1(1)).

* Residual Materials - in the context of incinerators, residual materials are all
those materials that accumulate in the course of the transformation of energy or
in the course of producing, treating, or processing, whether or not it is the pur-
pose of the facility to generate that material (17. BImSchV, Section 2(4).

• Small Furnaces - furnaces that do not require a permit under the BImSchG; they
have a heat output of less than 50 MW. The following are not considered fur-
naces for the purposes of this protocol:

1. state-of-the-art furnaces that can be operated without equipment for
venting waste gases, i.e., infrared heaters

2. devices that are intended to dry goods via direct contact with waste
gases or to back or otherwise prepare foods via direct contact with
waste gases

3. devices that one may reasonably expect, given the circumstances, not to
be operated at the same location for a period longer than the three
months (mo) that follow start-up

(1. BlmSchV, Section 1(1)).

* State of the Art - the state of development achieved by advanced processes,
equipment, or methods of operation that allows one to consider their practical
suitability as measures for limiting emissions to have been established. In
determining whether a process, a piece of equipment, or a method of operation
has achieved state-of-the-art status, comparable processes, equipment, or
methods of operation that have been successfully tested in actual operation are
to be considered (BImSchG, Section 3(6)).
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• Substantial Modification - a change that may significantly effect the kind or
amount of emissions; as a rule, as substantial modification is present when

1. a furnace is switched to another fuel, unless the furnace is designed to
use fuels alternately

2. a boiler is exchanged
3. a change in nominal heating capacity, unless it is not significant enough

to result in changes in the way in which the furnace must be monitored
(1. BlmSchV, Section 2(13)).

"* Thermal Output - the heat content (based on net calorific value) of the fuel that
is supplied to a furnace in continuous operation per unit of time for the purpose
of attaining its permitted output (13. BImSchV, Section 2(8) and (L.
BImSchV, Section 2(6)).

"* Thermal Value Devices - [German: Brennwertgeraete] heat generators that are
constructed in such a way as to render the vaporization heat of water vapor in
waste gas useful by means of condensation (1. BImSchV, Section 2(3)).

"* Trip Threshold - [German: Ausloeseschwelle] is the concentration of a substance
in the air of the workplace or in the body which, when exceeded, makes neces-
sary additional measures for the protection of health. The trip threshold is con-
sidered to have been exceeded when processes are used during which measures
for the protection of health are necessary or when direct contact with the skin
occurs (GefStoffV, Section 15(7)).

"• Untreated Wood - wood that has been subjected to mechanical processing only
and that has not been more than contaminated to any significant degree with
harmful substances in the course of its use (1. BImSchV, Section 2(9)).

"* Waste Gas Loss - the difference between the heat content of the waste gas and
that of the furnace air, relative to the calorific value of the fuel (1. BImSchV,
Section 2(1)).

"* Waste Gases - carrier gases including solid, liquid, and/or gaseous emissions; the
volume of the waste gas stream is based on the volume of waste gas under
standard conditions (273 0K, 1013 mbar) after deducting the quantity of mois-
ture contributed by water vapor (13. BlmSchV, Section 2(1)).

"* Waste Oil - used semi-fluid or fluid materials that consist in whole or in part of
petroleum or synthetic oil; the term included oil-containing residues from tanks,
emulsions, and water-oil mixtures (Abfallgesetz, Section 5a(l)).
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* Wood Preservatives - mateas with a biocidal effect on insects, fungi harmful,
to wood, and fungi that discolor wood that are used in the course of processing
or treating wood; also included are materials that decrease the inflammability of
wood (I. BlmSchV, Section 2(7)).

0

0
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AIR EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR CHECKLIST USERS

REFER TO CONTACT THESE

WORKSHEET ITEMS: PEOPLE OR GROUPS: ()

All Iliallations 1-1 through 1-5 (I)(2X4X5X6X0)

Facilities that Require Pennits Under BlmSchG

General Requirements 1-6 and 1-7 (IX2X3)
Immiusions Protection Officers 1-8 through 1-12 (1X3)
Incidents Officers 1-13 through 1-15 (IX3)
Emissions Declarations 1-16 and 1-17 (1)(3)
Other Reports 1-18 and 1-19 (1X3)

Facilities that do not Require Permits Under BlmSchG

General Requirements 1-20 (1)(3)
Woodworking 1-21 through 1-24 (IX3)(7)

Large Fwrnaces

General Requirements 1-25 through 1-29 (1)(3X9)
Existing Large Furnaces 1-30 and 1-31 (1X3)
Measurement. Monitoring, and Reporting 1-32 throu•h 1-39 (IX3)
Recording and Evaluating Continuous Monitoring 1-40 through 1-46 (1X3)
Reports of the Results of Continuous Monitoring 1-47 (1)(3)
Calibuimon and Inspection of 148 through 1-51 (1)(3)

Continuous Monitoring Equipment
Stacks, Gas Temperature 1-52 and 1-53 (1X3)
Mixed Firing and Multifuel Firings 1-54 (0X3)
Particulate Emission Standards 1-55 through 1-57 (1X3)

during Trnsport and Storage

(O)CONTACTILOCATION CODE:

(1) BCE (Bin Civil ERSi rh, urJviowmm,' 1 Plamning)
(2) BEE (•ticeimmun Efgineeins)
(3) Air Polltion Somure Operawr
(4) Fuds - Meangumat Brch
(5) Trapo•u•amon - Mainanonm Branch
(6) LOS (aM Supply)
(7) MWR Monle, Wdfare, and Reawation) Auto Hobby Shop
(8) Rdfigeraion Shope (BCE)
(9) Eqmnpmnut Maintenance Squa•ron

(10) AAPES (Army/Air Frore Exchange Service) Gas Staion
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AIR EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR CHECKLIST USERS

REFER TO COITACr THESE

WORKSHEET nIEMS: PEOPLE OR OROUPS:

Small Fwnaes

(law] Rlqukemems 1-58 through 1-61 (IX3)
Nominal Thermal Output Higher than 15 kW 1-62 through 1-64 (IX3)

Smali Oil or Gas Furnaces 1-65 through 1-73 (IX3)

Operating Requrments 1-74 thugh 1-80 (1X3)
Delivery ad Intermediate Stor"ge of Combustibles 1-81 and 142 (IX3)
Emission Stalmds 1-83 twough 145 (IX3)

H ng of Residues fromn Inineraors 1-86 through 1-92 (IX3)
Memurenems and Supervision 1-93 through 1-104 .(IX3)

Existing Incinerators 1-105 (IX3)

Inceratms - Public's Right to Know 1-106 (IX3)

(O)CONTACT/LOCATION CODE:

(1) BCE (Bm Civil Enginmringjnovirwnemtal Planning)
(2) BEE (B EninrinS)
(3) Air Polhution Source Operator
(4) Fuds - Management Brunch
(5) Tranqi.taion - Mainw•mae Branch
(6) LWS (Bane Supply)
(7) M" (Morale, W. fa, mad Recreation) Auto Hobby Shop
(9) Refrigeraton Shops (ICE)
(9) Equipn•mt Maimimice Squadron

(10) AAMES (Ann-y/Air Force Exchange Service) Gas Station
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AIR EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR CHECKLIST USERS

REFER TO CONTACT THESE

WORKSHEET ITEMS: PEOPLE OR GROUPS: *

Surface Treatment Facilities 1-107 through 1-122 (IX3)

Dry-cleaning Facilities 1-123 dtogh 1-130 (IX3)

Ozone-depleting Halogenated Hydocatons 1-131 through 1-135 (IX3X6XSX9)(lO)

Transfer and Storase of Gasoline

General Requirememts 1-136 (IX3)
Facilities with Gas Displacement Systems 1-137 through 1-139 (IX3X4X5X1O)
Facilities without Gas Displacement Systems 1-140 and 1-141 (1X3X4X5XlO)

Gas Stations for Automobiles 1-142 (1X3X4X5)X0)

Gas Stations--Supervision, Notification, etc. 1-143 through 1-146 (IX3X4)(X51O)

16CONTACT/IACATION CODE:

(1) BCE (Ban Civil Enainu /Environmental Planning)
(2) BEE (Bioeinximental Enginmering)
(3) Air Poluom Source Operator
(4) Fuels - Management Branch
(5) Transportation - Maintenance Branch
(6) LGS (Ban Supply)
(7) MWR (Morae, Welfare, and Remsaon) Auto Hobby Shop
(8) Refteration Shops (BCE)
(9) Equipment Mainenc Squadron

(10) AAFES (Army/Air Force Exchange Service) Gas Station
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AIR EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT

Records to Review

"* Host Country air pollution control regulations
"* Emissions inventory
"• All air pollution source permits
"• Plans and pmcedures applicable to air pollution control
"• Emission monitoring records
"• Opacity records
"* Instrument calibration and maintenance records
"* Reports/complaints concerning air quality
"* Air Emergency Episode Plan
"* Host Country regulatory inspection reports
"• Documentation of preventive measures or actions
"* Results of air sampling at the conclusion of response action

Physical Features to Inspect

"" All air pollution sources (fuel burners, incinerators, VOC sources, etc.)
* Air pollution monitoring and control devices
"* Air emission stacks
"* Air intake vents

Sources to Interview

"* BCE (Base Civil Engineering/Environmental Planning)
"* BEE (Bioenvironmental Engineering)
"* Air Pollution Source Operator
"* Fuels - Management Branch
"* Transportation - Maintenance Branch
"* L•S (Base Supply)
"* MWR (Morale, Welfare, and Recreation) Auto Hobby Shop
"* Refrigeration Shops (BCE)
"* Equipment Maintenance Squadron
"* AAFES (Army/Air Force Exchange Service) Gas Station
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CXEhffiL1NCE CAIMOORY:
AIRt EU~SSIOM MAN&GWMM

REGULAlItY REVIE'AN CEODCKSc

ALL IIBTALLAIIO?

1-1. Determine actions Determine if noncompliance issues have been resolved by reviewing a
or changes since prvious copy of the previous report (1X2)
review of Air Emissions
Management,

1-2. Installatons should Verify that copies of the following federal laws and regulations wre kept
mnaintain a file of German at the installation: (I1X2)
laws and regulations per-
taining to Air Emissions - (Jesetz zum Schatz vor achuedhechen Umwdeteinwirkungen durch
Management (OMP). Lufftvensnreinigwngen, Gereewclace, Erschwetitrungen wad

aecanliche Vorgeenge (Bundes-Inwaisseionsechutzgeeetz -- BNmSch C)
- Erste Verordnung zur Durchfuehanng des Bundes-

lmrnissionse~chutzgecketze (Verordnung web er Kleinfeaerungsan-
lagen -- 1. BIm~eAV7

- Zweite Verordnong zur Dvrchfvehrvng ,,de8 Bundes-
Immlieiioneechuizgcaetzes (Verordnvng zur Eieeonab care nzwng
von Ieichtjhaechligen Jfaiogcrskohlenwasserstoffen -- 2. Bnim~h V)

- Drite Verord awrg zur Durchfwelarung des Bandes-
ImmsuiiOreuchutzgeseftze (Verordnuwg weber Schuwefelgehaalt v~on
leich gem Heizodl wad Diceeekraftaloff -- S. BlimSchV)2

- We rt Verordanwrg zre Durc hiwekrung des Bundee-
Imrruaeuionaechutzgeeetzce (Verordning web er Genehmsgwrags-
beduerflige AnSIg9CU - 4. BlmkchVJ

- Fweafte Verordnwng zur Dwrchfuehrung des Bund ci.
J~nwmusirsechUU stzgcre (Verordnurag web er Imma..s
sionteehwtzbeauftrogtc -- 5. BWmScIV

- Schule Verordnisng zur Dwrclafuclarung des Randee-
Imwnieeioueechatzge~etge8 (Verordaung weber die Faehkinde wad
Zwverlaessigkeit der Immmauiioueeehwtzbeauftragien -- 6. BimSch "9

- Sibeb nte Vcrordnong zur Durchfwehrwng des Bundee.
Immseeioneechwftzge~etzee (Verordnung zur Awewurfib grenzunig von
Holzafaub -- 7. B~nm5ch V)

- E.fte Verordrswrg zur Durchfuehrung des IBundes-
Imnisuiorneeehtzge~setzes (Erniieioneerkiaenrngeverordnung 1.
BIM~eh

- Dr.eizehule V. to rdnag zur Dwrch/wehrwng des Bundee.
Irneaieusonuchutzgceetzee (Vcrordaawng weber Groufeerunrvgean-
Ianlagen - 18. BImn~hV)

- Sickbehnte V. erordung zrt Durchfuchrung dee Bwadee-
ImeuiseioraechoUtzesetzce (Verordwung seb er Verb rennwntgean-
legen faer Akfacile sad achriliehe breranb are Stoff. -- 17.
B~naLch1

- Zwanzwgdec Yeno rdusun zwr Durclafuchrung dee Dundee-
Immiesioxeechulzgeset gee (Verordnung zur Begrenzwng der
Kohlenweueretoffensseioenn beim Unafuelen wad LUgern von
Oueokraftetoffen -- to. Blm&chV7

(1) BCE (Bees Civil F~ierag imameniul Rmaumin) (2) BEE (Bioeamoawnieaa bAeseinit) (3) Air oblfl.E Source Operator (4) Fuels -
Maumnagait Breach (5) Tnospofmiot - Majatemee Branch (6) LOS (Bane Supply) (7) MWR "agne, Welfmt. and Recraaicam) Auto Hobby
Shop (8) Retrigeralon Shope (BC19) (0) Eqtipment Maintenance Squ&dro (10) AAIM (AzMAkir Fore. Exchange Service) Gon Staton
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OOMHJANCE CATEGORY:
AIR nUorSON

Gwin

REGCIAAMY REVIE Mt C3C&

1-2. (con nd) - EiBwadzvesu.t- Vcerordsj .-ur DwreAfwcArwng des Dundes-
Iwwn"uionacAkzwqctzce (Verordwung zor Begreazwn dcr
KoAlenwassorelofema'onex lei der Beakwan g von Kreffashrzew-
ggn-- fl. BfhSC IA

- Vcerordnwng m Vergot won beahiuntk die OzonrcAieht abbsuen-
den Haleopenoukwaseurstoffen (FCKW-Ver ot- Vcrordnang)

- Geseta webcr die Umrwcivrtrclichkcitpvracfug (UVPG).

Verify that copies of the following state laws and regulations for
Rheinland-Pralz are kept at the installation if appropriate:

- Lmndugceetz zim Schatz vor Leftvervnrevingngen, Geracuecken
wad &ackwuctterngen (Immnisionesechtzgecetz).

1-3. The content of sul- Verify that the light fuel oil and diesel fuel in use on the installation do
fur in light fuel oil and not contain sulfur compounds (given as elemental sulfur) totalling more
diesel fuel that are in use than 0.2 percent of the weight of the fuel. (1)(4)(5X10)
on the installation is limi-
ited (3. BlmSchV, Sec-
tion 3(l)).

1-4. The use of products Verify that products that contain vinyl chloride as an aerosol propellant
that contain vinyl awe not in use on the installation. (IX6)
chloride as an aerosol
propellant is prohibited (NOTE: The prohibition on use does not apply to proper waste disposal

, PCT-, VC- or thermal recycling in a properly permitted facility.)
erbotaveroidnung, Sec-

tions 1 and 2).

1-5. An environmental Verify that environmental reviews are submitted prior to the construction
review must be filed prior of or significant modification to the following facilities: (1)(2)
to construction of or sub-
stantial ma lification to - power plants, heating power stations, heating stations, and other
certain facilities (UVPG, furnaces in which solid, liquid, or gaseous fuels are to be used if
Section 3(1)). the nominal thermal capacity is greater than 200 MW

- facilities for the application of protective coatings of lead, tin, or
zinc to metal surfaces using molten baths or flame spraying, if the
annual throughput is more than 100,000 tons of raw material.

(1) BCE(D. CIA Wa 4e4-aeehgAwhm.ati FMlWl ) (2) BEE (Di11m b h ,,) ({) Air Malif. Sowu Opaor (4) Flab-
Mamagemat Brandb (6) Tapougoo.- Mahtmom D b (5) L Sm sop*) (7) MMR 04m. Wolf.. ma pacmfis) Aullo Hobby
SbOP (8) Refrlsunio SINOP (BCE) (0) Equip=*&a Malnahma Squidma (10) AAM (AauurA~r Fatt ExthuPg Saerie) On S"mOn
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COMFLJANCE CATEGORY.

AIR EMMION MANAGIMM

R XEJLA1MY REVIE WM C2 EC&

FACLI'nIIEB MiAT
REQUIRE PFERMASUNDMI El•znSchG

G a eneral- r

1-6. "he construction Determine whether the facility is listed in either Chart One or Chart Two
and operation of certain of Table 1-1. (1)(2)
facilities require a permit
under the Federal Immis- Verify that permits exist for the construction and operation of the facility
sion Control Act, as do if it is listed in Table 1-1.
significant modifications
to those facilities Verify that permits exist for significant modifications to facilities listed in
(BImSchG, Section 4(1), Table 1-1.
15(1); 4. BImSchV, Sec-
tion 1(1)).

1-7. Facilities that Verify that facilities that require a permit under the BImSchG are con-
require a permit under the structed and operated in such a way that (1)(2)(3)
BImSchG (Federal
Immission Control Act) - harmful effects on the environment and other dangers, appreciable
must be operated in disadvantages, or considerable nuisance to the community as a
accordance with certain whole or the neighborhood do not occur
Meneral principles - precautions are taken against harmful effects on the environment,
BlmSchG, Section 5). especially by using state-of-the-art methods to limit emissions

- any heat produced is used by the installation or given over to third
parties who have declared themselves willing to accept it, to the
extent that doing so is both technically feasible given the type and
location of the facility and consistent with carrying out the
preceding principles.

(NOTE: The BImSchG empowers the government to issue regulations
that determine which facilities must so manage the heat they produce, but
no such enactments have yet been discovered )

Verify that facilities that require a permit are shut down in such a way
that neither the facilities nor the property on which they wre located cause
harmful effects on the environment or other dangers, appreciable disad-
vantages, or considerable nuisance to the community as a whole or the
neighborhood.

11) BC (B.• O3vil EngineeriDSgavnmutaI Plamming) f2) BEE (Bioenvi•amnel EOgiering) (3) Air MdUun Source Cpenbr (4) Perels -
Management Branch (6) Thulpotaon.- Maintenance Brunch (6) LOS (Brae Supply) (7) MWR (Morae, Welfare, and Recrafoan) Auto Hobby
Shop (8) Refriperadon Shop. (BCE) (9) Equipment Maintenance Squadrom (10) AAMS (AMr#Ak Force Exchange ServiMe) 0l. Stadon
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COMRLIANE CATEGORY:
AIR EaSSIOM MANAGEMENr

__ Gw==

RE(XILAIVRY RENVIWE (NELCCSI

1-8. Certain facilities Verify that the facilities listed in Table 1-2 have a qualified Imnissions
that require a permit Control Officer who has been formally appointed in writing. (1IX3)
under BImSchG must for-
nally appoint a qualified
person to the position of
Immissions Control
Officer in writing
(BImSchG, Section 53(1),
55(1); 5. BlmSchV, Sec-
tion 1()).

1-9. The Jmmissions Verify that the person appointed to the position of Immissions Contrl
Control Officer must have Officer meets the following requirements: (1)(3)
fulfilled certain require-
ments related to educa- - has concluded a university-level course of study in the fields of
tion, experience, and engineering, chemistry, physics, or environmental technology, and
dependability (6. - has had 2 years (yr) of practical experience with the types of facil-
BImSchV, Sections 1 and ities to be overseen or ones that are similar from the point of view
5(1). of immissions.

(NO'IE: Only one year's practical experience is required of persons who 9
have concluded university-level courses of study in environmental tech-nology .)

(NOTE: Practical experience is supposed to have provided the person
with knowledge of processes and construction technology, with
knowledge of the techniques of measurement, supervision, and limiting of
emissions, and with knowledge of techniques for reporting and preventing
emissions. In addition, practical experience is supposed to have provided
the appointee with knowledge about the environmental impacts that pro-
ducts may have, about the processes of proper reuse of residual sub-
stances and proper recycling of products, and about the provisions of
Immisaions Control Act.)

(NOTE: Persons an considered dependable if they exhibit personality
traits, behavior, and capacity that enable them to meet the responsibilities
with which they are charged.)

(NOCIE: The competent authority may recognize other educational and
practical experience as fulfilling the above requirements.)

0
(1) BCE ( Ea , Cii Enaevi Raising) (2) BEE (Bio•ovImamJ E-saweziV) (3) Air FbI•nu•n Soure. Operaor (4) Fuels -

magemnst Brmah (6) Thmpowtmiou - MUiateamee Brach (0) MIS (Bue Supply) (7) MWR (Monak, Welfut, ad Recrmliom) Auto Hobby
Shop (8) Refulgemdon Shops (BCE) (9) Equipmat Maiatemoce Squadim (10) AAfMS (ArnuwAir Fere Exchauge Service) Gm Staon
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COMIJAAE GAIOGORY:
AIR ]MUSMONS MAN&W•NEMr

REGLJIAIVRY RE VIE VtC(IECK&~

1-10. The Immissions Verify that the Immissions Control Officer has been charged with and
Control Officer must be carries out the following responsibilities: (IX3)
charged in writing with
certain responsibilities - advises the installation in affairs that might be of import from the
(BImSchG, Section 54). point of view of immiusions control

- works toward the development and introduction of environmentally
friendly processes, including waste reduction and proper recycling

- serves as a co-worker in the development and introduction of
environmentally friendly processes, in particular as an advisor on
processes from the perspective of care for the environment

- monitors compliance with the provisions of BImSchG and of regu-
lations based on it and with such conditions and stipulations as
have been issued, in particular by inspecting the facility at regular
intervals, taking measurements of emissions and immissions,
informing the installation of deficiencies and suggestions for dim-
inating those deficiencies

- instructs installation personnel on the environmental impact of the
installation and on equipment and measures that could reduce that
impact given the requirements of the BImSchG

- reports yearly to installation authorities on measures that have been
or will be taken in the course of carrying out his/her responsibili-
ties.

O 1-11. The installation Verify that the installation has given the Immissions Control Officer a
has certain specific copy of the formal notification to the competent authority of his/her
responsibilities with appointment. (1X3)
regard to the Immissions
Control Officer Verify that the Immissions Control Officer is informed of his/her duties
(BlmSchG, Section 55). and of any changes that may occur in them.

Verify, if more than one Inmissions Control Officer is appointed, that the
installation provides for coordination between them.

Verify that the installation supports the Immissions Control Officer in
carrying out his/her tasks, in particular that the Immissions Control
Officer has adequate staff and resources.

Verify that possibilities for continuing education exist for the Immissions
Control Officer.

1-12. Facilities must Verify that the competent authorty has been informed of the identity of
meet reporting require- the Immissions Control Officer. (1)(3)
ments with regard to
Immissions Control Verify that the competent authority has been informed of the tasks that
Officers (BImSchG, Sec- have been assigned to the Izumissions Control Officer.
tion 55(l).

Verify that the competent authority is informed if the identity of the
Immissions Control Officer changes and/or if the tasks assigned to him
change.

(1) BCE (Base Civil Eaaiginelnag imumenul Ranning) (2) BE (BioenvilmwnmeagmiSegineg) (3) Air FbUudon Source Operator (4) Fuels -
Manapmeat Branch (6) "hmportion - Maintenance Brench (6) LOS (Base Supply) (7) MWR (Morale, Welfare, and Recreaton) Auto Hobby
Shop (8) Refripradon Shows (DBC) (9) _4uipmenl Maintenance Squadron (10) AAFYS (Amp&/i Force FKuchage Service) an Stafon
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CDaAAN(Z CA&EGORY:
AIR EM ON MANAGEMENT

_ _ _ _ _Gwuwn

REtREME1REN"WM

Inckimb
Omm

1-13. Certain facilities (NOIEs Nk legislation has yet been discovered that specifies which
that require a permit facilities are in fact required to make such an appointment)
under BImSchG are
required to appoint an
Incidents Officer
(BImSchG, Section58a(1)).

1-14. The Incidents Verify that the Incidents Officer. (1)(3)
Officer must discharge
certain responsibilities - works toward improved safety on the installation
(BImSchG, Section 58b). - informs the proper installation authorities of disruptions in ordinary

operations that could lead to dangers for the general public and
the neighborhood

- monitors compliance with the provisions of BImSchG and of regu-
lations based on it with a view toward preventing disruptions in
normal operations

- informs the installation of deficiencies and suggestions for elim-
inating those deficiencies

- immediately informs installation authorities of deficiencies related
to fire protection and emergency response

- reports annually to installation authorities on measures that have
been or will be taken in the course of carrying out his/her respon-
sibilities

- keeps records of the reports made to the installation authorities of
disruptions in ordinary operations that could lead to dangers for
the general public and the neighborhood and keeps these reports
for no fewer than 5 yr.

1-15. The installation Verify that the installation has given the Incidents Officer a copy of the
has certain specific formal notification to the competent authority of his/her appointment
responsibilities with (IX3)
regard to the Incidents
Officer (BlmSchG, Sec- Verify that the Incidents Officer is informed of hisfier duties and of any
tion 58c). changes that may occur in them.

Verify, if more than one Incidents Officer is appointed, that the installa-
tion provides for coordination between them.

Verify that the installation supports the Incidents Officer in carrying out
sher tasks, in particular that the Incidents Officer has adequate staff

Verify that possibilities for continuing education exist for the Incidents
Officer.

(1) BCE (Dn Cav•, Eniaeerin•,•virounenal Flang) (2) B11 (Bioenvromnubu BagamWg) (3) Air oUnolom Some Opermr (4) Fieb -
Mmapment Bunch (6) "Ihmpoyrmoo - Madtbmce Brinch (6) LOS (Baue Sapplt) (7) MWR (Monde, We*me, md RPaeme ) Auto Hobby
Shop (8) Rfpfion Shop. (BCE) (9) Eqvupws4t Matbnce Squdrm (10) AAWES (Mu•pM Force Eixtcku Seviee) Go SWon
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REIOLATURY 1 RE VIEW CHEMC
REWMENGNM

EmotitDdwadow

1-16. Facilities that (NOTE: Calendar year 1992 was the firt year for which an emissions
require a permit under the declaration was to be submitted.) (IX3)
Federal Immission Con-
wlx Act must file enis- Determine whether the facility is listed in Table 1-1 and whether an
sions declarations with exemption from the reporting requirement is noted there.
the competent authority
and update them bienni- Verify that an emissions declaration is filed with the competent authority
aly (BImSchG, Section by 30 April of the year following the declaration period, if the facility is
27(1); 11. BlmSchV, not exempt from the reporting requirement,
Section I(I), 3(2), Sec-
tion 5). Verify that the emissions declaration is up-dated biennially.

1-17. Supporting docu- Verify that supporting documentation for the emissions declaration is
mentation for the emis- kept for at least 4 yr after the submission of the declaration. (IX3)
sions declaration is to be
kept foz ,t least 4 yr after
the submission of the
declaration (11.
BImSchV, Section 6(2)).

(1) DM (Bout Civil E-si .anengAvuammni. Plmannig) (2) BE (Bloesvioametal Eiasnerins) (3) Air biluton Source OpeMr (4) Fuels -
Mmaeaeent ranch (6) TJrneponWaoo. Maiantenace Branch (6) LIS (Doe Suppl) (7) MvtVR (Monk., Weltaie, tad Rec•eao) Auto Hobby
Shop (s) Refipurion Shop. (BCE) (9) Equipment M•inenance Squadou (10) AAFES (AnWAr Force Exchange Service) Om Staon
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CUMI4IANICI Q4ThGORY:
AIR EOMOM LANI44Wf~q

3O KA1U REV3wb

1-L Facilifti that Verify "ha facilities that require a permit under the Federal linmission
aeer a01111tuder the Convol Act file biennial reports with the competent authority on whether,

1311ImmisionO~n- and if so to what extentý deviations from the terms of the permit or sub..
Wol Act me suject. to stantialing documents included in the permit have occurred. (1X3)

certain reporwngueqwrt-
meats (BfinSchG, Secto (NOTIE: Ionfaormtio that is included in required emissions declarations
1841)). does not need to be included in this report.)

Verify that the installation informis the competent authority of its inten-
tion to shut down a facility that requires a permit and of the time tha the
shutdown is expected to occur.

1-19. Facilities that are Verify that facilities that are required to have & permit under BImScbG
required to have a permit rot the competent authority on the way in which they are ensuring
under BImSchG arw htte provisions aind requrmnts for environmental protection are
required to report to the being met at the facility. (19T)
competent authority on
the way in which they are (NOTE: The BIrnSchG specifies neither the form nor the frequency of
ensuring that the provi- this report.)
sions and requirements
for environmental protec-
tion are being met at the
facility (BlrnSchG, Sec-.

FACEJMES TFIAT DO
NOT REQUME
FERmIS UNDER
EnLmchG

GnrlRapqrnets,

1-20. Facilities that do Verify that facilities that do not require a permit under the BImSchG are
not require a permit constructed and operated in such a way that. (1)(3)
under the BImSchG must
meet certain general - those harmful eff ects on the environment are prevented that are
operating requirements avoidable given the state of the art
(BImSchG, Section - those harmful effects on the environment that are unavoidable
22(l)). given the state of the art, are kept to an absolute minmum.

(NUME Non-commercial facilities and those that are not part of
economic enterprises are obligated to adhere to the above principles only
insofar asair and noise pollution are concerned.)

(1) 3CM (But Civil Eagiseeiag~e&11mmoAul FPmuag) (2) BEE (Bionvisomanubl Bfmdowig) (3) Mrbfl~ufiosSovne Opftmr (4) Ffels-
bmugemlBrnc huc (6) 2Teinpotadon - Measseaae Bruemc (6) LOS (Ban Suppl) (7) MWR (ilc"le Welfwe, and Roae~om) Aaw Hobby
Shop (U) Reffigemion Sbope (BCE) (B) Equilmas MalabuaneeSquaiudme(10) AAM~(AsWqAWrFoIxE zchageServie) (.SWImioo
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Woodwnldnlg (NOTE: The competent authority may anIt exemptions from the
requirements of this section of the Air Emissions Management protocol.)

1-21. Facilities for the Verify that facilities for the workiup or processing of wood or derived
working or processing of timber products that do not require a permit under BI•nSchG are
wood or derived timber equipped with exhaust cleaning equipment that keeps emissions under S0
products that do not mgjmat standard conditions or under the limits specified in Table 1-5.
require a permit under (1X3)(7)
BlmSchG must be
equipped with exhaust (NOIE: Standard conditions exist at 0 °C and 1013 mbar.)
cleaning equipment that
keeps emissions of wood (NOTE: Facilities constructed after 1 January 1977 must be operated in
dust, chips, and/or shav- such a way that the concentration by weight of wood dust, fhips, and/or
ings under certain limits shavings in their exhausted air does not exceed 20 mg/m at standard
(7. BImSchV, Sections 2 conditions.)
and 4) (NO'IE: If several facilities are in close spatial and operation contiguity

with one another, the total of their exhaust streams must be used in
evaluating compliance with these requirements.)

(NOTE: Storage and transfer facilities for wood dust, chips, and/or shav-
ings must also be considered when evaluating compliance with this
requirement.)

(NOIE: Exhaust cleaning equipment is not necessary if other measures
or operating methods (such as using fresh wood or wet-woddng) or the
use of other kinds of mechanical transfer equipment enable the facility to
comply with the limits in Table 1-5.)

1-22. Wood dust, chips, Verify that wood dust, chips, and$or shavings are stored in bunkers, silos,
and,4r shavings must be or other enclosed areas. (1)(3)(7)
stored in bunkers, silos,
or other enclosed areas
(7. BImSchV, Section
3(1)).

1-23. Bunkers and silos Verify that bunkers and silos for the storage of wood dust, chips, and1 r
for the storage of wood shavings are provided with equipment that meures the degree to which
dust, chips, and/or shav- they they full and with equipment that prevents overfilling. (IX3X7)
ings must be provided
with equipment that
measures the degree to
which the facility is full
and with equipment that
prevents overfilling (7.
BImSchV, Section 3(2)).

(1) BCE (Due avil ragiaiag~nvimmunat Flemingn) (2) BEE (Bionairome~neial Fagioutnu) (3) Air Moiuon Souic Opervot, (4) F-b -
kMhougat Brnch (6) Tmapoutuio - Maintenace Dmch (6) L(I (Bae Supply) (7) UWR (Mmule, Walfu, a-d Reeinssi) Amu Hobby

Sbop (8) Pefnuion~ Shape (BCE) (0) EquipmS Maintenance Squ (10) AA-S (ArPfr Fain Exchange Sevice) Ca Stati
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1-24. Storage facilities Verify that storage facilities and Oitm er eampted and cleaned in such a
and filtersm e to be emp- wy that emissions of wood &mdt chips, and/br shavings are avoided
tied and cleaed in such a far is possible (7. BImSchV, Section 3(1)).
way that emissions of
wood dust, chips, and,*r (NOTE: Emissions may be avoided through the use of closed containers
shavings we avoided ts or through wetting the material at the point of exit.) (IX3X7)
far as possible (7.
BImSchV, Section 3(3)).

LARGE FURNACES

Gumnl Rqumnsb

1-25. Luare furnaces Verify that the installation's solid-fuel-burning furnaces meet the stan-
that burn solid fuels must dards in Table 1-6. (IX3X9)
meet certain emissions
requirements (13. (NOTE: These standards must also be observed when the beating surface
BluSchV, Sections 3 is being cleaned.)through 7). YEt g 7.OT: For sulfur and halon emissions, start-up periods in which twice

missions listed in Table 1-6 occur are not taken into consideration.)

1-26. The competent Verify that the competent authority is notified immediately when the
authority must be notified equipment that reduces sulfur emissions goes off-line. (IX3)
immediately when the
equipment that reduces (NOTE: Furnaces may be operated even when the equipment that
sulfur .ndor halon emns- reduces sulfur emissions is off-line, provided that the off-line time does
sions is off-line (13. not exceed 72 consecutive hours (h) and a total of 240 h per calendar
B~nSchV, Section 6(6) year.)
and 7(2)). (NOIE: Funaces may be operated even when the equipment that

reduces inorganic halogen emissions is off-line, provided that the off-line
time does not exceed 72 consecutive h and a total of 240 h per calendar
year.)

1-27. Large fumraces Verify that the installation's liquid-fuel-burning furnaces meet the emis-
that bum liquid fuel ae sion requirements in Table 1-7. (IX3)
subject to emission
requirements (13. (NOTE: These standards must also be observed when the beating surface
BImSchV, Sections 8 is being cleaned.)
through 12).

(1) 9M( ,e0 wl AMOU egbvm I PWu.uablhmiWg) (M) - -(mu I hguft elf))(3) AJrbti- S-mu OPwr(4) Pue.,-
Minns, @ene,, (6) m1pom,,.- MuaWbme Bemb (6) LOs (S q) (7) MWR PAo,,k Woam, wd smdoa) Avo Hobby
Shop () ft,,vsnio Sbw (BCB) (9) EqdgriM~•i•mmu Sqh- (10) AAIS (AiWAk rPFM eAsM SAC,) 0. Smo.
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1-&. The competent Verify that the competent suthority is notified immediately when the
authority must be notified equipment that reduces sulfur emisioms goes off-line. (I X3)
immediately when the
equpme nt th reduces (NOTE: Furnaces may be operated even when the equipment that

slfuru /or halon emis- reduces sulfur emissions is off-line, provided that the off-line time does
sions is off-line (13. not exceed 72 consecutive h and a total of 240 b per calendar year.)
BmSchV, Section 11(6)). Furnaces may be operated even when the equipment that

reduces inorganic halogen emissions is off-line, provided that the off-line
time does not exceed 72 consecutive h and a total of 240 h per calendar
year.)

1-29. Large furnaces Verify that the installation's gaseous-fuel-burning furnaces meet the
that bumr gaseous fuel are requirements in Table 1-8. (IX3)
required to meet certain
emission standards (13.
BlmSchV, Sections 13
through 16).

1-30. Eiisting large fur- Verify that existing large furnaces meet the emission standards in Table
naces am subject to 1-9. )(3)
specific emission stan-
dards (13. BImSchV,
Sections 17 through 20).

1-31. The competent Verify that the competent authority is notified immediately when the
authority must be notified equipment that reduces sulfur emissions goes off-line. (1)(3)
immediately when the
equipment that reduces (NOTE: Furnaces may be operated even when the equipment that
sulfur emissions is off- reduces sulfur emissions is off-line, provided that the off-line time does
line (D3. BImSchV, Sec- not exceed 72 consecutive h and a total of 240 h per calendar year.)
tion 20(5)).

(1) BC (Ban Ctil if edagjb.ouma tsiag) (2) BI (BDonivimmul hglamgu ) (S) Air No..M. Soure OpeMW (4) Fuels-.
Mwwmont Dmeb (5) "rmpmlado. - Mamtswe Bimc (6) L(3S Mm Sop*) (7) MWR (momn, W.Num. md RAMO.) Auto Hobby
Shop (8) Reffivmdon Sbwp (BME (9) Equipma- Mabbamee Squwma (10) AM~ (AaWAir Fam lkckw Sanub.) Go Swim
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1-32. Subsequent to the Verify that reports are filed with the appropriate agency to show compli-
constuction of new fur, &ae with the relevant emission limit values from Tamies 1-6 through 1-4
naces and significant after no fewer than 3 mo of operation but no more than 12 mo after
modifications ID new or start-up. (IX$)
existing furances, com-
pliance with emission Verify that such reports are filed subsequently at the end of every 3 yr
standards must be demon- period.
sabated. (13. BlmSchV,
Section 22(1)). (NOTE: It is not clear which agency is considered to be the appropriate

one.)

(NOTE: This requirement does not apply to furnaces that have continu-
ous monitoring equipment that records its results automatically.)

(NOTE: If furnaes that burn liquid fuel can demonstrate compliance
with the requirements for sulfur by using a fuel that ensures compliance,
they are not subject to this requirement.)

(NOTE: In certain instances, compliance is demonstrated when mesur-
ing equipment is calibrated, i.e., every 3 yr for large furnaces with a ther-
mal output greater than 300 MW, every 5 yr for all other large furnaces.)

1-33. For large furnaces Verify that for large furnaces that use a particular liquid fuel that ensures
that we liquid fuel that compliance with the sulfur emission limit values documentation is kept
ensures compliance with on the sulfur-content of that fNel and its net calorific value for 3 yr.
the sulfur emission limit (IX3)
values, documentation
must be kept on the
sulfur-content of that fuel
and its net calorific value
for 3 yr (13. BImSchV,
Section 22(3)).

1-34. The equipment Verify that state-of-the-art measuning equipment is employed to take the
used to take measure- measurements used to demonstrate compliance with emission standards.
ments that demonstrate (IX3)
compliance is to be
State-of-the-art (13.
BImSchG, Section 23(1)).

(1) BM (Ban oW Pksa iagmvlmou.d N 1) (2) (D0m emm, i ng) (3) Air Nbieoa Soute Opuslor (4) lWB-
Mumsemam Dien (6) hm•pwol -. hbiabamene" Bmh (s) LOS (B=s Sap*) (7) MWR (Aodak. Wefm, =d R.amad) Auo Hobby

Mop (5) RhVpmOe ShaOW ("(Z) (5) Benp-4 Maasummot Squudm (10) AAM (AmwjA FamreEm, Ikeh S.eM) Go S6Ion
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1-4. For determining Verify that, for determinimg compliance, at least three individual meas-
compliance, at least three urements one-half hour in dureaion we taken when the furnace is in
individual measurements operation (13. BImSchG, Section 23(1)). (lX3)
one-half hour in duration
are to be taken when the (NOIE: The results are to be given as half-hourly values.)
furnace is in operation
13. BImSchG, Section (NOIE: If the half-hour time period cannot be adhered to in particularly

23()). difficult circumstances, the individual measurement must not exceed 2 h.)

(NO'IE: The emission standards are considered to have been complied
with if the result of each individual measurement does not exceed the
relevant standard.)

1-38. The results of Verify that the results of measurements taken to determine compliance
measurements taken to with emission standards are reported to the competent authority without
determine compliance delay. (1)(3)
with emission standards
are to be reported to the
competent authority
without delay (13.
BImSchV, Section 24(1)).

1-37. The reports of Verify that the reports of results of measurements taken to determine
results of measurements compliance with emissions standards contain the following: (1)(3)
taken to determine com-
pliance with emissions - a report of the result of each individual measurement
standards must meet cer- - information on the method by which each measurement was taken
tain requirements (13. - information on the operating conditions under which each measure-
BImSchV, Section 25(2)). ment was taken

- information on the fuels used
- information on the operating conditions of the emission reduction

equipment.

(1) BCE (8-e Civil F aEo.i- im ,,oI P~Min,•) (2) BW (BioesnammWml ERgtiaeen.g) (3) Air Fulegoo Souce Operaor (4) Fuels -
Mauaemeat B.mch (6) T"mpo*Wou - Maiaenmce Brech (6) LOS (Bame Supp*) (7) MWR (Mo.le, WelfVe, oed Recreaion) Auto Hobby
Sbop (8) Pefpuaiao Skop "BC) (9) Eq•ipmut Msiim...ce Squadma (10) AAIS (AmrM Forte Encbma F e Service) Go. Ston
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1-8. Monitoring equip. Verify that all furnaces amt equipped with a device that provides con-
ment that operates con- tinous readingp on the concentration by weight of carbon monoxide in the
tinuously is required to waste gas. (IX3)
be installed on certain
large furnaces (13. Verify that all furnaces are equipped with a device that provides continu-
BlmSchV, Section 25). ous readings on the aoni t of oxygen in the waste gas.

Verify that furnaces that burn solid or liquid fuel are equipped with a
device that provides continuous readings on the concentration by weight
of particulate matter in the waste gas.

Verify that furnaces that burn solid or liquid fuel are equipped with a
device that provides continuous readings on the the concentration of sul-
fur dioxide and sulfur trioxide in the waste gas.

(NOME: This does not apply to furnaces for liquid fuel that burn light
fuel oil or diesel fuel that does not contain sulfur compounds (given as
elemental sulfur) totalling more than 0.2 percent of the weight of the
fuel.)

Verify that furnaces that burn solid or liquid fuel as well as furnaces that
bum gaseous fuel and have a thermal output of more than 400 MW are
equipped with a device that provides continuous readings on the concen-
tration of nitrogen monoxide and nitrogen dioxide in the waste gas.

(NOIE: If measurements show that nitrogen dioxide contributes less
than 5 percent to the total emissions of oxides of nitrogen, the require-
ment for continuous monitoring does not apply, and the contribution of
nitrogen dioxide to the total may be estimated.1

(NOIE: If the continuous monitoring requirement does apply, the
measuring equipment must be in place no later than 6 mo after the fur-
nace is fist started up.)

1-39. It must be demon- Verify that compliance with the relevant standards for sulfur emissions
strated that certain types can be demonstrated for the following types of furnaces either on the
of large furnaces comply basis of on-going recording of appropriate operating statistics or on the
with sulfur emission stasn- basis of recording of statistics on the efficiency of final waste gas clean-
dards either by on-going ing equipment: (1_X3)
recording of appropriate
operating statistics or by - large furnaces that bum solid fuel
recording of statistics on - large furnaces that burn solid fuel and have grate-firing or coal-
the efficiency of final dust firing and a thermal output greater than I00 but leas than 300

waste gas cleaning equip- MW inclusive
ment (13. BImSchV, - large furnaces that burn liquid fuel
Section 25(5)). - large furnaces that bum liquid fuel with a thermal output greater

than 100 but less than 300 MW inclusive.

(1) BCE (Bin Civi K,•inm , Avi-wznd Plss) (2) m Miouime iashmauha) (3) Air Fboliadm soO OC or (4) '.. -
Minpmat nbmeh (6) Tbmponaioo - Mainbame. Bumcb (0) LOS (I3m Supp*) (7) IWR (MaD", Weifwe, md RAcauiw) Auto Hobby

Shop (U) MAP -Mad ino. (BCE) (0) Ewqlmst Mabuma Squad.. (1o) AAFSS (AizwAir Fb. Sta.mp Scala) Go Slmon
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1-40. The continuous Verify that the continuous measurements required in item 1-38 are
measurements of Utansient recorded automatically along with the furance's output when it is operai,
values required above ing.
must be recorded
automatically along 'Aith
the furnace's output when
the furnace is operating
(13. BlmSchV, Section
26(1)).

1-41. The half-hourly Verify that the half-hourly average value is calculated for each consecu-
average value is to be tive half-hour period, and that the daily average value for each calendar
calculated for each con- day is calculated as well. (I)(3)
secutive half-hour period,
as is the daily average
value for each calendar
day (13. BlmSchV, Sec-
tion 26(1)).

1-42. The half-hourly Verify that the half-hourly average values and the daily average values
average values and the are adjusted to the proper reference value for oxygen content in the waste
daily average values are gas and are then classified and stored as frequency distributions. (1)(3)
to be adjusted to the
proper reference value for
oxygen content in the
waste gas and ame then to
be classified and stored as
frequency distributions.
S13. BlmSchV, Section.6(3)).

1-43. The number of Verify that the number of classes into which half-hourly average values
classes into which half- are to be distributed is 20 or greater, and the tenth class is in the area of
hourly average values are the relevant emission limit (13. BImSchV, Section 26(3)). (1X3)
to be distributed must be
20 or greater, and the
tenth class is to be in the
area of the relevant emis-
sion limit (13. BlmSchV,
Section 26(3)).

(l) BcP (8- aCvi K, e umuftA vimonaftd Plann) (2) BE (Hiceninat.I Baglase.rlag) (3) Air Fobliuom Source Operior (4) Feeb -
lMuegemeat Brech (6) Tihepoaiou - Maialamee Braneh (6) Los (Bae Supply) (7) UMWR (Monk, Welfae, md Recr•caioe) Auto Hobby
Sbap (8) leripr, mon Shops (BCE) (9) Equipaet Maineance Squail. (00) AMS (AmwAir Force Exzchge Service) ON Sudou
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1-44. 16e frequency Verify that recording of the frequency distributions begins anew each
distributions calculated calendar year. (IX3)
above must be handed in
certain ways (13. Verify that the frequency distributions can be viewed at all timeso
BImSchV, Sections
26(3)). Verify that the frequency distributions are recorded once daily.

1-45. The records that Verify that the records that result from the monitoring and processing of
result from the monitor- its results required in this section are kept for 3 yr. (1)(3)
ing and the processing of
its results required in this
section must be kept for
3 yr (13. BImSchV, Sec-
tion 26(4)).

1-4&. A certificate from Verify that a certificate from an agency of the appropriate competent
an agency of the higher-level state authority that attests to the proper installation of
a propiate competent automatic measuring equipment has been presented to the competent
higher-level state author- authority. (1)(3)
ity that attests to the
proper installation of
automatic measuring
equipment must be
presented to the com-
petent authority (13.
BImSchV, Section 26(5)).

(1) BCE (B- ivsi EAAn•.oIM_- Iium}1g) (2) M (DiONmu.i bagina}ag) (3) Air Nlwluom Somue OPeWi (4) FPk -
Mi finct Bumeh (6) Thopotmon. - blanawe Bramb (s) LS (Bu, Supily) (7) MWR (MM Oe. W*Vu, md Rhuiom) Auo Hobby
Shop (8) Riptadon Shos (9M) (9) Eqipame Miamee Spims (10) AJIMS (AmyAWFan & W I Sehavim) O Sto-
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1-47. Reports on the Verify tha reports on the results of required continuous ratnitoring and
results of required con- on the results of evaluating them is presented to the competent authonity
tinuous monitoring and within 3 mo after the end of each calendar year. ('X3)
on the results of evaluaf..
ing them must be (NO'1E: 'The emission sanwdards are considered to have been complied
presented to the corn- with if analysis of the above report demonstrates tha for the operating
petent authority within 3 hours in a given calendar year:
mo, after the end of each - none of the daily average values exceeds the emission standard
calendar year (13. - 97 percent of all half-hourly average values do not exceed sixth-
BlmnSchV, Section 27(1). fifths of the emission standard, and

-none of the half-hourly values exceed twice the emission standard.)

(NO'IE: The prescribed sulfur emission standards are considered to have
been met if the on-going recording of appropriate operating statistics or
the recording of statistics on the efficiency of final waste ga cleaning
equipment can reasonably be considered to comply with the requirements
in the foregoing note when appropriately adjusted.)

O lirai and
TIONDOe6010 of

Maokwdzg Equilp 1

1-48. For furnaces with Verify that, for furnaces with a thermal output greater than 300 MW, the
a thermal output greater measrn e pmnt that; continously monitors the concentrations of par-
thani 300 MW, the licuae adkr gaseous emissions and records its results is calibrated by
measuring equipment that; an agency of the competent highest-level authority rt. 3 yr intervals.
continuously monitors the ('X3)
concentrations of particu-
late and/or gaseous emis-
sions and records its
results must be calibrated
by an agency of the com-
petent highestvlevel
authority at 3 yr intervals
(13. BlmSchV, Section

(1) BCE (Bue Civil Eagineea ,iogvounmeuvi Planning) (2) BEE (Bioesaivoanientul Eagineriag) (3) Air NIluiion Somre Operahor (4) FAwls -
Management Brmnch (6) 71ampoftion - Muinienamce Branch (C) LOS (Bae SapIIbY) (7) MWR (Morale, Welfgar, uid Recreation) Auto Hobby
Shop (8) Refnsera~ou Shops (BCE) (B) Equipment Maintennce Squadron (10) AAFE (AsuwAkir Force KEchange Service) Go Swaion
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1-49. For furnaces oter Verify that for furnaces other than those with a thermal output greater
than those with a thermal than 300 MW, the measuring equipment that continously monitors the
output greater than 300 concentrations of particulate and/or gaseous emissions and records its
MW, the measuring results is calibrated by an agency of the competent highest-level authority
equipment that con- at 5 yr intervals. (1)(3)
tinously monitors the
concenrntons of particu-
late and/or gaseous emis-
siom and records its
results must be calibrated
by an agency of the com-
petent highest-level
authority at 5 yr intervals
(13. BImSchV, Section
28(l)).

1-50. For all large fur- Verify that, for all large furwes, the measuring equipment that con-
naces, the measuring tinously monitors the concentmations of particulate and/kr gaseous emis-
equipment that con- sions and records its results is inspected for functionality by an agency of
tinously monitors the the competent highest-level authority once a yr. (1)(3)
concentrations of particu-
late and/or gaseous emis-
sions and records its
results must be inspected
for functionality by an
agency of the competent
highest-level authority
once ayr (13. BImSchV,
Section 28(1)).

1-51. Reports on the Verify that reports on the results of calibration and inspections for func-
results of calibration and tionality are submitted to the comptent authority within four weeks of
inspections for functional- the calibration and/or inspection. (1)(3)
ity are to be submitted to
the competent authority
within four weeks of the
calibration and/or inspec-
tion (13. BImSchV, Sec-
tion 28(3)).

(1) BCE (n Civil F i.eeringan• iw ,anena P1omaisq) (2) (E ioevIimmnmIm Emglaee) (3) Air oUbd. Somme Operlr (4) Fuels -

Mamemeuat Branch (8) Thmporeaon. - Mhaimemce Brach (0) LCS (SBm Supply) (7) MWR (Monmle, Welfare, mmd RceMaion) Auto Hobby

Shop (8) Pefgr•ermom Shops (BCE) (9) Equipamt Maience Squadrom (10) AA1M (AmuArl Force KEchamp Service) Gm Stmon
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1-52. Waste gases from Verify that the waste gases from large furnaces are discharged via a stack
large furnaces must be the height of which: (IX3)
discharged via a stack
that meets specific height - is determined according to Table 1-10
requirements (13. - is at least 10 meters (m) higher than ground level
BImSchV, Section 29(1)). - exceeds the height of the ridge of the roof by at least 3 m

- is not more that twice as high as the building itself
- is not greater than 250 m

(NOIE: If the roof has a pitch of less than 20 0, the height of the stack
is to be calculated as if it were 20 0)

1-53. The temperature Verify that the temperature of the waste gas at the mouth of the stack is
of the waste gas at the at least 345 OK. (1)(3)
mouth of the stark must
be at least 345 'K (13. (NOTE: This requirement does not apply to furnaces in power stations,
BImSchV, Section 29(2)). generating plants, etc., where the waste gas is discharged via a cooling

tower.)

1-54. Emission limit Verify, for mixed firings, that the emission limit values set for each fuel

values for mixed firings are determined in accordance with the ratio of the heat content of that
and multifuel firings must fuel to the total quantity of heat, and that the emission limit values for
be calculated in certain the furnace are a result of the addition of the quantities that result. (1)(3)
ways (13. BImSchV,
Section 3 (NOTE: TMe emission limit values for the fuel having the highest stan-

dard are used if, during the operation of the furnace, the quantity of heat
contributed by that fuel is at least 50 percent of the total quantity of
heat)

Verify, for multifuel firings, that the limit values for each fuel consumed
are used as a basis for determining compliance.

(NOIE: When a switch is made from solid fuel to gaseous fuel, the par-
ticulate emission limit values for the solid fuel apply for a period of 4 h
after the switch.)

1 BCE (se avil Fgwimeiagu vimamenmnl Pmaing) (2) BE (Boenviramnmul F i) (3) Air h nSource SOmeraor (4) Fuels -
Management Branch (6) Thmpotation. Maintenance Branch (6) LIS (Base Supply) (7) MWR (Morale, Welfare, and Recreaion) Auto Hobby
Shop (8) Reffigertion Shop (BCE) (9) F quipret Msdaintenance Squadrn- (10) AA35 (Arnwfir Force Extclage Service) Go Station
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1-5. The competent Determine whether the competent authority requires that any special
autdoty is empowered to measures be taken during storage and transport to limit particulate emis-
estalish that certain sions. (1)(3)
measwres must be taken
during storaqe and bran- Verify that the installations carries out those special measures if required.
sport to limit particulate
emissions (13. BImSchV,
Section 32(1)).

1-56. Particulate emis- Verify that particulate emissions are limited when cleaning filters either
sions that result from the by drawing them off into closed containers or by dampening them at the
emptying of filter must point of discharge. (1)(3)
be limited (13.
BlmSchV, Section 32(2)).

1-57. Closed systems Verify that closed systems are to be used for the intermediate storage and
are to be used for the for the transport of ashes. (1)(3)
intermediate storage and
for the transport of ashes
(13. BlmSchV, Section
32(3)).

SMALL FURNACES

Genmi Requfrommi

1-58. Small furnaces Verify that small furnaces that burn solid fuels at full load are operated
that burn solid fuels at such that their waste gas plume is lighter than Shade One on the Ringel-
full load must be mann Scale. (IX3)
operated such that their
waste gas plume is lighter
than Shade One on the
Ringelmann Scale (1.
BlmSchV, Section 4(1)).

(1) B9C (Boe Cvil bglineera•,oi',ounmabil Plmlag) (2) BEE (BJoeskemaetm fieeruis) (3) Air Nilum Sc Opeor 1(4) Ftoee-
Mamaemat Diumcb (6) T"wpoAfion - Mailessace Bmumh (0) LW (Bose Surp*) (7) MWR (McM Welfae, md Reemaice) Auto Hobby
Slop (8) Reflgemdion Sbo (BME) (9) Equipment Mdanmce Squadu (10) AAIM (Armwfir Force Exceme Seevice) Gas Stabon
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1-5M. Solid-fuel-burning Verify that solid-fuel-burning furnaces with a nominal thermal output 15
furnaces with a nominal kW or less burn fuels 1 through 4 of Table 1-11 only. (1)(3)
thermal output of 15
idlowatts (kW) or less
may bum only certainfxuel (. BlmSchV, Sec-

tion 4 2

1-60. Small furnaces Verify that small furnaces bum only those fuels that the manufacturer
that burn solid fuels may states are suitable for burning in small furnaces. (1)(3)
burn only certain fuels (I.
BlmSchV, Section 4(2)). Verify that the design and method of operating the furnace match the

specifications of the fuel's manufacturer.

1-61. The ue of open Verify that open fireplaces are wed only occasionally. (I)(3)
fireplaces (offene KanMnel
is subject to restrictions Verify that only cut pieces of untreated wood are used in open fireplaces.
(1. BlmSchV, Section
4(3)). (NOTE: This requirement does not apply to open fireplaces that are

operated with the combustion chamber closed if their heat output occurs
primarily by convection.)

NmWnIzl 'bwml (NOIE: None of the following emission limit values apply to small fur-
Outp Hig naces with a nominal thermal output of 22 kW or less if they were
than 15 kW installed before 1 October 1988, nor do they apply to ranges or to tile

stoves without heating elements.)

1-62. Solid-fuel-burning Verify that solid-fuel-burning furnaces with a nominal thermal output of
furnaces with a nominal more than 15 kW do not exceed particulate emissions (1)(3)
thermal output of more
than 15 kW are subject to - of 0.15 g/ins relative to an oxygen volume of 8 percent if fuels 1-3
emission limit values for of Table 1-11 are burned
particulate matter that - of 0.15 g/m relative to an oxygen volume of 13 percent if fuels 4,
depend on the type of 5, or8 of -able 1-11 are burned
fuel used (1. BImSchV, - of 0.15 g/m relative to an oxygen volume of 13 percent if fuels 6
Section 6(1)). or 7 of Table 1-11 are burned.

(1) BM (Duw Cvl ENOWiAgA-hossani Wag) (2) BEE (Biovnu.umaxal Eseafreuig) (3) Air Poluato Sounic Cpenio, (4) Fuels -
Manapment Bruch (6) Thopssiaon - Mainutace Banch (0) LOS (Base Supp*y) (7) MWR (Moade, Welfare, mad Recruvaion) Auto Hobby

Shop (s) lefrigaion Shbo (BCE) (9) _4sipmeal Maiimee Squadron (10) AAM (AnvAurForm Exclang Service) . Swimon
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1-63. Solid-fuel-burning Verify that solid-fuel-bwuing furnaces that burn fuels 4, 5, or 8 of Table
furnaces with a nominal 1-11 do not exceed carbon monoxide emissious relative to an oxygen
thermal output of more volume of 13 percent (IX3)
than 15 kW ae subject to
emission limit values for - of 4 gin if the nominal thermal output is 50 kW or less
carbon monoxide that - of 2 g/mn if the nominal thermal output is greater than 50 kW but
depend on the type of less. thaa or equal to 150 kW
fuel used (1. BImSchV, - of I g** if the nominal thermal output is greater than 150 kW but
Section 6(1)). less than ir equal to 500 kW

- of 0.5 g/n if the nominal thermal output is greater than 500 kW.

(NO'1E: Small furnaces that were built before 1 October 1988 and that
have a carbon monoxide concentration in their waste gas that is greater
than the above concentrations but less than double them must meet the
above standards no later than 7 yr after I October 1988.)

Verify that solid-fuel-burning furnaces that burn fuels 6 or 7 of Table 1-
11 do not exceed carbon monoxide emissions relative to an oxygen
volume of 13 percent

- of 0.8 g/O if the nominal thermal output is 100 kW or less
- of 0.5 g/m3 if the nominal thermal output is greater than 100 kM

but less I'm or equal to 500 kW
- of 0.3 g/h if the nominal thermal output is greater than 500 kW.

(NOIE: Small furnaces that were built before 1 October 1988 and that
have a carbon monoxide concentration in their waste gas that is greater
than the above concentrations but less than double them must meet the
above standards no later than 7 yr after 1 October 1988.)

1-64. Hand-fired fur- Verify that hand-fired furnaces that use liquids as beatrcanrying media are
naces that use liquids as operated at full load when fuels 4 through 8 of Table 1-11 are used.
heakscanrying media are (1X3)
subject to certain operat-
ing restrictions (1. Verify that b heat accumulator of adequate capacity is also used.BImSchV, Section 6(2)). (NOTE: Ilbis requirement does not apply to furnaces that bum fuels 4, 5,

6, 7, or 8 if the emission limit values for particulate matter and carbon
dioxide can be complied with even when the furnace is operating with
the air supply partially throttled.)

(1) BM (B-CE eUi Muniiro"at tmng) (2) EMU (BatiommMWaWzeimbllg) (3) AJr Pahoim Somme Opervlr (4) Fat],-
NmageIamRt Bflch (5) T2mporIaioo - Maamsbn Brarmch (6) LMS (Boe Stp*) (7) UWR Wdomd, Welfue, ad !ee .) Auto Hobby
Sop (s) Refa~nmdom Sbc (BCE) (0) Eqvipint Mdafsmoce Squadiua (10) AAMS (AmIwA, Force he.ege Service) On Sueon
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1-65. Small oil or gas Verify that small oil or gas furnaces that were installed after I October
furnaces that were 1988 or whose boilers have been exchanged are designed in such a way
installed after 1 October that the emissions of oxides of nitrogen can be limited by state-of-the-art
1988 or whose boilers techniques of combustion (I. BImSchV, Section 7(1)). (IX3)
have been exchanged
must be designed in such
a way that the emissions
of oxides of nitrogen can
be limited by state-of-
the-art techniques of
combustion (1.
BImSchV, Section 7(1)).

1-66. Small oil furnaces Verify that small oil furnaces with vaporizing burners are installed and
with vaporizing burners operated in such a way that (1X3)
are to be installed and
operated in such a way - particulate emissions in the waste gas do not exceed an opacity
that they meet certain number of 2
requirements (1. - the waste gas is free of oil derivatives.
BlmSchV, Section 8). (NOTE: Furnaces with a nominal thermal output no greater than 11 kW

must not exceed an opacity number of 3.)

1-67. Small oil furnaces Verify that small oil furnaces with vaporizing burners are installed and
with atomizing burners operated in such a way that- (IX3)
are to be installed and
operated in such a way - particulate emissions in the waste gas do not exceed opacity
that they meet certain number of 1
requirements (1. - the waste gas is free of oil derivatives.
BlmSchV, Section 9). (NOIE: If the furnace was already installed on 1 October 1988, then an

opacity number of 2 must not be exceeded even if the furnace has been
substantially modified.)

(1) BCE (Boa Civil EagisesrinA.irounes a Planning) (2) BEE (Bioenmrmnnalt EsIgeieria) (3) Air Fbiolam Source Operator (4) Ftels -
M ement Branch (6) mpporaion - Maintenance Branch (6) LGS (Bane Sup*ly) (7) MWR (Morale, Welfare, and Recraon) Auto Hobby
Shop (5) etripmion Shop. (BCE) (0) Equipment )aleamee Squadron (10) AAJVS (AnuAJr Force Ezeap Ser) Go Stafon
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1-OS. Small oil and ga Verify that small oil and gos furnaces meet the requirements listed in
furnaces must meet cerv Table 1-12. (IX3)
tain requirements with
regard to waste gas loss (NOTE: The requirements of Table 1-12 do not apply to furnaces with a
(I. BImSchV, Section nominal thermal output of 11 kW or less that heat a single room nor to
11). furnaces with a nominal thermal output of 28 kW or less that are used

exclusively to heat nonpotable water for industrial use.)

CNOTE: If oil or ga furnaces cannot comply with the requirements of
able 1-12 even if they are properly operated, then they awe to be

installed and operated so that whatever ptacess or design is involved is
state-of-the-ar)

1-09. The installation is Determine whether any of the above entries under the heading SMALL
required to have compli- OIL OR GAS FURNAM have applied to the furnace in question.
ance with emission limit (IX3)
values verified by the
competent Regional Mas- Verify that the installation has had compliance with emission limit values
ter Chimney Sweep verified by the competent Regional Master Chimney Sweep
within four weeks after !Bezirkuchorx&teitfelenmutiserj within four weeks after the start-up of a
start-up (1. BlmSchV, small oil or gas furnace with a nominal thermal output of more than 4
Section 14(1)). kW that is installed or substantially modified after 1 October 1988.

(NOIE: This requirement does not apply to:
- furuves with a nominal thermal output of 11 kW or less if it is

wed exclusively to heat a single room or to heat industrial water
- furnaces in which methanol ethanol, hydrogen, biogsas, sewer gas,

pit gas, steel gi [ . u], blastfurnace gas, or refinery gin are
used, nor to those that bum natural ga or petroleum gas at the
point at which it is obtained.

- furnaces that are installed as thermal value devices, if they meet
the requirements for waste gas loss set forth in Table 1-12.)

(NOTIE: It is the installation's responsibility to see to it that furnaces
that must be checked have the proper openings through which measure-
ments are to be taken.)

(NOWE: If a furnace has multiple connectors, each connector must have
its own opening through which measurements can be taken.)

(I) BMC (B-a OiIu agIu -aa Pha) (2) (B W pmvm tbkmbg) (3) Air PNihim S3m. OpsMN (4) lPb-
Mm-mat Dmc (6) TftnP*-. h• Mkm-, B-h (0) Lag P-, Sop*) (7) WWR (mik. Wor., md Rea-m ) Au HoW
SOP (8) Rhlfrmdo ShF MBCM) (0) pqduPrntiIfam Sqmim (i0) AAP• (AnWqAk kTom W SM}) Go Shion
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1-70. Tbe irmtaflaion Determine whether the first set of measurements taken by the Regional
must have a second set of Master Chimney Sweep indicate noncompliance with relevantsanlr.
measurements taken by (1X3)
the Regional Master
Chimney Sweep within Verify that the installation has another set of measurements taken by the
six weeks of the first Regional Master Chimney Sweep within six weeks.
measurements if the first
set of measurements
taken indicate that its fur-
naces arm not in compli-
ance (I. BImSchV, Sec-
tion 14(4)).

1-71. Certain furnaces Determine whether the installation operates furnaces of the following
are subject to require-typs and whether they are subject ID any of the emission limit values in
ments that measurements the sove questions under the heading W.(AL OEL ORl GAS FUR-
be taken periodically by NACES(IX3)
the Regional Master
Chimney Sweep (I. - mechanically fired small furnaces with a nominal thermal output of
BlznSchV, Section 15(l)). more thani 15 lcW in which fuels 1 through 5, or 8 of Table 1-11

are used
- small furnaces with a nominal thermal output of 50 kW or mome in

which fuels 6 or 7of Table 1-11 are used
- small oil or gas furnaces with a nominal thermal output of more

than 11 kW.

Verify thkat the Regional Master Chimney Sweep takes measurements at
regular intervals once every calendar year for such furnaces.

(NOITE: The following furnaces are exempt from the requirements of
this; entry:

- furnaces in which methanol ethanol, hydrogen, biogas, sewer gas,
pit gas, steel gas jSUtaslgu, hiasirfuirnace gas, or refinery gas are
used, and those thakt burn natural gas or petroleum gas at the point
at which it is obtained.

- furnaces that are installed as thermal value devices, if they meet
the requiremenft for waste gas loss set forth in Table 1-12

- bivalent heatinig
- gas furnaces installed before 1 Jamnuary 1985 that are connected to

exterior walls [ rut Aussenvandanscktsu].)

(NOIE: The installation is supposed to be notified at least 6 weeks in
advance of the date on whichi the Regional Master Chimney Sweep
intends OD take such measurements.)

bhoseeumma Bmaeh (6) Topitaiede. Umdlabamee Dhmeb (6) UN (Barn Supplyr) (7) UMW 0duml, Wafff.., md Rhaefafio) Auto i~o~bby
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1-72. DIe imtallaltion Determine whether the firnt set of measurements taken by the Regional
muat have a second met of Master Chimney Sweep indicate noncompliance with relevant standard.
meaurements taken by (IX3)
the Regional Mater
Chimney Sweep within Verify that the installation has another set of measurements taken by the
six weeks of the first Regional Mater Chimney Sweep within six weeks.
meamements if the first
set of measmements
taken indicate that its fur
naes we not in compli-
ance (i. BImSchV, Sec-
tion 15(4)).

1-73. Small furnaces Verify that the opening from which the waste gas exits is: (IX3)
with a nominal thermal
output of I MW or more - at least 3 m higher than the highest edge of the roof ridge
are subject to certain - at least I0 m above ground level.
requirements relative to
the height of the opening (NOIE: If the roof has a pitch of less than 20 , the height of the open-
from which the waste gas ing is to be calculated as if it were20 0 .)
exits (1. BlmSchV, Sec-
tion 18).

(1) 9C pu CWd,11 vsu. g aFuhstI Jag) (2) Dh PM nW u hs m.d}) (3) Air Fbk•m Same Opatmr (4) Feel* -
uMns.sa iNd (6) "InWmt.o - M"Uame- ftk (6) LOS (. Sop*) (7) WR 06,(ae. W.af., and lsasUia) Af tBbbly
Sho (8) RPA(A-mm ShobW (BME) (}) XqdpnaMMWamor Suatim (10) AAlU (AwAuk Tom beb Senmot)ice) (he S.o
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U RATORS (NOE: Only those incineratom that a • permit under BImSchG
and that burn solid or liquid waste or similar solid or liquid combustibles
other thin those listed in Table 1-1, Chart One, Heading 1, Number 2 are
subject to regulation. If the facility is used predominantly for a purpose
other than burning the aforementioned materials, or if it is operated
solely as part of or as auxiliary equipment for another facilit, it is also
subject to regulation. Incineror that aew intended exclusively for burn-
ing the following materials ae not subject to regulation:

- wood or wood scraps, including plywood, chip or particle board,
fiber board, or other laminated wood with coating that consist of
halogenated organic compounds

- straw, nutshells, or other similar materials from plants
- waste liquor from process for obtaining cellulose
-liquid combustible materials, if the content of polychlorinated

aromatic hydrocarbons such as PCBs or KCT, is no greater than
10 im#A.logram (kg) and the net calorfic value of the combustible
material is at least 30 megsjoules (MJ)/kg

- other liquid combustible materials, if their composition is such that
they will have no emissions other or higher than those from burn-
ing EL fuel oil.)

(NOTE: Existing incinerator are not subject to the following provisions
until 1 December 1994. Incinerators that meet the requirements set forth
in their permits as of I December 1990 are not subject to the above pro-
visions until 1 December 1996. "Ihose incinerators for which there
existed on 1 December 1990 an incontestable obligation to meet the stan-
dards set forth in their permits until 1 March 1994 are also not subject to
the foregoing requirements until 1 December 1996.)

Opeaqannt

1-74. Incinerators ae to Verify that incinerators are installed and operated in such a way that
be installed and operated thorough combustion of the load is achieved. (IX3)
in such a way that
thorough combustion of (NOIE: If necessary to achieve thorough combustion, the load should be
the materials introduced preteated by pulverizing, by mixing, or by opening single-use con-
to them is achieved (17. taminers.)
BlmSchV, Section 4(1)).

1-75. The temperature Verify that the temperature of the gas from the incineration of the follow-
of gases that result from ing materials is at least 850 00 after the last time air for combustion is
incineration is regulated introduced into the incinerator. (1X3)
(17. BlmSchV, Section
4(2)). - household waste

- material similar to household waste in terms of its composition or
its character

- sewage sludge
- medical waste (kr[akesh/ouapcsfueAe A4haelle]
- materials that contain no halogenated hydrocarbons

Verify that the temperature of gases that arise from the incineration of
materials other than those listed above is at least 1200 C

(1) BM (B-u CMii Eqfiaeedng9aviM.n=%W Fhming) (2) (Bioe•amnml nWEaasering) (3) Air lbUlom Some OpenAr (4) FNeb-
Maemet Branch (6) "1mpoMlulo - Mafntwice Beanb (4) LOS (Bue Supply) (7) MWR (Monde, Welfaez, and Recrelon) Aieo Hobby
Shop (8) JRtfiguMon Shp (BCE) (9) EqvipmeasMiabaance Squadd (10) AAES (ArzW Force Exc•age Sercee) Go Staion
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1-76. The above lowest Verify that the above lowest permissible temperatures are maintained for
permuaible temperatures at least two seconds at an oxygen concentration of no less than 6 percent
must be maintained for at when combining the combustion gSes with the air for combustion. (1X3)
least two secoads at an
oxygen concentration of (NOCIE: If liquids alone ame incinerated, the required oxygen concentra-
no less than 6 percen tion is 3 percent.)
when combining the
combustion gases with (NOIE: The required oxygen concentration is 3 percent for incinerators
the air for combustion in which waste or similar combustible materials are burned that have
(17. BImSchV, Section been pretreated under conditions of oxygen deficiency when the gaseous
4(2)). and particulate emissions from that process a•e themselves incinerated, if

the gaseous materials make up the greater part of the heat output.)

1-77. Incinerators are to Verify that incinerators am equipped with one or more supplementary
be equipped with one or burners. (1X3)
more supplementary
burners that must be Verify that the supplementary burners are operated during start-up and
operated during start-up when it appeas that the lowest permissible temperatures cannot otherwise
and when it appears that be achieved without using them.
the lowest permissible
temperatures cannot be (NOTE: The supplementary burners way be operated using natura gas,
achieved without usin liquid petroleum gas, EL fuel oil, or the following:
them (17. BImSchV -Wood or wood scraps, including plywood, chip or particle board,
Section 4(4)). fiber board, or other laminated wood with coating that consist of

halogenated organic compounds
- Straw, nutshells, or other similar materials from plants
- waste liquor from process for obtaining cellulose
- liquid combustible materials, if the content of polychlorinated

aromatic hydrocarbons such as FMB or PCIT, is no greater
than 10 mgs/k and the net calorific value of the combustible
material is at least 30 MJ/g

- Other liquid combustible materials, if their composition is
such that they will have no emissions other or higher than
those from burning EL fuel oil.)

(NOIE: Coal may be used to operate supplementary burners if it
appears that the lowest permissible temperatures cannot otherwise be
achieved.)

1-78. Incinerators must Verify that automatic equipment is present that (1X3)
be provided with certain
automatic equipment (17. - ensus that charging the incinerator is possible only after the
BImSchV, Section 4(5)). lowest permissible temperature has been achieved after start-up

- ensures that charging can continue only as long as the lowest per-
missible temperature is maintained

- ensures that charging W interuped if emission limit values that
must be continuously monitored might be exceeded as a result of
a failure or a disruption of the incinerator's waste gas cleaning
equipment

(1) BM• (B-n CIvU. ZIakjh . abI Fbfti) (2) BE (BDheauml beoasut) (3) AIr PoU.U. Some Opeor (4) fteb-
Mam-om Brmeb (6) ThopoWomo- )-bakawmce Dmec (0) LOS (Bue Sep*) (7)M WMM P(M , Welfwa, ad Refaeam) AWo Hobby
Shop (8) Rmdemdo. Shop (BCE) (9) Eqdp.at Makabuace Sqirdm (10) AAIS (AniwAr Yom Ezebagp Sevie) On Suion
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REGULATORY REVIEWER CEECKS

1-70. When shuttng Verify that, when shutting down the incinerator, the supplementary
down the incinerator, the burmeare kept in operation until no more of the load is found in the
supplementary burners combustion chamber. (1)(3)
must be kept in operation
until no more of the load
is found in the combus-
tion chamber (17.
BlmSchV, Section 4(7)).

1-80. Deposits of fly Verify that deposits of fly ash am kept to an absolute minimum. (1)(3)
ash are to be kept to an
absolute minimum (17. (NOTE: Deposits of fly ash can be kept to a minimum by the use of
BImSchV, Section 4(8)). appropriate exhaust systems, and by cleaning boilers, heating surfaces,

feed-water heaters, and exhaust channals [Abgezwege] frequently.)

Delmtry andJnmaaStu~ae
o Cmbudiblme

1-81. Incinerators for Verify that incinerators for solid materials are equipped with bins that
solid materials must be have a pressure lower than atmospheric pressure in the bin itself or in the
equipped with bins that transfer tubes. (1)(3)
meet certain requirements
(17. BImSchV, Section Verify that the air evacuated from the bin or the tubes is conducted to the
3(l)). incinerator itself.

Verify that the evacuated air is discharged via the stack when the
incinerator is not operating.

(NOTE: This requirement does not apply if the material to be burned is
rought to the incinerator in closed single-use or multiple-use containers.)

Verify that the bins an equipped with fire detection equipment,

(1) BCE (Bue CM,1 Begiu IngRa irouaninj Plmsains) (2) BE (Bioeavmlwau •aEasled) (a) Air PbaoSm S•one Opernr (4) Awls -
Umaanems Broadch (5) Trmpoftdoo - Maiateoce Broca (6) LOS (Boo Supply) (7) UM (Morak, Welfam, mod Pactmacm) Aubo Hobby
Shop (8) Refugeradon 5 bop (BM) (0) Equpmea hanlemce Squaduom (10) AAMS (Amp- r Fre Rechiae Sevie) Go Staon
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14Z. The =trg of Verify that liquid substances awaiting incineration am stornd in closed
liquid substanes wating containers thA an secure against over-prmunsm. (I X3)
incineration is subjct to

Secuatio on 7 Verify that a ga displacement process is usned when filling the containers.
B~mchV Setio 3(1). (NOW1: In lieu of &he gas displacement process, it is sufficient that the

air displaced by the entering liquid be captuned.)

Verify that open points of transfer have exhaust equipment.

Verify that displaced air from containers and/or air suc~aoned off by the
exhaust system ane conducted to the incinerator.

Verify tha emission reduction measures (i.e., gas displacement process or
waste gas cleaning eqimn)an Mýwhen filling storage tanks or
accepting materials at an open transfer point when the firing of the
incinerator has been interrupted.

(1) BCE (Bus C~ivil n~aeuing~Eaviioamania Thinning) (2) BE& (Bioeavinmammaa Brgssmulns) (3) Air Philatic Soum Opersir (4) Fuls -
MussPinet Branch (8) Transportaon - Ushamaeme Brench (6) LCIS (Bass Sup*) (7) MWR (dMarsh Welfare, sad Permaudo) Awo Hobby
Shop (3) Refripasdo. Sbaps (BCE) (9) Eqdpmat Jainkasuue squadrnm (10) AAM (AruwAir Faeu Exhehog Service) Gou Stsaj
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1-83. Incinerators are Verify that the installation's incineratos have a daily average value of
subject to emission limit carbon monoxide emissions of 50 mg/ni of waste gas or less. (IX3)
values for carbon monox-
ide (17. BImSchV, Sec- (NOTE: This limit value is relative to a percentage of oxygen of I1 per-
tion 4(6)). cent.)

Verify that the hourly average value is 100 mg/ms of waste gas or less.

(NOTE: This limit value is relative to a percentage of oxygen of 11 per-
cent.)

Verify that at least 90 percent of the all the readings for the concentra-
tion ol carbon monoxide in the waste gas taken in a 24 h period are 150
mg/m of waste gas or less.

1-84. Incinerators are Verify that the installation's incinerators comply with the requirements in
subject to emission limit Table 1-13. (1)(3)
values with respect to
emissions other than car- (NOIE: The limit values in Table 1-13 and those for carbon dioxide
hon monoxide (17. emissions in the previous entry also apply to facilities that require a per-
BImSchV, Section 5). mit under BlmSchG in which solid or liquid waste or materials other

than those listed immediately below are burned in addition to those sub-
stances listed in Table 1-1, Chart One, Heading 1, Number 2, if the per-
missible portion of waste or other combustible at the nominal thermal
output of the incinerator (including any necessary supplementary combus-
tible) does not excee-i 25 percent.

- wood or wood scraps, including plywood, chip or particle board,
fiber board, or other laminated wood with coating that consist of
halogenated organic compounds

- straw, nutshells, or other similar materials from plants
- waste liquor from process for obtaining cellulose
- liquid combustible materials, if the content of polychlorinated

aromatic hydrocarbons such as FCBs or PCT, is no greater than
10 mg/kg and the net calorific value of the combustible material is
at least 30 MJAg.

The limit values apply to only that portion of the waste gas stream that
arises when incinerating the highest permissible portion of the waste, to
any supplementary combustible necessary during incineration, and to any
similar solid or liquid combustible materials being incinerated. If there
are no specific standards for the other part of the waste gas stream, the
actual emissions during operation when waste is not being burned with
other combustibles are to be used.)

(NOTE: The limit values in Table 1-13 and those for carbon dioxide
emissions in the previous entry also apply to facilities other than those
listed in Table 1-1, Chart One, Heading 1, Numbers I thiough 3 and
those listed in Table 1-1, Chart One, Heading 8, Number 1, if the permis-
sible portion of waste or other combustible at the nominal thermal output
of the incinerator (including any necessary supplementary combustible) is
greater than 25 percent.)

(1) BCE (sase a•ivil E ianaigEviromm., Flamaig) (2) BEE (Dio.aeinom..a Rouiasing) (3) Air •,•uMO soan. opemfb (4) PFeal-
Management Branch (6) fThepouon - Maiatenmce Branch (6) LOS (1ue Sup*4') (7) MWR (Moale, Welfae. sd Pecreadea) Auto Hobby
Shop (8) Refriger.on Shop. (BCE) (0) Equipment Mainenanc. Squadma (10) AAM (A-mzyA Farce Exchage Se•svce) G. Siosda
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1-85. Waste gases from Verify that the waste gases from incinerators are discharged via a stack
incinerators must be the height of which: (1X3)
discharged via a stack
that meets specific height - is determined according to Table 1-10
requirements (17. - is at least 10 m higher than ground level
BImSchV, Section 6). - exceeds the height of the ridge of the roof by at least 3 m

- is not more that twice as high as the budding itself
- is not greater than 250 m.

(NOTE: If the roof has a pitch of less than 20 0, the height of the stack
isto be calculated as if it were 20 0.)

Haiing f Residues

1-86. Ashes, dust from Verify that ashes, dust from filters and boilers, reaction products, and
filters and boilers, reac- other residues from waste gas treatment are avoided or reused properly
tion products, and other and harmlessly. (1)(3)
residues from waste gas
treatment are to be (NOTE: The organic and soluble materials in the residues should be
avoided or reused prop- reduced as much as possible.)
erly and harmdessly (17.
BlmSchV, Section 7(1)).

1-87. If it is technically Verify that residues are disposed of as waste in a way that does not
impossible or otherwise diminish the common good, if it is technically impossible or otherwise
not feasible to avoid the not feasible to avoid producing them or to reuse them. (1)(3)
production of residues or
to reuse them, they are to (NOTE: The organic and soluble materials in the residues should be
be disposed of as waste reduced as much as possible.)
in a way that does not
diminish the common
good (17 BImSchV, Sec-
tion 7(1)).

1-88. Dusts from filters Verify that dusts from filters and boilers that accumulate as a result of
and boilers that accumu- dedusting waste gas or as a result of cleaning boilers, heating surfaces,
late as a result of dedust- and Abueszweg are collected separate from other solid residues. (1)(3)
ing waste gas or as a
result of cleaning boilers, (NOTE: This requirement does not apply to fluidized bed incinerators.)
heating surfaces and
Abhgne e are to be col-
lected separate from other
solid residues (17.
BImSchV, Section 7(2)).

(1) BM (Bm avil Faineeulag~ovimmaa Flbg) (2) MM (DWoUmmavio Elahuaftu ) (3) Air MudoUs Soure Opetor (4) Fuck,.
ium,. Buin.eh (6) Trmpofion. h•,,hwme Dmwc (6) LOS (Sme S.p) (7) AM (Norsk W.fUu.m md R.meaim) Ato Hobby
Shop (5) Rhdprdon ShoPS (BCE) (9) EqdPMest Midleanme Squaiz, (10) AAM (AnwA•r Foc Ezehur service) 0. S"oun
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1-89. Transfer and Verify that transfer and storage systems for dusty residues that contain
storage systems for dusty harmful substances are designed and operated in such a way that they
residues that contain give of no relevant diffuse emissions. (IX3)
harmful substances are to
be designed and operated (NOTE: The term 'relevant diffuse emissions' is not defined in the regu-
in such a way that they lation.)give off no relevant
Iffuse emissions (17. (NOTE: Particular attention should be paid to limiting relevant diffuse

BImSchV, Section 7(4)). emissions in the course of necessary maintenance and repair work on
equipment that is subject to wear and tear.)

1-90. Dry dust from Verify that dry dust from filters and boilers, the reaction products from
filters and boilers, the waste gas treatnent, and dry ash are rarsferred and stored in closed con-
reaction products from tainers. (1)(3)
waste gas treatment, and
dry ash are to be
transferred and stored in
closed containers (17.
BlmSchV, Section 7(4)).

. 1-91. The heat that is Verify that the installation either tamfers the heat that arises in the
generated in the course of course of the operation of the following incinerators to third parties or
operating certain incinera- uses that energy itself: (IX3)
tors is to be managed in
certain ways if techni- - Incinerators that burn solid or liquid waste or similar solid or
cally possible and feasi- liquid combustibles other than those listed in Table 1-1, Chart
ble given the kind and One, Heading 1, Number 2, if the facility also requires a permit
location of the incinera- under BlmSchG
tor, and if it can be done - Incinerators that are used predominantly for a purpose other than
in a fashion consistent burning the aforementioned materials
with the requirements of - Incinerators that are operated solely as a part of or as auxiliary
BImSchG, Section 5 (see equipment for another facility.
checklist item 1-7)(17.
BImSchV, Section 8).

1492. Electrical energy Determine whether terminal power [Klcnmmnleistung] of more than 0.5
is to be produced using MW can be produced. (1)(3)
heat that is not
tmnsferred to third parties Verify that electrical energy is produced using beat that is not transferred
or used by the installation to third parties or used by the installation itself.
itself, if terminal power
([Meny.ne letstung] of
more than 0.5 MW can
be produced (17.
BImSchV, Section 8)).

(1) BCE (Due Civil Egiusera)Eamvimenta Flau) (2) BD, (aloesv.tumnrAe Begulie}g) (8) Air NoU.ioe Source Op.mi (4) Fee, -
Mnagemen Brach (6) Trnspoeioo - Maiakuanee Branch (5) LOS (Due Supply) (7) MWR (Monk, Welfre, end Rseucm) Auto Hobby

Shop (8) Refdradion Shop. (DCE) (0) Equipment Majisance Squadron (10) WES (ArmwPlr Force E•e.ange Service) Go Stoion
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1-93. Suitable locations Verify that incinerators have locations where measurements can be taken
at which to take measure- tha are sufficiently large, easily accessible, and designed and selected in
ments are to be provided such a way that representative and accurate measurements can be taken.
on incinerators (17. (IX3)
BImSchV, Section 9).

1-9t Incinerators are Verify that the installation's incinerators have equipment that continu-
required to have measur- ously measures, records, and evaluates the following data. (1)(3)
ing equipment that tracks
certain data continuously - concentrations by weight for substances listed in Table 1-13 Chart
(17. BlmScbV, Section One and for carbon monoxide emissions
11(1)). - the volume of oxygen in the waste gas

- the lowest permissible firing temperatures
- the temperature, volume, and humidity of the waste gas.

(NOTE: The requirement does not apply if there are no emissions (or
only very small emissions) of particulates, organic substances, gaseous
inorganic chlorine compounds, gaseous inorganic fluorine compounds,
sulfur di- or trioxide, nitrogen monoxide, or nitrogen dioxide.)

(NOTE: If the nature of the material being incinerated, the design of the
incinerator, the method of operating it, or individual measurements
demonstrate that the amount of nitrogen dioxide in the emissions of
oxides of nitrogen is under 10 percent, its contribution to total emissions
may be estimated.)

NOTE: It is not necessary to have equipment that measures the humi-
ty of the waste gas if the waste gas is dried before measuring the con-

centration by weight of emissions.)

(NOTE: No equipment for measuring gaseous inorganic flourine com-
pounds is necessary if a step-wise process for removing those compounds
ensures that the relevant emission limit values are observed.)

1-95. Incinerators must Verify that incinerators are equipped with devices that record when the
be equipped with devices locking mechanism is used and when charging is stopped because:
that record when the
locking mechanism is - the lowest permissible temperature could not be achieved after start,
used and when charging up
is stopped (17 BlmSchV - the lowest permissible temperature could not be maintained
Section 11(4)). - the emission limit values that must be continuously monitored might

be exceeded as a result of a failure or a disruption of the
incinerator's waste gas cleaning equipment.

&
(I) BMZ (B- CV~ a gVwv h NMania) (2) NZ -he~meaW rn.Uml i sua) (3) Air Fo~uift Sam.e Opmalw (4) Fuelm -
)a.--uaat BDuch (b) Thmpoft.oe. hajtab-e Brmch (0) LOS (Bup) (7) MAWR (Moel, Welfum. md PRasio) Auto Hobby

ShoP (3) RnP=6on ShoW ME) (0) Eqmput Me o Sqiadmm (10) AAM (AzwAr Fern Bacham SMee) Go S.on
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1-96. Each incinerator Verify that each incinerator has a certificate from the highest state
must have a certificate authority competent for instrument calibration that attests to the proper
from the highest state installation of equipment (hat is required for taking continuous measure-
authority competent for ments. (1)(3)
instrument calibration that
attests to the proper
installation of equipment
that is required for taking
continuous measurements
(17. BImSchV, Section
10(2)).

1-97. Measuring devices Verify that measuring devices used for taking required continuous mess-
that are used for taking urements are inspected annually for functionality.r(t3)
required continuous
measurements must be Verify that measuring devices used to take required continuous measure-
calibrated and inspected ments are calibrated after significant modification to the incinerator, or
for functionality by the otherwise at 3 yr intervals.
agency announced by the
highest state authority Verify that reports on the results of calibration and on inspections for
competent for instrument functionality are presented to the competent authority within 8 weeks.O calibration (17.
BlmSchV, Section 10(3)). (NOTE; It is not clear whether the presentation of the results is the

installation's responsibility or that of the agency doing the calibrating or
inspecting.)

1-ge. Reports on the Verify that reports on the evaluation of required continuous measure-
evaluation of required ments are submitted to the competent authority no later than 3 mo after
continuous measurements the end of each calendar year. (1)(3)
are subject to regulatory
requirements (17. (NOTE: This requirement does not apply if the competent authority
BhmSchV, Section 12(2)). requires that the results of the measurements be submitted by telemetry.)

Verify that the report contains information on the frequency and duration
of noncompliance with requirements related to lowest permissible tern-
peratres, if such noncompliance has occurred.

Verify that the recorded results of the measurements that are the basis for
the reports are kept for 5 yr.

0
(1) BCE (BDe Civil F]Aerinzg.Avioomneatsl Plamiag) (2) BE (Bioesvinlmeoel basiag) (3) Air Poblugco, Sonre Operaor (4) Foe I-
Mmagenwat Breach (6) raampoewdoo - Mainku•oce Brach (6) LOS (Due Supp*y) (7) MWR (Moml.. Welfare, -d Reeefioe) Auto Hobby

Shop (8) Reffngemiou Shop@ (BCE) (B) Equip-Men~at Meace Squairo. (10) AAM (AnivAk Force Excliage Service) 0o Swim
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1-99. After construction Verify that the installation has compliance with requirements related to
of an incinerator or lowest permissible temperaUeM assessed by an appropriate agency after
significant modification to construction of an incinerator or significant modification to one. (IX3)
one, compliance with the
requirements related to
lowest permissible tem-
peratures must be
assessed by an approp-
ate agency (17,
BlmSchV, Section 13(1)).

1-100. After construc- Verify that the installation has compliance with the emission limit values
tion of an incinerator or for the materials listed in Charts Two and "mree of Table 1-13 assessed
significant modification to by an appropriate agency after construction of an incinerator or
one, compliance with cer- significant modification to one. (IX3)
tain emission limit values
must be assessed by an Verify that the installation has compliance with the emission limit values
appropriate agency (17. listed in Chart One of Table 1-13 assessed by an appropriate agency after
BlmSchV, Section 13(2)). construction of or significant modification to an incinerator, if a step-wise

procees for removing gaseous inorganic flourine compounds ensures that
the relevant emission limit values are observed.

(N The assessment is to take place after normal operation has
begn, but no earlier than 3 mo after start-up nor later than 6 mo
thereafter.)

1-101. The installation Verify that the installation has compliance with emission limit values
must have compliance reassessed yearly on at least three days. (IX3)
with emission limit
values reassessed yearly (NOTE: The incinerator should be operated during the tests at the
on at least three days (17. highest capacit or which it has been permitted given whatever material
BImSchV, Section 13(2). is being burned ouring the test,)

1-102. A report is to be Verify that a report is made to the competent authority on the results of
made to the competent measurements taken to assess compliance with emission limit values.
authority on the results of (IX3)
measurements taken to
assess compliance with Verify that the report contains information on the following:
emission limit values (17.
BImSchV, Section 14(1)). - schedule of tests

- results of each individual measurement
- process used for taking meamurements
- operating conditions that it is important to know in order to evalu-

ate the report

(1) BCE (Be. aCvl E Aviroanni Ph..ins) (2) BM (Dioemwiiaa shumarins) (I) Air Roaudom Som. Openior (4) A•.e -
Uag.ement Brach (6) T7hmpmoo-a Mt•iamce Bflc (a) LOS (Bme Sap*,) () M WWR (oao., W.if. md Rmeilo.) AMo Hobby
Shop (8) Refrisemdon Shope (BCE) (9) EOMmt M5abmce Sqwam (10) AAMS (AMWAW Force REAM. Serie.) (0 Swim
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1-1(]. If the composi- Verify that the installation takes readings and documents them weekly if
tion of the materials to be the composition of the materials to be incinerated or other knowledge
incinerated or other (such s actual readings) gives cause to believe that emissions could
knowledge (such .s exceed 60 percent of the values listed in Chart 2 of Table 1-13. (1X3)
actual readi ) ives
cause to believe that (NOIE: Readings need not be taken if other tests (such a checks on the
emissions could exceed functionality of waste gas cleaning equipment) can establish with
60 percent of the values sufficient certainty that the emission limits are not being exceeded.)
listed in Chart 2 of Table
1-13, the installation must
take readings and docu-
ment those readings
weekly (17. BlmSchV,
Section 15(1).

1-104. The installation Verify that the competent authority is informed immediately if measure-
must take action if mess- ments show that operating requirements or limits on emissions ame not
urements show that being observed. (10X)
operating requirements or
limits on emissions are Verify that the necessary steps are taken to ensure that operating require-
not being observed (17. ments are complied with and emission limits observed.
BInSchV, Section 1( . (NOTE: The competent authority may shut the facility down in the event

that the installation does not live up to its legal obligations.)

(1) BCE (Bmw avil Fqineei•Eaovimonmexd Pmnig) (2) BE (Bioenvimawutd Esinmedn) (3) Air oUladon Somne OpeBor (4) Fueb-
Maragemns Dimcb (6) Top oo. -aia.- am e B1ranh (6) LS (Bue Suppbr) (7) MWR 0Mote, We•ff md RPesmn) Auw Hobby
Shop (8) Refzgendion Sbap •(CE) (0) Equipam Maim akmee Squdrm (10) AAM (Amwuir FWe E.cba SMvee) Go Stfon
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Q(NOT. B incinertors we not subject to t6 fegoing provisions
tOU IM util 1 December 1994. Incineratos tOat meet th requirements met forth

in their permits a of I December 1990 am not subject to the abovei-
visions until 1 December 1990. Mhose incinerators for which re
existed on 1 December 1990 an incontestable obligation to meet the stan-
dards set forth in their permits mnil 1 March 1994 me also not subject to
the foregoing requiremenu until 1 December 1996.)

(NOIE: If an existing incinerator is modified by the addition of new
incinerators such that e existing and the newly constructed ones form a
common facility, the requirements of this section apply to the existing
part, and the requirements of the preceding section apply to the newly
constructed part.)

1-105. The emission by Verify that concentrations by weight of more than 4 g/m9 of waste gas of
existing incinerators of gaseous iorganic chlorine compounds (given ao ;sby en chloride) are
gaseous inorganic avoided as far as possible prior to the first stage of cleaning. (1)X3)
chlorine compounds is
subject to specific restric- (NOTE: Tis can be accomplished by simultaneous incineration of
tions (17. BImSchV, materiathat contain no chlorine or only small amounts of it.)Section 17(4)). Stn7)E: IN an existing incinerator exceeds a daily average value of more

than 4 g/m of waste gas prior to the first stage of cleaning, the standards
relevant to gaseous inorganic chlorine compounds in Table 1-13, Chart
One do not apply'.)

Verify that the ratio of the weight of gaseous inorganic chlorine com-
pounds emitted in the waste gas to the weight of gaseous inorganic
chlorine compounds prior to the first stage of cleaning does not exceed a
daily average of 0.25 percent.

Verify that the daily average of gaseous inorganic c€lorine compounds
(given ns hydrogen chloride) does not exceed 65 mn/gn of waste gas.

Verify that waste gas cleaning equipment is run constantly at its highest
capacity when operating the incip erator in such a way no to avoid con-
centrations of more than 4 glm prior to the first stage of waste gas
cleaning.

(NOIE: The competent authority is empowered to require that certain
operating statistics be kept; 17. BImSchV, however, does not itself
specify which. It does mandate that such statistics be submitted to the
competent authority annually within three mo of the end of the preceding
calendar year.)

(I) PCh(DueQl Uga g Iiohnmamuag) (2) BEE (Baoeymmmm•W Zalaud (3) Air FloUnam Source Openrm (4) Fk•be-
MUWnM09 Druach (6) Tbuepofaic.- Mudabsc Bin-b (I) LCI Mane Sup*l) (M MWR Plank., Welfue ad Racnadom) AMD Hobb'y
Shop (8) R nrfnp oa Map (SC) (9) Eqviuuat MAiance Squds (10) AAM (AiwAr. Farm Eux•c Sevce) Go. Sion
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1-10&. Installations are Verify that the installation informs the public annually in the manner and
required to inform the form established by the competent authority of the results of evalualtions
public of the results of of its incinerators' emissions if it is subject to requirements to have emis-
evaluations of the mew sions measured continually. (IX3)
urements of its incinera
too' emissions and of the
conditions that obtain in
the course of incineration
under certain cip
cumstances (17.
BImSchV, Section 18).

SURFACE"IRFAW,1c
FACM1r1TEM

1-107. Facilities that Determine whether the installation has facilities that use halogenated sol-
use halogenated solvents vents to treat the surfaces of objects or materials made of metal, glass,
to great the surfaces of ceramics, plastic, or rubber so as to clean, lubricate, degrease, apply
objects or materials made emulsion to, strip, bonderize, dry, or tra those surfaces in a similar
of metal, glass, ceramics, fashion. (IX3)
plastic, or rubber so as to
clean, lubricate, degrease, Determine whether the solvents used contain 1 percent or more by weight
apply emulsion to, strip, of highly volatile halogenated hydrocarbons.
bonderize, dry, or treat
those surfaces in a similar Determine whether the facilities are listed in Table 1-1 or not,
fashion are subject to the
requirements in Questions Verify that the facilities comply with the requirements in checklist items
1-108 through 1-122 if 1-108 through 1-122.
the solvents used contain
I percent or more by
weight of highly volatile
halogenated hydrocarbons
and if the facilities ame
NOT listed in Table 1-1
(2. BImSchV, Section
1(2)).

(1) BC (Ba Civil EncEsiiagavi-som•l Ptomaiun) (2) U (Diamm', ,sielmuiam,,kau ) (3) Air Madamu Soame Opusio (4) FAwls-
dmisssmas Bmuch (5) 2hpoeio - )Jamsase Briueh (6) LOS (Biu Supply) (7) MWR (Moemle, Wago, mad Proada) AMo Hobby
Shop (3) Refripiom Shops (BC) (0) Equip-t Maisiae Squad•a, (10) AAIM (Aruuy~kir Famce Excm.p Serice) Gu Stolui
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1-103. Only commer- Veify dtha only co~mmercially pure forum of tetiahloroethylene, tin-
cidly pure form of tetra, cioroethylene, and dihlormtmedwe uswed in mach facilities, and dkat
chlouoethylene, tin- no carcinogenic additives ane found in them. (I X3)
C ___e hynp and
dichloromethane may be
used in such facilities,
and no carcinogenic addi-
tives may be found in
them (2. B~mSchV, Sec-
tion 2(1)).

(J) SM PIM Qvil es1~*Ouimaa Flmia) (2) EM Pmvbo~ums Bulmmug) (3) Air PM@Ge Samee Osr~wi (4) Mob -

-mAgea Dramth (5) 7hopw.as - Ibshoamn insch (6) LCD (sin Sop*) (7 MWR PimnKs Wag.., mi Pamdas) Aut Hobby'
stop (8) MAftP"-m SAMp MMC (9) ZqdPmý& Mae~ne. Sqnaiae (30) AAM (AaWAk Tom Ibehag SOVIcs) 0. SWOU
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1-109. Existig surface Verify that existing surface treatment facilities that do not have elqkp-
treatment facilities meat that suctions off waste gases or t"a have such equipment which
without e quipment that allows a mass Bow rate of leas than, 0.3 kg of highly volatile halogenated
suctions oan wasite gases hydrocarbons in the waste gos stream per hour ame operated in such a
or with equipment that way that the possibilities for reducing the emissions in the treatmnent area
allows a masso flow rate [Aufatellungsraum] ame exploited by enclosing and sealing the facility and
of less dian 0.3 kLof modifying the treatment process. (IX3)
highly volatile 0
genated hydrocarbons in
the waste gas stream per
hour are to be operated
so that the possibilities
for reducin the ernis-

31ons n Iletreatmnent
area [Aufstellungsrauni]
ar e epoited by enclos-
ing and sealing the facil-
ity and modifying the
treatment process (2.
BImSchV, Section 7(1)).

1-110. Existing surface Verify that existing surface treatment facilities that have equipment that
treatment facilities that suctions off waste gases which allows a mas flow rate of more than 0.3*have equipment tha suc- kg of highly volatil halogenated hydrocarbons per hour direct the waste
tions Off waste gases gases through a separator so that the following concentrations [by weight)
which allows a m- Bow of highly volatile halogenated hydriocar-bons ane not exceeded: (IX3)
rate of more than 0.3 kg
of highly volatile halo- - 20q~ mg/nO when the volume flow of waste gas nins up to 500
genated hydrocarbons per -OMgAm 3

3bormust direct the -10m nwhen thevolume Bow of waste gas is over 500 m )h.
waste gases through a
separator so tha certain (NOIJE: 7he measurtjnents- refer to the volume of waste gas under Stan-
values are not exceeded dard conditions (273 "X (0ODC) 1013 mbar).
(2. BlmSchV, Section
7(2)). (NOTIE: If the sodvent contains halogenated hydrocarbons; that, consist of

more than 50 percent dichloromethane or chlorofluorocarboir,3pe emis-
sions may not exceed a concentration by weight of 150 rag/rn

1-111. Both new and Verify that the competent ýutlolrity certifies compliance with the above
existing facilities must standards annually, or that the continuous monitoring equipment is tested
have compliance with the and calibrated annually and the results of the tests and calibrations wre
above standards certified kept for 3 yr. (1IX3)
by the competent author-
ity annuall1111y, Unless COn-
tinuous monitoring equip-
ment that records its
results is inse (2.
D3ImSchV, Section 12(3)).

(1) BME (B- Civil RNmeiaggavi,,un-aftl P-inug) (2) BEE (DioeaIm~meaft egi wafu) (a) Air FbIladom Source OpeWor (4) Feels -
Mosagemeat Urweah (6) Irmpoitdica - Malanmce Beach (0) LOS (Boo Sappty) (7) MWR (Melsk, Weifue, ind Recremics) Auto Hobby
Sbop (5) Refdsemou ShWp (BCZ) (5) Equipment Maileamuce Squadum (10) AAP1S (Amw~Af Fore. Facking Sorviet) Go Swime
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1-112. Reports on com- Verify " reports on compliance contain infomation on the condition of
pliace must contain the facilite, i operating methods, th rests of individual measurements
information on the condi- -W the prces used to take them. (IX$)
tion of the facility, its
operating methods, the Verify that the reports are given to the competent authority within four
results of individual weeks.
measurements and the
process used to take Verify that copies are kept onite for 3 yr.
them. The reports must
be given to the competent
authority within four
weeks, and copies must
be kept onsite for 3 yr (2.
BlmSchV, Section 12(6)).

1-113. New facilities Verify that the material to be treated is treated in a cabinet that is corn-
are to be operated so that pletely closed until the point that the waste gas is suctioned off. (1)(3)
certain standards are met,
and the operator must Verify that the possibilities for limiting emissions by sealing, separation,
inform the competent and modifying the treatment process we exploited m much as possible,
authority that the stan- given the state of the art,
dards are being met no
earlier than three mo nor Verify that the concentration (by weight) of hi hly volatile halogenated
later than six mo after hydrocarbons in the air of the area from whic the treated material is
start up (2. BlmSchV, removed from the cabinet does not exceed I g/m.
Section 3(1)), Section
12(1)). Verify that there is an automatic closure that ensures that the treated

material fan be removed from the removal area only after a concentration
of 1 g/m is shown by a monitoring device to be no longer exceeded.

(NOT: If the gas in the removal area is suctioned off, the above stan-
dards apply to the gas tat exits the removal area.)

(NOME: If the above requirements cannot be met because of the bulki-
ness or awkward shape of the material to be treated, the possibilities for
limiting emisrions by means of enclosing, sealing, separators, airlocks,
and suction are to be exploited to the extent possible given the state of
the art)

(NOIE: If stripping facilities [Anlagen sum Entlacken] cannot meet the
above requirements regarding concentration and automatic closure dev-
ices, they are to be designed and operated such that

- the air in the removal area is suctioned off when the treated
material is removed,

- no liquid solvent is carried out with the material in the process of
removing it, and

- that the treatment area is closed and its air suctioned off w much
as possible given the state of the art even when the material is
treated by han&)

(1) BCE (B-n 0Civi FagingX-iromeaftI Flas• • o) (2) HIM (DSAMMaW Badseu-l) (3) Air Pol" S-* OWN- (4) fash-
Mimaement BrDme (6) •hwponaoo - Msiaum Bmh (0) LOS (Bm Suop) (7) MM (MosrK Welfm, md RPAmcna) Avo Hobby
Shop (8) RWfrrafon Sh. (BM) (B) EQWp-S MUaate- Squd. (10) AAM (AmvAkk Fore•se bE e Smte) Om Stou
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1-114. Wastedmes that Verify that waste gases that are auctioned off are ped through a
re a actioned off must be separator. (IX3)

passed through a separW
tor, and certain other Verify that the concentration (by weight) of highly volatile halogenated
requirements must be met hydrocarbons in the emision does not exceed 20 mg/m.
(2. BlmSchV, Section
(2)).Verify that the separated volatile halogenated hydrocarbons are

reclaimed.

(NOTE: If the solvent contains halogenated hydrocarbons that consist of
more than 50 percent dichlommethje, the emissions may not exceed a
concentration by weight of 50 mg/m .)

1-115. Certain equip- Verify that either continuous monitoring equipment that records the con-
ment must be found centiafion (by weight) of highly volatile halogenated hydrocarbons in the
downstream of the waste gas or equipment that registers an increase of more than I g in the
separators for surface concentration and automatically shuts off the separator is found down
treatment facilities that stream of separators for surface %eatment facilities that have a waste gas
have a waste gas flow flow volume of more than 500 m e . (IX3)
vclume of more than 500
m'/h (2. BImSchV, Sec-S~ tion 3(2)).

1-116. Both new 3nd Verify that both new and existing facilities have openings for taking
existing facilities must measurements that can be tightly closed, and that such measurements can
have openings for taking be taken efficiently and safely. (IX3)
measurements that can be
tightly closed, and it must
be possible to take such
measurements efficienty
and safely (2. BImSchV,
Section 10).

1-117. The operator of Verify that records are kept on: (IX3)
a facility is subject to
certain recordkeeping - the amount of highly volatile halogenated hydrocarbons brought to
requirements (2. the facility
BImSchV, Section 14(1)W. - the amount of solvents or materials containing solvents that is

handed over for reconditioning or disposal
- operating hours of equipment
- maintenance measures.

Verify that the records are kept onsite for 3 yr.

Verify that the operating hours of equipment are automatically recorded.

(1) BCE (fle GvU .1 iaeeriwA/aYIrmnhbe& Planin) (2) BEE (B1oeuvinaventel aglaseriug) (3) Air FboUuio Souce Opermor (4) Fuels -

Managmemnt Breath (6) Tnaaponmiion - Mainience Breach (6) LCS (Buae Supply) (7) MWR (Morale, Weilfe, and Recnzudon) Auto Hobby
Shop (8) Reftendion Sbope (MM) (0) Equipment Maintenance Squadrom (10) AAWS (AmufAr Force Ehcbange Service) Gas SUiaon
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1-118. Opersios of Verify that the separator is tested every workday to see that it works and
facilities with separators that the results of the test are noted in writing, if a continuous monitoring
are subject to certain device that records results of such tests automatically is not in use. (IX3)
requirements 2.
BImSchV, Section 1 1(). Verify that the records of such tests are kept for 3 yr.

1-119. Owners of facili- Verify that the owner of a new facility infornm the competent authority
ties are subject to certain of its existence before the start of operation, and that the owners of existv
supervisory requirements ing facilities inform the competent authority of the existence of their
J2. BImSchV, Section 12 facilities. (1X3)

1-120. For facilities Verify that 95 percent of all half-hourly average values do not exceed the
that employ continuous established limits and no reading is in excess of the standard by more
monitoring equipment than a factor of three. (1X3)
that records its results,
compliance is considered
to have been achieved if
95 percent of all half
hourly average values do
not exceed the established
limits and if no reading is
in excess of the standard
by more than a factor of
three (2. BlmSchV, Sec-
tion 12(8)).

1-121. Filling facilities Verify that emissions of highly volatile halogenated hydrocarbons are
with solvents or auxiliary kept to a minimum, given the state of the art, by suctioning off
substances and removing compressed waste gases that contain solvents and transferring them to a
used solvents is to be separator or exchanging them via a gas displacement process. (IX3)
accomplished in a way
that meets certain stan- Verify that residues that contain highly volatile halogenated hydrocarbons
dards (2. BlmSchV, Sec- ae removed from the facilities by closed devices only.
tion 13).

Verify that highly volatile halogenated hydrocarbons andkr residues that
contain them are stored, transported, and handled in closed containers
only.

(1) BCE (Due 0-41 -EaMAgumda.Eaomun.A'- PhW) (2) 8f (Biosavhaema 36amiasl) (3) Air Pollke. Somme Opem'r (4) Ful -
Mmmpmaat Brmch (6) Vmmpoutoe. - aimtalamee BSmrn (e) LCS (Bame SaPlp) (7) MWR AMorale, Welfar, md Recteiom) Auto Hobby
Sbop (5) ROSMP09, Shop (BM) (0) EqiPOa Maiamwae Squadme (10) AES (AzrwA% J FameEage Service) Gm Simion
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1-12 Waste SgNs that Verify that waste gases that are suctioned off am removed via a gas line
are suctioned off are to that is impermeable to highly halogenated hydrocarbons in such a way
be removed via a gas line that removal via free air cunrents is assured. (IX3)
that is impermeable to
highly halogenated hydro-
carbons in such a way
that removal via free air
currents is assured (2.
BImSchV, Section 14).

DRY-CLEAM?
FACELIUIS

1-123. Dry-cleaning Determine whether the installation has dry-cleaning facilities that use
facilities awe subject to cleaning agents that contain 1 percent or more by weight of highly vola-
certain requirements if tile halogenated hydrocarbons. (1X3)
the cleaning agents used
in them contain 1 percent Determine whether those facilities are listed in Table 1-1 or noL
or more by weight of
highly volatile halo- Verify that the dry-cleaning facilities comply with the requirements in
genated hydrocarbons and Questions 1-124 through 1-130.
if the facilities are NOT
listed in Table 1-1 (2.
BImSchV, Section 1(2)).

1-124. Only commner- Verify that only commercially pure forms of tetrachloroethylene, tri-
cially pure forms of tetra, chloroethylene, and dichloromethane are used in such dry-cleaning facili-
chloroethylene, tri- ties, and that no carcinogenic additives ame found in those solvents. (1)(3)
chloroethylene, and
dichloromethane may be
used in such dry-cleaning
facilities, and no carcino-
genic additives may be
found in those solvents
2. BImSchV, Section

1-125. Tri- Verify that no trichloroethane and no dichloromethane are being used in
chloroethylene and dry-cleaning facilities on the installation. (1)(3)
dichloromethane may not
be used in dry-cleaning
facilities (2. BImSchV,
Section 2(1)).

(1) BCE (Bue Civil gieeriugdAvirommtum Rmuning) (2) BE (Bioevirommutal EAgirinq) (.9; Air oIluion Sovie Oersr (4) Fuels -
Maarnag t Bracmb (5) mpoi•taoo - Mainlaaice Branch (6) LMS (Base Supply) (7) MWR (Monde, Welfare, and Rel•mio) Auto Hobby
Mop (8) Refrnraion Shops (CE) (9) Equipmnt Mainteuace Squadrom (10) AAW S (ArmAir Flor Exehamp Service) 0., Stiou
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1-126L Dry-cleaning Verify that the concentration by weight of highly volatile haIoenated
facilities must meet cer- hydrocarbons in the air leaving the drum does not exceed 2 g/m under
tain requirements (2. the following conditions: (1X3)BlmSchV, Section 4(1)). -

B~m~hV, ectin 4()). - the drum is still rotating

- the loading door is closed
- ventilation is still rumning
- the nTerial keing treated has reached a temperature not less than

308 "K (35 )
- the rate of ar exchange falls between 2 and 5 m3

1kg of load per
hour.

(NOTE: If the rate of air exchange elceeds 5 m3/kg of load per hour,
the figure is to be calculated at the 5 mi rate.)

Verify that the loading door locks automatically at the beginning of the
treatment process and remains locked until the concentration by weight of
highly volatile halog~nated hydrocarbons in the air leaving the drum no
longer exceeds 2 g/m under the above conditions. (1)(3)

Verify that waste gases that are suctioned off from dry-cleaning facilities
are conducted to a separator.

Verify that neither fresh air nor air from the space in which it is located
is used to desorb the separator.

Verify that the emissions of highly volatile halogenated hydrocarbons in
undiluted waste gas leay'ing the separator does not exceed a concent-ation
by weight of 20 mg/m relative to the volume of waste gas under stan-
dard conditions.

Verify that the separated highly volatile halogenated hydrocarbons are
being reclaimed.

Verify that regeneratable filters only are used for purifying liquid solvent.

1-127. Separators Verify that one of the following types of equipment is used to measure
downstream of dry- the concentration by weight of highly volatile haiogenated hydrocarbons
cleaning facilities with a in the waste gas: (1X3)
waste gas syam of more
than 500 m ./h must meet - continuous measuring equipment that records its results
certain requirements (2. - equipment that measures an increase of more than 1 g/)n and
BImSchV, Section 4(2)). shuts down the dry-cleaning equipment connected to the separator

"automatically if such an increase is registered.

(1) BM (Mm CawU Ef.AMee, as•a~mum-'I 1`1050) (2) DW (DloeA3SU,.aW Ea•U..eedag) (3) Air FUIledo Sowte Opersor (4) FPaeb, -
Maap,,,mt Brmach (6) Thmponaio. - Malsmue Branch (6) LOS (Bra Sapply) (7) MWR (Mrhe, Welfam, an Racreiao) Auto Hobby
Shop (8) RhfOMPm"oR Sho0 (BCE) (9) EqUlpemat hhiaftsmee Squadram (10) AMP (Anvptir Forc Rachuag Service) ow Staion
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1-128. Tae rooms in Verify that ventilation occurs such that the highly volatile halogenated
which dry-cleaning equip- hydrocarbons that are emitted in the following areas are captured at the
ment is operated must point of emission and auctioned of: (IX3)
meet certain standards for
ventilation (2BImSchV, - areas where the dry-cleaning machines operate
Section 4(4)). - areas where highly volatile halogenated hydmcarbons are stored

- areas where the material that ham been cleaned is stored
- mmas where mangles are operated
- areas where steamers am located
- areas where machines are unloaded.

1-12M. No highly vola- Verify that no highly volatile halogenated hydrocarbons other than those
tile halogenated hydrocar- used in the dry-cleaning machines are used in rooms where dry-cleaning
bons other than those machines are operated. (1)(3)
used in the dry-cleaning
machines may be used in
mooms where dry-cleaning
machines are operated (2.
BlmSchV, Section 4(5)).

1-130. Dry-cleaning Verify that no dry-cleaning equipment (including self-service e uipment)* equipment (includin is used only in the presence of technically qualified personnel. (1 (3)
self-service equipments

may be used only in the
presence of technically
qualified personnel (2.
BlmSchV, Section 4(6)).

(1) BC (Brae aCvil Eagineerinaguviownmena, Planning) (2) BEE (Bioen'nomnnentul Engineer}ng) (3) Air NUuloe Source Operator (4) Fuel-
Mauegemeas Brmch (6) Thaportaion - Mainteamce Branch (6) LOS (Brae Supply) (7) MWR (Monde, Welfae, mad Recreation) Auto Hobby

Shop (8) Refrinprou Shops (BCE) (9) Equpment Maintenance Squadron (1t) AAPMS (AmyM/Air Force EFchumpe Service) Go Staion
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1-131. The use of Verify that no coolants that contain more than 1 percent by weight of
coolants that contain ozone-depleting halogenated hydrocarbons and/or (partially halogenated)
more than 1 percent by chiorodifluoromethane are in use on the installation. (IX3X6)(10)
weight of ozone-depleting
haloenated hydrocarbons (NOTE: Coolants for use in products that were made before 1 August
andjbr (partially halo- 1991 may be used until those products are taken out of service unless
genated) chiorodifluoro- coolants with a smaller potential for depleting the ozone layer are avail-
methane is prohibited able for use in those products.
(FCKWV-Halon-Verbots-
Verordnung, Section 3.) (NOTE: TIis prohibition does not apply to mobile cooling units that

contain more than 5 kg of such coolants in closed systems until I January
1994, and it does not apply to mobile cooling units that contain less than
5 kg of such coolants in closed systems until I January 1995.)

1-132. The use of Verify that cleaning agents and solvents that contain a total of more than
cleaning agents and sol- 1 percent by weight of ozone-depleting halogenated hydrocarbons and/or
vents that contain a total (partially halogenated) chlorodifluoromethane are not in use on the instal-
of more than 1 percent by lation. (1X3X6)(8X9)(10)
weight of ozone-depleting
haloenated hydrocarbons (NOWE: This prohibition does not apply to cleaning agents and solvents
and r (partially halo- used in facilities that must comply with the provisions in the sections
genated) chlorodifluoro- headed HALOGENAID HYDROCARBONrS above, if those cleaning
methane is prohibited agents and solvents are used in those facilities only.)
(FCMW-Halon-Verbots-
Verordnung, Section 5). (NOTE: The prohibition on the use of carbon tetrachloride does not

apply when it is used as a solvent in chlorination processes that take
place in closed systems if no other less dangerous substaaces, prepara-
tions, or products are substitutable for it,)

1-133. The use of Verify that extinguishing agents that contain more than 1 percent by
extinguishing agents that weight of bromochlorodifluoromethane, bromotrifluoromethane, or
contain more than I per- dibromotetrafluoroethane am not in use on the installation.
cent by weight of (1X3)(6X8X9)(lO)
bromochlorodifluoro-
methane, bromourifluoro- (NCYLE: Enguis- agents that are contained in firefighting equip-
methane, or ment may be used until 31 December 1993, if they were produced before
dibromotetrafluoro-ethane 1 August 1991.)
is prohibited (FCKW-
Halon-Verbots-
Verordnung, Section 6).

(1) BCE (B- au C ttfl Ee i .- ,--/ imaisg) (2) B• (Diomvimalml B 1oweiag) (3) Air Pobauom Soce Opriotr (4) Feels -
Mmmameunt Brmch (6) Thlmportaion - Maintenane Brach (6) LOS (Buie Supply) (7) M4WR (Monde, Welam. md Rseaefom) Auto Hobby

SMop (8) Redfnmion Sbow (BCE) (9) Equpmat Muimbamee squadro (1o) AA•s (AmwAir Form f•-e.m Sevice) Ow Sedon
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1-134. The release of Verify that no coolants that contain osone-depleting halogenated hydro-
certain coolants or extin- carbons and/or (partially halogenated) chlorodifluromedtne, and no
guishing agents in the extinguishing agents that contain more than I percent by weight of
course of operating, bmmochiorodifuoromethane, bromotifluommethane, or dibromotetra-
maintaining, or taking out fluoroetaane, are released into the atmosphere when the products that
of service the products contain them are being operated, maintained, or taken out of service,
which contain them is unless the release is unavoidable given the state of the art
prohibited, unless it is (1X3)(6X8)(9)(10)
unavoidable given the
state of the art (FCKW-
Halon-Verbots-
Verordnung, Section
8(0)).

1-135. Only persons Verify that only persons who have the necessary expertise and the
who have the necessary appropriate tools maintain products that contain coolants that contain
expertise and the ozone-depleting halogenated hydrocarbons and/or (partially halogenated)
appropriate tools are per- chlorodifluoromethane, or extinguishing agents that contain more than 1
mitted to maintain or take percent by weight of bromochlorodifluoromethane, bromotri-
out of service products fluoromethane, or dibromotetrafluoroethane, or take them out of service.
that contain certain (1X3)(6)(8)(9)(1o)
coolants or extinguishing
agents (FCKW-Halon-
Verbots-Verordnung, Sec-
tion 8(3)).

(1) BCE (Bue Civil EaslaeehiagnAvirouaeahl Busing) (2) BE (Mioenvlmmeaml eglnesilag) (3) Air oilUlion Source Opernor (4) Fuels -
Management Branch (6) 7hopotidon - Malunnuace Branch (6) LOS (Brue Supply) (7) MWR (Morale, Welaige, and Recrado) Auto Hobby
Shop (8) Referalln Shop. (BCE) (9) Equipment Mabifuance Squain= (10) AWES (AiwPAr Force Exchane Service) G. Ste/on
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TRANSFER AND (NOTE Thiis section of the Air Latinisons Management Potowcol applies
STORAGE OF only to permanent and mobile equipment that is filled with gasoline or
GASOLINE from whichL gsollinse is drawn if those filcilities do NOT require a permit

GOD1eral1 Requirememfa
Verify that facilities from which gasoline fumes are displaced while they

1-136. Facilities from ar en ildaeis alldnd operated in such a way that the dis-
which gasoline fumes are -Placed AMUone hume ane capre by astate-of-the-art gas displacement
displaced when being system aid conduceted back to the source from which they cane. (1X3)
filled are to be installed
and operated in such a (NOTE: Gas displacemnent systems ame conlsidered to be state-of-die-art
way thae thee displaced if.
gasoline fiumes are cap- - the flow of fuel is allowed to commence only if the gas displace-
tured by a state-of-the-art menit systemn is connected
gso displacement system - the gas displacement system and attached equipment allow no
and conducted back the fumes to be released into the atmosphere when pqpealy opeate
to source from which (with the exception of releases doat are necessary for saeyrea-
they caow (20. BImSch. sonls).)
Section 3(l)).

(NOTE: This mquaneme does not apply if a permanent facility has a
capacity of less than 1 mn or if the amount of gasoline dispensed in a
year does not exceed 100 in3 .

(NOTE: Facilities built before 10 October 1992 must comply with this
requir~ement within 2 yr of that date.)

Facilities with Gas
Displacememat Systems

1-137. Gas displace- verify that the gas displacement system is inspectd for functionality at
ment systems are subject least once a year by an expert firm [Fachberriebl. (1X3X4X5XlO)
to inspection and mainte-

n ance reuieentsu (20. V .erify that deficiencies noted in the course of inspection are corrected
BlmSchV. Section 6). immediately.

Verify that written records of the results of the inspect=o and corrective
measures taken are kept onuite for 3 yr.

1-138. Experts must verify that experts have established the good condition of gas displac-,
establish die good condi- menit systems jwicw to their being put into service. (1(3#XAX~O)
non of masdisplacemnent
systems before they sart Verify that deficiencies are corrected by an expert firn pirior ID putting
operatng (20 lmSchV, the system into service.

(1) DCI (3m Civil Plmiq)W (2) SM Siomimummal EepumWka (3) Air P.Iks. 3==e Op"-o (4) Nile-
Minato Sam* (5) Tsumdatim - Mahiý Ban (6) LOS (3m. Sopply) (7) MWR %=I.. welfare mi Itmea) Am Hobby
Shop (i) liduimnkoShos a(DCI(9) Eqwpmm MsimiA06 Sqma&oa(10) AAiM5(Amy/AirFb=Ezdhrag. S wis)OeSwim
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1-139. A report onthe Verify that areport is produced on the good condition of the gas dis-
good condition of the gas placement system and that it is kept onsite for 3 yr. (1X3X4X5X10)
displacement system must
be produced (20. Verify that a copy of the report on permanent facilities is sent to the
BImSchV, Section 7(3)). competent authority within 4 weeks of the inspection.

(NOTE: Although reports must be written on mobile equipment, they
need be shown to the competent authority on demand only.)

Faciltlm without Gm
DW~e=wt System

1-140. Certain require- Determine whether a gas displacement system cannot be put into service
ments apply if a gas dis- for one of the following reasons: (I)(3)(4X5)(I0)
placement system cannot
be put into service (20. - filling is taking place from a tank with a floating top
BlmSchV, Section 3(2), - there is supposed to be an atmosphere of inert gas between the
Section 5, Section 6). roof and the cover in a fixed-roof tank with a floating top.

Verify that the facility is set up and operated in such a way that the dis-
placed gasoline fumes are captured and conducted to the waste gas clean-
ing equipment of the permanent facility.

(NOIE: This requirement does not apply if another state-of-the-art
method ensures that emissions are reduced to an equal deg .x.)

(NOTE: This requirement does not apply if a permanent facility has a
capacity of less than 1 m or if the amount of gasoline dispensed in a
year does not exceed 100 m3 .)

Verify that the waste gas cleaning equipment achieves a degree of pollu-
tion abatement of not less than 97 percent.

Verify that measuring ports that can be tightly closed are provided so that
the degree of pollution abatement can be measured.

Verify that the degree of pollution abatement is measured by an expert
firm (Fachbetrieb] at least once every 6 mo.

Verify that the results of measurements of the degree of pollution abate-
ment are kept onsite for 3 yr.

Verify, if a separator is used as the waste gas cleaning equipment, that
the separated gasoline fumes are reclaimed.

Verify that the waste gases from the waste gas cleaning equipment are
conducted away by an exhaust pipe such that they are removed by a free
flow of air.

(1) BM (B. aCti v si EN d ayovi-IM Fhas•ag) (2) BEE (Bi•eAvmmaftu Enimsting) (3) Air Fbiunm Sowe Opuvwr (4) Pub, -
Mmarne.t Brucb (6) Tnopoimon - Mlaiantce Brumch (6) LO (Bue Supp•) (7) UWR (Uosek, Welf.m, md P& c) Auto Hobby
Shop (8) ReMPioO Shops (BCE) (B) EqVipwant Ma•latnuce Squazm (10) AAFI (Aj•iAk Froce Foareb Service) Go Stuon
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1-141. Facilities with Verify that facilities with waste gas cleaning equipment instead of gas
waste gas cleaning equip- displacement systems have compliance with the above emission standards
ment instead of gas dis- certified by an apwopriate agency no earlier than 3 mo nor later than 6
placement systems must .after stre-up and at intervals of 3 yr thereafter. (IX3X4X)(X10)
have compliance with the
above standards certified (NO'TE: Tme degree of pollution abatement is to be determined on the
by an appropriate agency basis of at least three individual measurements of the content of hydro-
no earlier than 3 mo nor carbons in the waste gas before and after cleaning. The requirements are
later than 6 after starup considered to have been met if the average of the individual measure-
and at intervals of 3 yr meats does not exceed the prescribed value.)
thereafter (20. BlmSchV,
Section 7(3)).

GAS STATIONS FOR (NOTE: This section of the Air Emiusow Measpcmnut protocol applies
AUIX)MOHLES to the design, construction, and operation of gas stations where the gas

tanks of automobiles me filled with gasoline if those gas stations do NOT
require a permit under the BhmSchA.)

1-142. Gas stations are Verify that gas stations are constructed and operated such that the gaso-
to be constructed and line fumes that escape from the gas tanks in the course of filling automo-
operated such that the biles with gasoline are ctd bya state-of-the-art gas recycling system
gasoline fumes that and returned to the storage tank (IX3X4X5X10)
escal from the gas tanks

course of filling (NOYIE: This requirement does not apply to gas stations that alr&adI
automobiles with gasoline existed on 1 January 1993 if they dispense no more than 1000 m of
are captured by a state- gasoline per year;, it also does not apply to the filling of cars that cannot
of-the-art gas recycling be filled using a gas recycling system.)
system and returned to
the storage tank (21. (NOTE: Compliance with this requirement must be achieved on the fol-
BImSchV, Section 3(1)). lowing schedule:

- within 3 yr of 1 January 1993 by gas stations that dispense more
than 5000 m of gasoline per year

- within 3 yr of I January 19f 3 by gas stations that dispense 2500 or
more but less than 5000 in of gasoline per year if the gas stations
are found within an ares subject to special investigation that has
been set up by the state under the terml of the BlmSchG

- within 3 yT of I Jamary 1913 by gas stations that dispense 2500 or
more but les than 5000 in of gasoline per year if the ;a stations
are NOT found within an area subject to special investigation that
has been set up by the state under the terms of the BImSchG

- within 5 yr ofl January 1993 by gas stations that dispense more
than 1000 m° but less than 2500 m of gasoline per year.)

(NOIE: The above time-limits do not apply to gas stations where, for
more than half of the pumps, the connections to the storage tanm are
being modified or where the capacity of the storage tanks is being
changed. In those instances, the requirements are to be met by the gas
station as a whole in relation ID the modifications.)

(I) BoE (B- 0ii Fi-Akw kgvh Ml Nbaak) (2) am (BDhaniaumineem Begasui.) (3) Air FbPoli Son. Opin v (4) F.sh -
Misgemat BDmcb (5) Thmpotio. - Manlame. Brosh (4) LOS (Me- S"I*) (7) MWR (Moa"e, Weff-. md R-reafam) Auto Hobby

Shop (8) RslpnoMa ops (BCE) (9) Eqelpusat Maiaea~me SquaeI (10) AAM (A68ffik Fam Ehoat Sen..) Go Suion
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1-142. (ecmuihud) (NOTE: Gas recycling systems without vacuum msist ae considered
state-of-the-art if

- only those fill nozzles am used whereby a tight seal between the
nozzle and the ca's tank can be achieved, if the car's tank is
appropriate for gas recycling systems

-the free passage of gasoline in the gas recycling system is
guaranteed at a sufficiently low Row resistance

-the back pressure at the fill nozzle does not exceed the
manufactrer's specifications

- the lines leading back from the gas pump to the storage tank have
a constant gradient of at least I percent

- the sealing sleeves on the fill nozzles have no tears, holes, or other
defects that could lead to leaks.)

(NOIE: Gas recycling systems that have vacuum assist are considered
state-of-the-art if the volumetric ratio of returned gasoline fumes/air mix-
ture to the fuel that goes into the tank does not exceed 105 percent.)

GAS STA11Ol

* Nofeicafon etc.

1-143. Gas recycling Verify that gas recycling systems are checked at least once a year by an
systems must be checked expert firm to see that they are functioning properly. (IX3X4X5)(10)
at least once a year by an
expert firm to see that Verify that any deficiencies noted in the course of the inspection are
they are functioning prop- corrected immediately.
erly (21. BlmSchV, Sec-
tion 5(1)). Verify that the results of the inspection and records of any measures that

need to be taken to correct deficiencies are kept onsite for 3 yr.

1-144. Compliance with Verify that compliance with the requirements of 21. BImSchV, Section
the requirements of 21. 3(1) is assessed by an expert within 6 weeks after the systems are put
BlmSchV, Section 3(1) into operation and every 5 yr thereafter. (1X3X4)(5X10)
(see checklist item 1-147)
must be assessed by an
expert within 6 weeks
after the systems ae put
into operation and every
5 yr thereafter (21.
BImSchV, Section 6(2)).

(1) C (Booe aivi Eaimeag iDwa•tmmaal TmaiM) (2) (Bioem.uMl gajimeuin) (3) Air Poiea. Surce Operir (4) FPas -
Mmaement Brach (6) Thinpoteaioo - biaistanmce Brach (6) LCIS (Ie Sepi*) (7) MWR (Motile, Welfare, nd Recreato) Auto Hobby
Shop (8) Jehren ion Shape (BCE) (B) Equipamnt Majineance Squadmi (10) AAFM (AnnwAir Force Kecbwve Service) Go Steficn
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1-145. Certain actions Verify that repairs are undertaken immediately. (IX3X4X5XIO)
must be taken immedi-
ately if the expert mses- Verify that the installation arrnges to have an expert conduct a follow-
ment indicates that the up assessment within 6 weeks of the original seumenL
gas recycling system does
not comply with relevant
requirements 21.
BlmSchV, Section 6(3)).

1-148. A report is to be Verify that a written report on the results of the expert ssessment is pro-
produced on the results of duced. (1X3X4X5)(10)
the expert msessmentý,
and the report is to be Verify that a copy of the report is submitted to the competent authority
handled in certain ways within 4 weeks of the usessement.
(21. BlmSchV, Section
6(4). Verify that the report is kept onsite for 5 yr.

(1) 3F(8- C(Vilm a s Phainhi) (2) MBlU(IosmwdmUmI 1a~rqO-ft) (3) Air PoUios Smme Openor (4) Feeks-
)dmnma Brich (6) ' mpoAmeo - 1a@hmsmw eneb (6) LOS (Mm Sp") (7) MWR (Momle. W*Vfuu. md waae~) Ano Hobby
Sbop (8) Rs(fdo. So, (BCE) (0) 3qdm-1 Makmaae Squamd (10) AAM (AmwAUr TW= KEuwcb Samom) Go S"on
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Table 1-1

Facilities That Require Permits Under BIniSchG,
Section 4 and 4. BInSchV

Chart One

1. Heat Generation, Mining, Energy

1. Power plants, heating and power stations, and heating stations with
combustion facilities for the use of solid, liquid, or gaseous fuels if
the thermal output exceeds 50 MW.

2. Combustion facilities (including the boilers that belong to them)
for the use of

a. coal, coke (including petroleum coke and residual coke from coal
gasification), coal briquettes, peat briquettes, combustible peat,
fuel oils, methanol, ethanol, untreated wood as well as
i. painted, lacquered, or coated wood as well as wastes

from it, as long as they do not contain or are
not treated with wood preservatives and the coatings
do not consist of halogenated organic compounds, or

ii. plywood, particle boards, fiber boards, or any other
kind of bonded wood as well as wastes from it as long as
they do not contain or are not treated with wood
preservatives and the coatings do not consist of
halogenated compounds with a thermal output of 50 MW
or more, or

b. gaseous fuels
i. gases from the public gas supply, untreated natural gas,

or petroleum gas with comparable sulfur content, liquid
gas or hydrogen,

ii. sewer gas with a content of sulfur compounds
up to 1/1000, given as sulfur, or biogas from
agriculture,

iii. coke oven gas, mine gas, steel gas, blast furnace
gas, refinery gas, synthesis gas with a content
of sulfur compounds up to 1/1000, given as sulfur
with thermal output of 50 MW or more.

3. Combustion facilities (including boilers that belong to them) that
use solid, liquid, or gaseous fuels other than those mentioned in 2 with a
thermal output of I MW or more.
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4. Gas tmuines with a thermal output of at least 50 MW that drive
generators or machines; closed cycle gas uurines are excepted.

5. Cooling towers with a cooling water flow rate of 10,000 mn3/h.

(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

2. Nonmetallic Minerals, Glass, Ceramics, Contruction Materials

1. Facilities for the production or melting of mixtures
of bitumen or tar and mineral substances, including
processing plants for bituminous road building materials
and mastic asphalt with a production capacity of 200 tons
or more per hour.

3. Steel, Iron, and other Metals, including the processing of them

1. Facilities with a throughput of lead, tin, zinc, nickel, cobalt,
or their alloys greater than 50 kg per hour that apply metallic protective
coatings by means of flame spraying or electric-arc spraying.

2. Facilities consisting of one or more machine-driven
hammers if the impact energy exceeds 20 kJ; drop works are
treated as hammers.
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

3. Facilities for deforming with explosives or for
coating with explosives if 10 kg or more are used per detonation.
(NG• E: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

4. Facilities for shredding scrap in rotary mills
whose rotary drive has a nominal capacity of 500 kw or more.

4. Chemical Products, Pharmaceuticals, and the Refining
and further Processing of Petroleum

1. Facilities with a capacity of 3 tons or more per hour
that convert organic solvents by distillation.
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. 5. The Treatment of Surfaces using Organic Substances, Production
of Materials in the Form of Webs from Synthetic Materials,
other Processing of Resins and Synthetic Materials

1. Facilities for coating, lacquering, laminating, impregnating, or
saturating objects, glass or mineral fibers, or materials in the form of
webs or boards, including associated drying facilities, when the
following are used:

a. lacquers that contain organic solvents, if 250 kg or more are
used per hour

b. reaction resins (such as melamine, urea, phenol, epoxy, furan,
cresol, resorcinol, or polyester resins), if 25 kg or more are
used per hour

c. synthetics or rubber, if more than 250 kg or more are used per
hour.

(NOTE: Facilities that use coating powders [Pulverlacken] or
powder-coating materials [Pulverbeschichtungsstoffe] are
exempted.)

2. Facilities for printing materials in the form of webs
or boards with rotary printing presses, including the accompanying
drying facilities, if the inks or lacquers

a. contain organic solvents that contain more than 50% ethanol
by weight and 500 kg or more of organic solvent are used
per hour, or

b. contain other organic solvents and 250 kg
or more are used per hour.

(NOTE: Facilities are exempted if they use oils with high boiling
points as solvents and do not heat-treat them.)

6. Wood, Chemical Pulp

There are no relevant facilities under this heading.

7. Foods, Luxury Foods, Feed, and Agricultural Products

There are no relevant facilities under this heading.

8. Utilization and Disposal of Residual Substances

1. Facilities that either partially or completely dispose
of solid or liquid substances by combustion; facilities that
dispose of substances containing halogenated hydrocarbons
also require a permit even if they are to be operated for
fewer than 12 mo at the same location.
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2. Facilities for the thermal decomposition of combustible solid
or liquid substances under conditions of oxygen deficiency
(pyrolysis facilities).

3. Facilities for recovering individual components from
solid substances by combustion.

4. Facilities with a capacity of 1 ton or more per hour that process
solid wastes to which the provisions of the Waste Act apply, except for
facilities that recover materials from household wastes or similar
wastes by sorting for reuse or recycling.

5. Facilities for the chemical processing of concentrates that contain
cyanide, or for the processing of nitrites, nitrates, or acids, insofar
as the process makes it possible to utilize the materials as residual
substances or to dispose of them as waste.

6. Facilities for handling polluted soil that has been removed from a
location other than the site of the facility itself, even if the
facilities are expected to be operated for fewer than 12 mo at the
same 'ocation.

9. Storage, Loading, and Unloading of Substances

1. Facilities for storing flammable gases in containers
with a capacity of 30 tons or more, with the exception of facilities for
the storage of flammable gases or products that contain flammable gases
(i.e., as propellants or burnable gas), if the volume of the individual
containers does not exceed 1000 cubic meters each.
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

2. Facilities for storing petroleum, liquid petroleum products
or methanol from other substances in containers with a capacity
of 50,000 tons or more.

3. Facilities for storing 200 tons or more of acrylonitrile.

4. Facilities for storing 75 tons or more of chlorine.
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5. Facilities for storing 250 tons or more of sulfur dioxide.
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

6. Facilities for storing 2000 tons or more of liquid oxygen.
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

7. Facilities for storing 100 tons or more of plant
protectants or pesticides or their active ingredients.
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

8. Facilities for the transfer of solid wastes in the sense of Section
1 paragraph I of the Waste Disposal Act, that have a capacity of 100
tons or more per day, except for facilities for the transfer of
excavated earth or rock that accumulates when extracting or processing
mineral resources.

9. Facilities for storing 100 tons or more of sulfur trioxide

10. Facilities for storing 2500 tons or more of preparations
containing ammonium nitrate that belong to group B of
Appendix IV number 2 of the GefStoffV

11. Facilities for storing 30 tons or more of ammonia.

12. Facilities for storing 0.75 tons or more of phosgene

13. Facilities for storing 50 tons or more of hydrogen sulfide.

14. Facilities for storing 50 tons or more of hydrofluoric acid.

15. Facilities for storing 20 tons or more of hydrogen cyanide.

16. Facilities for storing 200 tons or more of carbon disulfide.

17. Facilities for storing 200 tons or more of bromine.

18. Facilities for storing 50 tons or more of acetylene

19. Facilities for storing 30 tons or more of hydrogen
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

20. Facilities for storing 50 tons or more of ethylene oxide.

21. Facilities for storing 50 tons or more of propylene oxide.
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22. Facilities for storing 200 tons or more of acrolein.

23. Facilities for storing 50 tons or more of formaldehyde or
paraformaldehyde (at a concentration greater than or equal to 90
percent).

24. Facilities for storing 200 tons or more of bromomethane.

25. Facilities for storing 0.15 tons or more of methyl isocyanate.

26. Facilities for storing 50 tons or more of tetraethyl or
tetramethyl lead.

27. Facilities for storing 50 tons or more of 1,2-dibromomethane.

28. Facilities for storing 200 tons or more of hydrochloric acid
(liquefied gas).

29. Facilities for storing 200 tons or more of diphenylmethane
diisocyanate (MDI).

30. Facilities for storing 100 tons or more of toluylene diisocyanate.

31. Facilities for storing 20 tons or more of highly toxic substances
or preparations.

32. Facilities for storing 200 tons or more of substances or preparations
that are highly toxic or toxic, that promote burning, or that are
explosive.

10. Other

1. Facilities for the production, working, processing, recovery,
or destruction of explosive substances within the meaning of the
Explosives Act which are used as explosives, detonating agents,
propellants, pyrotechnical devices or for the production of these
substances; also included are facilities for loading, unloading
or disassembling ammunition or other explosive devices; facilities
that produce matches are not included, nor is portable equipment for
mixed loads (Mischladegeraete).
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility, if
no explosives are destroyed.)
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Chart Two

1. Heat Generation, Mining, Energy

1. Combustion facilities (including the boilers that belong to them)
that use:

a. coal, coke (including petroleum coke and residual coke from coal
gasification), coal briquettes, peat briquettes, combustible peat,
and fuel oils, except EL fuel oil, methanol, ethanol, and un-
treated wood, as well as
i. painted, lacquered, or coated wood as well as wastes

from it, as long as they do not contain or are
not treated with wood preservatives and the coatings do not
consist of halogenated compounds, or

ii. plywood, particle boards, fiber boards, or any other
kind of bonded wood as well as wastes from it, as long as
they do not contain or are not treated with wood
preservatives and the coatings do not consist of
halogenated compounds with a thermal output of from
1 MW to less than 50 MW, or

b. EL fuel oil with a thermal output of from 5 to less than 50 MW, or
c. gaseous fuels

i. gases from public gas supply, untreated natural gas
or petroleum gas with comparable sulfur contents, liquid
gas or hydrogen,

ii. sewer gas with a content of sulfur compounds
up to 1/1000, given as sulfur, or biogas from agriculture,

iii. coke oven gas, mine gas, steel gas, blast furnace
gas, refinery gas, synthesis gas with a content
of sulfur compounds up to 1/1000, given as sulfur,
with a thermal output of 10 MW to less than 50 MW.

2. Combustion facilities that use solid, liquid, or
gaseous fuels other than those mentioned in Chart One,
Number 1.2 with a thermal output of 100 kw to less than I MW.

3. Internal combustion engines using:

a. waste oil or waste dump gas or
b. combustible substances other than waste oil or waste dump gas

with a thermal output of 1 MW or more, except internal
combustion engines for drilling rigs and emergency generators.
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4. Gas turbines with a thermal output of less than 50 MW that drive
generators or machines; closed cycle gas turbines are excepted.

5. Transformer stations including switchboard sections with a
primary voltage of 220 kilovolts or more, with the exception of
transformer stations that are eingehaust.
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

2. Nonmetallic Minerals, Glass, Ceramics, Construction Materials

1. Facilities that produce molded parts using cement or
other binding agents by tamping, shocking, shaking, or
vibration and that have an output of 1 ton or more.
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

2. Facilities for the production or melting of mixtures
of bitumen or tar and mineral substances, including
processing plants for bituminous road building materials
and mastic asphalt with a production capacity of up to 200
tons per hour.
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

3. Steel, Iron and other Metals including Processing

1. Facilities consisting of one or more die casting
machines with locking pressures of 2 meganewtons or more.

2. Facilities with a capacity of from 500 kg to 10 tons of raw material
throughput per hour that apply metallic protective coatings of lead,
tin, or zinc to metal surfaces by means of melted baths except for
facilities for continuous galvanization.

3. Facilities with a throughput of lead, tin, zinc, nickel, cobalt,
or their alloys from 2 to less than 50 kg per hour that apply metallic
protective coatings by means of flame spraying or electric-arc spraying.

4. Facilities consisting of one or more machine-driven hammers if the
impact energy is between I kJ and 20 kJ; drop works are treated as
hammers.

5. Facilities for the treatment of the surface of metals by
applying hydrofluoric acid or nitric acid, except for
chromizing facilities.
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6. Facilities for shredding scrap in rotary mills whose rotary
drive has a nominal capacity of from 100 kw to less
than 500 kw.

7. Facilities that treat the surfaces of things made of structural
steel, tin, or cast metal with solid abrasives, if operated outside of
enclosed areas.
(NOTE: Enclosed stripping cabinets that cannot be entered are exempt.)

4. Chemical Products, Pharmaceuticals, the Refining and Further
Processing of Petroleum

1. Facilities with a capacity of from 1 to less than 3 tons/h
that convert organic solvents by distillation.

5. Treatment of Surfaces using Organic Substances, Production
of Materials in the Form of Webs from Synthetic Materials,
other Processing of Resins or Synthetic Materials

1. Facilities for coating, lacquering, laminating, impregnating, or
saturating objects, glass or mineral fibers, or materials in the form of
webs or boards, including associated drying facilities, when the
following are used:

a. lacquers that contain organic solvents, if from 25 kg to less
than 250 kg are used per hour

b. reaction resins (such as melamine, urea, phenol, epoxy, furan,
cresol, resorcinol, or polyester resins), if from 10 kg to less
than 25 kg are used per hour

c. synthetics or rubber, if from 25 to less than 250 kg are used
per hour.

(NOTE: Facilities that use coating powders [Pulverlacken] or
powder-coating materials [Pulverbeschichtungsstoffe] are
exempted.)

2. Facilities for printing materials in the form of webs
or boards with rotary printing presses, including the drying
facilities, if the paints and lacquers:

a. contain organic solvents that contain more than
50 percent ethanol by weight, and if between 50 and less than
500 kg are used per hour, or

b. contain other organic solvents and between 25 and
less than 250 kg are used per hour.

(NOTE: Facilities are exempted if they use oils with high boiling
points as solvents and do not heat-treat them.)
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6. Wood, Chemical Pulp

There are no relevant facilities under this heading.

7. Foods, Luxury Foods, Feed, and Agricultural Products

There are no relevant facilities under this heading.

8. Utilization and Disposal of Residual Substances

1. Facilities with a capacity of 1 ton or more per hour that recover
materials from household or similar wastes by sorting for reuse or
recycling.

2. Facilities for handling polluted soil that has been removed from a
location other than the site of the facility itself, even if the
facilities are expected to be operated for fewer than 12 mo at the
same location.

9. Storage, Loading, and Unloading of Substances and Preparations

I. Facilities for storing flammable gases or products that contain
flammable gases (i.e., as propellants or burnable gas), if the individual
containers do not exceed 1000 m3 each and if a total of 30
tons or more are stored; other facilities for storing flammable gases in
containers, if the facilities have a capacity of from 3 to 30 tons.
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

2. Facilities for storing:
- from 5000 to less than 50,000 tons of petroleum products

whose flash point is under 21 °C and
whose boiling goint at standard pressure (1013 mnbar) is
lower than 20 C

- from 5000 to less than 50,000 tons of methanol the source
of which is not petroleum

- from 10,000 to less than 50,000 tons of petroleum or other
petroleum products in liquid form
in containers.

3. Facilities for storing from 20 to less than 200 tons of acrylonitril.

4. Facilities for storing from 10 to less than 75 tons of chlorine.

5. Facilities for storing from 20 to less than 250 tons of sulfur dioxide.
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)
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6. Facilities for storing from 200 to less than 2000 tons of liquid oxygen.
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

7. Facilities for storing 25 tons to less than 500 tons
of ammonium nitrate or preparations containing ammonium
nitrate that belong to group A of Appendix IV Number 2 of the
GefStoffV.
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

8. Facilities for storing between 5 tons and less than 100
tons of alkali chlorate.
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

9. Facilities for storing between 5 tons and less than 100
tons of plant protectants or pesticides or their active
ingredients.
(NOTF: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

10. Open or incompletely closed facilities for loading
and unloading bulk goods that may dust when dry, that are unloaded
by tilting the vehicle or container or by means of excavators, shovel
loaders, grippers, siphons or similar devices, if 200 tons
or more of bulk goods can be moved per day, except for
facilities for loading and unloading excavated earth or
stones that have accumulated in connection with extracting or
processing mineral resources.

11. Facilities for storing from 15 to less than 100 tons of sulfur
trioxide.

12. Facilities for storing between 100 tons and less than 2500
tons of preparations containing ammonium nitrate that belong
to group B of Appendix IV of the GefStoffV.
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

13. Facilities for storing from 3 to less than 30 tons of ammonia.

14. Facilities for storing from 0.075 to less than 0.75 tons of phosgene.

15. Facilities for storing from 5 to less than 50 tons of hydrogen sulfide.

16. Facilities for storing from 5 to less than 50 tons of hydrofluoric acid.

17. Facilities for storing from 5 to less than 20 tons of hydrogen cyanide.0
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18. Facilities for storing from 20 to less than 200 tons of carbon disulfide.

19. Facilities for storing from 20 to less than 200 tons of bromine.

20. Facilities for storing from 5 to less than 50 tons of acetylene.

21. Facilities for storing from 3 to less than 30 tons of hydrogen.
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

22. Facilities for storing from 5 to less than 50 tons of ethylene oxide.

23. Facilities for storing from 5 to less than 50 tons of propylene oxide.

24. Facilities for storing from 20 to less than 200 tons of acrolein.

25. Facilities for storing from 5 to less than 50 tons of formaldehyde or
paraformaldehyde (at a concentration greater than or equal to 90
percent).

26. Facilities for storing from 20 to less than 200 tons of bromomethane.

27. Facilities for storing from 0.015 to less than 0.15 tons of methyl
isocyanate.

28. Facilities for storing from 5 to less than 50 tons of tetraethyl or
tetramethyl lead.

29. Facilities for storing 5 to less than 50 tons of 1,2-dibromomethane.

30. Facilities for storing from 20 to less than 200 tons of hydrochloric
acid (liquefied gas).

31. Facilities for storing from 20 to less than 200 tons of diphenylmethane
diisocyanate (MDI).

32. Facilities for storing from 10 to less than 100 tons of toluylene
diisocyanatea.

33. Facilities for storing from 2 to less than 20 tons of highly toxic
substances or preparations.

34. Facilities for storing from 10 to less than 200 tons of substances
or preparations that are highly toxic or toxic, that promote burning,
or that are explosive.
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S 10. Miscellaneous

1. Pitch boiling facilities.

2. Test beds either for or equipped with combustion en-
gines or gas turbines, with a capacity of 300 kw
or more.

3. Test beds either for or with air screws, reaction
drive units, or jet engines.

4. Facilities that are used for motor sports on 5 or
more days per year, except for model sport facilities.
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

5. Shooting galleries for hand guns (unless they are in enclosed
spaces), and shooting ranges.
(NOTE: No emissions declaration is required of such a facility.)

6. Facilities for the liquefaction of air with a
throughput of 25 tons of air or more per hour.

7. Facilities that clean tools, equipment, or other metallic objects
by heat processes.

8. Facilities for cleaning the interiors of railroad steam engines,
tank trucks, or tanks/containers, and facilities that clean barrels
automatically (including reconditioning facilities), fi the containers a
are cleaned using organic substances. Facilities in which containers
from foodstuffs, coffee, alcohol, tobacco, feed only are cleaned.

9. Fumigation and sterilization facilities, if the capacity of the
fumigation or sterilization chamber is greater than 1 m 3 and if
highly toxic or toxic materials or preparations are employed.

10. Refrigeration plants with from 3 to 30 tons of ammonia coolant.

0
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Table 1-2

Facilities That Are Required To Appoint
Iminissons Control Officers

1. Power stations, thermal power stations, and heating plants
with furnaces that bum solid, liquid, or gaseous fuels and
the heat output of which is greater than:

a. 150 MW for solid or liquid fuels
b. 250 MW for gaseous fuels

2. Furnaces with a heat output of 150 MW or more that
burn coal, coke, hard coal or lignite briquettes, peat,
fuel oils, wood, scrap wood, or other solid or liquid
combustibles

3. Furnaces with a heat output of 250 MW or more that
that burn gaseous fuels

4. Facilities that produce, treat, or process asbestos
5. Facilities for the preparation of bituminous road-surfacing

materials and tar-splitting plants, if one operator operates
more than 10 facilities

6. Painting and drying operations that involve at least 250 kg/hr
of paints that contain organic solvents, and the attached drying
facilities

7. Facilities for coating, impregnating, or soaking glass fibers or
mineral fibers with synthetic resins, plastics, rubber, or
organic solvents (if 250 kg/h of these are used), and the
attached drying facilities

8. Facilities that produce lengths of material on spreading machines
(bahnenfoermige Materialen auf Streichmaschinen) using mixtures
of synthetics and softening agents or mixtures of other substances
and oxydized linseed oil, and the attached drying facilities

9. Facilities the purpose of which is to dispose in whole or in part
of solid or liquid substances by burning or thermal decomposition,
if the throughput is 750 kg/h or more.

(NOTE: Installations that have facilities that are not required by law to have Immis-
sions Protection Officers may be required by the competent authority to appoint one.)

(NOTE: One Immissions Protection Officer may be appointed for several facilities
operated by the installation if it is certain that the person can effectively carry out
his/her responsibilities.)
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Table 1-3

Information To Be Included In An Enmissons Declaration ..
Option 1 (Equivalent to Anbang I of 11. BImSchV)

Emissions Declaration

- Declaration Period

Owner / Operator

- Name
- Address

-- Postal code
-- City
-- Street / Number

Plant / Firm

- Name
- Location

-- Postal code
-- City
-- Street / Number

- Person Preparing Declaration
-- Division
-- Official in Charge
-- Telephone Number

- Class Number for the Sector of the Economy to Which the Operation Belongs
- Location / Date / Signature

Sources

- Description
-- Number
-- Name
-- Kind
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- Location

-- Rechtswert [in m]
-- Hochwert [in m]
-- Geodetic height [in m]

- Dimensions

-- Surface area [in square meters (mi)]
-- Geometric height [in m]
-- Length [in ml
-- Width or height [in m]
-- Angle from North-South axis, given clockwise in degrees, relative to the

long side of the property

Facility

- First Declaration / Up-date / Final Declaration
- Number
- Name
- Number and Column Number from Appendix to 4. BImSchV
- Most Recent Permit / Notification

- Agency
- Reference number
- Date

- Installed Output / Capacity
-- Coefficient of measure [Masszahl]
-- Unit of measurement
-- Reference [Bezug]

- Degree of utilization [%]
- Shift operation (Number)
- Number of workdays per week
- Operating hours [h/yr]
- Length of operating time (from / to)

Parts of Facilities and Auxiliary Equipment

- Number of the facility
- Number
- Name
- Number and Column Number from Appendix to 4. BImSchV
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- Installed Output / Capacity
-- Coefficient of measure [Masszahl]
-- Unit of measurement
-- Reference [Bezug]

- Degree of utilization [%]
- Operating hours [h/yr]

Operations Units [Betriebseinheiten]

- Number of the facility
- Number of the part of the facility or of the auxiliary equipment
- Number
- Name
- Kind / Type

Materials on hand

- Number of the Facility
- Number of the part of the facility or of the auxiliary equipment
- Number of the operations unit
- Name
- Manner of use
- Net calorific value [kJ/kg]
- Mass flow rate [tons/yr]
- Composition

-- Name
-- Contents [%] [Massengehalt]

Operational Processes that Produce Emissions

- Number of the facility
. Number of the part of the facility or auxiliary equipment
- Number of the operational unit
- Number of the source
- Number
- Kind
- Name
- Zeitliche Lage (h/mo)
- Total length of operation (h/yr)
- Waste gas

-- kind of treatment [Reinigungsart]
waste gas stream [m3/h]

-- vapor content [vol %]
-- temperature [0 C]
-- method by which the waste gas stream was measured
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Emissions

- Number of the Facility
- Number of the part of the facility or auxiliary equipment
- Number of the operational unit
- Number of the source
- Number of the operational process that produces the emissions
- Material emitted

-- Name
-- Aggregate state
-- Concentration [mg/r 3]

Mass flow rate [tons/yr]
-- Total amount of emitted material [kg/yr]

Maximum concentration [mg/mr3]
-- Method by which the mass flow rate or concentration was measured

NOTES:

The facilities points sources and/or the emissions released by the facility into the atmo-
sphere are to be given unique numbers. One source number may not be used more
than once, nor may any one source have multiple numbers.

The location of the facility is given in Gauss-Krueger coordinates (+/ - 10 m); only
those sources that release emissions over a surface area need have their locations indi-
cated using length, width, height, and angle.

The kind and purpose of the facility must be unambiguously clear from the name
given to it. One may include the name by which it is known on the installation as
supplementary information.

Parts of facilities and auxiliary equipment that belong to facilities that require a permit
under BlmSchG must have unique names and numbers.

If parts of facilities and/or auxiliary equipment themselves require separate permits
under BImSchG, the appropriate number and column from the Appendix to 4.
BImSchV must be indicated.

The faclity itself, or the parts of the facility and its auxiliary equipment, as the case
may be, are to be assigned to operational areas. In particular, those operational areas
are to be indicated that are independent of other parts of the facility from the point of
view of emissions.
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. Under the heading "Material on hand" those materials are to be listed from which one
can infer information about the facilities emissions or that are necessary for establish-
ing a mass balance. Examples are anthracite, natural gas, pig iron, bitumen, and
cement. In addition, the way in which the materials on hand are used (i.e., fuel,
charge, product, residual material, operational material used in the facility) should be
indicated. The materials on hand are to be listed for each operational unit separately.
The net calorific value is to be indicated for those materials that are to be burned.
Very toxic and carcinogenic constituents are to be included if doing so is important
from the point of view of analyzing the facility's emissions (ie., the content of heavy
metals in heavy fuel oil, the residual monomer content of raw synthetics).

If Table 1-2 is used, the operational processes that cause emissions in each operational
unit are to be named and numbered continuously. The emissions for each operational
process that causes emissions is to be indicated in the declaration. Processes that
depart from normal operating procedures are to be listed separately. The waste gas
stream and the concentration are to be given for the damp state under standard condi-
tions (273 OK, 1013 hPa), and the moisture content is to be included as well. In addi-
tion, the sum total of emissions for each individual substance is to be included in the
declaration. The emissions (i.e., sulfur dioxide, toluene, zinc chromate) that occurred
in the reporting period are to be given for each individual substance, and the informa-
tion is to be as accurate as possible. Information on individual substances need not be
given if the emissions per facility do not exceed 1 kg/h and 25 kg in the reporting
period. However, very toxic and carcinogenic substances must be reported if they
exceed only 1/100th of those amounts. Emissions of 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-
dioxins and substances with a comparable toxic effect must be indicated in any event.
Very toxic and carcinogenic constituents must also be listed if the information is
necessary for evaluating emissions (i.e., the heavy metal content of heavy fuel oil or
the residual monomer content of raw synthetics).
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* Table 1-4

Information to Be Included in an Emnssions Declaration -
Option 2 (Equivalent to Anhang 2 of 11. BImScbV)

Emissions Declaration

- Declaration Period

Owner / Operator

- Name
- Address

-- Postal code
-- City
-- Street / Number

Plant / Firm

- Name
- Location

-- Postal code
-- City
-- Street / Number

- Person Preparing Declaration
-- Division
-- Official in Charge
-- Telephone Number

- Class Number for the Sector of the Economy to Which the Operation Belongs
- Location / Date / Signature

Sources

- Description
-- Number
-- Name
-- Kind

- Location

-- Rechtswert [in ml
-- Hochwern [in m]
-- Geodetic height [in ml
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- Dimensions

-- Surface area [in m2]
-- Geometric height [in ml
-- Length [in m]
-- Width or height [in m]
-- Angle from North-South axis, given clockwise in degrees, relative to the

long side of the property

Facility

- First Declaration / Up-date / Final Declaration
- Number
- Name
- Number and Column Number from Appendix to 4. BlmSchV
- Most Recent Permit / Notification

Agency
-- Reference number
-- Date

- Installed Output / Capacity / Number of Spaces for Animals
-- Coefficient of measure [Masszahl]
-- Unit of measurement
-- Reference [Bezug]

- Degree of utilization [%]
- Shift operation (Number)
- Number of workdays per week
- Operating hours [h/yrl
- Length of operating time (from / to)

Method of cleaning waste gas

Parts of Facilities and Auxiliary Equipment

- Number of the facility
- Number
- Name
- Number and Column Number from Appendix to 4. BImSchV
- Installed Output / Capacity

-- Coefficient of measure [Masszahl]
-- Unit of measu t
- Reference [Bezug]

- Degree of utilization [%]
- Operating hours [h/yr]
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. Operations Units [Betriebseinheiten]

- Number of the facility
- Number of the part of the facility or of the auxiliary equipment
- Number
- Name
- Kind / Type

Materials on hand

- Number of the Facility
- Number of the operations unit
- Name
- Manner of use
- Net calorific value [kJ / kg]
- Mass flow rate [tons/yr]
- Composition

-- Name
-- Contents [%] [Massengehalt]

NOTES:

* The facilities points sources and/or the emissions released by the facility into the atmo-
sphere are to be given unique numbers. One source number may not be used more
than once, nor may any one source have multiple numbers.

The location of the facility is given in Gauss-Krueger coordinates (+/ - 10 m); only
those sources that release emissions over a surface area need have their locations indi-
cated using length, width, height, and angle.

The kind and purpose of the facility must be unambiguously clear from the name
given to it. One may include the name by which it is known on the installation as
supplementary information.

Parts of facilities and auxiliary equipment that belong to facilities that require a permit
under BImSchG must have unique names and numbers.

If parts of facilities and/or auxiliary equipment themselves require separate permits
under BImSchG, the appropriate number and column from the Appendix to 4.
BImSchV must be indicated.
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The facility itself, or the parts of the facility and its auxiliary equipment, as the case
may be, are to be assigned to operational areas. In particular, those operational areas
ae to be indicated that are independent of other parts of the facility from the point of
view of emissions.

Under the heading "Material on hand" those materials are to be fisted from which one
can infer information about the facilities emissions or that are necessary for establish-
ing a mass balance. Examples are anthracite, natural gas, pig iron, bitumen, and
cement. In addition, the way in which the materials on hand are used (i.e., fuel,
charge, product, residual materia], operational material used in the facility) should be
indicated. The materials on hand are to be listed for each operational unit separately.
The net calorific value is to be indicated for those materials that are to be burned.
Very toxic and carcinogenic constituents are to be included if doing so is important
from the point of view of analyzing the facility's emissions (i.e., the content of heavy
metals in heavy fuel oil, the residual monomer content of raw synthetics).

If Table 1-2 is used, the operational processes that cause emissions in each operational
unit are to be named and numbered continuously. The emissions for each operational
process that causes emissions is to be indicated in the declaration. Processes that
depart from normal operating procedures are to be listed separately. The waste gas
stream and the concentration are to be given for the damp state under standard condi-
tions (273 OK, 1013 hPa), and the moisture content is to be included as well. In addi-
tion, the sum total of emissions for each individual substance is to be included in the
declaration. The emissions (ie., sulfur dioxide, toluene, zinc chromate) that occurred
in the reporting period are to be given for each individual substance, and the informa-
tion is to be as accurate as possible. Information on individual substances need not be
given if the emissions per facility do not exceed I kg/h and 25 kg in the reporting
period. However, very toxic and carcinogenic substances must be reported if they
exceed only 1/100th of those amounts. Emissions of 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-
dioxins and substances with a comparable toxic effect must be indicated in any event.
Very toxic and carcinogenic constituents must also be listed if the information is
necessary for evaluating emissions (i.e., the heavy metal content of heavy fuel oil or
the residual monomer content of raw synthetics).
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Table 1-5

Emissions Limits for Woodworking or processing Facilities that Do Not
Require a Permit under BImSchG

A

*15
U

S50

0 to 30 0 . 40 30 60 70 90 .l0a
Lumenstrom an Abgas m-/h

(NOTE: The vertical axis represents the concentration by weight of dust, chips, or
shavings mi mg/m3. The horizontal axis represents the volume of the waste gas strewn
in M-.)

(NOTE: If several facilities are in close spatial and operation contiguity with one
another, the total of their exhaust streams must be used in evaluating compliance with
these requirements.)
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Table 1-6

Air Emissions Standards for Large Furnaces that Bum Solid Fuel

(NOTE: Unless otherwise specified, the concentration of oxygen in the waste gas is 7
percent by weight for grate firings and fluidized bed firings, 6 percent for coal dust fir-
ings with dry ash removal, and 5 percent for coal dust firings with wet ash removal.)

Particulate matter 50 mg/mr [II

Carbon Monoxide 250 mg/m3

Nitrogen Monoxide and 800 mg/mr [2]
Nitrogen Dioxide
(given as NO2)

Sulfur Dioxide & 400 mg/mr [3]
Sulfur Trioxide
(given as S02)

for grate firing or coal dust firing 2000 mg/m3 [4]
and a heat output greater than 100
MW up to and including 300 MW

for grate firing or coal dust firing 2000 mg/m3 [5]
and a heat output up to and including
100 MW

for fluidized bed firing and heat 400 mg/m3 [6]
output up to and including 300 MW

Inorganic Halogen Compounds
(Applies only to furnaces with
grate firing or coal dust firing)

heat output up to and including
300MW

Chlorine compounds 200 mg/mr
(given as HCI)

Fluorine compounds 30 mg/m3

(given as HF)
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heat output greater than
300 MW

Chlorine compounds 100 mg/m3

(given as HG)

Fluorine compounds 15 mg/m3

(given as HF)

1. If solid fuels other than coal or wood are used, particulate emissions of arsenic,
lead, cadmium, chromium, cobalt, nickel, and compounds including those elements
may not exceed a total of more than 0.5 mg/m3 of waste gas.

2. For furnaces that do coal dust firings with hard coal and wet ash removal, the limit
is 1800 mg/m3 at an oxygen concentration of 5 percent.

3. The level of sulfur emissions may not exceed 15 percent. If, given state of the art
technology, that limit on the level of sulfur emissions and the limit of 400 mg/mr3

cannot be observed because fuel that has a particularly high or variable sulfur con-
tent is in use, then desulfurization equipment must be used. A concentration of
650 mg/m 3 by weight may not be exceeded.

4. The level of sulfur emissions may not exceed 40 percent.

5. The competent authority may may allow a concentration by weight of no higher
than 2500 mg/mr3 for a period of up to one year if:

- low-sulfur coal that would allow the standards to be met will not be available
during the time-period, and

- the height of the stack meets the requirements of 13. BlmSchV, Section 29(1)
during the period for which the variance is granted (See checklist item 1-52).

6. This standard is relative to an oxygen content in the waste gas of 7 percent. The
levei of sulfur emissions may not exceed 25 percent.
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Table 1-7

Air Emissions Standards for Large Furnaces that Burn Liquid Fuel

(NOTE: Unless otherwise specified, the concentration of oxygen in the waste gas is 3
percent by weight.)

(NOTE: The standards for sulfur emission are considered to have been met if fuel is
used the sulfur content of which is 0.2 percent or less of its weight.)

Particulate matter 50 mg/mr3 [1]

Carbon Monoxide 175 mg/m3

Nitrogen Monoxide and 450 mg/m3

Nitrogen Dioxide
(given as NO2 )

Sulfur Dioxide and 400 mg/rn3 [21
Sulfur Trioxide
(given as SO2 )

heat output greater than 100 1700 mg/mr3 [31
MW up to and including 300 MW

heat output up to and including 1700 mg/m3 [4]
100 MW

Inorganic Halogen Compounds [5]

Chlorine compounds 30 mg/mr3

(given as HCI)

Fluorine compounds 5 mg/m3

(given as HF)

1. This standard applies only after deducting the amount of adsorbed sulfuric acid. If
fuel oils under DIN 51 603 Part I (December 1981) or DIN 51 603 Part U
(October 1976) that have a nickel content greater than 12 mg/kg or other liquid
fuels are used as fuel oil, particulate emissions of arsenic, lead, cadmium,
chromium, cobalt, nickel, and compounds including those elements may not exceed
a total of more than 2 mg/m3 of waste gas.
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2. The level of sulfur emissions may not exceed 15 percent. If, given state of the art
technology, that limit on the level of sulfur emissions and the limit of 400 mg/mr3

cannot be observed because fuel that has a particularly high or variable sulfur con-
tent is in use, then desulfurization equipment must be operated continuously at is
maximum capacity. A concentration of 650 mg/m3 by weight may not be
exceeded.

3. The level of sulfur emissions may not exceed 40 percent.

4. The competent authority may may allow a concentration by weight of no higher
than 3400 mg/mr3 for a period of up to six months if:

- low-sulfur fuel oil that would allow the standards to be met will not be available
during the time-period, and

- the height of the stack meets the requirements of Questions XX through YY dur-
ing the period for which the variance is granted.

5. These limits apply only if fuel oils other than those under DIN 51 603 Part I
(December 1981) or DIN 51 603 Part II (October 1976) are used.
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Table 1-8

Air Emissions Standards for Large Furnaces that Burn Gaseous Fuel

(NOTE: Unless otherwise specified, the concentration of oxygen in the waste gas is 3
percent by weight.)

Particulate matter 5 mg/mr3

Carbon Monoxide 100 mg/M3

Nitrogen Monoxide and 3.50 mg/m 3

Nitrogen Dioxide
(given as NO2 )

Sulfur Dioxide and 35 mg/m3

Sulfur Trioxide
(given as SO 2 )

0
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* Table 1-9

Emission Standards for Existing Large Furnaces

Particulate Emissions

Furnaces that bum solid fuel [1]

Brown coal as fuel 80 mg/m3

Other solid fuel 125 mg/r 3

Furnaces that burn liquid fuel [2]

Unavailable

Carbon Monoxide Emissions

Furnaces that burn solid fuel 250 mg/m3n

Furnaces that burn liquid fuel 175 mg/r3 [3]
Furnaces that burn gaseous fuel 100 mg/r 3 [3]

Emissions of Nitrogen Dioxide and Trioxide (given as N02)

Furnaces with coal dust 1300 mg/m3 [4]
firing of hard coal
and dry ash removal

Furnaces with coal dust 2000 mg/mr3 [4]
firing of hard coal
and wet ash removal

furnaces that burn 1000 mg/m 3 [4]
other solid fuels

furnaces that burn 700 mg/m3 [3]
liquid fuels

furnaces that burn 500 mg/m3 [3]
gaseous fuels
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Sulfur Dioxide and/or Sulfur Trioxide (given as SO 2 )

Furnaces that burn solid fuel 400 mgmi [5]

for grate firing or coal dust firing 2000 mg/ms [6]
and a heat output greater than 100 MW
up to and including 300 MW

for grate firing or coal dust firing 2000 mgrn3 [4]
and a heat output up to and including
100 MW

for fluidized bed firing and heat 400 mg/m 3 [7]
output up to and including 300 MW

Furnaces that burn liquid fuel 400 mg/mr3 [81

heat output greater than 100 MW 1700 mg/m3 [9]
up to and including 300 MW

heat output up to and including 1700 mg/m3 [3]
100 MW

1. The concentration of oxygen in the waste gas is 7 percent by weight for grate fir-
ings and fluidized bed firings, 6 percent for coal dust firings with dry ash removal,
and 5 percent for coal dust firings with wet ash removal. If solid fuels other than
coal or wood are used, particulate emissions of arsenic, lead, cadmium, chromium,
cobalt, nickel, and compounds including those elements may not exceed a total of
more than 1.5 mg/m3 of waste gas.

2. The concentration of oxygen in the waste gas is understood to be 3 percent If fuel
oils under DIN 51 603 Part I (December 1981) or DIN 51 603 Part U (October
1976) that have a nickel content greater than 12 mg/kg or other liquid fuels are
used as fuel oil, particulate emissions of arsenic, lead, cadmium, chromium, cobalt,
nickel, and compounds including those elements may not exceed a total of more
than 2 mg/mr of waste gas.

3. The concentration of oxygen in the waste gas is understood to be 3 percent.

4. The concentration of oxygen in the waste gas is 7 percent by weight for grate fir-
ings and fluidized bed firings. 6 percent for coal dust firings with dry ash removal,
and 5 percent for coal dust firings with wet ash removal.
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* 5. The level of sulfur emissions may not exceed 15 percent. If, given sate of the art
technology, that limit on the level of sulfur emissions and the limit of 400 mg/mr3

cannot be observed because fuel that has a particularly high or variable sulfur con-
tent is in use, then desulfurization equipment must be used. A concentration of
650 mg/r 3 by weight may not be exceeded. The standards for sulfur emissions
are considered to have been met if fuel is used the sulfur content of which is 0.2
percent or less of its weight.

6. The level of sulfur emissions may not exceed 25 percent. The concentration of oxy-
gen in the waste gas is 7 percent by weight for grate firings and fluidized bed fir-
ings, 6 percent for coal dust firings with dry ash removal, and 5 percent for coal
dust firings with wet ash removal.

7. This standard is relative to an oxygen content in the waste gas of 7 percent. The
level of sulfur emissions may not exceed 25 percent.

8. The concentration of oxygen in the waste gas is understood to be 3 percent. The
level of sulfur emissions may not exceed 15 percent. If, given state of the an tech-
nology, that limit on the level of sulfur emissions and the limit of 400 mg/rn 3 can-
not be observed because fuel that has a particularly high or variable sulfur content
is in use, then desulfurization equipment must be operated continuously at is max-
imum capacity. A concentration of 650 mg/mi3 by weight may not be exceeded.
The standards for sulfur emissions are considered to have been met if fuel is used
the sulfur content of which is 0.2 percent or less of its weight.

9. The concentration of oxygen in the waste gas is understood to be 3 percent. The
level of sulfur emissions may not exceed 40 percent. The standards for sulfur
emissions are considered to have been met if fuel is used the sulfur content of
which is 0.2 percent or less of its weight.
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Stock Height for Large Furnaces
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For the above nomograph:

H' in m Stack height from nomograph

d in m interior diameter of the stack or equivalent
interior diameter of the cross-section

t in °C temperature of the waste gas at the mouth of
the stack

R in m3/h waste gas stream under standard conditions after
deducting the moisture contributed by water vapor

Q in kg/h emissions stream (air pollutants emitted by the
source)

S special factor for determining stack height (see
below)

For t, R, and Q, insert the values that result when operating the furnace properly, but
under operating conditions that are adverse from the point of view of keeping the air
clean, i.e., in particular with regard to the use of fuels or crude oil. For emissions of
nitrogen dioxide, assume a degree of conversion to nitrogen dioxide of 60 percent.
That means that the emission stream of nitrogen monoxide is to be multiplied by a fac-
tor of 0.92 and used in the nomograph as the emission stream Q of nitrogen dioxide.

S-Values

Particulates 0.2
Hydrogen Chloride (given as Cl) 0.1
Chlorine 0.15
Hydrogen fluoride and inorganic

gaseous compounds of fluorine
(given as F) 0.003

Carbon Monoxide 15.0
Sulfur Dioxide 0.2
Hydrogen Sulfide 0.005

Cadmium and compounds (given as Cd) 0.02
Mercury and compounds (given as Hg) 0.02
Thallium and compounds (given as TI) 0.02
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Arsenic and compounds (given as As) 0.1
Cobalt and compounds (given as Co) 0.1
Nickel and compounds (given as Ni) 0.1
Selenium and compounds (given as Se) 0.1
Tellurium and compounds (given as Te) 0.1

Antimony and compounds (given as Sb) 0.2
Lead and compounds (given as Pb) 0.2
Chromium and compounds (given as Cr) 0.2
Cyanide (easily soluble, given as CN) 0.2
Fluoride (easily soluble, given as F) 0.2
Copper and compounds (given as Cu) 0.2
Manganese and compounds (given as Mn) 0.2
Platinum and compounds (given as Pt) 0.2
Palladium and compounds (given as Pd) 0.2
Rhodium and compounds (given as Rh) 0.2
Vanadium and compounds (given as V) 0.2
Tin and compounds (given as Sn) 0.2

For the following elements:

Lead 0.005
Cadmium 0.0005
Mercury 0.005
Thalium 0.005

Asbestos
(actinolite, amosite, anthopyllite
chrysotile, crocidolite, tremolite)

Benzo(a)pyrene 0.0001
Beryllium and compounds in

breathable form (given as Be)
Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 0.0001
2-Naphthylamine 0.0001

Arsenic trioxide, arsenic pentoxide,
arsenous acids and their salts (in
breathable form, given as As) 0.001

Chrom(VI) compounds (in breathable
form), if calcium chromate, chrom(IU)-
chromate, strontium chromate, and
zinc chromate, given as Cr 0.001
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Cobalt (in the form of breathable dusts/
aerosols of cobalt and cobalt salts of low
solubility), given as Co 0.001

3,3-dichlorobenzidine 0.001
Dimethyl sulfate 0.001
Ethyleneimine 0.001

Nickel (in the form of breathable
dusts/aerosols of nickel, nickel
sulfide and sufidic ores, nickel
oxide and nickel carbonate,
nickel tetracarbonyl) given as
Ni 0.001

Acrilonitile 0.01
Benzene 0.01
1,3-Butadiene 0.01
I-Chlor-2,3-epoxypropane 0.01
1,2-Dibromomethane 0.01
1,2-Epoxypropane 0.01
Ethylene oxide 0.01
Hydrazine 0.01
Vinyl chloride 0.01

Substances in Class I Below 0.005
Substances in Class U Below 0.2
Substances in Class Ell Below 1.0

ORGANIC SUBSTANCES

Substance Summation Formula Class

Acetaldehyde C2H40 I
Acetic acid C2H40 2
Acetone C3 H60 I
Acrolein C3H40 I
Acrylic acid C3H40 2  I
Alkyl alcohols m
Alkyl lead compounds I
Aniline C6AN I
Benzyl chloride C7H7 C1 I
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Biphenyl C1HI
2-butoxyethanol C6HI 40 2 U
Butyl acetate C6H1202  I
Butyraldehydre CAHO I
Carbon disulifide CS2  UR
Carbon Tetrachloride CCd4 I
Chloroacetalde-hyde C3H3CIOI
Chioroacetic acid CglOO 2 I

Clrbzee65 O

ClrmtaeCHPC
Chloroform CHCl3
Qiloroprene C4H5CI
2-chioropropane C3H.C1
Cresols C7H80
Cumene C9H12 U
Cyclohexanone C6H100U
Diacetone alcohol C6H1202  E9
Dibutyl ether CgHIS0 E9l
l,2-dichlorobenzene C6H4Cl2 I
l,4-dchlorobenzene C6HAC
Dichiorodifluoromethane CCl2F2  Ell
1,1-dichloroethane CPA4C U
1,2-dichioroethane C2H4Cl 2  I
1,1-dichloroethylene C2H2Cl2  I
1,2-dichloroethylene CPAC1 HU
Dichiorophenols C6H4C120
Diethanolaniine C4HI 1N0 2 U
Diethylamine C4H,,NI
Diethyl ether CAH10  Ell
Diisobutyl ketone C7HI40U
Dimethyl ether C2H60 L
nn-dimfethylfornma'ide CAHNOU
Dioctylphthlate C2^ 35O4 U
1 ,4-doxan C4H80 2 I
Diphenyl See Biphenyl
Ethanol See Alkyl alcohols
Ether See Diethyl. ether
2-ethoxyethaol CAH002 U
Ethyl acetate C4H1002  U
Ethyl acrylate C5HS0
Ethyl amine C^HNI
Ethyl benzene C-SH 10
Ethyl chloride C2H SCI Ell
Ethylene glycol C 2H60 2  HlI
Isopropenyl benzene IIHI
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Isopropyl benzene C9H12
Isqproyl ether C6H, 40 I0
Formaldehyde CH2O
Formic acid CH202I
Furfural CSH 02
Furfurol see Frua
Glycol See Ethylene glycol
Maleic anhydride C6H203  I
MercaptansI
Methanol See Alkyl alcohols
2-methoxyethanol C3HH802 U
Methyl acetate C3H602  H
Methyl acrylate C4H602  I
Methylamxine CH 5N I
Methyl benzoate CSHS0 2 El
Methyl cyclohexanone C7H120 D
Methyl ethyl ketone CAHO Ell
Methyl formate C2H 402  1[
Methyl isobutyl ketone C6H120 Ell
Methyl methacrylate CSHS0 2 U
4-miethyl-m-phenyl-endiisocyanate C9H 6N 20
n-methylpyrrolidone CAHNO Hl
Methylene chloride CH2CI III
Naphthaline lbOU 0I
Nitrobenzene C6H5N0 2  I
Nitrocresols C7H7N0 3  I
Nitrophenols C6H5N0 3  I
Nitrotoluenes C7H17N0 2  I
Olefins (other than 1,3-butadiene) HI
Paraffins (other than methane) E9I
Perchloroethylene, See Tetrachloroethylene
Phenol C6 H60 1
Pinenes; ClOH16  1111
Propionaldehyde C3H60 II
Propionic acid CH 0 2  1[
Pseudocumene ( 9H1  Ul
Pyridine C5H5N I
Styrene C3Hg U1
1,1,2,2-teouahloroethae C2 H2C14  I
Tetrachloroethylene C2C14  U
Tetrahydrofuran CAHO Ul
Thioether I
cz-toluidine I
Toluene IC7H, U~
1,1,1ltrchloroethane C2H3C1 U
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1,1,2-tinchloroethae C2H3C 3
Trichioroethylene C2HCI3
Trichiorofluoroinethane CC13  Ell
Trichiorophenols C6H50C13 I
Triethylamine C6H1 5NI
Vinyl acetate C6H602 I
Wood dust (breathable)I
Xylenols (other than 2,4-xylenol) CSH 10O
2,4-xylenol CSH 10 0 U9
Xylenes Cg11 0  I
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Table 1-11

Fuels that may be used in Small Furnaces

1. Bituminous coal, but not carbonized bituminous coal nor hard coal briquettes for
which pitch has been used as a binder

2. Uigneous coal, ligneous coal briquettes, carbonized ligneous coal

3. Peat briquettes, peat

4. Cut pieces of untreated wood, including the attached bark, i.e., in the form of
chopped wood, pieces left over from chopping (Holzschnitzeln), and brushwood
and cones

5. Untreated wood that is not in pieces, such as sawdust, chips or shavings, wheel
swarf, or bark

6. Coated, lacquered, or laminated wood as well as waste that from it, if no wood
preservatives have been applied to it or are contained in it and if the coatings do
not consist of halogenated organic compounds

S7. Plywood, chip or particle board, fiber plates, or other bonded woods as well as
waste from it, if no wood preservatives have been applied to it or are contained in
it and if the coatings do not consist of halogenated organic compounds

8. Straw and similar materials

9. EL fuel oil that falls under DIN 51 603 Part 1 (December 1981), and methanol or
ethanol

10. Gases from the public gas supply, untreated natural gas, or petroleum gas with a
similar sulfur content, and liquid petroleum gas, or hydrogen

11. Sewer gas that contains sulfur compounds up to 0.1 percent by volume, calculated
as sulfur, or biogas from agriculture

12. Coke oven gas, pit gas, steel gas (Stahlgas), blast furnace gas, refinery gas, and
synthetic gas that contains sulfur compounds up to 0.1 percent by volume, calcu-
lated as sulfur.
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Table 1-11 (awkftwd)

(NOTE: The percent by weight of sulfur in the combustibles in 1, 2, and 3 may not
exceed I percent of the raw material. In the case of bituminous briquettes, this
requirenent is considered to have been met if an equivalent of sulfur dioxide emis-
sions is achieved by special preuwaent. For furnaces that burn ligneous coal bri-
quettes and/or hard coal briquettes for which pitch has been used as a binder, these
requiremrents do not take effect until the end of a 4 yr period after 1 January 1991.)

(NOTE: The combustibles listed in numbers 4 through 8 above may be used in hand-
fired furnaces only after having been air-dried.)

(NOTE: The combustibles listed in numbers 6 and 7 may be used only in furnaces
that have a nominal thermal output of at least 50 kW, and then only in concerns
devoted to the processing or treatment of wood.)

(NOTE: Nominal thermal output is often given in kcal/h. The following table of
approximate equivalents will be useful:

- 4 kW is approximately equal to 3439 kcal/h
- 11 kW is approximately equal to 9458 kcal/h
- 22 kW is approximately equal to 18,917 kcaL/h
- 25 kW is approximately equal to 21,496 kcal/h
- 28 kW is approximately equal to 24,076 kcal/h
- 50 kW is approximately equal to 42,992 kcal/h
- 120 kW is approximately equal to 103,181 kcal/h.)
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Table 1-12

Limit Values for Waste Gas Loss in Small Oil or Gas Furnaces

Nominal Thermal Installed on or before Installed on or after Installed or substanially
Output in kW 31 December 1982 1 January 1983 modified on or after

1 October 1988

More than 4 but
no more than 25 15 14 12

More than 25 but
no more than 50 14 13 11

More than 50 13 12 10
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Table 1-13

Emission Limit Values for Indcnrators

Chart One

Pollutant Daily Average Value Half-Hourly Average Value
mg/rn3  mg/m3

Total Particulates 10 30

Organic substances
(given as total carbon) 10 20

Gaseous inorganic chlorine
compounds (given as hydro-
gen chloride) 10 60

Gaseous inorganic fluorine
compounds (given as hydro-
gen fluoride) 1 4

Gaseous inorganic sulfur
trioxide (given as sulfur
dioxide) 50

Sulfur dioxide & trioxide
(given as sulfur dioxide) 0.20

Nitrogen monoxide & dioxide

(NOTE: All values are relative to an oxygen content of 11 percent, unless only waste
oil (See definition.) is burned. In that case, the values are relative to an oxygen con-
tent of 3 percent.)
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Tabb 1-13 (amtmmd)

Chart Two

No total of average values for each of the following groups of substances (regardless
of the length of the sampling period) may exceed the amount indicated.

(NOTE: All values are relative to an oxygen content of 11 percent, unless only waste
oil (See definition.) is burned. In that case, the values are relative to an oxygen con-
tent of 3 percent)

(NOTE: The length of the sampling period should be at least one half hour and no
more than 2 h.)

Pollutant Limit Value for Total of
Average Values within each group

mg/mi
3

Cadmium and its compounds
(given as Cd)

Thallium and its compounds
(given as TI) 0.05

Lead and its compounds
(given as Hg) 0.05

Antinomy and its compounds
(given as Sb)

Arsenic and its compounds
(given as As)

Lead and its compounds
(given as Pb)

Chromium and its compounds
(given as Cr)

Cobalt and its compounds
(given as Co)

Copper and its compounds
(given as Cu)
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Table 1.13 (Cmoduled)

Manganese and its compounds
(given as Mn)

Nickel and its compounds
(given as Ni)

Vanadium and its compounds
(given as V)

Tin and its compounds
(given as Sn)

(NOTE: Compliance is considered to have been achieved if no individual measure-

ment exceeds the relevant average value.)

Chart Three

No average value for the following dioxins and furans (regardless of the length of the
sampling period) may exceed a sum total of 0.1 ng/m, when calculated by summing
the concentrations of the substances after having multiplied them by the equivalence
factors indicated in the Chart.

(NOTE: All values are relative to an oxygen content of 11 percent, unless only waste
oil (See definition.) is burned. In that case, the values are relative to an oxygen con-
tent of 3 percent.)

(NOTE: The length of the sampling period should be at least 6 h and no more than 16
h.)

Substance Equivalence Factor

2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzodioxin (TCDD) I

1,2,3,7,8-pentachlorodibenzodioxin (PeCDD) 0.5

1,2,3,4,7,8-hexachlorodibenzodioxin (HxCDD) 0.1

1,2,37,8,9-hexachlorodibenzodioxin (HxCDD) 0.1

1,2,3,6,7,8-hexachlorodibenzodioxin (HxCDD) 0.1

1,2,3,4,6,7,8-Heptachlorodibenzodioxin (HpCDD) 0.01
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Tabb 1-13 (esMdawed)

Subtance Equivaklece Factor

Octachlorodibenzodioxin (OCDD) 0.001

2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzofuran (TCF) 0.1

2,3,4,7,8-pentachlorodibenzofuran (PccF) 0.5

1,2,3,7.8-pentachlorodibcnzofuran (PecDF) 0.05

1,2,3;'4,7,8-bcexwhlorodibenzoftun (iixCDw 0.1

I ,2,3,7,8,9-hexachlorodibenzofuran (HxCDF) 0.1

1,23,6,7,8-hexacblorodibenzofuran (HxcDIF) 0.1

2,.34,6,7,8-hexachlorodibenzofuran (HxcDIF) 0.1

1,2,3,4.6,7,8-heptachlorodibenzofura (HPCDF) 0.01

1 ,2,3,4,7,8,9-heptachlorodibenzofuanm (HipcDF) 0.01

Octachlorodibenzofuran 0.001

(NOTE: Emission limit values are considered to have been complied with if no daily
average value exceeds the given limit, if no hourly average value exceeds the given
limit, if no half-hourly average value exceeds the limit and if the peak concentration of

nirgen monoxide are not exceed.)
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Section 2

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

A. Appikablility

In carrying out its mission on German soil the United States Air Force neces-
saily makes use of substances that are considered hazardous by the government
of the Federal Republic. Therefore this section of the manual applies to all
installations.

B. National Laws and Regulations

There is no single German legislative instrument that contains all regulations
related to hazardous substances. Rather, there are six acts that bear the
burden of regulating issues related to hazardous substances in the Federal
Republic of Germany.

" The Verordaung ueber gefaehrlicbe Stoffe (Hazardous Substances Ordinance
(GefStoffV)) has to do with the production and marketing of hazardous sub-
stances, but it also includes in its scope substantive regulations on such topics
as storage, labelling, product substitution, training of employees, and some
requirements related to the physical character of facilities.

"• The 4. Verordfung mar Durchfuebrung des Bundes-Immuuios-
hu zpetmes (Veomrdung mebe PDeAigupbeduerfg Anagen - 4.

BlnSchV) (The 4th Regulation Implementing the Federal Immission Control
Act (Regulation on Facilities that Require Permits)) establishes a class of facili-
ties that require permits under the Federal Inmission Control Act (B1mSchG).
The facilities listed in 4. BlmSchV as being subject to permit requirements
may also be subject to further requirements under other laws or regulations.

"* The 12. Verordaung zur Dmrcbfuebrung des Bunda-Juur~or-
achutzgesetzm (Stoerfall-Verordung - 12. BImScbV) (The 12th Regulation
Impleenung the Federal Immission Control Act (Incidents Ordinance)
includes in its scope substantive regulations relating to incidents, the prevention
of them, and responses to them.

"• The Gmwtz -m Schutz vor oepaethrlklhe Stoffea (C f ý,-aIet- -

ChemG) (Act on Protection against Hazardous Substances (Chemicals Law)),
though important from the point of view of general principles and the definition
of concepts, contains only one substantive requirement to which medical per-
sonnel on our Air Force installations are subject.
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"* The V¥erobaum ueber die Gefaebchbkemale von Stoffen und
Zubeitumm hacm dem C a2z (GefiebrKcehktm.erk
malenrordmg - ChemGeMrkV) (Regulation on Dangerous Characteris-
tics of Substances under the Chemicals Law) fleshes out the definitions of con-
cepts introduced in the ChemG.

"• The Verwrdaung ueber Anagemm mar Laiprung Abludlung nod Befoer-
derung brembarer -u Amug u Land. (Verdfmng meber brenbare
Fl~ueigkeite- - VbF) (Regulation on Facilities for the Storage, Filling, and
Transfer of Combustible Liquids on Land) regulates many aspects of the
storage and handling of combustible liquids.

There are also a number of relatively more minor pieces of legislation to which
our installations are subject.

"* The Verordnung mar Beschrumenkung des Herstelleas, des Jnverkebrbringens
und der Verwendung von Teerodma m- Hohmbutz (Teeroelverordnung ..
TeeroelV) (Ordinance Establishing Limits on the Production, Marketing, and
Use of Tar Oils as Wood Preservatives (Tar Oil Ordinance)) regulates the pro-
duction, marketing, and use of tar oils as wood preservatives.

"* The 1. Verordmung mm Schutz des Verbrancbm vor bestimmien alip.a-
tidhen Chlorkobknvarfen (1. Cbloraliphatenverordnung - 1.
aCKW.V) (First Ordinance Protecting the Consumer from Certain Aliphatic
Chlorinated Hydrocarbons) severely restricts the use of carbon tetrachloride and
certain other chlorinated hydrocarbons in areas that are not used for
commerial/industrial purposes.

"• The Verordnung ueber Gaahocdruckleiunge (Regulation on High-pressure
Lines for Gases) contains provisions relevant to lines used for combustible,
toxic, or irritant gases.

"* The Gesetz ueber die Umwn tvertraeglidkeitspruefung (UVPG) (Environ-
mental Impact Statemeit Act) requires that envimntal impact studies be
done prior to the construction of or substantial modification to certain types of
facilities under certain conditions. US forces in Germany are permitted to sub-
stitute an environmental review for full-blown environmental impact statements.

"• The Gmetz mar Ordaung des Wmerhauhalts (WamrbauudmaIsgetz -
WHG) (Water Resources Managemet Act (Water Resources Act), in addition,
establishes a class of substances that are considered to be hamful to water.
Hazardous substances that are or contain substances harmful to water require
special treatment under the WHG. These substances are covered in Section 8
(POL) of this manual.
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. C. State Laws and Regulations -- Rheinland-Pfalz

"* The Landesbauordnung Rbeinland-Pfalz (LBauO) (State Building Ordinance
for Rheinland-Pfalz) contains a number of provisions related to the storage of
combustible gases and liquids.

"* The Landesverordnmng ueber den Bau trd Betrieb von Garagen und
Stellplaetzun (Garagenverordnung - GarVO) (State Regulation on the Build-
ing and Operation of Garages and Parking Spaces) contains some regulations
relevant to hazardous materials also.

D. Key Compliance Definitions

"* Aboveground Tanks - all permanent tanks that are not underground storage tanks
(VbF, Appendix 11, 120.1(2)).

"* Airfield Tank Trucks - tank trucks intended to be used only for filling aircraft
with fuel (VbF, Appendix II, 141.1(4)).

* Airfield Tanking Stations - facilities and areas on airfields in which the fuel con-
tainers of aircraft are filled from hydrants or aircraft tank trucks (VbU, Appen-

e dix 11, 111.(3)).

"* BAT - Biological Workplace Tolerance Value (German: biologischer
Arbeitsplatztoleranzwert), abbreviated BAT, is the concentration of a substance,
or of the products of its transformation, in the body at which in general the
health of the employees is not impaired. It may also be defined as the devia-
tion of a biological indicator from the norm that is caused by a substance or by
the products of its transformation (GefStoffV, Section 15(5)).

"* Breakable Containers - those made of glass, porcelain, stoneware, or that sort of
material, that under traffic law may be transported only in protective packaging
(VbF, Appendix H1, 143.1(3)).

"* Carcinogenic - substances or preparations that can cause cancer or increase the
frequency of its occurrence when they are inhaled, ingested, or absorbed via the
skin are considered carcinogenic (ChemGefilerkV, Section 1(12)).

"* Chronically Harmful - if substances or preparations cause severe damage to
health when one is exposed to them repeatedly or for more extended periods of
time, but are not carcinogenic, mutagenic, or teratogenic, they are considered to
be chronically harmful (ChemGefMerkV, Section 1(15)).
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SCombuibl tqsads - substances with a flashpoint that are either solid or unctu-
ous at 35 vC, that have a vapor pressure of 3 bar or less at 50 OC, and that
belong to one of the following Dangerous-Materials Classes:

- Dangerous-Materials Class A: liquids that have an flashpoint no greater
than 100 °C, that do not exhibit the properties of Group B with regard
to solubility, and that belong to one of the following subgroups:

- Dangerous-Materials Class AL: liquids that have a flashpoint
lower than 21 °C; typical members of this class are the follow-
ing:

i-pentane
Methyl formate
Furan
Isoprene
Diethyl ether
n-pentane
Vinyl ether
Nickel carbonyl
Allyl chloride
Carbon disulfide
Cyclopentane
Acetyl chloride
Acrolein
n-hexane
di-i-propyl ether
Vinyl acetate
Acrylonitrile
Ethyl acetate
Benzene
Methyl acrylate
Methyl ethyl ketone
Cyclohexane
1,2-dichloroethane
n-heptane
Methyl methacrylate
Toluene
n-octane
Ethyl benzene
Petroleum ether
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- Dangerous-Matrials, Class All: liquids that have a flashpoint
from 21 °dC to 55 °C; typical members of this class are the fol-
lowing:

Nitromethane
Epichlorohydrin
n-butanol
n-butyl acetate
n-amyl alcohol (primary)
Chlorobenzene
m-xylene
Acetic anhydride
Styrene
n-amyl acetate
n-nonane
alpha-pinene
Cyclohexanone
Ethylene glycol diacetate
2-methyl cyclohexanone
n-decane
Solvent naphtha (DIN 51 632)

- Dangerous-Materials Class AM: liquids that have a flashpoint
from 55 °C to 100 °C; typical members of this class are the fol-

lowing:
Cyclohexanol
2-methyl cyclohexanol
Benzyl chloride
Aniline
o-cresol
Benzoyl chloride
o-toluidine
m-cresol
Tetrahydronaphthalene
Mononitrobenzene

- Dangerous-Materials Class B: liquids with a flashpoint under 21 °C that
dissolve in water at 15 °C or the combustible liquid constituents of
which dissolve in water at 15 °C; typical members of this class are the
following:

Acetaldehyde
Hydrocyanic acid
Ethyleneimine
Acetone
Tetrahydrofuran
Methanol
Ethanol (100 percent)
Ethanol (96 percent)
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Ethanol (82 percent)
Ethanol (75 percent)
Ethanol (70 percent)
Acetonitrile
i-propyl alcohol
trt-butanol
Dioxan
Piperidine
Pyridine

(VbF, Section 3(l)).

(NOTE: Combustible liquids that belong to Dangerous-Materials Class AM
that have been to heated to a point at or above their flashpoint are considered
the same as combustible liquids in Class AI.)

"* Connecting Lines - pipelines for combustible liquids that extend beyond the
boundaries of the installation and connect facilities that are in close spatial and
operational relationship with one another (VbF, Appendix 11, 132.1).

"* Corrosive - substances and preparations are considered corrosive if they can des-
troy living tissues on contact (ChemGefMerkV, Section 1(9)).

"* Emptying Stations - facilities or areas that are intended to serve as a place where
transport containers that are filled with combustible liquids are emptied (VbF,
Appendix U, 111.1(2)).

"* Explosion Zones - areas which, because of their physical location or their opera-
tional role, can be sites where dangerous atmospheric conditions can arise as a
result of air-vapor mixtures. Such zones are subdivided on the basis of the
likelihood of such atmospheric conditions arising.

- Sub-zone 0 includes those areas in which dangerous atmospheric condi-
tions that could give rise to an explosion are to be found constantly or
for long periods of time

- Sub-zone 1 includes those areas in which there is likelihood that
dangerous atmospheric conditions that could give rise to an explosion
are to be found occasionally

- Sub-zone 2 includes areas in which there is likelihood that dangerous
atmospheric conditions that could give rise to an explosion are to be
found infrequently, and then only for short periods of tim

(VbF, Appendix lI, 100.2).

0
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"" Explosive - substances and preparations are considered explosive if flames can
cause them to explode or if they are more sensitive to impact or friction than
dinitrobenzene (ChemGefMerkV, Section 1(1)).

"* Extremely Flammable - substances or preparations that have flash points under 0
°C and boiling points no higher than 35 °C when in the liquid state (ChemGef-
MerkV, Section 1(3)).

"* Filling Stations - permanent facilities that are intended to serve as a place where
transport containers are filled with combustible liquids (VbF, Appendix U1,

S1l1.1 (1)).

"* Flammable - substances or preparations that have a flash point from 21 °C to 55
°C (inclusive) when in the liquid state (ChemGefMerkV, Section 1(5)).

"• Harnful - those substances and preparations are considered harmful for which
there exists information or even a suspicion grounded in state-of-the-art scien-
tific knowledge that indicates that they are carcinogenic, teratogenic, or
mutagenic (ChemG Section 3a(3)). Also included are those substances or
preparations that can cause death or acute or chronic health damage when
inhaled, ingested, or absorbed via the skin (ChemGefMerkV, Section 1(8)).

"" Hazardous - those substances and preparations are considered hazardous that are
explosive, oxidizing, extremely flammable, highly flammable, very toxic, toxic,
harmful, corrosive, or irritants, or that may cause sensitization. Hazardous sub-
stances and preparations also include those that are carcinogenic, teratogenic, or
mutagenic, as well as those that exhibit chronically harmful properties or that
endanger the environment (ChenG, Section 3a(l)). Also considered hazardous
are those substances and preparations that produce or release the foregoing sub-
stances when handled, those products during the use of which hazardous or
explosive substances are produced or released, and such substances, prepara-
tions, or products that experience has shown to transmit pathogens (GefStoffV,
Section 15(1)).

(NOTE: The harmful properties of ionizing rays are specifically excluded from
this definition.)

(NOTE: Substances or preparations are considered to endanger the environ-
ment if they themselves or the products of their transforaon are capable of
changing the quality of the natural environment, of water, soil, or air, of
animals, plants, or microorganisms in such a way that dangers to the environ-
ment arise immediately or later.)
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• Highly Flanmable - those substances or preparations are considered highly
flammnable if they:

- can heat up and ultimately ignite at ordinary air temperature without
additional energy being supplied,

- are in a solid state and can be easily ignited by contact with a flame and
continue to burn or glow after the flame is removed,

- have a boiling point under 21 °C in the liquid state,
- have a temperatu range within which they explode at normal pressure

in the air when in the gaseous state, or
- produce dangerous amounts of highly flammable gases when they come

into contact with water or humid air
(ChemGefMerkV, Section 1(43).

"* Hose Lines - flexible lines made of nonmetallic material that are intended only
for transfer processes (VbF, Appendix IU, 131.1(2)).

"• Incident - a disruption of the proper operation of a facility in the course of
which a substance listed in Table 2-1 Chart mI is released, produced, ignites, or
explodes such that a public danger arises (Stoerfall-Verordnung, Section 2(1)).

"* Irritants - substances or preparations are considered irritants if they can cause
inflammation of the skin or of mucous membrne when they come into contact
with them repeatedly, or for brief or more extended periods of time (ChemGef-
MerkV, Section 1(10)).

"• Long-distance Lines - pipelines for combustible liquides that extend beyond the
boundaries of the installation and that are not connecting lines (VbF, Appendix
U, 133.1).

"* MAK - Maximal Concentration in the Workplace (German: maximale
Arbeitsplatzkonzentration, abbreviated MAK) is the concentration of a sub-
stance in the air of the workplace at which the health of the employees is gen-
erally not impaired (GefStoffV, Section 15(4)).

"• Mixed Storage - situations in which combustible liquids of Dangerous-Materials
Class M[ are stored together with combustible liquids of Dangerous-Materials
Classes AI, AU, or B in an aboveground outdoor storage area in a containment
area or in a sub-divided tank, when such materials are located together within a
room in a building, or when such materials ae stored belowground in a sub-
divided tank (VbF, Appendix U, 100.1(4)-(5)).

"* Mutagenic - substances or preparations that can result in or increase the fre-
quency of inheritable damage when inhaled, ingested, or absorbed via the skin
are considered mutagenic (ChemGWMerkV, Section 1(14)).
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SOther Containers - containers made of metal or synthetic substances that meet
the mechanical, chemical, and thermal demands that can be expected to be
placed on them, and tLit are impervious to the combustible liquids they may
contain and to vapors generated by those liquids. Such containers must also be
age-resistant, fireproof, and unbreakable (VbF, Appendix 11, 143.1(4)).

"* Oxidizing - substances or preparations that are not themselves combustible but
that substantially increase the danger of a fire or the strength of a fire (mainly
by giving off oxygen) when they come into contact with combustible sub-
stances or preparations (ChemGefMerkV, Section 1(2)).

"* Permanent Tanks - storage containers which, given their design, are not intended
to be moved from one site to another in the course of operation (VbF, Appen-
dix H, 120.1(1)).

"* Pipeline on the Installation's Grounds - flexible or inflexible pipelines for com-
bustible liquids that do not extend beyond the boundaries of the installation
(VbF, Appendix II, 131.1(1)).

"* Portable Containers - transport containers without parts, such as bottles, canis-
ters, barrels, or similar containers, that can be set in them. They are of two
kinds, namely breakable containers and other containers, and they may be put
to use in the storage of combustible liquids (VbF, Appendix IH, 143.1(1)).

"* Preparations - mixtures, compounds, or solutions that consist of two or more
substances (ChemG, Section 3(2)). Dangerous bait for use in pest control is
considered a prepartation (GefStoffV, Section 2(2)).

"* Pressure Tanks - permanent tanks which are designed to be operated at an inte-
rior pressure higher than 0.1 bar (VbF, Appendix U, 120.1(3)).

"• Public Danger - a danger to employees, neighbors, or the general public that
arises outside the part of a facility in which an incident has occurred, if:

1. human life is threatened or there is reason to fear that the health of
human beings will be significantly impaired,

2. the health of a large number of people could be impaired, or
3. things of great value, such as waters, soils, stocks of animals or plants,

could be harmed should a change in their numbers or their usefulness
have a negative impact on the common good

(Stoerfall-Verordnung, Section 2(2)).

"* Sensitization - substances that may cause sensitization are those that can cause
hypersensitivity reactions that are mediated by the immune system when they
come into contact with the skin or are inhaled (ChemGefMerkV, Section
1(11)).
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SStreet Tank Trucks - tank trucks that are intended to be driven on public
thoroughfares (VbF, Appendix IL 141.1(3)).

" Subdvided Tanks - tanks that are divided into parts by separating walls (VbF,
Appendix U, 120.1(4)). (NOTE: Each part of a subdivided tank, including
subdivided tanks on motor vehicles, counts as a tank.)

" Substances - chemical elements or chemical compounds, whether they occur
naturally or are produced, including impurities, and the auxiliary agents neces-
sary for them to be marketable (ChemG, Section 3(1)).

"* Tank Containers - transport containers with a capacity of more than 450 liters
(L) that are designed to be transported on motor vehicles and to be placed on
or removed from them when full. They may be used for the transport of com-
bustible liquids (VbF, Appendix I1, 142.1).

"* Tank Stations - permanent facilities where land-vehicles, watercraft, or aircraft
are serviced with liquid fuel via suitable dispensing equipment; the associated
storage containers are also included. Appropriate portable containers may also
be filled at such sites (VbF, Appendix II, 112.1).

"* Tank Trucks - motor vehicles whose movement is not restricted to rails, to
whose chassis a tank has been attached (VbF, Appendix 11, 141.1(2)).

"* Tanks on Motor-vehicles - transport containers that are parts of motor vehicles or
are transported on motor vehicles after having been positioned on them (VbF,
Appendix 11, 141.1(1)).

(NOTE: Tanks that can be positioned on motor vehicles we those that have
been designed to be put on or taken off of a motor vehicle only when empty.
Such tanks are intended to be attached to the vehicle during filling, transfer,
and emptying.)

"* Teratosgenic - substances or preparations that can result in or increase the fre-
quency of non-inheritable damage to inmnediate offspring when inhaled, ing-
ested, or absorbed via the skin are considered teratogenic (ChermGfMerkV,
Section 1(13)).

"* Toxic - substances or preparations that can cause death or acute or chronic health
damage when inhaled, ingested, or absorbed via the skin in small quantities
(ChweefferkV, Section 1(7)).
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* Trip Threshold - (German: Ausloeseachwelle) is the concentration of a substance
in the air of the workplace or in the body (cf. BAT) which, when exceeded,
makes necessary additional measures for the protection of health. The trip
threshold is considered to have been exceeded when processes are used during
which neasures for the protection of health are necessary or when direct con-
tact with the skin occurs (GeStoffV, Section 15(7)).

"* TRK - Technical Standard Concentration (German: technische Richtkonzenra-
don), abbreviated TRK, is the concentration of a substance in the air of the
workplace that can be achieved given the state of the art (GefStoffV, Section
15(6)).

"* Underground Tanks - permanent tanks that are either completely or partially
embedded in the ground and are set up in such a way that leaks cannot be visu-
ally detected dependably and quickly (VbF, Appendix 11, 120.1(2)).

"* Vacuun-Pressure Tank Trucks - tank trucks that are designed to transfer drilling
mud, oil sludge, petroleum, or any other sort of combustible liquid including
impurities or mixtures (VbF, Appendix H, 141.1(5)).

"* Very Toxic - substances or preparations that can cause death or acute or chronic
health damage when inhaled, ingested, or absorbed via the skin in very small
quantities (ChemGeMerkV, Section 1(6)).
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

GUIDANCE FOR CHECKLIST USERS

REFER TO CONTACT THESE

WORKSHEET ITEMS PEOIPLE OR GROUPS:(*)

All lnmilations 2-1 ftmgqh 2-4 (1X2X4X5)

Pean•lued Facilities 2-5 thrulgh 2-20 (1X2X3X4XSX6)

StcragedLabeflng 2-21 thlmgh 2-23 (1X2X5)(7)

Edirationfr•raung 2-24 and 2-25 (2)(4X5)

opemationu/mand1lg 2-26 theough 2-38 (X2X4X)5)(7)

Carcinogens 2-39 thrmgh 246 (1X2X4X5)(7)

Catbon Tenachrldem , Etc. 2-47 and 2-48 (IX2X4X5X7)

creosote 2-49 and 2-50 (IX2X4X5X7)

Lead 2-51 and 2-52 (IX2X4X5X7)

SAmmonium Nitrat

General 2-53 thmrgh 2-56 (IX2X4X)(SX7)
Large Quanties 2-57 hMrough 2-61 (IX2)(4X5)(7)

High Press&u Gas Lines 2-62 through 2-83 (IX2X4X5)(7)

(*)CONTACTiLOCATION CODE:

(1) LOS (Bm Supply)
(2) BCE (Ban Civil Engbnmig)
(3) Fut Dqiunmt
(4) Sdety Offie
(5) BEE (Biowfmime Ebainmi)
(6) Dkisur Pj v uuuh Office
(7) LOT Mpqmaton Offic)
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HAZARDOUS MATmLILS MANAGMENWT

GUIDANCE FOR CHECKLtIST uSRS

REFER TO) CONArTc MS
WORKSHEET rTEMS PEOPLE OR OROUPS:(*)

swxap Facilities far 2414 Uxogh 2-90 (1X2X4XSX7)

Notification and Pantits

hnspection 2-91 through 2-92 (1X2X4XS)(7)

Incident Reponing 2-93 (lX2X4XSX(7)

Dangrou Materials Classes Al, All, or B

Genemi Requirements 2-94 dhrogh 2-96 (1X2X4X5X7)
SMWg Amu that Me NAc Subject 10 a 2-97 throgh 2499 (1X2X4XSX7)

notification requirement or-m Im tsine
SmWag Arm dwr we Subject to a 2-100 through 2-102 (1X2X4X5)X7)

notification requhlunent or
permit zuquirememt

Addlitional zequunents on stomge 2-103 through 2-107 (1X2X4XS5X7)
mans above and below pound level
thug we subject ID a notification
requirement or lo permit requistments

()CONTACFILOCA77ON CODE:

(1) WGS (3m Sup*l)
(2) BCE (Due Civil EagbwineiW
(3) Fmw Dqiutmmn
(4) Safety Offime
(5) DEB (Diaufrmnaeata-lIEasimeing)
(6) Dhintw Pnmpumdis Offic
(7) LOT M'I muupm tonffice)
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

GUIDANCE FOR CHECKLIST USERS
(Comnimd)

REFER TO CONTACT ITESE
WORKSHEET ITEMS PEOPLE OR GROUPS:()

Additional requiremnats on outdoor 2-108 though 2-110 (1X2X4XSX7)
storage in aboveground containers
that is subject to a notification
requiremnent or to permit requirements

Filling Stions in Rooms 2-111 through 2-114 (1)(2X4X5)(7)
General Provisions for P emaet Tanks 2-115 through 2-126 (IX2X4XSX7)

(Metal or Non-Metal)
Additional Provisions for Pennant Tanks 2-127 through 2-130 (IX2X4X5X7)

(Metal or Non-Metal) with Interior
Overpressure

Metal Permanent Tanks 2-131 and 2-132 (1X2X4X5X7)
Portable Containers 2-133 and 2-134 (1X2X4)(5X7)

(*)CONTACT/LOCATION CODE:

(1) LGS (Base Supply)
(2) BCE (BE Civil Enginrwring)
(3) Fire Deprtment
(4) Safety Officer
(5) BEE (Biounmmental Enineering)
(6) Disaster Pftepme Office
(7) LOT 'riuupanauion Officer)
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HAZRDUSMATMRALS MANAGM&Efr

GUIANCE MO CHECKLIST USERS

(Cooad

REFER TO CONACT THMS
WORJCIT iTEMS PEOE'LE OR GROUPS:(

OPWWmioma Requiremet 1-135 Uvough 2-136 (1X(2X4XSX7)
Opentional RequireMes for Contanes 2-137 fthough 2,143 (IX2X4XSX7)

Dongwous Materials Clas AM 2-144 throug 2-153 (1X2)(4X5X7)

Ganeral Requiremnts

Rhebtaulud-Pfalz Hazodous 2-154 thrugh 2-157 (1X2)(4X5X7)

Substance

()CONTACTILOCATION CODE:

(1) LOS (Dem Supply)
(2) BCE (EDue Civil Enginaeing)
(3) Fire Dqmuznent
(4) Safety Officer
(5) BEE (Dicoawirmunental Engineeing)
(6) Disater Pzuasmeds Office
(7) LGT Mfaumpotation Officer)
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Records to Review

"• Spill Control and Contingency Plan
"• Emergency Plan documents
"• Material Safety Data Sheets
"* Inventory records
"* Training records
"* Inspection records
"* Shipping papers
"* Placmiding of hazardous materials

Physical Features to Inspect

"* Hazardous materials storage areas
"* Shop activities
"* Shipping and receiving area

Sources to Interview

"* BCE (Base Civil Engineering)
"r LGS (Base Supply)0 Fire Deparment
"* BEE (Bioenvironmental Engineering)
"* Safety Manager
"• LGT (Transpoitation Officer)
"* Disaster Preparedness Office

0
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL.S MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
azQunREzmEnT: __________________________

ALL INSTALLATIONS

2-1. Determine actions Determine if noncompliaunce issues have been resolved by reviewing a
or changes since jievious copy of dr. ptrviotis report (2)
review Of harardous
materials management
(GMP).

2-2. Installations shoud Verify tha copies of die following federal laws and regulations we kept
masintain a file of German at the installation: (2)
laws and regulations
taining to ha s s Verordnwag umeber gefaehrilche Stoffe (Gejwff V)
materials management -4. Verordnwag zra Durcftuehrung des Bundes-Immissionsschutz-
(GNP). geseizes (Verordnwang ueber genehreaguagsbedkerftige Anlagen -.

4. BlmchV)
- 12. Verordnung zur Durclfuehrwag des Dwades-l~4ihuionsschutz-

gesetzes (Stoeafall-Verordmnwg - 12. B~mchV)
- Verordnwag aaeber Ardagen zur Lagerung, Abfueliwag wad Befoer-

derwag brennbarer Fluessigkeiten au Lande (Verordmnwg ueber
brennbare Flueusigkeiten - VbF)

- Verordnung Neber die lnnerstaatlkhe wad grenzueberschreitende
Befoerderwag gefaehrlkher Gueter ajV Strsewn
(Gefahrlu~tyrrordming Strasse - GGVS)

- Gesetz rum Schutz vor gefaehrlichen Stoffen (Chemikaliengesetz -
ChemG)

- Verordnuag ueber die Gefaehrlichkeitwanerkmale von Stoffen wad
Zubereirnugen nach dem Chemialengeset: (Gefabehrli-
chkeitsmierkmaleverordmiung - ClamGrej~erkV)

- Verordanwg zur Deschraenkwag des Herstellens, des
Inverkehrbringens wad der Verwendwag von Teeroelen rmi
Hoizachutz (Teeroelverordnung - Teeroe IV)

- 1. Verordnwag rum Schutz des Verbrauchers vor best~imten ali-
phatischen Chlorkohlweuerstoffen (I. Chloraliphatenverordawng
- 1. aCKW-V)

- Verordnwag ueber Gashocladruckleitungen
- Gesetz ueber die Umweirvertraeglichkeitspruefung (UVPG).

Verify that copie of die follwing Ofte laws andl regulations fir
Rheinland-Pfailz are kept at the installation if qapprouiate:

- Laindesheuordaung Rheinland-Pfalz
- Landerverordanwg ueber den Dama wad Beireb von Garagen wad

Stellploetzen (Garagenverordmnwg).

(1) LOS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Plie Depatment (4) Safety Offime (5) BEE
(Bioenwornmental Engineerin) (6) Disaser Prqeprednews Office (7) LOT O(Thnqiosal Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

REGULATORY GevlREVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENT: ___________________________

2-3. If substances or Determnine if Bose Suppy has identified available product substitutions
preputrnare available for hazadous materials in uoe on the installation. (lXS)
thathow lower healt

risks, and if it is feasible Verify that substitutable products wre used where feasible.
to use these substanes or
preparations, then they
must be used (GeLStoffV,
Section 16(2)).

2-4. An environmental Verify that an environmental review is filed prior to the construction of
review must be filed prior or substantial modification to the following facilities: (1)(2)4X5)
to construiction of or sub-
stantial modification to -Facilities for the production, working, processing, recovery, or des-
certain facilities (UVPG, inaction of substances that might explode dthatre intended for use
,Section 3(l)). as explosives, detonators, propellants, or pyrotechnical charges;

fiacilities thatme intended for the production of such materials.
Also included mre facilities for the loading, unloading, or defusing
of munitions or other explosives, with the exception of facilities
for the production of matches.

PERMITED
FACILITIES

2-S. Facilities that mre Determine if the facility is listed in Table 1-1 in (Air Emissions Manage-
listed in Table 1-1 in (Air ment) and if tie substances listed in Table 2-1 Chart Ml mre present or
Emissions Management) may be produced in the event of an incidentL (2X3X4X5)
and in which the sub-
stances listed in Table 2- Verify that the facfit is desiped in such a way that it will meet the
I Chart M mre present or demands placed on it by an incident.
may be produced in the
event of an incident must Verify that measures have been take so avoid fires and explosions in the
meet certain reuirements facility.
for preventing incidents
(Stoerfall-Verordmung, Verify that meaures have been taken that will prevent fires sod explo-
Section 4). sions ouztside the facilty fram afftcting the salety of the insid of the

facility.

Verify that the facility has adequate warning systems, alarm systems, and
safety eqmnpfent.

Verify that adequale numbers of qWwprate aid dependable monitoring,
control, arid reguating devices tha me diffiman from one another mid
independent of ecwh other am present in the facility.

Verify that unauthorized parties cannot gain acess to those parts of the
facility that ame unportunt from the point of view of safety concerns.

(1) LOS (Duse Supply) (2) BCE (Ease Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Deputnmee (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE
(Bioenvirounmtenl Engneerng) (6) Dmsate %Vrqiu'mn Offte (7) LOT (Trnqitsotain Offime)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
llE••QURE:

2.6. Facilities must Verify that the design of the facility's foundations and of its load-bearing
meet certain requirements members does nor increase the dangers that rise as a nsult of an
for limiting the effects of incident. (2X3X4X5X6)
incidents (Stoerfall-
Ver•rdmng. Section 5). Verify that the facility has the necessary safety equipment.

(NOTE: What is necessary is not defined in the ordinance.)

Verify that the necessary technical and organizational safety precautiov's
have been taken.

(NOTE: What is necessary is not defined in the ordinance.)

Verify that emergency plans and danger-prevention plans are in place that
are agreeable to the authorities competent for disaster control and the
general prevention of danger.

2-7. If ordered to do so Determine if the facility has been ordered to set up such a channel of
by the competent author- communication. (2X3X4X5X6)
ity, facilities must also
set up and maintain a Verify that such a channel exists, that it is available at all times, and that
chanel of communica- it is secured against misuse.
tin to an agency (named
by the authority) that is
apropriate for passing on

inomton (StoerfaUl-
Verordnung, Section
5(lX4)).

2-8. A person must be Verify that a person has been made responsible for limiting the effects of
assigned to be responsible incidents. (2)3X4X5)(6)
for limiting the effects of
incidents, and the com- Verify that the competent authority has been made aware of who that
petent authority must be person is.
notified of who that per-
son is (Steral-
Verrdinung, Section
5(2)).

(1) LGS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Enginering) (3) Fire Deputment (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bioenvironmental Engineering) (6) Diat prqaednen Office (7) LOT Crranqpntation Officer)
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COMPIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEM]ENT

Gerwu 0

IMULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

2.9. lbw equipmnmt and Verify doa die eq and dhe =M Of those Pam Of the facility
de e o of ose dim an important fro die point view o safety Concerns we exmn-
parts of Us fcility doat md supervised, and regularly serviced. (2X3X4X5X6)

are upo~hbm die
paintOf iew of saftly
coeurns must be eumn-
ined, supervised, and reg-
ularly servced
(Sloerfall-Vervrdnung.
Section 6(1)X)).

2.10. Such safety pre Verify a sfety dmtons are taken thai will help in tde avoidance of
cautions as we necessary operaing uwcrs. ()(X3)X4X5X6)
to avoid opxatng eom
mum be taken (Setoerfall
Verordanuig. section
6(IX4)).

2-11. Affected employ- Verify that personnel are Uained and provided with appopriae mainte-
ees must be gpven nance and safety insauctions. (2X3X4)(5X6)

(Sectmo -Venronung, Verify die affected employees are insuucsed in emergency plans and in
Section 6(IX4-5)). proper behavior in the event of an emergency.

2-12. Wrime docunen- Verify that documents are on hand that show dhe following:
tationi us be on hand to (2X3X4)X5X6)
demonstrate that the
installation has caried - i tk design and operaion of hoseams of de facility dal are
out its responsibilities important from fhe point of view of safety concerns have been
(Soerfall-Verardnung, examined
Section 6(2)). - that the L _lit is regularly supervised and maintained insofar as

safety issues aw concerned
- that service and repair work that is important from die point of

view of sdety concerns is carried out
- that tests ae caried out to see to it that the warning, alam, and

safety equipment are functional.

(1) LOS (Bas Styply) (2) BCE (Bse Civil Engin,,mn) (3) Fmr Dtmunmt (4) Safety Offier (5) BEE

(Bioaivmumo ntml BEngieeing) (6) Diwer hqmdns Office (7) LGT Crtmpaato Officr)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MAUTERIALS MANAGEMENT

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
RSQUIREMENTS: ___________________________

2-13. Facilities listd in Determine if the facility is Usted in Table 1-I in (Air Zmuw~ons Manage-
Table 1-1 in (Air Emsit- men) and if it stores any of the substances listed in Table 2-2 Charts 11.
&ions Management) that Mll or IV or preparatons that contain anmy of these substances.
stmr certain substan~ces (2X3X4XSX6)
or preparation that con-
tain then must keep lists Verify. if the facility sotoes any of the subistances listed in Table 2-2
that ameet certain require- Charts 1I, M, or IV or preparations containing them. that a list is kept
mentu (Stoerall- that includes the following information:
Verardnung. section
6(3)). - the trade name of the substance or preparation

- the quantity of the substance or preparation stored
- the place at which the substance orpraatoistre
- information as to dangerous reactions with priua hmcl

that mighit be used &D deal with the stroed material in the event of
an incident.

(NOTE: The information that is necessary to prevent dangers occurring
must also be available. The law states that safety data sheet ame con-
sidered particularly important.)

Verify that the above records wre updated at least weekly, or sooner if
substantial changes occur in what is stored.

. 2414. A-safety analysis Verify that a safety analysis has been carried out that contains the follow-
must be prepiared that ing information: (2X3X4X(5X6)
includes certain specific
information (Stoerfall- -a description of the faility and the process carried out in it during
Verordnung, Section 7). oprto.Flow chart must be included, and the characteristic

features ofite process must be described.
-a thef w of the facility that are important from the

P=Om oriewof tyyconcerns
- a desciription of the sources of danger and of conditions in which

an incident could occur
- the chemical wnaes, the condition, and the quantity of the follow-

ing:
-substances that fall Under Charts II and MI of Table 2-2 that

might be present in the facility during operation
- substances that fall under ChmuHartsI[ &WMof Table 2-2 that

might arise in the coure of propier operation of the facility.
- substances that could mise in the event that the proper opera-

dion of the facility is i~ntenamd
- Substances that cOuld lead to the formation of substances that

we lHstd in Owars 1I and MI of Table 2-2.

(I) LOS (Basn Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Flaw Depautnent (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE
(BioenvirntmmraI Engineering) (6) Disaster Prqmredneaa Offike (7) LOT (Tzanspotation Officer)
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COMI'LIANCK CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS bATERILS MANAGWMMM

REGULATGRY REVIEWER CHECM:
IRBUQU. __ __ __ __ __ __

2-15. Mhe sefety Veriy that die lately uMImys5is u udeed to bring it WDm conformit1y With
analysis mwi be can- the state of safety psactices; and with subsumve new knwledge dot is
smeat wit the siaft of important in evalumaug dwqers. (2X3X4XSX6)-fn -rcie and mug
who into acomit suhman-
Uye uew knowledg tha
is ounpo in evaluating
dangers (Stoerfall-
Verordnamg, section 8).

2-16. Mie safety Verify tho the safety analysis is stored secuuey and tha a copy of it has
analysis must be kept been deposited with die pope: authority. (2X3X4XSX6)
secure at an times, and a
cop of it musit be depo-
sNte w ithte competent

authority (Stoerfall-
Verordanug. Section 9).

2-17. Tie competent verify that the competnt authrity is infonned in die following cir-
authority is so be cwunstances:(2X3X4X(5X6)
informed in certain cir-
curnstances; (Stoerfal- - if an incident occurs
Verordunung, Section - if a disruption in the proper operation of the facility occurs in

11(1)).which-
.*sabstances in Chrts U.i,IllorTV of Table 2-2 have caused

harm outide the facilty
- if dangers tD the common gtood or the neighborhood cannot

obviously be. considered to bec imspossible.

2-1&. Reports made in verify tha written confirmation of reports is given no late than one
the above circumsturces week after thee evcnL (2X3X4X5X6)
must be confiramed in
writin so late than one Verify tho reports are augmented or corrected immediately if new facts
week alte the event and comec to liht.
nust be augmented or
corrected immediatel if
new facts come so light
(Stoerfafl-Verardnung.
Section 11(2)).

(1) LOS (Base SwPly) (2) BCE (Bem Civil Engneering) (3) Fat. Dqiunaxtn (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE
(Biownvvcmmenl Engineang) (6) Dmsate Prwpmdnmas Office (7) LOT (Trpanqottion Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMEWF

DEGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

2-19. Writen comfiana- Verify doa written confirmation of die occurrence of an incident includes
tam of import must the following inforation proenened in such a way a to allow its impli-
include cartain specific cations for idety to be aidequately evsaluted (2X)0 4X5X6)
information (Sloerfall-
Veaurdwing, Section -dcrpinof the inci dent
11(3)). dw ie ses of the incident

- die effects of die incident
- the mieasures dhat were taken to prevent die incident to limit its

effects, and to avoid recurrences.

Verify doat written cofnatiaon of diuptions in die proper operation of
the facility includes the following information:

- a descripton of die circaumstances presented in such a way that the
safety inuplications of the event can be adequately evaluated

- die nieiwues that wren taken to zrei the dmiage caused by die
dsuton

- dfe mesuses dom were taken so prevent dangers firn yarmng
- the mewures dint were when to prevent a repetition of similar disr-

options in the proper operation of dhe facility.

Verify dhae the toport include at least the infornation required in Chart
V of Table 2-2.

2-20. nformaion on Verify ta namo nsft esrst etknado oe

provided who be. affected by it and to the general public. (2X3X4XSX6)
couldbe byan

Incientandto ie ea- Verify dodie infornation Sie nldswhat is required, and d h
eralpubic, nd hat informantion is updated at qiropriate intervals.

fashion.
information must

icuethat listed in
Chart VI of Table 2-2
and must be updated at

intervals
=wteufall-Verairdmng,

Section Ila).

(1) LWS (Rem Supply) (2) BCE (flue Civil EngkneuiinS) (3) Fire Dqpumwtt (4) Safety Offime (5) BEE
(Bicenviromental Eftungier) (6) Dnsate Apqmednms Office (7) LOGT MTau~potmmo Officew)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENTGe--ai 0

IuMUITORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQIUZIENTS: ___________________________

STORAGE/ (NOTE: Subsmwces dhiarm "mful to water," a category that
LABELLING Includes both ome- ad subs aatanaces and FOLs, we subiject ID eg

latin unader a numaber of fedwWa and otw laws and/wor adinanes.%
Section 8.)

2-21. Containers into Verify that coainers into which hazados maerials in trsferred am
which hamious matri- labeled lk the original container. (1X2XS)(7)
als are rumafeed must
be blled like die i-
nal container (GcfStof&V,
Section 23).

2-22. Containes that Verify that containers that re fminly attached to the ground are labelled
m r fmnly macbled tohe with at least the uwne of the substanc or preparatian they contain and
ppound are to be labeled with the appropuiate danger symbol. (IX2XSX7)
in a certain fashion
(GefStoffV, Section
23(3)).

2-23. Storage of haw- Verify that hazardous materials am kept or stored in such a way that nei-
dous materials must meet ther human health nor the environment is harmed. (1X2X5X7)
certain wrequrents
(GetStoffV, 24). Verify that measures ae taken that will prevent misuse of the materials

and uing then by mistake.

Veify, when hamdous materials art stored so as to be dispemed or used
unedioey, that the dangers associaed with use are made clear and

obvious.

Verify that hazardous mmerials are not stored in contains that can be
coufused with food containers.

Verify that hazdous maweri are stored in a clearly organized fashion.

Verify that hardous materials am not soared in the immediate vicinity
of 0lmnaeetificais foodsWffs, feedstuffs, or their additives.

Verify that the hazardou matrials in Chart 6 of Tab" 2-1 that have C,
Xn, or Xi in Colunn 10 we stad in such a wy that they ae not
inunediaely acemible to people not associated with the installation.

Verifythat the hazrdous mamerials in Chrt 6 of Table 2-1 dtm have T+
or T in Column 10 and hawdoos materials that ae highly toxic or toxic
are stmaed under Jack ad key or in such a way that only competeb per-
sos or their agents have accem to diem.

(NOTE. Tbis does not apply to fuel in gas stations.)

(1) LOS (Bae Suqply) (2) BCE (Brae Civil Ennemng) (3) F=r Depmtui (4) Sdety Officer (5) BEE
(Bi•wermunenl Emginering) (6) Dusatra Apr ednen Office (7) LOT (TMiatip n Officr)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

EDUCATI7ONI
TRAIMG

2424. Instalaionis muist v ydwa readily unadeastmnkb miomwidonal brochtures have been pro-
liuw ducedtina in die language of die employees. (2X4X5)

6Wdi meet Off-
oin requirements (GefS- Verify that such brochtures cover die following topwcs

1of1, Setio 20()).- dangers to human health and envmronment posed by materials
- safety Tcaut"m and. Iper procedures for hndlingt materials
- proper dipoalxýW o 1ft materials di M%, themselWve hazduMs

- wope prcedresin heevent of accidents or emergencies

Verify doat such brochures ame readily available in the workplace.

2-2S. Employees who Verify that employees who handle hazadous materials wre instructed
handle hazardous materi- (using infonnanwunal brochures) as to the duager posed by those materi-
als must receive tmaining als and in necessay safety precaution. (2X4X5)
that momt certain require-
ments (GefStof1V, Sec- Verify tho women of child-bearing age arm informed of possible dangersO don 20(2)). to pregnant women and of limitations on die kinds of work diat they can

be inked to do.

Verify dial shop-specific, =Wmlistrutio Wtaes place before employment
sutats and at least once a year after diaL

Verify thad written records are kept regading the timing and content of
such inistruction and diat emplyees have ackow edge receipt of such
instuction by signature.

(1) LOS (Eas Supply) (2) BCE (Ruse Civil Engineeing) (3) Fine Depatrmmt (4) Safety. Officer (5) BEE
(Ejoenvirminmental Enginsenngs) (6) Disiast Prmpmedness Office (7) LOT (Truupottawin Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MIATERIALS MANAGEMENT

REGULTORYREVIEWER CHECKS:

OPERATIONSI
HANDLING

2-26. If pwuibl given Verify that the work process is so arranged. (1X2X4X5X7)
die state of the am~ the
work process is to be
carrgfed in such a way
that soli or liquid Mam-r
dous materials do not
coo into contact with

empoyes sin (0.13-

2-27. Nfit is determined Dleternine whether or not the MAX or the BAT is exceeded and/or
that the MAX or the BAT whether allergic reactions am occurring. (1X2X4X5X7)
is exceeded in the work-
place, or in caes of aller- Verify, if the MAX or the BAT has been exceeded, or if allergic roea-

mwdrmton the installa- tions we occturring. that a-pguvwiate personal protective equipment is pro-
ta.must take certain vided and maintained in good condition.

measures (GeiStoflV.
Section 19(4)). Verify that epoeswork only as; longaisbolty necessary given

the. yarticularwok r oess angnya on aslas conseistent with the pro-
tection of their health.

(NOTE. Protective breathing apparatuses and the wearin of ful suits of
protective clothing may not serve as on-going protective measures.)

2,-2. Certain hygei Verify that food stuffs and tobacco products intended for the use of
measures must be ten workers at stored only in such a way that they do not come into contact
in the interest of protect- with hazrdous materials. (1X2X4X(5)7)
: n~ employees (GetS-

&ofV, Section 22). Verify that employees who work with highly toxic, toxic, carcinogenic,
atatopnic, or mutagenic substances do not eat, drink, smoke, or take
snuff in their work areas.

(NOTE: Areas suitable for these activities must be provided.)

2-29. certain hygenuic Verify that claurooms with showaxs mad rooms with searte stoage
mneasures =-. required for facilities for ee-and work-clothes am provided, (1X2X4XS7M

peswwho work with
highly toxic, toxi, cardi- Verify that uqpwat changing zooms for street- mid work-clothes am puo-

nogenic, teratogenac, or vided" dort me sqaramed by a claupzom If this is necessary.
mutmnc astanes

(Gedtcff. Section Verify that work- mad protective clothing are provided, cleaned. and, if
22(3)). necessary, desfoyed by the installation.

(1) LOS (Ban. Supply) (2) BCE (Bare Civil Engineeing) (3) Fire Depaetment (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE
(Baoumnvirmentsl Engineering) (6) DisaifterPqnmdnu Office (7 LOT (Taqxnstin Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMNWT

REULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

2o-3& Commai classs of Verify dig neither pregant women nor nursng mothers are employed in
eploye main b handling £d hof~t~ toxic, moic, of relatively less foxic substances of other

emplyed in andlng ubsance Vit a ciwouically harnifu aD hmm being if the tip thres-
hazardou materials under hold is exceeded. (1X2X4X5)(7)

ce 3i conitions (GefS-
WV.tY Section 26(5, 6, Verify dimneither pregnant women amr nursing mothers awe employed in

7)). handling materials, prepuuziouis, or piroducts that experience has shown
may transmit pathogens, if thes wonien may be exposed to die patho-
gens.

Verify tha women of child-bearing age are not employed in die handling
of substances that contain lead or mercury alkyls, unless die trip thre-
hold is not exceeded.

2-31. if die trip dures- Determine whether or not the trip threshold is being exceeded.
hold for substances or (lX2X4X5)X7)
jxeparations; listed in
Chart 5 of Table 2-1 is Verify, if necessary, that precautionary medical examinations have been
exceeded, employee may conducted at required times.
work at die particular site
only if they have had pre- (NOTE: The installation bears the cost of thes examinations.). cautionary medical exam-
inations within the period
of time listed in Chart 5
(GelStoffV, Section
28(2)).

2-32. Initial and subse- Verify that initial examninations awe conducted prior to the beginning of
quent medical examina- employment bit not more than 12 weeks before it begins. (1)(4X5)
tions must be carried out
at specific times (GefS- Verify that the timing of subsequent examinations confuums with the
KdfV, Section 29). tiermsgvnin Chart 5 of Table 2-1 and that they are made within

die six weeks prior to the expiration of the allotted timne.

(NOTE: Subsequen examinations must be conducted at times earlier
than those prescibed if illness or physical impainnent. makes it seem

~opdateor if employees who suspect a caisa connection between
C. wauteand their woink want to be examined.)

2.33. Physicians who Verify that physicians who conduct precawuiamr medical examinations
conduct rcatoty have permission from die competent authority to do so. (1X4X)(5
medical eum n
must be empowered to do
so by the competnt
authority (Gel~toffV,
Section 30(l)).

(1) LOS (Eaue Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Dqwtrumet (4) Safety Office (5) BEE
(Biomnvironmenta Engineerin) (6) Disaster Prqiuvdness Offie (7) LOT (Transofltio Officer)
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COMAPUANCE CATZGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

REGULATORtY REVIEWER ChECKS:
RNQEQ RENTS:

2-34. Physicians who Verify doat physiciains retain written records of die reults of dhe, pcau-
conduct drcainy tonary examiinations and inform their patients of dhces results. (1 )(4X5)

must meet certain Verify diat physicians provide both installation ad worker with Mtesta-
Muemens relater! to don as to whether and to what extent die employee is suited for hii~he

= and record. assigned work.
keeping (UeiStoffV, Sec-
tion 311.

2-35. Physicians who Verify that physicians who arm called in to noa or to judge die conse-
we called intoueaz or to quene fa c illes for whichdihereis at least asuspiciondiahatitmay
judge the coseuece have been caused by hazardoius substuicms hazardous preparations. or
of an ilssfrwhich jroducts that contain or release hazardous jbtcsor Preparations
there is at least a sup- inform the Federal Health Office of the substance or preparation, the age
dion that it may have and sex of die patient, the way in which doe patient was exposed to the
been caused by harardous substance or preparation, how much was ingested, and of deobserved
substances, hawdouis sympeoms. (1X4XS)
prelaraons, or products
that contain or release (NOTE: The anonymity of the patient must be preserved.)
hazardous substances or
V e-wataon must inform

dieFedra Hath Office

of the substance or

preparation, the age and
way in which the patient
stance or prep2aration,
how much was ingested,
and of the observed
symptoms (CheinO, Sec-
tion 16e).

2-36. Mhe physician has Verify that the installation receives a written recommendation dt~m hiOhe
certain --iniblte in facility be checked if the employee who was exanined apfar to have
die event that there is b~en endlangered as a tesul of working conditions. (1X4X5)
cause for concern as to
the worker's health Vrif that the patient receives written medical advice fuom the physi-
(GeiStofIV, Section cian.
31(3)).

2-37. mle installation Verify that the iunstallation employs or we-mploys the patient at hiAhrm
has certain resonsibii workplace only if measures taken as a resulft of the check wre successful
ties in die event that the and no further cuus for concern regarding dhe employee's healn exists.
physician has recom- (1X4X5)
mended diae a facility be
checked (OefStfFV, Sec- Verify dat other employees work at that site only if it is certain dtha
tics 33)). their health is not eIdanjered.

(1) LOS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Due Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Dqparumnwa (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE
(Bioae wnvrnental Engineering) (6) Disaster Phqmerdness Office (7) LOT (Tamnspration Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

* Gern

MMULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
EUIREMENTS: ____________________ ______

2-38. usullations must Verify that records we kept thda include the following infaxmiabon:
keep records nggmdin# (1X4XS)
die examination of dhier
workers' health (GelS- . .ven name, mrnsmne, date of birth
toffV, Section 34). - Lne uress

- date on which employment begun/ended
. employee number (OGdnunsnwmmer)
- employee's insurace camrier
- types of possible hazards in the wxkplace
- type of work, including the time it strts and ends
- inforIation as to the times of earlier work that might have been

dangerous (if known)
- date and results of precautionary examinatons
- dae of the next regular subsequent #amination

- namie mnd address of thte physicia who perfonu the examination
- name of the perso nsible for keeping these records.

Verify tha the above records and the physician's anestations for every
worker ame kept until such time as the worker leaves the organization s
employ.

Verify that the worker receives exce s from the reods dial relate to
herftm and of the physician's anestadons, mid that die installation keeps
copies of the excerpts given to the worke.

Verify that access to diese records is resticted to asuth zed persons and
that the contents of the records me not revealed to unauthorized third par-
ties.

. (1) LOS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Department (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bionvironmental Engimerng) (6) Disaster Preparedness Offce (7) L•T (Than rtabon Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

RMGUATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
RE8QUIREMENTS: __________________________

CARCINOGENS

2-39. C~tair require- (NOTE: These requirements do not apply if the substances art used or
ments must be met when produced for purposes of resarch, in order io test their prqmebes. or as
dealing wihtecarcino- sub~stances used for comparison with other substances in the course of

4a bsttie lsedi experiments.)
(Appendix 13 to Gel 3- Verify that the competent authority is informed immediately (no later
toffV, 1.2). than 14 days before the beginning of the production or use) of the fol-

lowing: (1)(2)(4X5)(7)

- a production process in which a carcinogenic substance occurs that
is fisted in both Group I and in Groups H and MI or that is listed
in both Groups H and Ml of Table 2-1 Chart Ea

- the use of a carcinogenic substance that is lised in Group I and in
Groups Hland Ml of Table 2-1 Chart 11L

Verify that the official notification includes at least the following infor-
mation:

- the properties and the amount of the carcinogenic substance
- the production process or the activity being carried out
- precautionary measures
- die niumber of employees who deal with the carcinogen
- the substances, preparations, and/or products that result
- the availability of substitutable products, or a determination as to

whether the process can be changed so that the carcinogen need
not be used or whether the production of the carcinogen can be
prevented.

Verify that the official notification contains proof that the personnel and
the equipment used arw pjtrae to the task when exisin facilities or
equipment are being deron= ,o cleaned up, if that failty or equip-
ment contains carcinogenic substances tha belong to Groups 1, H. and

2-40. The official notif- Verify that the official notification is resubmitted: (1X2X4X5)X7)
ication must be resubmit-
ted under certain cir- - if wodkplame ame changed or if substantial dminges occur in the
cumstances (Appendix H1, prdu ron eso nteatvte hti are u

Gd~tffV,12.24)).. du i sbstatialchange in the precautionary measures that w
taken or in the nurmber of wakes wh deal with the carcinogen

- if substmntial new knowledge comies ID light that affects the availa-
bity of substitutable products or pwmveion of the carcinogen's

Verify that the installation brings to the attention of the affected workers
copies of the official notification.

(1) LOS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Enginawing) (3) Fire Dqiulmen (4) Safety Officeg (5) BEE
(Bioenvironznental Engineering) (6) Disastm P mepdnuus Office (7) LOT (Tanqmoteitiw Offiosr)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

* _ _ _ _German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQMiEMENTS: __________________________

2-41. Certain air-quality Verify that the Technical Guide Concentations (TRK) are not excee&ed.
issues must be addressed (1X2X4XS)(7)
in areas where employees
deal with carcinogens Verify that exhaust air is reAmoved or cleaned in such a way that no carci-
(Appendix 11, GeStoffV, nogens am found in die air dat other woers breath.
12.3.1. and 12.3.2).

Verify tha exhaust air is recirculated to roms in which persons work
with carcinogens only if die carcinogens have been removed by officially
recognized processes or equipment.

Veify that workers are not expood to carcinogenic substances that ae
listed in Group I, Group II, or Group m unless an official exemption has
been obtained or the workers are involved in the demolition, cleanup, or
maintenance of existing facilities when exposure is unavoidable given the
state of die art.

2-42. If the trip dares- Verify tht workers are not given tasks that can be expected to result in
hold for carcinogens is intake of carcinogens via the breathing passages or the skin unless they
exceeded, certain restric- are provided with personal safety equipment. (1X2X4)(5)(7)
tions related to worker
safety apply (Appendix Vif that employes do not work for more than 8 hours (h)/day and for
H, GefStoffV, 12.3.2). more than 40 h/week.

2-43. Substances that Verify that substances that contain more the 0.1 percent by weight of 2-
contain more than 0.1 Naphthyl amine or its salts, 4-Aminobiphenyl or its salts, benizidine or
percent by weight of 2- its salts, or 4-nitrodiphenyl are not used or produced except:
Naphthyl amine or its (1X2X4)(5)(7)
salts, 4-Aminobiphenyl or
its salts, benizidine or its - as part of scientific experiments and analyses
salts, or 4-nitrodiphenyl - as part of activities the goal of which is proper disposal
may not be used or pro- - if the substances mise in the course of a chemical reaction in a
duced except under closed systemn aimre transomed so that at the end of the reac-
specific conditions tion or the work process they are pmnent in the final product in a
(Apendix )", GefStoffV, concentration of less than 0.1 percent.

2-44. Hazardous materi- Verify that hazardous materials that contain 0.1 percent or more of ben-
als that contain 0.1 per- zene by weight ae not used except (1X2X4)(5X7)
cent or more of benzene
by weight may not be - as fuel for combustion engines that have spark ignition
used except in specific - in activities die goal of which is prper disposal
instances (Appendix n, - in industrial process in closed syswtms
GeiStoffV, 1.3.4). - as raw oil, raw benzine, and fuel components that are used in

indusrial processes
- as part of scientific experiments or analyses.

. (1) LGS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Bse Civil Enoineering) (3) Fie Department (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bioenaiomental Engineering) (6) Disaster Prpaens Office (7) LOT MaWtn Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

MUGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
IMQUnRIMENTS: ____________________________

2.45. Mimic corn- Verify that no arsenic compouinds or preperatofs doa contain arumnic wre
pounds and preparuion used as wood protecmins or in watw treanent on the installadwo.
that contain arsenic may (1X2X4XSX7)
not be used as wood pro-
fectuits nam in wate
mimnent (Appendix Hl.

GeiStoffV, 13.3(2)).

2.46. A mon1-uitorbinW sys- Determine if concentration peaks of monomners of vinyl chloride wre
tern must be installed if likely to occur. (1X2X4X5)(7)
concentration peaks of
monmersM of -vinyl Verify, in the event that concentration peaks of monomers of vinyl
chloride wre likely to chloride are likel to occur, that an alarm system is installed that sounds
occur, and that monitor- under the following conditins:
ing system must meet
certain requirements - at an hourly average concentration of 15 parts per million (ppm)
(Appendix II, GefStoffV, - at an average concentration of 20 ppm over a 20 minute (min)
1.3-5.2). period

-at an average concentration of 30 ppmn over a 2 min period.

CARBON
TErRACHLORIDE,

2-47. Carbon tetra- Verify that carbon temrchoride, 1,1=2- and 1,1,1,2-tetrachioroethane,
chloride, 1,1,2.2- and pentachioroethane, and substances that contain more than 1 percent of
1,ll,2-teuachloroethane, those substances by weight we not used on the installation, unless it is

penachorothae. and impossible for technical reasons ID substitute other, less hazardous sub-
substances that contain stances, preparations, or products. (1X2X4X5)K7)
madorthn 1 percent of
those osbubsices by
weight may not be use,
unless it is impossible for
technical reasons so sub-
stitute other, less hazar-
dous substances, prepara-
tions. or products for
them (Appendix Ml,
GdSuoftV, 1.).

(1) LOS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Dqeaiiment (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE
(Bioenvironmental Engineerin) (6) D~w ftepr Pqedness Office (1) LOT (Traapotstion Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

REULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIUEDENTS:

2-48. Cuain chion- Veuify that none of the following substinces, nmo prqkaratios or products
naed hydrocarbons may in which they have been used as solvents, nor prepn•rions or products
not be used in rooms dut that contain mom dtn 0.01 percent of the dmse subsances (even only as
am used for other than imputies) awe used in moons that are used for other than
commercial/ industrial commercial/industrial purposes. (IX2X4XSX7)
pu es (. aCKW-V,
S i 1 and 2). - Carbm tetrachloride

- 1,1,2,2-tetracholorethane
- 1,1.1,2-teaschlorethane
- Pentachloroethane.

CREOSOTE

249. Certain wood Verify that no wood preservatives that contain creosote or components of
preservatives may not be creosote are in use on the installation unless those preservatives contain
used except under certain less than 5 mg/kg of benzopyrene and are used in closed facilities outside
conditions (TeeroelV, of interior rooms. (1X2X4X5X7)
Section 3(l)).

2-50. The use in inte- Verify that no products that consist in whole or in pan of wood or. nor spaces of products wood-products that have been treated with wood preservatives that con-
that consist in whole or tan creosote or components of creosote are used in interior spaces.
in part of wood or wood- (1X2X4X)(5)7)
products treated with
wood preservatives that (NOTE: This provision does not apply to such products that were mark-
contain creosote or corn- eted prior to I February 1992.)
ponents of creosote is
prohibited (TeeroeIV,
S os 1, 2, 4).

. (I) LGS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Enginering) (3) Fire Department (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE
(Bioenvironmental Engineering) (6) Disamer Preparedness Office (7) LOT (Transportation Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

RNGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
R2UQVMZ TS__________

LEAD

2-51. Hazardous inateri- Verify thw no paints wre usd on d" installauion, that contai id follow-
als tha contain certain ins. except in ressoratio work wher dhe mue of inabstimues 13 imipossibe:
lead cabomaes or lad (1X2X4)(S)(7)
inhawe may am be used
as IBMis, .except mn - anhyom, ito lead carbonate (CAS No. 598-63-0)
upecJrit circmzsaces lead bonat (CAS No. 1319-46-0)
(Apd III, eStoffV, lead sulfate (CAS No. 1573940-7).2.2).

2-52. Safety precautions Verify that cleanup rooms with showers am available to employees who
must be taken in the work at jobs where dust is produced. (1X2X4X5)(7)
event that lead (other
than lead and Veify, in the event tau the MAK is exceed, that adoctor or the com-
preparations of lead petent iuthfiity decides whether or not to tun tstsi on the affected
alkyls) is used (Appei employees immediately.
IlL GeiStoflV,2.)

Verify that the worke leave the ma immediately in the event of a disr-
uption of the poper operation of the facility that could lead to a consid-
erable increase m exposmre to lead.

Verify that only those workers who we responible for repas enter aras
where increased exposin o lead is likely.

Verify, in the event that the BAT is exceeded, that new readings we
taken within 3 months (mo).

Verify that workers ente only those areas with lower risk of exposur to
lead in the event that the BAT is exceeded when the new readings me
taken.

(1) LGS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil EngineainS) (3) Ffie Dqetmenat (4) Safey Offiwr (5) BEE

(Bioeviromvetl Bngineeaing) (6) Dm" Prqaeda Offe (7) LOT (rnozmm Offiwe)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Gemn=

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

AMMONIUM
NITRATE

General

2-53. The storage, (NOTE: The following requiment do not apply if there is no more
transfer, and itra- than 10 percent amnonium nitrate by weight, if there is no more than
o o anspcr of 100 k$ of ammonium nitrate andior the preparations that contain it
ammonium nitrate and belonging to Group A co Chart 4, or if thee is not more than 1 ton of

a that contain preparations belonging to Groups B, C, or D of Chart 4.)
ammonium nitrate in
Groups A, B, and C of Verify that the substances and prepartions we stored in such a way as to
Table 2-1, Chart 4 must be proected from the influence of the weather and in such a way that
meet certain requirements they do not become contaminated. (1)(2X4X5)(7)
(Appendix IV, GetStoffV,
2.1). Verify that unauthorized persons do not have access to any buildings in

which preparations in Groups B and C are stored.

Verify that any bUidings in which preparations in Groups B and C are
stored have appropriate signage.

Verify that the places where substances and preparations of Group A are
stored are secure against access by unauthorized persons.

Verify that there is no smoking in areas where substances and prepara-
tions of Groups A, B, or C are stored and that open flames are not found
in those areas.

Verify that the areas where substances and pre atons of Groups A, B,
or C are stored are marked with signs indicating that sm;oking and open
flames are prohibited.

Verify that previous written approval is sought before work involving fire
or heat is carried out in areas where preparations and substances of
Groups A, B, and C a•e store&

Verify, when substances and p.parations of Groups A and B are con-
cerned, that such work is carried out only by experts or under the con-
stant supervision of an expert.

Verify that hardened masses of substances and preparaion of Groups A,
B, or C are broken up using appropriate mechanical means only, ad that
no explosives or munitions are used are used to break them up.

Verify that the subsnces an preparations of Groups A, B, and C are
stored sepaate from combustible materials and seate from such
materials as cm enter into dangerous chemical reactions with ammonium
nitrate.

(1) LOS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Bse Civil Engineering) (3) Fie Department (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bioenvironmental Engineering) (6) Disaster Preparedness Office (7) LGT (Transportation Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Gems

IZGULATOIRY REVIEWER CHECKS:

2-54. Subtatnces and Va*iy tht the substances md mweals ae sonre d and mspoted inprprom thatbeon packaging only. (IX2X4X5X7)
1 A of Table 2-1,

subject to Verify that no flammable mateials we stored in the storage toom or
certain additional povi- within 10 metm (m) of the smrge am.
dons (Appendix IV,
GeiStotfV, 2A.2). Verify thg at aerials that hane leaked or spille ame either used unmedi-

ately or disposed of hwinlessly.

2-55. rear s in Verify dat no fireplaces or other sources of ignition ae in the storge
Grou B of Table 2-1, space. (1X2X4X5)(7)
Chart 4 must be stored
under conditions that (NOTE: Openings for clearng chimneys may be located in storage
meet certain requirnents spaices if it is certain that no explosin is possible.)

2.43.1).Verify that no more than three tons awe stored within 50 m of buildings
that ae used continuously for hunman occupancy or within 50 in of public
thoroughfares.

2 DS in Verify tha iepuwaions in Group D of Table 2-1, Chart 4 are stored in
Group DofTa 2-1, such a way that they me not subject to contamination or dessication.
Chat 4 must be stored (IX2X4X5)(7)
under conditions that
meet uiremnts Verify that residual amounts of reparations am removed by rinsing with
(Appendix IV, fStoffV, water befoe work that involves either fire or heat is conducted on con-
2A.4•. tminers or equipment.

Verify that pumps ae designed and operated in such a way that no
dangerous reactions can occur.

(1) LGS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engbmwing) (3) Fizn Deparmuet (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Biowironmental Eninegerin) (6) Disater Prepaednes Office (7) LOT (TMrnportion Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

Larg Quamdties

2-37 Cetainreqire Verify that load-beawing walls. ceilings, and wuppars in enclosed buil-
ments must be - if ings am at leas fire-resistant, and dot they we fire-piroof in the event
more dian one &on of sub- that buildings of more than orie mtyame used. (1X2X4)(5X7)
stances; or preparatnons; in
Group A of Table 2- 1, Verify that walls that separate swapg areas from rooms used for other
Chart 4 are to be stared purposes are fire-proof.

2.4..2).Verify that the roofing material is sufficiently resistant to airborne sparks
and radiant heat.

Verify that the floors we built of nonflamnmable material.

(NOTE: A layer of mastic asphalt is permnissible, but building materials
other than those mentioned may be used only after a certificate of the
Bundesanstalt fuer Materialforachung und -pnaefug has been obtained.)

Verify that the floors contain no drainage openings, no conduits, no pits,
and no shafts.

Verify that the mostae ame has no fireplaces; or other sources of ignition,
including openings for cleaning chimneys.

Verify that facilkies equipment, and operating materal that give off hJim
are arranged mid secured in such a fashion that no heat transmission can
occur that might lead to decomposition.

Verify that a water supply suifficient to fight a fire is available and that
appropriate fire-fighting equipment is on hand.

Verify that the gSes the arise from decomposition can be quickly drawn
out into die open air.

Verify that the building is protected against lightning.

2-58. A storage plan Verify tha a storage plan exists tha contains information on the way the
must be drawn up that material is soared and on the kind and nouruit of material that is soared.
meet certain require- (lX2X4XSX(7)
ments (Appedi IV,
GefStoflV. 2A.2.2(2)). Verify dtharacopy of the srage plan is kept outside the storage area in

an easily accessible location.

Ver* igyta the storage plan is constantly updated.

(1) LOS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Dqmtmnenr (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE
(Dicenvirinmental Engineering) (6) Disater Prepareness Office (7) LOT (Truanqrtation Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATIEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATMMIALS MANAGEMENT

Genosa

I3GULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

2-59. No compassed Verify thud no comassed gat. hq"Wie gas. dimsth is souble tunder
CI usfled pgs. at Sog pwn is red the in nfaoe ra qce. (IX2 4X5X7)

is uoluble under •s-
emayy be stiredmthe (NOTE: Fn aextiquishei am not included a this jahaioen.)

-IM fomp 3WC
(ApnixV, GefStoffV,

2-60. No machiny or Verify •t no machinery or vecles tht ue soline liquid gas we
vehicles thw use gasoline ope d or =red in the same storage space. (I)(2X4X5)(7)
or liquid gas may be
operated or stored in the
$sale 5801W ;Pace
(Appili V G~t~oflV,2.A.2.2 (4)).

2-61. Quantities of less Verify that no mor tan 3 ton we stored wi•tin 50 m of public
than3 ions may not be thoroughftkes or buildings that an continuously occupied by human
stored within 50 m of beings. (1X2X4X5X7)
buildings that am used
continuously for himna

HIGH-PRIESSURE
GAS LINES

2-62. The competent Verify that the competent aulhuity has been infornmed of the existence of
wthwity must be the high-pressure gas pipelines on the installation, if any. (1X2X4X5)
informed of the exislence

Guwlnes kleaingen,
Section 15(2)).

(1) LOS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Bse Civil EngineinS) (3) Fui Departnent (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Biomnviro•nmental Enginering) (6) Disater Prqpuednm Office (7) LOT (1ranporttion Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGENMEN

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

2463. Certain reporing (NOTrE: Any chuipe thait could compromise the; safety of dhe ppelin is
requireamins must bemt considered substaitial.)
if 6=ere e phuis to build
a high-pessurt gas pipe- Verify dot the compesent wadwority is informed at lowu eight weeks
line, or if substantial before die start of consimaction and that all the documents necessary to

chanes o exanso~nae judge the safety of the project we included. (lX2X4XS)
nebr Ghoh~kck Verify that the report includes a fornal decluaraion an die part of an

leitungen, $ections 3(1) expert that the design a( the pipeline and the plans for its operation meet
and 7(l)). the requirenents of questions 2-70 through 2-83 below.

2464. High-pressre gas Verify that an expert has issued a catifilcate to the effect dint shefti has
pipelines require certifica- exanmied the pipeline and determined doa it is leakproof and sturdy and
tioti under certain cir- that the necessary safety equipment is presentL (1X2X4X)(5
cumstances (Veroidnung
ueber Oashochdruck- Veiythat certification occurred prior to Puttng the pipeline into opera-
leitungen, Section 6(2)). ti n o ror to its resuming operatio after substantial modification or

expansion.

.2.65. A copy of the Verify that a copy of the certificate has b eensited with the prior to
expert's certficate must being put into operation or resuming operation after substantial change or
be filed with thM corn- expansion until competent authority. (1X2X4X5)
petent authority
(Verordnung neber
Gashochdnackleitungen,
Section 6(3)).

2466. The opinion of an Verify that expert opinion is sought when necessary before work is to be
expert must be sought if done on a high-pressure gas pipeline. (1X2X4X5)
work is to be done on a
high-pressure gas pipeline
unless that work cannot
possibly effect the safety
of the line or if an
imminent danger makes
the work necessary
(Verordnung ueber
Gashochdkuckleitungen,
Section 7(2)).

. (1) LOS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Depamtrent (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE
(Ejoenvionen~tal Engineerin) (6) DMaster Preparedness Office (7) LOT (Transportatin Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATRIALS MANAGEMENT

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
RIQUNIRRIET:

2-67. The operator of a Vrify that die opermor's obligations we being fulfilled on the installs-
ghW g =uw s pipeline otin. (IX2X4X5)

om keep it in good
afet, and mo&ito ,

or mtffim*o the line

much maintenance and
repair wcrk as is nct

,ary, ams mosty• a that
c P I fety precsz-

tions am taken
(Verordnanag Ueber

section 8).

2-69. The 7 pU een Verify that thesmire in the fine is reduced or its operaton is haled when:
die line must e dc (1X2X4X5)
or operation of the line
must Cease undr Certin - the line is not in good rpair and workers are endangered as a
circinn3tace5 Mslt
(Venrdn�ig ueber - work is undkrtaken on an operational pipeline
Gashochdnuckleitungen, - the safety of the lne is duratened in any other way.
Section 8).

2-69. The competent Vefy that the competent is informed immediately in the event:
authority must be (oX2o4X5)
informed immediately in
Certain circumstances -of an accident connected with the operation of die line in die
(VetxdnanR usber course of which anyone is killed or anyone's health is seriously
Gashochci.liagn harmed
section 11). -of an accident in which the line leaks to the pon where the safety

of the surmouding area is endangered or in which significant pro-
perty damage has occured

-any circnumsance where persons or property are concretely

(1) LOS (Bse Supply) (2) BCE (Bau Civil Engineing) (3) Fuit Dqwmutn (4) Safety Officr (5) BEE

(Biuvknmtal Engmwing) (6) Disata Preuea Office (7) LOT (TMapmtsaion Office)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

2-70. High-pressure gas Verify that the pipeline is so constructed that it can meet the demands
p=eie must be so coni- placed on it and remain safe and leakpnxf. (IX2X4X5)

97 dot they can
meet the .deman placed
on them and still remain
safe and leakproof
(Verordnung ueber
Gashochdnackleitungen,
Appendix I, 1).

2-71. High-pressure gas Verify that the pipeline is laid within a safety strip or zone. (1)(2)(4)(5)
pipelines must be laid
within a safety strip or
zone (Verardnung ueber
Gashochdruckleitungen,
Appendix I. 2).

2-72. The course of the Verify that the course of the pipeline and the position of the regulating
pipeline and the position equipment necessary for its operation me marked by means of signs,
of the regulating equip- arrows, or other markers. (1)(2)(4)(5)
ment necessary for its
operation must be marked
(Vaorodmig ueber

Gashochdruckleitungen,
Appendix 1, 2).

2-73. High-pressure gas Verify that the line is protected from external influences. (1)(2X4)(5)
pipelines must be pro-
tected from external
influences (Verordnung
ueber Gashochdruck-
leitungen, Appendix I, 3).

2-74. High-pressure gas Verify that high-pressure gas pipelines that are belowgrouid are buried at
pipelines that are a depth that is appropriate given local conditions, and that they remain
belowground must be covered. (IX2X4)(5)
buried at a depth that is
appropia given local (NOTE: The lines must be buried at such a depth that the activities that
conditions, and they must are permitted within the safety strip or zone cannot harm the line.)
remain covered
(Verordaung ueber
Gashochdruckleitungen,
Appendix 1, 3).

(1) LGS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Deparftent (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bioenvironmental Engineering) (6) Disaster Preparedness Office (7) LGT (Trnmsportation Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Gm=

REGMUATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQVIRIIMENTS:

2-75. If high-pressure Detmemine dw high-pressure gas penes m u inees
p pipelies are buried along with other kinds of pipelines. (IX2)(4X)
in mtme es along with
oder kinds of pipelines. Verify t neer linem has an avare efect on fthe safy of e oter.neiter, line mayinunc
th de afey of the other (NOTE: This provision holds as well for lines dat cross one moher.)
(Vernamg ueberGaslaochdiuckleitungen,
Appendix 1. 4).

2.76. High-pressure gas Verify that high-ressure gas pipelines are pected against exterior cor-
pipelines are to be pro- rosion, and so far as is necessary, against interior corrosion as well.
tected against exterior (IX2X4)(5)
corrosion, and so far as is
necess.ry, against interior
coromon as well
(Veordnung ueber
Gashochdruckleitungen,
Appendix 1, 5).

2-77. Precautions Verify that precautions against the dangerous poperties of the gases are
against the dangerous taken in as where they can accumulate. ()(4)
properties of the gases
are to be taken in areas
such as nmnholes,
comp rooms, or
rooms where regulating
equipment is found

eiordaung ueber
Gashochdruck¢ietungen,
Appendix 1,3).

2-7. Hfigh-pressure gas Verify that high-pressure gas pipelines ae fitted with safety equipment
pipelines must be fitted that prevenm the occurrence of impermnissibly high pressures during
with safety equipment operation or pauses in tuinsfer. (IX2X4X5)
that prevents the
occmrenum of impermissi-
bly hiph pressures duri•g
opeman or nmses mtransf'er (Vonln"uns
ueber Gas•ochdcuck-
leitungen, Appendix I, 7).

(1) LOS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Deparmnent (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bioenvirmunental Engineering) (6) Disaster Preparedness Office (7) LGT (Transportation Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Germsa

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIME••NTS:

2-79. High-pressure gas Verify that high-presure gas pipelines are equipped with equipmenLt
pipelines we to be fitted (1X2X4XS)
with specific sols of

equipment (Veroidnung - that measures and records operating pressures continuously
Weber Gashochdruck- - that detects losses of gas during the operation

leitungen, Appendix 1, 7). - that limits the amounts of gas that can escape in the event of an
accidenL

(NOTE: The tye and numbers of such equipment must be appropriate
to the way the pipeline is operated and to local conditions.)

240. Operating sites for Verify ta the t that is important for the safety of the pipeline
high-pressure gas lines can be beoperated from the operating site, that the operating site is
must meet certain manned constantly, and that disruptions are obvious to the personnel

:urewmnents (Verocdnung manning the site at all times. (1)(2)(4)(5)
Gashochdruck-

leitungen, Appendix I, 8).

2-81. Records must be Verify that records are kept on significant aspects of operations, on. kept on significant inspections, and on maintenance of the high-pressure gas pipeline.
aspects of operations, on (1)(2X4)(5)
inspections, and on
maintenance of the high-
pressure gas pipeline
(Veordnung ueber
Gashochdkuckleitungen,
Appendix I, 9).

2-82. The trench in Verify that the trench in which the high-pressure gas pipeline is buried (if
which the high-pressure any) is inspected at regular intervals on foot or from the air. (1)(2X4)(5)
gas pipeline is buried (if
any) must be inspected at
regular intervals
(Verordnung ueber
Gashochdruckleitungen,
Appendix 1, 10).

243. An emergency Verify that an emergency crew exists that is composed of properly
crew that meets certain trained individuals, equipped with vehicles, equipment, and tools ade-
requirements must be quate to allow it to respond effectively to limit and/or remove the conse-
able to respond in the quences of accidents and, if possible, to undertake necessary corective
event of an accident measures immediately. (IX2X4X5)
(Verordnung ueber
Gashochdruckleitungen,
Appendix 1, 11).

(1) LGS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Department (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bioenvironmental Engineering) (6) Disaster Preparedness Office (7) LOT (Transportation Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

FLAMMABLES I (NOTE: This section does not apply if combustible liquids are pan of
COMBUSTIBLES the working process in dte wokplace, if they m kept at hand in the

quantities necemry for the work carried out in dte wo iace, if they we
Sqe Facilities for stored (for short periods only) as finished products or intermediate pro-
Combustible Liquids- ducts of the workplace, or if they are stored in quantities necessary for
Notlicatlom and Permits laboratory use.)

244. The supervisory Verify that the supervisory authority has been informed of the existence
authority mus be of facilities for die sage of combustible liquids of Dangerous-Materials
informed of the existence Classes AL, All, or B in the manners and amounts listed in Table 2-3.
of facilities for the (IX2X4X5)(7)
storage of combustible
liquids of Dangerous- (NOTE: Facilities that store combustible liquids of Dangerous-Materials
Materials Classes Al, All, Class AM exclusively are not subject to this notification requirement.)
or B under certain cir-
cumstances (VbF, Section
8()(1)).

2-85. The supervisory Verify that the supervisory authority has been informed of the existence
authority must be of filling stations in enclosed areas in which more than 200 L but less
informed of the existence than a total of 1000 LAh per room of combustible liquids of Dangerous-
of filling stations in Materials Class AI. AlI, or B can be drawn off. (1)(2)(4X5)(7)
enclosed areas in which
more than 200 L but less
than a total of 1000 1A
per room of combustible
liquids of Dangerous-
Materials Class Al, All,
or B can be drawn off
(VbF, Section 8(IX2)).

2-86. The supervisory Verify that the supervisory authority has been informed of the existence
authority must be of filling stations for combustible liquids of Dangerous-Materials Class
informed of the existence AEll that are in the same room with stations in enclosed areas in which
of filling stations for more than 200 L but less than a total of 1000 Lh per room of combusti-
combustible liquids of ble liquids of Dangerous-Matarials Class Al, All, or B can be drawn off.
Dangerous-Materials (1X2X4)(5)(7)
Class AMI under certain
circumstances (VbF, Sec-
tion 8(0X3)).

2-87. Anyone who puts Verify that the supervsory authority is notified of the facility's existence
a facility subject to notifi- prior to putting it in operation. (12X)(4X5X7)
cation requirements into
operation must inform the Verify that the nofication includes all such documentation as is neces-
superviory authority sary to evaluate it.
prior to putting it into
operation (VbF, Section
8(4)).

(1) LOS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Departmnent (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bioenvironmental Engineering) (6) Disaster Prepuedness Office (7) LGT (Transportation Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

2-8. If a facility that Verify that the installation notifies the supervisory authority after 6 mo
orequirs a permit (see have passed if a facility that requires a permit is taken out of operation

below) is taken out of for longer than 6 mo. (1)(2)(4X5)(7)
operation for longer than
6 mo, the supervisory
authority must be notified
when the 6 mo have
ended (VbF, Section 22).

2-89. If a facility that Verify that the supervisory has been informed in advance if a facility that
requires a permit (see requires a permit is being put back into operation after having been out
below) has been out of of operation for more than 6 mo. (1)(2)(4)(5)(7)
operation for more than 6
mo, the supervisory
authority must be
informed in advance if it
is to be put back into).ration (VbF, Section

. 2-90. Installations that Verify that portable containers for combustible liquids of Dangerous.
construct or operate facil- Materials Classes Al, All, and B with a capacity of more than 1 L are
ities for the storage, fil- used only if they have official design approval from the competent
ling, or transfer of coin- authority. (1)(2)(4X5)(7)
bustible liquids on land
may use certain types of (NOTE: This applies only to portable containers the load-bearing walls
equipment in those facili- of which are not all metal.)
ties only if that equip-
ment has official design
approval from the com-
petent authority (VbF,
Section 12).

0
(1) LGS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Departmnent (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE
(Bioenvironmental Engineering) (6) Disaster Preparedness Office (7) LGT (Transportation Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALI ,4ANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUnRMENTS:

inipection (NOTE: This section does not aply if combustible liquids are part of
the working process in the wckice, if Mwey are kpt hand in the
quantities necessary for the work carried out in he workplace, if they ae
stored (for short periods only) as finished products or intermediate pro-
ducts of the workpace, or if they are saored in quantities necessary for
laboratory use.)

2-91. Certain facilities (NOTE: It is the repnibility of the insmtllation &D arrange for the
must be inspected by spe- necessary iseý .)
cialists in certain cir-
cumstances (VbF, Sec- Verify that the following facilities are inspected by specialists before they
tions 13(1), 13(2)). ae put into operation, and every five yr thereafter, or before they are put

back into operation after their design or operation has been substantially
modified, or if they have been out of operation for more than I yr.
(1X2X4X5)(7)

- stoa facilities that equire a permit (we above) (NOTE: Storage
are for portable containers are exempted.)

- storage awea for portable containers, if the aras require a permit
(NOTE: VbF appear to contradict itself at this point.)

- outdoor storage areas for aboveground containers, if the areas
require a pemiit, and storage areas for underground tanks.

2-92. The certificate of Verify that the cetificate of inspectior or a copy of it is kept near the
inspection or a copy of it facility. (1X2X4X5)(7)
must be kept near the
facility (VbF, Section18(3)).

Incident Reporting (NOTE: This section does not apply if combustible liquids are part of
the workdng process in the workplace, if they are kept at hand in the
quantities necessary for the work carried out in the workplace, if they are
stored (for short periods only) as finished products or intermediate pro.
ducts of the workplace, or if they are stored in quantities necessary for
laboratory use.)

2-93. The supervisory Verify that the spr ,authority is notified immediately of the fol-
authority must be notified lowing events: (1X2X4X5X7)
immediately of the cer-
tain events (VbF, Section - an explosion
23(l)). - a fire

- an unintentional release of combutible liquid from a container or
pipline", if the release occus at a rate greater dan 10 LL

- an injury accident involving the dangers that are typically associ-
ated with the facility.

(1) LGS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineeirg) (3) Fire Depatmnent (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bioenvronmental Engineering) (6) Disastr Prepmedness Office (7) LGT (rnortation Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

DANGEROUS-
MATERIALS CLASSES
Al, All, OR B

General Requirements

2-94. Certain facilities Verify tha the following facilities have lightening protection:
must have lightening pro- (1)(2)(4)(5X7)
tection (VbF, Appendix
11,100.9). - buildings in which ae found aboveground facilities for the storage,

filling, or transfer of combustible liquids
. outdoor aboveground tanks
- underground tanks that w not surrounded on all sides by earth,

concrme, masonry, or several of those materials.

2-95. Facilities for the Verify that facilities for the storage, filling, or transfer of combustible
storage, filling, or transfer liquids have access mutes for firfighters that are so laid out and labelled
of combustible liquids that locations where fires are likely to occur can be reached quickly and
must have access routes unhindered. (IX2X4X5X7)
for firefighters that are so
laid out and labelled that
locations where fires are
likely to occur can be
reached quickly and
unhindered (VbF, Appen-
dix H1, 100.5(2)).

2-96. Combustible Verify that no combustible liquids aie stored in the following locations:
liquids may not be stored (IX2X4X5X7)
in certain locations (VbF,
Section 11). - in passageways [Durchgaenge und Dirchfahztenj

- on stairways or in stairwells
- in generally accessible corridors
- on the roofs of houses, hospitals, office buildings. and similar

buildings, or in the attics of such buildings
- in workrooms [(Aibe]aeume]
- in guestrooms and bars.

0
(1) LOS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engbintring) (3) Fir Dqpartimet (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE
(Bicvirmnmental Engineering) (6) Disaster Pparednes Office (7) L4T (riaroportation Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

R EGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
RIQJUM NTS:

Stae Arsm Not

Punmit Requirements

2-97. Storage rooms Verify that storage rooms above and belowground level are separated
above and belowground from other rooms by fire-proof walls. (IX2X4X5)(7)
level must be separated
from other rooms by
fire-proof walls (VbF,
Appendix D. 110.1(2)).

2.98. Storage rooms Verify that storage rooms above and belowground level and storage areas
above and belowground for aboveground containers are not accessible to general traffic.
level and storage aeas (1)(2X4)(5X7)
for aboveground con-
tainers may not be acces-
sible to general traffic
(VbF, Appendix 13,
110.1(4)).

2.99. Unauthorized pr- Verify that unauthorized persons do not have access to indoor or outdoor
sons may not enter indor storage areas. (1)(2)X4)5)(7)
or outdoor storage areas,
and an easily legible, Verify that an easily legible, readily visible sign is posted to indicate that
readily visible sign must access is forbidden to unauthorized persons.
be present to indicate that
fact (VbF, Appendix II,
110.1(5)).

Storage Areas Subject
to Notificationr
Permit Requirements

2-100. Combustible Verify that combustible liquids are stored in containers from which they
liquids must be stored in cannot escape, or we stored in such a way that escaping combustible
containers from which liquids can be contained, identified, and disposed o(. (1X2X4X5)(7)
they cannot escape, or
they must be stored in (NOTE: This requirement does not apply to combustible liquids stored
such a way that escaping aboveground in very small quantities.)
combustible liquids can
be contained, identified,
and dsposed of (VbF,
Appendix n9, 110.2(2)).

(1) LGS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Department (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bienvirnmmenud Engineering) (6) DisterPreparedness Office (7) LGT (Transprtabon Officer)
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COMPLANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

REULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

2-101. Siorage nas Verify that storage areas both above and belowground level, and outdoor
both above and storage areas for aboveground containers, we not accessible to general
belowground level, and traffic. (IX2X4X5)(7)
outdoor mrase areas for
aboveground containers,
may not be accessible to
general traffic (VbF,
Appendix 11, 1102(5)).

2-102. Unauthorized Verify that unauthorized persons do not have access to indoor or outdoor
peons may not enter storage areas. (1X2X4)(5)(7)
indoor or outdoor storage
areas, and an easily legi- Verify that an easily legible, readily visible sign is posted to indicate that
ble, readily visible sign access is forbidden to unauthorized persons.
must be present to indi-
cate that fact (VbF,
Appendix U, 1 IC.1(S)).

Additional Requirements
on Storage Rooms Above.and Belowground Level
Sub to
Notification or to
Permit Requirements

2-103. The quantities of Verify ta the quantities of combustible liquids stored in storage rooms
combustible liquids stored are consistent with the storage area's fire load. (1X2X4)(5)(7)
in storage rooms are to
be consistent with the (NOTE: "Fire load" is not defined.)
storage area's fire load
(VbF. Appendix U,
110.3(1)).

2-104. The walls, ceil- Verify that the walls, ceilings, and doors of storage rooms are at least
ings, and doors of storag fire-resistant and are built of noncombustible materials. (IX2X4X5X7)
rooms must at least be
fire-resistant and must be
built of noncombustible
materials C'. Appendix
IU, 110.3(2)).

. (1) LGS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Deputnent (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bioenvirmnentul Engineeing) (6) Disaster preparadness Office (7) LOT (Transportation Officer)
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COMLIiANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Germano 0

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
iIQUEMENTS:

2-105. Storage rooms Verify that torage roms art ueprated from other rooms by fireproof
must be separated from wals. (1X2X4XSX7)
othe roams by firepro~of
wails (VWF. Appendix II,
110.3(3)).

2-106. Storage rooms Verify that storage woms are not located next to rooms that are or may
may not be located next be occupied by people for more than a bid period of time.
to rooms that are or may (IX2X4X5X7)
be occupied by people for
more than a brief period (NOTE: Rooms that are used by storage area personnel are not included
of time (VbF. Appendix in the scope of this requiremenL)
H1, 110.3(4).(5)).

2-107. Storage rooms Verify that storage rooms are adequately illuminated and ventilated.
must be adequately (IX2X4)(5)(7)
illuminated and ventilated
(VbF, Appendix II,
110.3(6)).

Additiomal Requirements
an Outdoor Storage i.
Aboveground Comtalmers
that i Subject to a
Nodcastiom Requirement
or to Permit
Requirements

2-108. Buildings and Verify that buildings and outdoor abovegrund tanks are separated by
outdoor aboveground enough distance to prevent one catching fire from the other.
tanks must be separated (1X2X4X5X7)
by enough distance to
p et one from catch-
mg fre from the Other
(VbF, Appendix II,
110.4(1)).

2-109. There must be Verify that there is sufficient distance between tanks to allow for effec-
sufficient distance tive firefighting. (1X2X4X5)(7)
between tanks to allow
for effective fiefighting
(VbF. Appendix 1,
110.4(2)).

(1) LOS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (EBm Civil Enginering) (3) Fure Deqatnert (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bioenvironm ntal Engineering) (6) Disaster pwedss Office (7) LOT (Tnmspwtation Officer)
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COMFUANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

German

REGUIATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREbMNTS:

2-110. Siorage areas Verify that maorage ea are surmrnded by a safety strip that is con-
must be suounded by a mitent with the design of the containers and with the amount of combus-
safety sinp that is con- tible material stored in the ra. (IX2X4X5X7)
sistentwih the design of
the containers and with
the anount of combusti-
ble material stored in the
ama (VbF, Appendix 19,
110.4(3)).

Filling Stations
in Rooms

2-111. Combustible Verify that combustible liquids we stored in containers from which they
liquids must be stored in cannot escape, or we stored in such a way that escaping combustible
containers from which liquids can be contained, identified, and disposed of. (1X2)(4X5)(7)
they cannot escape, or
they must be stored in (NOTE: This requirement does not apply to combustible liquids stored
such a way that escaping aboveground in very small quantities.)
combustible liquids can
be contained, identified,
and disposed of (VbF,
Appendix II, 111.2(2)).

2-112. Storage ames Verify that storage arm both above and belowground level and outdoor
both above and storage areas for aboveground containers, ae not accessible to general
belowground level, and traffic. (1X2)(4X5)(7)
outdoor storage areas for
aboveground containers,
may not be accessible to
general traffic (VbF,
Appendix U, 110.2(5)).

2-113. Combustible Verify that combustible liquids of Dangerous-Materials Class AM me
liquids of Dangerous- stored within the effective horizontal range of a fill nozzle for combusti-
Materials Class AM may ble liquids of Dangerous-Materials Classes Al, AIL or B under the fol-
be stored within the lowing conditiom only:. (IX2X4X5)(7)
effective horizontal range
of a fill nozzle for comn- - in underground tanks that me surrounded on all sides by an eathen
bustible liquids of covering, or
Dangerous-Materials - in underground tanks with a capacity of no more than 5000 L, if
Classes Al, All, or B the level of liquid stoed does not reach aboveground level, or
under certain conditions - in aboveground tanks with a capacity of no mome than 1000 L.
only (VbF, Appendix n9,
112.2(2)).

0
(1) LGS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fie Depatment (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE
(Biovwiroi.menua Engineern) (6) Disster Pnralmn Offike (7) LOT (Trunporrion Officr)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Gemr

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
RM UMENTS:

2.114. Fuel may not be Verify that fuel is no stord together with EL fuel oil in subdivided
stored together with EL tanks. (IX2X4X5X7)
fuel oil in mbivided
,mbs (VbF, Appendix U,
. ,,2.2(3)).

(1) LGS (Base Supply) (2) BC (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fir Depbarmet (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bioaimnmnt EnSimeeri) (6) DiMaer repaednes Office (7) LGT MuTra stion Offira)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

German

REGUIATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
RIDQUIREhMENTS:

General Pmvbiam for
Permanent Tanks
(Metal or Noimetal)

2-115. The walls of Verify that the walls of permanent tanks, whether of metal or not, meet
prianent tanks, whether the following requirements: (IX2X4)(5)(7)
of metal or not, must
meet certain requirements - tank walls are able to meet the mechanical, chemical, and thermal
(VbF. Appendix 1n, demands that can be expected to be placed on them
120.2). - tank walls are impervious to the comb be liquids they may con-

tain and to vapors geneaed by those liquids
- tank walls ge age-resismant ad firepo
- tank walls are so designed that they do not give rise to electostatic

charges.

2-116. Permanent tanks, Verify that permanent tanks, whether of metal or not, meet the following
whether of metal or not, requirements: (IX2X4X5)(7)
must meet certain
requirements (VbF, - tanks must be structurally sound and so designed that they are able
Appendix 1, 120.3). to meet the demands placed on them and remain free of leaks

- tanks must be resistant to the statc pressure of the liquid they con-
tain, to excess or reduced pressue that might arise in the course
of qoeration, and to external strains and influences

- if combustible liquids of various Dangerous-Materials Classes or
combustible liquids that could have dangerous by products if
mixed are stored together in a subdivided tank, the compartments
must be separate such that the liquids and their vapors cannot
interact.

2-117. Permanent tanks Verify that permanent tanks are set up on foundations and installed in
must be set up on founda- such a way that shifts and dips that could compromise the safety of the
tions and installed in such tanks or their equipment cannot occur. (1X2X4X5)(7)
a way that shifts and dips
that could compromise
the safety of the tanks or
their equipment cannot
occur (VbF, Appendix ]a,
120.4).

2-118. Tanks must have Verify that tanks have ventilation and pressure release equipment that
ventilation and pressure prevents dangerous overpressures or underpressures from arising.
release equipment that (IX2X4X5X7)
prevents dangerous over-
pessures or underpres-rares from wrising (VbF,
Appendix 11, 120.5(1)).

(1) LGS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fur Deperbtit (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bioenvirmnmental Engineering) (6) Disaster Preparedness Office (7) LGT (Tm otaton Offi er)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATRIUALS MANAGEMENT

Germama

RGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIRMENTS:

2-119. Treks must have Verify that tanks have such safety equipmen as is necessary harmlessly
such safty equipment as to draw off ir/vapor mixa e that wise in the course of filling.
is n ssm y harmlessly to (IX2X4XS)(7)
draw off r/vapor mix-
tures that wise in the
course of filling (VbF,
Appendix 11, 120.5(2)).

2-120. Tank openings Verify a tank openings through which flanes might be able to enter
through which flames the tank have valves that prevent flashback. (1)(2X4 SX7)
might be able to enter the
tank must have valves (NOTE: This requirmnent does not apply so the openings of tanks in
that prevent flashback which explosive conditions can be expected not to aise given the cir-
(VbF. Appendix 11, cumstancs, nor to those tanks that could suffer the explosion of air/vapor
120.5(3)). mixtures inside them without themselves exploding. Further, it does not

apply to the following:
- tank openings ta re securely shut in the cou of opeation. and

we so seue that no unintentional loosening of seals is possible
- lockable openings for manual gauging
- gauge pipes for tanks with floating covers
- openings of floating covers the caps of which are opened only

when the cover rem on its supports.)

2-121. All tanks must Verify that all tanks ae equipped with a device that indicates fluid level.
equipped with a dev- (1X2X4)XSX7)

ice thatindicates fluid
level (VbF, Appendix 11, (NOTE: Level indicators we not required on aboveground tanks made of
120.5(4)). synthetic material that is sufficiently transparent to allow the level of the

liquid to be visible.)

2-122. All tanks must Verify that all tanks are equipped with overflow prevention devices that
be equipped with over- either sound an alarm or interupt the process of filling if an overflow is
flow prevention devices going to occur. (IX2X4X5X7)
that eitr sound an alarm
or interrupt the process of
filling if an overflow is
going to occur (VbF,
Appendix 11, 120.5 (5)).

2-123. Any connection Verify doht any connection to a pipeline below the permissible liquid
to a pipeline below the level of a tank has a shut-off device. (IX2X4X5)(7)
pernissible liquid level of
a tank mum have a shut-
off device (VbF. Appen-
dix 11, 120.5(6)).

(1) LOS (Bue Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil EnSieering) (3) Fire Depatment (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bioenvronmental Engineing) (6) Disaster prepardness Office (7) LGT (Twspwtswn Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

RGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

2-124. All tanks must Verify that all tanks have at least oneoennig thrugh which the tank
have at least one openin may be entered or inspected visually. (X)45X(7)
through which die tank
may be entered or
inspected visually (VbF,
Appendix 11, 120.5(7)).

2-125. Pipelines that Verify that pipelines that conduct liquid and we part of the equipment of
conduct liquid and are tanks meet the following requirements: (1)(2X4)(5X7)
part of the equipment of
tanks are subject to cer- - such pipelines we able to meet the mechanical, chemical, and ther-
tain requirements (VbF, inal demands that can be expected to be placed on them
Appendix 11, 120.5(8)). - such pipelim we impervious to the combustible liquids they may

contain and to vapors generated by those iquids
- such pielines ar age-resistantd ro
- such pipelines we so designed that they do not give rise to elec-

trostatic charges
- such Pilres must be strucualy sound and so designed that they

we awblue tmeet the dnands placed on diem and remain free of
leaks

- such pipelines must be resistant to the static pressure of the liquid
they contain, to excess or reduced pressures that might arise in the
course of operation, and to external strains and influences.

2-126. All tanks must Verify that all tanks have manufacturer's placards that give all the infor-
have manufacturer's pla- mation necessary to distinguish them. (1)(2)4X5X7)
cards that give all the
infomation necessary to
distinguish them (VbF,
Appendix I1, 120.6).

Additional Provisions
for Permanent Tanks
(Metal or Nonmetal)
with Interior
Overpremure

2-127. Permanent tanks Verify that permanent utaks with interior oveapressure aequipped with
with interior ovaqrssure a device that allows the interior pressure to be monitored (1)2(4X)X5)(7)
must be equipped with a
device that allows the

:2:eFVbFAppen-
dix II, 120.7(1)).

(1) LOS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Department (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bioenvironmental Engineering) (6) Disaster Prqardnes Office (7) LOT (Transportation Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

EGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
RQUIREMENTS.:

2-128. Pumane tanks Verify that permanent tanks with interior overpessure have a safety dev-
with Interior overpressure ice that prevents permissible pressures from beung exceeded. if permissi-
must have a safely devce ble pressures can indeed be exceeded. (IX2X4XSX7)
that prevents permissible
pressue from being

if permissible
pressures can indeed be
exceeed (VbF, Appendix
II, 120.7(2)).

2-129. Tanks with inte- Verify tha tanks with interior overpressure da may be opened in the
rior overpressure that course of operation have release equipment that can be operated by hand.
may be opened in the (1X2X4)(5X7)
course of operation must
have release equipment
that can be operated by
hand (VbF, Appendix U,
120.7(3)).

2-130. Tanks in which Verify that tanks in which it is possible that an interior overpressure
it is possible that an inte- might arise but that are not resistant to interior overpressure a equipped
nrio overpressure might with a device that prevents interior overpressures from arising.
rise but that are not (1X2X4)(5)(7)

resistant to interior over-
pressure must be
equipped with a device
that prevents interior
overpessures from aris-ing (VbP, Appendix U,
120.7(4)).

Metal Permanent Tanks

2-131. Tanks that are Very that tanks that awe made of materials that ae not corrosion-
made of materials that are resistant ae protected against external corrosion. (IX2X4X)(57)
not conmosion-resistant
must be protecitd against
external corrosion (VbF,
Appendix II, 121.1(1)).

2-132. The interior Verify that the interior walls of tanks have corrosion protection, if it is
walls of tanks must have necessary given dte nature of the material being stored. (1)(2X4X)(57)
coroion protection
under certain cir- (NOTE: Double-walled tanks we not subject to this requirement, nor are
cumstances (VbF, Appen- those that are located in containment areas.)
dix ii, 121.1(2)).

(1) L•S (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Department (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bioenvironmental Enineering) (6) Dimater Preparedness Office (7) LOT (Transportation Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

REQUIREMENTS:

Portable Containers

2-133. The walls of Verify that the walls of portable containers, whether of metal or not,
portable containers, meet the following requirements: (1)(2X4)(5)(7)
whether of metal or not,
must meet certain - container walls are able to meet the mechanical, chemical, and
requirements (VbF. thermal demands that can be expected to be placed on them
Appendix 13, 143.2(1)). - container walls are impervious to the combustible liquids they may

contain and to vapors generated by those liquids
- container walls anm age-resistant and fireproof
- container walls are so designed that they do not give rise to elec-

trostatic charges.

2-134. Portable con- Verify that portable containers are labelled with information on the
tainers must be labelled dangers of the combustible liquids they contain. (1)(2X4)(5)(7)
with information on the
dangers of the combusti-
ble liquids they contain
(VbF, Appendix U,
143.2(2)).

OOperational
Requirements

2-135. The installation Verify that the installation presents the content of the applicable parts of
is required to meet cer- the Verordnung ueber brennbare Fluessigkeiten in a comprehensible form
tain educational require- to its employees. (1)2X4)(5)(7)
ments relevant to com-
bustible liquids (VbF. Verify that information on the content of the applicable parts of the
Appendix II, 180.1(1)). Verordnung ueber brennbare Fluessigkeiten is displayed in an appropriate

place in the work areas.

Verify that at least once a year the installation informs people who work
with combustible liquids of the dangers that may arise in the course of
storage, filling, or transferring those liquids.

Verify that at least once a year the installation informs people who work
with combustible liquids of measures for avoiding the dangers that may
arise in the course of storge, filling, or trasferring those liquids.

2-136. Only cetain per- Verify that the installation empl only those professionals in the con-
sons may be employed in struction, maintenance, repair, and cleaning of its facilities or parts of its
the maintenance, repair, facilities who have the equipment that is necessary to carry out the work
and cleaning of the instal- safely. (IX2X)(4X5)(7)
lations facilities (VbF,
Appendix 11, 180.1(4)).

0
(1) LOS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Department (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE
(Bioenvionmental Engineering) (6) Disser Preparedness Office (7) LGT (Transportation Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Gerum

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
I•QUIREMENTS:

R Iurm ts for
Coiftamn

2-137. Containes must Verify that filling of containers is carried out in such a way that the con-
not be over-filled (VbF, tainers are not over-filled. (IX2X4X5)(7)
Appendix 11. 180.2(1)).

2-138. Filling of con- Verify that filling of containers is carried out in such a way that electros-
tainers must be carried tatic charges are not produced. (IX2)(4)(5X7)
out in such a way thad
electrostatic charges arenot produced (VbF,
Appendix U. 180.2(2)).

2-139. Certain max- Verify that the overpressure does not exceed 0.1 bar when filling tanks
imum overpressure limits that do not operate with interior pressure. (IX2X4X)(X7)
must be observed when
filling tanks that do not (NOTE: When taks without interior pressure that have been given an
operate with interior pres- overpressure rating of at least 2 bar are being filled, overpressures up to
sure (VhF, Appendix II, 0.5 bar are permissible.)
180.2(3)).

2-140. A gas displace- Verify that a gas displacement process is used if air/vapor mixtures that
ment process must be occur in the course of filling cannot be conducted away safely.
used if aI/vapor mixtures (1X2X4X5X"7)
that occur in the course
of filling cannot be con-
ducted away safely (VbF,Appendix 11, 180.2(5)).

2-141. The permissible Verify that the permissible fill-level for containers is calculated so that
fill-level for conainers the containers do not overflow and or that mightcopromise
must be calculated so that the liquid-tightness of the containers do not arise. (1X2X4X5X7)
die containers do not
overflow and overpres-
sums that nuight
compromise the. liquid-
tightness of the containers
do not arise (VbF,
Appendix U,180.2(5)).

(1) LOS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Depaaiment (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Biomiromnental Ensineering) (6) Disaster Preparedness Office (7) LOT (1Tranportaton Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

German

REULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
RI•QUMENCENTS:

2-142. Only noncom- Varify that only noncombustible pses or those that do not support
bustble gases or those combustion re used as •essurants in the mixing or transer of combusti-
that do not support ble liquids. (1X2X4XS)7)
combustion may be used
as ireusurants in the mix- (NOTE: This restriction does not apply to the tanks of vacuum-pressure
ing or tranfer of combus- tank trucks.)
tible liquids (VbF,
Appendix 11,180.2(6)).

2-143. Containers that Verify that containers that are taken out of service are secured in such
are taken out of service way that they do not pose a danger to workers or to third parties.
are to be secured in such (1)(2X4)(5)(7)
way that they do not pose
a danger to workers or to
third parties (VbF,
Appendix IU. 180.2(7)).

DANGEROUS.
MATERIALS CLASS
AM

2.144. Facilities for the Verify that facilities for the storage, filling, and transfer of combustible
storaJ , filling, and liquids have adequate fire protection equipment. (1)(2)(4X5)(7)
ranser of combustible
liquids must have ade-
quate fire protectionequipment (VbF, Appen-
dix U., 200.3(1)).

2.145. Facilities for the Verify that facilities for the storage, filling, or transfer of combustible
storage, filling, or transfer liquids have access routes for firefighters that are so laid out and labelled
of combustible liquids that locations where fires are likely to occur can be reached quickly and
must have access routes unhindere. (IX2X4)(5)(7)
for firefighters that are so
laid out and labelled that
locations where fires are
likely tooccur can be
reached quickly and
unhindehe (VbF, Appen-
dix II. 200.3(2)).

0
(1) LGS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil EngineerinS) (3) Fire Department (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE
(Bioenvironeal EnSineeriq) (6) Disaster Prepdmness Ofrie (7) LOT (Trnsportation Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

2-146. Combustible Verify OWa combustible liquids we stored in containers from whicch they
liquids must be stored in cannot escape, or Fe shend in such a way tha escaping combustible
containers from which liquids can be contained, identified, and disposed of. (1X2X4X5X7)
they cauinot escape, or
they must be stored. in (NOTE: This requirement does not apply to combustible liquids stored
such a way that escapig aboveground in very small quantities.)
combustible liquds can
be contained, identified,
and disposed of(b,
Appendix 11, 210.1(2)).

2-147. The capacity of Verity that the capacity of containment ama is sufficiently great that
contaiment mrea is to be what is stored in the area cannot esicape the containment marea
sufficiently great tha (1X2X4X5X(7)
what is stored in fth area
cannot escape die con-
tainment area (VbF,
Appendix U., 210.1(3)).

2-148. Containment Verif that containment areas we built of nonflammable materials and
mua must be built of are sufficiently impermeable and leakproof. (JX2X4XSX7)
nonflammable materials
and must be sufficiently
impermeable and leak-

' .Appendix UI,

2- 149. Unauthorized Verify that unauthorized persons do not have access to storae mu.
persons may not enter (1X2X4X5X7)
storage amu (VbF.
Appendix 11, 2 10.1(5)). Verify that an easily legible, readily visible sign is posted to indicate that

access is fbibidden to unauthorized persons.

2-150. Combustible Verify that combustible liquids of Dangerous-Miateials Class AMU we
liquids of Dangerous- sgored within the effective. luxzonta range of a fill nozzle for combusti-
Materials Class AM may ble liquids of Duigeoua-Miaterials Casse AI, All, or B unider the fol-
be stored within die lowing condition only- (1)(2#X5)(7)
deffctive horizonta range
of a fill nizrie for comn- - in undergound tanks tha we .vrounded on all aides by an earthen
bustible liquids of covering or
Duigerus-Maserials - in underground tanks with a capacity of no more dian 5000 L, if
Classes AL, All, or B tie lee of liquid stared does notr each aberon leeLo
onder certai copnditin 11 in abovegreund uks with a capacity of no more tha 1000 L.

112.2(2)).

(1) LOS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Enghwineazi) (3) Fire Department (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE
(Bomvuavwuental Enguimering) (6) Disaste Prparedness Office (7) LOT ampoiwtation Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

German

XIULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
IEQUIREMENTS:

2-151. The quantities of Verify that the quantities of combustible liquids snted in storage rooms
'combustible liquids stored are consistent with the storage area's fire load. (IX2X4XSX7)
in storage moms are to
be consistent with the (NOTE: "Fire losd" is not defined.)
sWrae mea's fire load

Appendix 11,
210.2(1)).

2-152. The walls, ceil- Verify that the walls, ceilings, and doors of storage rooms are at least
ings, and doors of storage fire-resistant and are built of noncombustible materials. (IX2X4X5)(7)
rooms must at least be
fire-resistant and must be
built of noncombustible
materials (VbF. Appendix
ID, 210.2(2)).

2-153. Storage rooms Verify that storage rooms ae separated from other rooms by fireproof
must be separated from walls. (IX2X4)(5)(7)
other rooms by fireproof
walls (VbF, Appendix n,
210.2(3)).

RHEINLAND-PFALZ
HAZARDOUS
SUBSTANCES

2.154. Containers and Verify that containers and pipelines for comnbustibh, gases and liquids are
pipelines for combustible reliable and fireproof and do not cause danger or unreasonable nuisance.
gases and liquids must be (1X2X4)(5)(7)
reliable and fireproof and
may not cause danger or
unreasonable nusance
(LBauO, Section 36(1)).

2-155. Conutdrs for Verify that containers for combustible gases and liquids are placed only
combustible gases and in those rooms or areas in which no dangers can aise gien the location,

d may be placed size, design, and use of the rooms or areas. (1X2X4X5)(7)
only in those rooms or
atea in which no dangers
can wise, given the loca-
tion, size, design, and use
of he rooms or aeas
(LBauO, Section 36(4)).

(1) LOS (Base Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (3) Fire Depmtnent (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bioenvironmental Eineering) (6) Disaster Preparedness Office (7) LOT (lransortaion Officer)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Gamm

R ULATOR'f REVIEWER CHECKS:
ltDQUEUgMENTS- __________________________

2-156. Cnmbustible Verify dht conbutible nmerials are tared such dtat neither danger nor
maserials um to be strd unreasonable nuisance can wrise. (IX2X4XSX7)
such diet aside duiger
nor muleauoable nw-
mance can aise (LBauO,
Section 36(6)).

2-157. Combustible Verify mat combustible liquids with a flashpoint under 21 °C are not
liquids a flashpoint used in garges. (IX2X4X5)(7)
under 21WC may notbe
used in garages (Garagen-
verordnung, Section
23(3)).

(1) LGS (De Supply) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineeriý) (3) Fzm Depulment (4) Safety Officer (5) BEE

(Bio cnmWl Engneerng) (6) Disasfterrpm e2- Office (7) LOT (u64o Officer)
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¶ible 2-1

Char1s Relaed to Hazardous Substanca Ordinance (GefStiaf

Mhart One: Caied List ot Hmxrdoin Solveni

a~m 1: Eigg* Thdc and Todc Mateil

Number from
Chalt vi Name of Material

Cass I/&

78 Ariilin
123 Benzene
284 2-Chlioehaowl (Ethylene chlorbydnine)
425 1,2-Dibromethae (Ethylene dibromide)
936 Carbon disulfide

1126 Nitwbenzene
1164 Plntachlorethane
1245 2-Piopen-l-ol (Allyl alcohol)01337 1,1,2,2-Tetrabromethane (Acetylene tetimbromide)
1338 1,1 ,2,2-Tetrachlorethane
1341 Teirachlormethane (Carbon tetracholoride)

Class Ib

446 2,2'-Dichlor-diethyl ether
817 2-Furyl-inethanal (Furfural)
938 Cresol

1185 ]Phenol
1224 Piperidine

Class IAc

8 Acetonitril
187 1-Brompropane
855 2-Hexanon (Methylbutylketone)
981 Methanol (Methyl alcohol)
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Table 2.1 (codmilad)

Cians U: Relatively Lm Toxic Materials

Number from
c1bat vI Name of Material

Cass IIa

269 Chlorobenzene
308 I-Chor1oz-nitropropane
443 1 ,2-Dichlorobenzene (o-Dicholowobenzerie)
450 1,2-Cichloroethane (Ethylene chloride)
648 1 4-Dioxan
815 Fudurfyl alcohol
852 Hexane, a mix of isomers with more than 5% n-hexane

1044 4-Methyl-pent.3-en-2-OD (Mesityl oxide)
1133 1-Nilropropane
1134 2-Nitrolpropane
1275 PYfidine
1402 1,1 ,2-Tricholoroethae
1408 Ttichloromethane (Chloroform)

Cass Iyb

20W 2-Butoxy-ethanol (Butyl glycol)
428 Dibrommethane (Methylene bromide)
449 1 ,1-Dicholotoethane (Ethylide chloride)
451 1 ,-Dichloroethene (1 ,-Dichloroethylene)
452 1 ,2-Dichloroethene (1 ,2-Dichloroethylene)
476 Dichloropropane
559 N~N-Dimetbyl acetamide
588 N,14.Dimethyl formainide

1128 Nitroethane
1129 Nitiomethane
1339 Tetrachloroethene (Perchlorethylene)
1403 Micholroethene (Tricbloroethylene)
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Number from
Ch~art VI Name of Material

132 Benzyl alcohol
323 Chloropropant
375 Cyclohexanon
577 Dimethyl carbonate
735 Ethylbenzene
738 2-Ethylbutanol
988 2-Metboxyedtkanol (Methyl glycol)

1015 2-Methyl-cyclohexanon
1054 o-Methylstyrol (2-Vinyl-toluene)
1068 Monochloropentane (Amy) chloride)
1172 2,4-Nentandion
1335 Tu~rpentine oil
1376 Toluene
1401 1 ,1,1-M1icholoroethane
1481 Xylene

Class 11/d

73 Amy) alcohol, excepting ter-Pentanol
201 Butanol, excepting terto-Butanol (Butyl alcohol)
209 2-Butoxy-ethyl-acetate (Butyiglycol acetate)
211 1-(2-Butoxypropoxy)-2-pwpanoI
374 Cyclohexanol
459 Dichloromethane (Methylene chloride)
710 EMtandiol
727 2-Ethoxy-ethyl acetate (Ethyiglycol acetate)
830 2-Heptanon
854 1-Hexanol
896 2-Isopropoxy-etbanol (Isopropyl glycol)
989 2-Metboxy-ethyl acetate (Methyiglycol acetate)

1004 2-Methylbutanol-2 (tertrentanol)
1014 2-Methylcyclohexanol
1045 2-Methylpropanol-2 (teft-Butyl alcohol)
1355 Tetrahydrothiophene-1 ,-dioxide (Sulfolan)
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caumdc Mfateials

Level at
which given
symbol is
part of
label

C )G

415 1,2-Diaminoethane (Ethylenediamine) >10 > 2
708 Acetic anhyduide >20 >8

1251 Propionic anhydride >25 >10

Irritants

155 2,5-Bis-(hydroxymehl)tetrahydrofuran >10
210 3-Butoxy-2-propyl alcohol >25
499 1,1-Dietboxy-ethaae (Acetal) >10
590 2,6-Dimethyl-heptane-4-on (Diisobutyl ketone) >10
430 Di-n-butyl ether >10
726 2-Ethoxy-ethanol (Ethyl glycol) >25
867 4-Hydroxy-4-methyl-pentane-2-on (diacetone alcohol) >10
894 Isopropenylbenzene (&-Metliylstyrne) >25
902 Jsopropylbenzene (Cumene) >25
967 p.Methadien-1,8(9) (Dipentene) >25
971 Mesitylene (1 ,3,5-Mimethylbenzene) 325
1027 5-Methyl-3-heptanon >10
1041 2-Methyl-2,4-pentandiol >;10
1042 4-Methyl-pentane-2-ol (Methylamyl alcohol) >25
1052 N-Methyl-2-pyrrwlidon >10
1256 Propylbenzene >25
1319 Styrene >25
1350 Tebiahydrofuran >25
1351 Tetiahydrofurfuryl alcohol >10

(2-Hydrxmethyltetrahydrofuran)
1445 3,5,5-Trimethyl-2-cyclohexen-(1)-on >25
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Chart Two Cammed List of Surface Tmeafmr t Aventi (pain* varnishe,
cquers, pRe ervative inks adhive and snilar pparatm)

Ighly Toxic and Toxic Materials

Number from Name of Substance Concentration at which
Chart VI the given symbol

is part of labelling

A. Heavy Metal Compounds

T Xn
89 Arsenic pentoxide, acids of

arsenic, and their salts >0.2 0.1 - 0.2
arsenites, arsenates

90 Arsenic compounds >0.2 0.1 - 0.2
163 Lead alkyls >0.1 0.05 - 0.1

1280 Mercury alkyls >0.1 0.05 - 0.1
1282 Inorganic compounds

of mercury, excepting
Mercury(l) sulfide
(Cinnabar) >0.5 0.1 - 0.5

1283 Organic compounds
of mercury >0.5 0.05 - 0.5

B. Other Substances

17 Acrylonituile >1.0 0.2- 1.0
844 Alkali hexafluorosulphate (Na, K, NHsub4) >10.0 1.0- 10.0
149 1,3-Bis (2,3-epoxypropoxy) benzene

(Resorcinol diglycidyl ether) >0.1 0.025-0.1
282 1-Cbloro-2,3-epoxy-propane

(Epichlorhydrine) >0.1 0.025-0.1
495 Dicyclohexylmethane-4,4'-diisoeyanate >2.0 0.5- 2.0
497 1,2,3,4-Diepoxybutane (butadiene diepoxide) >0.1 0.025-0.1
505 N,N-Diethyl anilin >5.0 1.0 - 5.0
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T"b~ 2.1 (eaunamod)

Number from Name of Substance Concentrationi at which
Chart VI the given symbol

is part of labelling

610 Diethylene glycol diacrylate >2.0 0.2 -2.0

542 2,4-Diisocyanate-toluene (1)
2,6-Diisocyaziate-toluene (2)
Mixtures of I & 2 >2.0 0.5 -2.0

569 N,N-Dimetbyl aniline >5.0 1.0 -5.0

618 2,2-Dimethylpropandiol-1 ,3-diacrylate >5.0 0.2 -5.0

(Neopentylglycoldiacrylate)
621 N,N4-Dimatheyltoluidine >5.0 1.0 -5.0

686 l-Epoxyethyl-3,4-epoxycyclohexane >0.1 0.025-0.1
(Vinylcyclohexane diepoxide)

692 2,3-Epoxy-1-propyl alcohol (Glycidol) >5.0 1.0 -5.0

693 2,3-Epoxypropylacrylate (Glycidyl acrylate) >2.0 0.2 -2.0

803 Hydrogen fluoride (hydrofluoric acid) >0.5
806 Formaldehyde 5.0- 30.0
807 Formaldehyde >25.0
849 Hexamethylene-1,6-diisocyanate >2.0 0.5 -2.0

863 2-Hydroxy-ethyl-acrylate >2.0 0.2 -2.0

871 Hydroxypropylacrylate (mixture) >2.0 0.2 -2.0

885 3-Isocyanate methyl-3,5,5-trimetliyl-
cyclohexylisocyanate >2.0 0.5 -2.0 *
(Isophorondiisocyanate)W

927 Potassium nitrite >5.0 1.0-5.0
977 Methacrylonitrile (2-Methyl-2-propennitzile) >1.0 0.2 -1.0

1019 2,2'-Methylene-bis-(3,4,6-trichiorpheno]) >2.0 0.2 -2.0

(Hexachlorophene)
1068 Monochloracetic acid >5.0 0.5 -5.0

1108 Sodium nitrite >5.0 1.0-5.0
1166 Pentachlorophennl >5.0 0.5 -5.0

1167 Alkali salts of pentachlorophenol >5.0 0.5 -5.0

1189 Phenylenediamine >5.0 1.0-5.0
1343 2,3,4,6-Tetrachiorophenol >5.0 0.5 -5.0

1368 ¶hioglycolic acid >2.0 0.2-2.0
1441 Triorthocresylphosphate (mixtures with >1.0 0.2 -1.0

more than I% esterified o-cresol)
1446 2,2,4-T.'imethylhexamethylerne-1,6-diisocyanate(l)

2,2,4-4limethylliexamethylene.-1,6-diisocyanate(2)
Mixtures of (1) and (2) >2.0 0.5-2.0
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Relatively Les Toxic Suistances

Number from Name of Substance Concentration at which
Chart V1 the given symbol

is pert of labelling

A. Heavy metal compounds soluble in HCI 0.07 N

86 Antimony compounds, excepting antinomy
trioxide, diantinomy trioxide, diantinomy
pentoxide, diantinomy trisulfide, diantinomy
pentasulfide > 0.25

111 Barium salts, excepting Barium sulfate > 1.0
165 Lead compounds > 1.0
243 Cadmium compounds, excepting cadmium

sulfide, cadmium selenosulfide, and
mixtures of cadmium sulfide and zinc sulfide,
as well as mixtures of cadmium sulfide and
mercury sulfide > 0.1

B. Heavy metal compounds

1389 Tributyltin aphthenate > 2.0
1390 Tributyltin linoleate > 2.0
1391 Tributyltin oleate > 2.0
1423 Tricyclohexyltin compounds > 1.0
1436 Trihexyltin compounds > 1.0
1455 Tripentyltin compounds > 1.0
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Table 2.1 (caihamed)

Number from Name of Substance CODCentral0o at Which
£bartVl the given symbol

is part of labelling

C. Other substances

35 I-Allyloxy-2,3-epoxypropane (Allylglycidyl ether) > 1.0
150 1,4-Bis-(2,3-epoxypropoxy)butane > 1.0

(1 ,4-Butandiol-dglycidyl ether)
207 1-Butoxy-2,3-epoxypropazie > 1.0
299 4-Cblox'.3-methylphenol (4-CWor-m-cresol) > 5.0
413 Diallyl phthalate >:25.0
457 Dichlorisocyanuric acid, sodium salt > 10.0

Dicholorisocyanuric acid, potassium salt
494 Dicyclohexyl ammonium nitiite >10.0
503 2-Diethylaminoethyl methacrylate > 10.0
537 1,3-Dihydroxybenzene (Resorcinol) > 10.0

852-Dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate >10.0
655 Diphenylmethane-4,4'-diisocyanate (1)

Diphenylmethazie-2,4'-diisocyanate (2)
Diphenylmethane-2,2'-diisocyanate (3)
Mfixtures of (1), (2), and (3) > 2.0

658 4,4'-Diphenylmediane diisocyanat~, isomers, > 2.0
homologues, mixtures

689 1 ,2-Epoxy-3-phenoxypropane (Phenylglycidyl ether) > 1.0
694 2,3-Epoxypropyl rnethacrylate > 10.0
845 Hexafluorosilicate > 3.0

1040 1-Methyl-5-norbormen-2,3-dicarbonacetic anhydride > 10.0
1048 2-Methylpropyl acrylate >10.0
1140 2-Nlorbornyl acrylate > 10.0
1148 Oxalic acid > 5.0
1149 Oxalic acid salts > 5.0
1411 2,4,5-'frchorophenol > 5.0

2,4,6-17tcholorphenot
1437 1 ,2,3-Trihydroxybenzene (pyrogallol) > 10.0
1442 Tvicresyl phosphates (mixtures with no morm > 5.0

1% esterified o-cresol)
1462 Ths(2-chlorethyl) phosphate >25.0
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Corrosive Subsbtmm

No. in Chart VI Name of Substance Concentration at which
given Symbol is Assigned

C Xi

A. Acids

18 Acrylic acid >25.0 2.0- 25.0
43 Formic acid >25.0 10.0- 25.0

706 Acetic acid >25.0 10.0- 25.0
803 Hydrogen fluoride (hydrofluoric acid) > 0.5 0.1 - 0.5
843 Fluorosilicic acid >25.0 10.0- 25.0

(hydrofluodisilicic acid)
978 Methacrylic acid >25.0 2.0- 25.0

1181 Peroxyacetic acid >10.0 2.0- 10.0
1209 Phosphoric acid >25.0 10.0- 25.0
1249 Propionic acid >25.0 10.0- 25.0
1291 Nitric acid >20.0 5.0- 20.0
1294 Hydrochloric acid >25.0 10.C - 25.0
1301 Sulfuric acid >15.0 5.0- 15.0
1349 Tetrafluoroboric acid >25.0 10.0- 25.0

(borofluoric acid)
1377 p-toluenesulfonic acid >25.0 10.0- 25.0

(with mom than 5% H2SO4)
1400 Trichloroacetic acid > 5.0 1.0 - 5.0
1433 Trifluoroacetic acid >10.0 2.0- 10.0

B. Caustics

65 Dilute ammonia >35.0 10.0 - 35.0
924 Potassium hydroxide (caustic potash) > 5.0 1.0 - 5.0

1100 Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda) > 5.0 1.0 - 5.0
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No. in Chart VI Name of Substance Concentration at which
given Symbol is Assigned

C Xi

C. Other Substances

70 Ammonium biflouride > 1.0 0.1 - 1.0
71 Ammonium polysulfides > 5.0 1.0 - 5.0
97 3-Azapentane-1,5-diamine >10.0 1.0- 10.0

(Diethylene triamine)
95 4-Azaheptane-1,7-diamine >10.0 1.0- 10.0
198 1,3-Butanediol diacrylate >10.0 1.0- 10.0
199 1,4-Butanediol diacrylate >10.0 1.0- 10.0
339 Chromium trioxide (chromic anhydride) > 5.0 0.5 - 5.0
378 Cyclohexylamine >10.0 2.0- 10.0
415 1,2-Diaminoethane (ethylene diamine) >10.0 2.0- 10.0
420 3,6-Diazaoctane-1,8-diamine >10.0 1.0- 10.0

(Triethylene tetramine)
493 Dicyclohexylamine >10.0 2.0- 10.0
508 NN-Diethyl-1,3-diaminopropane >10.0 1.0- 10.0

(3-Diethylaminopropylamine)
580 N,N-Dimethyl-1,3-diaminopropane >10.0 1.0- 10.0

(3-Dimethylaminopropylamine)
708 Acetic anhydride >20.0 8.0- 20.0
891 Isophorone diamine >10.0 2.0 - 10.0

(3-Aminomethyl-3,5,5-timethyl-
cyclohexylamine)

923 Potassium hydrogen difluoride > 1.0 0.1 - 1.0
1076 Morpholine >10.0 1.0- 10.0
1099 Sodium hydrogen difluoride > 1.0 0.1 - 1.0
1230 Polyethylene amine >10.0 2.0- 10.0

(chains of length C4 to C16)
1336 3,6,9,12-Tetmazatetradecane-

1,14-diamine >10.0 2.0- 10.0
(Pentaethylene hexamine)

1385 3,6,9-Triazamdecane-1,11-diamine >10.0 1.0- 10.0
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Irritants

No. in Chart VI Name of Substance Concentration at which
given Symbol is Assigned

18 Acrylates > 10.0
57 2-Arnino-2-methyl-propyl alcohol > 10.0
68 Ammonium dichromate > 10.0

126 3,3,4,4'-Benzophenone tetracarbonic acid anhydride > 1.0
(4,4'-Carbonyl diphthalic acid anhydride)

138 Succinic acid anhydride > 1.0
1022 2,2-Bis-I4-(2,3-epoxypropoxy)-phenyl]-piropane > 1.0

(Bis(4,4'-glycidlyloxyphenol)-propane)
157 Bisphenol-A - Epichlorhydrine reaction product > 1.0

(epoxy resin with an average molecular weight of
700 or less)

218 2-tert..Butylanioethylmethaciylate > 10.0
373 1,2-Cyclohexarte dicarbonic acid anhydride > 1.0

(Hexahydrophtiialic acid anhydride)
377 Cyclohexyl acrylate >10.0
383 1,2,3,4-Cyclopentane tetracarbonic acid anhydride > 1.0
498 Diethanol amine >10.0
695 1,2-Epoxy-3-(tolyloxy)-prpane (Cresol gicydyl ether) 5 2.0
711 Ethane-1,2-dioldimethacrylate >10.0

(Ethylene glycol dimethaciylate)
730 Ethyl acrylate > 5.0
745 1-(2-Ethylcyclohexanoxy)-2,3-epoxypropane > 2.0

(Ethylcyclohexylglycidylether)
763 2-Ethylhexyl acrylate > 1.0
823 Glyoxal > 10.0
841 1 ,4,5,6,7,7-Hexachlorobicyclo-[2.2.1]-5-

hepV.5-en-2,34dcarbonic acid anhydride >10.0
851 1,6-Hexandiol diacrylate > 1.0
864 2-Hydroxyethyl methacrylate > 1.0
872 Hydroxypropyl methaciylate (mixture) >10.0
92 Pltassium chromate > 0.5
921 fbtamium dichromate >0.5
954 Maleic anhydride > 1.0
976 Methacrylates 2t10.0
995 Melbacrylate > 5.0
1036 Methyl methacrylate > 10.0
1051 2-Methyl methacrylate > 10.0
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No. in Ch~art VI Namn of Substance Concentrasion at which
given Symbol is Assigned

1059 Methyl tiichlorsilane, > 1.0
1095 Sodium dichyomate > 0.5
1139 5-cis-Norbornes-2,34dcaatbonic acid anhydride > 1.0
1168 Pentserythzitetraacrylate >; 1.0
1169 Pentserythrtiacrylate > 1.0
1217 Fhthalic acid anhydeide > 5.0
1278 Pyrouheiitic d&anhydride > 1.0
1354 Tetrahydrophthalic acid anhydride > 1.0
1378 p-toluenesulfonic acid (with Do znoe

tha 5% H2S04) >75.0
1374 4-Toluenesulfonyl isocyanate (Tosfylisocyanate) :? 4.0
1427 Triethyleneglycol diacrylate > 1.0
1438 l,1,l-1Dihydroxymethylpropyl tUiacdylate > 1.0

(Trimethylopropane baiacrylate)
1443 Thimellitic acid anhiydride > 0.3

(1,2,4-Benzenetuicabonit acid anhydride)
1452 Mioctyl tin compounds > 1.0
1456 Thpbhenyl phosphite > 5.0
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Chart TIhee: List of Creingoenc Haardoim Matwials

No. in Carcinogenic Group I Group U Group iH
Chart VI Hazardous Material Acutely Highly Hazardous

Hazardous Hazardous

Content by Weight in the Hazardous Material in %

17 Acrylonitrile > 1 <1-0.1
48 o-aminoazotoluene >0.1 <0.1-0.01
55 4-aminobiphenyl >1 <1-0.1 <0.1-0.01
1495 Salts of 4-aminobiphenyl 51 <1-0.1 <0.1-0.01
85 Antimony trioxide >1 <1-0.1
89 Arsenic pentoxide,

arsenous acid, arsenic
acid, and their salts
(arsenites, arsenates) >3 <3-0.3

91 Asbestos (respirable)
Chrysotile >2 <2-0.2
Amphibole asbestos >0.5 <0.5-0.05 <0.05-0.005
(Actinolite, amosite,
anthophyllite, crocidolite,
tremolite)

120 Benzidine (4,4'-diamninobiphenyl) >1 <1-0.1 <0.1-0.01
121 Salts of Benzidine > <1-0.1 <0.1-0.01
123 Benzene > 1
127 Benzopyrene >0.1 <0.1-0.0005
139 Beryllium (respirable) 5>1 <1-0.1
140 Beryllium compounds (friable) > 1 <1-0.1
144 Bis(chloromethyl)ether >0.05 <0.05-0.005 <0.005-0.0005
194 1,3-butadiene > 1
236 Cadmium chloride (respirable) >>1 <1-011 <0.1-0.01
246 Calcium chromate (respirable) > 1 <1-0.1
282 Epichlorohydrin > 1
291 n-chloroformyl-morpholine >0.005 <0.005-00005
1519 Chlorometxy' methyl ether

(Chlorodimney ether) > I <1-0.1 <0.1-0.01
336 Chrome (111) chromates (respirable) >1 <1-0.1
343 Cobalt (respirable; not

including alloys) (as cobalt
metal, cobalt oxide, and
cobalt sulfide) > I <1-0.1

1523 Arsenic trioxide >3 <3-0.3
422 Diazomethane >; 1 <1-0.1
423 1,2-dibromo-3-ehloropropane I <1-0.1
425 Ethylene dibuomide >1 <1-0.1
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NO. in C~rcinogenic Group I Group 11 Group III
Chart VI Hazardous Material Acutely Highy Hazardous

HaZardous Hfighly

COnteat by Weight in the Hazardous Material in %

438 Dichloracethylene >1I <1-0.1
440 S,3'-dicblorobenuidine >1I <1-0.1
450 Ethylene chloride >1
1524 Salts of 3,3'Acichlorobenzidine >1 <1-0.1
445 1,4-dichlowobutene-2 >0.1 <0.1-0.01
1525 2,2'-dichloro-4,4'-

methylene dianiline
14,4'-methylene-bis(2-chloroaniline) >1 <1-0.1

1526 Salts of 2,2'-dichloro-4,4'-
methylene dianiline
[salts of 4,4'-m~ethylene-bis(2ý-cbloroaniline) >1I <1-0.1

530 Diethyl sulfate >1
553 3,3'-dimethoxybensidine (o-dianisidin) >0.5 <0.54-0.5
1533 Salts of 3,3'-dimethoxybenzidine

(salts of o-dianisidin) >0.5 <0.5-0.05
570 3,3'-dimethylbenziEDne (o-tolidin) >0.5 <0.5-0.05
1536 Salts of 3,3'-dimethylbenzidine

(Salts Of o-tolidin) >0.5 <0.5-0.05
575 Dimethyl carbamoyl chloride >0.05 <ý0.05-0.005 <0.005-04
579 3,3'-dimethyl-4,4'-diaminodipbenylmethane >1 <1-0.1
591 n,n-dimethylhydrazine >5
592 1,2-dimehtylhydrazine >0.1 <0.1-0.01
610 Diniethylnitrosamine

(n-nitrosodimethylamine) >0.01 <0.01-0.001 <0.001-0.0001
619 Dimethylsulfamoyl chloride >1
620 Dimethyl sulfate >1 <1-0.1
690 1,2-propylene oxide > 1
740 Urethane >1I <1-0.1
756 Ethyleneimine >1 <1-0.1
757 Ethylene oxide >0.1
850 Hexaniethylpbosphoiictriaiade

(Bempa) >0.05 <0.05-0.005 <0.005-0.000t
857 Hydrazine >5
1555 Pftopyleneimnine >1 <1-0.1
1085 2-naphthylamine >1 <1-0.1 <0.1-0.01
1583 Salts of 2-napbthylaznine >1 <1-0.1 <0.1-0.01
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No. in Carcinogenic Group I Group I Group M
Chart VI Hazardous Material Acutely Highly Hazardous

Hasardbus Highly

Content by Weight in the Hazardous Material in %

1118 Nickel (respirable, not
including alloys) (as metal,
nickel sulfide aud sulfidic ores,
nickel oxide, and nickel carbonate),
a well as nickel compounds in the
form of respimble droplets >5 <5-0.5
Nickel carbonyl >1 <1-0.1

1123 5-nitroacenaphthene > 1 <1-0.1
1127 4-nitrodiphenyl >1 <1-0.1 <0.1-0.01
1130 2-nitronaphthaline >1 <1-0.1
1134 2-nitropropane >1 <1-0.1
1241 1,3-propansulton [f-sulfone?] >1 <1-0.1 <0.1-0.01
1571 1,3-propiolactone >1 <1-0.1
1314 Strontium chromate (respirable) >1 <1-0.1
1399 2,3,4-taicholorobutene-1 >:0.1 <0.1-0.01
1472 Vinyl chloride >1 <1-0.1
1485 Zinc chromates (including

respirable zinc potassium chromate >1 <1-0.1

Also subject to the relevant restrictions are:

Acrylamide > 1 <1-0.1
2-amino-4-nimttoluene >2
Auramine (commercial grade) > 1
2,4-butane sulton [==-sulfone?] <1-0.1 <0.1-0.01
Chlorofluoromethane >1 <1-0.1
4-chlor-o-toluidine >0.1 <0.1-0.01
Chrome (VI)compounds in the
form of dusts or aerosols

very easily soluble in water > 1
(i.e. Na2 Cr2 O, 7OrO0)
not very easily soluble in water >1 <1-0.1
(i.e. Ca-, Cr-, Sr-, Zn-chromates),
with the exception of those that
are for all practical purposes
not water-soluble (i.e. 1b- and
Be-chromates)

2,4-diaminoanisol > 1

S
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Ta"l 2.1 (axd1mud)

No. in Cwrnnogenic Group I Group a Group III
Chart VI Hasadoim Material Acutely Hlighiy Hwaaaou

Hatardous Hfighly

Content by Weight in the Hazardous Material in %

4,4'-diaminodiphenylmethane >1
and -dihydrochionide

2,4-diaminotoluene >1
2,2'-dichlorodiethylsulfide >0.1 <0.1-0-01
1,3-dichorojtroperie (cis- & trans) >1 <1-0.1
Diesel motor emsin No concentraton

listed
2,6-dinitbotoluene >1 <1-0.1
n-rmethyl-bis(2-chloroethyl)amine >0.1 <0D.1-0.01
4,4'-mehttttyl-bis(nun-dimetiiylaniline) >5
n-nitr050diethanolaMine >0.05 <0.05-0.005 <0.005-0.0005
Dnitruaosodiethylamine 50.01 <0.01-0.001 <0.001-0.000
Dnitsodi-i-propylamine >0.05 <0.05-0.005 <0.005-0.0005
n-nitrosodi-n-butylarnine >0.01 <0.01-0.001 <0.001-01)001
n-nitavodi-n-propylamine >0.01 <0.01-0.001 <0.001-0.0001
n-nitrooethylphenylamine >0.01 <10.01-0.001 <0.001-0.000
D-nihmoomethylethylazmne 50.01 <0.01-0.001 <0.001-0.0001
n-niumoomethylphenylamine >0.01 <0.01-0.001 <V.001-0.0001
D-nioveomorpholine >0.01 <0.01-0.001 <0D.001-0.0001
n-nitonsopiperidine >0.01 <0.01-0.001 <0.001-0.0001
n-nifteoopyrrolidine >0.05 <0.05-0.005 <0.005-0.0005
4,4'-oxidianiline (ODA) >1 <1-0.1
2,3,7,8-tetrahlorodibenzo-p-dioxin >0.00000 <0.000001-0.0000002
4N4-thiodianiline, (IHDA) >1 <1-0.1
o-toluidine 31 <1-0.1
2,4,5-trimethylaniline 51 <1-0.1
4.vinyl-1 .2-cyclohexene-diepoxide >1 <1-0.1
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2Tble 2-1 (cwiixazd)

Claart Four:. med Lst of Substancm Containing Anmnniun Ntrate

Group A consists of ammonium nitrate and preparations that are capable of decomposing with such
rapidity to produce detonation.

Group B consists of preparations that are capable of self-sustaining, progressive, thermal decompostion.

Group C consists of preparations that are neither capable of self-sustaining, progressive, thermal decom-
position nor of detonation, but that do produce nitric oxides when heated.

Group D consists of preparations that are not dangerous in solution with water or in suspension but that
are capable of detonating when in the form of crystals.

Inert materials are those that do not enhance sensitivity to heat or sensitivity to detonation.

The preparations in Groups B and C must be finely dispersed and well mixed, and they may not
separate during storage, transport, or transfer. In order to improve their storability and dispersibility,
combustible components may be applied to the surface of the grains up to the amount of 0.4 parts
per hundred by weight

Subgroups Concentration of Other Components Special Pkovisions
Ammonium Nitrate
by Weight

A I >90 Chloride content <0.02% No other ammonium salts
_< 10% inert substances permitted

A II >80 to <90 limestone, dolomite,
or calcium carbonate
<20%

A III >45 to <90 Ammonium sulfate

A IV >70 to <90 Potassium salts, phosphates
in NP-, NK-, or NPK-fertilizen; inert
materials
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Thbh 2-1 (caiumiand)

Subgroups Concentration of Other Components Special Provisions
Ammonium Nitrate
by Weight

B I <70 Poassium salts, pbospiates, When the concentration of
inert materials, and other ammonium ammonium nitrate by weight
salts in NK- or NlK-fertilisems exceeds more than 45%,

the concentration of ammonium nitrate and
other ammonium salts may not
exceed 70%

B II <45% Surplus nitrates < 10% Content of combustible
materials unlimited. Excess nitrates
that exceed the content of
ammonium nitrate are calculated
as potassium nitrate

C I <80 limestone, dolomite, limestone, dolomite
or calcium carbonate >20%

with a minimal purity
of 90%

C 1 <70% inert materials

C III <45 Phosphate and other
ammonium salts in NP-fertilizers;

>45 to 70 Phosphates and other Concentration of
ammonium salts in ammonium nitrate and other
NP-fertilizers ammonium salts may not

exceed 70%

C IV <45 ammonium sulfate

D 1 <45 urea, water in aqueous solution

D II <45 Excess nitrates <10%, in aqueous solution or suspension
Calcium salts, phosphates, and Excess nitrates calculated as
other ammnnium salts in NP-, potessium nitrate .......
NK-, or NPK-fertilizers; The limits in Column 2
water man not be exceeded

either in the fluid state, nor
for suspensions, in the solid state.

D MI <70 ammonia, water in aqueous solution
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1~IW 2.1 (cwnitnued)

Chart Five:- PFlcatioar wninations

Hazardous Material Deadline and Tune spans (in too)
FIrst Subsequent Further Examinations
ExaMinstion

Acrylonitrile 12-24 12-24

Aromatic nitro- and
amino-compounds 6 - 9 6- 12

Arsenic trioxide
Arsenic pentoxide
Arsenious acid
Arsenic acid and
its salts
(Arsenites,
arsenates) 6 12

Asbestos 12-36 12-36

Asphalts 24 - 36 24 - 36

Benzene 2 3-6

Benzopyrene 24 - 36 24 - 36

Blastng media 36 36

Cadmium and
its compounds 12-18 12-24

Calcium chromate 6-9 12-24

Carbon disulfide 3-6 6-18
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Table 2.1 (eocuseud)

Hasardous Material Deadline and TMme spans (in mo)
First Subsequent Further Examinatons
Examination

Carbon monoxide:
Subsequent examinations are
necessary only if the worker
believes there is a causal
connection between illness
and workplace and if the
worker desires to be
be examined.

Chloromethane 3 - 6 12 - 18

Chrome-mll-chromates 6 - 9 12 - 24

Chrome(Vl)compounds,
except calcium
chromate,
chrome(M)cbromates,
strontium chromate,
zinc chromate 6-9 12-24

Fluorine and its inorganic

compounds 12 12

Hydrogen sulfide 6 - 12 12 - 24

Isocyanates 3 - 6 12 - 24

Mercury
- Alkyl-mercury

compounds 3-6 6-12
- mercury and other

mercury compounds 6-9 6-12

Methyl iodide 60 60

Methyl alcohol 12 - 18 12 - 24
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Ta2b~e 2-1 (condamd)

Hazardous Material Deadline and Tine spans (in mo)
First Subsequent Further Examinations
Examination

Nickel compounds in the
form of breathable drops 12-24 12-24

Nickel in the form of
breathable dusts of nickel,
nickel sulfide, and
sulfidic bronzes, nickel
oxide, and nickel carbonate 36 - 60 36 - 60

Nickel tetracarbonyl 12 - 24 12 - 60

Nitroglycerine or
nitroglycol 3 - 6 6- 18

Silicone dusts 36 36

Tar oils in
bitumen 24- 36 24-36

Tars 24-36 24-36

Tetrwachloroethylene,
perchloroethylene 12- 18 12- 24

Tetraethyl lead 3-6 6- 12

Tetramethyl lead 3 - 6 12 - 24

Thomas phosphate 2 2nd and 3rd: 2; others 12

Toluene 12 - 18 12 - 24
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T"b~ 2-1 (cordaufd)

Hazardous Material Deadline and Mime spans (in mo)
FIrst Subsequent Further Examination
Examination

"lTeatment of surfaces in
rooms or containers time periods established by physician

Tiichloroethylene 12- 18 12- 24

Pentachloroethane 3 - 6 6

Strontium chromate 6 - 9 12 - 24

Tetrachloroethane 3-6 6

Carbon tetrachloride 3 - 6 6

Vinyl chloride 6 - 12 12- 24

White Phosphorous 6-9 12- 18

Xylenes 12 - 18 12- 24

Zinc chromate 6-9 12-24

Other carcinogens 60 60

Lead or its compounds
(except tetraethyl lead
and tetramethyl lead)
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Table 2.1 (cc huied)

B Fl;t Examination Subsequent Examinations

By physician Bioassay By physician Bioassay

concenration in the
air above 75
mnicrograms (PgOn3
or
Concentration in the
blood between 50 and
60,49/100 ml 6 12 6 12

Concentration in the
air between 75
and 100 pg/n 3

and
Concentration in
the blood up to
50pg/lOO ml 12 12 6 12

Concentrations in
the blood over
60 ug/[00 ml to
70 pg/nl immediately 6 12 6

0
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Table 2.1 (azOmamd)
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Chart Sx: Clamed List of Hazardou Substances and Preparations
(GCeStoffV Appendix VI)

(NO'IM Entries marked with a "b" have been deleted from the l as a result or
recent legslation; those imrked with "N" are to be replaced by the newer fonrm-
atiMons listed in the last pag of the Mhart prior to Number 1585. Nmbers 1585

through 1618 are new additions to the Classed List.)
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Table 2-2

Charts Related to Incidents Ordinance (Stoerfall-V)

Chart I: Part One

This chart applies to the facilities listed in it even if they ae operated as parts of facilities or auxiliary
equipment of a facility that requires a permit but is not listed in it.

1. Facilities for the partial or complete disposal of solid or liquid waste by burning

2. Facilities for the thermal decomposition of flammable solid or liquid substances under conditions
of oxygen deficiency (pyrolysis facilities)

3. Facilities for the chemical treatment of concentrates that contain cyanide, or for the treatment of
nitrites, nitrates, or acids, if so treating them is intended to make possible reuse as a residual sub-
stance or disposal as waste; number 4 is unaffected

4. Facilities for the manufacture (as in a factory) of substances by chemical transformation

5. Facilities for extraction of asbestos

6. Facilites for the distillation or refining or other subsequent treatment of petroleum or petroleum
products in refineries for petroleum, waste oil or waste lubricants, in petrochemical works, or for
the extraction of paraffin

7. Facilities for the dry distillation of bituminous coal or ligneous coal

8. Facilites for the production of generator gas or water gas from solid combustibles

9. Facilities for the gasification or liquefaction of coal

10. Facilities for the production of city or grid gas from hydrocarbons by splitting

11. Facilities for the production, working, processing, reclamation, or destruction of substances that
present dangers of explosion which are intended to be used as explosives, incendiary agents, pro-
pellants, pyrotechnic charges, or for the production of much. Facilities for loading, unloading, or
defusing munitions or other explosives are included, but facilities for the ,'oduction of matches
ae not

12. Facilities in which plant protectants or pesticides or their active ingredients are milled or mixed by
machine or are unpacked or transferred.
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Table 2-2 (amktmsW)

Chart 1: Part Two

Facilities which are in the service of storing substances or preparations in the sense of number 9 of the
appendix to the 4. BlmSchV (Regulation on Facilities that Require a Permit) if they neither are parts of
facilities or auxiliary equipment in a facility under Part One nor are in the service of steps in processes
within such a facility
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Tabl• 2-2 (omUosed)

Chart H: List of Substances or Preparadons Relevant to
Facilities that Require Permits
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Table 2.2 (eamUmued)
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Table 2-2 (emteed)

Cbart HI: Part One: List of Individual Substances or Preparations for
Warehouses under Chart I Part Two

Number Substances or Preprations Threshold Quantities in kg

I Acetylne (ethyne) 50,000
2 Acrolein (2-propenal) 200.000
3 Aciylonitrile 200,000
4 Alkali chlorate 100,0wJO
5 Ammonia 200,000
6 Ammonium nimuate or prepar-

ations that contain it of
Group A Chart IV No. 2 of
Table 2-1 500.000

7 Preparations that contain
ammonium nitrate of Group B
Chart IV No. 2 of Table 2-1 10,000,000

8 Lead telraethyl or Lead tetramethy (1) 50,000
9 Bromine 200,000

10 Methyl bromide 200,000
11 Chlorine 75,000
12 Hydrogen Chloride (liquefied gas) 200.'-V
13 Hydrogen Cyanide 20( .!J0
14 1,2-Dibromethane 50,000
15 Diphenyeth cyan ate (MDI) 200,000
16 Ethylene oxide 50,000

17 Hydrogen fluoride
Hydrogen fluoride > 95 weight per cent 1000
Hydrogen fluoride >= 60 weight per cent 10,000
Hydrogen fluoride to <= 95 weight per cent
Hydrogen fluoride < 60 weight per cent 50,000

18 Formaldahyde (Concentration >= 50 weight per cent) 50,000
19 Methylisocyaname 150
20 Phosgene 750
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Table 2-2 (contimued)

Number Substances or Preparations Threshold Quantities in kg

21 Herbicides, pesticides, or
their active ingredients 100,000

22 Propylene oxide 50,000
23 Oxygen 2,000,000
24 Sulfur dioxide 250,000
25 Carbon bi- or disulfide 200,000
26 Sulfur trioxide 100,000
27 Hydrogen sulfide 50,000
28 Toluylene diisocyanate (TDI) 100,000
29 Hydrogen 50,000

Chart UI: Part Two: Categories of Substances and Preparations for
Warehouses Not Named in Part One

Number Categories of Substances and Preparations Threshold Quantity
in kg

I Substances and preparations that
are classed Highly Toxic 20,000

2 Substances and preparations that
are classed Highly Toxic, Toxic,
Substances that promote burning,
• r explosive 200,000

3 7 imbustible gases* 200,000
4 Easily combustible gases** 50,000,000

*Substances or mixtures of substances that are easily combustible and that have an explosive zone in
the gaseous state at standard pressure when mixed with air and whose boiling point at standard pressure
is 20 °C or lower.

"*Substances or mixtures of substances that have a flash point under 21 °C and whose boiling point at
standard pressure is higher than 20 °C.
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Table 2-2 (continued)

Chart IV: Categories of Hazardous Substances and Preparations

I Highly toxic substances
2 Toxic substances
3 Substances that promote bunting
4 Explosive substances
5 Combustible gases
6 Easily flammable .fluids
7 Flammable fluides

Chart V: Information that Must be Included in Reports of Incidents
and/or Disruptions of Proper Operation

1. General Information

1.1 Address of the owner/operator

1.2 Date and time of the event

Day Month Year Hour

1.3.1 Location of the event

1.3.2 State in which the event occurred

1.4 Type of facility (Designation and Column Number) under 4. BImSchV
or under Appendix 1 of StoerfalIVO (Designation and Number)

1.5 Portion of the facility in which disruption occurred

1.6 Type of Occurrence

Under Section 11 Paragraph 1 Number 1
Under Section 11 Paragraph I Number 2a
Under Section 11 Paragraph I Number 2b

1.7 Written Confirmation

First report
Additional information or correction
Final report

2. Type of Event

Substances involved (chemical name, substance number, CAS number,
quantity involved)
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Table 2-2 (coimkuad)

2.1 Expkmi
a. Subutnces that caused explosion
b. Substaces released

2.2 Fin
a. Substances that caught fire
b. Substances pwduced as a result

2.3 Release of substances
a. Substances released
b. Substances muoduced as a result

3. Description of the Cireunstances of the Incident or Disruption

3.1 Operfing conditions of the part of the facmity in which the
event occurred

3.2 Event that caused the incident or the disruption, and the course the
event tok

3.3 Function of the safety systens, safety measutes initiated

3.4 Envirm ental and amospheric conditions

3.5 Information on similar incidents or disruptions at the facility

4. Protecve measures taken during and after the incident or
disruption

4.1 Inide the facilizy

4.2 Outside the facility

5. Cause of the incident or the disruption

5.1 Description if the cause is known

5.2 Description if the cause is being investigated

5.3 Descio if the cau cannot be delmined when the investigation
is concluded

6. Nature and Scope of Dxnage
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Table 2-2 (conmedd)

.6.1 Inside the facility

6.1.1 Personal Injuries (Employees/Response Team)

Explosion Fire Release Dead
Injured
ambulant
stationary

Poisoned
ambulant
Stationary

6.1.2 Other impairments suffered by persons yes/no

Type of impairment
Number of impaired

6.1.3 Damage to Property yes/no

Type of damage
Estimated cost of damage

6.1.4 Damage to the Environment yes/no

Type of damage
Scope of damage
Estimated cost of damage

6.1.5 Danger no longer exists X
Danger still present X
Type of danger

6.2 Outside the Facility

6.2.1 Personal Injuries (Employees/Response Team)

Explosion Fire Release Dead
Injured
ambulant
stationary

Poisoned
ambulant
stationary

6.2.2 Other impairments suffered by persons yes/no

Type of impairment
Number of impaired
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Table 2-2 (comatned)

6.2.3 Damape to Property yes/no

Type of damage

Estimated cost of damage

6.2.4 Damage to the Environment yes/no

Type of damage
Scope of damage
Estimated cost of damage

6.2.5 The danger no longer exists X
The danger is still present X
Type of danger

7. Measures taken to correct property damage outside the facility

8. Measures taken to correct damage to the environment

8.1 Inside the facility

8.2 Outside the facility

9. Conclusions drawn regarding improvments in facility safety

9.1 Conclusions regarding avoidance of similar incidents/disruptions

9.2 Conclusions regarding limiting the effects of the incident

9.2.1 Inside the facility

9.2.2 Outside the facility

9.3 Plans for enacting the measures
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Table 2-2 (conudond)

Chart VI: Information for the General Public

L. Name of the owner/operator and Location of the facility

2. Name and tide of the person providing the information

3. Affirmation that the Hazardous Incident Regulation applies and that the obligations to provide
information that result have been met

4. Brief, generally understandable description of the type and purpose of the facility

5. Names of the substances or preparations that could cause an incident, including information on
the properties that make them dangerous

6. General instructions on the type of danger that an incident would cause, including possible
effects on people and on the environment

7. Adequate information on how affected persons are to be warned and informed as the incident

unfolds

8. Adequate information on how affected persons are to behave in the event of an incident

9. Affirmation that the owner/operator has taken appropriate measures on site (including being con-
nected to the authorities competent for disaster control and the general prevention of danger) so as
to be properly equipped in the event of an incident to keep its effects to a minimum

10. Reference to the facility-external alarm and danger prevention plan facility that has been
worked out for managing the incident outside the confines of the site. This plan should also include
suggestions for cooperation of the authorities competent for disaster control and the general preven-
tion of danger in the event of an incident

11. Details on where further information may be obtained without violating secrets. Included
among the documents to be kept secret are both trade secrets and business secrets.
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Table 2-3

Fwal Required to Notify the SMpevioy Authority o0
Ther Existence (VbF, Sectou 80())

1. The storage facilities listed in the following table must notify the supervisory authority of their
existence.

Quantity Stored Quantity StoreL
(in- Liters) (in Liters)
A] All or B

Location Type of Container over...up to over...up to

Storage Rooms Above or Below Ground Breakable Containers 60-200 200-1000
Other Containers 450-1000 3000-5000

Outdoor Storage Areas for Above Ground
Containers Breakable Containers N/A 25-100

Other Containers 450-1000 3000-5000

Storage Areas for Underground Tanks
Covered by less than 0.8 m of soil N/A 0-1000 0-5000

Storage Areas for Underground Tanks
Covered by at least 0.8 m of soil N/A 0-10,000 0-30,000

2. Filling stations in enclosed areas in which a total of more than 200 L but less than 1000 L of com-
bustible liquids of Dangerous-Materials Classes AI, All, or B can be drawn off must notify the
supervisory authority of their existence.

3. Filling stations for combustible liquids of Dangerous-Materials Class AM that are in the same
enclosed area with filling stations in enclosed areas in which a total of more than 200 L but less
than 1000 L of combustible liquids of Dangerous-Materials Classes Al, All, or B can be drawn off
must notify the supervisory authority of their existence.

(NOTE: If combustible liquids of Classes AUl or B are stored together with combustible liquids of
Class Al, 5 L of an AI or B liquid are considered equivalent to 1 L of Al liquid for the purposes
of figuring totals in the above table. The relevant number of liters for AII or B liquids are then to
be added to the number of liters of Al liquids in order to arrive at a total.)

(NOTE: Only one-fifth of the quantities listed in the above table are used when determining
whether or not to re•ort the storage of Class AI combustible liquids whose flashpoints are lower
than 125 °C.)
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Section 3

HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

A. Applicability

Insofar as Air Force installations use hazardous materials, it is to be expected
that they will also generate hazardous wastes. Therefore, at least some of the
information in this protocol will be applicable to all installations.

B. National Laws and Regulations

For the most part, German law treats hazardous wastes in the context of solid
waste in general, and as a result there are relatively few pieces of Federal legis-
lation that deal exclusively with hazardous wastes. In order to establish the
context in which German law treats hazardous waste, the general principles of
waste management will be reviewed here along with the legislation more nar-
rowly related to hazardous waste.

The Gesetz ueber die Vermeidung und Entsorgung von Abfaellen
(Abfallgesetz -- AbfG) (Act on the Reduction and Management of Wastes
(Waste Act)) treats solid waste in general and contains in addition a number of
provisions that are relevant to hazardous wastes in particular. The act articu-
lates the twin principles that the production of waste is to be avoided and that
what is produced is to be recycled if trchnically and economically feasible.
Wastes are to be collected, transported, treated, and stored in such a way that
all possibilities for recycling can be exploited. What cannot be recycled is to
be disposed of in such a way that

- people's health is not endangered and their well-being is not diminished
- useful animals, birds, wild animals, and fish are not endangered
- water, soil, and useful plants are not adversely effected
- air pollution and noise do not have adverse effects on the environment
- the concerns of nature protection, protection of the countryside, and city

planning are addressed
- the public safety is not endangered or disturbed in other ways.
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The Waste Act draws an distinction between waste (which is destined to be
disposed of) and residual material (which is destined to be recycled). This dis-
tinction based on ultimate disposition extends to hazardous wastes as well and
is accompanied by the general principle that the provisions of the Waste Act
apply also to so-called residual materials until such time as the material or
energy that is recovered from them re-enters economic circulation. Further, at
least some of the provisions of the Waste Act also apply to waste oil if it is to
be recycled.

The Federal Waste Act gives a large part of the responsibility for regulating the
management of waste to ihe states. It is the states, for example, who are
charged with drawing up waste management plans that they may then declare
binding in whole or in part. The Federal Waste Act also allows the authorities
competent under state law to exclude those wastes from disposal that, given
their kind or amount, cannot be disposed of with wastes that accumulate in
households. (See Part C (below) for a discussion of these matters as they relate
to the management of hazardous waste in Rheinland-Pfalz.)

The states in turn task the counties or other smaller units of government with
waste management. Those units of government may themselves engage in
waste management, or they may hire private firms to do it for them. If both
methods of waste management happen to be available to a given installation, it
is left up to the given installation to work with the county to determine which
means of management works most effectively, given the needs of the installa-
tion and the requirements of German law.

" The Verordnung zur Bestimmung von Abfaellen nach Art 2 Abs. 2 des
Abfallgesetzes (Abfallbestimmungs-Verordntmng - AbfBestV) (Regulation
Defining Waste under Section 2 Paragraph 2 of the Waste Act (Waste Defini-
tion Regulation)) lists the materials that the Federal government says require
particular monitoring; for all practical purposes it constitutes a list of hazardous
wastes.

"* The Verordnung zur Bestimnuing von Restutoffen nach Art 2 Abs. 3 des
Abfallgesetzes (Reststoffbestimmungs-Verordnung - RestBeWV) (Regul-dtion
Defining Residual Materials under Section 2 Paragraph 3 of the Waste Act
(Residual Materials Definition Regulation)) lists the materials that the Federal
government says require particular monitoring until the time that they are recy-
cled. We infer that the materials listed in the AbfBestV but not in the Rest-
BestV are considered nonrecyclable. Thus, Table 3-1 contains a list of hazar-
dous wastes that must be recycled if possible, and Table 3-2 contains a list of
hazardous waste that is not recyclable but must instead be disposed of properly.

"• The AMtoeverordnung (AitoeV) (Waste Oil Regulation) contains a number of
provisions on the handling of waste oil.
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"* The Verordnung weber die Entsorgung gebrauchter halogenierter Loesenit.
tel (HKWAbfV) (Regulation on the Management of Used Halogenated Sol-
vents) contains a number of provisions on the handling of used halogenated sol-
vents.

"* The Verordnung ueber Betriebsbeauftragte fuer Abfaelle mandates the
appointment of person(s) designated responsible for waste in a number of kinds
of facilities, but our clinics and hospitals are the only ones to whom it is appli-
cable.

Other Federal legislation may occasionally contain provisions relevant to hazar-
dous wastes.

"* The Bundesimmissionschutzgesetz (BImScbG) (Federal Immission Control
Act) contains provisions on the proper handling of waste/residual materials after
the shutdown of certain kinds of facilities.

"* The Gesetz ueber die Umweltvertraeglichkeitspruetung (UVPG) (Environ-
mental Impact Statement Act) requires that environmental impact studies be
done prior to the construction of or substantial modification to certain types of
facilities under certain conditions. U.S. forces in Germany are permitted to
substitute an environmental review for full-blown environmental impact state-
ments.

" The Gesetz zur Ordnung des Wauserhausbalts (Waaerhaushkltsgesetz --
WHG) (Water Resources Management Act) (Water Resources Act) establishes a
class of substances that are considered to be harmful to water. Waste or resi-
dual substances that are or contain substances harmful to water require special
treatment under the WHG. These substances are covered in Section 8 (POL
Management) of this manual.

C. State Laws and Regulations - Rheinland-Pfalz

* The Landesgmetz zur Ausfuebrung des Gese•zes ueber die Vermeidung und
Entsorgung von Abfaellen (Landesabfailgesetz - LAbfG) (State Act Imple-
menting the Act on the Reduction and Management of Wastes (State Waste
Act)) contains only a few provisions relevant to the management of hazardous
waste. Similar to what we saw in the case of Federal law, the Waste Act of
Rheinland-Pfalz treats hazardous waste only in the context of waste in general.
Exercising the authority given it by the Federal government, Rheinland-Pfalz
does define in this act a class of so-called "special waste" (Sonderabfaelle) that,
given what type it is and/or how much of it there is, can be excluded from the
ordinary management process. The State Minister for Environment and Health
is charged with establishing technical guidelines that relate to when such waste
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is to receive special handling before it is deposited with the parties charged
with managing it. The parties charged with managing special waste are named
in a State Waste Management Plan. Neither the technical guidelines issued by
the State Minister for Environment and Health nor the State Waste Manage-
ment Plan could be taken into account here.

No other state legislation relevant to the management of hazardous waste was
discovered.

D. Key Compliance Definitions

" Competent Authority - State governments or the agencies named by them deter-
mine who the competent authorities are, unless state law has already done so
(AbfG, Section 19). In Rbeinland-Pfalz, the highest-level authority competent
for waste is the Ministry for Environment and Health. The higher-level author-
ity competent for waste is the district administration (Bezirksregierung). The
lower-level authority competent for waste is the county council (Kreisverwal-
tung), as the lower-level authority of state administration. In cities that do not
belong to administrative districts (kreisfreie Staedte), however, the city adminis-
tration is the lower-level authority competent for waste. For the purposes of
the Federal Waste Act, the competent authority is the district administration
(Bezirksregierung) (LAbfG, Sections 13(1) and 13(2)).

"* Halogenated Solvent - liquid substances or preparations that contain more than 5
percent halogenated hydrocarbons by weight and that have a boiling point
between 293 degrees Kelvin (*K) = 20 degrees Celsius (0C) and 423 °K = 150
0 C at 1013 hPa (HKWAbfV, Section 1(2)).

"* Reconditioning - any process the goal of which is to produce base oils (Grun-
doele), flux oils, verfahrensbedingte Koppelprodukte, or products that need
further processing, from waste oil after the separation or chemical transforma-
tion of harmful substances, products of oxidation, or additives (AltoelV, Section
1).

"• Special Waste (Rheinland-Pfalz only) - waste that is formally excluded from the
ordinary management process because of what kind it is or how much of it
there is (LAbfG, Section 3(1)).

"* Waste - moveable goods or personal property that the installation wants to get
rid of or the proper disposal of which is necessary for the preservation of the
public good and the environment in particular. Moveable goods or personal
property that the installation hands over to the entity responsible for its disposal
are considered waste (even in the event of recycling) until such time as it or the
energy obtained from it is reintroduced into economic circulation.
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"" Waste Management - includes waste recycling and the depositing of wastes, as
well as the collection, transport, handling, and storage that are necessary to
those activities (AbfG, Section 1(2)).

"* Waste Management Facilities - facilities or installations licensed for the treat-
ment, storage, and deposit of waste (AbfG, Section 4(1)).

"* Waste Oil - used semi-fluid or fluid materials that consist in whole or in part of
petroleum or synthetic oil; the term includes oil-containing residues from tanks,
emulsions, and water-oil mixtures (AbfG, Section 5a(1)).

"* Waste Recycling - the recovery of materials or energy from waste (AbfG, Sec-
tion 1(2)).

3
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HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

GUIDANCE FOR WORKSHEET USERS

REFER TO
WORKSHEET CONTACT THESE
ITEMS: PERSONS OR GROUPS:(O)

All Installations 3-1 through 3-12 (1X2X3XSX9XI0)

Permitted Facilities 3-13 ad 3-14 (IXIO)

Halogenated Solvents 3-15 (I)2X3X)(9X10)

Rheinland-Pfalz Hazardous Waste 3-16 through 3-18 (IX2X3X)510)

(*)CONTACT/LOCATION CODE:

(1) BCE (Envirmnmental Planning)
(2) DRMO (Defense and Reutilization Marketing Office)
(3) Accumulation Point Managers
(5) TSD (Treatment. Storage, Disposal) Facility Officer
(9) Bue Supply
(10) Generating Activities
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Records to Review HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

" Generator (including TSDFs if they are also considered generators):

- Hazardous waste manifests
- Manifest exception reports
- Employee Uaning documentation
- Contingency plan
- Notifications of hazardous waste oil fuel marketing or blending activity
- Hazardous waste disposal turn-in document (DD Form 1348-1)

"* In addition to the above, TSDFs would be required to have:

- Unmanifested waste reports
- Facility audit reports (inspection log)
- Waste analysis plan(s)
- Operating record
- Groundwater monitoring records and annual reports
- Closurepost closure plans
- Closure/post closure notices (where applicable)
- Other documents as required by the permit

Physical Features to Inspect

"" Disposal sites
"* Generating areas
"* Accumulation points
" Incinerators
"* Vehicles used for transport
"* Storage facilities (including drums)

Sources to Interview

"* BCE (Environmental Planning)
"* DRMO (Defense and Reutilization Marketing Office)
"* Accumulation Point Managers
"• TSD (Treatment, Storage, Disposal) Facility Officer
"• Base Supply
"* Generating Activities
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENT: ____________________________

ALL INSTALLATIONS

3-1. Determine actions Determine if noncompliance issues have been resolved by reviewing a
or changes since previous copy of th previous report. (1X2)
review of hazardous
waste management
(oGP).

3-2. Installations should Verify that copies of the following Federal laws and regulations are kept
maintain a file of German at the installation: (1X2)
laws and regulations that
pertain to hazardous - Gesetz aeber die Verrneidung wnd Em.sorguwg von Abfaellen
waste management (Abfallgeset:z - AbfG)
(GMP). - Altoelverordnaig (AlfoelV)

- Verordnwsg zur Bestimmwag von Abfaellen nach Art. 2 Abs. 2 des
Abfallgesetzes (Abfalbestimmuwgs-Verordnung - AbJfestV)

- Verordmmg zur Bestimmung von Resistoffen nach Art. 2 Abs. 3 des
Abfallgesetzes (Reststomfestmfnungs-Verordnung - RestfestV)

- Verordnung ueber die Entsorgung gebrauchter halogenierter
Loesemirel (HKWAbfV)

- Verordrang ueber Betriebsbeauftragte fuer Abfall
- Gesetz ueber die Umweltvertraeglichkeitspruefung (UVPG).

Verify that copies of the following state laws and regulations for
Rheinland-Pfalz are kept at the installation if appropriate:

- Landesgesetz zur Ausfuehrung des Gesetzes ueber die Vermeidung
und Entsorgung von Abfaeilen (Landesabfallgesetz - LAbfG).

3-3. If both commercial Determine if both commercial and county-run waste management opera-
and county-run waste tions are available to the installation. (1X2)(5)
management operations
are available to the instal- Verify that the installation has worked with the county to determine
lation, the installation which management method will best meet its needs and the requirements
should work with the of German law.
county to determine
which management
method will best meet its
needs and the require.
ments of German law
(GWP).

3-4. The production of Verify that the installation has a waste minimization program in place.
waste is to be avoided, (IX3X9XIO)
and whatever waste is
produced is to be recy- Verify that whatever waste is produced is being recycled if it is techni-
cled if technically and cally and economically feasible to do so.
economically feasible. (AbfG, Section la).

(1) BCE (Environmental Planning) (2) DRMO (Defense Reutilization and Mazketing Office) (3) Accumulation
Point Managers (5) TSD (Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) Facility Office (9) Base Supply (10) Geneating
Activities
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COMPIJANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

Gerls

lGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUULMENTS:

3-5. Waste that cannot Veria that waste thal cmnot be recycled is being disposed of in such a
= be cud is o be way th: (1X2(3X9Xlo)

of in such a way
that that lakes into - peopl's health is not endangered and their well-being is not
account cetamin diminished
concerns (AbfG, - useul animals, birds, wild animals, and fish an not endangered
2(1)). - water, soil, ad useful plants are not adversely effected

- air pollution and noise do not have adverse effects on the environ-
ment

- the concain of nature protection, protection of the countryside,
and city planning e addressed

- public safety is not endangered or disturbed in other ways.

3-6. The installation Verify that the installation has informed the competent authority of the
must inform the corn- existence of facilities where hazardous waste accumulates, is collected,
petent authority of the transported, or managed (AbfG, Section 11(3)). (1X2)(3)(5)(10)
existence of facilities
where hazardous waste
accumulates, or is col-
lected, transported, or
managed (AbfG, Section
1 (3)).

3-7. An environmental Verify that environmental reviews ae submitted prior to the construction
review must be filed prior of or significant modification to waste disposal facilities and facilities for
to construction of or sub- the utilization or treament of waste. (IX2X3X5X10)
stantial modification to
certain facilities (UVPG, (NOTE: Substantial modification to the way such facilities are operated
Section 3(1)). also requires that an environmental review be conducted.)

3-8. Waste may be Verify that waste is handed over for treatment, storage, or deposit only to
handed over for treat- facilities that are properly approved under German law. (1)(2)(5)
ment, "torae, or deposit
only to facilities that are
roperly approved under
Oeran law (AbfG, Sec-
tion 4(1)).

(1) BCE (Envimmental Planning) (2) DRMO (Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office) (3) Accumulation
Point Managers (5) TSD (Treatment, Storage, an Disposal) Facility Officer (9) Base Supply (10) Generating
Activities
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

Gea=i

RGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQRL MENTS:

3-9. Records on the Verify dtia records on die kind, quantity, and manapeent of waste, and
kind, quantity, and suppoinng evidence me kept by 1) operators of facilities where hazardous
management of waste, waste accumulates, 2) parties who colect or truanpor hazardous waste,
and supporting documents and 3) the opermors of facilities that manage hazardous waste.
must be kept by I) opera- (IX2X3XSXI0)
trs of facilities where
hazardous waste accumu-
lates, 2) parties who col-
lect or transport hazar-
dous waste, and 3) the
operators of facilities
manage hazardous waste
(AbfG. Section 11(3)).

3-10. The materials Verify thma provision is made for the recycling of the materials listed in
listed in Table 3-1 must Table 3-1. (IX2XIO)
be recycled, if at all pos-
sible (AbfG, Section
la(2)).

O 3-11. The materials Verify that the materials listed in Table 3-2 are being properly dispcoed
listed in Table 3-2 may of. (1)(2)(10)
not be recycled but must
instead be properly
disposed of (AbfG, Sec-
tion 2(3)).

3-12. Waste that con- Verify that waste that contains harmful substances is stored, collected,
tains harmful substances transported, and/or treated, separately from other waste. (1X2X3)(5X10)
must be stored, collected,
transported, and/or treated
separately from other
waste (AbfG, Section
14(1X2)).

(1) BCE (Envirmnental Planrnin) (2) DRMO (Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office) (3) Accumulation
Point Managers (5) TSD (TreAtment, Storage, and Disposal) Facility Officer (9) Base Supply (10) Generating
Activities
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
iREQUIREMENTS:

PERMITiED
FACILITIES

3-13. Facilities that am Determine whether the installation operates a facility that is listed in
listed in Table 1-1 (Air Table 1-1 (Air Emissions Management). (1)(10)
Emissions Management)
must minimize the pro- Verify that waste minimization and/or recycling programs are in place.
duction of waste by
employing processes that
reduce the production of
residual materials or by
proper recycling of the
residual materials they
produce (AbfG la(l),
BImSchG 5(IX3)).

3-14. In the event that a Verify, in the event that a facility listed in Table 1-1 (Air Emissions
facility listed in Table 1-1 Management) is shut down, that any residual materials still on hand are
(Air Emissions Manage- properly recycled or disposed of as waste in a way that does not harm the
mene) is shut down, any common good. (1)(10)
residual materials that are
still on hand must be
properly recycled or
disposed of as waste in away that does not harm
the common good
(BbnSchG, Section

5(3)(2)).

HALOGENATED
SOLVENTS

3-15. Facilities that use Verify that used halogenated solvents are stored separately according to
halogenated solvents to the main original constituent initial material. (1)(2)(3X9)(10)
treat metal, glass,
ceramic, or plastic sur- Verify that used halogenated solvents with different original constituent
faces so as to clean, initial materials are not mixed with one another or with any other waste.
lubricate, degrease, apply
emulsion to, strip, bon-
derize, dry, or treat those
surfaces in a similar
fashion ae subject to cer-
tain storage requirements
(KW AbfV, Section
1(1), 2(1), and 2(2)).

(1) BCE (Environmental Planning) (2) DRMO (Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office) (3) Accumulation
Point Managers (5) TSD (Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) Facility Officer (9) Base Supply (10) Generating
Activities
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

German

RGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

RHEINLAND-PFALZ
HAZARDOUS WASTE

3-16. Installations with Verify that special waste is awned over to the party responsible for
special waste ae to turn managing it in accordance with the provisions of the State Waste
it over to the party Management Plan. (1X2X5)
responsible for managing
it m accordance with the
provisions of the State
Waste Management Plan
(LAbfG, Section 3(2)).

3-17. A permit issued Verify that anyone who brings waste that was generated outside the area
by the competent author- covered by a binding waste management plan into the area covered by it
ity is required by anyone has a permit from the competent authority. (IX2XS)X10)
who brings waste that
was generated outside the Verify that anyone who brings waste to a waste management facility
area covered by a binding other than the facility specified in the waste management plan has a per-
waste management plan mit from the competent authority.
into the area covered by
it and by anyone who
brings waste to a waste. management facility other
than the facility specified
in the waste management
plan (LAbfG, Section
6(1)).

3-18. Toxic waste, spe- Verify that toxic waste, special waste, and other waste that requires spe-
cial waste, and other cial handling are kept separate from other waste. (1X2X3XS)(10)
waste that requires spe-
cial handling are to be
kept separate from other
waste (LAbfG, Section
17).

. (1) BCE (Environmental Planning) (2) DRMO (Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office) (3) Accumulation
Point Managers (5) TSD (Treatment, Storage, and Disposal) Facility Officer (9) Base Supply (10) Generating
Activities
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Table 3.1

List of Types of Waste that Require Special Attention and
are Likely to be Found on Air Force Installations

Waste Code Type of Wase Origin (by way of example 0e1ly)

172 Waste Wood

17211 Sawdust, sawmill waste that contains harmful
contaminants that am predominantly organic Soaking up Petroleum.

organic liquids and sludge

172 12 Sawdust, and sawmill waste that contains harmful
contaminants that we predominantly inorganic Soaking up fluids and sludge

17213 Waste wood and wooden containers that contain
harmful contaminants that am predominantly organic Desauction of

buildings, agriculture, horticulture

17214 Waste wood and wooden containers that contain
harmful contaminants that are predominantly inorganic Demolition of

buildings, agriculture, horticulture

. 187 Paper and cardboard waste

18710 P-qer filters with harmful contaminants ha
are predominantly organic Air and gas purification, filtration

procse

18711 Paper filters with harmful contaminants that
we predominantly inorganic Air and gas purification, filtraton

processe

18712 Paper towels with harmful contaminants dua
are predominantly organic Cleaning up chemicals

18713 Pape towels with harmful contaminants ha
are predominantly inorganic Cleaning up chemicals

187 14 Packaging matarials with harmful contaminants or sidues
of predominatly organic contents Industrial-type uses

187 15 Packaging materials with hmnful conmimts or residues
of predominantly inorganic contents Industrial-type uses

0
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Table 3-1 (etm~audt)

Waste Code Type of Wast (bI&i (by way of exaple oml~y)

313 Ashes, clinkers, dust fronm incinerators

31309 Piltet dust from waste incineration facilities Incineration Of
household waste or sewage sludge

313 10 Cinder from facilities that incinerate
spca wastes Facilites diug incinerate special waste

313 11 Filter dust from facilities that incinerate
spc. wastes Facilities din incinerate special waste

313 12 Soli reaction products fromn purification of gases
from waste incineration facilities Facilities that incinerat

household waste or sewage sludge

313 13 Solid reaction products from purification of gases
from facilities tha incinerat special waste Facilities diat incineate

special waste

313 14 Solid reaction products from purification of gases
from incineraoirs without Reagips

313 16 Solid residues of EErLsII Pyrolysis facilities

314 Other solid mineral waste

31419 Dusts from the processing of cinder Cinder processing

31423 Oil-contaminated soil Accidents, incidents involving oil

31424 Other soil that contain humful conktauniants; Accidents, incidents

31428 Used Oelbinder booms Accidents involving oil

31430 Mineral fiber waste that contains harnful contuninnants use Of such,
demolition of buildings, facilities

31435 Used filters and absorbent material (siliceous earth, Chemical cleaning, adsoiptive clean-
activated chwcool) thag contain hamrful contaminanits ing of liuids andlox gases

314 37 Asbestos dusts sprayed asbestos Rehabiliato of buildings,
facilities

31440 Residues of abrasives that contain harmful contaminants Mechanical
atratmenit of surfaces

31441 Rubble and excavated material that contain Demolition of buildings,
harmful contaminants facilities; accidents

involving oils , chemicals
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Table 3-1 (€oatamed)

.Waste Code Type of Waste Origia (by way of umple only)

316 Mineral Sludges

31637 Bonderizing sludge Surface refinement, bondaizing

31641 Calcium fluoride sludge Waste gas purification

31642 Rasidues from up-mean cleaning of boiers Sewan pnoduction

351 kon and steel waste

351 06 Ferrous metal containers that still include
residues of harmful contents Any

35107 Oil filters Vehicles, vehicle maintenance,
mechanical equipment

353 Waste that contains non-ferrous metals

35323 Nickel-cadmium bateries Use

35324 Batteries that contain mercury Use.353 25 Dry cells Use

353 26 Mercury, residues that contaimmercury,
mercury vapor lamps, fluorescent lights Use

35327 Non-ferrous metal containers that contain
residues of harmful contents Use

355 Metal sludges

355 01 Zinc sludge Print shop

399 Other mineral waste

39905 Residues ftom powder fire extinguishers Maintenance of fire
extinguislers

399 07 Residues that contain elemnentary sulfur Gas purification

511 Galvanic sludges, metal hydroxide sludges

51113 Sludges of metallic hydroxides Purification of industrial water
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Table 3-1 (anwmled)

Walk Code Type of Wine Origin (by way of eaple emly)

515 Salts

51507 Ferilizers Use

515 12 Ammoniun hydogen fluoride Refinement of metal surfaces

51518 Sodium brmide Use of Photochemical materals

515 32 Chlodinated lime Detoxificatim. disinfection

521 Inorganic acids

521 01 Battery acids Vehicles, scrap yards

521 02 Inorganic acids, mixtures of acids, acidic caustics
Surface treatment facilities

522 Organic acids

52201 Halogenated organic acids Use

52202 Unhalogenated organic acids Use

524 Alkalines

52402 Caustic solutions, mixtures of same, basic caustics Surface
treatment

52403 Ammonia solution Use

527 Concentraes

52707 Fixative baths Photo labs, print shops

527 12 Concentrates and that contain Quomium
Surface alnubu facilitis

527 13 Concentrates uid emiconcumes that conain cyanide
Surface teatnent facilities

527 14 Rinse- or wuhwaaer that contains cyanide
Surface treatment facilities
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Table 3-1 (rmmiued)

.Waste Code Type of wadte Origin (by way of examaple WnY)

527 16 Concentrates and not conain metallic
salts Surface ueauiit f&cli

52720 Rinse- or washwasr hiat cmans metallic salts

Susface wambnet facilities

527 21 Copper ecching solutions Surface awesumut facilities

52722 Solutions of ferrous salts Print shop

52723 Developer Phowlabs. X-ray labs

527 25 Other coue utraes and semiconcenbates, and rinse-
and washwater Photo labs

531 Fertilizer and pesticide waste

53103 Old stock and residues of herbicides and pesticides Use

535 Waste from pharmaceutical prducts

S53507 Disinfectants Use

541 Petroleum and synthetic oils

54104 Contaminated fuels Fuel depots

54106 Transforner oils, thermal oils, and hydraulic oils
that am free of PCBs Tansfcmrs, public institutions

54107 Trma onfrm oils, ltemal oils, and hydraulic oils
that contain PCBs TraI fmas, public institutions

54108 Contminated fuel oils (and diesel oils) Fuel depots

541 09 Drilling oils, cutting oils, Abrasive oils Surface treatment
facilities

54110 Products ad machinery materials that Use and di&poul of
contain PCBs Vainsoes, comdeers. and

-ymi -ailnr matril

54111 Other was that cenins PCBs Any

541 12 Engine and truismiasion oils Veshice repair hops

S541 13 Machine aNd tubine oils Any
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Table 3-1 (meatimed)

Wafe Code Type of Wage OriN (by way of exaimple Mly)

541 14 Engine, Uuismusion. machine, and turbine ods; PCBs,
balogamad n PC' swbiutes; refigerasor oils fix= coolers,
freezers, and ar-conditioners Any

542 Peteum-based greases and waxes

54202 Waste grease Vehicle repair shops

54209 Solid materia omaminaied with grease rd/or c!

Vehicle repair shops

544 Emulsions and mixtures of peroleum products

34401 Synthetic coolants and lubrcts Surface treatment facilities

544 02 Drilling emulsions, abrasive emulsions, mixtures
of emulsions Surface treatment facilities

54405 Compressor condensates air. and gas compressors

544 06 Wax emulsions Dewaxing of motor vehicles

544 08 Other oil-water mixtures Any

547 Petoleun dodges

54701 Residues from sand o-aps Sand traps

54702 Contents of oi-waser separtors Oil an
light density material separators

547 03 Sludge from oil eparation facilities Decantion facilities,
[OIeltrenmanlagen]

54704 Sludge from the cleaning of tanks and washing of baels
Cleaning of tanks and barmls

54705 Who oreof pmice and oil Surface weatamat facilities

34708 Sludge from honing or lapi•'g Woeiung metal urfaces

547 10 Giding sludge that contains oil Woaing metal rtaces
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Table 3-1 (Cutlmmed)

.Wa Code Tye of Waste Ori& (by way of mr ple only)

552 Halogenated organic solvents and mixtures
of molvents, other liquids that contain

-aoeawd orsmd c-mpotids

55201 l12-Dichlmovethane Any

552 02 Chlorobenee Any

55203 TricholoNmethane (Chloroform) Any

55205 Chlorinated flucocbons, coolants, ppellants. solvents Any

55206 DichloraWnehane Surface treatment, enamel stripping

55209 Tetracholoroethene (Per) Chemical cleaning, surface trueatment

552 11 Tetrachloroethane (Tweta) Laboratories

55212 Trichlooethanes Chemical cleaning, surface treatment

552 13 Trichlroethene (TC) Chemical cleaning, surface treatment

55220 MNxwnes of solvents that contain halogenated organic solvents Any

55223 Other halogenad organic solvents Any

522 24 Mixtures of solvents and water that contain halogenated
organic compounds Chemical cleaning

553 Organic solvents aid other organic liquids that an free of
ha-aW orgm c -oeo

553 01 Acetn, or other aliphatic ketones Any

55303 Ethylene glycol Coolants

553 06 Benzene, toluene, xylene Surface Ueatment

553 10 Diethyl edher or other aliphatic ethers Any

553 11 Dimethyifomnamide Any

553 14 Dioxan Any

553 15 Methanol and other liquid alcohols Any

553 16 Methyl acetate or other aliphatic estems of acetic acid Any
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Table 3-1 (ceammud)

Waste Code Type d Waste Origin (by way of example oily)

55321 Carbon bi- or disulfides Any

55326 Benzine, petroleum ether, ligoin. solvent naphitha Surface

553 52 Aliphauic amines Any

553 53 Aromatic unines Any

553 56 Glycol ether Brake fluids

553 57 Cold-refined [kal soinil] sovents that are
free of halogenated organic solvents Any

553 59 Paint- and lacquer thinners (nitro thinners) Surface treatment,
painting

55360 Kerosine Surface treatment

55370 Mixtures of solvents without halogenated
oganic solvents any

55373 Other unhalogenated organic solvents Any

55374 Mixtures of solvents and water that do not
contain halogenated organic solvents Any

554 Sludges and operating materials that contain solvents

55401 Sludges that contain solvents that include halogenated
organic solvents Any

55402 Sludges that contain solvents without halogenated
organic solvents Any

554 03 Operating matwuials that contain solvents
that include halogenated
organic solvents Any

55404 Operating materials td contain solvents without halogenated
organic solvents Any

555 Pahit lacque, varnishes

55503 Lacquer and paint sludges Any

555 08 Paints, lacquers, varnishes Production or use
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Table 3-1 (atiawme)

.Waste Code Type d Wste Oria (by way of example mnly)

555 09 Ink residues Print shops

555 10 Paint shop waste that has not hardened Paint shops

555 12 Waste lacquer, varnish, or paint that has not hardened
Paki shops

555 14 Organic coloring agents (pigments, dyes) Any

555 15 Inorganic coloring agents (pigments, dyes) Any

559 Adhesives, putties, unhardened rosins

55903 Rosin residues that have not hardened Any

55904 Rosin oil Any

559 05 Pastes, adhesives that have not hardened Any

559 07 Putties and fillers that have not hardened Any

. 571 Other hardened plastics waste

57125 Ion-exchange rosins with harmful contaminants Wastewater
purification

571 27 Plastics containes that contain harmful
residues of the contents Any

572 Unhardened plastics waste, moulding materials, components

57201 Emollients that have halogenated organic components Plastics
processing

57202 Fabrication residues from plastics processing Plastics

57203 Emollients that do not have halogenated organic components
Plastics processing
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Tabe 3-1 (mnlami)

Wak Code Type of Wae Origin (by way of example omlL

573 Plastics sludges and emulsions

57303 Plastics sludges and emulsions Plastics processing

57305 Plastics sludges that contain halogenated organic solvents
Plastics processing

57306 Plastics sludges that contain solvents other than
halogenated organic solvents Plastics processing

577 Rubber sludges and emulsions

57706 Rubber sludge Tire retreading, tire recycling

581 Waste from textile production and processing

581 18 Laundry sludge Laundries

582 Contaminated textiles

58201 Straining cloths, filter begs with harmful contaminants
that ae predominantly organic Any

58202 Straining cloths, filter bags with harmful contaminants
that are predominantly inorganic Any

58203 Packaging material made of cloth, with harmful contaminants
that am predominantly organ Any

58204 Packaging material made of cloth, with harmful contaminants
that we predominamly inorganic Any

58205 Polishing cloths with harmful contaminants Any

591 Explosive materials

59102 Explosive waste, wae munitions Any

591 03 Polynimaed organic chemicals Any

593 Laboratory waste, chemicals

59301 Fine chemicals Laboratories, schools
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Table 3-1 (comtiamed)

.Waste Code Type 0( Wate Oria (by way of cinmple only)

593 02 Organic laboratory chemicals L.aboratoies, schools

59303 Inorganic laboratory chemicals Laboratries, schools

59304 Operating materials contaminated with chemicals Laboratories, schools

596 Waste pm-mixed for waste disposal facilities

59603 Waste pre-mixed for purposes of incineration Intsemediale storage
facilities, waste uteatment
facilities

59604 Waste pre-mixed for puposes of deposit Intermediate storage
facilities, waste ueaunent
facilities

598 Captured gases

59801 Gases in cartridges Laboratories

. 59802 Gases in pressurized cylinders Laborstories

599 Other Waste from Processes of Transformation or Synthesis

59901 PCBs Any

59903 Phenols Any

599 04 Organic peroxides Any

59905 Inorganic peroxides Any
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Table 3.1 (moadmud)

Waste Code Type of Waste Orion (by way of example

948 Sludges from industrial wastewae purification

948 01 Sludges from indus'ial wa'waser purification Wastewater

Purification

953 Seepage water

953 02 Seepage water from special waste dumps Special waste dumps

953 03 Seepage water from slag dumps Slag dumps

95304 Sedimentation watr from sludge dumps and settling tanks
Sludge dumps, settling tanks

954 Liquid waste from thermal waste treatment and from incinerators

95401 Washwaier, process water Exhaust scrubbes from
waste treautment, incinerators

95402 Water from cinder removal Thermal waste treatment, incinerators

95403 Residue from flue gas boiler cleaning Thermal waste
treatment, incinerators

971 Medical waste

97101 Infectious waste Hospitals and clinics
with at least one of the
following depatments:
blood bank, surgery, dialysis.
obstetrics, gynecology, isolation
ward microbiolg•y. patholy,
vi.logy, physcian's medical
practice.

97104 Body parts, waste organs Hospitals, medical practices
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Table 3-2

List of Types of Residual Materials that Require Special
Attention and are Likely to be Found on Air Force Installations

NOTE: This table is substantially identical to Table 3-1, the List of Types of Waste that require special
attention. Only the differences are listed here.

Residual
Material Code Type of Waste Origin (by way of example only)

351 06 Ferrous metal containers that still contain residues
of harmful contents, if they are not to be refilled Any

353 27 Non-ferrous metal containers that still contain residues
of harmful contents, if they are not to be refilled Any

541 Petroleum-based and synthetic oils

The following are not considered residual materials:

54104
54106
541 07
541 08
54109
541 12
541 13
541 14

544 Emulsions and mixtures of petroleum products

The following are not considered residual materials:

54401
54402
54404
544 08

553 Organic Solvents and other organic liquids that are
free of halogenated organic compounds

The following are not considered residual materials:

553 26
553 60
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Table 3-2 (continued)

KesOual
Material Code Type of Waste Origin (by way of example only)

571 Other hardened plastics waste

571 27 Plastics containers that contain harmful residues of
the contents, if they are not to be refilled Any

596 Residual materials premixed for waste disposal facilities

The following are not considered residual materials:

596 03
596 04

953 Seepage water from dumps

The following are not considered residual materials:

953 02
953 03
953 04

971 Medical residual material

The following are not considered residual materials:

971 01
971 04
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Natural and Cultural Resources Management



Section 4

NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

A. Applicability

Since Air Force installations often have extensive grounds that can serve as
habitat for a number of species or as locations for natural or cultural resources,
this section of the manual applies to all installations.

B. National Laws and Regulations

The Bundesnaturschutzgesetz (Federal Nature Protection Act) generally makes
the states responsible for legislating the details that implement broad principles
articulated at the Federal level. The basic principle articulated by the Federal
government is that changes in the form or use of areas that can significantly or
lastingly impair the productive capacity of nature or its scenic character are to
be avoided. When such interferences cannot be avoided, their consequences are
to be offset. Use of the land for agricultural or silvicultural purposes or for the
purposes of commercial fishing does not constitute interference. The states,
however, are free to define the notion 'interference' more loosely or more
stringently.

Certain habitats or biotopes are protected by the Federal government. Addi-
tionally, it forbids disturbing wildlife, and catching, wounding, or killing it
without good reason. It protects wild plants by making it illegal to remove
them from their habitats or to use or destroy them (or parts of them) without
good reason. Further, it establishes that species that are foreign to a particular
area may not be released in that area without a permit from the state.

The Federal Minister for the Environment, Nature Protection, and Reactor
Safety is empowered to limit or prohibit the production, import/export, intro-
duction into commerce, or use of specific appliances, tools, or equipment that
can be used to kill, combat, catch, or exterminate wild plants or animals en
masse or indiscriminately. Actions or processes that could lead to the extinc-
tion or other considerable impairment of populations of wild plant or animal
species may also be limited or prohibited. Should the Federal Minister not
make use of his powers in this respect, the states are free to issue such limita-
tions or prohibitions.

4
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As part of its efforts to protect, care for, and develop the natural heritage, the
Federal government has designated certain species "specially protected." While
the states may permit the removal of plant or animal species that are not spe-
cially protected, the Bundesnaturschutzgesetz specifically forbids one:

1. to set traps for, catch, wound, or kill wild animals of specially protected
species or to remove any of the forms of them that occur in the course
of their development, or to remove, harm, or destroy their nesting sites,
dwelling places, or shelters

2. to cut off, pluck, tear off, tear up, dig up, harm, or destroy wild plants
of specially protected species or parts of them or the forms of them that
occur in the course of their development

3. to disturb wild animals of species threatened with extinction in their
nesting sites, dwelling places, or shelters by seeking them out, photo-
graphing, or filming them, carrying out similar activities

4. to impair or destroy the habitats of wild plant species that are threatened
with extinction by seeking them out, photographing or filming them, or
carrying out similar activities

5. to take possession of, to acquire, or to exercise actual force over plants
and animals of specially protected species, or to work on or process
them

6. to sell, to stockpile for sale, to offer, or to promote the sale of plants
and animals of specially protected species, or to exhibit them for com-
mercial purposes

7. to introduce into commerce, or to promote or exhibit plants or animals
of specially protected species for any other reason.

The Bundeswaldgesetz (Federal Forest Act) makes it necessary to have a permit
from the authority competent under state law in order to clear a forest or to
convert it to a different use. Afforestation also requires a permit from the com-
petent state authority. Broadly speaking, forests may be declared to be pro-
tected. Clear-cutting, or any similar activity, requires a permit from the com-
petent state authority. States are charged with further regulating the details.
States are empowered to set forests aside as recreational areas and to regulate
details concerning those areas. This piece of Federal legislation allows people
to enter a forest for recreational purposes at their own risk. Bicycling, horse-
riding, and the use of wheelchairs is restricted to paths and roads only; states
are left to regulate further particulars. State laws that are promulgated on the
basis of certain sections of the Bundeswaldgesetz apply to land used for defense
purposes only insofar as applying them does not interfere with using the land
properly for those purposes.
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" According to the Bundesjagdgesetz (Federal Hunting Law), the hunting of cer-
tain species not on the list of specially protected species is permissible, but a
license is required. The states are free to prohibit the hunting of game whose
numbers are getting thin. When the numbers of game are endangered or
threatened, one is forbidden to disturb the animals in their shelters, nesting or
brooding sites, or dwelling places by seeking them out, photographing or film-
ing them, or carrying out similar activities. The states regulate hunting in
Nature Protections Areas, Wildlife Protection Areas, National Parks, and Game
Preserves.

" Under the Bundeswildschutzverordnung (Federal Game Protection Ordinance)
it is illegal to take possession of, to acquire, to exercise actual force over, to
work on, to process, or otherwise to use certain species that may legally be
hunted. It is also illegal to dispose of, to offer for sale, to transfer, or to intro-
duce those species into commerce in any way, or to transport them for those
purposes.

• The Gesetz zur Ordnung des Wasserhaushalts (Wasserhaushaltsgesetz --
WHG) (Act on the Management of Water Resources (Water Resources Act))
includes a number of provisions that have to do with the maintenance and
development of surface waters and floodplains.

* Research in the Gesetz zmn Schutz deutschen Kulturgutes gegen Abwanderung
indi: .Ates that works of art, cultural artifacts, books, and archival materials are
praected at the Federal level. The preservation of the cultural heritage appears
to have been left to the individual states.

* The Federal government also participates in the following Conventions:
- Convention on Wetlands of International Importance Especially as

Waterfowl Habitat
- Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habi-

tats
- Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals

C. State Laws and Regulations -. Rheinland-Pfalz

Although Article 40 of the State Constitution (Verfassung fuer Rheinland-Pfalz)
makes the state responsible for the care and protection of historical, cultural,
and natural monuments, no regulations have yet been discovered that regulate
those matters in detail. The same is true of Section 1 Paragraph I of the Lan-
despflegegesetz, which mandates the preservation of cultivated landscapes of
historical significance (or portions of such). However, Article 40 also makes

0
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the state responsible for the care and protection of the landscape, and the key
pieces of state legislation that touch on that part of natural resources manage-
ment are:

- Landespflegegesetz
- Landesforstgesetz

" The Landespflegegesetz (State Landscape Management Law) is the central state
law that articulates the principles that govern the relationship of humankind to
the land and what is on or in it. It defines the notion of 'interference' and lays
down the general principle that anyone who engages in an activity that counts
as interference must refrain from all avoidable impairments to nature and the
landscape and must remove or offset within a reasonable period of time such
impairments as are unavoidable. Exemptions from all the provisions of the Act
may be granted under certain conditions.

One of the means that the states have of carrying out their responsibility to pro-
tect, care for, and develop the natural and cultural heritage is to set aside parts
of nature and landscape to be Nature Protection Areas, Landscape Protection
Areas, Natural Monuments, and the like.

"* The Landesforstgesetz (State Forestry Act) articulates the general principles that
govern the management of forests in the State of Rheinland-Pfalz. It estab-
lishes that forests may be entered for recreational purposes free of charge, but
at one's own risk. Neither the forest nor the management of it may be dis-
rupted by persons who enter it.

"* The Landesverordnung zur Durchfuehnmg des Landesforstgesetzes contains
provisions that deal with the prevention of forest fires.

"* The Fuenfte Landesverordnung zur Durchfuehrung des Landesforstgesetzes
also contains provisions that deal with the prevention of forest fires.

"* The Landesverordnung ueber das Sammein von Weinbergschnecken lays out
the time of the year and conditions under which the species of snail Helix
pomatia may legally be gathered for non-commercial purposes.

D. Key Compliance Definitions

The following definitions are taken from German laws and regulations; the
source for each is cited in parentheses.

* Animals - this includes:
1. wild, captured, or bred animals that are not strays, and dead animals of

wild species
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2. the eggs, larvae, pupae, or other forms that occur in the course of the
development of animals of wild species (BNatSchG, Section 20a(1)l).

Forest - any area of land that is stocked with forest plants. Clear-cut and
thinned out areas, paths in the woods, fire breaks and strips that divide the
forest, glades and clearings, feeding areas for wild animals, woodyards, and
other areas connected to the forest and in its service are also considered forest
(Bundeswaldgesetz, Section 2(l); Landesforstgesetz, Section 9).

* Higher-level Forest Authority - the district governments (Bezirksregierungen)
(Landesforstgesetz, Section 3).

* Higher-level State Landscape Management Authority - the district governments
(Bezirksregierungen) (Landespflegegesetz, Section 30).

"• Highest-level Forest Authority - the Ministry for Agriculture, Viticulture, and the
Environment (Ministerium fuer Landwirtschaft, Weinbau und Umweltschutz)
(Landesforstgesetz, Section 3).

• Highest-level State Landscape Management Authority - the Minister for Social
Policy, Health, and Environment (Minister fuer Soziales, Gesundheit und
Umwelt) (Landespflegegesetz, Section 30).

"" Lower-level Forest Authority - the State Forestry Offices (Forstaemter des
Landes) (Landesforstgesetz, Section 3).

"• Lower-level State Landscape Management Authority - the county administrations
(Kreisverwaltungen) or the administrative agencies of cities that are not part of
administrative counties (Verwaltungen der kreisfreien Staedte) (Lan-
despflegegesetz, Section 30).

"* Maintenance of Surface Waters - the process by which surface waters, their
banks and shores, and their environs are preserved. This includes preserving
the proper drainage of water, and, in the case of navigable waters, preserving
navigability. Maintenance also includes taking into account the needs of the
natural environment, as well as the appearance and recreational value of the
waterscape. States may impose additional, specific requirements. Unless other-
wise noted, the maintenance of surface waters on installations is the responsi-
bility of the installation (WHG, Sections 28-30).

"* Natural Monuments - statutorily designated individual formations in nature the
protection of which is necessary on scientific grounds, for reasons of natural
history, for reasons relating to the geography, history, and/or institutions of the
country, or because of their rarity, peculiarity, or beauty (BNatSchG, Section
17(1); Landespflegegesetz, Section 22(1)).
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(NOTE: Any surrounding area that is necessary to the protection of the monu-
ment itself may also be protected. Such sites are listed in an official register at
the lower-level landscape management authority.)

Plants - this includes:
1. wild, cultivated, and/or dead plants of wild species
2. seeds, fruits, and other forms that occur in the course of the develop-

ment of plants of wild species (BNatSchG, Section 20a(1)2).

(NOTE: Immediately recognizable parts of wild animal and wild plant species
as well as immediately recognizable derivatives of them are also considered
plants and animals. The scientific designation of a species is normative for del-
imiting that species, and the species includes all the members of the levels of
taxonomy under it.)

* Protected Landscape Areas - regions established by statutory order of the lower
land management authority in which special protection of the natural environ-
ment is necessary (Landespflegegesetz, Section 21(1)).

(NOTE: Such sites are listed in an official register at the State Office for
Environmental Protection and Business Supervision (Landesaint fuer
Umweltschutz und Gewerbeaufsicht).)

* Protected Parts of the Landscape - statutorily designated parts of nature or the
landscape the protection of which is necessary in order to secure the
environment's productive capacity, to improve, structure, or care for the visual
character of the landscape, or to prevent negative impacts. Protection can
extend in certain areas to the all the trees, hedges, or other constituent parts of
the landscape (BNatSchG, Section 18(1); Landespflegegesetz, Section 20).

(NOTE: Such sites are listed in an official register at the lower-level landscape
management authority.)
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NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR WORKSHEET USERS

REFER TO
WORKSHEET CONTACT THESE
ITEMS: PERSONS OR GROUPS:(a)

All liutallations 4-1 and 4-2 (1)(2)

Natural Resources 4-3 through 4-5 (1)

Surface Water Resources 4-6 and 4-7 (I)

Floodplains/Wetlands 4-8 (1)

Rheinland-Pfalz Natural Resources 4-9 through 4-24 (1)

Protected Species 4-25 through 4-30 (1)

Rheinland-Pfalz Protected Species 4-31 through 4-33 (1)

Rheinland-Pfalz Historic Properties 4-34 (2)

() CONTACT/LOCATION CODE:

(1) Naturse Resources Manager (or Environmenta) Coordinator)
(2) Historic Preservation Officer (or Environmental Coordinator)
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NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Records to Review

"* For construction activities: documentation of finding of no adverse effect
" Environmental Impact Statement
"• Installation Master Plan
"• Land Use Plan
"• Historic Preservation Plan
"• Fish and Wildlife Plan
"* Outdoor Recreation Plan
"• Cropland and Grazing Plan
"* Forest Management Pl&a

Physical Features to Inspect

"• Construction sites
"* Site or landmark of historic of archaeological interest
"* Facilities constructed in the past 2 years (yr)
"* Wildlife containment areas
"* Wildlife habitat, and land and water resources
" Equipment which could damage wildlife, its habitat, or land and

water resources

Sources to Interview

"* Natural Resources Manager (or Environmental Coordinator)
"* Historic Preservation Officer (or Environmental Coordinator)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

MANAGEMENT
German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
3EQU3IREMMM:

ALL INSTALLATIONS

4-1. Determine actions Determine if noncompliance issues have been resolved by reviewing a
or changes since previous copy of the previous report. (1X2)
review of natural and cul-
tural resources manage-
ment (GMP).

4-2. Installations should Verify that copies of the following Federal laws and regulations are kept
maintain a file of German at the installation: (I)(2)
laws and regulations per-
taining to Natural and - Bundesarsenschuzverordmmg, (DArrSchV).
Cultural Resources - Bundesjagdgesetz.
Management (GMP). - Bundesnoiurschutzgesetz, (BNatSchG).

- Bundeswaldgesetz
- Bundeswitschumzverordnung, (BWildSchV).
- Gesetz zur Ordnung des Wasserhaushalks, (WHG).

Verify that copies of the following state laws and regulations for
Rheinland-Pfalz are kept at the installation:

- Landespflegegesetz.
- Landesforstgesetz.
- Landesverordnung zur Durchfuehrung des Landesforsigeserzes.
- S. Landesverordnung zur Durchfuehrung des Landesforstgesetzes.
- Landesverordnung ueber das Sammeln von Weinbergschnecken.

(1) Natural Resources Manager (or Environmental Coordinator) (2) Historic Preservation Officer (or Environmen-

tal Coordinator)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

MANAGEMENT
German

REGULATORT REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQVU3aWrs:

NATURAL
RESOURCES

4-3. Certain specific Determine if the installation includes any of the following biotopes: (1)
biotopes must be pro-
tected (BNatSchG, Sec- - marshland (Moore)
tion 20c). - swamps (Suempfe)

- reed banks (Roehrichte)
- wet meadows rich in sedges [Carex] or rushes [Juncus] (seggen-

und binsenreicbe Nasswiesen)
- headwater regions (Quelibereiche)
- parts of rivers and streams that are unobstructed and in their

natural state (naturnahe und unverbaute Bach- und Flussabsch-
nitte)

- areas of standing waters where deposition is occurring (Verlan-
dungsgebiete stehender Gewaesser)

- open interior dunes (offene Binnenduenen)
- open, natural slopes of blocks or scree (offene natuerliche Block-

und Geroellhalden)
- dwarf shrub and juniper heaths (Zwergstrauch- und Wacberheiden)
- plots of matweed [Nardus stricta] (Borstgrasrasen)
- dry meadow (Trockenrasen)
- woods and thickets of dry/warm habitat (Waelder und Gebuesche

trockenwarmer Standorte)
- fenwoods or carts (Bruchwaelder)
- marshy woods (Sumpfwaelder)
- lowland forests (Auwaelder)
- rocky coasts, bluffs (Fels- und Steilkuesten)
- beach banks, dunes, salt flats, mudflats in coastal areas

(Strandwaelle sowie Duenen, Salzwiesen und Wattflaechen im
Kuestenbereich)

- open cliff formations, alpine fields, and snow-lies and elfinwood in
alpine regions (offene Felsbildungen, alpine Rasen sowie
Schneetaelchen und Krummholzgebuesche im alpinen Bereich).

Verify that no damage or substantial or lasting impairment is occurring or
has occurred to any of the above biotopes on the installation.

4-4. Natural monuments Determine if the installation has any natural monuments and/or protected
and protected pauts of the portions of landscape on its grounds. (1)
landscape must be pro-
tected (BNatSchG, Sec- Verify that neither natural monuments nor the land surrounding them
tions 17 and 18). have been removed, destroyed, damaged, changed, or subjected to any

lasting disruption.

Verify that protected portions of the landscape have not been removed,
destroyed, damaged, changed, or subjected to any lasting disruption.

(1) Natural Resources Manager (or Environmental Coordfitor) (2) Historic Preservation Officer (or Environmen-

tal Coordinator)
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COMPUANCE CATEGORY:
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

MANAGEMENT
German

"REULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQU3W!Sul :

4-5. A permit from the Verify that the installation has the necessary permits for clearing, conver-
authority competent under sion, and/or afforestation, if these activities have taken place or will take
state law is required in place. (1)
order to clear a forest or
to convert it to a different
use, or for afforestation
(Bundeswaldgesetz, Sec-
tions 9 and 10).

SURFACE WATER
RESOURCES

4-6. Maintenance of Determine the extent to which the installation is responsible for mainte-
surface waters, including nance of surface waters. (1)
banks and shores, is sub-
ject to regulation and, Verify that surface waters, as well as banks and shores, are maintained
unless otherwise speci- properly.
fled, is the responsibilty
of the installation (WHG,, Sections 28-30).

4-7. Any type of Verify that approval has been obtained prior to any development. (1)
development which
affects surface water or (NOTE: While development of surface water is not considered use of
its shores (construction, water, so that no permit for water use is required, it is subject to other
removal, or significant ordinances. Approval of development is contingent on proper proceed-
change, including dikes ings meeting the requirements of the Law on Environmental Impact
and dams) must have Statements.)
prior approval (WHG,
Section 31).

FLOODPLAINS I
WETLANDS

4-8. Floodplains are Determine whether the irstpllation's grounds include any floodplains. (1)
required to be managed
according to certain stan- Verify that provisions are made to guarantee the harmless drainage of
dards (WHG, Section 32). floodwaters.

(1) Natural Resources Manager (or Environmental Coordinator) (2) Historic Preservation Officer (or Environmen-
tal Coordinator)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

MANAGEMENT
German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

RlEI MAND-PFALZ
NATURAL
RESOURCES

4-9. In Protected Determine if the installation's grounds include Protected Landscape
Landscape Areas all those Areas. (1)
activities are prohibited
that change or could Determine if the installation has been informed of statutory orders by the
change the character of lower-level landscape management authority that specify prohibited
the area or that are likely activities.
to threaten the goals that
the area was established Verify that the installation is complying with any pertinent statutory ord-
to further (Lan- ers.
despflegegesetz, Section18(2)).

4-10. In Nature Protec- Determine if the installation's grounds include Nature Protection Areas.
tion Areas all those (1)
activities are prohibited
that can destroy, damage, Determine if the installation has been informed of statutory orders by the
or change the area or its higher-level land management authority that specify prohibited activities.
parts or that can lead to a
lasting disruption of it Verify that the installation is complying with any pertinent statutory ord-
(Landespflegegesetz, Sec- ers.
tion 21(2)).

4-11. Removal of a Determine if any natural monuments are to be found on the installation's
natural monument is grounds. (1)
prohibited, as are all such
activities as lead to the Determine if the installation has been informed of statutory orders that
destruction of it, damage specify forbidden activities.
or change to it, or to a
lasting disruption of it or Verify that the installation is complying with any pertinent statutory ord-
of the protected areas that ers.
may suround it (Lan-
despflegegesetz, Section
22(2)).

4-12. Though anyone Verify that the forest is not being endangered, damaged, or polluted by
may enter the forest free those who enter it (1)
of charge at his own risk,
whoever does so must
behave in such a way that
neither the forest nor the
management of it is dis-
rupted (Landesforstgesetz,
Section 11(]) and 11(2)).

(I) Natural Resources Manager (or Environmental Coordinator) (2) Historic Preservation Officer (or Environmien-
tal Coordinator)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

MANAGEMENT
Geromn

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

4-13. Access to areas Verify that permits have been obtained for temporarily restricting access
within the forest may be to areas of the forest, if access has been denied for other than compelling
denied emporaily with reasons. (1)
the permission of the
lower-level forest author-
ity, or if there are com-
pelling reasons for doing
so (Landesforstgesetz,
Section 11(5)).

4-14. Cutting or any Determine if any protected forests are on the installation. (1)
activity that reducesF wth in a protected Verify that the installation has the necessary permits for cutting and like
oret requires the appro- activities in protected forests.

val of the higher-level
forest authority (Landes-
forstgesetz, Section 18).

. 4-15. Forest owners are Verify that clear-cut areas have been or are being reforested. (1)
obligated to reforest
clear-cut areas without
delay in a manner con-
sistent with the principles
of forestry (Landesforst-
gesetz. Section 21(lXa)).

4-16. Forest owners are Verify that areas where natural regeneration or seeding and planting is
obligated to protect and taking place are being protected and tended. (1)
tend arelks where natural
regeneration or seeding
and planting is taking
place (Landesforstgesetz,
Section 21(l0b)).

4-17. Forest owners are Verify that trees are being cared for and developed in a manner con-
ob=igated to care for the sistent with the principles of forestry. (1)
rees and develop them in

a manner consistent with
the principles of forestry
(LadesfO ePSM, Sec-
tion 21(1(Xc)).

(i) Natural Resources Manager (or Environmental Coordinator) (2) Historic Preservation Officer (or Environmen-

t Coordinator)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

MANAGEMENT
Germ.

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

4-18. Clur-cutting Verify that no evergreen stands younger than 50 yr of age and no stands
in stanids of deciduous trees under 80 yr of age are being clear-cut and that their

e yr of age or growthsnototherwisebeinginhibited.(1)
deciduous trees in stands
under 80 yr of age is for- (NOTE: Stumps may be removed and deciduous softwood may be cut.
bidden, as is taking any The lower-level forest authority may grant exceptions.)
measure that reduces their
growth (Andesforst.
gesetz, Section 21(2)).

4-19. Forest owners Verify that forest management on the installation includes the prevention
must prevent and combat of fire, soil erosion, and mudslides at steep slopes. (1)
the dangers of fire, soil
erosion, and mudslides at
steep slopes as part of
forest management (Lan-
desforstgesetz, Section
26(1)).

4-20. Certain activities Verify that no open fires (including grill fires) are laid in the forest in
are prohibited in the areas that are not sufficiently developed for that purpose or closer than
interests of preventing 100 meters (in) to the edge of the forest. (1)
forest fires (Lan-
desverordnung zur Dur- Verify that no one keeps open fires burning in the forest or closer than
chfuehrung des Landes- 100 m to the edge of the forest and that no one carries open fire with
forstgesetzes, Section 20). him in the forest.

Verify that no one throws burning or glowing objects away or treats such
things carelessly either in the forest or closer than 100 m to the edge of
the forest.

Verify that no smoking occurs in the forest between 1 March and 31
October.

4-21. Certain activities Verify that a permit from the lower-level forest authority is held for any
require the permission of building with a fireplace or that is intended to enclose an open fire that is
the lower-level forest erected in the forest or within 30 m of the edge of it. (1)
authority (Lan-
desverordnung zur Dur-
chfuehmung des Landes-
forstgesetzes, Section
20(3)).

(1) Natural Resources Manager (or Environmental Coordinat) (2) Historic Preservation Officer (or Environmen-

tl Coordinator)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

MANAGEMENT
Germa

RGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

4-22. Certain activities Verify that a permit from the lower-level forest authority is held for any
require the permission of facility to which a fireplace is connected that is built in the forest or
the lower-level forest within 100 m of its edge. (1)
authority (Fuenfte Lan-
desverordnung zur Dur-
chfuehrung des Landes-
forstgesetzes, Section
2(3)).

4-23. Horseback riding Verify that horseback riding takes place only where it is permitted. (1)
is not permitted on foot-
paths or on trails set
aside for hiking, nor is it
permitted on other than
specially designated rid-
ing trails in nature parks
or in nature protection
areas (Landesforstgesetz,
Section 12(1)).

4-24. New hiking trails Verify that no new hiking trails are being marked without the consent of
may be marked only with the lower-level forest authority. (1)
the approval of the
lower-level forest author-
ity (Landesforstgesetz,
Section 13(1)).

PROTECTED SPECIES

4-25. Wild animal and Verify that no wildlife is being disturbed, caught, wounded, or killed
plant species must be without good reason. (1)
protected (BNatSchG,
Section 20d). Verify that wild plants or parts of wild plants are not being removed

from their habitats, used, or destroyed without good reason.

Verify that the habitat of wild animals and plants is not being impaired
or destroyed without good reason.

(1) Natural Resources Manager (or Environmental Coordinator) (2) Historic Preservation Officer (or Environmen-
tal Coordinator)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

MANAGEMENT
German

RMULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
3EQUMEflM:

4-26. Animal and plant Determine if any of the species in Table 4-1 are present on the installa-
species that have been nion. (1)
designated "specially pro-
tected species" ae sub- Verify that no specially protected wild animal species is being trapped,
ject to special provisions caught, wounded, killed, or removed, and that their nesting sites, dwel-
(BNatSchG, Sections 20c, lings, or shelters are not being harmed or destroyed.
20f, 20g(7)).

Verify that no specially protected wild plant species or parts of such are
being cut off, plucked, torn off, torn up, dug up, harmed, or destroyed.

Verify that no species of wild animals that are threatened with extinction
or their nesting sites, dwellings, or shelters are being disturbed by seeking
them out, or by photographing or filming them, or by carrying out similar
activities.

Verify that no habitats of wild plant species that are threatened with
extinction are being impaired or destroyed by seeking them out, by pho-
tographing or filming them, or by carrying out similar activities.

Verify that no specially protected species of plants or animals are being
taken possession of, acquired, worked on, or processed.

Verify that no specially protected species of plants or animals are being
sold, stockpiled for sale, offered for sale, or exhibited for commercial
purposes.

Verify that no plants or animals of specially protected species are being
introduced into commerce, promoted, or exhibited for any other reason.

Verify that the following methods are not used to pursue, lure, catch, or
kill animals of specially protected species or vertebrate species that fall
outside the scope of the Bundesjagdgesetz (BArtenSchV, Section 13 (1)):

- snares, nets, traps, hooks, glue, or other adhesives
- living animals used as bait
- artificial light sources, mirrors, or other equipment that employs

light or blinds the animal
- acoustic or electrical devices
- gas, smoke, intoxicating or toxic substances
- semi-automatic or automatic weapons with magazines that hold

more than two cartridges, or electronic night-sight equipment
- explosives
- motor vehicles or aircraft
- boats with a speed of more than 5 kilometer (km)/hour (h).

(NOTE: See Table 4-2 for lists of species that may be hunted legally.)

(NOTE: Under Federal Law, the states may permit the gathering of
Roman snails (Helix pomatia) with shells of at least 30 millimeter (mm)
between 1 April and 15 June in any one year.)

(1) Natural Resources Manager (or Environmental Coordinator) (2) Historic Preservation Officer (or Environmen-

tal Coordinator)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

MANAGEMENT
Germam

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUO_____

4-27. Mushrooms of Verify that mushrooms of no protected species other than the following
specific protected species are being picked in small quantities for private use: (1)
may be picked in small
quantities for private use - Steinpilz (Boletus edulis) edible boletus
(BArtSchV, Section 2(I)). - Pfifferling (Cantharellus spp.) chanterelle (all native species)

- Bractil.. (Lactarius volemus) lacteous agaric
- Birkenpilz und Rotkappe (Leccinum spp.) rough-stemmed boletus

and red boletus (all native species)
- Morchel (Morchella spp.) morel (all native species).

4-28. It is illegal to take Verify that the above activities are not taking place with regard to the
possession of, to acquire, animal species listed in Table 4-3. (1)
to exercise actual force
over, to work on, to pro-
cess, or otherwise to use
certain animal species, or
to dispose of them, offer
them for sale, to transfer
them, or otherwise intro-
duce them into com-
merce, or to transport
them for those purposes
(BWildSchV, Section2(1)).

4-29. Permits under Verify that no plants or animals not indigenous to the area are being
state law are required released or otherwise introduced into the wild without permits from the
before plants or animals state. (1)
of wild or domesticated
species that are not indi- (NOTE: This does not apply to agricultural or silvicultural activities.)
genous to a particular
area may be released or
otherwise introduced into
the wild (BNatSchG, Sec-
tion 20d).

4-30. If the numbers of Verify that game species whose numbers are low are not being sought
species that can be out, photographed, filmed, or otherwise disturbed. (1)
hunted are sufficiently
reduced, their shelters,
nesting sites, brooding
sites, and dwellings may
not be disturbed (Bundes-
jagdgesetz, Section 19a).

(1) Natural Resources Manager (or Environmental Coordinator) (2) Historic Preservation Officer (or Environmen-

tal Coordinator)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

MANAGEMENT
German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQEEM M

RHEINLAND-PFALZ
PROTECTED SPECIES

4-31. Rare species of Verify that none of the activities listed in Table 4-4 are being carried out
wild plants and animals on the installation. (1)
are to be protected, as are
those that ae threatened
with extinction and those
species that are important
to the management of the
land or to education.
Their habitats and com-
munities are to be pro-
tected as well (Landep-
flegegesetz, Sections
24(1) and 24(2)).

4-32. Plants of wild and Verify that no such activity is taking place on the installation. (1)
domesticated species that
are not indigenous to a (NOTE: This does not apply to the cultivation of plants in agriculture
particular area and wild and silviculture.)
and domesticated animal
species that are not indi-
genous to a particular
area may not be released
into the wild without a
permit from the higher-
level land management
authority (Lan-
despflegegesetz, Section
24(3)).

4-33. Roman snails Verify that Roman snails (Helix pomatia) with shells of at least 30 mm
(Helix pomatia) may be in diameter are gathered only between 1 April and 15 June within the
gathered only if they are areas and timeframes listed in Table 4-5. (1)
of a certain size and only
within certain areas and Verify that all gatherers of Roman snails are in possession of 30 mm
timeframes (Lan- measuring rings.
desverordnung ueber das
Sammeln von Wein- Verify that no snails whose shells are smaller than 30 mm are taken.
bergschnecken, Section
2). (NOTE: No gathering may occur within nature protection areas or

natural monuments.)

(I) Natural Resources Manager (or Environmental Coordinator) (2) Historic Preservation Officer (or Environmen-
tal Coordinator)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

MANAGEMENT
German

RGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIRWT,:

RHEINLAND-PFALZ
HISTORIC
PROPERTIES

4-34. Cultivated Determine if the installation includes cultivated landscapes of historical
landscapes of historical significance that are unique. (2)
significance that are
unique (or parts of them) Verify that such landscapes are being protected.
are to be preserved, as is
the land that surrounds Determine if the installation includes cultural, architectural, or land
other cultural, architec- monuments whose surrounding land is to be protected.
tural, or land monuments
(Bodendenkmaeler) that Verify that any land surrounding such monuments that must be protected
are protected or are worth is in fact protected.
protecting, if it is neces-
sary in order to preserve
the unique character or
the beauty of the monu-
ment (Lan-
despflegegesetz, Section
2(13)).

(I) Natural Resources Manager (or Environmental Coordinator) (2) Historic Preservation Officer (or Environmen-

tal Coordinator)
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Thb~e 4-1

Threuatened Plat and Animal Specks

"The species marked with an asterisk (*) are those species officially listed as threatened with extinction.
"The scientific designation of a species is normative for delimiting that species, and the species includes
all the members of the levels of taxonomy under it,

Laimn Nine Gumma Cbumn Num Enahdh Cbmumo Nwm

_____________ FAUNqA

MAMM " I SAEUGE.ERE MAMMALS
Alopex lagopus Eisfuchs ice (arctic, polar, stone) fox
Bradypus torquatus Kragenfaultier maned sloth
Bradypus tridactylus Dreifingerfaultier three-toed sloth
*cAnis lupus Wolf wolf
CapM aegagrus Bezoarziege wild goat
Capra pyrenaica Iberiensteinbock Iberian goat
*Castor fiber Biber beaver
*Chiroptera spp. Fledermaeuse bat

-all indigenous species
Chiroptera spp. Fhdermaeuse bat

-all European species not individually listed
Choloepus didactylus Unau two-toed sloth
Citellus citellus Ziesel common souslik
Cricetus cricetus Europaeischer Feldhamster European field hamster
Cystophora cristata Klappmuetze hooded seal
Dasypodidae spp. Guerteltiere armadillo
*Dryomys nitedula Baumschlaefer tree dormouse
Erignathus barbatus Bartrobbe bearded seal
Felidae Katzen cats
Galemys pyrenaicus Pyrenaeen-Desman Pyrenees desman
Gliridae spp. Schlaefer dormouse

-all European species not individually listed
Gulo gulo Vielfrass glutton
Halichoerus grypus Kegelrobbe gray seal
Hysuix cristata Stachelschwein porcupine
Loxodonta africana Afrikanischer Elephant African elephant
*Mustela lutreola Europaeischer Wildnerz European mink

(Lutreola lutreola)
*Microt bavaricus Bayerische Kleinwuehlmans Bavarian small vole
*Microtus oeconomus Sumpfnmas marsh vole
Odobenus rosmarus Walross walrus
Ovibos moschatus Moschlsochse musk-ox
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Phoca groenlandica Satteirobbe harp seal
(Pagophilus groenlandicus)
Pusa hispida Ringelrobbe ringed seal
Sciurus vulgaris Eichhoernchen squirrel
*Sicista betulina Birkenmaus birch mouse
*Sorex alpinus Alpenspittmu Alpine shrew

Soricidae app. Spitzmaeuse, shrew
-all European species not individually listed

Talpa europaea Europaeischer Maulwwrf European mole
Tamandua. teti-adactyla, Mittlerer Ameisenbaer tamandua,
*Ursus arctos Brainbaer brown bear

Genetta genetta. Ginsterkatze European genet (berbe)
Manmaiia, app. Saeugetiere Mammals

-all native species not individually listed, EXCE'P.

Arvicola terrestris Schermaus watervole
Clethrionomy2 glareolus Roetelniaus bank vole
Mficrotus agrestis Erdrnaus field vole, sborttailed field mouse
Microtus arvalis Feidmaus field vole
Mus musculus Hausmaus house mouse
Myocastor coypus Nutria nutria
Nyctereutes procyonoides Marderhund raccoon dog
Ondatra, zibethica, Bisam muskrat
Pr'ocyon lotor Waschbaer raccoon
Rattus norvegicus Wanderratte Norway rat

AMES YVOEG BIRDS
*Acrocephalus arundinaceus Drosselrobisaenger common sandpipt~er, sumnmer

snipe
*Acroephalus paludicola Seggenrohrsaenger reed thrush, great reed

warbler
*Actitis hypoleucos Flussuferlaeufer sedge warbler
*Aegolius funereus Rauhfusskauz rough foot owl
*Aegypius inonachus Moencbsgeier black vulture
*Afropavo congensis Kongopfau Congo peacock
*Alca torda. Tordalk razorbilJ, razorbilled auk
*Alcedo atthis Eisvogel kingfisher
*Alectoris barbara. Felsenhuhn stone grouse
*Alectoris graeca saxatiflLs, Alpen-Steinhuhn alpine rock partridge
9dlectoris rufa Rothuhn Guernsey or red-legged partridge
Amazona. agilis Rotspiegel-Amazone red-mirror Amazona
Amazona. collaza kamaikso-Amnazone Jamnaica Amazona.
Amazona. ventralis Blaukronen.-Amnazone, blue-crown Amnazona.
Amazona xanthons IGelbbauch-Amnazone yellow-belly Amazona.
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Anas clypeala, Loeffelente shoveler
Anns querquedula. Knaekente querquedule
Azwdorhynchus hyacinthinus Hyazinthara, Hyacinth ara

*Anser erytiuropus Zwerggans lesser white-fronted goose

*Anthorpoides virgo ~ Jngfernkranich demoiselle
*AnhuIs bertheloti Kanarenpieper canary pipit

AnMthus cainpestris Brachpieper tawny pipit,

Aplonis peizelni Peizeinstar cloak starling

Aplonis santovestuis Rotbuerzeistar red-rumped starling

*Aqulia chrysaetos Steinadler golden eagle

*AquIia. pomnarina Schreiadler lesser spotted eagle

Aratings auricapilla Goldscheitelsittich gold-headed parakeet
auricapilla,

Aratinga. cactorum Kak~tssittich cactus parakeet

*Ardea, purpurea Purpurreiher purple hewn
*Ardeola, railoides Rallenreiher rail heron
*Arenania interpres Steinwaelzer tairstone

*Asio flammeus Suxnpfohreule sborteared owl

*Atirene noctua Steinkauz little owlet,

Aythya, nyroca Moorente white-eyed duck

Balaeniceps rex Schuhschnabel shoebill
Botaurus stellars Rchrdonimel common bittern

Brotogenis tirica Tirika-Sitlich thica, parakeet

*Bubo bubo Uhu eagle owl

Bucerotidae spp. Nashornvoegel rhinoceros bird
-all species

*Burhinus oedicnemus Triel stone curlew

*Buteo nafinus Adlerbussard eagle buzzard

*Caiandrella brachydactyla Kurzzehenlerche shortroed lark
*Calidris aipina Alpenstrandineufer dunlin (red-backed sandpiper)

Oalonecbris diomedea Gelbschnabelstumtaucher yellow-billed loon

*Capriznulugus europaeus Ziegenmelker mightjar
*Carduelis flarmnea Birkenzeisig mealy redpoll
*Carpodacus erythrinus Kariningimpel scarlet grosbeak

Cathartes aura Truthahngeier gallinazo, turkey buzzard
Cathartes burrovianus Kiciner Gelbkopfgeier lesser yellow-headed vulture

Cathartes melambrotus Grosser Gelbkopfgeier greater yellow-headed
vulture

*Cettia cetti Seidensaenger silky warbler
*CIidonias hybrida Weissbartseeschwalbe whiskered tern
*(jhJjdonias leucoptera, Weisafluegelseeschwalbe white-winged tern

*Chljdonis niger Trauerseeschwalbe mourning tern

*aiconia ciconia Weissstorch white stork

*Caconia nigra. Schwarzstorch black stork

*Cr~caetus gallicus Schiangenadler snake buzzard
*Crcus cyaneus Kornweihe hen-harrier

*Circus inacrourus Steppenweihe steppe harrier

*Circus ovfaru Wiesenweibe Montatu's harrier
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$Cbainis godefnida Puirl inenauChen purple-banded dove
Coenocorypha aucklandica, Aucklandschzepfe Auckland snipe
Columba junonae Lo*beertsube laurel pigeon
Columba twcat Silberhalstmube silver-necked pigeon

COopsychus aechellaruni SeychellendajA Seychelle thrushi
(Seychellen-Drossel)

*Coraci garrulus Blau-racke common roller
Cragyps ralus Rabengeier carrion crow, black vulture
Co0rvus kubaryi Guazn-Kraehe Guam crow
C00mIs tropiCus Hawaii-Kraebe Hawaii crow

Orax alberti Blaulappenhokko blue-wattled guan
CMa fasciolata pinmma Nattererhokko [chattering] guan

C0rex .rex Wachtelkoenig comcrake, land rail
Cyanolimnas cerverai Kuba-Ralle Cuba rail
Cygnus columbianus Zwergschwan -gmy swan

CPygnus Cygnus Sinpscbwan aistling swan
*Oygnus melanocoryphus Schwanhalsschwan black-necked swan
*Dendrocopos leucotos Weissrueckenspecht white-backed woodpecker
*Dendrocopos medius Mittelspecht middle spotted woodpecker
*Dendrecopos syriacus Blutspecht blood woodpecker
Diduncuhus sirigirostnis Zahntaube tooth-billed pigeon
Drepanoptila. holoseficea Spaltschwingentaaibe split-winged dove
*Dyocopus martius Schwarzapecbt black woodpecker
Ducula auroae Aurorafruchttaube orange fruit, dove
*Ducula. gaieata Marquesfnzchttaube marquesa fruit dove
Ducula goliath Riesenfruchttaube greater fruit dove
*Egretta alba Silberreiher great white heron
Egretta. eulophotes Schneereiher Chinese little egret

(China-Seidenreiher)
*Egretta garzetta Seidenreiher great white heron
*Elanus caeruleus Gleitaar blackwinged kite
*Emberiza. caesia Grauer Ortolan gray bunting
*Emberiza cia Zipparmier rockbunting
*Emberiza cirius Zaunammer ciii bunting
*Emberiza borui~lana Ortolan ortolan, bunting
*Eudroxnias moninellus Mormeliregenpfeifer dottrel
*Falco biarmicus Lanner lanner
*Falco cherrug Saker-Falke Saker falcon
*Falco eleonorac Eleonorenflake Eleonor falcon

beaded buzzard
Cadhartes melambrotus Grosser Gelbkopfgeier greater yellow-

headed buzzard

*FIcedula. albicollis Halsbandschnaepper collared flycatcher
*F'cedula parva. Zwergschnaepper pygmy flycatcher
*Flcedla semitorquata Halbuingschnaepper half-ring flycatcher
*Foudia flavicans Rodziguezweber Rodriguez weaver
*Foudia rubra Mauritius-Weber Mauritius weaver
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Foudia sechellaruin Seychellen-Weber Seychelie weaver

*F~rtercula mcdca Papageitaucher panot grebe

Fringilla teydea Teydefink Teyde finch

Fulica. comnuta Ruesselblueshubn snout coot

*Fulica cnistats, Kainmblaesshuhm comb coot

*Fumarus glacialis Eiestairtnvogel fulmar (petrel)

*Galerids thekise Thekialerche 7hekia lark

Gallicolumba erythroptera Tahiti-Taube Tahiti pigeon

Gallicoluznba rubescens Marquesatallbe marque"a pgeon

*Gallinago media Doppelschnepfe great snipe

*Gavia imxner Eistaucher common loon

*Gelochelidion nilotica Lachseeschwalbe Gold-billed tomn

*Geronticus calvus Glattzxackenibis smooth-necked ibis

*Giareola nordmanni Schwarztfluegel-Brachschwalbe black-winged collared
pratincole

*Glaimela pratincola Rotfluegel-Brachscbwalbe red-winged collared
pratincole

*Glaucidium passerinuni Sperlingskauz pygmy owl
Gruidae spp. Kraniche cranes

-all species not
individually listed

*Grus grus IKranich crane

*Gypaetus harbatus Bartgeier bearded vulture

Gypopsitta vulturina, KaNhkopfpapagei bald-headed parrot
*Gyps fulvus Gaensegeier Griff on vulture

*Haematopus chathamensis Ohatharn-Austernfisc her Chatham's oyster-catcher

Haemalopus inoquini Russ-Austernfischer sooty oyster-catcher

Hieraaetus fasciatus Habichtsadler hawk eagle

*Hieraaetus pennatals Zwergadler booted eagle

*Hjimantopus himantopus Steizenlaeuter stilt

*Himantopus novaezelandiae Neuseeland-Stelzenlaeufer New Zealand stilt

*Hoplopterus spinosus Spornkiebitz spurred lopwingkAover()

*Hydrobates pelagicus Sturmshwalbe stormy petrel

*Hydroprogne caspia Raubseeschwalbe Caspian tern

lIxobrycbus minutus Zwergdomrnel little bittern

*Lanius collwrio Neuntoeter red-backed shrike

*Lanius excubitor Raubwuerger great gray shrike

*Lanius minor Schwarzstimwuerger black-headed shrike

*Lwanus senator Rotkopfwuerger red-headed shrike

*Laru andouinii Korallenmoewe coral seagull

*Larus genei Duennschnabelmoewe thin-bilied seagull

*Larus sabini Schwalbenmoewe swallow-tailed gull, Sabine's gull

Leptofila conoveni Tolimataube Tolimna dove

Leptotila welisi Lorbeertaube Grenada dove
(Grenadataazbe)

*Locustella luscinioides Rohzschwid cane warbler

Lophotibis cnistata Schopfibis tufted ibis
(Mada~askMrSchogfibisL______________
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Lopbra. buiwen Weiseschwarizfasanl white-tailed pheasat
*LulUla arborea. Heidelerche wood lark
*Luscinia invecica, Blaukehichen bluethroat

(CyanosylVia sVeCic3)
*Lynmocrpies ,niniui ZWerpChnepfe jakanipe

Marnaroneua angustamestris Marnelente marble duck
Megapodius laperouse Laperotuehuba Lapeowme's hen

(Dschwigtlhuhn)
"Merops apiaster Biettenfreaser bee-eater

Mesoenas unicolor Elnfarbstelsenralle one-color atilt rail
*MIlV~U milvus Rotanilan red kite
Monias benschi Moniasralle Monias rail
*Monticola saxatilis Steinroetel rock thrush
Nannopterum harrisi Galapagosscharbe Galapagos cormorant
Nectariniidae app. Nektarvoegelarlge honeyeater, honeysucker, sugarbird

-all species
*Nemosia rourel Rubinkehltangare red-throated tanager
*Neophron percnopterus Schmutzgeier Egyptian vulture

*Nesoenas wayeni Mauritus-Taube Mauitiaus pigeon
*Notonmis mantelli Takahe takahe
*Numenius arquata. Grosser Brachvogel common curlew
*Nyctea scandiaca Schuce-Eule snowy Owl

*Nycticorax nycticorax Nachtreiher night heron
*Oceanodroma leucorhoa. Wellenlaeufer Leach's petrel
*Odontopborus stropbiumlKragenwachtel collared quail
*Ots tarda Grosetrappe great bustard
*Oxyura leucocephala Weisskopfniderente white-beaded ruddy duck

Pandion haliaetaas F~schadler fish eagle
*Pelecanus onocrotalus Rosapelikan pink pelican
*Penelope perspicax Caucaguan Caugaguan

*Petronia, petronia Steinsperfing stone sparrow
Phalacrocorax carunculatus Wanzenscharbe warty cornorant

pbalacrocorax pygmaeus Zwergscharbe dwarf or pigmy cormorant
PFhalaropus, lobatais Odiznshuehinchen Odin's chicken
*Philomachus pugnax Kaznpflaeufer common sandpiper

Thoenicoptenis roseus Flamingo flamingo
lFicoides tuidactylus Dreizehenspecht three--toed woodpecker

*V2jus canus Grauspechi gray woodpecker
*Pla~aea leucorodia Europaeischer Loeffler European spoonbill
*Plegadis falcinellus Braunsichler glossy ibis, falcinel

(Schreitvogel)
Ploceus golandi Golandweber Goland's weaver
*Pluvialis apricaria Goldregenpfeifer golden plover
*Fbdiceps andinus Andentaucher Andean grebe
*Fbdiceps auritus Ohrentaucher eared grebe
*fbdiceps gallardoi Kapuzentaucher hooded grebe
*Fbdiceps grisegena Rodhiastsucher red-necked grebe
*Fbdcegs ninrcollis Sc wanhiaistucher Iblack-n~ecked frebe
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Thrphyn~ro pophynio Purpurhuhn purple partridge()
*Fbnanx parv IKleines Sumpfhulin lesser crake
NFrnna prozana Tuaep(elsumpfliuhn tufted crake

*Ibnans pusilhis Zwergsumpthuhn dwarf crake
PRobosciger aterrimus N~mkakadu palm cockatoo
Ptuobonia cancellatum Suedseelaeuter South Sea rnmner
Fseudibis davisoni Borneo-Wersenibis Borneo warty ibis
*Pteiocles alchata Spiessflughuhn pin-ailed sandgiouse
Nateocles orientalis Sandflhghuhm saazdgrouse
*Plercles parsdoxus Steppenliul Pallas's sandgrouse

Ptlinopus huttoni Rafnichuaube Raps. fruit dove

ONoo~opaomne rupesbris Felsenschwalbe rock swallow,
crag martin

*Pyrrhula pyrrbula munina Azoren-Gimpel Azores bullfinch
Pyrrhura hypoxanthsa Gelbseitensittich yellow-sided parakeet

salvadori
Pynjium perlata Blausteissaittich blue-rump parakeet
Pyrrhura, rhodogaster Rotbauchsittich red-belly parakeet
Rafliw owstoni Guamm.Ralle Guam rail

fiRalus poeciloptenis FIdji-Ralle FIji rail
Rallus seniiplumbeus BogataFRale Bogota rail
Raznphastidae app. Tuzkane toucans
*Recurvrota~ avosetta Sae belsehnac bier avocet
Rheinartia ocellata Rheinarfafasan Rheinart's pheasant
Rukia longirostria Langscnabelbrillenvogel 1mg-tailed white-eye
*Rukia nuib Trukbeillenvogel Truk white-eye
Saicoramphus papa Koenigsgeier king vulture
Saxicola dacotiae Kanaren-Schmnaetzer canary passerines
Semmoniis raruphastinus Twikanbartvogel toucan barbet
Serinus canaria Kanaren-Girlitz canary finch
*Seiinus citrinella Zitmnengiritt citril finch
Sitta ledanti Kabylen-IGeiber Berber nuthatch
*Sitta whiteheadi Korsenkleiber Corsican nuthatch
*Spheniscus demnersus Brilleapinguin jakass penguin
"Sterna albifrons Zwergseeschwalbe lesser or dwarf tern
*Sterna. dougailii Rosenseeschwalbe rose or pink tern
*Sterna birnmdo Flusaseeschwalbe common tern
*Sterna paradisaea Kuestenseeschwalbe Arctic tern
*Sterna, sandvicensis Brandseeschwalbe sandwich tern
Streptopelia turtur Turteltaube turtledove
Strigiformes spp. Eulen owls

-all species not
individually listed

O'Strix uralensis Hlabichtskauz Ural owl
*Sylvia nisonia Sperbergrasmuecke sparrow hawk warbler
"Sylvia undata Provencegrasmuecke Provence warbler
Tachybaptus rufolavatus Madagaskar-Zwergtaucher Madagascar dabchick

_________________________ (litL~e gmne)
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$Tadona, feniigine, Rostgans rust goose
Mingwr feetaaosa. Vielfarbentangare many-color tanager
*Terpsiphone corvins. Seycbelien-Paradieuscbnaepper Seychelle

paradise flycatcher
*Teo= tieua Zwergwzappe little bustard

11sumaAbis gigantea Riesenibia great ibis
*h011inors novaeseelandiae Kapregenpfeifer Cape plover

(Neuseeland-Regeopfeifer) New Zealand plover
'lrignoms. flaciataun Brasil-llgerrohrdommel Brazilian tiger bittern
Touta melanonota. Schwarsrueckenpapagei black-spined pmnot
Tomit surda Goldschwanspapa ei gold-tail parrot
Miclaria malachitacea Blaubsuchpapaegi blue-belly parrot

TIhngs. glareola Bruchwasserlsettfer wood sandpiper
*'1inga. ochropus Waldwasserlaeufer wood sandpiper
flIhnga stagnatalis Teichwasserlaeufer green sandpiper

Dinaga totanus Rotschenkel redshank
Ttochilidae app. Kolibris humnmingbirds

flirdus iliacus Rotdrossel redwing
*Uptjpa epops Wiedehopf hoopoe
Uratelornis chimaera Langscbwanzerdracke long-tailed ground roller
Vini peruviana, Saphir-Loni sapphire Iori
Vimi ulhsniarina. Smaragd-Lori emerald Ioni
Ayes app. Voegel birds

-all European species
not individually listed

Falconiformes spp. Greifvoegei falconitormes
-all species not
individually listed, EXCEPT.

COragyps ab~StU Rabengeier carron crow
Cathartea slim Trutiiahngeier turkey buzzard
Cathartes bunrovianus Weciner Gelbkopfgeier lesser yellow-

headed buzzard
Catbartes melaznbretws Grosser Gelbkopfgeier greater yellow-

headed buzzard

REPTRIIA KR IcflE2E REM11ES
*Ahlepharus kitaibelii Johanztisechse ablepharus
*Algyroides marchi Spenische Kieleidechse Spanish sand runnber

Amphibolunis app. Bartagamnen bearded lizards
-all species

Aprasia parspulchella, Schinuckfiossenfuss plumed snake-lizard
Bradypodion app. Zwergchamnaeleons dwatf chameleon

-all species
Caiman app. Krokodilkaimane, spectacled alligator,
Cerberus rhynehops Hundskopf- dog's head-homalopsine

Wassertrugnatter colubrid snake
______________ Brlleakamn amntacled caiman
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*Cbamseleo chamaeleon Gewoelmliches Ch~amaeleon common chameleon
GIhamaeleo app. Chamaeleons chameleons

-all species Dot
individually listed

Chisinydosaurus kingii Kragenechse frilled lizard
Crocodilurus lacertinus Krokodilschwanz- crocodile-tail lizard

Orocodylus intermedius Oiinoko-Krokodil Orinoco crocodile

Otenotus lancelini Lancelizz-Streifenskink Lancelin blue-tailed skink

COoluber hippocrepis Hufeisennatter horseshoe snake

*Cyrtodactylus kotschyi Aegaeischer Nacktfinger- Aegean naked-
gecko fingered gecko

Diplodactylus app. Australische Geckos Australian geckos
-all species

Dracaena guianensis Krokodilteju caimnan lzr

Egemnia spp. Stacheiskinke spiny 3kinks
-all species

*E3aphe longissima Aeskulapnatter Aesulapian snake

*Elaphe quatuorlineata Vierstreifennatter four-striped snake

*Elpaiie situla Leopardnatter leopard snake
*Emys orbicularis Ewropaeische Sumpfschildlaoete European pond turle

Enhydzis spp. Choury-Schiangen Qrowry snakes
-all species

Eunectes app. A~nakondas anaconda
Gallotia atlantica. Atiantische Kanareneidecbse Atlantic canary lizard

Gallotia gallotia, Kanareneidectse canary lizard

Gallotia steblini Riesen-Kanareneidechse Hfierro giant lizard
Gebyra australis Australiscber Hausgecko Australian gecko
Geochelone yniphora, Madagassische Schuabel- Madagascar

brustschildkroete pointed-plastron toad

Homalopsis buccata Boa - Wasertugnatter boa - homalopsine
colubrid snakes

Iguana app. Gruene Leguane green iguana
*Lacerta. lepida Perleidechse eyed lizard

*Lacerta parva Zwerg-Zaumeidecbse dwad sand lizard

*Lacerta. princeps Zagros-Eidecbse Zagros' lizard
*Lacerta viridis Smaragdeidechse green lizard

Lerista, lineata Australischer Skink Australian skink

*Maurernys caspica, Spaniache Sumpfscbildkroete Spanish pond turte

Moloch bonridus Dornteufel inoloch
Naisa naja Brillenschlange hooded snake

*Natrix tessellata, Wuerfelnatter dfice snake
Nephrunz app. Knopfschwanz-Geckos button-tail geckos

-all species

Oedura app. Sarntgeckos velvet geckos
-all species

Ophidiocephalus taeniatus Australischer Flossenfuss Australian
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Phqynooma $pp. Kroetenechsen homed toadsW
-all species

Phrynoemora coronatum Texaskroetenechse Texas homned toad

Phylurus $pp. Blatichwansgeckos leaf-tailed geckos
-all species

Physignathus lesuewrii Gewoehaicher Waaserdrachen common water dragon
PFbdareis filolensis Maltar~dechse Malta lizard

*Podarcis lilfordi Baleareneidechse Balearic toad
*Podaris muralis Maereidechse wall lizard
*Fbdarcis pityusensis rityueneidechse Pltyusen toad
Pobdarcis aicula Ruinen-Eidechse ruins lizard

Paeudemoia paifreymani Australischer Skink Australian skink
Tenrapene app. Dosenscbildkioeten box tortoises, box turtles

-all species
*Testudo graeca Maurische Landschaldkroete Moorish tortoise
OTestaido hermarini Griechische Lazxkchildkroete Greek tortoise

Testudo horsfieldii Vierzehen-Landscbildkivete Horsefield's
tortoise

*Testudo marginata Breitrandschil&L ete broad-brimmed turtle
¶flliqua. spp. Blauzuragenski-ike blue-tongued skinks

-all species
Trachydosaurus rugosus Tannen- apfenecbse fir cone lizard
Tupinambis spp. Grosstejus great teju
Underwoodisaurus spp. ituebenschwanzgeckos red-tafled geckos

-all species
Verinicella. anaulata Australische Giftnatter Australian poisonous

snake (viper)
*Vipers ammodytes Sazidotter sand viper
WVipers aspis Aspisviper aspic viper
*Vipera. berus Kreuzotter adder, northern viper
*Vipers kaznakovi Caucasus adder
*Wipers latasti Stuelpnasenotter snub-nosed adder
*Vipers lebetana Levante-Otter Lebanon adder
Vipers. nassellii Kettenviper Russell's viper
Vipera ursinii Wiesenotter field adder
WVipers xantliina. Bergotter mountain adder
Xenochropbis piscator Flschnatter fish adder

(Natrix piscator)
Reptilia. spp. lKziechtiert Reptiles

-all European species
_______________ _ I not individually listed
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*Alytie cistemnasii Iberische Gelmburelferkroete Iberian
midwife toad, frog

*Alytes muletensis Balearenkroete Balearan toad
(Baleaphryne muletensis)

*Alytes obstetaicans Gebwlshelferkroete midwife toad
Bombina. bonibina. Rotbaiachunke red-bellied toad
Bombna. fottinuptials
Bobimna. maxima Riesenunke giant toad
Bombina microdeladigitora
Bombina, orientalis Cbinesische Rotbauchunke Chinese red-bellied toad
*Bombina. vaniegata Geibbauchunke yellow-bellied toad
*Bufo calamita Kreuzkroete natterjack, running toad
*Bufo v'riidis Wecbselkroete Vistula toad

*Cbioglosa hasitanica Goldstreifensaiamander gold-stinped salamander
Dendrobates spp. Baumsteigerfroesche tree frogs
*Hyla. arborea Laubtroscb tree frog
*Pelobats cultripes Messerfuss spadefoot frog
*Pelobates fuscus Knoblaucbkroete garlic toad, spadefoot toad
Phyllobates spp. Blattsteigerfroesche leaf frogs
*Pkeoteus anguinus Grottenolm cave salamander
*Rana anrajis Moorfrosch marsh frog
*Rana daimatina Springfrossch agile frog

Rana hexadactyla Sechszebenfrosch six-toed frog
*Rana latastei Italienischer Springfroscb Italian agile frog
Rana tigerina. Asiatischer Ochsenfrosch Asiatic bullfrog
*Salamandra luscharn Lyziscber Salamander ? salamander
*Salainandrina terdigitata Brillensalarnander tarantolin
*Trituru cristatus Kanunoich crested newt

Axaphibia. app. Lurche Amphibians
-all European species
not individually listed

Rana spp. Eigentliche Froesche true frogs
excl. Rana catesbeiana

-all non-European species, EXCE~71'
the American bullfrog

~ E¶L~~1Q~IMAI&.FISCHE UDRNMEJE IHAD YLSOAE
Acipenser aturio Baltizcher Stoer Baltic sturgeon
Chaetodontidae spp. Borstenzaelner butterfly fish
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Nuomysontidae app. Rundmaeuler cyclostoznatis
-all nlative species

Nbmacauthidae app. Engelfische angelfish
-all species

Zanclidae app. Halfterfische halter fish
-all species

ECHIODFMATAST~LHAFY~hI ECINOERMS
Echinus esculentais FAsbarer Seeigel edible sea urchin
Solaster papposus Sonnenstern sun star

20MC'r MOMN1SE]
Odonala. Libellen dragonflies
*Aesbna, coerulea Alpen-Mosaikjungfer alpine mosaic dragonfly
*Aeshna, viridia Gruene Mosaikjungfer green mosaic dragonfly

*Cer~iagrjon tenellum Spaete Adonislibelle late adonis dragonfly
*Coenagrion armaturm Hauben-Azurjungfer hooded azure dragonfly

*Coeagrion hylas Sibirische Azurjungfer Siberian azure dragonfly
*Coenagrion mercuajale Helm-Az urjungfer crested azure dragonfly
*Coenagono omataim Vogel-Asurjungfer bird (or large) azure

dragonfly
*CorJdlegaster bidentata. Gestreifte Quelljungrer striped spring

dragonfly
*Epitheca bimaculata, Zweifleck two spot
*Gomphus flavipes Asiatische Keiijungfcr Asiatic meadow dragonfly
*Gomphus simillimus Gelbe Keiljungter yellow meadow dragonfly
*Gomphus vulgatissimus Gemeine Keiljungfer common meadow dragonfly
*Leucorrhinia albifrons Qestliche Moosjungfer eastern moss dragonfly
*Luorhna caudalis Zierliche Moosjungfer ornamental moss dragonfly
OOnychogomphus uncatmi Grosse Zangenlibelle greater pincer dragonfly

*Ophiogomopbus serpentinus Gruene Keiljungfer green meadow dragonfly
*Ortkietrum brunneuni Suedlicher Blaupfeil souther blue arrow
Odonata spp. Libellen dragonflies

-all native species
not individually listed

MANIDEA ANGHXJSCRECEN MAMIIS
*Mantis religiosa Gottesanbeterin praying mantis

-SALTAOI SENGF{U CH¶R-ECKEN __MPINgGRASSHO~ffEBS-
*Aiolopus thalassinus Gruene Staandschrecke green strand grashopper
*Arcyptera fusca, Pallas'Hoeckeiuchrecke Pallas' hump grasshopper
$Arcvnters, micn)Dtera l0eine Hoeckerschreckte lesser b=m aSmoffh er
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*Bzyodema tuberculata Gefleckte Schnamrchrecke spotted locust
*Calliptamus italicus Italieniscbe Schoenscbrecke Italian cornamental

locust
*Ephippiger ephippeger Steppen-Satteiscbzecke steppe saddle locust
*Gampsocleis glabra. Heidescbrecke heath locust
*Metrioptera sausureina Gebirgsbeisescbrecke mountain biting locust
Qecanthus, pellucens Weinhaebnchen vinyaird locust
Oedipoda. caerulescens Blaufluegelige Oedlandschrecke blue-wingee

wilderness locust
Qedipoda gernanica Rotfluegelige Oedlandscbrecke red-winged

wilderness locust
*Platycleis tessellata Braunfieckige Beissscbrecke brown-winged

biting locust
Psophus stridulus Rodfluegelige Scbnanuchrecke red-winged locusts
*Ruspolia nitidula Gemeine Schiefkopfscbrecke comrqnon slant-headed

locust
Sphingonotais caerulans Blaazfluegelige Sandschrecke blue-winged

sand locust

RHYNOHOTASF N ELKERFELN RXNOIO HEMUMMhR
Qicadetta montana Bergzikade mountain cicada
MIbicina haernatodes Blutrote Singzikade blood-red singing

cicada, leafhopper

FLAIPENIAECHE UETZLUEGLER MMU NEUMiOM~A
Ascalaph~idae spp. Schmetterlingshafte ascalaphids

-all European species
not individually listed

*Dendi.oleon pazitherinus Panther-Ameisenjungfer panther ant lion
*Distoleon tetragrainricus Langfuehlerige Amneisenjungfer long

antenna. ant lion
*Libelloides coccajus Libelien-Scbmetterlingshaft dragonfly ascalaphid

(Ascalaphus libelluloides)
*Libelloides longicornis Langfuehlenige Schmetterlingshaft, long

(Ascalaphs longicormis) antennae ascalaphid
*Mantipa styriaca Steirischer Fangliaft, Styrian mantis
t Myrmeleon bore Duenen-Amneisenjungfer dune ant lion
Myrmneleonidae spp. Ameisenjungfer ant lions

-all European species
not individually listed

*Acmaeodera degener 18-flecidger Ohnschildprachtkaefer 18-spotted
unshielded metallic beetle

I Aesalus scarabaeoides IKurzscbreter L sort"sa beetle
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Aromia moschata, Moschusbock musk beetle
oak beetle

Agrilus viridis Buchenprachtkaefer beech beetle
(Lsubholzprachtksefer) deciduous tree beetles

Anthaxia quadiipunctata Vieipunkt-Kiefemprachtkaefer 4-spotted
pine beetle

Cbzysobothris affinis Goidgruben-Eichenprachtkaefer goidmine
pine beetle

Fiiaenops cyanea Blauer Kiefernprachtkaefer blue pine beetle
*Buprestis novemmaculata Gefieckter Nadelholzprachtkiefer spotted

conifer beetle
*Buprestis splendens Godistreifiger Pracbtkaefer gold-suipped

metallic beetle
*Oalosoma. auropunctatum Goldpunkt-Puppenraeuber gold-spotted

pupa robber
OCalosoma reticulatumn Smaragdgruener Puppenrai uber emerald green

pupa robber
Calosoma spp. Puppenraeuber pupa robbers

-al European species
not individually listed

*Oarabus cladhrattis Ufex'-Laufkaeter shoreline ground beetle
*Carabus inenetriesi Waldmoor-Laulfkaefer forested marsh ground

beetle
*Carbus nitens Heide-Laufkaefer heath ground beetle
*Carabus variolosus Schwanzer Grubenkaefer black pit beetle
Carabus spp. Grosslaufkaefer great ground beetles

-all native species not individually listed
*Cerambyx cerdo Heidbock ceraznbyad

(Grosser Eichenbock) (greater oak beetle)
Cerambyx scopolii Kleiner Fichenbock lesser oak beetle
Cetonia aairata Rosenkaefer rose chafer
*Cicindela arenaria Wiener Sandlaufkaefer Viennese tiger beetle
Cicindela spp. Sandlaufkaefer tiger beetles

-all European species not
individually listed

*Clerus mutillanius Eichen-Buntkaefer oak robber beetle
Copris lunaris Mondhornkaefer dung beetle
*Dicerca furcata Scbarfzaebniger Zahnfluegelprachtkaefer black-

(acuminata) toothed tooth-winged beetle
*Dicerca moesta Linienhalsiger Zahnfiuegelpracbtkaefer spotted

nick tooth-.winged beetle
Dorcadion fuliginator Erdbock ground beetle
*Dystiscus latissimus Breitrad diving beetle
Ergates faber Muimbock wood beetle
*Ewythyrea austriaca, Gruenglaenzender Glanz- green iridescent

______________ Fachtkaefer Ibeetle
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*Euvythyrea quercus EcksGildanz-Practtkaefer square shield
iridescent beetle

Caurotes excellens Geisablaithock honeysuckle beetle
Cknormus nobilis Gruener Edelachunkaefer green burrowing beetle

Gnoriznus octopunctatus Versenderlicber
Edelacharrkaefer iridescent burrowing beetle

Hydrous app. Kolbenwuserkaefer water scavenger beetles
all native species

Lamnia. textor Schwanzer Weberbock black weaver beetle
Liocola lugubris Marmouierter Goldkaefer marbled rose chafer
Lucanidae app. Hirschkaefer stag beetles

-all European species not
individually listed

*Megopis scabricornis Koernerbock corn beetle
*Melanophila picta Geffeckter Zaharand- spotted tooth-legged

ftachtlcaefer metallic beetle
*Meloe autumnalis Blauschimmernder Maiwurrnkaefer blue iridescent

oil beetle
*Meloe cicatricosus Narbiger Maiwurinkaefer scarred oil beetle
*Meloe coriarius Glaenzendschwarzer Maiwurmkaefer glassy black

oil beetle
*Meloe deconas Violettkialsiger Maiwurmkaefer violet~necked

oil beetle
*Meloe hunigarus Gelbrandiger Maiwurmkaefer
*Meloe rugosus Mattschwanzer Maiwurmkaefer dull black oil beetle
*Meloe variegatus Bunter Oelkaefer variegated oil beetle
*Melos app. Oelkaerer oil beetles

-all native species not
individually listed

*Necydalis major Grosser Wespenbock greater wasp cersunbyx
Oryctes nasicomnis Nashornkaefer rhinoceros beetle
Osmoderma, erernita, Erexrit hermit
*JFjytecja nigiipes Schwarzfuessiger Waizenhalsbock black-footed

roll-necked beetles
*Fhytoecia rubropunctata Rotpunktierter Walzenhalsbock red-spotted

roll-necked beetles
*Thytocia uncinata Wachsblumenboeckchen wax Blower beetle
Phytoecia spp. Walzenhalsboecke roll-necked beetles

-all European species not
individually listed

Pblyphylla fullo Walker June beetle
*Ftoi aeruginosa Grosser Goldkaefer greater rose chafer
]Potosia app. Goldkaefer rose chafer, rose beetles

-all European species
not individually listed

*Purzpuricenus kaehleri Purpurbock purple beetle
L Rosaiia abivna IAloenbock ablgne beetl
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Sitanis inurabis Sehinaifluegliger Pelzbienen narrow-winged
oeikaefer potter flower beetle

*Tragosoma depsarium Zottelbock wool beetle
Michodes alvearius Zotfiger Bienenkaefer wooly clerid
Ttichodes apiarius Gemeiner Bienenkaefer common cleuid
*Tvchodes ircutensis Sibirischer Bienenkakefer Siberian clenid

Typhoeus tphoeus Stierkaefer steer beetle

Bupreswidae spp. Pkachtkaefer metallic beetle
-all European species
not individually listed, EXCEPfl

Agrilus ater Pappelprachtkaefer poplar metallic beetle
(sexguttatazs)

Agrilus biguttatus Zweipunktiger E~chenprachtkaefer 2-spotted

HYMMENOIA ,-HAUI~hEGL ER HYMENOf 7ERANS-
Apoidea. spp. Bienen und Huminein bees and bumble bees

-all native species
*Bembix integra Kurzfluegelige Kreiselwespe short~winged

spinning wasps
Bembix spp. Kreiselwespen spinning wasps

-all native species not
individually listed

*Cimbex quadrimaculata Weissdorn-Keulborn- white-stinger
biattwespe club-horned wasp

aimbex spp. Knopfhornwespen button-horned wasp
-all native species not
individually listed

Formica aquilonia Alpenwaldaxneise alpine forest ant
Formica exsecta Grosse Kerbarneise greater notch ant
Formica foreli
Formica lugubris Gebirgs-Waldarneise mountain forest ant
Formica nignicans
Formica polyctenia Kalilrueckige Waldaxneise plain-backed forest ant
Formica pratensis
Formnica pressilabris Furchenlippige Kerbameise furrow-

lipped notch ant
Formica rufa Rote Waldamneise red forest ant
Formica sanguinea Blutrote Raubaineise blood-red ant
Formica truncorurn Strunkameise stamp ant
Formica uralensis Uralameise Ural ant
*Scolia. quadripunctata Vierfleck-Dolchwespe 4-spotted

dagger wasp
IVesna crabro IHomisse Ihornet
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Abraxas sylvata, Ulmen-Fleckeaspanner elm spotted geometer
*Acanthbrahmaea europaea Europaeischer Erpa rha

Brahmaeaspinnersikom ot
*Acosmetia. caliginosa. Scharteneule notched owlet moth
*Aedia funesta. Windeneule bindweed owlet, moth
Aglia tau Nagelfleck ti
*Agrochola. laevis Craue Wolischenkeleule gray wool-legged

owlet, moth
Agrotis, ripae Strand-Erdeule strand-ground owlet, moth
*Agrotis trux Steppenheiden-Erdeule steppe-heath ground

owlet, moth
Allancastzia cerisyi Oestlicher Osterluzeifalter eastern

hollowroot or birthwort, butterfly
*Axnmobiota festiva Englischer Baer English tiger mnoth
Ammoconia, senex Mittelrheintal-Graseule Middle Rhine Valley

antler moth
*Amjphipym livida Schwanze Hochglanzeule black brilliant

owlet, moth
Amphipyra perflua. Gesaeumte Glanzeule fringed glossy owlet

moth
Anarta cordigera Moorbunteule spotted marsh owlet moth
Anarta myrtilli Heidekrauteulchen little heather owlet, moth
Anthochauis cardarnines Aurorafalter orange-tip

0Anthochauis damone Goldfleck-Aurorafalter gold-spotted
orange-tip

Apatura, spp. Schillerfalter purple emperor
-all European species

*Apamea, aquila, Reitengras-Tftuereule mnoor grass weeping
or mourning moth

Apamea oblonga Auen-Graswurzeleule meadow couch grass moth
*Apamea, pabulatricula Weissgraue Graseule whitish gray

antler moth
Apaxnea, platinea Platineule platinum moth
Apamnea. nibrirena Hartgraseule bard grass moth
Apeira. syringaria, GeissblattrBuntspanner honeysuckle

spotted geomoeter
Apharitis acamas Goldfluegel-Feuerfalter gold-winged copper
Apharitis maxima
*Aporophyla, lueneburgensis Hellgraue light gray heath

Heideblumeneule flower moth
Aporophyla, lutulenta, Grate Glattrueckeneule gray smooth-

backed moth
Aporophyla, nigra, Schwarze Glaltrueckeneule black smooth-

backed moth
Archicaris notha, Mittleres .kzngfernkind middle damsnelfly
Archiearis parthenias Grosses .hzngfernidnd greater damselfly
Archon anollinus I nse)-AW-flo I sad Agl btef
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*Arcta villica. Schwanzer Baer black tiger moth0
Arctia app. Baeren tiger Moths

-all European species Dot

individually listed
*Arethurana arethusa Rotbindiger Samrutaiter red-banided

Velvet butterfly
Argynnis paphia. Kaisermantel, silver-wasbed

Silberatrich
Argyronome Isodice Gruenlicher Perlmutteifater greenish

Arichanna melanaria Rtauschbeeren-Flecken- bog bilberry
spanner spotted geometer

Aricia. crausipuncta
Aricia, taberdiana
*Artiora evonymaria Pfafflenhuetchen-Wellrand- spindle

spanner tree wavy-edged geometer
Artogeia ergane Berg-Weissling mountain white
Artogeia, krueperi Kruepers Weissling Krueper's white
Artogeia, manni Mannis Weissling Manni's white
Aspilates formosaria Wiesenmoor- meadow mazab

Buntspanner spotted geometer
Baptria. tibiale Thwerspanner mourning geometer
*Bolonia aquilonanis Moosbeeren- cranberry dappled

Schecken! alter butterfly
Boloria, spp. PerImutterf alter silverspot, fritillary

-all European species not
individually listed

*Brenthis daphne Brombeer-Perimuttei'- blackberry fritillary
falter

Brenthis hecate Saumfieck-Perlrnutter- spotted fringe
falter fritillary

Brenthis mno Feuchtwiesen- swamp fritillary
PerImutterfaiter

Brintesia, circe Weisser Waldportier white oak velvet
Calamnia tridens Grueneule green owlet moth
Callimorpha spp. Schoenbaer und cinnabar and Spanish

Spenische Flagge flag
-all European species
not individually listed

Ualophiys mystaphia
Callophrys suaveola.
*Callopistzia juventina, Adlerfarneule bracken owlet moth

Carcharodus alceae K~leiner Malvendickkopf- lesser grizzled
falter skipper

Carcharodus boeticus Andorn-Dickkopf- Hoarhound skipper
falter

*Carcharodus flocciferus Eibischf alter hibiscus skipper
*Carcharodus lavatherae Ziest..Dickkopf- woundwort skipper

falter
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*Carsia soroiata, Moosbeeren-Grauspanner bogberry gray
geometer

*Caflerocephalus silvicolus Schwanfleckiger black-spotted
Golddickkopf gold skipper

Calephia. alchymista, Weisses Ordeasband white underwing
*MCakcai paCta Bnhchweidenkarmin brittle willow carmine

Catocal a app. Ordensbaender underwings
-all European species
Dot individually listed

Celaena haworthil Haworths Wieseneule Haworth's meadow moth
Cerura. spp. Herinelinspinner und puss moth and

Grosser Gabelschwanz greater forktail
-all European species

Charaxes jasius Erdbeerbaaunfaiter strawberry tree moth
Chazara bischofll Bischoffs-Augenfaiter Bischoff's satyr
Chazara. briseis Blaiigras-Augenfalter bluegrass satyr
Chazara persephone
*Chelis maculosa, Fleckenbaer spotted tiger moth
OChondrosoma fiduciaria

Clossiana spp. Perlmutterfaiter fritillazy
-all European species

*Ooenonympha oedippus Moor-Wiesen- bog-meadow chick moth
voegelchen

Coenonymnpha spp. Wiesenvoegelchen meadow chick moth
-all European species
not individually listed

*Colias palaeno Hochmoorgelbiing high marsh sulfur
Colias spp. Heufalter und Moorgelbling clouded sulfur

and meadow sulfur
-all European species
not individually listed

*Coistra. fragariae Erdbeereule strawberry moth
*Consta. veronicae Rotbraune Wintereule red-brown winter moth
Conscinia cribraia, Weisser Grasbaer white feathered footman
Cosmia, diffinis Weissflecken-Ulmeneule white-spotted elm moth
*Crocallis tusciaria. Waldreben-Schmuckspanner clematis
*Cucullia argentea, Silbermoench silver hooded moth
*Cucullia, thapsiphaga Koenigskerzen-Braunnroench mullein

brown hooded moth
Cucullia. spp. Moencheulenfalter hooded owlet, moth

-all European species not individually listed
Cymbalophora. pudica,
*Da~sychira abietis Tannenstreckfuss fir stretch-foot

Dasypolia, templi Graugelbe Raiihhaareule gray-yellow
wire-haired shaggy moth

*Deltote candidula, Ampfer-Grasrootteneulchen dock or sorrel
webworm

Dichiysia, chryson Coldfleck-Wasserdosteule gold-flecked hemp
__________________ __________________ I astrimoray moth
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*Discrisix metelkana Metelkanah-er nietelkana. tiger moth
Diarsia dalilii Da"i Moorireideneule Dahl's marsh heather moth
*Dicycla oo F~chen-Nulleneule oak null moth
Dolbina elegans
Drymonia app. F~chenibusclpinner oak shnab Wjworm moth

-all European species
Dysauxes ancilla Brames Fleekwiddercben brown-spotted forester
*Dyscia fagania Heidekraut*Fleckenspmnner heather spotted geometer

Dyscia app. -all European species
not individually listed

Dyspessa ulula Lauchtwiebelbohrer onion borer
Elphizistonia, charlonia Gelber Aurora! alter yellow orange tip
Endromis versicolora Scheckfluegel, dapple-winged spring

Fmuehlings-Birkenspinner Kentish glory
Ephesia fulminea Gelbes Ordensband yellow underwing
Eipilecta linogrisca Silbergraue Bandeule silver-gry underwing,

cutworm, or dart moth
*Epjirrtjhjs diversata Bunter Espen-Frueblingsspanner dappled

Aspen spring geomneter
Episema glaucina Gra~sllien-Zwiebeleule lily spiderwort

onion moth
*Erebia phegea
Erebia spp. Mohrenfalter carrot moth

-all European apecies
not individually listed

Eremobia ocbroleuca Ockerfarbene Queckeneule ocher quick
gras moth

*E3riogaster catax Heckenwollafter small hedge eggar
*rjiogaster rimicola Eichenwollafter small oak eggar
Eiiopygodes imbecilla Braune Berggraseule brown mountain

antler moth
Euapazazra mirza
Eucarta arnethystina Aniethysteule amethyst moth
Euchalcia modesta Lungenkraut-Silbereuele lungwort silver moth
Euchalcia vaniablilis Olivengruene Eisenhut. olive green

Hoeckereule monkshood hump moth
Eucharia casta Labkrautbaer bedstraw tiger moth

(deserta)
Euchloe charlonia
Eudia pavonia Kleines Nachtpfauenauge emperor moth
Eumera regina
Eugraphe subrosea Rotbraune Torfmooreule ted-brown pear

bog moth
Eupithecia breviculata Haastruang-Blueteaspanner hogafennel

or sulfurweed flower geometer
Eupithecia impurata Gebaenderter Glockeublumen- banded bellflower

Bluetenspanner geometer
Eurdraw aurnia. Skabiosen-Scheckenfalter I star head dMAvnld moth
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Eurodryas desfontainii Knautaen.Scheckenfalter knautia, dappled moth
*Euxoa lidia. Shwaenliche Eideule darkling ground moth

E~uxo& vitta. Sandrasen..Ftdeule sand moth
Exaerets ulnu Ulmenspinner elM Silkworm moth
F&buciana app. Ndimuttezfalterarten fritillaries

-all European species
*Fagivorina arenaia. Rothuchen-Rindenflech. red beech spotted

tenspanner bark moth
Fbcsenia. lederi
Ftzrcula spp. Gabelschwanzarten puss moths

-all European species
Gastropacha. app. Kupferglucke und Pappeiglucke oak lappet, and

poplar lappet,
Gonepteryx cleopatra cleobule Kanariacher Zitronenfahter canary

brimstone butterfly
Gonepteryx cleopatra palmae Las Pamas-Zitzonenraiter Las Pahnas

brimstone butterfly
Gonepteryx farinosa Balkan-Zitronenfaiter Balkan brimstone

butterfly
*Gortyna, borelii Haasrsangwurzeleule sulfurweed root moth
*Grallsia isalbellae Isabellaspinner Isabella silkworm moth
Grarnmia, cervini Matterborubaer Matterhorn tiger modi
Graminia, quenseiji Quenselis. Alpenbeaer Quenseli's alpine

tiger moth
*Gniposia aeruginea Dunkelgraue Eicheule dark gray oak moth
Griposia apnlfina Aprileule April moth

(Gniene Ekcheneule) (green oak moth)
Gynaephora. selentica Mondfieck-Buerstenspinner buff-tipped

tussock moth
Hadeia, irregularis GipskrautbKapseleule gypsophila capsule moth
Haineauis lucina Peribinde pearl band

(Brauner Wuerfelfalter) (brown cube moth)
Heliopbobus textairata Tragant.Steppenheideneue trawacath

steppe heath moth
*Heliothis maritinia Schuppenmiieren-Blueteneule scaley chickweed

flower moth
Hemrnas spp. Schwaerrner hawkcrodh

-all European species
Heteroptenis morpheus Spiegelfleck-Dickkopff alter mirror-.spotted

skipper
*Hipparchia, alcyone W~einer Waidportier lesser oak velvet
*Hipparchia. statilinus Eisentarbener Samtralter iron-colored

seed moth
Hipparchia. spp. Sanitfalter, Waldportier seedmoth, oak velvet

-all European species
not individually listed

Hyboma strigosa Laubgebuescb-Stziemeneule shrub leaf weal moth
Hyles app. Schwaerrner hawlcmoth, sphynxmoth

______________________________________________________ -all European M~cies
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Hyplioraja, aulics Hofdarne, Baereempinner royal lady, tiger moth
-all European species

Hypodiyas usstirna, Weiner Maivogel lesser checkerspot
*Hypogymzm monio 1rauerspinner moUrning Silkworm moth

Hyponephele kocaki Kocaks Ochsenauge Kocak's peacock butterfly
Hyponephele lycaon lWcines Ochsczzauge lesser peacock butterfly
Iphiclides podairlius Segelf alter swallowtail
Inonia lathonia, Weiner Psrlmutterfalter lesser fritillary
JD&& croceago Eichen.Safraneule oak saff ron moth
.bi~Ianita chimeos Kupierglanz-Gruenwidderchen copper glance

green forester
Kirinia. climene
Kirinia roxelana
Kretania ewrypilus
Kietaina. psylorita Kretischer Blaeuling Cretan blue
*Laelia. coenosa Gelbbein yellow leg

Lamprosticta culta Obsthaineuie fruit wood moth
Lamprotes c-aureum Goldenes C, Wiesenrauten- golden anglewing

G-Eule meadow mie angle moth
Lasiommata spp. Braunauge, Mauerfuchs brown eye, wall brown

-all European species
*Lemonia taraxaci Loewenzahnspinner dandelion silkworm moth
*Lemonia. spp. -all European species

not individually listed
Leptidea morsei Fentons Weissling Fenton's white
Leptidea sinapis Senfweissling mustard white
Libythea. celtis Zuergelbaumi-Schnauzenf alter hackberry

snout butterfly
Limenitis spp. Eisvoegel viceroy

-all European species
'Lithophane Jaznda SumpfporstrRindeneule marsh tea baurk moth
Lithophane spp. Rindeulen viceroy

-all European species
Lopinga achine Gelbringfalter yellow ring moth
Luperina nickerlii Nickerlis Gra~swurzeleule Nickerli's

grass root moth
Luperina, pozzi Nazzis Graswunzeleule Pozzi's grass root moth
*Lycaena. dispar Flussampfer-lDukatenf alter water dock copper
Lycaerna belle Blauchillernder Fenerf alter blue shimmer copper

Lycaenidae spp. Blaeulinge blues
-all European species
not individually listed

Lycia isabellae Isabellaspanner Isabella. geometer
Lycia zonaia. Tiockemrasen-Spirnerspanner desert spinner geometer
Lycophotia. molothina Gnaue Besenheidecule gray heather moth
Lysandra. caucasica, Kaukasus-Blaculing Caucasus blue
Lythzia purpuraria Vogelknoeterich- knotgrass purple-banded

_______________ Pmrurbindenspanner I efeometer_
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Mac rogloesui croaic urn Kroatischer Taubezischwanz Qioatian
dove's tail

*Maculinea Alcon Weciner Moorblaeuling lesser marsh blue

*Maculinea arnon Schwanfleckiger Blaeuling black-spotted blue

*Maculinea Naauitbous Schwanblaner Moorblaeuling blue-black
marsh blue

*Maculinez rebeli Rebels Fazianblaeuling Rebel's gentian blue
*Maiacosoma franconica Frankfurter Ringeispinner Frankfurt lackey

moth, tent Caterpillar

Mamesra, splendens Rote Mooreule red marsh moth

Maniola, nurag Sardisches Ocbsenauge Sardinian peacock butterfly
*Meganephria bimaculosa, Zweifleckige Plumpeule two-spotted

plump moth

Melanargia spp. Schachbrettalter checkered butterfly
-all European species

Melitsaca spp. Scheckenfalter dappled butterfly
-all European species

Mellicta spp. Scheckenfalter dappled butterfly
*Menocphima abruptaria Lederbrauner Fliederspanner leather-

brown lilac geometer

Mesoacidalia aglaja Grosser Perimutterfalter greater frittilary

Mesogona acetosellse Eichenbuschwaid-WinkeleUIC oak angle moth

Mesogona oxalina Auenwald-Winkeleule meadow angle moth

Minois dryas Blauaeugiger Waldportaer blue-eyed oak velvet

Minucia lunaris Mondeule, Brairnes luna, north, brown underwing
Ordensband

Morrno maura Scbwanzes Ordensband black underwing
*muham~jrpia, cribreflum Steppen-DickkoPff alter steppe skipper
*Muscbampia tessellum checkered skipper

Mythimna favicolor Salzwiesen-Graseule sat meadow antler moth

*Narraga fasciolaria Beiruss-Baenderspanner artemisia banded geometer
Neolysandra coelestina Ooelestin-Blaeuling Coelestine blue

Neptis sappho Schwanzbrauner Trauerfalter black-brown mourning
butterfly

Nordmannia armena Armenischer Zipfelfalter Armenian horned butterfly
Nordmannia, marcidus
Nordnmania sassanides aErpa pce
Nymphalis app.-alErpnsecs
*Ochropleurs praecox Gruene Beifuss-Erdeule green artemisia

ground moth

*Ocneria detrita Russspinner -sooty silkworm moth

*Ocneria, rubea Rostapinner rusty silkworm

Ocnogyna spp. -all European species

Odonesfis pruni Pflauxnenglucke, Feuerglucke plum or fire lappet
*Odontognophos dumetata Kreuzdorn.Grossspanner buckthorn great

geometer

Oeneis glacialis Alpensarnifalter alpine velvet

Orcvia enesae I-leidenburtnine heather tussock moth
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Orgyj gomestigma Eckileck corner Spot
Ovdiosia. opuna Moorheiden-FR~nehiingseule marsh heather spring moth
Pachypasa, otus Ohreneulen-Glucke processionary moth-tappet
*PpIlio alexanor Alexaaoz-Schwalberachwanz Alexanor swallowtail
Papii machwon Schwalbenschwanz Corsican swallowtail
Paradiarsia, punicea Rotbramaie Moorheiden-&rdeule red-brown marsh

heather ground moth
Pararge xiphia Madirs-BrettspieI Madeirs white-skirted hairstreak
Parare xiphioides Kanaren-Brettspiel canawy white-skirted

hairstreak
Parasemia plataginis Wegenichbaer plantain tiger moth
OPamassius apolio Apollofalter Apollo butterfly
*Pnammius ninemosyne Schwmrer Apollofalter black Apollo butterfly
*Pwamsiu-s phoebus Alpen-Apollofalher alpine Apollo butterfly
*Pechipogo plurnigeralis Steppenheiden-Spannereule steppe

heather geomneter
Nericallia matronula Augsburger Baer Augsburg tiger moth

*Perphanes delphinii Rittersporneule larkspur moth
Perisomena. caecigena Ockerfarbener Pfauenspinner ocher peacock

butterfly
*Pe5()fla sagittata Wiesenrauten-Blattspanner meadow rue leaf

geometer
Pharetra, cinerea Sandheiden-Rindeneule sand heather bark moth
Phiogophora scita Waldfarn-Smaragdeule wood fern emerald moth
Photedes captiuncula Grashaident-Hainculchen grasy slope grove mnoth
Pbragmatobia caesarea Kaiserbaer emperor tiger moth
Fhraginitipbila nexa Wasserschwaden- reed moth

Roehrichteule
*Phyllodesma illicifolia Weidenglucke willow lappet,
Fhyllodesma tremulifolia Eichenglucke oak lappet,
Pieris cheiranthi Kanarischer Kohlweissling canrwy cabbage butterfly
Plebejus loewii Loews-Blaeuling Loew's blue
Plusia. spp. Goldeulen gold moths

-all European species
Polycbrysia moneta Goldige Eisenbut-Hoeckereule golden monkshood

hump moth
Polygonia c-albt.Lr C-Falter angelwing, white comm
Fblymixis favicinta Gelbliche Steineule yellow stone moth
*Rblymixis polyrnita Olivbraune Steineule olive-brown stone moth
Fblyphaenis sericata, Bunte Ligustereule spotted privet moth
]Pbntia callidice Alpenweissling alpine white
Ponda chioridice
*Porphyrinia noctualis Zwergeulchen pygmy moth

Pioblepsis ocellata
Pfoclossiana. eunornia Randzing-Perimutterf alter side-ring fritillary
Pkoserpinus proserpina Nachtkerzenschwaermer primrose hawkmoth
Pseudochazara spp. -all European species

IPheudovhilotes bavius 1_Bavius Blaeuling Bavius' blue
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Nheudoterguauia wyssli
#PYrgu accretazs Vezntys Wuerfelfalter Verity's cube moth

*Pyrgx annoricanus Obertuers Wuerfelfalter Oberthur's cube moth

PFyrgu ciusii Ramburs Wuerfelfalter Raznbur's cube moth

*Pymu tiehevicensis Waziens Wuerfelfalter Wamns's cube moth

Pyrgw spp. Wuerfeif alter cube moth
-All European species
not individually listed

*Pyvjjs cinnamomea Glanz-Zimteule glossy cinnamon moth

P)Toruia. tithonus Rotbrsznes COclmenauge red-brown peacock butterfly

Rethera komarovi
Rhodostrophia, spp. Rothandspariner red-banded geometer

-all European species

Rhyacia. lucipeta Glaenzende Erdeule brilliant ground moth

Rhyparia purpurata Ptirpurbaer purple tiger moth

Saturnia pyri Wiener Nachtpfauenauge Viennese emperor moth

Scopula decorata ibymnian-Steppenrasen- thyme steppe geometer
spanner

Scotopteryx coarctaana Ginsterheiden-Weflen- broom heater wave-
stajetnenspanner wave-marked geometer

Sedina, buettneri Buettners Scbraegfiuegeleule Buettner's
angle wing

Selidosema. brunnearania Purpurgraiier Homklee- purple-gray
Tagspanner butteriags geometer

*Siiohs carbonazia Baerent;=aben-Baender- bearberry banded
spanner geometer

Senta, flamruea Striemen-Schilfeule wealed reed moth

Simyra, albovenosa Goezes Roehricbteule Goeze's reed moth

Simyr nervosa. Weissgraue Schraegfluegeleule pale-gray angle moth

Smerinthus ocellata Abendpfauenauge eyed hawk moth

Spaidia argentina Silberfieckenspinner silveispot.

Sphinx ligustzi Ligusterscbwaermer privet hawk moth

Spialia, sertorius Roter Wuerfelfalter red cube moth

Spiris stniata, Gestreifter Grasbaer stniped antler moth

Standfussiana, lucemea Standfuss' Zackenbindeneule Standfuss'
painted lady

Staurophora celsia Malachiteule malachite moth
Sublysandra myniia
Sublysandra myniiina.
Syngrapha, intenogationis Rauschbeeren-Silbemeue whortleberry

silver moth

*Synjopsja sociaria HeidekrautrBuntstreifenspanner heather striped
geometer

Syntomis phegea Weisefleck-Widdemlhen white-spotted forester

Synrraleria jaspidea Schlehen-hspiseule blackthorn jasper moth

Synvaleiia oleagina Olivgruene Schnmuckeule olive-green jeweled moth

Thetidia smaragdaia, Smaragdgruener Schaf- emerald green milfoil
garbensoaner I eometer
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flhyia, *aobmeae Blutbaer bWood tiger moth
Tomares callimachus
TOMAi'e Pomanovi
'THchosea. ludifica Gelber Hermelin yellow ermine moth
'Oaccimman optilete Moosbeereubtaeuling cranberry blue
Vanesa indica, vulcanica Indiseher Admiral Indian admiral
Xesia, agathina Heidekmut-Bodeneule heather pround moth
"Xeutia castanea Ginsterbeiden-Bodeneuile broom heather piound moth

Xestia collina Huegel-Erdeule bill ground moth
"Xestia sincera Hoc huoor-FIc hteneule sphagnum bog pine moth
Xylena exsoleta, Fahigraue Moderhoizeule pale-gray wood tot moth
Zegria eupheme Rotfieck-Awrorafalter red-spotted orange tip
Zerynthia, polyxena. Osterfuzeif alter bollownoot butterfly
Z2erynthia nimina, Spanischer Osterfuzeifalter Spanish hollowroot

butterfly
*Zygaena cyarae Haarstrang-Widderchen sulfurweed forester
Zygaenidae spp. Widderchen forester

-all European species
not individually listed

-ANNEUDA RIGLURE ANNELIDS-
Hirudo medicinalis Blutegel medicinal leech

CRUSTACEA KREBSE CRUSIACEA1M
Phyllopoda, Bla~tuss-Krebse Phyllopods

*Brancbipus scbaeff eri
Branchipus stagnalis
*aiirocephalus diaphanus
Lepidurus apus
*Leptestheria dahalacensis
Lemnadia lenticulanis
*Lyceus bracbyurus

Siponophanes grubei
*Tanymatix stagnalis
'Thops cancriforrnis

Decapoda. Zehnfuss-Krebse Decapods

Astacus aMtacus Edelkreln brook crayfish
Atustopotamobius torrentium Steinkrebs stone crayfish
Homani ff!azUrnr (vultansi Humm~er lobster
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Latin rbm Cernun Oiuzmw TNam Etaiji Cammu Nune

APNEH. ARACHNIDS

*Piilaeus chrysops

MOLUC MEJOWIERE MOLLUSKS
*FblyplacopIhora Kaeferschnecken Ohitons
Lepidochiton cinereus Kaeferschnecke chiton

GASMORQ A SG.CKNGASTROPDS
Calliostoma zizyphinus Bunte Kreiselschnecke spotted top shell
Charonia tritonis Trtonshorn sea trumpet
Helix aspeisa, Gefleckte Weinbergschnecke spotted edible snail
Helix pomatia Gewoehnliche Weinbergschnecke common edible snail
Patina pellucida
'Thas lapillus Nordische Purpurschnecke northern purple snail

LAMELLI3RANCHIATA MuscHELN -LAhNUIBRANCHS

Artodonta anatina Flache Teichmuschel flat swan mussel
Anodionta cygnea Gemein Teichmuschel common swan mussel
Maghtfr margasitifera Flussperlmuschel pearly fresh-

water mussel
Pimna nobilis Steckmuschel European oyster
*fteudanodonta complanata Abgeplattete Teichmuschel flattened swan

mussel
*Pseudanodonta elongata Schlanke Teichmuschel slender swan mussel
*Pseudanodonta ntiddendorffi Donau Teichmuschel Danube swan mussel
*Unio crassus Klcine Flussmuschel lesser fresh water mussel
Unio pictorum Malermuschel Pain~ter's gaper
Unio tajmidus IGjmsse Flussmuschel I reat freshwater mussel
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Latin Nm G~um= Omwnx Nam Cwd IOMnx

AN~hZOABLU EN~lRE N~hZOA
Corailium rubruin Edelkoralle precious coral

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ FORA ________

P'ThRIDOPHYTA ETr SIRMATOPHYTA FARN- UND BLUE'IENHFLANZEN FERNS
____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ ____ ___ ____ ___ AND FLOWERING F'LAMTS

*Abies nebrodensis N~ebroden-Tanne N~ebroden fir
(Lojac.) Mattei

Achilica atrata L. Scbwanze Scbafgaxbe black milfoil
Achillea clavennae L. Bittere Schatgarbe bitter milfoil
Achillea clusiana Taiisch Ostalpen-Schafgarbe East alpine mnilfoil
Achillea. erba-rotta All. Westalpen-Scbafgarbe West alpine milfoil
Achillea inoschata Wulfen Moschus-Schaigarbe, Iva musk milfoil
Acbillea nanna L. Zwerg-Schafgarbe dwarf milfoil
Achillea oxyloba Dolomiten-Scbafgarbe dolomite milfoil

(DC.) Schultz-Bip.
Aconitum app. Eisenhut monkshood

-all European species
*Adenophora Liliifolia Schellenbiume bellfiower

(L.) Ledeb. ex A. DC.
Adonis vernalis L. Fruehlings-Adonisroeschen spring adonis
*Aeornum saundersji Bolle Kanarendachwurz Saunders' houseleek
Aconium spp. Kanarendachwun- houseleek

-all species not
individually listed

Aicbiyson app. Aichryson Aichryson
-all species

*Alliuzn crazneri Orarners Lauch Cramer's leek
Aschers. & Boiss.

Alliumn strictumn Schrader Steifer Lauch erect leek
Alliumn victorialis Allermannshamnische spotted rarnson,

serpent's garlic
Aloe albiflora A. Guill.
Aloe compressa, Perr.

(inc. A. compress var.
schistophila Perr.)

Aloe descomgsii Reyn.
Aloe dinteri Berger
Aloe haemartihifolia

Mari. et, erger
Mloe parvula Berger

IAloe rauhii Reyn. ____________________________
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Althata officinalis L. Echter Elbisch mnarshmallow
*Alyssum akamusicurn Akamas-Steinkrsut Akamas alyssum

B.L. Burtt
*Alyssum fastigiatum Buescbel-Steinkraut tuf ted alyssum

Heywood
Alyssum montanum L. Berg-Steinkizut mountain alyssum
Alyssumn saxatile L. Felsen-Steinknmfl basketrf-gold,

rock alyssum
*Amaracus cordifolius Herzblatt-Dost heart-leaf marjoram

Aucher-DEoy &
Monthret ex Bentki.

*Anacyclus alboranensis Alboran-Kreisbiume Alboran circle flower
Esteve Chueca, & Varo

*44pagallis tenella (L.) L. Zarter Gaaachheil delicate pimpernel
Anagyuis latilolia Breitblaettriger Stinkstz'auch broad-leafed

Browss. ex Willd. stink bush
Anchusa crispa Viv. Krause Ocbsenzunge curly oxtongue
Androcyinbium rechingeri Rechingers Androcymbium Rechinger's Androxyinbium

Greuter
Anemone narcissiflora L. Nanzissen-Windroeschen, Narcissus anemone,

Berghaehnlein mountain wildflower
Anemone sylvestris L. Grosses Windroeschen greater anemone
Antermaria dioica (L.)Kaftenpfoetchen cat's paw

Gaertner
*Antjhyilis lemanniana Lowe Lemanns Wundidee Lemann's vetcb
*Antln~hinum charideini Lange Cabo-de-Gata- Chazidemi's snapdragon

Loewenmnaul
Apiurn inundatum (L.)Rcbb. f. Blutender Sellerie streaming celery
*Apium repens (Jacq.) Lag. Kriechender Sellerie creeping celery
Aquilegia cazoriensis Cazoria-Akelei Cazoria columbine

Heywood
Aquilegia spp. Akelei Columbine

-all species not
individually listed

*Aai kennedyae Meikie Kennedys Gaensekresse Kennedy's wall cress
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Echte Baerentraube true bearberry

(L.) Spreng.
*Arenaria lithops Stein-Sandkraut stone asandwort

Heywood ex MacNeill
*Argyranthemum lidii Lids Kanarenmargenite Lid's marguerite

Humphries
_Argyranthemum pinriatifidurn Fleischige Kanarenmnargerite fleshy

margurrnte
(L. fil.) Lowe subsp.
succulentumn (Lowe)
Humphries

*Argyrantemum thalass- Salvagen Kanarenxnargerite coast muarguerite
ophilum (Svent)
HunMhries_____________
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Latin Now Gwu=u Ckanm Nams Enls -n=

*Argyrantbemurn winteri Winters Kanarenmargenite Winter's marguerite
(Svent) Humphries

Ariocarpu app. Wolff ruchtkaktus wooly fruit cactus
-all species

*Armeria, purpurea Koch Ried-Grasnelke reed pink
*Armeria rouyana Daveau Rouys Grasnelke Ropy's pink
*Armenia soleirolil (Duby) Soleirois Grasnelke Soleiroi's marguerite

Godron
Armeria app. Grasnelke pinks

-all European species
not individually listed

Arnica montana, L. Arnika, Wobiverleib arnica, mountain tobacco
Artemxisia genipi Weber Scbwaa-ze Edeiraute black ruewort
Artemiisia glacialis L. Gietschex'.Edelraute glacier ruewort
*Artemnisia, granatensis Granada-Beifuss Granada mugwort

Boiss.
*Arternsia Iaciniata. Wil~d. Schlitzblatt-Beifuss slit-leaf mugwort,
Arternisia umnbelliforrnis Lain. &chte Edeiraute true ruewort
*Asparagus fallax Svent. Taeuschender Spargel false asparagus
Aspleniumn adulterinumn Milde Braungruener Streifenfarn brownish green

spleenwort
Asplenium billotii F.W. Schultz Billots Streifenfarn Billot's

spleenwort,
Asplenium cumei- Sezpentin-Streifenfarn serpentine spleenwort,

folium Viv.
Asplenium fissumn Zerschlitzter Streifenfarn slit spleenwort

Kit. ex Willd.
Asplemium fontanumn Jura-Streifenfarn Jura spleenwort

(L.) Bernh.
Aster alpinus L. Alpen-Aster alpine aster
Aster arnellus L. Berg-Aster mountain aster
*Aster pyrenaeus Pyrenaeen-Aster Pyrenees aster

Desf. ex DC.
*Aster sibiricus L. Sibinische Aster Siberian aster
*Asteniscus schultzii Schultz' Sternauge Schultz' stareyc

(Bolle) Pitard & Proust
*Astragaius algarbiensis Algarve-Tragant Algarve traacartli

Coss. ex Buzige
*Astragalus aquilanus Abruzzen-Ttagant tragacartli

Anzalone
*Astragalus maritimus Monis Strand-¶Tagant, beach tragacartli
*Mstzagalus venizeosus Monis Wanziger flagant warty tragacartli
*Ab-ctylis arbuscula Svent, Baeumicben-Atractylis tree tractylis

& Michaelis
*Atrpa baetica Willk. Analusische Toilkirsebe Andalusian deadly

nightshade
*Bellevalia salali-eidii Aegyptische Bellevalie Egyptian bellevalia

Taeckh._& Boulos___________ _______
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*Bellevalia spp. Bellevalie bellevalia
-all species not
individually listed

*Bencomia, btachy- Kunzaebuige Bencomia abort-spaked bencomia
atachys Svent.

*Bencomia exstipu- Nebenblattlosc Bencomija branch-leafed bencomia,
lata Svent.

Betula humils Scbrank Niedrige Birke low birch
Betula, naina L. Zwerg-Birke dwarf birch
Biscutella, laevigata L. Gewoehnliche Brillenschote common buckler

mustard
*Biscutella neustriaca Pariser Brillenschote Parisian buckler mustard

Bonnet
Blossfeldia 1l'iputana

Werderin.
*Botryci matzicarii- Aestiger Rautenf am knotty rattlesnake fern

folium (Ret:.) A. Braun
ex Koch

*Botrychiumn multifidurn Vielteiliger Rautenfarn pinnatifid rattlesnake
(S.G. Gmelin) Rupr. fern

*Botrychiumn simplex E. Hitchc. rinfacher Raajtenfarn simple rattle-
snake fern

*Botrychium virginianurn Virginischer Rautenfarn Virginia ratte-
(L.) Swartz snake fern

*Botrychiumn spp. Raaitenfarn, Mondraute rattlesnake fern, moonwort
-all European species not
individually listed

*Brassica bourgewni Bourgeaus Kohl Bourgeau's cabbage
(Webb ex Christ) Kuntze

Brassica hilanionis Fbst Zypern-Kohl cypress cabbage
*Brasica, macrocarpa Guss. Grossfruecbtiger Kohl great-fruit cabbage
*Braya. purpurascens Ptupur-Knotenschoetc hen purple knot pod

(R.Br.) Bunge
Brimeura. spp. Brimeura Brimeura

-all species
*Bupleurum kakiskalae Greuter Kakiskala-Hasenohr Kakiskala buplever
Buxus sempervirens L. Buschbaum dwarf tree
*Caidesia pana~ssifolia Herzloeffel hearmpoon

(Bassi ex L.) Parl.
Calla palustzis L. Calla, Schlangenwurn calla, adderwort
*Caiystegia, soldanella, Strand-Winide shore bindweed

(L.) R. Br.
*Campanula baborensis Quezel Algerische Glockenbiume Algerian

bellflower
Campanula latifolia L. Breitbiaeturige Glockenblume broad-leafed

beilfiower
*Campanula sabatia De riot. Savona.Glockenblume Savona bellflower

Campvanula. thrysoides L. IStrauss-Glockenblume Ithyme beliflower
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Caralluma. burchardli Burchards Fliegenbluzne Burchaid's fly orchid
N.E. Brown

Clualluma, europaea. Europseische Fliegenblume European fly orchid
(Gusm.) NE. Brown

Claralluma, munbyana Munbys Fliegenblume Munby's fly orchid
(Decaisne) N.E. Brown

*Carduncellus ilicifolius Pomel Stachelblaettrige spiny-leafed
Zwergdistel carduncellus

Oerex baldensis L. Monte-Baldo-Segge Monte Baido sedge
Carlina, acaulis L. Silberdistel carline thistle
GCentauzea balearica. Balearen-Flockenblume Balieren knapweed

J.D. Rodriguez
*Centaurea, heldreicbii Halacsy Heidreichs Flockenbiume Heidreich's

knapweed
*Centaurea, honrida Badaro Stachelige Flockenbluxne spiny knapweed
*Cejyrea kalambakensis Kalambaka-Flockenbiumne Kalamabaka knapweed

Freyn & Sint.
*Centaurea lactiflora Haiacsy Milcbweisse Flockenbiunie milk-white

knapweed
*Centaurea linaresii Lazaro Linares' Flockenbiume Linares' knapweed

*Centa~urea, niederi Heidr. Nieders Flockenbiume Nieder's knapweed
*Oentaurea peucedauiifolia Haarstrang-Flockenblume hogs fennel knapweed

Boiss. & Orph.
CGentaurea, princeps Fuerstiiche Flockenbiume royal knapweed

Boiss. & Heidr.
*Oentaurium spp. Tausendgueldenlcraut centaury

-all native species
Ceropegia, spp. Leucbterblume ceropegia
Ceterach officinarum DC. Miiztani spleenwort
*Chamaeneles coniacea, Lind). Ledenige Zierquitte coniaceous ormamental

quince
*Cheirolophus arboreus x3aumartige Flockenbiume tree knapweed

(Webb) Holub
*Cheirolophus duranii Durans Flockenbiume Duran's knapwecd
*Cheirolopbw~ junonianus La-PalIma-Floc kenblume La Palma knapweed

(Svent.) Holub
*Qieimolophtm massonianus Massons Flockenblume Masson's knapweed

(Lowe) Hansen & Sunding
OCheirolphus tagananensis Taganana-Flockenbiume Tagana knapweed

(Svent.) Holub
*Chirnaphila umbellata Doldiges Winterlieb umbelliferous winterlove

(L.) Barton
*Chionodoxa, lochiac Meikie Scbneestolz snow pride

*Cistus osbecliaefolius Osbeckiablatt Zistrose Osbeck's rockrose
Webb ex Christ

Clematis alpina. L. Alpen-Waldrebe alpine clematis
Cochicania spp. Loeffelkraut spoonwort

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ _ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ -all native snecies _
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COonsolida sauna PiH~svis Sameo-Rittersporn Samian larkspur
*Cbnvolvulus argyrothainnos Silber-Winde silver birdweed

Greuter
COonvolvulws lopes-socasi Lanzarote-Winde Lanzarate birdweed

Svent
COonvolvulus massonii Masaons Winde Masson's birdweed

A. Dietr.
Copiapoa spp.

-all species
OCoronopus navasli Pau Navas' Kraebenfuss Navas' swine crews

Cortusa inafloli L. A.Ipen-Heilgloeckel alpine bear's-ear sanicle
*Crambe nwritima Gewoebnljcber Meerkohi common sea cabbage

C0raznbe aventenii B. Petters. Sventenius-Meerkohl Sventenius sea
ex Bramw. & Sunding cabbage

*Crocus cyprius Boiss. & Zyprisc her Krokus Cypruan crocus
Kotschy

*Cou hart~rnannianus Holmboe Hartmnanns Krokus Hartmnann 's crocus
Crocus spp. Krokus crocus

-all species not
individually listed

Ciyptograznma cnispa Krauser Rolifarn curly roll fern
(L.) R. Br. ex Hooker

*Cupressu dupreziana A. Camus Sahara,-Zypresse Sahara cypress
Cyatheaceae spp. Baaumfarne tree ferns

-all species
*Cyclainen balearicum Balearen-Alpen- Balearic cyclamnen

Willk. vejichen
*Cyclanien ciliciurn Zilizisches Alpen- Ciliacian cyclamnen

Boiss. et Heldr. veilchen
*Cyclamnen crebicum Kretisches Alpen- Cretian cyclamen

(Doerfl.) Hildebr. veilch
*Cyclamen graecum Link Griechisches Alpen- Greek cyclamnen

veilchen
OCyclarnen mirabile Wunderbares Alpenviecicen miraculous cyclamnen
Hildebr.

OCyclamen parvi- Kleinbluetiges Alpen- small-blossomed cyclamen
florum Pbbed. veilchen

OCyclamen purpw'. Ewrpoaeisches Aipen- European cyclamen
ascens Mill. veilchen

*Qyclamen pseud- Amanus-Alpen- Arnanus cyclamnen
ibenicum Hildebr. veilchen

OCyclamen trocbopteran- Fluegeirad-Alpen- winged cyclamen
thumn 0. Schwarz veilchen

Cyclamnen spp. Alpenveilchen cyclamen
-all species not
individually listed

OCyperus papyrus L. subsp. Hadidis Papyrus Hadidi's papyrus
hadidii Qurtek &
Slavikova __________________________
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Cypripedium spp. fianueichuborchiden ladies' slipper orchids
-all Fai-Eropean
species

Cysloptenis montana Berg-Blasenfern momai bladder fern
(Lam.) Desv.

oCysboptris sudetaca Sudeten-Blasenf ar Sudetan bladder fern
A. Br. & Milde

*Cytisus aeolicus Guss. Aeolischer Geisakiee Aeolian trefoil
ex Lindi.

*Daphne rodriguezii Texidor Rodriguez' Seideibast Rodriquez' daphne
Daphne app. Seidelbast daphne

-all E~urpean species
not individually listed

*Delphin~ium caseyi Caseys Rittersporn Casey's larkspur
B.L. Bunlt

Delphinium elatum L. Hoher Rittersporn higher larkspur
Dianthus spp. Neke pinks

-all species

Dicksoniaceae spp. Baurnfarne tree ferns
-all species, EXCEPT for substrate of
orchids from Brazil that has been
planted and has taken moot

Dictamnus albus L. Diptaxn frakinella
*Digitalis atiantica Pomel Atiantischer F'Ingerhut Atlantic foxglove
Digitalis grandiflora. Mill. Gmusbluetiger Flngerhut large scarlet

foxglove
Digitalis lutea L. Gelber Fingerhut yellow foxglove
*Diplazium cauds~ini Schwanz-Doppelschleierfarn double-indusium tail

(Cay.) Jenny fern
*Diplotaxis siettaina Maire Siettis Doppelsarne Sietti's double-seed
Discocactws spp. Scheibenkakteen disk cacti

-all species
Drab& spp. Felsenbluemchen stone flower

-all European species, EXCEP'I.
Drabs muralis L. Mauer-Felsenbluemchen wall stone flower
Drabs, nernorsa L. Hain-Felsenbluemchen grove stone flower

Drosera, spp. Sonnentau sundew
-all native species

Dzyopteris cristata Kamnrfarn comb fern
(L.) A. Gray

Echinocereus delaetii
Guerke

*Echium auberianum Aubers Natternkopf Auber's echiumn
Webb & Bertihel.

*Echium genianoides Enzianaehnlicher Natternkopf genlian-like
IWebb ex Coincy echium_
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*Echaum handiemse Svent. nwdia.Nattemnkoopf hdiechiun

*Echiwn pininana FminanaaaNattarnkopf Flninana echiwn
Web~b & Beriliel.

*Echium wildpredi Wildprets Nattermkopf Wildpret's echium
H.H.W. Pears. ex
Hook. SIl.

*Enaahrocarpus pterocarpus Gefluegelte Gliederschote winged joint pod

(pens.) DC.
Ewcephalocarpus aftbili-

formis (Werd.) Berg.
*Epilobium fleischeria Fleischers Weideuroeschen Flisicher's willow

Hochst. herb

Epitihelantba spp. Epitihelantha epitihelantha
-all species

Eaitrichumn nanum Himmeisherold heaven's herald

(L.) Schrader ex
Gaudin

Fayngium aipinum L. Alpen-Mannstreu alpine eryngo

Erangium mazitimum L. Stmad.Manntreu st~and eryngo
Sownddistel sea holly

*Euphorbia anachoreta Svent Einsiedler-Woltsinilch anchorite spurge
Euphorbia ankarensis

P. Boit.
Euphorbia balsaniirera

Aiton
Euphorbia buplewrifolia

Euphorbia crispa
(Haw.) Sweet

Euphorbia cylindrifolia
I. Marn-Lap. & Rau~h

Euphorbia decaryia
A. Guill.

Euphorbia fmncoisii Leandri
Euphorbia guillaurriniana

P. Boit.
*Euphorbia handiensis Jandia-Wolifsrnilcb handi spurge
Euphorbia byrnnocalycioides

M. Gilbert et S. Carter
FEiphorbia handiensis

Burchard
Euphorbia lucida Glanz-Wolfsmilch glossy spurge,

Waidstein & Kitaibel
Euphorbia millotii

Ursch & Leandri
Euphorbia moratii Rauh
Euphorbia multiceps Berger
Euphorbia narnaquensis

N.E. Br. _________ _______
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EkpborU& neohumberizi

P. Boit.

Eupborbia, pahustuis L. Sumpf-Wolfsrilch mash &purge
Euapborbia, pedilarithoides

M. Denis
Ekrphorbia piscideminis

G. Gilbert
*Eupborbia, nacinorineis

Boiss.
FEzphorbia, squarrosa Haw.
Euphorbia, bichadenia, Pax
Euphorbia vigwieri

M.Denis
Ferula cypria, Post Zyprischer Ricacafenchel Cyprian giant fennel
*pritillaia, meleagris L. Echte Schachblume fritillazia
Ftitillaia, app. Schachblume fritillaria

-all species not
individually listed

Galanthus app. Schneegloeckchen snowdrop,
-all species

Galium litoraic Guss. Strand-Labkraajt shore bedstraw
*Genista spinulosa, Nmel Kleindormiger Ginster smnall-spined broom
Gentiana lutes, L. Gelber Enujan yellow gentian
Gentians app. Enzian gentian

-all European species
*Gentianella bohernica Boehinischer Enuian bohemnian gentian

Skalicky
*Gentianella, uiginosa Sumpf-Enzian marsh gentian

(Willd.) Boerner
Gentianella app. Enziaui gentian

-all European species
not individually listed

*Geraniumrn aderense Yeo MadeiraStorchschnabel Madeira, cranesbill
*Gladiolus palustuis Gaudin Suxnpf-Siegwurz maush gladiolus
Gladiolus app. Siegwunz gladiolus

-all species not
individually listed

*Globularna ascanii Weisse Kugelbiurne white globe daisy
D. Bramnwell &
Kunkel

*Globularia sarcophylia, Svent. Fleischige Kugelbiume fleshy
globe daisy

*Globulana stygia, Orph. Dunkle Kugelblurne dark globe daisy
ex Boiss.

Globulaia spp. Kugeiblume globe daisy

-all European species
______________________ _____________________ not individually listed
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*Gratiola officintalis L. Gottes-Gnadenkrauit God's hedge byssop
Greewovia spp. Greenovie greenovia

-all species

Gyinospermium altaicum Altai-Trapp Altaic trap
(Nalas) Spedi

*Gypsopbilz tastigiata L. Ebenstraeussiges Gipskraut, corymbic
baby's breath

*Gypeophila papillosa. Wanziges Gipskmunt warty baby's breath
P. Nbrta

Helianthemum apenninum Apenninen-Sonnenroeschen Apennine sun roee
(L.) Mill.

*Hlateu bysu'opogo- Bystropogonblacttaiges bustropogon-
phyllum Svent.. Sonnenroescben leafed sun mee

Helianthemum canum Graufilziges Sonnenzoeschen gray tomentiose
(L.) Baumg. sun mee

*Hlateu sphaero- Kugelkeich-Sonnenroeschen globe calyx
calyx Gauba & sun woee
Janchen

Helichrysum arenarium Sand-Strohblume sand strawflower
(L.) Moench

*Helichrysum inonogynum Eingiifflige Strohblume monostylous
BIL. Burtt & Sunding strawflower

Helleborus niiger L. Christrose, Schwanze Nieswurz Christmas
____________________ ___________________ 1 rose._black hellebore
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Helleborus spp. Nieswurz hellebore
-all European species
not individually listed

Hepatica. nobilis Scbreber Leberbluemchen liverwort
Horminuin pyrenaicurn L. Pyrenacen-Drachenmaul Pyreneess dragon 's

mouth
Hottonia, paiwitris L. Wasserfeder, featherfoil, water

Wasserprimel gillyflower
*Huter rupestris P. Fbrta Felsen-Hutera stone hutera,
Hyacinthella. app. Zwerghyazinthe dwarf hyacinth

-all species
*Hymenophyllumn tunbrigense Hautlamr filmy fern

(L.) Smith
*Hypericum aciferum Nadel-.bhanniskrault Needle St,-.bhn's-wort

(Greuter) NE.K.
Robinson

*Hypericuim elegans Zierliches .bhanniskraut delicate. SL-.bhn's-wort
Stephan ex Willd.

*Hypericiin elodes L. Sumpr-.bhanniskraut marsh SL-k~hn's-wort
lIberis rnmemarkii Runemarics Schleifenblume Runemark's canytuft

Greuter & Burdet
flex aquifoliumn L. Stechpalme holly

lIpomoea sinaica Sinaa-Phinkwinde Sinai showy bindweed
Taeckh. & Boulos

*Iris Jortetii Barbey Lortets Schwertlilie Lortet's iris
*Iris spuria L. Wiesen-Schwertlilie giant iris
*Iris variegaza L. Bunte Schwertiilie spotted iris

Iris spp. Schwerthuie iris
-al species not
individually listed

*Isoetes echinospora, Dur. Stachelsporiges spiny-spored quillwort.
Brachsenkraut

*Isoetes lacustins L. See-Brachsenkraut Merlin's grass,
common quillwor¶t

Isoplexis cananiensis (L.) Gewoebnlicher Kanaren- common canary
Loud. fingerhut foxglove

lIsoplexis chalcantkaa Behaarter Kanaren- pubescent canary
Svent. & O'Shanahan fingerhut I foxgflove -
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Isoplexis isabeiliana. Kakaler Kanarenfixigerhut glabrous canary foxglove
*kaiwu stygius L. Moor-Binse marsh rush

(Webb & Berthel.) Ma~sf.
.kmiperus cedrus Webb Zedem-Wacholder piekly cedar

& Bertiiel.
Jwinea cyanoides (L.) Rcbb. Sand-Silberscharte sand felt-serulata.
*Kochia saxicola. Guss. Gelsen-Radmelde stone fan orache
*Kunkeliella, canariensis Graii-Canariia-Kunkeliella, grand canary

Steam kunkelielia
*Kunkeliella. puilotoclada, Teneriff a-Kumkeliella Teneriff e kunkelielia

(SventL) Steam
*Layrnyzpsis microccphaia (Moris) Sardische Laznyropsis Sardinian

LDittcb & Greuter lamyropsis
Laser tzilobum (L.) Borkh. Rosskuemmel home caraway
*Lascrpitium longiradium Langstr-ahliges Laserkraut long-rayed laser-

Boiss. wort
Lathyrus bauhinji Genty Schwert-latterbse sword vetchling
Lathyrus manitarus Biglow Swwulazzerbse sand vetchling
Lathyrus pannonicus Unganische Platterbse Hungarian vetchling

(.hacq.) Garcke
*Lavatra, phoenicca, Vent. Purpurrote Straiichmaive purple-red sea mallow
Ledum palustre L. Sumpf-Fbrst marsh wild rosemary
*Leontodon siculus (Cuss.) Sizilianischer Loewenzahn Sicilian

Finch & Sell dandelion
Leontopodium aipinum Cass. Edelweiss edelweiss
Leucojum aestivum L. Sornxer-Knotenblume summer snowflake
Leucojum vemurn L. Frueblings-Knotenbiurne, spring snowflake,

Maerzenbec her snowflake
*Leuzea cynaroides Artischockenarlige Bergscharte artichoke mountain

(Link) Font Quer orache
Leuzea rhapontica Alpen-Bergsc bare alpine mountain oracee

(L.) Holub
Lilium spp. Lilie lily

-all species
*Limonium arborescens Baiimaehnlicher Strand- arborescent sea lavender

(Browss.) Kuntze flieder
*Limonium dendroides Svent, Baaimartiger Strand- arborescent sea lavender

flieder
*Limonium fniticans Strauchiger Strandflieder shrubby sea lavender

(Webb) Kuntze
*Limonium imrnbcaturn Dachziegeliger Strandflieder shingled sea lavender

(Webb & Berthel.)
Hubbard

*Limonium macrophyllum Grossblaettriger Strand- large-leafed sea
(Browss.) Kuntze flieder lavender

*Limonium panadoxum Pugsley Seltsamner Strandflieder strange sea lavender
*Limonium preauxii Pr'eaux' Strandflieder Preaux' sea lavender
I (Webb & Berthel.) Kuntze J___________ ________
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*Limonium recwrvum C.E. Salmon Zwrueckgeruaemmter recurved sea lavender
Strandflieder

*Limonium spectabile (Svent.) Fraechtiger Strandflieder magnificent
Kunkel & Sunding sea lavender

Limonium spp. Somadfieder sea lavendar
-all European species
not individually listed

*LiwAna burceuiaaa Maire Bumeez-Leinkraut Bwrcez linaria
Linnaea borealis L. Moosgloeckcben twinflower
*Linum flavuni L. Gelber Lein yellow flax
*Linum perenne L. Ausdaaiemder Lein perennial flax
Liwnu spp. Lein flax

-all European species
not individually listed, EXCEPT

Linuin cadiaricumn L. Puxgiei'.Lein purging flax

Lloydia serotina (L.) Rchb. Spaetbluebende Faitenlilie late-bloomning
alp lily

*Lobelia dortinana, L. Wasser-Lobelie water lobelia
*Lofljngja tavaresiana Portugiesische Loeflingie Loeflingia

G. Sarnp.
Logfla neglecta Verkanntes Filzkraut neglected cudweed

(Soy.-Will.) Holub
Lornatogonium canintiiacurn Kaerrtner Tauernbluemchen Carnntluan

(Wulf.) Rchb. dewfiower
Lophophora spp.

-all species
*Lotus bertheloui Masfenrer Berthelots Hornklee Berthelot's ciowtoe
*Lotus callis-viridis Gran-Canania-Hornklee Grand Canary crowtoe

D. Bramwell & D.H. Davis
*Lotu kunkelii (Esteve) Kunikels Hornklee Kunkel's crowtoe

D. Bramiwell & DI-!. Davis
*Lotuzs maculatus Gefleckter Hornidee spotted crowtoe

Breitfeld
*Lugoa revoluta DC. Teneriff a-Lugoa Teneriff e lugoa

Lycopodiales spp. Baerlappgewaechse club moss
-all native species

Marnmirllaria goldii
Glass & Foster

Manmiillaria haudeana
Lau & Wagner

Mammillaria hernandezii
Glass & Foster

Manmnillaria, humboldtii
Elirenb.

Marnrmllaia, saboae Glass
Marnuillaria theresae Cutak
*Marcetella maderensis Madeira-Marcetella Madeira marcetelia

(Borrim.)_Svent,___________________________
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Matteuccia struthioptenis Strauissenfarn Ostrich fern

*Medemia argun (Martius) Nordalnikanische Medernia North African
WuerttL ex Mart, iarcetelia

Melocactals app. Melonenkakteen melon cacti
-all species

Meyanthes trifoliata L. Fieberkice water trefoil
*Mesembryantbemumu gaissenii Gawssens Mittagablume Gaussen's marigold

Leredde
*Ni~croinefla taygetes taygetos-Mzicromerde

P.H. Davis
*Monaths: ad-noscepes Druesige Zwergfetthenne glandular dwarf stonecrop

Svent,
Monanthes 3pp. Zwergfettiienne, dwarf stonecrop,

-all species not.
individually fisted

*Muscaai gussonci Gussones Ttaubenhyazinthe Gaussen's grape hyacinth
(Pail.) Tod.

Muscani spp. Trazibenhyazinthe grape hyacinth
-all species
Dot individually listed

*Muscha wollastonii Lowe Musschia musschia
*Myosotis rehasteineri Wartm. Bodensee Vergissmeinnicht, Bodensee

forget-me-not
*Narcissus exsertus Haw. Stern-Narzisse star narcissus

Narcissus spp. Narzisse narcissus
-all spe-s" niot
individually listed

Narthecium ossifragum Beinbrech, Aebrenlilie bo asphodel
(L.) Huds.

Nepenthes spp. Kannepflanze pitcher plants
-all species

*Nepeta sphaciotiea Westkretische Katzenxninze West Cretan catnip
P.H. Davis

Nuphar lutea (L.) Sm. Gelbe Teicbrose yellow water lily
*Nuphar pumila (Timm) DC. Klcine Teichrose small water lily
Nymphaea aiba L. Weisse Seerose white pond lily
*Nymphaea~ candida Kleine Seerose small pond lily

K Pkesl
Nymphoides peltata Seekanne water fringe

(S.G. Gruel.) 0. Kuntze
*Omphalodes littoralis Lehm. Strand-Gedenkemein shore navelwort
*Ononis maweana. Bal Mawes Hatihechel Mawe's resthianow
'Ononis megalostachys Munby Groesaehrige Hauhechel great restlianw
*Qnopordumr algeneruse Algeriscbe Faelsdistel Algerian cotton thistle

(Munby) Pomel
*Qnopordum cyrenaicum Libysche Eselsdistel Libyan cotton thistle

Maire_&_M._Weiller ____________________
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*Onoma arenanra Sand-Lotwurz sand yellow oxtongue
Waldstein & Kitaibel

*Onosma elerxntissima Zierliche Lotwurz delicate yellow oxtongue

Rech. flu. & Goulimy
*Onosoma pseudarenaria Schur Rumaenische Lotwurz Romanian yellow

oxtongue
Onosma $pp. Lotwurz yellow oxtongue

-all European species
not individually listed

Orchidaceae spp. Orchideen orchids
-all non-European species
not individually listed
of the subfamilies and tribes

Calypsoeae
Cyripedioideae
Malaxideae
Neouioideae
Orchidoideae
Spiranthoideae

EXCEMT
artificially reproduced hybirds
and artificially reproduced plants
of the genera:
Disa, Haemaria, Macodes,
Spiranthes, Stenorhynchos,
and artificially reproduced hybrids
of the genus Phragmipedium

Osmunda regalis L. Koenigsfarn king fern
*Oxyt'opis deflexa (Pallas) Gekruemmte Fahnenwicke curved banner vetch

DC.
Oxytpis pilosa (L.) DC. Zottige Fahnenwicke shaggy banner vetch

Pachypodium spp.
-all species, EXCWIT
Pachypodium geayl

Cost, et Bois
Pachypodium lameral

Drake
Pachypodium saundersil

N.E. Br.

Paeonia spp. Pfingstrose peony
-all European species

Pancratium maritimum L. Strand-Pankrazlilie sea pancratic lily
Papaver sendtner Sendtners Alpen-Mohn Sendtner's alpine poppy

Kern. ex Hayek
Paphiopedilum spp. Venusschuh- Venus's slipper orchids

_orchideen -all species
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Paradisea liliastrum Trichterldie funnel lily
(L.) Bertol.

Parnassia palustnis L. Sumpf-HemblattL marsh beadeaf
*Pedicularis numidica Pbznel Algeuische3 Laewsekraut, Algerian lou.,ewort,
*N~diculars sceptrum- Karlszepter carhine scepter

carolinumn L.
Pedicularis app. Laeusekraut lousewort,

-al native species
not individually listed

Petrocallis pyrenaica Pyrenaeen-Steinsch,:meckel Pyrrenees stone jewel
(L.) R. Br.

Phiornis brevibracteata, Turrill Kurzdeckblatt, short bract laznpwick
Brandkraut

Phiornis cypria Post Zyprisches Brandkraut Cyprian lampwick
Phylitis scolopendriurn Hirschzunge hart's tongue

(L.)Newm.
Pinguicula alpina L. Alpený-Fettkra-at Alpine butterwort
*Pinguicila crystallina Kzistall-Feuka-aut crystal butterwort

Sibth. & Smith
Flngwicula vulgaris L. gewoehnfijhes FeUkraut common butterwort
Polem-oniurn caeruleuni L. Blaue Himmeisleiter blue Jacob's lader
Polystichum spp. Schildfarn shield fern

-all native species
*Ptimula apennina. Widmer Apenninen-Primel Apennine primrose
*Primula egalikserisis Wormsk. Island-Prirnel island primrose
Primnula spp. Primel, Schluesselblume primrose, cowslip

-ai European species
not individually listed,

EXCEFP
Primula elatior (L.) Hill Hohe Schluesselblume high cowslip
Primula veris L. Wiesen-Schluesselblume meadow cowslip

*Pterocephaluis virens Berthel. Gruenender Fluegelkop? verdant
pterocephalus

*Ptlotajchum pyrenaicum Pyrenaeen-Haarfeder Pyrenees ptilotrichum
(Lapeyr.) Boiss.

*Pulicaria burcbardii Hutch. Burchards Flobkraut Burchard's fleabane
*Pulicaria canariensis Bolle Kanazisches Flobkraut Canary fleabane
Nirnonaria angustifolia L. Schmalblaeuzriges Lungenkraut, narrow-

leafed lungwort,
Pblinonaria mollis Weiches Lungenkraut, soft lungwort,

Wulfen ex Hornern.
Pulinonaia, montana Lejeune Berg-Lungenkraut, mountain lungwozt
*Pulsatilla patens (L.) Miller Flngei'.Kuecbenscbelle finger pasque-

flower
OPulsatilla pratensis Wiesen-Kuechenschelle meadow pasqueflower

(L.) Miller
*Pulsatilla vernalis Fruehlings-Kuechenschelle spring pasqueflower

1L~Miller__________________
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Nwsafilla app. Kuecbenschelle pasqueflower
-all species not
individually listed

Ranunculus kykkoensis Meikle Kykko-Hahnenfuss Kykko buttercup
Ranunculus lingua L. Zungen-Hahnienfuss tongue buttercup
*Ranunculus radinotrichus Zartbehaarter Hahnenfuss delicately

Greuter & Strid pubescent buttercup
*Ranuncudus weyleri Mares Weylers Hahnenfuss Weyler's buttercup

Rheum rhaponticumn L. Plontischer Rkiabarber Plontish rhubarb
Rhododendron femiugineumn L. Rostblaettrige Alpenrose rusirleafed

alpine rose
Rhododendron hirsutum L. Rauhblaettzige Alpenrose aspenifoliate alpine

rose
Rhodothamnus chaznaecistus Zweuiaipenrose dwarf rosebay

(L.) Rchb.
*Rhynchosinapis jobnstonii Johnstons Schnabelsenf Johnston's rose

(G. Samrp.) Heywood mustard
*Ribes sardourn Martelli Sardinische Stachelbeere Sardinian gooseberry

Rubus chaznaernorus L. Moltebeere cloudbenry
*Rupicapnos arricana Afnikanischer Felsenerdrauch African rock funmitory

(Lamn.) Pomnel
*Salicornia veneta Venezianischer Queller Venetian glas~swort

Pignatti & Lausi
Salvia, veneris Hedge Dickblaeutriger Salbei thick-leafed sage
*Salyini natans (L.) All. Scbwimrnfarn floating fern
Sarracenia, spp.

-all species
*Saxifmnga hirculus L. Moor-Steinbrech marsh breakstone
Saxifraga. spp. Steinbrech breakstone

-all species not
individually listed, EXCEPT

Saxifraga. tridactylites L. Finger-Steinbrech finger breakstone

Scheuchzeria palustris L. Blasenbinse blow rush
*Scilla morrisii Meikle Morris' Blaustemn Morris' bluebell

Scilla spp. Blaustern, bluebell, incl. rabbit belifower
(Incl. Endymion) Hasengloeckcben

Scorzonera, auistriaca Willd. Oesterreichische Austzian viper's grass
Schwarzwurzel

*Scorzonera drarii Taeckh. Drars Schwarzwurzel Drar's viper's grass
Scorzonera, hispanica L. Spanische Schwarzwurzel Spanis viper's grass
Scorzonera. huinilis L. Niedzige Schwarzwurzel low viper'sgrass
*Sconzonera purpurea, L. Violette Schwarzwurzel violet viper'sgrass

Sempervivum spp. Hauswurz bouseleek
(inc. .bovibarba spp.) (Fransenhauswurz) (inc. fringed houseleek

Senecio camniolicus Willd. Krainer Greiskraut Krainer fleabane
*Senecio hadrosomus Gran-Canaria-Greiskraut Grand Canary fleabane

Svent ______________ ______________
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Senecio hermosae Ptard Herinosatal-Giciskysaut Hermnosan fleabane

Sideritis cypria Post Zyprisches Gliedkraut Cyprian joint plant

*Sideritis cystosiphon Svent. Versteckbluetiges spongy joint plant
Ghledkraut

*Sideritis discolor Zweifairbiges Gliedkrauxt two-color joint plant

(Webb ex DeNoe) Bolle

*Sideritis infernalis Bolle Hoellenschlucbt- hell-gorge joint plant
Gliedkraut

*Sideritis nervosa (Christ) Starknerviges Gliedkrauxt strong-nerved

Lid joint plant

*Silene orphanidis Boise. Leere Lichtnelke hollow cainpion

*Silene rotkimaleri Rotiunalers Lichtzielke Rotiunaler's cainpion

Pinto da Silva
*Silene velutina Sanit-Lichtnelke dusty miller

Pourret ex Loisel.
*Solanumn lidii Sunding Lids Nachtachatten Lid's nightshade

*Solanum trisecturn Dunal Dreischnittiger Nacbtschatten trifid
nightshade

Soldanella spp. Troddelblume soldanel
-all native species

Solenanthus aibanicus Albanischer Riesenboretsch Albanian
giant borage

*Sonchus bomnmuel] er Bornmuellers Gaensedistel Bomrnueller's

Pitard milkweed

*Stipa bavanica. Bayerisches Federgrass Bavarian feather grass

Martinovsky & H. Scholz
Stipa spp. Federgrass, Pfriemengras feather grass, matweed

-all European species
not individually listed

*Stipagrostis drarii Drams Grannen-Straulssgras Drani's bearded

(Taeckh.) DeWinter bent grass

Stratiotes aloides L. Krebsschere water soldier

Swertia perennis L. Blauer Sunipfstern blue bog star

*Symphytum cycladense Kykiaden-Beinwell cycladic comfrey

Pawi.
*Tanacetum ptanrnici- Silbergrauer Rainfarn silver-gray paraley

florum (Webb)
Schultz-Bip.

Taxus baccata L. Elbe yew

*Teline benehoavensis La-Palnia-Teline Canary teline

(Bolle ex Svent.) Santos
*Teline linifolia (L.) Teneriff a-Teline Teneriff e teline

Webb & Berthel.
subsp. teneiff ae
PIE. Gibbs & Dingwall

*Thymus camnphoratus Karnpfer-Thymnian. camphor thyme

Hoff manans. & Link
*'Thvmus carnosus Boiss. I Fleischiger Uhvmian fleshy thyvme
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OTbymuz cephalotos L. Groaskoepflger Ibymian big-beaded thyme
Thpa. natazis L. Wassemuss water foot
Trallius europaeus L. 'TDo~llbuxe globe flower
*Tuberaria major (Wilik.) Grosses Sandroeschen greater sand rose

Pinto da, Silva &
Rozeira

'Jwiipa, spp. Th~pe bilip
-all species

Turbinicarpus app.
-all species

Uebelmannia. app. Uebelmanns Kakteen Uebelniann 's cacti
-all species

*Utricularia bremii Heer Bremis Wasserschlauch Bremi's bladderwort
Utriculania ochroleuca. Hartmn. Ockergelber W~assemchlauch ocher-

yellow bladderwort
Valeziana longiflora Willk. Langbluetiger Baidrian long-flowered

valerian
Veronica longifolia L. Langlaetbiger Ehrenpreis long-leafed

speedwell
Veronica spicata, L. Aebriger Ebrenpreis spiked speedwell
Viola calaminania Gelbes Galmei-Veilchen calamine violet

(Ging. in DC.) Lejeune
Viola calcarata L. Gesporntes Veilchen spurred pansy
*Viola guestphalica Nauenburg Violettes Galmei-Veilchen Westphalian

calamine violet
*Viola hispida Lamn. Steifhaariges Vejlchen shaggy violet
*Viola. jaubertiana Mares & Jauberts Vejichen kaubert's violet

Vigineix
*Viola palmensis Webb La-Palma-Veilchen La Palma violet

& Bertliel.
*Vitis sylvesuis 0.0. Gmelin Wilde Weinrebe wild grape 'vine
Wakilenbergia. hederacca Ereu-Moorgloeckchen Efeu marsh beliflower

(L.) Rchb.
Withania aristata (Aiton) Stumpfblaettzige Witliania stump-leafed

Pers. withania
Woodsia spp. Wirnperfarn eyelash fern

-all native species
Wulfenia carinthiaca Jacq. Kaernitner Kuhtaitt Carinthian cowstep

Androsace spp. Mannsschild Man's shield
-all native species, EXCEPT,

Androsace elongata L. Verlaengter Mannsschild extended androsace
Androsace maxima L. Riesen-Mannsschild giant andiosace
Androsace septentrionalis L. Nordischer Mannsschild norther androsace
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DRORYA MOOSE -MOSSE
Dicranum spp. Gabeizalinmoos fork-tooth mosses

-all native species
Hylocomium app. Hainmoos grove mosses

-all native species
Polytaichum commune Hedwig Frauenhaaninoos maidenhair ms
Nblytrichum formosumn Hedwig Schoenes Haarinuetaenmoos beautiful

haircap moss
Rhytidiadeiphus spp. Krazizmoos garland mosses

-al native species
Sphagnum app. Torf mojos peat mosses

-all native species

LICHENES _F1.EC¶[1EN ICE
Anaptychia app. Wimperflechte eyelash lichens

-all native species
Cetraria islandica. (L.) Islaendisch Moos, Iceland moessfichen

Islandflechte
Cetraria spp. Moosflechte moss lichens

-al native species
Dot individually listed

Qladina spp. Rentierflechte Reindeer lichens
(Cladonia Sect. Cladina)

-al native species
no,'A~ividuafly listed

*Lobaria plumonazia Echte Lungenflechte true Iungwort

(L.) Hoff mn.
Lobaria app. Lungenflechte lungworts

-all native species
not individually listed

Parmnelia spp. Schuesselflechte parmelia
Usneaceae app. Bartfiechte bearded lichens

-all native species

FUNGI PILZE FUNGI
Albatrellus app. Schaf-Porling, Semmel-Porling sheep mushroom,

bread mushroom
-all native species

Amanita caesarea Kaiserling imperial mushroom
(Scop. ex Fr.)
Pers. ex Schw.

Boletus aereus Bull. ex Fr. Weisser Bronze-Roehrling white bronze bolete
Boletus appendiculatais Geliber Bronze-Roehziing yellow bronze bolete

Schif. ex Fr.
Boletus edulis Bull. ex Fr. Steinpilz edible boletuis
Boletor feclitneni Vel. Sommer-Roe rin- summier bolete
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Boletua *ust Krbh. Echter Koenigs-Roehrling tuie kIng bolete
Boletus speciosus Frost Blauender Koenigs-Roebziing blue king bolete
Cantharellus app. Pfiff erling chanterelle

-all native species
Gomphus clavatus Schweinsobr pig's ear

(Pers. ex Fr.) S.F Gray
Gyrodon lividus Erlen-Gruebling alder truffe

(Bull. ex FR.) Sacc.
Hygrocybe app. Saftling bygrocube

-all native species
Hygrophorus manzuolus Maerz-Schneckling March snail mushroom

(Fr.) Bhes.
Lactarius volemus Fr. Braetling lacteous aganic
Leccinum spp. Birkenpilz und Rotkappe rough-stemnmed boletus,

red boletus
-all native species

Morchella spp. Morchel morel
-all native species

TIhcholoma flavovirens Gruenling green agaric
(Pers. ex Fr.) Lund
& Nannf.

Tuber spp. Trueff el truffle
I -all native svecies
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Table 4-2

Game That May Be Lega~y Hunted

These animal species fall within the scope of the Bwidesjagdgesefz and may therefore be hunted legally

(Bundesjagdgesetz. Section 2):

Wisent (Bison bonasus L.) European bison

Elchwild (Alces aices L.) elk

Rotwild (Cervus elaphus L) deer

Damwild (Dams dams L.) fallow deer

Sikawild (Cervus nippon IEMMINCK) Japanese deer

Rehwild (Capreolus capreolus L.) roe deer

Gamswild (Rupicapra rupicapra L.) chamois

Steinwild (Capra ibex L.) ibex

Muffelwild (Ovis ammon musimom PALLAS) mufflon

Schwarzwild (Sus scrofa L.) wild boar

Feidhase (Lepus europaeus PALLAS) brown hare

Schneehase (Lepus timidus L.) white hare

Wildkaninchen (Oryctolagus; cuniculus L.) (wild) rabbit

Murmieltier (Marmot& marmots L.) marmot
Wildkatze (Felis silvestris SCHREBER) wildcat0 Luchs (Lynx lynx L.) lynx
Fuchs (Vulpes vulpes L.) fox

Steinmarder (Mantes foina ER.XLEBEN) stone marten

Baunimmarder (Martes martes L.) tree (or pine) marten

Iltis (Mustela putorius L.) polecat

Hermelin (Mustela erminea L.) ermine

Mauswiesel (Mustela nivalis L.) white weasel

Dachs (Meles meles L.) badger

Fischotter (Lutra lutra L.) old world otter

Seehund (Phoca vitulina L.) harbor sea].
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These fowl fall within die scope of the Bund~sjaqdgesetz and may therefore be hunted legally
(Bundsjaggesetz, Section 2):

Reblwhn (Perdix perdix L) gray partridge
Fas., (Phhsianus colchicus L.) pheasant
Wachtel (Cosurnix coturnix L.) quail
Auarwild (Tetrao urogallus L) WOod grouem
Birkwild, (Lyrus tetrix L-) black grouse
Rackelwild (Lynis tetri x Tetrao urogallus) cross between male heath cock and female wood
grouse
Haseiwild (Trenastes bonasia L.) hazel grouse
Alpenschneehuhn (Lagopus mutus MONTIN) rock ptarmigan
Wildwtnztahn, (Meleagris gailpavo L. wild turkey
Wildtauben (Coluuibidae) wild pigeons
Hoeckerschwan (Cygnus olor GMUEL.) mute swan
Wildgaense (genera Anser BRISSON and Branta SCOPOUI) wild geese
Wildenten (Anatinac) wild ducks
Saeger (genus Mergus L) merganser
Waldschnepfe (Scolopax rusticola L.) woodcock
Blaesshuhn (Fulica Wata L.) coot
Moewen (Laridae) seagulls
Haubentaucher (Podiceps cristatus L.) great crested grebe
Grosstrappe (Otis tarda L) great bustard
Graureiher (Ardea cincerea L.) European heron
Greife (Accipitridac) hawks and related forms
Falken (Falconidae) falcons

Kolkrabe (Corvus corax L.) common raven.)
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Table 4-3

List of Protected Species

It is illegal to take possession of, to acquire, to exercise actual force ovar, to work on. to process, or
otherwise to use individuals of the following species, or to dispose of them, offer them for sale, to
transfer them, or otherwise introduce them into commerce, or to transport them for thoue purposes:

Steinwild (Capra ibex L.) ibex

Schnetnase (Lepus timidus L.) white hare
Murmeltier (Marmota, marmnota L.) marmot
Seehund (Phoca vitulina L.) harbor seal
Rebhuhn (Perdix. perdix L.) gray partridge
Fasan (Phasianus coichicus L.) pheasant
Wachtel (Coturnix, coturniix L.) quail

Auerwild (Tetrao urogallus L.) wood grouse
Birkwild (Lyrunis tetrix L.) black grouse
Rackelwild (Lyrurus tetrix. x Tetrao urogallus) cross between male heath cock and female wood
grouse
Haseiwild (Tetrastes bonasia L.) hazel grouse
Alpenschneehuhn (Lagopus mutus MONTIN) rock ptarmnigan
Wildtruthuhn (Meleagris gallopavo L.) wild turkey

Hohltaube (Columba oenas L.) stock dove
Ringehtaube (Columba palumbus L.) wood pigeon
Turtehtaube (Streptopelia turtur L.) turtle dove
Tuerkentaube (Streptopelia decaocto FRIVALDSKY) collared dove
Hoeckerschwan (Cygnus olor GMELIN) mute swan
Graugans (Anser anser L.) greylag
Blaessgans (Anser albifrons SCOPOLI) white-fronted (or laughing) goose
Saatgans (Anser fabalis LATHAM) bean goose
Kurzscbnabelgans (Anser brachyrhynchos BAILLON) pink-footed goose
Ringelgans (Branta bernicla L.) brent goose
Weisswangengans (Branta leucopsis BECHSTEIN) barnacle goose
Kanadagans (Branta canadensis L.) Canada goose
Stockente (Anas platyrhynchos L.) mallard
Loeffelente (Anas clypeata L.) shoveler

Schnatterente (Anas streper L.) gadwall
Pfeifente (Anas penelope L.) European widgeon

Krickente (Anas crecca L.) common teal
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Tab" 4-3 (condwsed)

Spiessente (Ann acuta L.) pintail
Kolbenente (Netta nifina PALLAS) red-crested pochard
flergente (Aythya manila L.) scaup,

Reiherente (Aythya fuligula L.) tufted duck

Tafelente (Aythya ferina L.) pochard
Scheilente (Bucephala clangula L.) goldeneyc

Branderne (Tadorna tadorna L.) sheidrake
Eisente (Clangula hyemnalis L.) long-tailed duck
Sanitente (Melanitta fusca L.) velvet scoter

Traucrente (Melanitta nigra L.) black scoter
Gaesesaeger (Mergus; merganser L.) common merganser
Zwergsacger (Mergus albellus L.) sinew
Waldschnepfe (Scolopax rusticola L.) woodcock

Blaesshuhn (Fulica an-a L.) coot
Mantelmoewe (Larus marinus L.) great black-backed gull

Heringsmoewe (Larus fuscus I..) gray gull
Silbermoewe (Larus argentatus PONTOPPIDAN) silver gull

Sturmmoewe (Lamu canus L.) common gull
Lacbmoewe (Larus ridibundus L.) black-headed gull

Schwarzkopfmnoewe (Larus melanocephalus TEMMINCK) Mediterranean gull

Zwergmocwe (Larus minutus PALLAS) little gull

Dreizehenmoewe (Rissa tridactyla L.) kittiwake

Haubentaucher (Podiceps; cristatus L.) great crested grebe
Graureiher (Ardea cinerea L.) European heron
Kolk. aibe (Corvus corax L.) common raven
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Table 4-4

Activities Prohibited in the Interest of Species and Habitat Protection

The following activities are prohibited in the State of Rheinland-Pfalz in the interests of protecting wild

plant and animal species and their habitats:

1. wantonly disturbing wild animals and capturing, wounding, or killing them for no good reason

2. removing wild plants from their habitat for now good reason, or using them, cutting stands of
them down, or otherwise destroying them

3. impairing or destroying the habitats of wild plant or animal species for no good reason

4. removing, destroying, damaging, or changing the characteristic condition of reed swamps, other
stands of reeds, large sedge reeds, or small sedge swamps

5. removing, destroying, damaging or changing the characteristic condition of fenwoods and low-
land forests that are regularly flooded at least every 3 yr

6. removing, destroying, damaging, or changing the characteristic condition of juniper heaths or
dwarf Genista heaths, or of plots of matweed and arnica

7. removing, destroying, damaging, or changing the characteristic condition of high moors or
intermediate moors, moorlands, and moor forests

8. removing, destroying, damaging, or changing the characteristic condition of dunes and sandy
areas (Sand- rasen)

9. removing, damaging, destroying, or changing the characteristic condition of vegetation-covered
rocky outcroppings, dry meadows, and those where gentian or orchids grow

10. removing, damaging, destroying, or changing the characteristic condition of wet meadows rich
in sedges, rushes, or high perennial herbs, as well as of headwater regions, parts of rivers and
streams that are unobstructed and in their natural state, and areas of standing waters where
deposition is occurring

11. removing, damaging, destroying, or changing the characteristic condition of loose rocky slopes
or woods in ravines

12. clear-cutting, cutting, pruning, or burning off hedges or bushes in the period from I March to
30 September

13. burning off the covering of meadows, field ravines, fallow land, slopes, or hedges

14. burning off large areas of stubble fields.

(NOTE: The lower-level land management authority may grant exceptions in particular cases to the
prohibitions in 12 through 14 for weighty reasons.)
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Table 4-5

Times and Places Where the Gathering of Roman Snails
(Helix pomatla) Is Permitted

In 1982 and every third subsequent year (1985, 1988, etc.) in the following areas:

Koblenz Landkreise Bad Kreuznach, Birkenfeld,
Rhein-Hunameck-Kreis

Trier Landkreise Bitburg-Pruem, Daun

Rheinhessen-Pfalz Landkreise Aizey-Worms, Kusel, Mainz-
Bingen, and the cities of Mainz and
Worms

In 1983 and every third subsequent year (1986, 1989, etc.) in the following areas:

Koblenz U dkreise Altenkirchen (Westerwald),
Neuwide, Rhein-Lahn-Kreis, Westerwald-
kreis

Trier: Landkreis Trier-Saarburg and the city of
* Trier

Rheinhessen-Pfalz: Landkreise Germersheim, Kaiserslautern,
Pirmasens, Suedliche Weinstrasse, and
the cities of Kaiserslautern, Landau
in der Pfalz, Neustadt an der
Weinstrasse. Pirmasens, and Zweibruecken

In 1984 and every third subsequent year (1987, 1990, etc.) in the following areas:

Koblenz Landkreise Ahrweiler, Cochem-Zell,

Mayen-Koblenz, and the city of Koblenz

Trier: Landkreis Bernkastel-Wittlich

Rheinhessen-Pfaiz: Landkreise Bad Duerkheim, Donnersberg-
kreis, Ludwigshafen, and the cities of
Ludwigshafen am Rhein, FRankenthal
(Pfalz), and Speyer
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Section 5

ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

A. Applicability

Since it can be expected that noise will be produced as a regular part of the
activities that take place on any Air Force installation, this section of the
manual applies to all installations.

B. National Laws and Regulations

Broadly speaking, German laws and regulations that are related to noise control
can be organized on the basis of whether they deal with kinds of facilities, with
vehicles, or with other pieces of equipment.

" The Bundesimmissionsscbutzgesetz (Federal Immission Control Act
(BImSchG)) of 22 May 1990, which is relevant to immissions of many sorts,
includes noise in its scope. It explicitly gives regulatory force to the Tech-
nische Anleitung zum Schutz gegen laerm (Technical Introduction to Noise
Control) of 26 July 1968, known as TA Laerm, until such time as that docu-
ment is replaced by on - based on the most recent version of the BImSchG. TA
Laerm applies to those facilities that require permits under the Federal Immis-
sion Control Act and sets imnmissions guide values that must be complied with
by such facilities. Those guide values are, broadly speaking, dependent on the
kind of activity (i.e., residential, commercial) that takes place in any given area.
TA Laerm also contains a discussion of the procedures and equipment used in
taking measurements of noise levels.

"• The 18. Verordnung zur Durchfuehrung des Bundes.Inunissionsschutz-
gesetzes (Sportanlagenlaermschutzverordnung -. 18. BImSchV) (The 18th
Regulation Implementing the Federal Immission Control Act (Sports Facilities
Noise Regulation)) sets out noise immission limits for sports facilities.

"* The Gesetz zum Schutz gegen Fluglaerm (Air Traffic Noise Control Act) is
chief among the pieces of legislation that are relevant to noise control for air-
craft. It sets up noise control districts around commercial airports and around
military airports that service airplanes with jet-engines. Noise control districts
may consist of two zones, and regulations determine what sorts of buildings
can be in what zones.
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* Noise control districts have been established by the federal government around
these military airports in Rheinland-Pfalz: Bitburg, Hahn, Ramstein, Semrbdch,
and Spangdahlem. The following regulations are relevant:

- Verordnung ueber die Feisetung des Laermschutzbereicbs fuer die
niUtaeriscben Flugplaetze Bitbmrg und Spangdablem (1978)

- Verordnung ueber die Futastaung des Laermschutzberelcbs fuer den
nUlitaeriscbeu Fluagplatz Hahn (1977)

- Verordnung neber di.e Feetiemng des Laenmchutzbereichs fuer den
nilitaeriscben Flugplatz Ranmstein (1976)

- Verordnung ueber die Festsetzung des Laernschutzbereichs fuer den
militaerischen Flugplatz Sembach (1985).

The noise control districts are defined on the basis of lines drawn through
points given in Gauss-Krueger coordinates. A list of the coordinates and a
reduction of the map that demarcates the control district are part of the ordi-
nance that establishes a control district, and full-size official maps are on depo-
sit at the following locations:

- For Ramstein: at the Kreisverwaltung Kaiserslautern
- For Hahn: at the Kreisverwaltung des Rhein-Hunsrueck-Kreises in Sim-

mern (Hunsrueck)
- For Bitburg and Spangdahlem: at the Kreisverwaltung Bitburg-Pruem in

Bitburg
- For Sembach: at the Kreisverwaltung Kaiserslautern.

"• The Luftverkehrgesetz (Air Traffic Act - LuftVG) is also relevant to noise
immissions produced by aircraft. It lays out the general principles that the gen-
eration of avoidable noise is to be prevented and that the spread of unavoidable
noise is to be kept to a minimum. Particular attention is to be paid to the
preservation of night-time quiet.

"• The Luftverkehrs-Zuiassungs-Ordnung (Air Traffic Licensing Regulation --
LuftVZO) lays out the general principle that the noise that is caused as a conse-
quence of the operation of an aircraft may not be louder than is necessary for
the proper operation or control of it. Under the provisions of this act, German
aircraft must receive noise permits from a licensing authority. The provisions
of the act (Section 10(4)) explicitly allow recognition of noise licenses or simi-
lar documents issued by non-German agencies as long as those documents con-
tain the information that is required in the German documents and meet certain
standards for effective perceived noise that are contained in the LuftVZO.

"* The Gesetz ueber die Umwdtvertraeglicbkeitspruefung (UVPG) (Environ-
mental Impact Statement Act) requires that environmental impact studies be
done prior to the construction of or substantial modification to certain types of
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facilities under certain conditions. U.S. forces in Germany are permitted to
substitute an environmental review for full-blown environmental impact state-
ments.

" The Laermgrenzwerte fuer Propellerflugauge bis 5700 kilogram (kg)
Hoechstgewicht und fuer Motoregler (Noise Limits for Propeller-driven Air-
craft with a maximum weight of 5700 kg and for Power Gliders) lists accept-
able noise emission limits for such aircraft and includes an appendix that details
how those limits are to be established.

"• The Verordnung ueber die zeitliche Einschraenkung des Flugbetriebs mit
Leichtflugzeugen und Motorseglern an Landeplaetzen (Regulation Restrict-
ing Flying Times for Light Aircraft and Power Gliders at Landing Fields) res-
tricts the times when certain types of noncommercial, civil flights may occur.

"* The Strassenverkebrs-Ordmung (Street- and Road-traffic Regulation (StVO))
lays out the general principle that unnecessary noise caused in the course of the
use of motor vehicles is prohibited. This includes leaving the vehicle idling
unnecessarily and closing the vehicle's doors unnecessarily loudly. The regula-
tion also puts restrictions on the days and times on which trucks of a certain
weight may be used.

* The Strassenverkebrs-Zulamungs-Ordnung (Street- and Road-traffic Licensing
Regulation -- StVZO) incorporates the following EEC Directives on permissible
noise levels and mufflers into the set of German regulatory instruments:

1. Council Directive 70/157/EEC of 6 February (L 42, p 16) as amended in
Council Directive 84/424/EEC of 3 September 1984 (L 238, p 31), on
the permissible noise level and exhaust equipment of motor vehicles

2. Councd Directive 74/151/EEC of 4 March 1974 (L 84, p 25) on the
component parts and features of wheeled tractors used in agriculture or
silviculture, as amended in Council Directive 82/890/EEC of 17
December 1982 (L 378, p 45)

3. Council Directive 78/1015/EEC of 23 November 1978 on the permissi-
ble noise level and exhaust equipment of motorcycles (L 349, p 21), as
amended in Council Directive 87/56/EEC of 18 December 1986 (L 24,
p 42).

Motor vehicles and their trailers for which permissible noise levels are esta-
blished in those directives must comply with their provisions. Please refer to
the EC Supplement to the Worldwide Manual.

* The 2. Aligemeine Verwaltungsvorschrift aim Bundesimsiomuchoutz-
gesetz (Emisionswerte fuer Krane - 2. BImScbVwV) (Second General
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Administrative Provision on the Federal Immission Control Act (Emission Fig-
ures for Cranes)) contains emission figures for the noise emitted by construc-
tion cranes during their operation.

" The 3. Allgemeine Verwaltunpvoracbrift min Bundesimmiuionchautz-
geetz (Emiuu*onawerte fuer Druftbaeu~mner - 3. BImScbVwV) (Third
General Administrative Provision on the Federal Inmtission Control Act (Emis-
sion Figures for Pneumatic Haumners)) sets emission figures for pneumatic
hammers that are a function of their weight.

"* The & Verordnung mar Durcbfuebrung des Bunds.lmminiams butz-
gesetzes (Rasenmaeberlaerm.Verordnung - & BImSchV) (Eighth Regulation
Implementing the Federal Immission Control Act (Lawnmower Noise Regula-
tion)) sets permissible noise production levels for lawnmowers that depend
upon the width of the swaths they cut. It also sets restrictions on the times
when lawnmowers may legally be used.

C. State Laws and Regulations - Rbeinland-Pfalz

I The Landesverordnung zur Bekaempfung des Laerms (State Noise Control
Ordinance) is an act of broad scope. It contains provisions that define and pro-
tect the night-time quiet period, and others that apply to the proper use and
operation of motor vehicles, lawnmowers and garden machinery, sound repro-
duction equipment, and even musical instruments.

D. Key Compliance Definitions

"* Day - the period between 0600 and 2200 hours (h) on workdays; 'day' on Sun-
days and holidays is defined as the time between 0700 and 2200 h (18.
BlmSchV, Section 2(5)).

"* Holidays - the following days are considered holidays:
New Year's Day
Good Friday
Easter Monday
May Day
Ascension Day
Monday after Pentecost
Corpus Christi (in Baden-Wuerttemberg, Bavaria, Hessen, Nordrhein-

Westfalen, Rheinland-Pfaiz, and Saarland)
June 17
All Saints' Day (1 November) (in Baden-Wurttemberg, Bavaria, Hessen,

Nordrhein-Westfalen, Rheinland-Pfalz, and Saarland)
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Buss- und Bettag
December 25 and 26

(StVO, Section 30(5)).

• Immissions - the effect on neighbors or third parties of sound emitted by a facil-
ity (TA Laerm, 2.1).

* Lawnmowers - motor-driven appliances intended for the cutting of grass, regard-
less of how that cutting is actually accomplished (8. BImSchV, Section 1).

* Light planes - planes that weigh up to 2000 kg (Verordnung ueber die zeitliche
Einschraenkung des Flugbetriebs mit Leichtflugzeugen und Motorseglem an
Landeplaetzen, Section 1).

* Night - on work days, the periods between 000 and 0600 h and 2200 and 2400
h. On Sundays and holidays, the periods between 000 and 0800 h and 2200
and 2400 h (18. BlmSchV, Section 2(5)).

* Noise - sound that can or could disturb (endanger, significantly disadvantage, or
significantly annoy) neighbors or third parties (TA Laerm, 2.1).

• Noise control district - set up around airports that serve commercial air traffic
and around military airports that service airplanes with jet engines. The noise
control district encompasses that area outside the airfield where the equivalent
continuous noise level caused by airplane noise exceeds 67 dB(A). This area is
divided into two zones. Control Zone One is that area where the equivalent
continuous noise level exceeds 75 dB(A); Control Zone Two is made up of the
remaining areas in the noise control district (Gesetz zum Schutz gegen Flu-
glaerm, Sections 1 and 2).

* Quiet period - The periods between 0600 and 0800 h and 2000 and 2200 h on
work days. On Sundays and holidays it encompasses these times of day: 0700
to 0900 h, 1300 to 1500 h, and 2000 to 2200 h.

* Sports facility - permanent facilities that are intended to be used when engaging
in sport. Facilities that have close spatial and operational relationships to a
sports facility are considered to be sports facilities. The times when motor
and/or pedestrian traffic comes to and departs from the facility count as times
when the facility is being used (18. BImSchV, Section 1).
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ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

GUIDANCE FOR CHECKLIST USERS

REFER TO CONTACT THESE

WORKSHEET ITEMS: PERSONS OR GROUPS:()

All Insmallations 5-1 through 5-22 (IX2)

Rheinland-Pfalz Noise Control 5-23 through 5-33 (IX3X4)

(0) CONTACT/LOCATION CODE:

(1) BCE (Base Civil Engineering (EnvimnmentalCommunity Planning))
(2) Deputy for Operations (Air Space Manager)
(3) Public Affairs Office
(4) Range Operating Agency
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ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

Records to Review

"• Facility Master Plan Document
"* Complaint log from local community

Physical Features to Inspect

"* Power generators or other noise
"* Emergency generators
"* Test tracks

Sources to Interview

* BCE (Base Civil Engineering (Environmental/Community Planning))
* Deputy for Operations (Air Space Manager)
• Public Affairs Office
* Range Operating Agency
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

Gerama

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMdENTS; __________________________

ALL INSTALLATIONS

S-1. Determine actions Determine if noncompliance issuies have been resolved by reviewing a
or changes since Previous copy of the previous report. (1)
review Of noise manage-
ment (OMP).

S-2. installations should Verify dhug copies of die following federal laws and regulations are kept
maintain a file of German at the installation: (1)
laws and regulations per-
maining to noise manage- - Technische Ardeit wag zum Schutz gegen Loerm. (TA Laerm).
ment (GMP). - 18. Verordmung zur DurcIfuehrung des Bwsdes-

lmimissionsschustzgesetzes (Sportanlagenlaermschutzverordnung),
(18. B~rachV).

- Gesetz rum Schutz gegen Flu gloerm.
- Luftverkehrgesetz, (La4ftVG).
- La wrkehi-s-Zudarswags-Ordnwng, (LaifVZO).
- Gesert ueber die Umweltwrrraeglachkeitpruefng (UVPG)
- Laermigrenzwerte flier Propellerfiugzeuge his 5700 kg Hoechst-

gewicht uid fuer Motorsegler.
- Verordraung ueber die zeitliche Einschraenkung des Flugbetriebs

mit Leicluflugreugen wad Motorseglern and Landeploetzen.
- Strassenverkehrs-Ordituag, (SiVO).
- Strassenverkehrs-Zadassungs-Ordunwg, (St VZO).
-2. Allgemeine Verwaftungsvorschrft zum Bundesunmis-

sionsschutzgesetres (Emissionswerte flier Krane), (2. AVwV rum
BlmdchG).

-3. Al~ineeine Verwaltungsvorschrg4t rum Bundeuimmis-
sionssc/wtrgesetres (Emtissionsrwente fuer Drucklaohaemmer). (3.
AVwV rum BImSchG).

-8. Verordnung zur Durchpfuehrung des Burides-
lmmissionssc/utzgesetzes (Rasenmaeherlaerm-Verordrnuag), (8.
BlmSchV).

Verify that a copy of the following state law for Rheinulan-Pfalz is kept
at the installation:

- Landesverordisung zur Bekaempfung des Laerms,
(Laerm~schutzverordnung).

Verif that a copy of one of the following federal regulations is kept at
whichever installatiion is referred to in the title:

- Verordmang ueber die Festsetraag des Laermschutzbereichs fuer
die mllwiiarchen Flugphaetze Bitburl wad Spanagdahlem

- Verordnwsg ueber die Festsemowg des Laermschutzbereichs fuer
den milhaeriuchen Flaagplar Hahn

- Veroednug ueber die Festsetmug des Laermnschutzbereichs fuer
den ciioruchen Flugplat Ramutein

- Verordnwang seber die Fetsesezwg des Laermschutzbereichs fuer
den militaerischen Flaagplatz Sembach.

(1) RCE (Base Civil Engineerin (Envirmnmeataaommuniy Plaunnin)) (2) Dqiuy for Operations (Air Space
Manager) (3) Public Affairs Office (4) RtAnge Operating Agenicy
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

Germ=

EGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

5-3. An envkonmental Verify that envronmental reviews we submitted mprto sithe cosuncon
review must be filed prior of or significant modification to aiapcs that require official approval of
to constuction of or sub- a plan under the temns of dte Air Traffic Act. (1)
stantial modificaton to
certain cties (UVm,
Section 3(1)).

5S4. Facilities that Determine if the installation has fcillities of the types listed in Table 1-1
reque a permt under (Air Emission Management). (1)

S of the Federal
Imimission Control Act Verify that the identified facilities have a penniL
must comply with certain
emissions values in TA Verify that the facility meets the parameters of the permit.
Laerm unless exempted
(BImSchG, Section 66; Verify that the noise levels in Table 5-1 we not exceeded, unless the
TA Laerm 1., 2.321). facility has been exempted from compliance.

5-S. Outdoor sports Verify that the noise levels in Table 5-2 we not exceeded by outdoor
facilities we to be con- sports facilities in the given areas at the given times. (1)
smucted and operated in
such a way that certain
noise immissim levels
ae not exceeded (18.
BImSchV, Section 2).

5-6. Sports facilities Verify that noise levels do not exceed 35 dB(A) during the day or 25
may not camse noise lev- dB(A) at night in the rooms of buildings that adjoin but are not part of
els in the rooms of sportsfacilities. (1)
adjoining buildings that
we not part of the sports (NOTE: Individual, brief noise level peaks may not exceed the above
facilities that exceed cer- values by mom than 10 dB(A).)
tain limits (18. BhmSchV.
Section 2(3)).

5-7. The noise control Demine if the noise load at die perimeter of the installation's noise
districts emtblished control district has risen by mom than 4 dB(A). (IX2)
mound military air ts
that service aircraft with Verify that the noise control district has been redefined.
jet enqme must be rede-
fined if the noise lead at
die perimeser of dhe dis-
v'ict rime by mom than 4
dB(A) (Gewtz zum
Schutz gegen Fluglaerm,
Section 42)).

(1) BCE (Bue Civil Engineerg (vir muntalommunity Plmnins)) (2) Dqety for Operatiom (Air Spae

Manger) (3) Public Affairs Office (4) Rangp Operating Agency
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

German

RGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

54. Noise control dis- Verify dta a review of the noise control distric takes place no later than
tricts must be reviewed 10 yeaw (yr) after the district was established to determine whether the
periodically. (Gesem noise load has increased by more than 4 dB(A) and whether it can be
aun Schutz gepen Flu- expected to increase within the coming 10 yr. (1)

Verify that such reviews a-e repeated at 10 yr intervals unless special cir-
cumstances make earlier reviews necessary.

5-9. A permit under Verify that permits ae held for any such buildings within the confines of
state law is required to the noise control disuict established for the instllation. (1)
build hospitals, rest
homes, convalescent
homes, schools and like
buildings within noise
control districts (Gesetz
nun Schutz gegen Flu-
glaerm, Section 5).

5-10. No residential Verify that no contuction of residential buildings has taken place withinOconstruction may take the noise control zone for persons other than troor (1)
place in noise control dis-
tricts except under certain (NOTE: This item does not apply to dwellings and quarters for troops
conditions (Geseu zum stationed in the Federal Republic of Germany on the basis of interna-
Schutz gegen Fluglaerm, tional treaties.)
Section 5(2) and (3)).

5-11. During the opera- Verify that avoidable noise is being prevented and that the spread of una-
ton of aircraft in the air voidable noise is being kept o a minimum. (1X2)
or on the ground, all
avoidable noise is to be
prevented and the spread
of noise that cannot be
prevented is to be kept to
a minimum, particularly
during the night-time

= itperiod (LuftVG,
29b).

S-12. The noise that is Verify that no more noise than necessary is being generated during the
caused as a consequence opehtionofaircraf (1)(2)
o the operation of a ar-
craft may not be louder
than is necessary for the

pomoperation or con-
ioofit (LuftVO, Sec-S tion 1(2)).

(1) BCE (Bue Civil Engineering (Enviranmenail/Community Planning)) (2) Deputy fir: -,rmaons (Air Space

Maaer) (3) Public Affairs Office (4) Rng Operating Agency
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COMPLANCE CATEGORY:
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

Gerslall

3TULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

5-13. The nie emis- verify • t the &mo noivse mission limit is not exceeded by jpeler-
uwns limits for driven aircaft or power glider. (IX2)

p gliders with a
maximum weight of 600
k2( is not to exceed 68

A~L)awermgrwerte
fuer Proellerflugaeuge....Section 3.1).

S-14. Th noise amis- Verify that the q oproiate noise emission limit is not exceeded by any
sions limits for given ropeller-driven aircraft or power glider the maximum weight of

ae-driven acat which falls between 600 kg and 1500 kg. (1X2)
power gliders with a

mxmur weight of mor
than 600 kg go up by4
dB(A) for every 300kg
of additional maximum
weight until the noise
emission limit reaches 80
dB(A) (LAamgrnzwerte
fuer Pellerflugzeuge....Section 3.2).

5-15. The noise emis- Vefy that the �e noise mission limit is not exceeded by any

$mms limits for given propeller-driven aircraft or power glider the maximum weight of
popelier-driven aircraft which falls between 1500 kg and 5700 kg. (lX2)
and power gliders with a
maximunm weight over
1500 kg so up by 1.5
dB(A) for every kigram
of maximum weight up to
5700 kg (Laermgrenz-
werte fuer Propellerfiug-
zeulge.... Section 3.3.3.1).

0
(1) BCE (Ban. Civil ninemsnng Mavirowm ommumty Plmning)) (2) Deputy for Opoerans (Air Space
Maager) (3) Public Affamir Office (4) Rangse Opsw Agency
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

Gera

litGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REZQUmEMENTS: ___________________________

5-16. Noncommercial, Detemine if the installation's landing fields are subject ID this legulaition.
civil flights in light (1X2)
planes and power gliders
am i sticted to certain (NOTE- The Federal Mfinister for Traffc (Bundesasnwerfuwr Verkehr)
anies at certain landing ublishes a list of landing fields diat ame subject to this reulation in the

fields (Verordnung =ee = sadtezazeger and in the Nachrichten flier Lae'fahrer (New~s for Avia-
die zeitliche Einscirae- tors). In fth absence of those pblications, whether the rstrictions apply
kun4 des Flughetriebs.... or not can be determined on Th basis of the. number of take-offs and
section 1). landings that occurred during the previous calendar year. If 20,000 or

more takte-offs and landings occurred, then the restrictions apply.)

Verify that the following sorts of flights do no occur on weekdays before
0700 h, between 1300 and 1500 h, or after sunset, or on Sundays and
holidays before 0900 h and after 1300 h.

- ciivling the airport
- traning flights

s ight-seeing flights for which fees are charged
- advertising flights that require a permit
- iowed tako-offs.

(NOTE: Cios-country training flights that take place outside the
environs of the landing field and last longer than 1 h are not subject to
these restrictions, nor are take-offs for ferrying flig~hts and high perfor-
that ae necehsar tor cobtaioni batges pt of perform ngce.) dnrlgt
thatce flightsr for contapeins badgesfpersoratetngcecodnr)lgt

(NOTE: Light planes and power gliders tha meet raised nois control
standards amntsubject to thes restrictions. Light planes and power
gliders are considered 10 meet raised standards for noise, protecion if
they exceed by at least 8 dB(A) the limits on emissions laid down in the
announcement of the Federal Office of Civil Aernsutics on 17 July 1975
which was published in Bwsdesmaeiger No. 26 of 7 February 1976 and
in the Nachrichten later La(&fhrer NfL11- 47f75. The Federal Office of
Civil Aeronautics detemines which light planes and power sliders Meet
these standards and publishes a list of the models that do in the Bun-
desanzeiger and in the Nachrichten later Laefahrer.)

5-17. The prodluction of Verify that the drivers of motor vehicles wre avoiding the production of
umaecessary nois in the uauaecessury noise in the course: of operating their vehicles by-. (1)

coure ofoperating a
motor vehicle is PO- not leaving the, vehicle's moaw idfin urmecesawdly
hiled (StVO, Section by not closing the vehicle's doors infinstuely loudly
30(l)). -by not driving around unneceussaily in built-up areas if others are

uannoyed by it

(1) BCE (Base Civil Engineering (EnvirmunenLo~mmunty PLuming)) (2) Deputy for Opersatins (Air Space
Manager) (3) Public Affairs Office (4) Reapg Operating Agency
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COMPUANCE CATEGORY:
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

RuMULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

5-18. The times at Vertiy dot nt ahs with an owl* tWW weight of over 7.5 tons mad
which trcks with an • railer atmched s mtucks a not wed on Sundays mad holidays between
allowle WoWd weight oa 0001 h d 2200 h. (1)
over 7.5 ons smd trailers
amhed to trucks my be
used we rearicied (StVO,
Section 30(3)).

5-19. The noise emitted Verify that the installation's comstuction cranes do not emit noise at a
by construction cranes Level of mom tha 75 dB(A) during operaton. (1)
during ieranion may not
exceed 75 dB(A) (2. (NOTE: That figure may be exceeded by up to 3 dB(A), if the crane has
BlmSchVwV, 2.2, 2.3). been in operaion for mor than 2 yr.)

5.20. The noise that Verify tht the instalion'sthad-held numamic hunmers comply with
mybe emitted by hand- the following noise emission limits: (1)
h nel umwatic hanmers

(meumatic picks, jack - Weight Cass
hunmeus (A,'bruchhaem- - up to 20 kg - 79 dB(A)
owar), pneumaic upades) -over 2030D up aD 35 kg -82 dB(A)
is limited according to over 35 kg - 87 dB(A).
weight class (3.
BlmSchVwV, 2.1). (NOTE. The above figures may be exceeded by up to 3 dB(A) by hwn-

mers that have been in use for longer than 2 yr.)

5-21. The noise produc- Verify that the following noise emission limits ame being complied with:
tion of lawnmowes is (1)reulate depending upo
die size of the swath dkva - Width of Swath
they cut (8. BRmSchV, - up to 50 centimeter (cm) - 96 dB(A)
Section 1). - over 50 an to 120 an - 100 dB(A)

- over 120 cm - 105 dB(A).

(1) Ba (Bue Civil nineMng k w C munity rlmming)) (2) Dqmty for Opwatin (Air Spa.•

MaMner) (3) Public Affain Office (4) Ramp Opeating Agniy
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

Gerii

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
ReQUIREMENT: _____________________ ______

5.22. The times at Verify that no lawnimowers ate used on workdays between 1900 li and
which lawnmowers other 0700 li, and that no lawumowers at all ate used on Sundays and holidays.
than thos used in api- (1)
culture of uilviculturt
may be operated we res- (NOTE: Lawnmnowers that have labels indicating that they jxvduce, less
tricted (8. BlznSchV, Sec- than 88 dB(A) may be used on workdays between 1900 and 2200 h, as
nion 6). may those that were first marketed before 1 August 1987 and are labelled

as having an emission figure of lesw than 60 dB(A).)

RHEINLAND-PFALZ
NOISE CONTROL

S-23. It is prohibited to Verify that no one is bein~g disturbed between 2200 hi and 0700 hi. (1X3)
operae, facilities of any
W i such a way as to Verif that no one in a residential area is being disturbed between 1300

k persons during and 100 hi.

(Lemischutzverordnng (NOTE: Thiese restrictions do not apply to labor conducted in commer-
Section 2). cial or industrial enterprises within areas zoned exclusively or primarily

for enterprises of tha type.)

.S-24. When using or Verif that the follwing activities do not take place: (1)

veilsofhall sons waer- - idling motors unnecessarily or unnecessarily loudly
pie in residential areas - driving mnotor vehicles in low gewr ranges at high RPMs
and in other areas where -dosing motor vehicle or garage doors unnecessarily loudly
noise control is necessary - trigmotorcycles or motor-asssted bicycles in gateways. pas-
must refrain from making aseas rin thmnne courts of residential dwellings or apart-
all noise that can be metulig
avoided. (Lwemschutz- - exceeding the noise limits in Table 5-3 while loading or unloading
verordnung, Section 3). a motor vehicle.

5-25. Motor-driven Verify that lawumnowers (other than electric ones with low noise emission
lawnmnowems particularly levels) and othe motor-driven lawn-and-garden machines and equipment
those with internal are used on workdays between 0700 and 1300 hi and between 1500 and
comnbustion engines, and 1900 li only. (1)
other motorized lawn-
mnd-garden eup nt (NOTE: Thiese $eucirsapy to NpiltUral,2 s~ivicuLtal and horti-
many be used drin mcer- cultural enterprise m"betwee M2 and 00 ony.)
tan times only
(Lawmschutzverodinng,
Section 4(1)).

(1) BCE (Dase CivU Engboineein (BnVirn)In10ta13niMUnfity Plannjing)) (2) Deputy for Operations (Air Space
Manager) (3) Public Affain Office (4) Range Operatng Agency
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COMPlANCE CATEGORY:
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

Gmu

U.GULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQ UIDzEMET:

S.2. MW ft withint a Verifythat oly those lwarnowers, tools, and mamhines with low noise
so meter (m) radius of immission levels am used within a S0m radius of such facilities. (1)
chuch, hoslp2 mms-
is homm, children's
homes, od similar facili-
ties is subject to further
puection (Laennschutz-
verodntmng. Section 4(4)).

5-27. The use of sound Verify dud no mound reproduction equipment is used and no musical
reproduction equipment instument is played a a volume that disaba uninvolved pubes more
(radios, televisions, than is unavoidable unde the circumsnsces. (IX3)
jukexwes, etc.) and the
playing of musical instru- Verify that no sound reroduction equipment or musical instrument is
meats o also subject to being used from 1300 to 1500 h and from 2000 to 0700 h unless it has
restriction (Larmschutz- been determined that uninvolved paris are not being disturbed
verordnung. Section 5).

S-28 The use of sound Verify that sound reproduction eqauipent and musical instruments ae
reproduction equipment being used in public traffic areas in closed motor vehicles only. (IX3)
and musical instruments
in public situations is also Verify tha such equ is not used in, at, or on public facilities such
restricted (Laenmschutz- as so facilities, playgrounds, swimming pools, and beaches that we
veroridnng, Section 5(2)). used by the public.

Verify that such equipment is not being used in, at, or on facilities, con-
veyances, or spaces used by the public.

S-29. The use of class Verify that no such devices ae used within a radius of 50 m of churches,
I1 pyotechnical devices hospitals, nursing homes, children's homes, or similar facilities. (1)
that cause bangs or
screaching sounds is res-

icted (Lmnnschutz-
verordnung, Section 6(1)).

S-30. iReworks Verify that ffrewoks displays last no longer don one half hour and dot
displays must be limited they we finshe by no loer than 2200 h. (1X3)
in length (Lammchutz-
vednumng, Section 6(2). (NOTE In the months May through September they may run until 2230

h.)

(1) BCE (Ban Civil Engineerin (Envgrcinmena•lcammuty Pluming)) (2) Dqxuy for Operaions (Air Spame
Manger) (3) Public Affair Office (4) Range Opating Agency
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

Geomu

RGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
RQI EMENTS:UL4

5-31. The non- Vrify that no salutng guns ae used. (IX4)
commercial use of miut-
in& Suns is pdubited
(Lwmschutzverordnung,
Section 6(3)).

5-32. Work signals are Verify that work signals am not audible to such a degree as to cause dis-
subject to restriction turbences outside the work aea. (1)
(Laermschutzverordnung,
Section 7).

5-33. Noise produced Verify that no one is disturbed by the noise that animals produce to such
by kept animals is also an extent that there is reason to be concerned that health might be
resu'icted (Laennschutz- endangered. (IX3)
verordnung, Section 9).

(1) BCE (Base Civil Engineering (Onvirmental/Community Planning)) (2) Deputy for Operations (Air Space

Manager) (3) Public Affairs Office (4) Range Operating Agency
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Table 5-I

Noise Level Limits For Facilities Listed in Table 1.1
(Chapter 1 of this manual) That Do Not Have Exemptions

The following noise level limits apply in the following areas:

For areas in which are found only commercial or industrial facilities and dwel-
lings in which the proprietors and managers of the facilities and supervisory
and emergency personnel are quartered:

At any time 70 dB(A)

For areas in which commercial facilities predominate:
During the day 65 dB(A)
At night 50 dB(A)

For areas with both commercial and residential buildings in which neither
predominates:

During the day 60 dB(A)
At night 50 dB(A)

For areas with both commercial and residential buildings in which residential
buildings predominate:

During the day 55 dB(A)
At night 40 dB(A)

For areas in which only residential buildings are found:

During the day 50 dB(A)
At night 35 dB(A)

For areas in which sanatoria, hospitals, and/or homes (i.e., for children, the eld-
erly, etc.) are located:

During the day 45 dB(A)
At night 35 dB(A)

For dwellings that are structurally connected to a facility:

During the day 40 dB(A)
At night 30 dB(A)
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Table 5-2

Noise Emission Limits for Sports Facilities

1. In areas zoned for economic activity:

outside of daytime rest periods 65 dB(A)

during daytime rest periods 60 dB(A)

at night 50 dB(A)

2. In central areas, village areas, and mixed areas:

outside of daytime rest periods 60 dB(A)

during daytime rest periods 55 dB(A)

at night 45 dB(A)

3. In general residential areas and small housing estates:

outside of daytime rest periods 55 dB(A)

during daytime rest periods 50 dB(A)

at night 40 dB(A)

4. In exclusively residential areas:

outside of daytime rest periods 50 dB(A)

during daytime rest periods 45 dB(A)

at night 35 dB(A)

5. In areas where there are san atoria, hospitals, and nursing homes:

outside of daytime rest periods 45 dB(A)

during daytime rest periods 45 dB(A)
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Table 5.3

Limits on Noise Emissions Generated While Loading or
Unloading Motor Vehicles (Rheinland-Pfalz)

In areas in which are found only commercial or industrial facilities and dwellings
in which the proprietors and managers of the facilities and supervisory and emer-
gency personnel are quartered:

At any time 70 dB(A)

In areas in which commercial facilities predominate:

During the day 65 dB(A)
At night 50 dB(A)

In areas with both commercial and residential buildings in which neither predom-
inates:

During the day 60 dB(A)
At night 50 dB(A)

In areas with both commercial and residential buildings in which residential build-
ings predominate:

During the day 55 dB(A)
At night 40 dB(A)

In areas in which only residential buildings are found:
During the day 50 dB(A)
At night 35 dB(A)

In areas in which sanatoria, hospitals, and/or homes (i.e. for children, the elderly,
etc.) are located:

During the day 45 dB(A)
At night 35 dB(A)

In dwellings that are structurally connected to a facility:
During the day 40 dB(A)
At night 30 dB(A)

(NOTE None of the above restrictions apply if the affected parties have consented to
the annoyance caused by the noise.)
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* iSection 6

PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

A. Applicability

All installations need to be aware of regulatory requiremnents concerning the use
of pesticides. For this reason, at least some of the requirements in this section
can be expected to apply to all installations.

B. National Laws and Regulations

" The Gesetz zum Schutz der Kulturpflanzen (Pflanzenschutzgestz -.
PflScbG) (Act for the Protection of Cultivated Plants (Plant Protection Act))
lays out the general principles which govern the use of pesticides and other
plant protectants in the Federal Republic of Germany. It contains some provi-
sions restricting the use of plant protectants and others relevant to persons who
apply them on behalf of third parties.

"* The Pftnzenschutz-Sacbkundeverordnung (Plant Protection Expertise Regula-
tion) lays out the requirements that must be met by persons who apply pesti-
cides on behalf of others.

"* The Verordnung ueber Anwendungsverbote und -Beschraenkungen fuer
Pflanzenbelandlungmnittel (Pflanzenschutz-Anwendungsverordnung)
(Regulation concerning Prohibitions'and Restrictions on Use of Plant Treatment
Agents (Plant Protectant Use Regulation)) prohibits the use of certain chemicals
and restricts the use of others to varying degrees.

"* The Gesetz uea_-•,r den Verkehr nit DDT (DDT-Gesetz) (Act on Traffic in
DDT) prohibits the production, import, export, marketing, purchase, or applica-
tion of DDT and products. that contain DDT as an active ingredient

"* The Verordnung ueber die Anwendung binmgefaebrlicber Ptlanzen.
chutzmnittel (Bienenschutzverordnung) (Regulation on the Application of

Plant Protectants that are Hazardous to Bees (Bee Protection Regulation)) regu-
lates the application of plant protectants that the Biologische Bundesanstalt fuer
Land- and Forstwirtschaft [Federal Biological Institute for Land and Forest
Management] has required to be labelled "Bienerisfaehrlich" [Hazardous to
Bees].
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C. State Laws and Regulations - Rbeinland-Pfalz

No state laws relevant to the application of pesticides have yet been found.

D. Key Compliance Definitions

" Harnfi Organism - plants, animals, and microorganisms in all stages of
development that can cause considerable damage to plants or plant products
(PflSchG, Section 2(1X7)).

(NOTE: Viruses and similar pathogens are considered microorganisms, and
diseases that are not caused by harmful organisms are considered harmful
organisms. Further, the muskrat (Ondatra zibethicus L) is considered a harm-
ful organism.)

"* Integrated Plant Protection - a combination of processes that limits the use of
chemical plant protectants as much as possible, giving preferential consideration
to biological, biotechnical, and agriculturai/horticultural measures (PflSchG,
Section 2(l)(2)).

"* Plant Products - products of botanical origin that are not processed or are treated
only by means of such simple processes as drying or cutting. Also included
are parts of plants (including fruits and seeds) that are not destined for cultiva-
tion (PflSchG, Section 2(1X4)).

(NOTE: Treated wood is not considered a plant product.)

"* Plant Protectants - substances that are intended to
- protect plants from harmful organisms or non-parasitic impairment
- protect plant products from harmful organisms
- protect plants or plant products from animals, plants, or
- microorganisms that are not harmful organisms
- have an effect the life processes of plants apart from the feeding of of

them (growth regulators)
- inhibit the germination of plant products,
- be added to the above substances with a view to changing their proper-

ties or effects
(PflSchG, Section 2(1X9)).

(NOTE: Substances that are intended to be used to kill plants or to clear areas
of plant growth or keep them free of it, even if such substances do not fall into
the above categories, are considered plant protectants. However, water, fertiliz-
ers, and plant roborants are not are not considered plant protectants (PflSchG,
Section 2(l)(9)).)
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* Plant Protectants that are Hazardous to Bees - plant protectants that the Biolo-
gische Bundesanstalt fuer Land- and Forstwirtschaft [Federal Biological Insti-
tute for Land and Forest Management] has required to be labelled
"Bienengefaehrlich" [Hazardous to Bees], as well as other plant protectants that
are used in quantities or concentrations greater than those provided for in the
instructions (Bienenschutzverordnung, Section 1(1)).

"* Plant Roborants - substances that are exclusively intended to enhance the ability
of plants to withstand harmful organisms. Plant roborants may not have any
adverse effects on the health of humans or animals nor on the natural environ-
ment (PflSchG, Section 2(l)(10)).

"* Plants - living plants, plant parts (including fruits and seeds) that are to be cul-
tivated (PflSchG, Section 2(l)(3)).

"* Plants in Bloom - Plants, other than hops and potatoes, on which open blossoms
are to be found (Bienenschutzverordnung, Section 1(2)).
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PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

GUIDANCE FOR CHECKLIST USERS

REMER TO CONTACT THESE

WORKSHEET ITEMS: PEOPLE OR GROUPS:()

All Installations 6-1 and 6-2 (IX2)

Plant Pzolectant Use 6-3 through 6-7 (1X2X4)(5)

Application Of Plant Prototants 6-8 and 6-9 (IX2X4X5)

Plant Treatnent Agents 6-10 thrugh 6-14 (4)(5)

DDT 6-15 (4X5)

(*)CONTACTILOCATION CODE:

. (1) BCE (Base Civil Engineering)
(2) BEE (Bicenviromnental Engineering)
(4) Pest Management Shop
(5) Golf Course Maintenance
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PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

Records to Review

"* Records of pesticides purchased by the facility (purchase
orders, inventory)

"* Pesticide application records
"* Description of the facility's pest control program
"* Certificates of applicators of restricted-use pesticides
"* Facility applicator certification and training program,

including documentation of Federal approval program
"* Pesticide disposal manifests
"* Any emergency exemption granted to the Federal agency by the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)

Physical Features to Inspect

"* Pesticide application equipment
"* Pesticide storage areas, including storage containers
"• Golf course maintenance areas

O Sources to Interview

"* BCE (Base Civil Engineering)
"* BEE (Bioenvironmental Engineering)
"* Pest Management Shop
"* Golf Course Maintenance
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

Gwman

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

ALL INSTALLATIONS

6-1. Determine actions Detennine if noncompliance issues have been resolved by reviewing a
or changes since previous copy of the previous report. (I)
review of esicide
managl~illemet (GM)

6-2. Installations should Verify that copies of the following federal laws and regulations are kept
maintain a file of German at the installation: (IX2)
laws and regulations per-
taining to pesticides - Geset:z un Schutz der Kulturpflanzen (Pflanzenschutzgesetz -
management (GMP). PflSchG)

- Pflanzenschutz-Sachkundeverordung
- Verordnung usber Anwendungsverbote und -Beschraenkungen fuer

Pflanzenbehandlungsuittel (Pflanzenschutz-
Anwendungsverordnung)

- Geselz ueber den Verkehr mit DDT (DDT-Gesetz)
- Verordnung ueber die Anwendung bienengefaehrlicher Pflanzen-

schutzmittel (Bienenschuirverordnung).

. PLANT PROTECTANT
USE

6-3. Plant potecamts Verify tha plant protectants are used only in accordance with good
may be used only in technical practices. (IX4)(5)
accordance with good
technical practices (NOTE: Good technical practice is understood to include consideration
(PflSchG, Section 6(1)). of the basic pinicples of integrated plant protection.)

6-4. Plant protectants Verify that plant protectants are not used if applying them will have a
may not be used if apply- negative impact on the health of humans or animals, or on groundwater,
ing them will have a or if they will have significant negative impat on the environment in
negative impact on the general. (IX2X4X5)
health of humans or
animals, or on groundwa-
ter, or if they will have
significant negtive
impact on the envon-
ment in eneral (PflSchG,
Section 6(1)).

(1) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (2) BEE (Bioenvironmentul Engineering) (4) Pest Managenent Shop (5) Golf

Coume Maintenance
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

6-5. If the directions for Verify, if the directions for use include instructions from the Federal
use include instructions Biologial Institute for Agriculture and Silviculture (Biologische Bun-
from the Federal Biolo- desanstalt fuer Land- und •onwintschaft], that the plant protectant is
gial Institute for Agricul- used only in acrdance with those instructions. (lX2X4X5)

nre and Silviculture
[Biologische Bundem-
stalt fuer Land- und
Forstwirstschaft], the
plant plotelcnt may be
used only in accordance
with those instructions
(PflSchG, Section 6(l)).

6-6. Plant protectants Verify that no plant protectants are used on open land unless that land is
may be used on being used for agriculturul, silvicultural, or honicultural purposes. (4X5)
land only if that i
being used for agricul-
tural, silvicultural, or hor-ticultunwpupoe
(PflSchG, SectionP•).s

6-7. Plant protectants Verify that no plant protectants are being used in or immediately along-
may not be used in or side surface waters or coastal waters. (4)(5)
immediately alongside
surfaces waters or coastal (NOTE: Variances may be sought from the competent authority.)
waters (PflSchG, Section
6(2)).

APPLICATION OF
PLANT PROTECTANTS

6-8. Persons who apply Verify, if contractors apply pesticides for the installation, that those con-
lant protectants on tractors ae properly certified. (1)X2X4X5)

beafof others must be
u% -certified

Sachkundeverordnung,
Section 1).

(1) BCE (Bas Civil Engineering) (2) BEE (Bioenvimnmental Engineering) (4) Pest Management Shop (5) Golf

Course Maintenance
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

6-9. Persons who apply Verify, if contractors apply plant puectants on behalf of the installation,
=lant protectants on that the contractors have informed the competent authority before sring

of others must work. (IX2X4X5)
inform the competent
authority that they are
doing so before emmmtoapply them (PflSchg,

Section 9).

PLANT TREATMENT
AGENTS

6-10. Plant treatment Verify that the plant treatment agents that consist of or contain the chem-
agents that consist of or icals listed in Table 6-1 are not used on the installation. (4)(5)
contain certain chemicals
may not be used (NOTE: Exemptions from the prohibition may be granted by the Biolo-
(Pflanzenschutz- gische Bundesanstalt fuer Land- und Forstwirstschaft (Federal Biologial
Anwendungsverordnung, Institute for Agriculture and Silviculturel.)
Section 1).

S 6-11. Plant treatment Verify that plant m ment agents ta consist of or contain the chemicals
agents that consist of or listed in Table 6-2 arm used only in the contexts specified in that Table.
contain certain specific (4)(5)
chemicals may be used in
certain contexts only (NOTE: Exemptions from the restrictions on use may be granted by the
(Pflanzenschutz- Biologische Bundesanstalt fuer Land- und Forsmwirstschaft [Federal
Anwendungsverordnung, Biologial Institute for Agriculture and Silviculture].)
Section 2).

6-12. Plant treatment Verify that plant treatment agents that consist of or contain the chemicals
agents that consist of or listed in Chart One of Table 6-3 are not used contrary to the accompany-
contain certain chemicals ing prohibition. (4)(5)
may not be used if a
prohibition on their use is (NOTE: Exemptions from the prohibition may be granted by the Biolo-
in force (Pfanzenschutz- gische Bundesanstalt fuer Land- und Forstwitstschaft [Federal Biologial
Anwendungsverordnung, Institute for Agriculture and Silviculture].)
Section 3(1)).

(1) BCE (Base Civil Engineering) (2) BEE (Bioenvironmental Engineering) (4) Pest Management Shop (5) Golf

Cours Maintenance
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
tUQIRUM I__TS:

6-13. Certain plant Determine whether the installation is located within the bounds of a
treatment agents may not wat protection ma or a medicinal sprmg proiection ea. (4X5)
be used in water profec-
dion areas and medicinal (NOTE: See the Water Quality Wapagement protocol.)

Wemc• r Verify that the chemicals listed in Chart Two of Table 6-3 are not used
Anwendungsverordmung, cn the installation unless the Table qualifies the prohibition.
Section 3(2)).

(NOTE: This entry does not apply to the use of these agents in commer-
cial products for application to powed plants.)

6-14. The application of Determine whether the plant protectants in use on the installation are
plntprotecwnts that are hazardous to bees. (4X5)

os to bees must
be carried out according Verify that no plant protectants that are hazardous to bees are applied to
to specific criteria flowers in bloom or to other plants that bees are attracted to.
(Bienenschutzverordnung,
Section 2). Verify that plant prolectants that are hazardous to bees are not applied in

such a way that flowers in bloom or other plants that bees ae attracted to
ae effected secondarily.

Verify that permission of the beekeeper is sought before plant protectants
that are hazardous to bees awe applied within a radius of 60 meters (in) of
a beehive during the time of day that the bees are in flight.

Verify that plant protectants that are hazardous to bees ame not handled,
stored, or disposed of in such a way that bees may come into contact
with them.

(NOTE: These provisions do not apply to the application, handling, or
storage of plant protectants that are hazardous to bees in closed areas to
which bees cannot gain access.)

(NOTE: The Federal Institute for Land and FRores Management may
permit the application of certain plant protectants during certain hours.
The plant protectants are so labelled but may be used only during thespecified hours.)

DDT

6-15. The use of DDT Verify that no DDT is in use on the installation. (4X5)
and of products that con-
tan DDT as an active
ingredient is prohibited
(DDT-Geaetz, Section 1).

(1) BCE (Bae Civil Engineering) (2) BEE (Bioenvrionmental Engineeing) (4) Pest Management Shop (5) Golf

Course Maintenance
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* Table 6-1

Pesticides the Use of Which Is Prohibited

Number Substance Chemical Name

1 Acrylonitrile Acrylonitrile
2 Aidrin (1R,4S,4aS,5S,8R,gaR)-1 ,2,3,4, 10, 10-hexachloro-

1.4,4aS.,8,8a-hexahydro-1I,4:S,8-dimethanonaphthaline
3 Aramnit O-(2-(4-tert-butyl-phenoxy)-lI-methyl-ethyl 1-0-

(2- chloroethyl) sulfite
4 Arsenic compounds
5 Amrain
6 Binapacryl
7 Lead compounds
8 Cadmium compounds
9 Captafol

10 Carbaryl I-riaphthylmethylcarbamate
I1I Chlordane I .2,4,5,6,7,8,8-octachloro-2.3,3a,4.7,7a-hexahydro-

4,7-methanoindane
12 Chlordecone (Kepone)
13 Chlordimeform
14 Chloroform Trichioromethane
15 Chlorpikrin Trichloronitromethane
16 Crimidin 2-chloro-4-dmethylamino-6-methylpyrimidine
17 1 .2-Dibromethane
18 . I,2-Dichloroethane
19 1,3-Dichloropropylene
20 Dicofol that contains less than

780 g/kg of p.p'-Dicofol or more than
I g/kg of DDT or DDT compounds

21 Dieldrin (IR,4S,4aS,5R,6R.ý7S,8S,8aR)-1 ,2,3,4,10,10-hexachloro-
22 Dinoseb. its acetates and salts 1 ,4,4a,5,6,7.8,8a-octahydro-6,7-epoxy-

1 ,4:5.8-dimethanonaphthaline
23 Endrin (1R.,4S,4aS,5S,6S,7R,BRaR)-1 ,2,3,4,1O,10-hexacbloro-

1,4,4a,5,6,7,8,Ba-octahydro-6,7-epoxy-1,4:5,8-
dimethanonaphthaline

24 Ethylene oxide Ethylene oxide
25 Fluoroacetic acid and

its derivatives
26 HCH (commercial) Mfixtures of isomers of bexachiorohexane
27 Heptachlor 1,4,5,6,7,8,8-heptachlorco-3a,4,7,7a-tetrahydro-

4.7-methanoindene
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Table 6-1 (contiued)

Number Substance Chemical Name

28 Hexachlorobenzene Hexachlorobenzene
29 lsobenzan 1 ,3,4,5,6,7,8,8-octachloro-1 ,3,3a,4,7,7a-hexahydro-

4,7-methanoisobeuzofuran
30 Isodrin 1,2,3,4,10, 10-hexachloro-1I 4,4a5,S,8,-hexahydro-

1 .4-endo-5,8-endo-dimethannapbhdalne

31 Kleva Ezhl-5-l ,2 ,16,"0 ,.93 ,10)-dechloroý-3-hydroxypenta-
cyclo-(5.3.0. '.0 .0" ' dec-3-yl)-4-oxovalerate

32 Maleic hydrazide and its
salts other than Cholin-,
potassium-, and sodium salts

33 Maleic hydrazide Cholin-,
potassium-, and sodium salts
that contain more than 1 mg/kg
of free hydrazine, given as the
acid equivalent

34 Morfamquat
35 Nitrofen
36 Pentachlorophenol
37 Polychloroterpene
38 Mercury compounds
39 Qunitozen
40 Selenium compounds
42 Carbon TtahoneTtahootae
41 Carbon-tetahoieTtahooehn
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* Table 6-2

Limited Application Pesticides

(NOTE: The following pesticides may not be applied in Water Protection Zones, unless the competent
authority has granted permission. Relevant restrictions on areas where application is permissible must
be observed. These pesticides may not be applied in Nature Protection Areas, National Parks, or
Natural Monuments, unless the safety regulations in the documents that establish the areas specify oth-
erwise.)

Number Chemical Name Application Permissible

1 Aldicarb 2-methyl-2-(methylthio)-
propionaldehyde-O-(methylcarbamoyl)-oxim
agricultural contexts

2 Hydrogen cyanide and Hydrogen cyanide
compounds that generate mills, storage rooms, in transport
it vehicles and containers;for fumigating dormant

plants, in greenhouses
3 Chlorpyralid For treating creeping thistle outside

of water protection areas and medicinal
*spring protection areas in the course of growing fodder

sugar beets
4 Deiquat for killing weeds among potatoes,for

Abreifebeschleunigung of colza, bean,
and field peas and for killing the leaves of
clover and alfalfa for seed production

5 Methyl bromide For fumigation in mills, storage rooms,
in vacuum chambers, air-tight silos, transport
vehicles and containers, under air-tight tarps
as a measure against pests of stored foods.
May also be used for treating the soil outside
of water protection areas and medicinal spring
protection areas in the course of growing
ornamental plants, in tree nurseries, vine nurseries,
and in the course of producing seed potatoes

6 Compounds that generate For fumigation in storage rooms, transport vehicles and
hydrogen phosphides (Zinc and containers, under air-tight tarps as a measure
phosphides used as an ingredient against pests of stored foods.
in rodenticidal baits is excepted) May also be used against the water

vole (Arvicola terrestris L), the hamster
(Cricetus cricetus L), and the mole (Talpa
europeea L.) outside of water protection areas
and medicinal spring protection areas
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Table 6.2 (Coujsmed)

Number Chemical Name Application Permissible 0
7 Carbon disulfide for soil treatment in viticulture
8 Thallium sulfate In closed spaces
9 Zinc phosphide In bait; my be used outside

of forests only as bait in concealed traps

6
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* Table 6-3

Restricted Use Pesticides

Number Substance Special Provisions
Chart One

1 Amitrol Use from airplanes is prohibited
2 Daminozid Use in fruit cultivation is prohibited
3 Lindan Use in mills, siloes, stores of grain and grain products is

prohibited
4 Paraquat Use in the growing of grains is prohibited
5 Parathion Use of more than 250 g of active ingredient per

hectare per growing season is prohibited in the growing of
grains

6 Parathion-methyl Use of more than 250 g of active ingredient per
hectare per growing season is prohibited in the growing of
grains

7 Quartz Powder Use in grain stores and in rooms in which grain
is stored is prohibited

Chart Two

1 Alloxydim
2 Amitrol
3 Asulam
4 Benalaxyl
5 Benazolin
6 Bendiocarb
7 Bentazon
8 Bromacil
9 Calcium carbide

10 Carbetamid
11 Carbofuran
12 Carbosulfan
13 Chloramben
14 Chlorthiamid
15 Cyanazin
16 Dazomet
17 Diazinon
18 Dicamba
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Table 6-3 (cwtlaaed)

Number Substance Special Provisions
19 Dichlobenil
20 Dikegulac
21 Dimefuron
22 Dimethoat The restriction does not apply to use in sticks

to be inserted in pots in the non-commercial sector
23 Dinoterb
24 DNOC
25 Ethidimuron
26 Ethiofencarb
27 Ethoprofos
28 Etrimfos
29 Flamprop
30 Fluazifop
31 Fluroxypyr
32 Haloxyfop
33 Hexazinon
34 Isocarbamid
35 Karbutilat
36 Lindan The restriction does not apply to use against

bark beetles in peeled rinds or to use when pouredor broadcast

37 Mefluidid 

0
38 Metalaxyl
39 Metam-Natrium
40 Metazachlor
41 Methamidophos The restriction does not apply when the agent

is poured
42 Methomyl
43 Methyl isothiocyanate
44 Metribuzin
45 Monochlorobenzene
46 Monolinuron
47 Sodium chlorate
48 Nitrothal-isopropyl
49 Fruit tree carbolineum

[Obstbaumkarbolineum]
(Anthracenoel)

50 Oxadixyl
51 Oxamyl

0
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Table 6-3 (Continued)

Number Substance Special Provisions
52 Oxycarboxin
53 Piclorarn
54 Propachlor
55 Propazin
56 Propoxur
57 Prothoat
58 Pyridat
59 S 421 (Synergist)
60 Sethoxydim
61 Simazin
62 TCA
63 Tebuthiuron
64 Terbacil
65 Terbumeton
66 Thiazafluron
67 Thiofanox
68 Triclopyr
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Section 7

Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricants (POL) Management



Section 7

POL MANAGEMENT

A. Applicability

Since all Air Force installations are likely to use petroleums, oils, lubricants, or
all three types of materials, this section of the manual can be expected to apply
to all installations.

B. National Laws and Regulations

German law does not appear to regulate petroleums, oils, and lubricants
separately from a class of substances that it characterizes as "harmful to water."
For this reason, neither the introductory matter that follows here nor the POL
protocol itself will make frequent, specific reference to POLs. They are to be
understood to be included in the concept "substance harmful to water." Such
substances are defined both conceptually and by listing them in various Federal
laws and regulations or in publications dependent on them.

"" The Gesetz zur Ordnung des Wasserhausbalts (Wamerbausbaltsgesetz --
WHG) (Act on the Management of Water Resources (Water Resources Act)) is
the principal piece of enabling legislation that deals with the class of substances
designated "harmful to water." Actual compliance issues raised by the Water
Resources Act are relatively few, since it delegates much regulatory authority to
the states.

"• The Katalog wassergefaehrdender Stoffe (Catalogue of Substances Harmful to
Water) is a list of substances that have been defined as harmful to water. Such
substances are divided into four classes (each of which is called a WGK),
namely: substances that are extremely harmful to water (WGK 3), substances
that are harmful to water (WGK 2), substances that are moderately harmful to
water (WGK 1), and substances that are generally considered not to be harmful
to water (WGK 0). The substances listed in the Catalogue and the class to
which each belongs are ennumerated in Table 7-1.

"• The Verordnung ueber wassergefaehrdende Stoffe bei der Befoerderung in
Rohrleitungsanlagen (Regulation on Substances Harmful to Water when Tran-
sported in Pipelines) specifies a number of substances or groups of substances
that are defined as harmful to water.

0
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"* The Verordnung neber Anlagen zur Lagerung, Abfuellung mind Befoer-
denang breanbarer Flueusiglceiten zu Lande (Verordnung mieber brennbare
Fluuulgkteiten -- VbF) (Regulation on Facilities for the Storage, Filling, and
Transfer of Combustible Liquids on Land) regulates many aspects of POL
storage and handling.

"* The Zwanzigste Verordnung zur Durchfuehrung des Bundes-Immissions-
uchutzgesetzes (Verordnung vxar Begrenzuzng der Koblenwasoerstoffemus-
sionen beimt Umfuellen mind Lagern von Ottokraftstoffmn - 20. BInuScbV)
(20th Regulation Implementing the Federal Immnission Control Act (Regulation
on Limiting Hydrocarbon Emissions in the Course of Transferring and Storing
Gasoline)) regulates aspects of emission control in the area of gasoline storage
and transfer in facilities that do not require a permit under the terms of the
Federal Immission Control Act.

"* The Einundzwanzigste Verordnuk~g zur Durchfuehrung des Bundes-
Imniiisionsschutzgesetzes (Verordnung zur Begrenzung der Koblenwasser-
stoffenilasionen bel der Betankung von Kraftfahrzeugen - 21. BImScbV)
(21st Regulation Implementing the Federal Immtission Control Act (Regulation
on Limiting Hydrocarbon Emissions in the Course of Filling Motor Vehicles
with Gasoline)) mandates the use of gas recycling systems in gas stations where
the tanks of automobiles are filled with gasoline, if those gas stations do not
require a permit under the terms of the Federal Immission Control Act.

C. State Laws and Regulations -- Rheinland-Pfalz

"* The Wassrgesetz Ifaer das Land Rheinland-Pfalz (Landeswmsergesetz)
(Water Act for the State of Rheinland-Pfalz (State Water Act)) contains a
number of provisions applicable to substances harmful to water.

"* The Landesverordnung ueber Anlagen zum Abfuellen und Uunschlagen
wassergefaebrdender Stoffe (Anlagenverordnung) (State Regulation on Facil-
ities for the Filling and Transfer of Substances Harmful to Water (Facilities
Regulation)) contains requirements relevant to the storage, filling, and transfer
of substances harmful to water.

"* The Landesbauordnung Rheinland-Pfalz (State Construction Regulation for
Rheinland-Pfalz) mandates that spilled fuel and lubricants must be disposed of
in a way that does not harm the environment.

D. Key Compliance Definitions

*Aboveground Pipeline - any pipeline that is not an underground pipeline
(Anlagenverordnung, Section 2(3)).
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* Aboveground Storage Tank (AST) - any tank that is not an underground storage
tank (UST) (Anlagenverordnung, Section 2(2)).

Dangerous-Materials Class A: liquids that have a flashpoint no greater than 100
degrees Celsius (0 Q), and that belong to one of the following subgroups:

- Dangerous-Materials Class Al: liquids that have a flashpoint lower than
21 C; gasoline is included in this class.

- Dangerous-Materials Class All: liquids that have a flashpoint from 21
°C to 55 °C; kerosine is included in this class.

- Dangerous-Materials Class AIIl: liquids that have a flashpoint from 55
°C to 100 °C; diesel fuel and fuel oil are members of this class (VbF,
Section 3(1)).

"• Diesel Fuel - See Dangerous-Materials Class AfII.

"• Fuel Oil - See Dangerous-Materials Class AIII.

"• Gasoline - See Dangerous-Materials Class Al.

"• Kerosine - See Dangerous-Materials Class All.

"* Protection Areas - these include:
- water protection areas established by the state under the Federal Water

Resources Act with a view to protecting existing or future public water
supply systems from negative impacts

- water protection areas established by the state under the Federal Water
Resources Act with a view to augmenting groundwater

- medicinal spring protection areas established by Rheinland-Pfalz with a
view toward protecting medicinal springs that have been officially
recognized by the state

- areas for which official prohibitions on changes have been established by
the Federal government as a means of securing plans to obtain water

- areas for which the process of officially designating them a water protec-
tion area or medicinal spring protection area have already begun, if
fewer than 4 years (yr) have elapsed since the start of the process

(Anlagenverordnung, Section 15(4)).

(NOTE: Protection areas may be divided into zones where activities are more
highly restricted and those where activities are less highly restricted. If a protec-
tion area has a zone where activities are less highly restricted, and if that zone is
in its turn divided into areas where restrictions of varying stringency are imposed,
only the innermost of those zones counts as a protection area.)
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* Simple or Traditional Facilities - this includes the following:
- Aboveground storage tanks for liquids that have a total capacity of more

than 300 liters (L) in buildings or more than 1000 L outdoors, and facilities
with underground storage tanks for liquids, are considered to be of a sim-
ple or traditional kind if the following conditions are met:

- the tanks are double-walled, or if single-walled tanks have imperme-
able containment

- leaks in the wails of the tanks are automatically indicated by a leak
detection device (NOTE: Aboveground tanks that have containment
do not need leak detection equipment.)

- containment areas are of sufficient size to contain the entire contents
of the tank (NOTE: If a containment area has a number of tanks, it
must be of sufficient size to contain the entire contents of the larg-
est tank. The containment areas for aboveground storage tanks only
may have discharge pipes; they must have shut-off valves and be
secured against unauthorized opening.)

- the individual parts of the facility (especially design and materials)
are covered by technical provisions, rules, and design regulations,
and meet those requirements; individual parts of the safety devices
have design approval under water law or trade law, or an examina-
tion certificate under building law

- Pipelines are considered to be of a simple or traditional kind if:
- they are double-walled, with leaks in the pipe walls indicated

automatically by a leak detection device that has design approval
under water law or trade law, or an examination certificate under
building law

- they are suction pipes with automatic shut-off valve
- they are of metal that is so resistant to corrosion that there is no

need to worry about leaks; underground steel pipes must be cathodi-
cally protected against exterior corrosion if no proof can be
presented that they will not corrode

- they are provided with an impermeable protective pipe or are laid in
an impermable conduit so that leaking liquid is visible in monitor-
ing window (NOTE: Pipes of this sort may not be used to carry
flammable liquids with a flashpoint under 55 0 C.)

(Anlagenverordnung, Section 13)

- Storage facilities for liquids that can be pumped only after being heated
are considered to be of a simple or traditional kind.

- Indoor facilities with a capacity of less than 300 Land outdoor facilities
with a capacity of less than 1000 L are considered to be of a simple or
traditional kind if they are covered by technical provisions, rules, and
design regulations, and meet those requirements
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- Facilities for the storage of solid substances are considered to be of a
simple or traditional kind if the facilities have bottom surfaces that are
impermeable and resistant to the materials stored in the facility under
all operating and weather conditions, and if
- the materials are always stored in tightly closed containers or pack-

ages that are protected from inadvertant damage, from the effects of
the weather, and from the effects of the stored material itself, and

- the materials are stored in closed storage areas (NOTE: Covered
storage areas that are protected from the effects of weather by
means of a roof and enclosed sides in such a way that the stored
material cannot escape the area are considered the same as closed
storage areas.)

(Anlagenverordnung, Section 20)

- Facilities for the transfer of solid or liquid materials are considered to
be of a simple or traditional kind if:
- the area where the transfer takes place has a bottom surface that is

impermeable and resistant to the substance being transferred under
all operating and weather conditions,

- the bottom surface is designed as a collection area with a slope,
curb, or other device that leads via a leakproof connection to a col-
lection device, a separator, or a processing facility, and

- the facility has approved equipment that prevents the material being
transferred from escaping, or other precautions are taken to keep
releases from happening

(Anlagenverordnung, Section 21).

Specialist - in the context of substances harmful to water, a specialist is a per-
son who:

- possesses equipment and personnel competent to guarantee that a facil-
ity complies with generally accepted technical standards, and

- is authorized to bear the seal of approval of a recognized supervisory
association or product association required under building law, or who
has entered into a contract with a technical supervisory association that
includes a supervision period of at least 2 yr

(WHG, Section 19L).

Storage Tanks - permanent or movable tanks for storage; communicating tanks
count as one tank (Anlagenverordnung, Section 2(l)).

• Substances Harmful to Water - includes the following:
- crude oils, gasoline, diesel fuels, and heating oils
- other fluid or gaseous substances capable of polluting water or other-

wise degrading it
(WHG, Section 19a(2)).
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Such substances as the following are included:
- acids, caustics
- alkali metals; silicons that contain more than 30 percent silicon;

organometallic compounds, halogens, haloid acids, metal carbonyls,
and corrosives

- petroleum and creosotes and their by-products
- liquid and water-soluble hydrocarbons, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones,

esters; organic compounds that contain halogens, nitrogen, or sulfur,
- poisons

(WHO, Section 19g(5)).

Specifically included by regulation in the category of substances harmful to
water are:

- liquid petroleum products such as naphtha, pyrolysis gasoline, and sol-
vent naphtha

- creosotes, such as coaltar oils and lignite tar oils
- liquid hydrocarbons such as cyclohexane
- acetylene and ethylene
- organic acids such as acetic acid and acrylic acid
- aldehydes such as formaldehyde and acetaldehyde
- alcohols such as methanol and propylene glycol
- esters of acetic acid such as ethyl acetate and vinyl acetate
- halogenated hydrocarbons such as vinyl chloride, carbon tetrachloride,

perchloroethylene, and dichloroethane
- nitrogenated hydrocarbons such as nitriles and amines
- aromatic compounds such as benzene, isopropylbenzene, toluene, and

xylene
- inorganic acids and caustics such as sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid,

caustic soda
- chlorine
- ammonia
- solutions that contain salts in such a concentration that they are likely

to pollute water or otherwise degrade it
- other liquid or gaseous substances that contain the substances listed in

this definition in such a concentration that they are likely to pollute
water or otherwise degrade it

(Verordnung ueber wassergefaehrdende Stoffe bei der Befoerderung in
Rohrleitungsanlagen, Section 1(1); see also the Katalog wassergefaehrdender
Stoffe).

Underground Pipelines - pipelines that are completely embedded in the ground.
Pipelines that are partially embedded in the ground and pipelines that are set up
in such a way that leaks are not reliably and quickly obvious count as under-
ground pipelines (Anlagenverordnung, Section 2(3)).
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S Underground Storage Tanks (UST) - tanks that are completely embedded in the
ground. Tanks that are partially embedded in the ground and tanks that are set
up in such a way that leaks are not reliably and quickly obvious count as under-
ground storage tanks (Anlagenverordnung, Section 2(2)).
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POL MANAGEMENT

GUIDANCE FOR CHECKLIST USERS

REFER TO CONTACT ThESE

WORKSHEET ITEMS: FBOPLE OR GROUPS:(*)

All Installations 7-1 aid 7-2 (IX2)

Pipelines 7-3and7.4 (IX2X3X4X9XI0XI1)

Storage/Dispensing Areas 7-5 through 7-8 (3X4X5)(9X10X11)

Storage of Gasoline 7-9 mad 7.10 (IX3X4X5XI0)

Supervision o( Storage 7-11 through 7-13 (IX3X4XSX9XI0)
and Transfer of Gasoline

Gas Stations for Automobiles 7-14 through 7-17 (1X3X4X5X1O)

Waste Oils 7-18 through 7-22 (3X4X8X9XI I)

Facilities for the Storage of
Combustible Liquids

Notification 7-23 dtrough 7-28 (IX2X4XS)(7)
Permits 7-29 through 7-34 (IX2X4X5)X7)
Inspection 7-35 mid 7-36 (IX2X4X5)(7)
Incident Reporting 7-37 and 7-38 (IX2X4X5)(7)

(O)CONTACT/LOCATION CODE:

(1) BEC (Base Environmeuntl Coordinator)
(2) BCE (Be Civil EnSineer)
(3) BFMO (Ban Fuels Mmnement Office)
(4) LFM (Liquid Fuel Maitenne)
(5) BEE (Bue Bienviinmentai Engineer)
(6) Dan Fre Depunrment
(7) Bm Contraing office
(8) Power Production
(9) AAFES (Arrmy/Air Force Eximge Service) Service Stat M aner

(10) Genersting Activities
(11) Vehicle Maintenamn Shop
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FPOL MANAGEMENT

GUIDANCE FOR CHECKLIST USERS

REFER TO CONTACT THESE
WORKSHEET lTEMS: PEOPLE OR GROUPS:()

Guoline sad Kerosine
Stoopg Arnn Not Subjet oo Nlotficationt 7-39 fthough. 7.41 (lX2X4)XS)(7)

or Permit Requirmnents
Stoag Aenn Subject to Notifcsbio 7-42 fthough 7-47 (1X2X4X5)(7)

or Permit Requierments
Storage Roams Above and Below Oroundlevel - 7-48 through 7-52 (1X2X4X5X7)

Notification and Permit Requirements
Outdoor Smoage mn Aboveground Containers - 7-53 through 7-55 (1X2)X4)(5X(7)

Notificaton or Permnit Raquiremnents
Filling Staions in Rooms 7-56 through 7-63 (1)(2)X4)5)7)
Outdoo Fillng Statons 7-64 through 7-68 (lX2X4X5X7)
Tank Stations 7-69 through 7-72 (IX2X4X5X7)
Dispensing Equipment at Tank Stations 7-73 through 7-81 (IX2X4XSX7)
Gemera Provisions for Pernmaent Tanks 7-82 through 7-93 (1X2X4X5X7)

(Aetal or Nonmetal)
Permnewnt Tanks (Mletal or Nonmetal) with 7-94 tlaough 7-97 (1X2X4X5)(7)

buror Oveprsure
Meta Plermanbent Tanks 7-98 and 7-99 (IX2)X4)XSX7)
Portable Containers 7-100 and 7-101 (1X2X4X5)X7)
Operational Requirments 7-102 throgh 7-104 (1X2X4X5X7)
Operational Requirements for Containers 7-105 through 7-111 (1X2X4X5)X7)
Additonal Operational Requiramens for 7-112 (1X2X4X5X(7)

Permanet Tanks
Additoal Opedratina Requiraemets for 7-113 and 7-114 (1X2X4X5X7)

Transport Containmr
Operational Requirmnents for Filling 7-115 through 7-117 (1X2X4XSX7)

Staions

()CONTACTJLOCATION CODE:

(1) DEC (3mo Envkumnental Coordinator)
(2) BCE (3m Civil Eniee)
(3) 3FMO (3m Fuel MwAmgmnm Office)
(4) LFM (Liquid Pub Maiituic)
(5) BEE (3m DievrnetlEngineer)
(6) Bane Flu Dspulmet
(7) Boo Contactng Office,
(8) Power Promction
(9) AMFES (Amiy/Air Force Exchane Service) Service Statio Manaer
(10) Ge~neatin Aetivities
(11) Vehicle Moaitnance Shop
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POL MANAGEMENT

GUIDANCE FOR CHECKLIST USERS

REFER TO CONTACT THESE
WORKSHEET ITEMS: PEOPLE OR GROUPS:(*)

Diesel Fuel and Fuel Oil 7-118 through 7-130 (IX2X4X5X7)

Rheinlatd-Pfalz Notification 7-131 (1X2X5)

RPieinland-Pfalz Pipelines 7-132 (IX2X3X4)

Rheinland-Pfalz StxgDispensing Areas 7-133 through 7-137 (3X4X9XIoXl1)

Rheinland-Pfalz Accidents/Spills 7-138 through 7-140 (1)(2X3X4X5X6)

Rheinland-Pfalz Facilities in Preced Areas 7-141 through 7-143 (1X2X3X4X9X1OXl 1)

(*)CONTACT/LOCATION CODE:

(1) BEC (Base Environmental Coordinator)
(2) BCE (Base Civil Engineer)
(3) BFMO (Base Fuels Managemnent Office)
(4) LFM (Liquid Fuels Maintenance)
(5) BEE (Base Bioenvironmental Engineer)
(6) Bae Fin Department
(7) Base Contracting Office
(8) Power Production
(9) AAFES (Aimy/Air Force Exchange Service) Service Station Manager

(10) Generating Activities
(11) Vehicle Maintenance Shop

0
7-II1
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POL MANAGEMENT

Records to Review

"* Records of all spills, leaks, and associated site
assessment/cleanup activities (for 3 yr)

"* Spill Prevention and Response Plan
"* Records of spill response training

Physical Features to Inspect

• Refueling facilities, including:
- aboveground storage tanks and dikes
- venting
- fill pipe
- gauges

* Washrack areas
* Vehicle maintenance areas
* Oil separators
* Oil and hazardous substance site

Sources to Interview

"* BEC (Base Environmental Coordinator)
"* BCE (Base Civil Engineer)
"* BFMO (Base Fuels Management Office)
"* LFM (Liquid Fuels Maintenance)
"* BEE (Base Bioenvironmental Engineer)
"* Base Fire Department
"* Base Contracting Office
"• Power Production
"* AAFES (Army/Air Force Exchange Service) Service Station Manager
"* Generating Activities
"* Vehicle Maintenance Shop

7 - 13
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

German

REULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REUIREMENTS: _____________________________

ALL INSTALLATIONS

7-1. Determine actions Determnine if noncompliance issues have been resolved by reviewing a
or changes since vtevious copy of the previous report (1X2)
review of POL manage-
'Dent (GNP).

7.2. Installations should iVerify that copies of the following Federal laws and regulations are kep
maintain a file of German at the installation: (1)(2)
laws and regulations that
pertain to POL manage- - Gesetz zur Ordmrng des Wasserhaus/eaks (Wasserhaushafrsgesetz)
ment (OMP). - Verordnung ueber wassergefaehrdende Sloife bei der Befoerderung

in Rohrleitungsanlagen
- Katalog wassergefabehrdender Stoffe
- Zwanzagste Verordnung zur DurcIfuehrung des Bundes-

Imrnissionsschutzgesetzes (Verordnung zur Begrenzung der'
Kohlenwaisserstoffemissionen behm Unfuellen wad Lagern von
Oatotzaftstoffen -- 20. B~mchV)

- Einundrwanzigste Verordnung zur Durclfuelrurwg des Bundes-
Immtissionsschuuzgeseftes (Verordnaung zur Begrenziung der'
Kohlenwasserstoffeniissionen bei der Betankung von Kraf~fialrzeu-
Sen -- 21. B~mchV).

Verify that vopes of the following sate laws and regulations for
Rheinland-Pfalz are kept at the installation:

- Wassergesetzfuer das Land Rhaeinland-Pfalz (Landes'wasscrgesetz)
- Landesverordnun8 ueber Anlagen rum Abfuellen und Umischlagen

wassergefabehrdender Stoffie (Anlagenverordnung)
- Landesverordnung ueher den Bau wad Betrieb von Garagen und

Steliplaetzen (Garagenverordnung).

PIPELINES

7-3. The construction (NOTE: This does not apply to pipeline facilities that do not extend
and opeaton of pipeline beyond the grounds of the installation nor to pipelines that are part of
facilities for substances facilities for Storing substances bamnful to water.)
harmful to water require
a permit from the cor- Verify that the installation has the necessary permits for the constwtion
petent authority, as does and operation of and/or sighificant modifications 1o pipeline facilities for
Significantly odifying substances hamnful to water or modification to the way in which the
such a facility or the way facility is operated. (1X2X3)
in which it is operated
(WHG, Section 19a).

(1) DEC (Base Envvcmmcetal Coordinator) (2) BCE (Boae Civil Eagmeer) (3) NF~ Oh (Base 1Rash&piomw 0(ica) (4) IFM aUqWd Fools
Meaitananoe) (5) BEE (Baim Boaznviroomes.ts agl (6) Base Fin Dqaaueos (7) Base Cona~aag Office (5) Plowes Psdacico (9)
AAPES (Aim ylAif Force Exchange Service) Service Station Jwtmalr (10) Oeamuaing Aotvifin (11) Wicke Wismmo Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

REGUiATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

7-4. Facilities that store, Verify tha insllations tat store, tansfer, or weal substances hrmnful to
transfer, or treat sub- water wt designed, built, maintained, and operated in conformity with
staces huamful to water generally accepted technical suadards such that no polluion or degrada-
must be designd built, tion of water can occur. (IX2X3X4X9XIOX1 I)
maintained, and operated
in conformity with Sen- (NOTE: This requirement applies to pipelines even if they do not extend
erally accepted technical beyond the installation's grounds.)
sandards such that no
pollution or degradation
of water can occur
(WHG, Section 19g(l)).

STORAGE /
DISPENSING AREAS

7-5. Anyone who fills Verify that anyone who fills or empties facilities for the storage of sub-
or empties facilities for stances harmful to water determines before starting work that the neces-
the storage of substances sary safety devices are in good repair. (3)(4X9)(lOX)11)
harmful to water must
determine before starting
work that the required
safety devices are in good
repair (WHG, Section
19k).

7-6. The process of fil- Verify that the process of filling or emptying facilities for the storage of
ling or emptying facilities substances harmful to water is supervised at all times. (3)(4)(9)(10)(11)
for the sorage of sub-
stances harmful to water
must be supervised at all
times (WHG, Section
19k).

7-7. Load capacity lim- Verify that load capacity limits for the facility and for the safety devices
its for the facility and for are observed in the process of filling or emptying facilities for the storage
the safety devices must of substances harmful to water. (3)(4)(9X)10)(11)
be observed in the pro-
cess of filling or empty-
ing facilities for the
storage of substances
hannful to water (WHO,
Section 19k).

(1) BEC (lDam Eeviaimmia Cowrdinitor) (2) BCE (BDis Civil Eoager) (3) BPMO (S3 Pods UMmwa Office) (4) LFM (lquid Ruela
Muimeno) (5) SEE (Dame Biomrinmmr al wa ninmer) (6) Dm Hie Deprommu (7) Daoe Camacmg Offi=e (8) Power P•&W000 (9)
AAPFE (Atomy/Air FNce EzX-,ASe Service) Service Staion Mianger (10) GOermzig Activim (11) Vdui.le Majinaen• Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIRMENTS:

7A. Facilities that store, Verify that facilities that stow. msfer, or tat substances harmfw to
Mtsfer, or trat sub- water re designed, built, maintained, repand and cleaned by specialists
stances harmful to water only. (3X4X(5)(9Xl(01I)
may be designed, built,
maintained, repaired. and (NOTE: The smas may designate activities that persons other than spe-
cleaned by specialists cialists may carry out.)
only (WHG, Section
19L).

STORAGE OF
GASOLINE

7-9. Permanent Verify that permanent aboveground storage facilities for gasoline have a
aboveground storage coat of paint that reflects at least 70 percent of the sun's light at the time
facilities for gasoline of its application and at least 50 percent of it in the long run.
must be painted in accor- (1X3X4)(5)(10)
dance with certain
requirements (20.
BImSchV, Section 4).

. 7-10. Facilities are to Verify dmt facilities are equipped with vacuun•wessure valves
be equipped with [VakuumlDruck-Ventilen], unless safety considerations dictate otherwise.
vacuum/pressure valves (1)(3X5)(10)
(VakiunlDruck-Venuilen],
unless safety considera-
tions dictate otherwise
(20. BlmSchV, Section
4).

SUPERVISION OF
STORAGE AND
TRANSFER OF
GASOLINE

7-11. The competent Verify that the competent authority is notified of plans to build per-
authority must be notified manent facilities. (1)(3)(45)( 10)
of plans to build per-
manent facilities (20.
BImSchV, Section 7(1)).

7-12. The competent Verify that the competent authority has been notified of existing facili-
authority must be notified ties. (1X3X4X5X9)
of existing facilities (20.
BImSchV, Section 7(1)).

(1) DEC Mwaa. EAvim' dtal Codinator) (2) BC (BaMe Civil Emser) (3) XFMO Baa.e PFb Mmqagmim Offi.) (4) LFM (liquid Pais
Mantame) (5) DEE Dan 11Dmwmsal Evinemr) (6) Bse An Degmaa (7) Dm CAms OfiOce (8) Powe hodaio (9)
AAFES (AzmylAir Fore E"change Samec) Sm.'t S ]atn Manager (10) ammuftig Acavities (11) Vdlhice bMintenanm Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIRMEWNTS: _____________________ ______

7-13. A report on coin- Verify tha a report is produced on compliance with emission standards
pliance with emission and that it is kept msite for 3 yr. (1)3X4)S)10)
stmdards must be pro-
duced (20. BlmSchV, Verify that a copy of the repor on permanent facilities is sent to the
Section 7(3)). competent authority within 4 weeks of the compliance check.

(NOTE: Although eports must be written on mobile equipment, they
need be shown to the competent authority on demand only.)

GAS STATIONS FOR
AUTOMOBILES

7-14. The operators of Verify that the operators of gas stations have provided suitable, tightly
gas stations must provide closable openings through which it is possible to measure the following:
suitable, tightly closable (1X3X4X5X10)
openings through which
certain measurements can - the free passage of gasoline in the gas recycling system is
be taken (21. BlmSchV, guaranteed at a sufficiently low flow resistance
Section 4). - the beck pressure at the fill nozzle does not exceed the

manufacunmr's specifications
- for gas recycling systems that have vacuum assist, it must be pos-

sible to take measurements that allow the volumetric ratio of
returned gasoline fumes/air mixture to the fuel that goes into the
tank to be calculated.

7-15. The competent Verify that the competent authority is notified of plans to build gas sta-
authority must be notified tions. (IX3X4X5X10)
of plans to build gas sta-
tions (21. BImSchV,
Section 6(1)).

7-16. The competent Verify that the competent authority is notified of existing gas stations by
authority must be notified 1 September 1993. (IX3X4X5)10)
of existing gas stations by
1 September 1993 (21. (NOTE: The notification must include the amount of gasoline dispensed
BhmSchV, Section 6(1)). in the previous calendar year.)

(i) DEC (ON Inavnammial Cowatwar) C2) DCI (B&ne Civil r.ug) (3) DIMO DIa pm ase Ph Mmpo office) (4) LFM (liquid • Baes
nunamnc) (5) BEE (Dae BoioMrca.o.m Eagasm) (6) Rue Pin Dqmat (7) Do Cumug office (o ) Power Preo~eiod (9)

AAFE5 (Amy/Air Pom Exchne srvice) service Stom Manaer (10) Omuaras Aavaim (11) Veahcle lbinamce shP
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

German

IEGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUnREMENTS:

7.17. The installation Verify that the installation calculates the anount of gasoline dispensed at
must calculate the amount each of its gas stations in the previous calendar year by 1 February of
of gasoline dispensed at every year. (1X3X4XSXI10)
each of its. gas stations in
the previous calendar Verify that records of these calculations ae kept onsite for 3 yr so that
year by I Febnuay of they may be produced on demand.
every year (21.
B~mSchV, Section 6(5)). (NOTE: Neither of these requirenents applies if the gas recycling sys-

tean complies with the provisions of 21. BlmSchV, Section 3(1) (see
checklist item 1-142, Air Emissions Management.))

WASTE OILS

7-18. Oil from internal Verify that oil from internal combustion engines. transmission oil, and
combustion engines, petroleum-based machine-, turbine-, and hydraulic oils are being recondi-
transmission oil, and tioned. (3X4X8)(9)(1 1)
petroleumn-based
machine-, turbine-, and
hydraulic oils must be
reconditioned (AbfG,
Section la(2), AltoelV,. Section 2).

7-19. Other waste oils Verify that other waste oils are being reconditioned only if they contain
may be reconditioned no harmful substances that make the reconditioning process more difficult
only if they contain no or that accumulate in the products that result from reconditioning.
harmful substances that (3)(4X8)(9)(1 1)
make the reconditioning
process more difficult or
that accumulate in the
products that result from
reconditioning (AltoelV,
Section 2).

7-20. Waste oils may Verify that waste oils ae not being reconditioned if they contain more
not be reconditioned if than 20 milligrams (mg) PCBsA/logrms (kg) or more than 2 grams (g)
they contain certain levels of total halogens/g. (3X4X8X9X1I)
of Polychlorinated
Biphenyls 0PCBs) or (NOTE: Such oils may be reconitioned if the PC1s or halogens are
halogens (AltoelV, Sec- destroyed in the process of reconditioning or ae contained only in small
tion 3). amounts in the resutant product.)

(1) DEC Obae EBaMMiaWta Cowdiwmor) C2) DC! (Maa Civil Znw) (3) BFMO ObIe Nek Mmaw Off0m) (4) LFM (LqW Paes
Matumac) (5) BEE 06a BDwamvucmsftl Eagiwa) (6) So* Fin Dqsatw (7) BDa ConU'fg 0(506 (1) Pow" PfOWgim (9)
AAFES (Amy/Air NFim ExaciSe Serme) Swvi Stab= MaVe (10) Omeiag Acivitiu (11) Vdihke btmma Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

7-21. PCB-bmed syn- Vaybthat PC4xmed synthetic oils and mubstitution u that con-
thetic ols and sbitum - can halogens (msch as can be foumd in uandarmemn, condensorn, and
tion products that contaiun hydraulic equipfent) we kept. collected. transported. and disposed of
halogens (such as can be separaely fom other waste oml. (3X4XSX9Xl1)
found in trndoarmers,
condensors, ad hydraulic (NOTE: FPailites for reconditoning, thermal trnatmet, or disoal of
equipment) must be kep, waste oil that are listed in Table 1-1 (Air Emissions Management) and
collected, tramsported, ad similar facilities the plans for which have been offically approved we
disposed of separately not subject to this restriction if such mixing is included as a part of the
fom other waste oi peamit.)
(AitoelV, Section 4(0)).

7-22. PCB-based syn- Verify that PCB-bmed synthetic oils and substitution products that con-
thetic oils and substitu- tun halogens (such as can be found in transformers, condensors, and
tion products that contain hydraulic equipment) are not being mixed with other waste otIs or with
halogens (such as can be any other hazArdous waste. (3X4X8X9X11)
found in Umsfonmers,
condensors, and hydraulic (NOTE: Facilities for reconditioning, thermal treatment, or disposal of
equip!nment) may not be waste oil that we listed in Table 1-1 (Air Emissions Management) and
mixed with other waste similar facilities the plans for which have been officially approved are
oils or with any other not subject to this restriction if such mixing is included as a par of the
hazardous waste permit.)
(AloelV, Section 4(2)).

FACILITIES FOR (NOTE: "'is section does not apply if combustible liquids ae pan of
THE STORAGE OF the worlki process in the workplace, if they we kept athand in the
COMBUSTIBLE quantities necesary for the work carried out in the wohplace, if they ae
LIQUIDS stored (for short periods onl) as finished products or intermediate pro-

ducts of the workplace, or i they we sored in quantities necessary for
Notification laboratory use.)

7-23. The supervisomy Verify that the supervisory authority has been informed of the existence
authority must be of facilities for the soage of gasoline or kerosine in the manners and
informed of the existence amounts listed in Table 2-3 (Hazardous Materials Mangement).
of facilities for the (1X2)(4X5)(7)
stage of combustible
liquids of gasoline or (NOTE: Facilities that store combustible liquids of diesel fuel or fuel oil
kerosine under certain exclusively ae not subject to this notification requitement.)
circunstmanes (VbF, Sec-
tion B(lXl)).

(1) DEC Ohm Eyrimiaml Cacednt) (2) DCE e OkaCilU rmzw) () HOhm Fab NOkwmep•ia t Offim) (4) LPM t.quid P.a
Maimwoft) (5) BEE (Ue DomvwimmmW Fisuet) (6) DmFiNre Dqu mm (7) Dee Cembmalas Office (1) Pwa Pm4dwimo (9)
AAFE5 (Army/Air Pne E•sdop Seice) Semeo Stm•l bim (10) Omming Aatihic (11) Vdhcle Mmommomi Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

German

EGtULTORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIMUENTS:

7.24. The supervisory Verify that the supervisory authority has been informed of do existence
authority must be of filling matioms in enclosed areas in which more than 200 L but less
informed of the existence than a total of 1000 LA.t per worn of psoline or kemne can be drawn
of filling stations in off. (1X2X4XS)7)
enclosed areas in which
more than 200 L but less
than a total of 1000
Llhour (h) per room of
gasoline or kerosine can
be drawn off (VbF. Sec-
don 8(IX2)).

7-25. The supervisory Verify that the supervisory authority has been informed of the existence
authority must be of filling stations for diesel fuel or fuel oil that are in the same room
informed of the existence with stations in enclosed areas in which more than 200 L but less than a
of filling stations for total of 1000 Lh per room of gasoline or keosine can be drawn off.
diesel fuel or fuel oil (1X2X4X5)(7)
under certain cir-
cumstances (VbF, Section8(1)(3)).

7-26. Anyone who puts Verify that the supervisory authority is notified of the facility's existence
a facility subject to notifi- prior to putting it in operation. (1)2)4X5)(7)
cation requirements into
operation must inform the Verify that the notification includes all such documentation as is neces-
supervisory authority sary to evaluate iL
prior to putting it into
opemation (VbF, Section
8(4)).

7-27. If a facility ta V installation notifies the supervisory authority after 6 mo
a permit (see have passed if a facility that requirs a permit is taken out of operation

za taken out of for longer than 6 mo. (1)X2X4XSX7)
operation for longer than
6 months (mo), the super-
visory authority must be
notified when the 6 mo
have ended (VbF. Section•2).

(1) DEC (Mme mmmmuital Cwbm&a) (2) BCE (kw CiW EApas) (3) DFMO (3M PN. UMmma o01m) (4) LFM aAqmd Pa
Mamcaimw) (5) BEE (3me Baomwarvtmmo Eqnu) (6) Due ]e Dqptm~mt (7) D iBm Off= (3) Power Pp1on (9)
AAPES (Army/Air Fonts 1mchange serice) Smvic S~m~ Mange (10) Guimmaiag Aefividn (11) Vijal Ibiktumia Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
VOL MANAGVIil I

Gm

RMUGUATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
RtEQtmN S.__ __ __ __ __ __

7-28. If a •f de Verify thatte ei -P bem Imbe m ier ifavfacitydmes (ace reqmresa pinit is beitg latack into mi af/tmhaving ben ou
= ro) hash out of of"o"e.ion for min o.)C2X4xWXT)
operation for mor dum 6
am% die aqeir
"authny mus: b
informned in advance if it
is too beo back into
~onwd NWbP Secton

Permits (NOTE: This section does not aply if combustible liquids we part of
the working proces in the wat;% ye. if d-y we kept at haug in the
quamtities nesamry for dt work crrwied out in the worlace, if thy we
stand (for aort periods only) is finished pvducts or intermedift pro-
ducts of die woqkplmac or if they wre stored in quudties necessary for
laboratory use.)

7-29. The construction Verify that facilit that meet the conditins set torth in Table 7-2 have
and opmticn of and sub- the required permits. (IX2X4XS)
stantial modifications to
facilities for the storage
of or kersine
requires a paemit from
the competent athority
in certain circumstances
(VbF. Section 9(IXI),
Section 9(3). Section 10).

7-30. The construction Verify tat facilities that meet the conditiom set foah in Table 7-2 have
aid operation of and sub- the required permits. (IX2X4X5)
tattial modifications to

facilities for the storage (NOTE: Facilities that stre combustible liquids of Dangerous-Materials
of psoline or kerosine Chin AMI exclusively ae not subject so this noification requirment.)
nrqu a pamit from
die competent authority
in certain cicumstances
(VbF, Section 9(0XM),
Section 9(3), Section 10).

(1) BEC (Im BRWNmm=u Codiimat) (2) C• (km CPiR Eq•anm (3) BFMO Mm(Due~k UN Ofin) '4) LPM (liqwd Nei.
Mvmamm) (S) BEE tm 9omyig0 a lnnm fmrg ) (6) USwAn Douw (7) Unm Cnoed" Offie (3) 00,w P"WbM= (9)
AASE (A-/Airr Fv lRtin• .5m) SuedSwim MId gw (10) OGinwa Acavie (11) Vaidkh 16maman Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
IOL MANAGEMENT

Gmerm

RGMULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
IIDQUIREMENTrs: ___________________________

7-31. The construction Verify that die following types of filling stations have die required per-
and operation of umd sub- mik: (IX2X4XS)
santuial modifications to
camia types of filling - thoe in enclosed in which more dm a total of 100014h per
stations require a pemit room of cmnbustible liquids of gasoline or kerosine can be drawn
fonm the competent of
m 'thority (VbtE Section -dtoe for diesel fuel or fuel il that m in the same room with
9(IX2), Section 9(3), Scc- those in encosed maeas in which mome tan a total of 1000 LA
doni 10). per o= of gsolkineor kersim can be drawn off- those loceatd out of doors for gasoline or karoine, as well as those

for diesel fuel or fuel oil dhat are connected to filling stations for
gasoline or kerosine.

7-32. The construction Verify that the installatim's gas stations have the required permits.
and operation of md sub- (IX2X4X5)
stantial modification to
gas stations require a per- (NOTE: Gas stations that stoae diesel fuel or fuel oil only. and those
m: from the competent where diesel fuel or fuel oil only ae drawn off, ae not subject to this
authority (VbF, Section permitting requiremeni)
9(1X4), Section 9(3), Sec-
dion 10).

7-33. 7UThecons tion Ver that the histallation's connectig lines have construction andand operation of and sub- operation permits. (1)(2)(4)5)
stantial modifications to
connecting lines (wee

definition) require a per-
mit from the competent
authority (VhF, Section
9(1X4), Section 9(3), Sec-
tion 10).

7-34. Installations that Verify that installations that coastruct or operate facilities for die storage,
construct or operate facil- filling, o trans fer of combustible liquids o land use the following types
ities for the storage, fil- of equipment in those 6cilities only if that e*pment has official design
ling. or transfer of comn- approval from the c•mpetent uathoi (1)(2457)
bustible liquids on land
may we certain typesot - equipment that heats up in die course of opaat=o, o forms
e:pment in those facili- qiak, mid has die potenial to camse igton. if tuat equipment is

only if dtat equip- used in Zone 0; epecialy immersion pmnps, suning Wpuuu,
ment has official design and equipment for Wai memmseaats (i.e, liquid-e indica-
approval from the cor- tMs, level modulators nd indicaors, aid equipment that measums
petent midiority (VbF, lempmarave, premwe, or density)
Section 12). eti is intended to amwre that flames cannot enter a

conai (fah bilitors)
-safety equipment to ipevent overfilling; fill nozzles with automatic

shutoff devices
-leak-detection devices

(1) iEC 0-m. ]aviurmmal Cesadimor) )(2) JIM 0K e CWivifingmer) (3) 31150(3-.e PLbink lqws m O1i5o) (4) LFM •L(quid Fags
Mamtumms) (5) Mas S Bm eavmenwaW 1egme) (6) NowiDo yeafmue C() Bma CAmong Office (8) PC*" A.ac (9)
AAE S(Amy/,AzP E -dmpe Say,.•) S... 5mvee Mmpr (I0) G-m--- Aa"iWm (11) Vahida •m Sh
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
IPOL MANAGIENm f

RIGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

7-34. (continued) - tanks and the fil sysm comiected to them, if the kod-bearing
walls re all mewd

- rem d fininp dw was of wti ch am mot all meta
- NI-meMIlic amb r layers uid ote fordding tans and the way

in which those are atached to t tank
- portable containers for geoline or kero•ine with a capacity of

moem than 1 L, if their kd-=ing walls are no all metal

Imapectiou (NOTE: This section does not apply if combustible liquids art pert of
the working process in the wom plac, ifd ty are pt at hand in the
quantities necessary for the work carried out in the workplace, if they ae
stored (for short periods only) as finished products or intermediate pro-
ducts of the worailace, or if they are stored in quantities necessary for- use.)

7-35. Certain facilities (NOT. It is the re•ponsibility of the installation to arange for the
must be inspected by ape- necessary inspections.)
cialists in cerain cir-
cumstances (VbF, Sec- Verify that the following facilities ae inspected by specialists before they
ions 13(1), 13(2)). ae put into operation, and every five yr thereafter, or before they are put

back into opration after their design or operation has been substantially
modified, ot if they have been out of operation for more than I yr.
(IX2X4X5)O

- storage facilities that require a permnit (see above) (NOTE: Storge
areas for portable containers we exempted.)

- storage a s for pmo containers, if te areas require a permit
(NOTE: VbF aPpa to cmndict itself at this poin.)

- mutdoor strage ams for aboveground containers, if tie areas
require a permit, and storage areas for undergroud tanks.

7-36. The certificate of Verify that the certificate of inspection or a copy 4 it is kept nea the
inspection r a copy of it facility. (IX2X4X5X7)
must be kept near the
facility (VbF, Section18(3)).

(1) DEC (31m Emvinmmmd CoMmftr) 0) BC3K (Oim C04 fmsw) (3) Bn0 (3mb Pas in, amm 0f5m) (4) LM1qdd iq Pads
bbafmm) (5) SEE 01m Dmawmuimml M ¢m) (6) Sm lfm Dqmmnm (7) Ism C 0ma 15. O (f () Paw A'mo (9)
AANES (Amy/Airl•o•m Ezq Sime) Swim Sa•m pWr (10) Omnmg Au•vm (11) Vidm MmUm 9"o
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REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUBLEM TS:

Incident Reporlg Na This section does not aply if combustible liquids are par of
the working process in the wo1=lacc, if they we kept at hand in the
quantities necems'y for the work carried out in the workplace, if they ae
stted (for short pniods only) as finished products or intermediate pro-
ducts of the workplace, or if they art stored in quantities necessary for
laboratory use.)

7-37. Theu Very tt the v authority is notified immediately of die fol-
authority mus be notified lowing events: (1)(2)(4)(5)(7)
immediately of the cer-
tain events (VbF. Section - an explosion
23(1)). -a fire

- an unintentional release of combustible liquid from a container or
pipeline, if the release occurs at a rae greater than 10 1/h

- an injury accident involving the dangers that are typically associ-
ated with the facility.

7-38. Facilities for the Verify that facilities for the storage, filling, or transfer of combustible
storage, filling, or transfer liquids have access routes for firefighters that we so laid out and labelled
of combustible liquids that locations where fires ae likely to occur can be reached quickly and
must have access routes unhindered. (1X2X4X# X7)
for firefighters th are so
laid out and labelled that
locations where fires are
likely to occur can be
reached quickly and
untindered (VbF, Appen-
dix I, 100.5(2)).

GASOLINE AND
KEROSINE

Storae Areas Not
Subject to Notaon
or Perit Requlrememls

7-39. Buildlings and out- Verify that buildings and outdoor abovegroimnd tans ame separated by
door aboveground tanks enough distance to pmvent one catching fire from the other.
must be seatd by (1X2X4X5)(7)
enough distace to
prevent one from catch-
n fat from the other
AF, Appendix U,
110.1(3)).

(1) DEC (Mwmo lummsi Camfi) (2) DCE (Dhe CivilW psee) (3) DFPWOh(Duem N Mmpms Offce) (4) %M (Laquid F1es
humuintace) (5) BEE 0Dis4 DmBweemmou Engineer) (6) Se AFn Degmaum (7) Bow Cmag Office (8) Pawa PMNuOW (9)
AAFES (Amy/Air, PvcscEchewa• @Wi) Se•vi Suo u emgea(10) Immn Atvihiss (11) Vshlkb Muimmat Shop
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Germain

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

7-40. Storage mooms Verify duat soage rooms above and belowground level and storage wass
above and belowground for aboveground containers are not accessible to general traffic.
level and swtage areas (1X2X4X5X7)
for abovegound con-

iners may not be acces-
able to general traffic
(VbF, Appendix II,
110.1(4)).

741. Unauthorize• r- Verify th unauthorized persons do not have access to indoor or outdoor
sons may not enter =' storage areas. (IX2X4X5X7)
or outdoor storage areas.
and an easily legible, Verify that an easily legible, readily visible sign is posted to indicate that
readily visible sign must access is forbidden to unauthorized persons.
be present to indicate that
fact (VbF, Appendix H,
110.1(5)).

Storage Areas Subject
to Notification or
Permit Requirements

7-42. Gasoline and Verify that gasoline and kerosine are not stored with EL fuel oil in a sub-
kerosine may not be divided tank. (IX2X4XSX7)
sutod with EL fuel oil in
a subdivided tank (VbF,
Appendix U, 110.2(l)).

7-43. Combustible Verify that combustible liquids are stored in containers from which they
liquids must be stored in cannot escape, or are stored in such a way that escaping combustible
containers from which liquids can be contained, identified, and disposed of. (IX2X4)(5X7)
they cannot escape, or
they must be stored in (NOTE: This requirement does not apply to combustible liquids stored
such a way that escaping aboveground in very small quantities.)
combustible liqi'ds can
be contained, identified,
and disposed of (VbF,
Appendix n1, 110.2(2)).

7.44. The capacity of Verify that the capacity of containment ar is sufficiently great that
contaimment aeas is to be what is stored in the ma camnot escape the containment area.
sufficiently peat that (IX2X4X5)(7)
what is sred in the ar
cannot escape the con-
tainment mea (VbF.
Appendix U, 110.2(3)).

(1) DEC (3h- EDWnuamtal Coi) (2) Ca (3.. CPUvii Um.) (3) DFMO (0m Pack Mmewma Moe) (4) LFM (O4qid Fuel;
Mmutme) (5) BUE (DMNe DwamiumaI Eq ) (6) Dow. Hu Dopmao (7) BDe Cag Offimce (8) Powern PIU6 (9)
AA•E5 (Am7IAioFumez~p Sewie) Swvig. S3m Mmn.pr (10) GuemigAdaivs, (11) Vdede hhinýmmmS ho
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UGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
UEQUOLIPUMET: __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

7.45. Contauinment areas Verify that containment me ame built of nonflammable matrals and
must be built of non- ame sufiently impermabe and leakproof. (1X2X4XSX7)
flanunable materials and
must be sufficiently
ipopernieablp and lea.
proof (VbF, Appendix U,
110.2(4)).

7-46. Storage areas both Verify that storage areas both above and belowground level, and outdoor
above and blowground storage aemas for aboveground containers, me not accessible to general
level, and outdoor storage traffic. (1)(2X4)(5)(7)
muas for aboveground
containers, may not be
accessible to general
traffic (VbF, Appendix 11,
110.2(5)).

7-47. Unauthorized per- Verify that unauthorized persons do not have access to indoor or outdoor
sons may not enter indoor storage areas. (1)(2X4)(X5X7). or outdoor storage areas,
and an easily legible, Verify that an easily legible, readily visible sign is posted to indicate that
readily visible sign must access is forbidden to unauthorized persons.
be present to indicate that
fact (VbF, Appendix U,
110.2(6)).

Storae Rooms Above
and Below Groundlevel-
Noffifiatio, and Permit
Requirements

7-48. The quantities of Verify that the quantities of combustible liquids stored in storage rooms
combustible liquids stoed are consistent with the storage area's fire load. (IX2X4X5)(7)
in mrage rmos are to
be consistent with the (NOTE: "Fire load" is not defined.)
storage ma'es fire load
(VWF, Appendix II,
110.3(1)).

7.49. The walls, ceil- Verify ta the walls, ceilings, and doors of sorage rooms me at least
ings, and doors of storage fire-resistant and are built of noncombustible materials. (1X2X4XM)7)
rooms must at least be
fire-resistant and must be
built of noncombustible
materials (VbF, AppendixO 11,LI1I0.3(2)).

(1) REC Okam Avb*mDm-t C*Do&-W) (2) DCE (Dme Cv• imua'r) (3) DPWO (Rue Push hMuspo Offi) (4) LFMa ojd Peah
Mamuace) (5) DUE (Oa=e Bwwatmmtalt lgngsm) (6) Sue F= Dpsaamm (7) Ben CAmnan Ofif" (3) Pb a pnoeaa (9)
AAFES (Ay/Air Fme Exiamap Savice) Smevice Suiod Managse (10) Gumminl Advidst (ih) Vdke Maimume Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
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German

R'GULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

7-50. Storage rooms Verify that stomp roms are sepated from other rooms by feproof
must be sepmted from walls. (1)(2X4XSX7)
other rooms by fire f
walls (VbE, Appendix U,
110.3(3)).

7-51. Storage rooms Verify that storage rooms are not located next to rooms that we or may
may not be located next be occupied by people for more than a brief period of time.
to rooms that are or may (IX2X)(4X5)(7)
be occupied by people for
more than abref period (NOTE: Rooms that ae used by storage area personnel are not included
of time (VbF, Appendix in the scope of this requirement.)II, 1 10.3(4).(5)).

7-52. Storage rooms Verify that storage rooms we adequaWely illuminated and ventilated.
must be adequately (1X2X4XS)(7)
illuminated and ventilated
(VbF. Appendix 19.
110.3(6)).

Outdoor Storage in
Aboveground
Containers.
Notification or Permit
Requirements

7-53. Buildings and out- Verify that buildings and outdoor aboveground tanks are separated by
door aboveground tanks enough distance to prevent one catching fire from the other.
must be pt by (1X2X4X5)(7)
enough to
prevent one from catch-
ingfl fireom the other

W, Appendix D,
110.4(1)).

7-54. There must be Verify that there is sufficient distance between tanks to allow for efrec-
sufficient disusce live firefighting. (1X2X4XS)(7)
between tuks to allow
for effective firefighting
(VbF, Appendix 1,
110.4(2)).

(1) BEC (Ohm mine meunal Comsintor) 0) BCE (sme Civil Sagnew) (3) DPW0 (Bme Puba Maqmusut Office) (4) IFM (Liqud Fuels
,mtmice) (5) BEE (Ban Dioar cmmaul Enginew) (6) 3m Fin Dqemai ('7) B3 Canumdog Office (3) Powes Pmincdm (9)

AAPES(Amy/AirFamexsdnaeSenimv) Seivi Saban Mm (10) OmumiragAavin (11) Vsdde IhinmaWno Shop
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IREGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
IREQR NTS:

7-M . Storage me Verify that sorage arem we urounded by a safety strip that is con-
must be surunuded by a siszent with the design of the containers and with the amount of combus-
safety suit thtu is con- uble material stored in ie area. (1X2X4X5X7)
sisnt with" the design of
the containers and with
the amount of c-mbusti-
ble material stored in the
area (VbF, Appendix U.
110.4(3)).

FUilig Stations in
Rooms

7-56. Rooms with fd- Verify that rooms with filling stations that are not subject to notification
ling stations that are not or permitting requirement ae not accessible to genevl traffic.
subject to notification or (1X2X4X5)(7)
permitting requirement
may not be accessible to
general traffic (VbF,
Appendix U, 111.2(1)).

7-S7. Rooms with fl- Verify that rooms with filling stations that are not subject to notification
ling stations that ae not or permitting requirement are separated from other rooms by fire-proof
subject to notification or walls. (IX2X4)(5)(7)
permitting requirement
must be separated from
other rooms by fire-proof
walls (VbF, Appendix U,
111.2(1)).

7-5S. Gasoline and Verify that gasoline and kerosine are not stored with EL %el oil in a sub-
kerosine ma not be divided tank. (1X2)(4X5)(7)
stomed with Ft fuel oil in
a subdivided tank (VbF,
Appendix U, 110.2()).

7-59. Combustible Verify that combustible liquids ame sored in containers from which they
liquids must be stored in cannot escape, or ae stored in such a way that escaping combustible
containers from which liquids can be contained, identified, and disposed of. (IX2X4X5X7)
they cannot escape, or
they must be stored in (NOTE: This requirement does not apply to combustible liquids stored
such a way that escaping aboveground in very small quantities.)
combustible lihquds can
be contained, identified,
and disposed of (VbF,
Appendix U1, 111.2(2)).

(1) BEC 03@se Envimmmmul Coorintor) (2) DCE (Base CW nivi n~lee) (3) BFDMwO (Baseiues Mbsmealp Off=e) (4) IFlM (~id Fwel

Manm,-.oce) (5) BEE (Baw Dicenvirnmenal Eaineew) (6) Bu Am Deifw (7) Dow, Ccauwing Oft•e (1) PON"Pmw bm (9)
AAPES (Army/Air (Ii11) VeAicA b Shop
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REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

7.60. The capacity of Verify that the capacity of containment areas is sufficiently great that
contaiunment amas is to be what is stored in the area cannot escape the containment area.
sufficiently great that (IX2X4)(5)(7)
what is smored in the aea
cannot escape the con-
tainment area (VbF,
Appendix U, 111.2(2)).

7-61. Containment areas Verify that containment areas are built of nonflammable materials and
must be built of non- are sufficiently impermeable and leakproof. (1)(2)(4)(5)(7)
flammable materials and
must be sufficiently
impermeable and leak-
proof (VbF, Appendix n3,
111.2(2)).

7-62. Storage areas both Verify that storage areas both above and belowgwund level, and outdoor
above and belowground storage areas for aboveground containers, are not accessible to general
level, and outdoor storage traffic. (1)(2)(4)(5)(7)
areas for aboveground
containers, may not be
accessible to general
traffic (VbF, Appendix 11,
110.2(5)).

7-63. The floors of Verify that the floors of rooms with filling stations are designed in such a
rooms with filling sta- way that escaping combustible liquids can be identified and disposed of.
tions must be designed in (1)(2X4)(5)(7)
such a way that escaping
combustible liquids can Verify that the floors of rooms with filling stations are sufficiently
be identified and disposed impermeable and leakproof.
of, and they must be suf-
ficiently impermeable and
leakproof (VbF, Appen-
dix 11, 111.2(3)).

Outdoor Filing Stations

7-64. Operating equip- Verify that operating equipment is readily accessible, and that one can
ment must be readily leave the area where it is located quickly and safely. (1X2X4X5X7)
accessible, and one must
be able to leave the area
where it is located
quickly and safely (VbF,
Appendix 3, 111.3 (1)).

(1) BEC (Bas Envimmnmtal Ceoohmtor) (2) BCE (Brne Civil Enm •ies) (3) BFMO (Ok Pa& ] kagrna Ofrm) (4) LFM (Liqud P3
MAist-mac) (5) BEE (Bawe BiominmaeNaW E0m0) (6) 3m An Depummo (7) 3ot Coauasaw Office (I) Peawt Pso•xaafl (9)
AAFES (Anmy/Air Poie Eadahge Savice) Sevime Sciow Manage (10) GOimuag Acavitm (II) Vdawde aiotsa=c Shop
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REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQU•REMENTS:

7-65. Rapid shut-off Verify that rapid shut-off equipment is present in the area served by the
equipment must be filling equipment. (IX2X4)(5)(7)
present in the area served
by the filling equipment
(VbF. Appendix 11.
111.3(2)).

7-66. The surface in the Verify that die surface in the area of the outdoor filling station is so
area of the outdoor filling designed that escaping combustible liquids can be recognized and
station must meet certain disposed of. (1X2X4)(5)(7)
requirements (VbF,
Appendix 1, 111.3(3)). Verify that the surface in the area of the outdoor filling station is suffi-

ciently impermeable and leakproof.

7-67. Filling stations for Verify that filling stations for the tanks of tank trucks are so designed
the tanks of tank trucks that the area can be evacuated quickly in the event of an emergency.
must be so designed that (1)(2)(4)(5)(7)
the area can be evacuated
quickly in the event of an
emergency (VbF, Appen-
dix H1, 111.3(4)).

7-68& Unauthorized per- Verify that unauthorized persons are not allowed access to outdoor filling
sons may not have access stations. (1X2X4)(5)(7)
to outdoor filling stations
(VbF, Appendix I], Verify that signs are provided that forbid such access in a readily visible
111.3(7)). and legible format.

Tank Stations

7-69. Fuel stored at Verify that fuel is stored in one of the following ways: (1X2X4)(5)(7)
tank stations is to be
stored in accordance with - in underground tanks that are surrounded on all sides by an earthen
certain provisions (VbF, covering no less than 0.8 m deep
Appendix 11, 112.2(1)). - in aboveground tanks with fuel dispensers whose contents is not

greater than 1000 L on land that is not accessible to public traffic
- in aboveground storage tanks whose contents is not greater than

30,000 L on parts of the property of airports that are not accessi-
ble to public traffic or to aircraft ground traffic.

(1) DEC (BDfa Envic•camul Coordator) (2) BCE (DBam Civii l gmer) (3) DFMO (Ban Foe&b lshagft Office) (4) IFM (.icid Paula
Mainamace) (5) BEE (ass Bwomviromtal Elagme) (6) Dm Fire Depammm (7) Bame Crneamng Office (9) Power Pmxh•ei (9)
AAFES (Army/Air Force Ecadimgs Service) Service Sation Maager (10) Gmerudng Activitin (11) VsicUl Maatamnee Shop
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REGULATORY RFVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIEM•ENTS:

7-70. Diesel fuel and Veify that diesel fuel and fuel oil are stored wiiuin the effective horizon-
fuel oil may be stored il range of a fill nozzle ior gasoline and kerosine under the following
within the effective hor- conditions only: (IX2X4XS)(7)
izontd range of a fill
nozzle for gasoline and - in underground tunks that are surrounded on all sides by an earthen
kerosine under certain covering
conditions only (VbF, - in underground tanks with a capacity of no more than 5000 L, if
Appendix 1I, 112.2(2)). the level of liquid stored does not reach aboveground level

- in aboveground tanks with a capacity of no more than I000 L.

7-71. Fuel may not be Verify that fuel is not stored together with EL fuel oil in subdivided
stored together with EL tanks. (IX2X4)(5X7)
fuel oil in subdivided
tanks (VhF, Appendix 1I,
112.2(3)).

7-72. The total amount Verify that the total amount of combustible liquids stored at a tank sta-
of combustible liquids tion does not exceed the following limits: (1)(2X4X5)(7)
stored at a tank station
may not exceed certain - in aboveground tanks with fuel dispensers that have a capacity of
limits (VbF, Appendix IU, up to 1000 L, not more than 2000 L may be stored
112.2(4)). - not more than 200 L may be stored in small fuel dispensers [Klein-

zapigeraete].

Dispensing Equipment
at Tank Stations

7-73. Only appropriate Verify that ap"rite dispensing equipment only is used for dispensing
dispensing equipment fuel. (1X2X4)(5)(7)
may be used for dispens-
ing fuel (VbP, AppendixII, 112.3(l)).

7-74. Dispensing equip- Verify that neither dispensing equipment nor aboveground tanks are set
ment and aboveground up or installed belowground or in cellars. (1X2)(4X5)(7)
tanks may not be set up
or installed belowground (NOTE: The transfer and measurement devices of nozzle systems ae not
or in cellars (VbF, subject to this restriction.)
Appendix U, 112.3(3)).

(1) DEC (B3se Eavimimid Cowtor) (2) BCE (rm Civil ]iagmee) (3) BFMO (Base Pea MmWag Office) (4) LFM (LAq puds
Mai&Wlie.) (5) BEE (B3m BioDmviranmWa Engiae) (6) Basm en D1qwa t7) Bue Cinvafat Offic (8) Pow" P,'edrio (9)
AAFES (Aiy/Av POW9 XCkIIMP Sae.) SWVW Ssion Maner (10) Gmmatig Aaivatu (11) Vd.del bhugiom Shop
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REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

7-75. Dispsing equip- Verify that no dispensing equipment is located aboveground in or under
ment may not be located buildings with rooms that are or may be occupied by persons for more
aboveground in or under than brief periods of time. (IX2X4XS)(7)
buildings with rooms that
are or may be occupied (NOTE: This restriction does not apply if the necessary tuctural and
by persons for more than operational safety precautions have been taken in each particular case.)
brief periods of time
(VbF, Appendix B,
112.3(4)).

7-76. No drains or Verify that no drains or openings to deep-lying rooms, cellars, trenches,
openings to deep-lying pits, or conduits are present within the effective horizontal range of a fill
rooms, cellars, trenches, nozzle for gasoline or kerosine. (1)(2X4)(5X7)
pits, or conduits (e.g., for
cables or pipelines) may (NOTE: This bition does not apply to drains and openings that are
be present within the located more than i.n m aboveground level, to dome shafts of under-
effective horizontal range ground tanks, to shafts for transfer equipment located belowground. or to
of a fill nozzle for gaso- base shafts [Sockelschaechten], inspection shafts, or manholes for
line or kerosine (VbF, dispensing equipmentL)
Appendix 11, 112.3(5)).

O 7-77. The surface Verify that the surface within the effective horizontal range of a fill noz-
within the effective hor- zle for gasoline or kerosine is so designed that escaping combustible
izontal range of a fill liquids can be recognized and disposed of. (1)(2X4)(5)(7)
nozzle for gasoline or
kerosine must meet cer- Verify that the surface within the effective horizontal range of a fill noz-
tain requirements (VbF, zle for combustible liquids of Dangerous-Materials Classes AL, All, or B
Appendix II, 112.3(6)). is sufficiently impermeable and leakproof.

7-78. Small fuel Verify that small fuel dispensers [Kleinzapfgeraetel are used as dispens-
dispensers [Klein- ing equipment only if the contents of their containers does not exceed
zapfgeraete] may be used 100 L. (1X2)(4)(5)(7)
as dispensing equipment
only if the contents of
their containers does not
exceed 100 L (VbF,
Appendix U, 112.3(8)).

7-79. Automatic as Verify that automatic as pumps self-service disensing equipment have
pumps self-service fill nozzles that shut o automatically. (1X2X4X5X7)
d=spnsin equipment

must have fill nozzles
that shut off automati-
cally (VbF, Appendix If,
112.3(9)).

0
(1) DEC (DUe EaviýW C4=Wntor) (2) BC" (Due Civil OWEier) (3) BIPMO (Ceaw ]Pusb Jmqw Office) (4) LFM (Ligud Pddls

jUmmajt ) (5) BEE (Be Dkwviowm=W Engrme) (6) Dase Am Depun (7) De Convacming Offike (8) PoWr PlM&oMM (9)
AAFES (Aniy/Air Foiee Eudacse Somme) Savic Stab Mamw (10) Ganantng Avidws (01) Veawke lbaltabo* Shop
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NEUGLTORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUEIRE•NTS:

7-40. Automatic gas Verify that automatic gs pumps ae designed so thie transfer equip-
pups must be designed ment is automatically shut off after a certain amount has been dispensed.
sothat thraner equi (1)(2X4X5X7)
ment is a aly
shut off after a certain
amowit has been- ed (W, Appen-
dix U, 112.3(10)).

7-81. Signs bearing cer- Verify that clearly visible and easily legible signs are located in the area
ain information must be that indicate that: (1X2)(4X5)(7)
posted in the area. (VhF, - neither smoking nor external heating [Frmidheizung] is permitted
Appendix 11, 112.4). - that one may not fill up with the motor running are located in the

area.

General Provisions for
Permanent Tanks
(Metal or Nonmetal)

7-82. The walls of per- Verify that the walls of permanent tanks, whether of metal or not, meet
manent tanks, whether of the following requirements: (1)(2)(4X5X7)
mewa or not, must meet
certain requirements - tank walls we able to meet the mechanical, chemical, and thermal
(VbF, Appendix II, demands tat can be expected to be placed on them
120.2). - tank walls an impervious to the combuible liquids they may con-

tain wad to vapors generated by those liquids
- tank walls are age-resistant and fireproof
- tank walls are so designed that they do not give rise to electrostatic

charges.

7-83. Permanent tanks, Verify that permanent tanks, whether of metal or not, meet the following
whether of metal or not, requirements: (IX2X4X5)(7)
must meet certain
requirments (VbF, - tanks must be structurally souin and so designed that they are able
Appendix IL,1203). to meet the demands placed on them and remain free of leaks

- tanks must be resistant so the staic pressure of the liquid they con-
tain, to excess or reduced ssures that might rise in the course
of operato" and to external strains and influences

- if combustible lI of various Dageous-iMaterials Classes or
combustible liquids that coMd have dangerous by products if
mixed are stored together in a subdivided tank the compartments
must be separate such that the liquids ard their vapor cannot
interact.

(1) BEC (Brne Eaummud Coowator) (2) B• (3m Civil inpwner) (3) DFMO me Pd Mmapmm Off=e) (4) LFM (Liqid Pds
M-Ime) (5) BEE (11- Bwiomviummm EaSter) (6) 3m Re Dwea •a () Bat Contradiag Offe (8) Pow= Prodom (9)
AAFES (Amy/Air Nie Enebg Sawve) Sare Sot= MhmmW (10) Omwag Aairvilie (11) Vodbxbe Mimm.m Shop
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UEGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUiR•• NTS:

7-84. Permanent tanks Verify that permanent tanks ae met up on foundations and installed in
must be set up on founda- such a way that shifts and dips that could comrpmise the safety of the
tions and installed in such tanks or their equipment cannot occur. (IX2X4)(5X7)
a way that shifts and dips
that could compromise
the safety of the tanks or
their equipment cannot
occu (VbF, Appendix In,
120.4).

7-85. Tanks must have Verify that tanks have ventilation and pressure release equipment that
ventilation and pressure prevents dangerous overpressurerg or underpressures from arising.
release equipment that (IX2X4)(5)(7)
prevents dangerous over-
pressures or underpres-
sures from arsing(VbF.
Appendix H1, 120.5(1)).

7-86. Tanks must have Verify that tanks have such safety equipment as is nt;essary harmlessly. such safety equipment as to draw off airuvapor mixtures that arise in the course of filling.
is necessary harmlessly to (1)(2X4)(5)(7)
draw off air/apor mix-
tures that arise in the
course of filling (VbF,
Appendix 11, 120.5(2)).

7-87. Tank openings Verify that tank openings through which flames might be able to enter
through which flames the tank have valves that prevent flashback. (IX2X4)(5)(7)
might be able to enter the
tank must have valves (NOTE: This requirement does not apply to the openings of tanks in
that prevent flashback which explosive conditions can be expected not to arise given the cir-
(VbF, Appendix IU, cumstances, nor to those tanks that could suffer the explosion of air/vapor
120.5(3)). mixtures inside them without themselves exploding. Further, it does not

apply to the following:
- tank openings that are securely shut in the course of operation and

we so secure that no unintentional loosening of seals is possible
- lockable openings for manual gauging
- pug pipes for tanks with floating covers
- openings of floating cover the caps of which are opened only

when the cover rests on its supports.)

(1) BEC (a Eavi-mm-l Cofhnaior) (2) RCE (Base Civil Eng...,) (3) BFMO (Base Pwb MAft O(5cc) (4) LPM (iqid F•ls
Manmnace) (5) BEE (Saa Biomaviramsees Enginee) (6) Bse Rift Dqezpau (7) Ba.se C=.uai Office (S) Powa- a Fr0&Wf (9)
AAP!5 (Aimy/Air Pone , Lad.. 3 Service) Service Suta M m3 .. (10) Omeiasag Acdviti. (11) Vdkicle Wkiesenoe Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

aGWULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
1IEQUIRtENTS:

788. All tanks must be Very that all tanks m equipped with a device that indicates fluid level.
equippe. with a device (IX2X4X5X7)
that indicates fluid level
(VhF, Appendix 11. (NOTE: evel indicatios m not requird on aboveground tanks made of
120.5(4)). syntheti matria that is sufficiently tmpSnS t to allow the level of the

liquid to be visible.)

7419. All tanks must be Verify that all tanks am equipped with overflow )gvention devices that
equipped with overflow either sound an sarm or interrupt the process of g if an overflow is
prevention devices that going to occur. (1X2X4X5)(7)
either sound an alarm or
interrupt the process of
filling if an overflow is
going to occur (VbF,
Appendix UI, 120.5 (5)).

7-90. Any connection to Verify that any connection to a pipeline below the permissible liquid
a pipeline below the per- level of a tank has a shut-off device. (1X2X4X5X7)
missibi liquid level of a
tank must have a shut-off
device (VbF, Appendix
11, 120.5(6)).

7-91. All tanks must Verify that all tanks have at least one opening through which the tank
have at least one opening may be entered or inspected visually. (IX2X4X5X7)
through which the tank
may be entered or
inspected visually (VbF,
Appendix 11, 120.5(7)).

7-92. Pipelines that Verify that pipelines that conduct liquid and am par of the equipment of
conduct liquid and are tanks meet the following requirements: (IX2X4X5)(7)
pat of the e.uipment of
tanks we subject to cer- - such ae able to meet the mechanical, chemical, and ther-
tain requirements (VF, Mai d nd can be expected to be placed on them
Appendix 13, 120.5(g)). - suich pipelines; we unpervious to the combustible liquids they may

contain and to vqaors genebyed those liquids
- such pipelines amage-resistanam fiero
- such pipelines so designed that they do not give rise to elec-

trostatc charges
- such pipelines; must be mtucturaliy sound and so designed that they

we able to meet the demands placed on them and remain free of
leaks

- such pipelines must be resistant to the static pressur of the liquid
they contain, to excess or reduced ssres that arise in the
coure of operation, and to extern and influences.

(1) BEC (ODhm javimmmnWd Comlimor) (2) BM Ma Civil Bnmw) (3) DBPWO (Dowe 3m Iiugmat Off=-.) (4) LFM 0.q~d Fels
Muumac) (5) DEE (Ba Dund mWvi mu, wnr) (6) Due F Do, m (7) Dut C.mh Offime (8) po pmombm (9)
AAFES (Amy•Air Foam Eamnp Service) Sas Sm Minmv (10) Gminenig Aadviw (11) Vabde hbiomafs Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPOL MANAGEMENT

Gm'm

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQU3EM T:

7-93. All tanks must Verify that all tanks have m ufacumer's piards that give all the infor-
have maufacturers ph- mation necessay to distinguish them. (IX2X4X5X7)
cards that give all the
information necessary to
distinguish them (VbF,
Appendix U, 120.6).

Permanent Tanks
(Metal or Nonmetal)
with Interior
Overpressure

7-94. Permanent tanks Verify that permanent tanks with interior overpressure ame equipped with
with interior overpressure a device that allows the interior pressure to be monitored. (IX2X4X5X7)
must be equipped with a
device that allows the
interior pressure to be
monitored (VbF, Appen-
dix II, 120.7(1)).

7-95. Permanent tanks Verify that permanent tanks with interior overpressure have a safety dev-
with interior overpressure ice that prevents permissible pressures from being exceded, if penmissi-
must have a safety device ble pressures can indeed be exceeded. (IX2X4XS)(7)
that prevents permissible
pressures from being
exceeded, if permissible
pressures can indeed be
exceeded (VbF, Appendix
1I, 120.7(2)).

7-96. Tanks with inte- Verify that tanks with interior overpressure that may be opened in the
rior overpressure that course of operation have release eqwupment that can be operated by hand.
may be opened in the (IX2X4)(5)(7)
course of operation must
have release equipment
that can be operated by
hand (VbF, Appendix 13,
120.7(3)).

(1) EEC (Daf Eviwcmial Codinator) (2) BCE (Mim Qvil En&ow) (3) BFMO (om Psnb Mosaist Office) (4) LFM (liquid Pack
Majasmane) (5) BEE (Bue Bxm,,imntes Engineer) (6) 3B Hie Delpaenas (7) Dae Coambazag Office (9) Poweir PW&ubM (9)
AAFES (Anmy/Air Porce Exchmp Service) Serice Statio Manager (10) Gaaeeuing Acaivitwm (11) Vemcue bainmsms Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEIENT

Gerseav

EGULATOaRY REVIEWER CHECKS:

7-97. Timk in which it Verify dot uimks m which it is pomible tnt -inmrir overpeure
is possible tdot - inteior might rise but dht we not resistat to interior overpresmre we equipped
oveqiehe might aime with a device that prevents iumior overpressures ham arisng.
but do we not resistant (tX2X4XSX7)
to interior
must be equippdwi= a
device thin prevents ine,-
amsa _ VF Appendix
11. 126.7(4)).

Metal Pormanet
Tanks

7-98. Tanks that ae Verify that unks thatme made of materials that am not cmrsion-
made of materials that are resistant we protected against external coroion. (IX2X4X5X7)
not corosaion-resistat
must be proteced t
external monm W .
Appendix n, 121.1(1)).

7-99. The interior walls Verify that theierior walls of tanks have corrosion protection, if it is
of tanks must have corro- necessay given the nature of the material being stored. (I)(2X4X5X7)
snon pmtection under cer-
tain circumstances (VbF, (NOTE: Double-walled tanks we not subject to this requirement, nor are
Appendix U, 121.1(2)). those that am located in containment areas.)

Portable Comtalaers

7-100. The walls of Verify that the walls of portable containers, whether of metal or not,
portable containers, meet the following requirements: (1)(2X4X5X7)
whether of metal or not,
must meet certain - coniner walls me able o meet the medcaical, chemical, and
requirements (VbF. themal demands that cmi be expected to be placed on them
Appendix U.,143.2(1)). - container walls we impervious to the combustible liquids they may

contain and to vqmn gameaed by tose liquids
- container walls ae a resistant mad fireproof
- container waft ut so designed that they do not give rise to elec-

vuw~ic hawges.

(1) BEC (Om EauiinmmesaW Camtiamor) CZ) CI O(mn Ciwi 5ainu (3) DPW O O(. 3m b mpmt ofMot) (4) LFM (Liqud Pald
Mmem.nce) (5) DEE OSm li. immmW Eegmw) (6) Nmn Ji Dqumma (7) 3m Conswg ofotce (5) Povw PMdaMCc (9)
AAFES (AMYAyix NiMe rtbMg Savim) Sovie S3, m (10) GmS Advides (11) Vc1. hbemime SMP
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

German

UGtUATORY REVIEWER CHECKS-
IDQUlREMENTS:

7-101. Portable con- Verify that portable containers we lelkd with information on the
tainers must be iabelled dangers of the combustible liquids they comain. (IX2X4X5)(57)
with infination on the
dangers of the combusti-
ble liquids they contain
(VbF, Appendix 11.
143.2(2)).

Operational
Requirements

7-102. The installation Verify that the installation presents the content of dte applicable parts of
is required to meet cer- the Verordnung aeber brennbare Fluessigkeiten in a conprehensible form
tain educational require- to its employees. (1)(2X4X5)(7)
ments relevant to com-
bustible liquids (VbF, Verify that information on the content of the applicable parts of the
Appendix II, 180.1(1)). Verordnung ueber brennbare Fluessigkeiten is displayed in an appropriate

place in the work areas.

Verify that at least once a y the installation informs people who work
with combustible liquids i %the dners talat y arise in the couse of
storage, filling, or transferring atose liquids.

Verify that at least once a year the installation informs people who work
with combustible liquids of mesures for avoiding the dangers that may
arise in the course of storage, filling, or transferring those liquids.

7-103. Prescribed safe Verify that prescribed safety uipment is used, and that it is operated.

equipment must be used, inspected. and maintained such that it remains in working condition.
and it must be opAntl- (IX2sl4)(5)(7)inspected, anld nmaiiined
such that it remains in
waiong condition (VbF,
Appendix U1, 180.1(2)).

7-104. only certain p vithutr (2) ins. UCtion emp(oys only those pofession)(4 in the con-sons1 may be employed in strixtion, maintenance, repir., and cleaning of its facilities or parts of its
the maintenance, =ai, facilities who have the equpment that is necessary eD carry out the work
and cleaning of the intl safely. (IX2)(4XS)(7)
latios facilities (VbF,
Appendix UI, 180.1(4)).

(1) DEC (Base Envimnumial Comastiaor) (2) SM (]hu Civil llmpmwe) (3) BFWOMO (]wba ]l anedl nw Office) (4) UM~l aI.qmud ]Pael,

MhmWa-ce) (5) SEE 0SAW BWWW=DMS Biesr) (6) D.e Fin Dqmwat (7) 3m Coeuaclig Office (8) Poer Prmdacm (9)
AAFES (Azmy/Au F-Exchmge Savc) Savice Satom Mar (10) Gmest•m Aavdm (11) Velick hk moms m Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

RGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIMEMENTS:

Opemtmall
Rqufru1Memift for

7-105. Containers must Verify doi filling of containers is caried out in such a way that the con-
not be over-filled (VbF, aine are not over-filled. (IX2X4X)(S7)
Appendix U. 180.2(l)).

7-106. Filing of con- Verify tha filling of containers is carried out in such a way that electros-
miners must be caried tatic charges we not produced. (IX2X4X5X7)
out in such a way that
electrostatic charges are
not produced (VbF,
Appendix 1U, 180.2(2)).

7-107. Cerain max- Verify that the ovepressure does not exceed 0.1 bar when filing tanks
inum overpresur limits that do not operase with interior pressure. (1X2X4X5X7)
must be observed when
filling tanks that do not (NOTE: When tanks without interior pressure that have been given an
operate with interior pjs- overpressure rating of at least 2 bar we being filled, overpressures up to
sure (VbF. Appendix IT, 0.5 bar are permissible.)
180.2(3)).

7-108. A gas displace- Verify that a gas displacement process is used if air/vapor mixturs that
mert procev s must be occur in the course of filling cannot be conducted away safely.
used if ak/vapor mixtures (1X2X4X5X7)
that occur in the course
of filling cannot be con-
ducted away safel (VbF,Appendix 71,180.%()).

7-109. The permissible Verify ta the permissible fill-level for containers is calculated so that
fill-level for cotainers the contaiers do not overflow and overressres that might complomise
must be calculated so that the liquid-tightness of the containers do not ise. (1X2X4X5X7)
dte containers do not
overflow and overpres-
sures that might
comprombe die liquid-
tightness of the contamers
do not wise (VbF,
Appendix U, 180.2(5)).

(1) DFC (3b. IEavimmiai Cowmno) (2) BCE (Dan Cvil E-sew) (3) DPWMO (%we -b MmqUpm Offce) (4) LFM (L•aqd NPa.

MaMinMae) (5) BEE (Dla 'me m BDaramta1i Eqw) (6) B..e Hn Dammw (7) B..ý Cma OffGce (S) Pow a oPi e (9)
AAFES (Amy/Air Faw a-dwis Swvwc) Saier Staid. banmq (10) Gm gAs Acivim (11) VWEi bbmuimuia Sbo"
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

7-110. Only noncom- Verify hat only noncombustible pases or those that do nol support
bustible gases or those combustion are used as pressura.s in the mixing or transfer of combusti-
that do not support ble liquids. (lX2X4XS)(7)
conbustion may be used
as pressurants in the mix- (NOTE: This restriction does not apply to the tanks of vacuum-pressure
ing or transfer of combus- tank trucks.)
tible liquids (VbF,
Appendix 1. 1802(6)).

7-111. Containers that Verify that containers that are taken out of service are secured in such
are taken out of service way that they do not pose a danger to workers or to third parties.
ae to be secured in such (1)(2X4X5X7)
way that they do not pose
a danger to workers or to
third parties (VbF,
Appendix 11, 1801.(7)).

Additional Operational
Requirements for. Permanent Tanks

7-112. Openings for Verify that openings for manual gauging are ed only for manual
manual gauging may be gauging or for the taking of samples. (1X2X4X5)7)
opened only for manual
gauging or for the taking (NOTE: Openings for manual gauging may not be opened while tanks
of samples (VbF. Appen- are being filled.)
dix 11, 180.3(1)).

Additional Operational
Requirements for
Transport Containers

7.113. Neither tanks Verify that neither tanks nor parts of tanks are used alternately for tran-
nor pars of tanks may be sporting gasoline or kerosine and then for transporting such liquids as can
used alternately for tran- be pumped only after they have been warmed. (IX2X4)(5)(7)
sporting gasoline or kero-
sine and then for tran-
sporting such liquids as
can be pumped only after
they have been wamed
(VbF, Appendix U,
180.4(1)).

(1) BEC (Dme Envi.•mnenta Coordinator) (2) BCE (B3se Civil EaSmet) (3) BFMO (Base Pues Maaaginai Office) (4) LPM a(lvqd Poels
Maintemance) (5) BEE (Suae Biomvircamenal Engineer) (6) Base PFi Depamneu (7) ]me Canuatiq Offie (8) Power Produedon (9)
AAPES (Army/Air Fome Exchange Service) Service Station Mager (10) Genainag Aetivitim (11) Vehicle Maintennce Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEPENTO

Gomm

GUIATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
ItQURIJEMNTS:

7.114. Liquids that may Verify that liquids that may conmprnise safety equipment wre not tran-
comwomisen ofe,• equip- spored in tanks or parts of tanks. (1X2X4XSX7)
meat may nom Onw-
spoed i tanks or prts
of wiks (VbF. AppendixII, 130.4(1)).

Operational
Re q•uJmat for
Filing Stations

7.115. Fuels may be Verify that fuels ae dispensed at filling stations into suitable containers
dispensed at filling sta- only. (1X2X4X5)(7)
tions into suitable con-
ainers only (VbF,

Appendix H1, 180.5(1)).

7-116. No smoking is Verify that no smoking takes place in work areas of filling stations.
permitted in work areas (1×2X4X5X7)
of filling stations (VbF,
Appendix II, 180.5(2)).

7-117. A motor vehicle Verify that motor vehicles are filled with fuel only if the motor and
may be filled with fuel Fremdheizung are shut off. (1X2X4)(5)(7)
only if the motor and
external heating [Frem-
dheizung] are shut off
(VbF, Appendix U,
180.5(3)).

(1) DEC (3M.e ErvmmtuI Ccoqnst"r) (2) BCE (Owe Civil ]ea) (3) BPMO (ON- Pueas Mwa Offic) (4) LFM (lqud Puos
Maintmace) (5) BEE (B3m Diosnvibvmeo l Enqer) (6) BDe. FAn Deuamw (7) Bss Cmnudg Office (S) P•wer Prodwiom (9)
AAFES (Azmy/Ai Pamcelxcmg e avme) Servim Stao Mainq (10) Omiiasg Aadvtine (11) VWkice NIman Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUOIRENTS:

DIESEL FUEL
AND FUEL OIL

7-118. Equipment for Verify that equipment for tru•sering combustible liquids can be shut
tunlfering combustible down in an emergency from a location that can be reached quickly and
liquids must be able to be without hindrance. (IX2X4X5X7)
shut down in an emer-
gency from a location
that can be reached
quickly and without hin-
drance (VbF, Appendix
11, 200.2).

7.119. Facilities for the Verify that &•cilities for the storage, filling, and transfer of combustible
storage, filling, and liquids have adequate fire protection equipmentL (1X2)(4)(5)(7)
transfer of combustible
liquids must have ade-
quate fire pro tion
equipment (Vbf, Appen-
dix 1n, 200.3(1)).

.7.120. Facilities for the Verify that facilities for the storage, filling, or transfer of combustible
storage, filling, or transfer liquids have access routes for firefighters that re so laid out and labelled
of combustible liquids that locations where fires are likely to occur can be reached quickly and
must have access routes unhindered. (1)(2)(4X5)(7)
for firefighters that are so
laid out and labelled that
locations where fires are
likely to occur can be
reached quickly and
unhindered (VbF, Appen-
dix U, 200.3(2)).

7-121. The connection Verify that the connection between tanks and parts of facilities to which
between tanks and parts they are conductively connected is arranged in such a way that no electri-
of facilities to which they cal currents can pass to them from the ground that could give rise to
ar conductively con- sparks that might cause ignition, to dangerous corrosion, or to endanger-
nected must be arranged meat of persons. (l)(2X4)(5X7)
in such a way that no
electrical currents can
pas to them from the
ground that could give
rise to spak that might
cause ignition, to
dangerous corrosion, or to
endangerment of persons
(VbF, Appendix II,
200.4).

(1) BEC (Baos Eavinmenal Ceooinator) (2) DCE (Bast Cvil Eagineer) (3) BFMO (Bae Nuels Managemet Office) (4) LFM aLqi Path
Maommano) (5) BEE (Base BDoviwnrnawmatal agmae) (6) Base Am Deparmen (7) Base Canaindg Office (5) PNwe P"cuaon (9)
AAPES (Army/Air FPow, Edimanp Service) Service Staba Mamnaer (10) Gemating Activitim (11) Vabid. Maintimanc Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

7-122. Gasoline and Verify that gasoline and kerosine are not stored together with EL fuel oil
kerosine may not be in a subdivided tank. (1X2X4)(5)(7)
sgored with EL~ fuel oil in
a subdivided tank (VbF,
Appendix U, 210.1(1)).

7-123. Combustible Verify that combustible liquids are stored in containers from which they
liquids must be stored in cannot escape, or wre stored in such a way that escaping combustible
containers from which liquids ran be contained, identified, and disposed of. (1)(2)(4)(5)(7)
they cannot escape, or
they must be stored in (NOTE: This requirement does not apply to combustible liquids stored
such a way that escaping aboveground in very small quantities.)
combustible liquids can
be contained, identified,
and disposed of (VbF,
Appendix II, 210.1(2)).

7-124. Unauthorized Verify that unauthwrized persons do not have access to storage areas.
persons may not enter (1)(2X4)(5)(7)
storage areas, and an
easily legible, readily Verify that an easily legible, readily visible sign is posted to indicate that
visible sign must be access is forbidden to unauthorized persons.
present to indicate that
fact (VbF, Appendix U,
210.1(5)).

7-125. The quantities of Verify that the quantities of combustible liquids stored in storage rooms
combustible liquids stored are consistent with the storage area's fire load. (1)(2)(4)(5)(7)
in storage rooms are to
be consiset with the (NOTE: "Fire load" is not defined.)
storage area's fire load
(VbF, Appendix n1,
210.2(1)).

7-126. The walls, ceil- Verify that the walls, ceilings, and doors of storage rooms are at least
ings, and doors of storage fire-resistant and awe built of noncombustible materials. (12)X4)(5)(7)
rooms must at least be
fire-resistant and must be
built of noncombustible
materials (VbF. Appendix
11, 210.2(2)).

(1) BEC Oboe EavimmmwAl Comdoiuor) (2) SCE M(De Civil rlniamu) (3) BFMO (Mrme Fb Mumamaa o0(5) (4) LPM (Liqud Pais
MlatmUaacc (5) BEE (an. DWiovamumal BEnginm.) (6F ue F Daptm (7) Base Ceaftmag Office (8) Pow•. Poothmc (9)

AAFE sy/Air oze- DE-mange Savuce) Sav= Sutm Ma•Sg (10) Gamzrtg Actvitin (11) Vabinc Jshitnasa Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUEMENTS:

7-127. Storage rooms Verify thaotraoge rooms are separated fom other rooms by fireproof
must be separated from walls. (1X2X4X5)(7)
other rooms by fireproof
walls (VbF, Appendix 11,
210.2(3)).

7-128. If gasoline or Verify, if gasoline or kerosine is stored outdoors together diesel fuel or
kerosine is stored out- fuel oil in aboveground tanks, that there is sufficient distance between
doors together with diesel tanks to allow for effective firefighting. (1)(2)(4)(5X7)
fuel or fuel oil in
aboveground tanks, there
must be sufficient dis-
tance between tanks to
allow for effective fire-
fighting (VbF, Appendix
II, 210.3).

7-129. The capacity of Verify that the capacity of containment areas is sufficiently great that
containment areas is to be what is stored in the area cannot escape the containment area.
sufficiently great that (1X2X4)(5)(7)
what is stored in the area
cannot escape the con-
tainment area (VbF,
Appendix DI, 210.1(3)).

7-130. Containment Verify that containment areas are built of nonflammable materials and
areas must be built of are sufficiently impermeable and leakproof. (1)(2)(4)(5)(7)
nonflammable materials
and must be sufficiently
impermeable and leak-
proof (VbF, Appendix 13,
210.1(4)).

(1) DEC (Base Eanvirmmaital Coordimtor) (2) BCE (Base Civil Enoiesr) (3) BFMO (Bae Fuels Managmat Offioe) (4) LFM (Liqid Fuels
Mimrmaoe) (5) SEE (Sawe DionvimnmmW Engmnew) (6) Bae Firs Depsroma (7) Se Cmtraiag Office (8) Poerw Pmdoceo (9)
AAPES (ArmylAir Force Ezdamge Service) Service Sam Mager (10) Gomeralng Acivitwe (11) Vdu.e Mmnsimance Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

German

REULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

RHEINLAND-PFALZ
NOTIFICATION

7-131. The lower-level Verify that the lower-level water amthority has been informed of plans to
water authority must be operate, shut-down, or modify the operation of facilities that handle or
infomed of plans to transfer substances harmful to water, or of the sto"a.e, filling, or transfer
operate, shut-down, or of such substancs in the absence of full-fledged facilities. (1X2X5)
mo=f the operation of
facites that handle or (NOTE: Aboveground storage tanks for gasoline, fuel oil, and diesel fuel
transfer substances harm- with a capacity no greater than 1000 L that are not located in water pro-
fil to water, or of the tection areas or medicinal spring protection areas are not subject to this
storage, filling, or transfer requirement.)
of such substances in the
absence of full-fledged (NOTE: The information communicated to the lower-level water author-
facilities (Landeswasser- ity must include the plans and supporting documents that are necessary to
gesetz, Section 20(1)). evaluate the undertaking.)

(NOTE: If the plans are required by other regulations to be officially
approved or to have a permit or a license, notification under this provi-
sion is not required.)

RHEINLAND-PFALZ
PIPELINES

7-132. Pipelines for Verify that one can easily and dependably be made aware that there are
substances harmful to leaks in pipelines. (IX2)(3)(4)
water must meet certain
requirements (Anlagen- Verify that one can easily check safety equipment to be sure it is func-
verordnung, Section 4). tional.

Verify that all pipelines ae designed in such a way that they are pro-
tected against accidental damage.

(1) DEC (3b Eanvuimamitl Coced/utnr) (2) BCE (Bae Civil Enoag') (3) BFMO (B t sues MsWAme Off0ce) (4) LFM O.,qiM Fuels
Maiutmmne) (5) BEE (3m B'wDawinamamgl Ergic•a) (6) Bs Five Dqamwo (7) Due Couaating Offi (8) Powa Pmnxxio (9)
AAFES (AmyIAir Poe F.xcsage Servae) Sevice Swmio Mmgmer (10) Genwszt Ackvdm (II) Vdwek Muiaaamae Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

Guinan

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS: ____________________________

RHEINILAND.PFALZ
STORAGE1
DISPENSING AREAS

7-133. Facilities for the Verify tda fkcilities for the stoae, filing, and treatment of substanes
soame, filling, and treat- hawifuito water, as well as public facilities where such substances are
ment of substances harm- used, meet state standards with regard to their design, construction
ful to water, as well as materials, and cxosnion protection. (3X4X9)X10X1 1)
public facilities where
such subsumnes are used. (NOTE: These standards are speocified *in documents published in the
must meet state standaros Minsteriablatt by the Minister forAgriculture, Viticulture, and Forests,
with regard to their by dhe Minister for Social Affairs, Health, and Environmnent, and/or by
design. construction the Finance Minister of the State of Rtheinland-Pfalz. The documents
materials, and corrosion were not available at the time this manual was written.)
protection (Anlagen-
verordnung, Section 3(l)).

7-134. The suitability Verify, if the conditions of the definition wre not met, that the facility has
of facilities that are not been certified by the state. (3X4)(9X10)(lI)
of a simple or traditional
kind (see definitions) (NOTE: If only parts of facilities are not simple or traditional, the suita-Omust be certified by the bility of those parts only need be approved by the state.)
stare (Anlagenverordniung,
Section 5).

7.135. Areas where Verify that area where liquid substances that are harmful to water are
liquid substances that are regularly dispensed are designed in such a way that none of the substance
harmful to water are reg- can enter a surface water, a wastewater facility, or the ground if a Spill
Wlarty dispensed must be occurs. (3X4)(9)(10)(1 1)
designed in such a way
that none of the substance
can enter a surface water,
a wastewater facility, or
the ground if a spill
occurs (Anlagen-
verordnung, Section 14).

(1) DEC (Due Favirommntal Coordinator) (2) BCE (Due Civil Engineer) (3) DIFMO (Due Pods Manaomnmt office) (4) IFM (Liquid Paek
Manatmane) (5) DEE (Due Dcmiowrwamtl Engineer) (6) Dut ie PsDqpumiet (7) Due Coatracing Office (8) power Prouction (9)
AAPES (Amy/Air Force Exchange Senrce) survive staton Manager (10) Geneating Activitius (11) Vdehicle Mintanuot Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

Germ=

EGU•ATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REIREMENTS.___:

7-136. Facnities for the Verify td facilities for the storage of liquid msbstaces harmful 0o water
storage of liquid sub- always have a copy of the pmnphlet Detriebs- and Verha tensvorschriften
stances hamful to water fuer das Lagern wasuergefaehrdender fluessiger Swffe on hand near the
must always have a copy facility. (3X4X9X)(0X1I)
of the punphlet Betriebs-
wad Verhal- Verify that the personnel that man the facility are instrcted iW• the
tensvorschriften fuer das pamphlet's contents.
Lagern wa.ser-
gefaehrdender fliessiger
Stofe on hand near the
facility, and de personnel
that man the facility must
be instructed in its con-
tents (Anlagen-
verordnung, Section
16(2)).

7-137. certain facilities Verify that the following facilities are inspected by specialists:
for the storage. filling, (3X4X9XIOX11)
and treatnent of sub-
stances harmful to water, - facilities with underground storage tanks
as well as public facilities - facilities with aboveground storage tanks with a capacity greater
where such substances are than 40,000 L
used, must he inspected - underground ppelines, even if they ae part of a facility that need
by specialists (Anlagen- not itself be inspected
verordnung, Section - facilities that need to be certified for suitability.
18(1)).

(NOTE: This does not apply to storage facilities for liquids that need to
be heated before they can be pumped.)

(1) BEC O3m Em, m=Dai Co&nwr) (2) NCE Om OW Ufg•iaw) (3) SFO (Sas Pod MoinmW Off-) (4) Ls( (ALqd P•.s
uMew ) () BEE (0aa. 3,omWamm m a) (6) SDas H Dqwau tm (B-) Cam -g Office () Paw a Pwdoob (9)

AAFS ("An, Pam. lwsn Saw=.) Savae Suaftic iulmW (10) O48 q Aftvas (11) Vdk b tm Sh
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

German

RMULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUiREMENTS:

RHEINLAND-PFALZ
ACCIDENTS/ SPILLS

7-13& if a substance Verify, if a substance harmful to water is spilled or leaks in the course of
harmful to water is handling, filling, trafer, transpol, or while being soed, transferred, or
spilled or leaks in the e without facilities, and if the substance harmful to water enters
course o(f handling, fll- or is likely to enter a water, a wastewater facility, or the ground, that the
lin#, transer, transpot, or lower-level water authority or the nearest police authority is infoned
while being stored, immediately of the leak or spill. (1X2)(3X4 5)(X6)
transferred, or transported
without facilities, the
lower-level water author-
ity or the nearest police
authority must be
informed immediately, if
the substance harmful to
water enters or is likely
to enter a water, a waste-
water facility, or the
ground (Landeswasser-
gesetz, Section 20(7)).

7-139. In the event of Verify, in the event of an accident or a disruption of operations, that the
an accident or a disrup- operator of the facility halts operations and empties the facility immedi-
don of operations, de ately, if waters cannot be protected in any other way. (IX2)(3X4X5)(6)
operator of the facility
must immediately haitt
operations and empty the
facility, if waters cannt
be protected in any other
way (Anlagenverordnung,
Section 9).

7-140. Spilled fuel and Verify that spilled fuel and lubricants are disposed of in a way that does
lubricants must be not harm the environment. (1X2)(6)
disposed of in a way that
does not harm the
environment (Bau-
ordnung, Section 45(7)).

(1) DEC 03 In~vinoweoud Codvlr) (2) BCE (11me Civil Enilaw) (3) BPI, Mw PIamb Ximpm en Offwm) (41 LF (Liquid Fuels

mam.) (5) BEEOw Dmommol Enema) (6) Bow ie V qwwmw (7) Bm C c Ofm• (7) Powa Pmdaift (9)
AAFES (Amy/Air Sorce r,.hop Swvm) sevc Stdom ]•a.tr (10) Ge.mtkig Afv• (11) Vabick Udimmiam Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

Gera

ELGMATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
RBQU•MrNTS:

RHEINLAND.PFALZ
FACILITIES IN
PRIOTECTED AREAS

7-141. Substances Detenn whether the installaion's grounds encompass the catchment
harmful to water may not areas or most highly resticted zones of protected areas.
be stored in the catch. (IX2X3X4X9XIoxII)
mert areas or most highly
restricted zones of pro- Verify that no substances harmful to water are stored in such aras.
tecte areas (Anlagen-
v~erordnung. section
15(1)).

7-142. Facilities and Verify that any facilities and pipelines located in the less restricted zones
pipelines may be located of protecd aras are of a simple or traditional kind.
in the less restricted (IX2X3X4X9XIOXI1)
zones of protected areas
only if they are of a sim- (NOTE: The capacity of underground storage tanks in protected ar
ple or traditional kind may not exceed 40, L. and the capacity of aboveground storage tanks
(Anlagenverordnung, Sec- in such areas may not exceed 100,000 L.)
don 15(2)).

7-143. Facilities with Verify that facilities with aboveground storage tanks with a capacity of
aboveground storage mom than 1000 L that are located in protected areas are inspected.
tanks with a capacity of (IX2)(3X4X9XIOXIl)
more than 1000 L that
are located in protected (NOTE: Facilities with aboveground storage tanks for EL fuel oil or
areas must be inspected diesel fuel that have a capacity of up to 5000 L do not need to be
(Anlagenverordnung, Sec. inspected.)
uion 18(2)).

(1) BBC (3m. E iWainMD Co"06mtr) (2) BCE (m. eCiil lEgiiw) (3) IJFMO (hm.e k Nb inu Offimc) (4) LFM qid FW9el
Muialmnm) (5) SEE M4ft maomwowvinro " Inigw) (6) m. Ane Dqwumam (7) Bm. Cmamog Offie (8) Power Pm~mcbm (9)
AAFE.S (Amy/Air FtoeM E,-m' Service) svce Suatio WAmr (10) Octwog Anevs = (01) Vedkke XboUnemaf Shop
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Table 7-1

Classification of Substances Harmful to Water

(NOTE: The WGK designates the degree to which a substance is considered to be harmful to water.
The scale runs from 0 to 3; substances in Class 3 are extremely harmful to water, those in Class 2 are
considered harmful to water, substances in Class I are considered moderately harmful to water, and
those in Class 0 are generally considered not harmful to water.)

Name ID-Number WGK

Acephat 677 2
Acetaldehyde I I
Acetamide 2 1
Acetanhydride 3 1
Acetic acid (>25%) 93 1
Acetic acid 2-ethoxyethyl ester 106 1
Acetic acid n-amyl ester 17 1
Acetic acid n-butyl ester 42 1
Acetic acid n-propyl ester 178 1
Acetic acid tert.-butyl ester 43
Acetic acid cyclohexyl ester 66 1
Acetic acid isobutyl ester 133 1
Acetic acid isopropyl ester 136 1
Acetic acid phenyl ester 171 2
Acetic acid vinyl ester 203 2
Acetoacetic ester 4 1
Acetoacetic methyl ester 5 1
Acetone 6 0
Acetone cyanhydrin 7 3
Acetonitrile 8 2
Acid sludge 333 3
Acrolein 9 2
Acrylic acid 11 1
Acrylic acid-2-ethylhexyl ester 13 1
Acrylic acid-n-butyl ester 12 1
Acrylic acid ethyl ester 208 2
Acrylic acid methyl ester 147 2
Acrylonitrile 10 3
Adipic acid 474 0
Adipic acid nitrile 209 1
Aldrin 464 3
sek.Alkan(C13-C17)sulfonates 663 2
Alcohol ether sulfates C12-C18.2-3 mol EO, sodium salts 665 2
Alcohol ethyl oxylates 670 2
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Table 7-1 (cendaed)

Name ED-Number WGK

Alkyl benzol sulfonates (CI0-C14), linear 449 2
Alkylbenzyl (CS-CI8) dimethyl ammonium chloride 599 3
Alkylolamides 673 2
Ally) alcohol 444 2
Allylamine 14 2
Allyl ammonium chloride 525 2
Allyl chloride 15 2
N-allyl thiocarbamide 16 1
Aluminum chloride 507 1
Aluminum hydroxychloride 508 I
Aluminum nitrate 509 1
Aluminum phosphide 551 2
Aluminum sulfate 486 1
Ammonia 211 2
Ammonium arsenate 289 3
Ammonium chloride 213 I
Ammonium dichromate 290 3
Ammonium ferrous (1U) sulfat 513 1
Ammonium fluoride 292 1
Ammonium hexafluorosilicate 544 2
Ammonium hydrogen fluoride 292 1
Ammonium hydrogen sulfate 293 1
Ammonium molybdate 637 1
Ammonium nitrate 212 1
Ammonium perchlorate 294 1
Ammonium picrate 295 2
Ammonium sulfate 296 1
Ammonium sulfide 297 2
Ammonium thiosulfate 193 1
n-amylalcohol 18 1
ten. amylalcohol 19 1
Aniline 20 2
Aniline hydrochloride 298 2
Anisole 21 2
Aqua regia 353 2
Arsenic acid 301 3
Arsenic pentoxide 300 3
Arsenic trioxide 299 3
Arsine 214 3
Aazine 24 2
Azinphos-ethyl 627 3
Azinphos-methyl 628 3
Azocyclotine 534 3
Barium chlorate 302 2
Barium chloride 25 1
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Table 7.1 (continued)

Name ID-Number WGK

Barium cyanide 303 3

Barium nitrate 304 1
Barium oxide 305 1

Barium perchlorate 306 1
Barium peroxide 307 1

Barium sulfate 307 1
Bentazon 711 2

Benzaldehyde 26 1

Benzene 29 3

Benzene sulfonyl chloride 215 1
Benzine 27 1
Benzoic acid 30 1
Benzonitrile 31 2

Benzotrichloride 32 1
Benzyl alcohol 216 1
Benzyl chloride 33 2
Beryllium nitrate 34 2

Bis-(tributyl tin)-tetrachlorophthalate 565 3
Bitumen 326 0
Boric acid 315 1

Bromophos 617 3
Bromophos ethyl 618 3

1,3-butadiene 218 2

n-butane 561 0

n-butanol 39 1
sec-butanol 40 1

tert-butanol 219 1
(2-butoxiethyl)acetate 592 1
Butoxypolyethylene/-propylene glycol 563 1

n-butyric acid 41 1
n-butylaldehyde 48 1
n-butylamine 44 1
n-butyl ammonium chloride 527 1

tert-butylbenzene 45 1
Butyl thiostannic oxide 578 1

Cadmium nitrate 49 3

Cadmium sulfate 564 3
Calcium arsenate 360 3
Calcium arsenite 316 3

Calcium carbonate 317 0
Calcium chlorate 318 2
Calcium chloride 220 0
Calcium cyanide 319 3
Calcium hydroxide 320 1
Calcium nitrate 321 1
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Table 7-1 (comeaned)

Name ED-Number WGK

Calcium oxide 322 1
Calcium perchlorate 323 1
Calcium peroxide 324 1
Calcium sulfate 325 0
E-caprolactam 221 !
Carbaryl 50 2
Carbon bi- or disulfide 183 2
Carbon dioxide 256 0
Carbon monoxide 257 0
Carbon tetrachloride 189 3
Carbonic acid 354 0
Catechol 536 2
Cetyl pyridinium chloride 601 3
Cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide 600 3
Chlorine 223 2
4-chloro-2-nitro-aniline 706 2
4-chloro-3-methylphenol 231 2
2-chloro-6-trichloromethylpyridine 539 2
Chloral hydrate 51 2
Chloralkane (C1O-C13) 649 3
Chloramine T 640 2
2-chloraniline 694 2
3-chloraniline 695 2
4-chloraniline 224 2
Chlorfenvinphos 631 3
Chlorhexidine 602 3
2-chlornitrobenzene 710 2
3-chlornitrobenzene 709 2
4-chlornitrobenzene 233 2
Chloroacetic acid 227 2
Chloroacetic methyl ester 228 2
Chlorobenzene 53 2
2-chlorobenzoic acid 225 2
4-chlorobenzoic acid 226 2
2-chloroethanol 229 3
Chloroform 54 3
Chlorohydrosilicons 557 1
1 -chloronaphthalene 232 2
2-chlorophenol 234 2
Chlorosulfonic acid 236 2
Chlorpyrifos 622 3
Chlorthiophos 619 3
2-chlorotoluene 55 2
4-chlorotoluene 237 2
3-chlorpropionic acid 633 3
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Table 7-1 (continued)

Name ID-Number WGK

Chromic-sulfuric acid mixture 327 3

Chromium trioxide (chromic acid) 328 3

Chromyl chloride 329 3

Citric acid 57 0

Cobalt (Uf) sulfate 521 2

Cobaltous chloride 493 2

Cobaltous nitrate 520 2

Copper arsenite (D1) 355 3

Copper arsenite (11) acetate 356 3

Crotonaldehyde 239 3

Crude oils (easily liquefiable) 440 2

Crude oils (viscous and solid) 439 1

Cumcne 58 !

Cumene hydroperoxide 59 2

Cupric chlorate (I1) 357 2

Cupric chloride (11) 359 2

Cupric sulfate (11) 141 2

Cuprous chloride (1) 358 2

Cycloheptane 61 !

Cycloheptene 62 1
Cyclohexane 63 1

Cyclohexanol 240 1

Cyclohexanone 64 1

Cyclohexene 65 1
Cyclohexylamine 67 1
Cyclohexyl ammonium chloride 529 1
Cyclopentane 478 1
Cyclopentanol 68 1
Cyclopentanone 69 1

Cyfluthrin 678 3
Cyhexatin 451 3

Cypermethrin 679 3
p,p'-DDD 465 3

p,p'-DDE 466 3

p,p*DDT 70 3
n-decanol 71 1

Deltamethrine 680 3
Demeton-S-methyl 655 3
Demeton-S-methylsulphon 607 2
[= Demeton-S-methyl sulfoxide?]
Di-n-butyl amine 593 1
Di-n-butyl ammonium chloride 610 1

Di-n-butyl ether 73 2

Diacetone alcohol 72 1
Dialifos (= Dialifor?] 629 3
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Table 7.1 (ewudaued)

Name ID-Number WGK

Dialkyl(C16-CIB)dimethyl ammonium chloride 674 2
Diazinon 609 3
I ,2-dibromomethane 241 3
2,3,-dbromopropyl alcohol-I 242 2
Dibutyl tin bis-Qthioglycolic acid isooctyl ester) 530 2
Dibutyl tin dichloride 499 2
Dibutyl tin difluonide 528 2
Dibutyl tin dilaurate 526 2
Dibutyl tin maleinate 472 2
Dibutyl stannic oxide 445 2
2.3-dichloroaniline 696 3
2,4-dichloroaniline 697 3
2,5-dichloroaniline 698 3
2,6-dichloroaniline 699 3
3,4-dichloroaniline 700 3
I ,2-dicblorobenzene 74 2
I ,3-dicblorobenzene 641 2
I ,4-dichlorobenzene 642 2
Dichioroacetic acid 243
I ,24dchloroethane 102 3
Dichlorometbane 149 2
2,3-dichlorophenol 75 3
2,4-dichlorophenol 244 3
I .2-dichloropropane 446 3
2.3-dichloropropylene 246 3
I ,3-dichloropropylene (cis and trans) 245 3
Dichlorvos 632 3
Dicyandiamide 247 1
Didodecyl tin bis-(thioglycolic acid isooctyl ester) 574
Didodecyl tin dichloride 572 1
Didodecyl stannic oxide 573 1
Dieldrin 467 3
Diesel fuel 76 2
Diethanolamine 77 1
Diethanol ammonium chloride 531 1
Diethyl amine
Diethyl ammonium chloride 4471
I ,24dethylbenzene 78 2
Diethylene glycol 79 0
Diethylene, glycol mono-n-butyl ether 46 1
Diethylene glycol monoethyl ether 101 1
Diethyl ether 801
Diisobutyl ketone 591 1
Diisopropyl amine 614 2
Diisopropyl ammonium chloride 605 2
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Table 7-1 (continued)

l eName rn-Number WGK

Diisopropyl ether 5981
Dimethoate 249 3
Dimethylamine 250 2
Dimethyl ammionium chloride 4571
2,34dmethylaniline 596 2
2.4-dimethylaniline 82 2
3,4-dimethylaniline 595 2
Dimethyl ether 714
Dimethyl formamide 83 1
2,2-dmethyl propane 463 0
Dimethyl tin bis-(thioglycolic acid isooctyl ester) 575 2
Disodium hydrogen phosphate 330 1
2,4-dinitroanilin 704 2
1 ,2-dinitrobenzene 708 3
1 ,3-dinitrobenzene 84 3
I ,4-dnitrobenzene 707 3
2,4-dinitrotoluene 251 3
2,5-dinitrotoluene 645 3
2,4-dinitrotoluene 646 3
Dinoseb 85 2
Dioctyl tin bis-(thioglycolic acid isooctyl ester) 571 2
Dioctyl tin dichloride 569 2
Dioctyl stannic oxide 570 2
1 ,-dioxane 86 2
Dipentene 87
Diphenyl ether 88 2
Diphenyl methane 89 2
Diphenyl methane diisocyanate 6351
Disulfuric acid (Oleum) 331 2
Disulfoton 620 3
n-dodecylbenzene 901
n-dodecylhydrogen sulfate, sodium salt 911
Dodecyl stannic acid 584 1
EL fuel oil 119 2
cxl-endosulfan 468 3
Endrin 469 3
EOIPO addition compounds of fatty alcohol 672 2
Epichlorohydrin 92 3
Ester tin 587 2
Ethanol 96 0
Ethanolamine 94 1
Ethanol ammonium chloride 533 1
Ethephon 689 2
Etboprophos 680 3
Ethyl n-amyl ketone 981
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Table 7-1 (conmtinued)

Name ID-Number WGK

Ethylamine 97 1
Ethyl ammonium chloride 558 1
n-ethylaniline 252 2
Ethyl benzene 99 I
Ethyl butyrate 100 1
Ethylenediamine 103 2
Ethylenediamine hydrochloride 535 2
Ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid and Sodium salts 104 2
Ethylene glycol 105 0
Ethylene glycol mono-n-butyl ether
Ethylene glycol monomethyl ether 107 1
Ethyleneimine 108 3
Ethylene oxide 253 2
2-ethylhexanol-I 134 2
2-ethylhexylamine- 1 109 2
2-ethylhexyl ammonium chloride 537 2
Ethyl polysilicate 488 1
Fatty acids of tall oil 692 2

Fatty acids that are saturated and
have linear carbon chains and that
have an even numbered carbon chain,
a number of carbons greater than or
equal to 14, and a final carboxyl
group 657 1

Fatty acids that are unsaturated and
have linear carbon chains and that
have an even numbered carbon chain,
a number of carbons between 16 and 18,
and a final carboxyl group 659

Fatty alcohol esters/Fatty acid esters
saturated and unsaturated that have
an even number of linear carbon chains,
where the number of carbons in the
Alkohol- und Fettsaeurerestes is
is greater than or equal to twelve,
and that have a final carboxyl- or
OH-group of Fettsaeure- und Alkohol-
rest 672 2
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Table 7.1 (continued)

Name ID-Number WGK

Fatty alcohols saturated with an
even-numbered carbon chain, a number
of carbons greater than or or equal
to 12, and a final OH-group 658 0

Fenbutatin oxide 532 3

Fenpropathrin 681 3

Fenthion 616 3

Fenvalerat 682 3
Fluoroacetic acid 162 2
Formaldehyde 112 2

Formic acid 210 1
Fuel oil, heavy 443 1

Furfural 113 2
Furfuryl alcohol 114 1
Gasolines 204 2
Glutaraldehyde 712 2
Glycerin 116 0
Glycerin diester 691 0
Glycerin monoester 690 1
Glycolic acid n-butyl ester 117 1
n-heptane 120 1
n-heptanol- 1 121 1
n-heptene- 1 122 1
Heptenophos 651 3
Hexachlorobenzene 470 3
Hexachlorobutadiene 123 3
Hexafluorosilicic acid 491 2

n-hexane 124 1
n-hexanol- I 125 1
n-hexanol-2 126 1
n-hexanol-3 127 1
Hydrazine 130 3
Hydrogen bromide 217 1

Hydrogen chloride 238 1

Hydrogen cyanide 309 3

Hydrogen fluoride 254 1
Hydrogen iodide 332 1
Hydrogen peroxide 288 0
Hydrogen phosphide 277 2

Hydrogen selenide 284 3

Hydrogen sulfide 283 2
Hydroquinone 128 2

Hydroquinone monomethyl ether 129 1
Imidazole salt 675 2
Iodine 492 1
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Table 7-1 (continued)

Name ID-Number WGK

Iron (I1) chloride 524 1
Iron (II) sulfate 514 1
Iron (W) chloride 515 1
Iron (M) nitrate 516 1
Isomnyl alcohol 597 1
Isobutane 562 0
Isobutyl alcohol 131 1
Isobutyric acid nitrile 132 2
Isofenphos 683 3
Isopentane 648 1
Isopropyl alcohol 135 1
Jet fuels 139 2
Lead (II) acetate 36 2
Lead (II) arsenate 310 3
Lead (H) arsenite 311 3
Lead (II) cyanide 312 3
Lead (I1) nitrate 313 2
Lead (U1) perchlorate 314 2
Lead tetraethyl 35 3
Lead tetramethyl 538 3
Lignite tar 496 3
Lindan 143 3
Linuron 258 2
Lubricating oils (Grundoele, unlegierte[?]) 435 1
Lubricating oils (legierte, soluble) 437 3
Lubricating oils (legierte, insoluble) 436 2
Magnesium arsenate 361 3
Magnesium chlorate 362 2
Magnesium chloride 259 0
Magnesium hexafluorosilicate 518 2
Magnesium nitrate 363 1
Magnesium perchlorate 364 1
Magnesium peroxide 365 0
Magnesium phosphide 552 2
Magnesium sulfate 366 0
Malathion 615 3
Maleic acid 260 1
Maleic dnhydride 261 1
Manganous chloride (U) 494 1
Manganous sulfate (I1) 522 1
m-cresol 140 2
Mercaptane 144 3
Mercury 393 3
Mercuric acetate 394 3
Mercuric arsenate 395 3
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Table 7-1 (conmoued)

Name ID-Number WGK

Mercuric benzoate 396 3
Mercuric bromide 398 3
Mercuric chloride 180 3
Mercuric cyanide 400 3
Mercuric diamminchloride 401 3
Mercuric disulfate 402 3
Mercuric gluconate 403 3
Mercuric iodide 404 3
Mercuric nitrate 406 3
Mercuric oleate 407 3
Mercuric oxide 408 3
Mercuric oxide cyanide 409 3
Mercuric salicylate 410 3
Mercuric sulfate 412 3
Mercuric thiocyanate 413 3
Mercurous bromide 397 3
Mercurous chloride 399 3
Mercurous nitrate 405 3
Mercurous sulfate 411 3
Mesityl oxide 262 1
Methacrylic acid methyl ester 154 1
Methamidophos 688 3
Methanol 145 1
Methidathion 653 3
2-methyl-4-nitroaniline 705 2
Methyl acetate 146 1
Methyl amine 263 2
Methyl ammonium chloride 459 1
2-methylaniline 195 2
3-methylaniline 453 2
4-methylaniline 693 2
Methyl bromide 264 3
Methyl chloride 265 2
2-methyl cyclohexanone 148 1

a-methyl ester sulfonates
C12-C18, sodium salt 668 2

Methyl ethyl ketone 150 1
2-methylfuran 151 1
Methyl isoamyl ketone 152 1
Methyl isobutyl ketone 137 1
Methyl isothiocyanate 266 3
Methyl mercaptan 267 3
Methyl propyl ketone 590 1
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Table 7-1 (condmued)

Name ID-Number WGK

Mevinphos 633 3
Monobutyl tin trichloride 579 1
Monobuytl tin tris-(thioglycolic acid isooctyl ester) 580 1
Monododecyl tin trichloride 585
Monododecyl tin tris-(thioglycolic acid isooctyl ester) 586 !
Monolinuron 157 2
Monomethyl tin tris-(thioglycolic acid isooctyl ester) 576 2
Monooctyl tin trichloride 582 1
Monooctyl tin tris-(thioglycolic acid isooctyl ester) 583 1
Morpholine 158 2
Naphthalene 269 2
Nickel (H) chloride 159 2
Nickel (I) nitrate 387 2
Nickel (13) nitrite 388 2
Nitrating acid 389 2
Nitric acid (Other than fuming) 414 1
Nitric acid (Fuming) 415 2
Nitrilotriacetic acid and sodium salts 160 1
2-nitroaniline 702 2
3-nitroaniline 703 2
4-nitroaniline 162 2
2-nitroanisol 647 2
Nitrobenzene 163 2
Nitroethane 588 2
Nitrogen dioxide & monoxide 285 1
Nitromethane 589 2
Nitrosyl chloride 271 2
2-nitrotoluene 164 2
3-nitrotoluene 643 2
4-nitrotoluene 644 2
4-nonyl phenol (mixture of branched isomers) 272 2
Nonyl phenol ethoxylate 671 2
n-octane 479 1
n-octanol- 1 165 i
n-octene-1 480 1
Octyl stannic acid 581 1
u-olefin sulfonate C14-C18 666 2
Omethoat [= omethioate f folimat?] 273 3
Oxalic acid 166 1
Oxalic acid diethyl ester 81 1
Oxidemeton-methyl 608 3
Parafins (Waxes) 268 0
Parathion ethyl 167 3
Parathion methyl 274 3
Pentachlorophenol 275 3
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Table 7-1 (continued)

Name ID-Number WGK

Pentaerythrite 276 1
n-pentane 452 1
2.4-pentandion 168 1
Perchloric acid 390 1
Permethrin 683 3
Petroleum (130/290) 442 1
Petroleum coke 433 0
Petroleum-based naphtha (180/210) 441 1
Phenol 170 2
Phosalon 630 3
Phosphamidon 652 3
Phosphor anhydride 391 1
Phosphoric acid 392 1
Phosphoric acid tri-n-butyl ester 196 2
Phosphoric acid triethyl ester 456 1
Phoxim 686 3
Phthalic acid 481 0
Phthalic acid benzyl-n-butyl ester 278 2
Phthalic acid diallyl ester 173 2
Phthalic acid diethyl ester 174 2
Picric acid 175 2
Pirimphos-methyl 676 3
Polyaldehydocarbon acids and sodium salts 639 1
Polychlorinated bi- and terphenyls 471 3
Polychlorinated naphthalenes 523 3
Polyethylene glycols 279 0

Polymer dispersions 662 1
[NOTE: This classification is
of limited validity only, a
fact which the revision of
the Catalogue will take into
account.]

Potassium aluminate 510 1
Potassium antimonate 22 1
Potassium antimonyl tartrate 334 2
Potassium arsenate 335 3
Potassium arsenite 336 3
Potassium carbonate 337 1
Potassium chlorate 52 2
Potassium chloride 230 0
Potassium cyanide 338 3
Potassium dichromate 339 3
Potassium fluoracetate 340 2
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Table 7.1 (Coatlnued)

Name ID-Number WGK

Potassium fluoride 341 1
Potassium hexacyanoferrate (11) 489 1
Potassium hexacyanoferrate (MI) 490 1
Potassium hexafluorosilicate 517 2
Potassium hydrogen fluoride 342 1
Potassium hydrogen sulfate 343 1
Potassium hydrogen sulfide 344 2
Potassium hydroxide 345 1
Potassium nitrate 346 1
Potassium nitrite 347 2
Potassium oxide 348 1
Potassium perchlorate 169 1
Potassium peroxide 349 1
Potassium sulfate 255 0
Potassium sulfide 350 2
Potassium tetracyanomercurate (11) 351 3
Potassium tetraiodomercurate (II) 352 3
Prometon 613 2
Propane 560 0
Propargyl alcohol 177 2
Propionic acid 483 i
Propionic acid ethyl ester 110 1
Propionic acid methyl ester 153 1
n-propyl alcohol 176 1
1,2-propylene glycol 280 0
Pyrazophos 624 3
Pyridine 179 2
Salicylaldehyde 181 2
Salicylic acid 281 1
Selenic acid 420 2
Selenium dioxide
Silanes (solid and liquid) 566 1
Silane (gaseous) 567 0
Silanols 568 1
Silicone A 542 1
Silicone B 543 1
Silver arsenite 421 3
Silver nitrate 185 3
Simazin 603 2
Soap 669 2
Sodium acetate 367 1
Sodium adipate 475 0
Sodium alkyl(C8-C20) sulfates 664 2
Sodium arsenate 23 3
Sodium arsenite 368 3
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Table 7-1 (contaued)

Name ID-Number WGK

Sodium azide 636 2

Sodium bromide 38 1

Sodium carbonate 222 1

Sodium chloroacetate 369 2

Sodium chlorate 370 2

Sodium chloride 270 0

Sodium chlorite 487 2

Sodium cyanide 60 3

Sodium dichromate 56 3

Sodium dihydrogen phosphate 371 1

Sodium fluoroacetate 372 2

Sodium fluoride 111 I

Sodium formiate [=sodium formate?] 373 1

Sodium hexafluorosilicate 519 2

Sodium hydrogen carbonate 374 0

Sodium hydrogen fluoride 375 1

Sodium hydrogen sulfate 376 1

Sodium hydrogen sulfide 377 2

Sodium hydroxide 142 1

Sodium iodide 138 1

Sodium molybdate 638 1

Sodium monoxide 380 1

Sodium nitrate 378 1

Sodium nitrite 161 2

Sodium oxalate 379 1

Sodium pentachlorophenate 381 3

Sodium perchlorate 382 1

Sodium peroxide 383 1

Sodium phenate 384 2

Sodium phthalate 482 0

Sodium propionate 484 1

Sodium selenate 385 2

Sodium selenite 184 2

Sodium succinate 477 0

Sodium sulfate 286 0

Sodium sulfide 188 2

Sodium sulfite 282 1

Sodium tetraborate 37 1

Sodium thiosulfate 386 0

Styrene 187 2

Succinic acid 476 0

Sulfosuccinic acid ester, sodium salt 667 2

Sulfotepp 687 3

Sulfur dioxide 416 1

Sulfur trioxide 417 2
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Table 7.1 (conmied)

Name ID-Number WGK

Sulfuric acid 182 1
Sulfurous acid 418 1
Tall oil 497 2
Terbufos 621 3
Terbutryn 612 2
Terbutylazin 604 2
Tetrabutyltin 498 3
Terachloroethylene 287 3
Tetraethyl silicate 450
Tetrahydrofuran 190 1
1,2,4,5-zetramethyl benzene 191 l
Tetraoctyltin 554 2
Tetraphenyltin 553 2
Thallium chlorate 422 2
Thallium (1) nitrate 192 2
Thallium (Ill) nitrate 423 2
Thallium sulfate 555 2
Thiabendazol 713 2
Thioglycolic acid 485 1
Tolclofos-methyl 685 3
Toluene 194 2
Toluene 2,4-diisocyanate 511 2
Toluene 2,6-diisocyanate 512 2
Tri-n-butyl amine 594 2
Tri-n-butyl ammonium chloride 611 2
Triazophos 625 3
Tributyl tin acetate 500 3
Tributyl tin aphthenate 548 3
Tributyl tin benzoate 546 3
Tributyl tin chloride 501 3
Tributyl tin fluoride 545 3
Tributyl tin linoleate 549 3
Tributyl tin oleate 550 3
Tributyl tin oxide 502 3
Tributyl tin phosphate 547 3
2,4,6-trichloroaniline 701 3
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 454 3
Trichioroacetic acid 197 1
1,1,l-trichloroethane 198 3
Trichloroethane 199 3
Triethylamine 556 1
Trichlorofluoromethane 448 2
Trichlorfon 634 3
2,4,5-trichlorophenol 455 3
2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid 200 3
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Table 7.1 (owdtued)

Name ED-Number WGK

1.1.2-trichlorotrifluoroehtane
Triethanolamine 201 1

Triethanol ammonium chloride 559 1

Trithethylene glycol 202 0
2.4.6-rmnercaptotriazin 540 2

2,4,6-trimercaptotriazin, trisodium salt 541 2

Trimethylamine 460 2

Trimethyl ammonium chloride 461 1

Trisodium phosphate 172 1

Triphenyl tin acetate 503 3

Triphenyl tin chloride 504 3

Triphenyl tin fluoride 505 3

Triphenyl tin hydroxide 506 3

Urea 118 1

Vanadium pentoxide 654 2
Vinyl chloride 462 2

Waste oils 438 3

White oils (according to DAB) 434 0

Xylene (all isomers) 206 2

Zinc ammonium nitrate 424 1

Zinc arsenate 425 3

Zinc arsenite 426 3

Zinc chlorate 427 2
Zinc chloride 207 1
Zinc cyanide 428 3
Zinc nitrate 429 1
Zinc peroxide 430 1
Zinc phosphide 431 2
Zinc sulfate 432 1
Zinc (H) chloride 495 1
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Table 7-2

Combustible i~quid Storage Facilities that Require a Permit (VbF, Section 9)

1. The trage faecilities listed in ft Molowing table require a permit.

Quantity Stored Quantity Se
(in Liters) (in Liters)
Al AU or

Location Type of Container over.. .up to over-.Up to

Stomage Rooms Above ar Bekowground Breakable Cauntiners 6W200O 200/1000
Other Continers 450/f1000 300fOWM

Outdoor Storage Areas for Aboveground
Containers Bresakabl Containers N/A 25/100

other Containers 450/1000 300YOOI)

Storaege Ameu for Undergrounid Tanks
Coveted by less than 0.8 m of soil N/A (V1000 ow00

istre Armu for Undergrourd Tanks
Cerdby at leas 0.8 mn of soil N/A 0/1O0M0 030,00

2.Fillng stations in enclosed areas Wn which a lotal of more dhan 1000 L of cmbustible liquids of. iagerous-M~aterials Classes Al. All, or B can be drawn off requite a permnit.

3. Filling stations for combustible liquids of Duigeous-Mamnals Chus AMi that we ia the same
enclosed are with filing statiomns in enclosed meas in which a tota of m than 1000 L of combusti-
ble liquids of Dusgerous-Merials Classes Al. AUl, or B cut be drawn off zequze a permit.

4. Outdoor filling stations for combustible liquids of Clam. Al, All, or 3 wasd osaloor Ming iooets
for combustible liquids of Class AMD that are coanected so filling stations for combustible liquids of
Classes Al, All, or B requite a parmniL

5. Tank stations require a pernit. except those that either store or dispense combustible liquids of Class
AMf eaclnively.

6. Pipelines for combustible liquids that extond beyond the vastallaiom's prounds and cos.ic fiwaciiis
diat weian dlose spwale and qieratimal relaonship to one wanohe sequire a permit.

7. Long-distance = pelnesquire a pvrmiL

L. Pennanent atidM tuAking faecilities, including Uuei pipelines and hydrient facilities, a punkL
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Table 7-2 (andaed)

(NTCY: V combuift liquds of Classes A. or 8 w siond kgedW with combwn k liquids of
Cbm Al. 5 L of Al or B iqid, mO €oflided equmi t l i I L ofr Al lhquid for the Pwprses of

fturng ails in t6 abov table. The ieva• number I t lirao s Bfr All c r liquids me d.en to be
added io thenamber oflin ofAl quids in Mar o arriw Mt oaL.)

(NOTE: Only onefifth of the qumims limed t the above tible ar ued whe demannn whehe or
not lo epon the mp of Class Al cnmbmible liquids whose fladhmm we lower don 125 °C.)
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Solid Waste Management



SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

A. Applicability

In the course of carrying out their missions on German soil, all installations
will of necessity produce solid waste. This section of the manual therefore
applies to all installations.

B. National Laws and Regulations

The laws of the Federal Republic of Germany that have to do with the manage-
ment of solid waste are not many, but the few there are have an extraordinarily
broad scope. The general principles of waste management as they flow from
the various Federal acts will be reviewed in what follows.

The Gesetz ueber die Venneidung rnd Enttorgung von Abfaellen
(Abfallgesetz -- AbfG) (Act on the Reduction and Management of Wastes
(Waste Act)) treats solid waste in general. The act articulates the twin princi-
ples that the production of solid waste is to be avoided and that what is pro-
duced is to be recycled if technically and economically feasible. Wastes are to
be collected, transported, treated, and stored in such a way that all possibilities
for recycling can be exploited. What cannot be recycled is to be disposed of in
such a way that

- people's health is not endangered and their well-being is not diminished
- useful animals, birds, wild animals, and fish are not endangered
- water, soil, and useful plants are not adversely effected
- air pollution and noise do not have adverse effects on the environment
- the concerns of nature protection, protection of the countryside, and city

planning are addressed
- the public safety is not endangered or disturbed in other ways.

The Waste Act draws an distinction between waste (which is destined to be
disposed of) and residual matea/ (which is destined to be recycled). This dis-
tinction based on ultimate disposition is accompanied by the general principle
that the provisions of the Waste Act apply also to so-called residual materials
until such time as the material or energy that is recovered from them re-enters
economic circulation.
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The Federal Waste Act gives a large part of the responsibility for regulating the
management of solid waste to the states. It is the states, for example, who are
charged with drawing up waste management plans that they may then declare
binding in whole or in part. The Federal Waste Act also allows the authorities
competent under state law to .exclude those solid wastes from disposal that,
given their kind or amount, cannot be disposed of with solid wastes that accu-
mulate in households. (See Pot C (below) for a discussion of these matters as
they relate to the management of waste in Rheinland-Pfal)

The states in turn task the counties or other smaller units of government with
waste management. Those units of government may themselves take care of
that responsibility, or they may hire private firms to do it for them. If both
methods of waste management happen to be available to a given installation, it
is left up to the given installation to work with the county to deermine which
means of management works most effectively, given the needs of the installa-
tion and the requirements of German law.

" The Verordnung ueber Betrlebsbeauftragte fuer Abfaelle mandates the
appointment of person(s) designated responsible for waste in a number of kinds
of facilities, but our clinics and hospitals are the only ones to whom it is appli-
cable.

Other Federal legislation may occasionally contain provisions relevant to the
management of solid wastes.

* The Bundes sionscutzgeuetz (BImScbG) (Federal Immission Control
Act) contains provisions on the proper handling of waste/residual materials after
the shutdown of certain kinds of facilities.

"* The Gesetz ueber die UmweltvertraegickeiLtspruefung (UVPG) (Environ-
mental Impact Statement Act) requires that environmental impact studies be
done prior to the construction of or substantial modification to certain types of
facilities under certain conditions. U.S. forces in Gemany are permitted to
subsLzte an environmental review for full-blown environmental impact state-
ments.

"* The Gesetz =r Ordoung des WaVmrbausbaits (WMserhaMhultagmtz -
WHG) (Water Resources Management Act (Water Resourc Act) establishes a
class of substances that are considered to be harmful to water. Waste or resi-
dual substances that are or contain substances harmful to water require special
treatment under the WHG. These substamnces are covered in Section 7 (POL
Management) of this manual.
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S C. State Laws and Regulations - Rbeinland.Pfalz

The Landeqsgeetz zur Ausfuehrung des Gestzes ueber die Verireidung und
Entsorgung von Abfaellen (Landesabfailgesetz - LAbfG) (State Act Imple-
menting the Act on the Reduction and Management of Wastes (State Waste
Act)) contains provisions that implement the Federal AbfG. In addition, the
State Waste Act for Rheinland-Pfalz does define in this act a class of so-called
"special waste" (Sonderabfialle) that, given what type it is and/or how much of
it there is, can be excluded from the ordinary management process. The State
Minister for Environment and Health is charged with establishing technical
guidelines that relate to when such waste is to receive special handling before it
is deposited with the parties charged with managing iL The parties charged
with managing special waste are named in a State Waste Management Plan.
Neither the technical guidelines issued by the State Minister for Environment
and Health nor the State Waste Management Plan could be taken into account
here.

No other state legislation relevant to the management of solid waste was
discovered.

. D. Key Compliance Definitions

"* Competent Authority - State governments or the agencies named by them deter-
mine who the competent authorities are, unless state law has already done so
(AbfG, Section 19). In Rheinland-Pfalz, the highest-level authority competent
for waste is the Ministry for Environment and Health. The higher-level author-
ity competent for waste is the district administration (Bezirksregienmg). The
lower-level authority competent for waste is the county council (Kreisverwal-
tung), as the lower-level authority of state administration. In cities that do not
belong to administrative districts (kreisfreie Staedte), however, the city adminis-
tration is the lower-ievel authority competent for waste. For the purposes of
the Federal Waste Act, the competent authority is the district administraon
(Bezirksregierung) (LAbfG, SeAtions 13(1) and 13(2)).

"* Special Waste (Rbeinland-Pfaiz only) - waste that is formally excluded from the
ordinary management process because of rhat kind it is or how much of it
there is (LAbfG, Section 3(1)).
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Wage - moveable goods or personal property that the installation wants to get
rid of or the proper disposal of which is necessary for the preservation of the
common good and the environment in particular. Moveable goods or personal
property that the installation hands ova to the entity responsible for its disposal
is considered waste (even in the event of recycling) until such time as it or the
energy obtained frm it is reintroduced into economic circulation (Ab/c, Sec-
tion 1(1)). (NOTE: Junked cars are considered waste.)

"* Waste Management - includes waste recycling and the depositing of wastes, as
well as the collection, transmort, handling, and storage that are necessary to
those activities (AbfG, Section 1(2)).

"* Waste Management Facilities - facilities or installations licensed for the treat-
ment, storage, and deposit of waste (AbfG, Section 4(l)). These are generally
always commercial or county-run firms.

"* Waste Recycling - the recovery of materials or energy from waste (AbfG, Sec-
tion 1(2)).

0
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SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

GUIDANCE FOR CHECKLIST USERS

REFER TO CONTACT THESE

WORKSHEET ITEMS: PERSONS OR GROUPS:(*)

AM Inualiatios 8-1 Ilmmgh 8-7 (IX2X3)

HospitWsinks 84 tumoh 8-11 OX3)

Ptnuined Facilities 8-12 and 8-13 (IX2)

Rheinland-Pfalz Solid Wante 8-14 through 8-17 (IX2)

(*)CONTACT/LOCATION CODE:

(1) BEC (Base Environmental Coordinator)
(2) BCE (Bn Civil Engineer)
(3) BEE (Biow~nmental Engineering)
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SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

Records to Review

"* Record of current nrnhazanlous solid waste management practices
• ocumetation of locations (map) and desiption of all

n~hazardous waste tratent, storage, and disposal
facilities CTSDFs)

"* Records of operational history of all active and inactive TSDFs
"* Environmental monitoring prcedures or plans
"* Records of resource recovery practices, including the sale of

materials for the purpose of recycling
"* Solid waste removal contracts and inspection records

Physical Features to Inspect

"* Resource recovery facilities
"* Incineration and land disposal facilities (active and inactive)
"• Areas where hazardous and nonhazardous wastes are disposed of
"* Construction debris areas
O Waste receptacles
* Solid waste vehicle storage and washing areas

Sources to Interview

"* BEC (Base Environmental Coordinator)
"* BCE (Base Civil Engineer)
"* BEE (Bioenvironmental Engineering)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

Germ

RMEULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

ALL INSTALLATIONS

8&1. Determine actions Detarmine if noncompliance issues have been resolved by reviewing a
or cdiges since cpryviou c of the previou report. (2)
review of solid wage
management (GMP).

8&2. Installations should Verify that copies of the foliowing federal laws and regulations we kept
maintain a file of German at the installation: (1X2)
laws and regulations that
pertain to waste manage- - Gesetz ueber die Vermeidwag wid Entsorgwag von Abfaeilen
ment (GMP). (Abfallgesetz - AbfG)

- Gesetz ueber die Unweltvertraeglichkeitspruefwag (UVPG)
- VerordAmug ueber Betriebsbeaifragte fuer Abfaeile.

Verify that copies of the following sate laws and regulations for
Rheinland-Pfalz are kept at the installation if appropriate:

-Landesgeserz rur Auwfuehrwng des Gesettes ueber die Vermeidung
wnd Entsorgung von Abfaeilen (Landesabfallgeset: - LANfG).

8.. If both commercial Iamine if both commercial and coity-run waste management opera-
and county-run wagte tions ame available to the installation. (1)(3)
management operanons
ae available to the instal- Verify that die installation has wo, d with the couny to detmine
laoiw, the installation which mamagement method will best meet its needs and die rquirments
should work with the of German law.
county to determine
which management
method will best meet its
needs and the require-
ments of German law
(GMP).

Ma4 Te production of Verify that the installation has a waste minimization progam in place.
waste is to be avoided. (IX3)
and whatever waste is
P r is to be ncy- Veria thtwhatever wase is oduc is being recycled if itis atedmi-
cled if tenically and cally amd economically feasibleso do 6o.
economically feasible
(AbIU. Section la).

(1) DEC (B= •Evimmul Coodnator) (2) BCE (Bin Civil Engi ) (3) BEE (Bkoawimem Eineer-

ins)
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COMP•LANCE CATEGORY:
SOLW WASTE MANAGEMENT

Gernas

RGMU.ATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
IIQUmIMAENTS: __________________________

84-. Waste tdot cannot Veriy that wae d cannot be recycld is being disposed of inm uch a
be rcycled is ID be way hat (1)(2)3)diposed of in a way dwa
takes imto account cai - people's health is not madangered and their well-being is iot

ific concern (AbG, diminished
2(I)). - useful animals, birds, wild animals, and fish we not endangered

- water, soil, and useful plants we not adversely affected
- air poludion and noise do not have adverse effects on the environ-meat
- the concens of nature potechmn, puection of the countryside,

and city planning we addrssed
- public safety is not endangered or disturbed in other ways.

8-6. An envronmental Verify that- environental review is filed prior to the cusmaction of
review must be filed prior or substantial modification to waste disposal facilities and facilities for
to construction of or sub- the utilization or tatment of waste. (1)2)
stantial modificaton to
certamin facilities (UVPG. (NOTM Subantial modification to the way such facilities me operaed
Section 3(1)). also quir that an environmental review be conducted.)

8-7. Waste may be Verify that waste is handed over for tratment, strage, or deposit only to
handed over for treat- facilities that ae •operly approved under German law. (1X2)
meat, stmApe. or deposit
only to facilities that ae

Gemnlaw (AbfG, Sec-
ton 4(1)).

HOSPITALS/CLINICS

8-&. A person desig- Verify tdha a person designated Prsponsible for waste has been appointed
nated responsible for for the intmllation's clinics anm/or hospitals. (1X3)
waste must be appointed
for clinics and bospta
(Verrdnug w

Dey4nebebmlfirqt finer
AbfalL Section 1 (3X7)).

8-9. Peusons designaed Verify that one or several peI l deigated responsible for WaSWe have
msponsible for wase been ot in m. t-o m ragad6ft etadrt a been
must be .pointed f of the amine(s) ofthat prson(s). (1X3)
wridn an th coptet
uthority must be

informed of the nane(s)
of the person(s) appointed
(AbEU, Section lla(l)
wad Ilc(l)). O

(1) BBC (am Envkomaetd Coordinat) (2) BCE (Due CiQvl ginr) (3) BEE (Dwenvimnmaal Eng .r-
ins)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

3-10. Thw pa n desig- Verify that person designated resp ible for waste works toward the
natd responsible for following goals for the hospital or clinic: (IX3)
waste must camry out cer-
tain activities (AbfG, Sec- - development and implemeatio of envirmnmentally friendly
don I lb(2)). processes for reducing waste

. the prw, hamless recycling of the reserials produced as
a result of the operation of the facility

- if such recycling is not possible or feasible, to work toward the
prqer dhsposal of these residual mateials as waste.

8-11. The person desig- Verify that the person designated responsible for waste makes annual
nated responsible for reports on measues taken and on measures that are planned. (1)(3)
waste is to report to the
owner/operator of the
facility yearly on meas-
ures taken and on meas-
ures that are planned
(AbfG, Section lib(3)).

PERMITTED
FACILITIES

8-12. Facilities that are Determine if the facility is listed in Table 1-1 (Air Emissions Manage-
listed in Table 1-1 (Air ment). (1X2)
Emissions Management)
must minimize die pro- Verify that waste minimization and/or recycling programs awe in place.
duction of waste by
employing processes that
reduce the production of
residual materials or by
prce recycling of the
resdual materials they
produce (AbfG la(l).
BImSchG 5(IX3)).

8-13. In the event that a Verify, in the event that a facility listed in Table 1-1 (Air Emissions
facility listed in Table 1-1 Management) is shut down, that any residual materials still on hand are
(Air Emirsions Manage- poprly recycled or disposed of as waste in a way hat does not hann the
ment) is shut down, any common good. (1X2)
residual materials dat are
still on hand must be
properly recycled or
dispsed of as wase in a

waytht does not harm
tecommnon good

(BhmSchG, Section
5(3X2)).

(1) DEC (Baw,. EairBtonmn Coordinato) (2) BCE (Bue Civil Enginer) (3) BEE (Bioýawizonmta1 Engineer-

ing)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

RHI1[NLAND-PFALZ
SOLID WASTE

5-14. Insmalatiou with Verify that cyclabl waste is urned over to the pany crapons*ble for
recyclable waste must management of it in such a way that recycling is made easier. (IX2)
trn it over 10 the pary
responsible for manage-
ment of it in such a way
that recycling is made
easier (LAW, Section
2(2)).

&-15. installations with Verify that special waste is turned over to the party responsible for
special waste am to turn managing it in accordance with the provisions of the State Waste
it ova to the party Management Plan. (IX2)
responsible for managing
it mn accordance with the

'ons f the State
= Management Plan

(LAbfUG, Section 3(2)).

8-16. A permit issued Verify that anyone who brings waste that was generaed outside the ara
by the competent author- covered by a binding waste management plan into the area covered by it
ity is required by anyone has a permit from the competent authority. (lX2)
who brings waste that
was generated outside the Verify that anyone who brings waste to a waste management facility
am covered by a binding other than the facility specified in the waste management plan has a per-
waste management plan mit from the competent authority.
into the arema covered by
it and by anyone who
brings waste to a waste
management facility other
than the facility specified
in the waste mngmn
pla managemet
6(l)).

8-17. Toxic waste, q- Vry that ti waste, special waste, and other waft that requires spe-
cl waste, and o= cial handling am kept separae from other waste. (IX2)
waste tat requies spe-
cial handling we to be
kept mpmte from other
waste (LAbia, Section
17).

(1) BEC (EBa Enviranental Coordi•zto) (2) BCE (Bae Civil Engineer) (3) BEE (Bkwironnmatl EnSinew-
ins)
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. INSTALLATION: COMPLIANCE CATEGORY: DATE: REVIEWER(S):
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

German

STATUS
NA C RMA REVIEWER COMMENTS:

0

. (1) BEC (Base Environmental Coordinator) (2) BCE (Base Civil Engineer) (3) BEE (Bioenvironmental
Engineering)
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Section 9

SPECIAL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT

A. Applicability

All installations will need to be aware of regulations dealing with asbestos,
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and related substances. For this reason, at
least some of the provisions in this Section can be expected to apply to all
installations.

B. National Laws and Regulations

"• The Verordnung ueber gefaehrlicbe Stoffe (Gefabrstoffverordnung - Gef-
StoffV) (Hazardous Substances Ordinance) contains provisions that apply to
asbestos and to buildings and equipment that contain it. Also included in its
scope are PCDDs (polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins) and PCDFs (polychlori-
nated dibenzofurans).

"* The Verordnung zum Verbot von polyehiorierten Biphenylen, polychlorier-
ten Terphenylen und zur Bescbraenkung von Vinylchlorid (PCB., PCT.,
VC-Verbotsverordnung) (Regulation Prohibiting Polychlorinated Biphenyls
and Polychlorinated Terphenyls and Limiting Vinyl Chloride) regulates the use
of certain PCBs and PCI's and contains other provisions relevant to storage.

C. State Laws and Regulations .- Rbeinland-Pfalz

No state laws or regulations relevant to special programs management were
discovered.

D. Key Compliance Definitions

• Asbestos - the following silicates with fibrous structure are considered asbestos:
- actinolite (CAS No. 77536-66-4)
- amosite (CAS No. 12172-73-5)
- anthophyllite (CAS No. 77536-67-5)
- chrysotile (CAS No. 12001-29-5)
- crocidolite (CAS No. 12001-28-4)
- tremolite (CAS No. 77536-68-6)

(GefStoffV, Appendix 2, 1.3.1.1(2)).
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* PCDDs / PCDF - for the purposes of Special Programs Management, polychlori-
nated dibenzo-p-dioxins (PCDDs) and polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDFs)
include the following in concentrations of 0.1 milligrams (mg)Ikilograms (kg)
(pars per million (ppm)), except where otherwise indicated:

- 2,3,7,8-tetachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) (in concentrations of more
than 0.01 mg/ks (ppm))

- 1,2,3,7,8-penta-CDD
- 1,2,3,6,7,8-hexa-CDD
- 1,2,3,7,8,9-hexa-CDD
- 1,2,3,4,7,8-hexa-CDD
- 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzofuran (TCDF)
- 2,3,4,78-penta-CDF
- 1,2,3,6,7,8-hexa-CDF.

• Trip Threshold - (German: Ausloeseschwelle) is the concentration of a substance
in the air of the workplace or in the body which, when exceedec liakes neces-
sary additional measures for the protection of health. The trip tLd..shold is con-
sidered to have been exceeded when processes are used during which measures
for the protection of health are necessary or when direct contact with the skin
occurs (GefStoffV, Section 15(7)).
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT

GUIDANCE FOR CHECKLIS3T USERS

REME TO CONTACT THESE

WORKSHEEIT EMS: PERONS OR GROUPS:(

Asbestos 9-1 through 9-8 (1X2)(7X9X10)

PCDDs ard PCDFs 9-9 throgh 9-11 (1X2)X3)

PCBs, ETC. 9-12 and 9-13 (1X3)

(O)CONTACT/LOCATJON CODE:

(1) BCE (EoViianlý Planin)
(2) SEE (Biauwmvkmmw9 Eagiaserijg)
(3) SCE (Emarrior Electric %Wq~)
(7) SCE (Ciieof dOpelubul and Mlamuingece)
(9) Awsbeoa Piugrm Office

(10) Asbsosm Opeazing Officer
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT

Records to Review

"• InpWecM. soMng. maintance and disposal records for PCBSPCB Iems
"• PC9 equipment inveaay and sampling results
"• Asbeago management S
"• Docunamion of ubestos smupng and analytical results
"• Docmntation of p'eventw meaure or ction
"• Results of air sampling at the conclusion of sesponse action
"* Records of asbestos training progrun
"• List of buildings iihuuzd with abeam or housing asbesos-contua g mainials
* Record of demolition or renovation projects completed in the pw 5 years (yr)

da involve friable sbestos

Physical Features to Inspect

" PCB storage areas
"• Equipment, fluids, and other iarms used or stored at the facility conaining PCBs
"* Pipe, smay-on, duct, and towel cementitious insulation and boiler lasging
"* Ceifng and floor pipes

Sources to interview

"• BCE (Enviromental Planning)
"• BEE (B.onvirn menm ta Engineering)

"" (ExCE ri Electric Shop)"• BCE (Chief of Opeations and Maintenance)

"A sbestos Operating Officer
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT

G~ms

REULATORtY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS: ____________________________

ASBESTOS

9-1. Determine actions Detemine if non pliance issues have been resolved by reviewing a
or changes inc ptvi)w copy of the previous report. (IX2)
review of special pro-
gr)Ins management

9.2. vstallations shud Verify following Federal laws and regulations re kept at the
maintain a file of German installation: (IX2)
laws and regulations that
pertan to special pro- - Verordnung ueber gefaehrliche Stoffe (Gefahrstoffverordnung --
grams management GeJSioffV)
(GMP). - Verordwnug zum Verbot von polychlorierten Biphenylen,

polychlorierten Terphenylen utd zur Beschraenkung von Vinyl-
chiorid (PCB-, PCT-, VC-Verbotsverordwnug).

9-3. The use of certain Verify that the following types of products that contain asbestos are not
types of products that used on the installation: (I)9XI0)
contain asbestos is prohi-
bited (GefStofFV, Appen- - asbestos cement light building lmrd (specific gravity less than 1.0
dix 2,1.3.1.2(1)). pamns (g)/cubic centimeter (cm'))

- toys
- smokers' pa"apheralia such as pipes, cigarette-, or cigar-tips
- catalytic sieves and insulation equipment inmtede for use in

beaters that run on liquid peroeum gas, or that are built in to
such heaters

- pan-s, cquer v es
- subsmances or pptatons for spraying or spray-painting
- inslating materials o mateiain oder Daemmstoffe) for.

- fire protection
- nose -rtcto
- dma insulation or protection
- insulation from cold
- humidity protectio

- filtrs and fltring aids, with the exception of diaphragm for elec-

(NOE:ThepuLbton relevant to filters and filtering aids does not go
into effect until 31 December 1999.)

- putties, cinents, mastic adhesives- morw• -ip, fiulers,~m
-floor coverings, rei s
heat-resistuat clothing, with the excown of that rated for tem-
peralares over 500 degrees Celsius

- mateials that contain crocidoite.

(1) BCE (Envizumecal fMnming) (2) BEE (Diomviu•minau Eigaeineg) (3) BCE (ierior Electic Sbap) (7) BCE (Onef

of Opercaions Nd Msuumem ) (9) Asbestas Pius. Officer (10) Asbem Opwiang Officer
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT

RUIATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

9-3. (continued) (NOTE: The proibition revan to hem-resistm clothing does not go
into edfect muil 31 Decemba 1994 for clothing that is to povide
tion aganmt moltenm nm ials that have fhleraunnes over 1000 C on
contact)

(NOTE: None of the ore prohibitins aply to the demolition, clen-
in' or fnaineance of existing equiment and tools tha contain asbestos,
if i is imousible to comply with than given the mate of the at.)

9.4. Pars for vehicle Verify that asbestos-fre parts awe used in brakes and clutches when
brakes anL/or clutches technically possible and pmnissible under traffic regulations.
may no longer be used if (I)(7X9XIO)
those pat contain ubes-
n and if it is both echn-

icaily -osil and per-
minssible uider ttaffic
regulations to use parts
that do not contain asbes-
tos (OeiStoffV, Appendix

9-5. Installations are Verify that the numt.r of employees exposed to asbestos dust or dust
required to lmit as much that contains asbestos is as low as possible. (IX2X9)(10)
as pomible the number of
employees who are
exposed to agbestos dust
or dust that contains
asbestos (GefStoffV,
Appendix 2, 1.3.1.3(1)).

96. If it should become Verify thamL (1X2X9XI0)
necessary to deal with
abestos, certain pnrvi- - thie uiout of asbestos is kept as low as poible
dons relevant to handling - aw matmial asbestos is stored and =uslore in qpropriate
must be complied with closed conaine
(Get3toffV, Appendix 2, - waste asbesms is collectd and disposed of in qipropriely
1.3.1.3(2)). labelled closed containers in such a way as to do no damage to

human beings or he envim ment
- all rorn, facilites, and tools ae regularly cleaned uid min-

mined.

(1) BCE (Mnvkmnma Numaing) (2) BEE (BiSuvimmmad Ew uing) (3) WE (Esiwi Electic Shap) (7) BCE (QIW

t Oprma,,s md Muinteumca) (9) Asbato Pmgm Office (10) Asbemo Opmsfig Officer
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT

German

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIOMNTS:

9-7. Work ars in Determine wheth the trip threshold has been / is being exceeded in any
which the trip dreshold work aras (See Section 2 (Hazardous Materials Manageorent)).
is exceeded am subject to (IX9XI0)
certain provisions (GetS-
toffV, Appendix 2, Verify that work areas in which the trip threshold is exceeded are:
1.3.1.3(3)).

- clearly marked off and labelled with appropriate signs
- accessible to authorized personnel only.

9-8. Work plans that Verify that work plans are set up before removing material that contains
include specific provi- asbestos from equipment or buildings and before beginning to demolish
sions must be established buildings. (IX2X9)(10)
before removing material
that contains asbestos Verify that the work plan contains:
from eqm~pment or build-
ings and before beginning - provisions necessary for the workers' safety
to demolish buildings - provisions to dispose of as much asbestos as possible prior to the
(GelStoffV, Appendix 2, start of actual demolishing
1.3.1.3(4)). - provisions to dispose of th asbestos in such a way as to prevent

harm to human beings and the environment.

. PCDDs and PCDFs

9-9. The competent Determine whether PCDDs and/or PCDFs are handled on the installation.
authority must be notified (1X2X3)
in writng immediately if
PCDDs andm PCDFs are Verify that the competent authority has been informed of the fact that
handled on the installa- PCDDs and/or PCDFs ae handled on the installation and that the notifi-
tion (GefStoffV, Appen- cation includes the following information:
dix 3, 3.2(1), (2)).

- a comnplete description of the process involving the PCDDs and/or
PCDFs

- the substances, preparations, products, residual materials, or waste
products in which the PCDDs and/or PCDFs ue contained, and
their concentration

- measures being taken to protect human beings and the environment
Iproof of real possibilities for disposing of any wastes that accumu-

- the name of the person designated responsible.

(1) BCE (Eviuat Pmaing) (2) BEE (BioumvimnmuW Eangken) (3) BCE (Exir •ekaic SMap) (7) BCE (Chief
d Opemaims and Maimmuace) (9) Asbesam Pwgmm Offimr (10) Asbemo Opeting Offier
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECILAL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT

Gem=

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
RIQUERINMEMTS

9-10. Certain protective Verify that: (1)(2X3)
stes we to be taken if
FCDDs and/r PCDFs we - dhe process taltes place in a closed facility
used ar produced (GetS- - die anounts of PCDDs sand/olr PCD~s that accumulmatem kept to
§DffV. Appendix 3, an absolute minim'usm given die awe of die ar
3.3(l)). -1 rmt pe1oa Iwoscve cltigiUrvdd(i is worn

by th okr) fworkers might beexposed to FCDDs or
PCDFs, particularly in die course ofmaitnanmce work or correct-
ing disruptions in the operation of die facility or accidents

. am pe=With
.. ;g~opialeexpertise is designated responsible for

9-11. In dhe event of an Verify that the comtpetent authority is informed in the event of an
incident involving fire, incident. (1X2X3)
explosion, or other
accident during which (NOTE: Reprt of incidents that are made verbially must be followed up
PCDDs and/or PCDFs we on by a written incdet aeport tha includes infonaton on the place,
produced andor released tine, and course of events.)
uncontrollaby, the com-
petent authority must be
informed imediately

(GdtofVAppendix 3

PCBs, ETC.

9-12. The use of PCBs Verify that the following me not in use on the installation: (1X3)
and certain related chemi-
cals is prohibited (PCB-, - trichlorinated aid more highly chlorinated biphenyls
PcT-, VC - polychiorinated terphenyls
Verbotsveordnung, Sec- - rrtosthat contain a total of more than 50 mgtkg of PCBs or
tions I and 2).

- products which contain trichiorminaed mid more highly chlorinated
theys roduct which contain poychiormnated aerphenyls, pro-

ducts wchcontain pw tuonsha contain a total of more than
so Mglkg of PCBs orwpCsmn

- Prewuvansmd products that we suspected of containing prduct
which contain trichioriuated and more highly dlrnw
biphenyls, products which contain poy_ oi aedtrphenyls, pro-
ducts which contain weverstions that contain a total ofmore than
50 mg~kg of PCDs or- PCTs, until proven otherwise

- products doa contain vinyl chloride as an serosol propellant

(NOTE: The prohibition on use does not apply to proper waste disposal
or thermal recycling in a properly permitted facility.)

(I) BCa (EavimMDWa Pba~aka) (2) SEE (bimiiiinoma EngimeW~a) (3) BCE (EaMxwr Ebectric Shop) C7) BCE (Cnie
of Opesdawc~ and Msainsiace) (9) Asbestos Propam Offxce (10) Asbestos Operat~g Officer
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT

German

REULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS:

9-12. (continued) (NOTm: Condeases with m than I liter (L) of fluid that contains
PCBs may be used until 31 December 1993.)

(NOTE: Products that contain tichloirnmed or more highly chlorinated
Vysorpreparations thtcnana totalbiphenyls, polycdorinnaed tha.tor contain ofof moire dawn 50m&S of l•s or PCl~s nay be ised until taken out of

service, but not later than 31 December 1999.)

(NOTE: The prohibition on use does not apply to one-time-only refil-
lings of PCB- or PCT-contaninated transfomers with oil that does not
contain PCBs or PCTs, provided that the PCB concentration in the oil
that is to be replaced does not exceed 2000 mg/kg and that the PCB con-
centration in the replacement oil does not exceed 50 mg/kg after 6
months (mo) of operation.)

9-13. If products that Determine whether products that contain PCBs am stored on the installa-
contain PCBs are stored tion. (3)
in a special room, that
room is to be labelled Verify that wooms where products that contain PCBs are stored are
with an easily visible labelled with enamelled steel signs that have dimensions of at least 148 x
warning sign that meets 297 millimeters (mm) and that bear the letters PCB. The letters must be. certain requirements 80 mm high and 15 mm wide.
(PCB-, PCr-, VC-
Verbosverordnung, Sec-
tion 4, (1) and (3)).

(1) BCE (Enviomentaj planning) (2) BEE (Bioemviromemtal dEngnWg (3) BCE (EMiaor Electric Shop) (7) BCE (OCief

of Operatios and Maintemnce) (9) Asbestos Program Officer (10) Asbeam Operating Officer
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SINSTALLATION: COMPLIANCE CATEGORY: DATE: REVIEWER(S):

SPECIAL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT
German

STATUS
NA C RMA REVIEWER COMMENTS:

(1) BCE (Eavinmmma Plaming) (2) BEE (Bioeaviromuntal Engaeering) (3) BCE (Eziior Becitic Shop) (7) BCE (Chief.od Openioies md Maimenance) (9) Asbeatm Progium Officer (10) Asbestos Opeqsing Officer



Section 10

Water Quality Management



Section 10

WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

A. Applicability

Since Air Force installations can be expected to be located above groundwater
and near surface waters, to be connected to a water supply system and to pro-
duce wastewater, portions of this sections of the manual can be expected to
apply to all installations.

B. National Laws and Regulations

"• The Gesetz zur Ordnung des Wasserhausbalts -- WHG (Water Resources Act)
regulates general uses of surface, coastal, and groundwater, and the protection
thereof. Water is to be managed in the interest of the public good, and pollu-
tion of water is to be avoided as much as possible. The handling of wastewater
is spelled out in some detail.

"• The Verordnung ueber Trinkwasser und ueber Wasser fuer Lebensmittel-
betriebe -. TrinkwV (The Regulation on Drinking Water and Water for Opera-
tions Related to Food Processing) specifies the required quality of drinking
water and regulates the monitoring thereof. Obligations of the owner/operator
of a water supply system are spelled out, subject to modification by the Public
Health Office or the highest competent authority.

"* The AMlgemeine Rabmen-Verwaltungsvorschrift ueber Mindestanforderun-
gen an das Einleiten von Abwasser in Gewaeser - Rabmen-AbwasserVwV
(General Administrative Provision on Minimum Requirements for Discharging
Wastewater into Waters) spells out the properties that wastewater must have
before it can be discharged into bodies of water. The regulated substances are
listed, including specifics on testing procedures for those substances. Limit
values for individual substances are given in a series of appendices that cover
particularly those areas where hazardous substances are likely to be generated.

"* The Verordnung neber die Herkunftsbereiche von Abwauer - AbwHerkV
(Regulation on the Origins of Wastewater) defines in detail the areas that WHO
considers likely origins of hazardous substances. On installations, such points
of origin would include places where chemicals are stored or transferred,
machine shops and equipment maintenance areas, health care facilities, water
treatment plants, and others. Compliance issues are not directly raised in this
ordinance; they are covered in WHG, Rahmen-AbwasserVwV, LWG, and
EUeVOA.
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" The Gmet ueber die Umweltvertraegllckeht von Wach- und Rein!-
Igungiltteln - WRMG (Act on Environmental Compatibility of Detergents
and Cleaning Agents) regulates which detergents or cleaning agents may be
used or brought into circlation. Detergents and cleaning agents, as well as
cleaning facilities, must be made and used in such a way that their adverse
effect on the environment is kept as low as possible, particularly with respect to
water ecology and drinking water. Any detergent available in trade (even if
intended for personal uses at home) must be licensed by the Federal Office for
the Environment; offenses are subject to fines.

"* The Verordnung ueber die Abbaubarkelt anloniscner und nichtioniscber
greo aecbeaktiver Stoffe in Wasch- und Reunigungumitteln - TensV
(Regulation on the Degradability of Anionic and Non-Ionic Surfactants in
Detergents and Cleaning Agents) supplements WRMG by spelling out the per-
centage of surfactants in detergents and cleaning agents that must be biodegrad-
able.

"• The Verordumug ueber Hochatumengen fuer Phosphate in Wasch- und
Reinigungsmitteln - PloechstMengV (Regulation on Limits for Phosphates
in Detergents and Cleaning Agents) supplements WRMG by spelling out the
limits of phosphates permissible in detergents and cleaning agents.

"* The Klaerschlanmverordnung - AbfKlaerV (Regulation on Sewage Sludge)
regulates under what conditions sewage sludge from wastewater treatment facil-
ities may be used as fertilizer for agricultural or gardening purposes. Overall,
the generator/supplier of sewage sludge can be considered as responsible for the
quality of the soil to which sewage sludge is applied as the owner of that land.

"* The Geuetz ueber Abpben fuer das Einleften von Abwamer in Gewaesser -
AbwAG (Act on Wastewater Charges) regulates the wastewater charges which
a party introducing wastewater into surface water or groundwater must pay.
The wastewater fee generally corresponds to the degree of damage or pollution
which wastewater causes.

"• The Gesetz neber die Umweltvertraeglichkeitspruefung (UVPG) (Environ-
mental Impact Statement Act) requires that environmental impact studies be
done prior to the construction of or substantial modification to certain types of
facilities under certain conditions. U.S. forces in Germany are permitted to
substitute an environmental review for full-blown environmental impact state-
ments.
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. C. State Laws and Regulations

The Wamsrguetz fier das Land Rheinland-Pfalz (Landeswaerlgesetz -

LWG) (Water Act for the State of Rheinland-Pfalz) regulates the uses of water
in the state of Rheinland Pfalz. Details are given concerning classification of
bodies of water, competency issues regarding water management, technical
specifications prescribed for various facilities, and other matters. The act sup-
plements the Federal WHG.

"* The Landesverordnung ueber die Gensbnigwagpflicht fuer das Einleiten
wassergefaehrdender Stoffe in eine Abwameranlatp und ihre
Ueberwachung (State Regulation on Permit Requirements for Introducing H
Harmful to Water into Wastewater Facilities and on Monitoring) makes it
necessary to have a permit before certain substances or groups of substances
may be introduced into public wastewater facilities, and it also sets up certain
monitoring requirements that must be met if a facility requires a permit under
the regulation.

"* The Landesverordnung ueber die Eigenueberwachung von Abwasser-
behandlungsanlagen -- EUeVOA (State Regulation on the Self-Monitoring of
Wastewater Treatment Facilities) regulates the scope and frequency at which
facilities that treat more than 8 cubic meters (in3) of wastewater per day must
monitor the properties of wastewater, and the format in which reports must be
made to the competent authority.

"• The Landesverordnung ueber den Bau and Betrieb von Garagen und
Stellplaetzen (Garagenverordnung) (State Regulation on the Construction and
Operation of Garages and Parking Areas) contains one or two provisions related
to spills of petroleum, oils, and lubricants, and to oil/water separators.

"* The Landesgesetz zur Ausfuebrung des Abwasserabgabengesetzes - AbwAG
- (Landesabwasserabpbengesetz -- LAbwAG) (State Act on the Implementa-
tion of the Act on Wastewater Charges) regulates specifics on how wastewater
charges are assessed and when they must be paid.

D. Key Compliance Definitions

* Biochemical Oxygen Demand - BOD - the amount of dissolved oxygen required
to meet the metabolic needs of aerobic microorganisms in water rich in organic
matter, such as wastewater and sewage. A standard laboratory testing pro-
cedure measures the oxygen demand for 5 days at 20 degrees Celsius (0C),
abbreviated as BOD5. This parameter is relevant to wastewater treatment and
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monitoring. The German equivalent is biochemischer Sauerstoifedarf in 5
Tagen - BSBs, (Rahmen-AbwasserVwV, all Appendices; EUeVOA, Appen-
dices 1 and 2).

* BOD5 - see Biochemical Oxygen Demand.

* Bodies of Water - all naturally or artifcially created running or standing surface
waters. Depending on their significance for water supply, distribution, and
management, bodies of water are grouped into three classes:

- Class I Waters - The following rivers or portions of rivers in the state of
Rheinland-Pfalz: Rhine, Moselle, Saar, Lahn, Sauer, Our, Nahe, Glan,
Sieg, and oxbows of the Rhine near Leim-rheim and Lingenfeld.

- Class I Waters - Waters of this class have considerable significance for
water supply, distribution, and management, but are not Class I waters.
The list of the particular bodies of water that belong to Class II is drawn
up by the state Minister for Environment and Health.

- Class ill Waters - Any other bodies of water.

Class I Waters are state or Federal property, while Class U and Class M
Waters become part of the properties adjoining the shoreline. Maintenance and
competence issues concerning bodies of water are regulated depending on the
class to which the water is assigned (LWG, Sections 3 and 4).

"• Building Plumbing Systems - the system of pipes within a building through
which drinking water is distribuwd to consumers, after the water has been dis-
tributed to the building by a water supply system (TrinkwV, Section 8 (3)).

"* Chemical Oxygen Demand - COD - the amount of oxygen, expressed in parts
per million, consumed under specified conditions in the oxidation of the
organic and oxidizable inorganic matter contained in industrial wastewater,
corrected for the influence of chlorides. This parameter is relevant to wastewa-
ter treatment and monitoring. The German equivalent is chemischer Sauer-
sto.ffledarf - CSB. (Rahmen-AbwasserVwV, all Appendices; EUeVOA, Appen-
ices 1 and 2).

"* Class I, Class I!, Class III Waters - see Bodies of Water

"* COD - see Chemical Oxygen Demand.

"* Competent Authority - that government agency which has jurisdiction over water
management and water supply systems Ther are three levels of competent
authority, which are in charge of the following specific water management
issues:

- Highest-level Authority - construction and operation of thermal power
stations and nuclear facilities
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- Higher-level Authority - any use of groundwater and of Class I and Class
11 waters removal and/or diversion of more than 400 m3 of water per
day from Class M waters uses of Class m waters related to the con-
struction and operation of water reservoirs introduction and discharge of
substances into Class M waters whenever specific conditions are not
covered by the lower-level authority 3

- Lower-level Authority - discharge of up to 8 m of residential
wastewater into groundwater per day, and the removal of up to 24 m of
groundwater per day removal, tapping, and/or diversion of groundwater,
and its discharge into bodies of water, in connection with drilling opera-
tions removal, tapping, and/or diversion of groundwater in connection
with construction projects removal and/or diversion of up to 400 in3 of
water from Class 11 waters per day discharge of up to 750 m 3 of waste-
water into a body of water per day, provided the wastewater is not sub-
ject to specific legislation due to its point of origin introduction and
discharge of up to 8 m 3 of other substances into bodies of water per day
all other uses of water that do not fall under the jurisdiction of the
higher-level or highest-level authority (LWG, Section 34 (1)).

(NOTE: While all three levels of competent authority are vested with the state,
it appears that the highest-level authority is closely linked with Federal govern-
ment agencies, and that the lower-level authority is linked with local govern-
iment agencies.)

"* Detergents and Cleaning Agents - any kind of surfactant or organic solvent that
is used for the purpose of cleaning and that is known subsequently to get into
water. Only detergents and cleaning agents that conform to prescribed stan-
dards of biodegradability and limits on phosphates and other contents are
licensed for use (WRMG, Section 2 (1); TensV, Section 1; PHoechstMengV,
Section 2).

"* Drinking Water - water intended for human consumption. This includes water
used in food processing or for making ice. While the final oversight of the
quality of drinking water is vested with the state, the day-to-day monitoring of
drinking water is the responsibility of the operators of a water supply system
(TrinkwV, Section 7 (1) and (2); LWG, Section 49 (1)).

"• Flood Plains - areas that have been designated as such by the competent author-
ity, and any area between the shoreline and main levees of a body of water.
Special restrictions apply in such areas in order to assure the harmless draining
of floodwaters (LWG, Section 88).

"* Hardness of Water - the classification of the hardness of water into four distinct
degrees. Hardness degree 1 equals 1.3 millimol of total hardness per liter (L),
or lower; hardness degree 2 equals 1.3-2.5 millimol of total hardness/L;
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hardness degree 3 equals 2.5-3.8 millimol of total hardness/L hardness degree
4 equals 3.8 millimol of total hardness/L, or higher. The hardness of water and
rcNmmenAded dosages of detergents and cleaning agents are to correlate
(WRMG, Section 7 (5)).

Haardous Substances 1gefaehrlce Stoffel - substances that are especially
damaging to the environment and to water in particular. Special regulations
must be observed before such substances are discharged into wastewater that
will subsequently be treated in communal wastewater treatment facilities.
Among the points of origin where such substances are generated, the following
can be expected to apply to installations:

- scrubbers on incinertors
- areas where metal is worked on in any fashion (ie. machine shops,

metal finishing shops [Gleitschleifanlagen], paint shops etc.)
- areas where glass is worked on
- vehicle maintenance and cleaning operations, junking operations
- laundromats and dry cleaning operations
- health care facilities
- areas where chemicals are stored, transferred, or disposed of
- operations involved in copying, printing, graphic reproduction, develop-

ment
- water treatment facilities

(WHG, Section 7a (3); LWG, Section 55; AbwHerkV).

(NOTE: In analogy to other areas listed above, the area of copying, printing,
graphic reproduction, development, etc. can be expected to require a special
permit anytime before wastewater may be discharged. In this case, however, it
was not possible to determine permit requirements from outside Germany. For
Rheinland-Pfalz, state regulations specify the frequency at which wastewater
must be monitored for certain parameters, but no limit values for wastewater
from such points of origin could be found anywhere.)

License (Bewilligung) - the less restrictive of the two types of approval issued
by the competent authority that allows the use of water. The license document
lists the location where the water is to be used, the kind and purpose of use,
and its scope; any conditions or requirements that must be met, and restrictions
that apply; details about costs involved; and the length of time for which the
license will be valid. A Ibcense is renewable, provided that requirements appli-
cable at the time of renewal are met. The renewal must be applied for at least
6 months (mo) before the current license expires. Licensing does not allow the
use of facilities or properties owned by others. A license cannot be issued for
the purpose of discharging or introducing substances into water (WHG, Section
8; LWG, Sections 26 (1), 31, and 114 (2)).
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* Load - the concentration of contaminants in wastewater. The percentage by
which the load of a specific substance must be reduced in a wastewater treat-
ment facility may be prescribed. The permit to operate a wastewater treatment
facility and to discharge wastewater usually specifies the permissible load,
based on the maximum operating capacity of the facility (Rahmen-
AbwasserVwV, Section 2.2.3).

* Maintenance of a Body of Water - the upkeep of a body of water, taking into
account its ecological capacity and implementing measures such that the body
of water is retained in a state as close as possible to the natural one. All natur-
ally created, running bodies of water are maintained by the state or local com-
munities. An installation is responsible for the maintenance of all standing
waters (i.e., lakes, ponds, etc.), and artificially created running waters on its
property.

Maintenance includes the following specific measures:
- maintaining the bed of the body of water so that it can drain properly

(without clogging up)
- securing the shoreline primarily by plants native to the area, and by tech-

nology compatible with nature
- maintaining and promoting the biological effectiveness of the waters so

that plants and animals can live there
- creating shorelines that are wide enough and tending them so that plants

and animals can live on them
- keeping the waters and shorelines free of solid waste and litter

(LWG, Section 63 (1) and (4)); and Section 64 (1).

* Permit FErlaubnisJ - the more strict of the two types of approval issued by the
competent authority that authorizes the use of water. A permit is contingent on
compliance with environmental impact requirements and can be revoked at any
time. The permit document lists the location where the water is to be used, the
kind and purpose of use, as well as its scope; any conditions or requirements
that must be met (i.e. limit values for substances), and restrictions that apply;
details about costs involved; and the length of time for which the license will
be valid. Permits are renewable, provided that requirements applicable at the
time of renewal are met. The renewal must be applied for at least 6 mo before
the current permit expires. The disposal of wastewater is always subject to the
issuance of a permit which specifies or implies thresholds for the polluting pro-
perties of that wastewater (WHG, Sections 7 and 7a; AbwAG, Section 4 (1);
LWG, Sections 26 (1), 31, and 114 (2)).

• Pollution Unit [Schadeinheit] - a unit which measures the degree of damage
which wastewater causes to surface waters or groundwater. It is based on the
content of certain substances in wastewater, as well as on the toxicity of waste-
water to fish. Pollution units determine the wastewater charges which the
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discharging party must pay to the state. The permissible level of pollution
units is specified in the permit issued for the discharge of wastewater (AbwAG,
Sections 3 (1) and 4 (1)).

" Quaifed S5We - a sample of wastewater to be tested for various properties. A
qualified sample consists of water mixed together from at least five individual
samples that were drawn within a time frame of at most 2 hours (h) and at
intervals of at least 2 minutes (mai) between the individual samples (Rahmen-
AbwasserVwV, Section 2.2.3).

"* Raw Sludge - sludge that is removed from wastewater treatment plants, yet
which has not been treated in such a manner that pollutants have been
removed. Dehydration of raw sludge is not considered tretment of sewage
sludge (AbfKlaerV, Sections 2 (2)).

"* Runoff - water from precipitation onto developed, paved surfaces. Runoff is
considered wastewater, yet may be exempt from wastewater charges (AbwAG,
Sections 2 (1) and 7 (2)).

"• Sewage Sludge - the sludge that is obtained as a result of treating wastewater at
a wastewater treatment facility; sludge from which pollutants have been largely
removed, regardless of whether it is dehydrated or processed in some other
form. Under certain conditions, sewage sludge may be used as fertilizer for
agricultural or gardening purposes (AbfKlaerV, Sections 2 (2) and 3 (1)).

"* Substances Harnfid to Water - includes the following:
- crude oils, gasoline, diesel fuels, and heating oils
- other fluid or gaseous substances capable of polluting water or otherwise

degrading it.
(WHO, Section 19a(2)).

Such substances as the following are included:
- acids, caustics
- alkali metals; silicons that contain more than 30% silicon;
- organometallic compounds, halogens, haloid acids, metal carbonyls, and

corrosives
- petroleum and creosotes and their by-products
- liquid and water-soluble hydrocarbons, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones,

esters; organic compounds that contain halogens, nitrogen, or sulfur,
poisons

(WHO, Section 19g(5)).
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Specifically included by regulation in the category of substances harmful to
water are:

- liquid petroleum products such as naphtha, pyrolysis gasoline, and sol-
vent naphtha

- creosotes, such as coaltar oils and lignite tar oils
- liquid hydrocarbons such as cyclohexane
- acetylene and ethylene
- organic acids such as acetic acid and acrylic acid
- aldehydes such as formaldehyde and acetaldehyde
- alcohols such as methanol and propylene glycol
- esters of acetic acid such as ethyl acetate and vinyl acetate
- halogenated hydrocarbons such as vinyl chloride, carbon tetrachloride,

perchloroethylene, and dichloroethane
- nitrogenated hydrocarbons such as nitriles and amines
- aromatic compounds such as benzene,isopropylbenzene, toluene, and

xylene
- inorganic acids and caustics such as sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid,

caustic soda
- chlorine
- ammonia
- solutions that contain salts in such a concentration that they are likely to

pollute water or otherwise degrade it
- other liquid or gaseous substances that contain the substances listed in

this definition in such a concentration that they are likely to pollute
water or otherwise degrade it

(Verordnung ueber wassergefaehrdende Stoffe bei der Befoerderung in
Rohrleitungsanlagen, Section 1(1); see also the Katalog wassergefaehrdender
Stoffe).

"* Surface Waters - bodies of water that are not groundwater. Except for water
reservoirs, surface waters may be used by the public for recreational type pur-
poses without special permits (LWG, Section 31 (1)).

"• Technical Specifications or Codes - details concerning the construction and
operation of various facilities relating to water management. In the state of
Rheinland-Pfalz, they are published in the Ministerialblatt der Landesregierung
von Rheinland-Pfalz (LWG, Sections 56 (1) and 78 (1)).

"* Testing of Water - the analysis of water for specific parameters. Technical
details for procedures to be used for parameters in drinking water are listed in
TrinkwV, Appendix 1; procedures for parameters in wastewater are listed in
Rahmen-AbwVw (TrinkwV, Appendix 1; Rahmen-AbwVwV).

(NOTE: Laboratories that will do the testing for an installation presumably are
aware of applicable technical details and specific procedures.)
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"* Toxicity to Fish - the degree to which wastewater is toxic to fish, measured as
the degree of dilution (GF) necessary to render wastewater nontoxic to fish.
This dilution factor is determined by exposing testfish (Leuciscus idus
melanotus) to different dilutions of wastewater (AbwAG, Appendix B, Section
7).

"* Two-hour Mixed Sample - a sample of wastewater to be tested for various pro-
perties, presumably consisting of several individual samples taken within a 2 h
period. Specifics about a 2 h sample are not given, but the term often appears
interchangeable with or as an alternative to "qualified sample" (Rahmen-
AbwasserVwV, all Appendices).

"* Used Water [Schmzutwasser] - that portion of wastewater which is not :anoff;
water that has been qualitatively altered due to residential, commercial, or agri-
cultural uses, or in connection with storage, disposal, or treatment of waste.
Used water generally is subject to wastewater charges (AbwAG, Sections 1, 2
(1), and 8 (2)).

"* Uses of Water - any use of water in the following manners:
- removal and diversion of waters from surface waters
- damming and lowering of surface waters
- removal of solids from surface waters so that the condition of the water

or its drainage is affected
- introduction or discharge of substances into surface waters
- discharge of substances into the groundwater
- removal, unearthing, drawing, and diverting of groundwater
- damming, lowering, and conducting of groundwater through facilities

intended for these purposes
- measures that are likely to cause lasting or significant deleterious

changes in the physical, chemical, or biological quality of the water.

Measures that promote the development of surface water are not considered
uses, nor are measures taken for the maintenance of a surface water, provided
that chemical substances are not used (WHG, Section 3).

* Wastewater - used water and storm water runoff. Wastewater must meet certain
quality requirements before it can be discharged into bodies of water. In gen-
eral, the properties of wastewater are more closely prescribed if the source of
the wastewater is known to generate hazardous substances. Wastewater may be
discharged only after by proper ueatment; dilution or mixing of wastewater is
not acceptable to attain prescribed limits (AbwAG, Section 2 (1); Rahmen
AbwasserVwV, Sections 1.1 and 2.2.1).

* Wastewater Charges - yearly charges assessed by the state which a party intro-
ducing wastewater into surface water or groundwater must pay. The charges
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correspond to the degree of pollution that the wastewater causes, measured in
pollution units. Applicable charges per pollution unit are the following:

- from I January 1993 - 60 DM
- from I January 1995 - 70 DM
- from I January 1997 - 80 DM
- from I January 1999 - 90 DM.

Funds generated from these charges are used to maintain and improve the qual-
ity of water (AbwAG, Sections 1, 3 (1), 11 (1), and 13 (1); LAbwAG, Sections
1, 2, 7, 14, and 15).

Wastewater Disposal - the collection, forwarding, treatment, discharge, percola-
tion, spray irrigation, and irrigation of wastewater, as well as the dewatering of
sewage sludge in connection with wastewater disposal. Specifics are regulated
by the states (WHG, Section 18a).

* Wastewater Treatment Facility - a facility which serves to reduce or remove the
polluting properties of wastewater. This also includes facilities that in whole or
in part prevent the generation of wastewater. Wastewater treatment facilities
are regulated on the basis of the daily volume of wastewater processed, taking
into account the point of origin where the wastewater was generated. In
Rheinland-Pfalz, a wastewater treatment facility must be technically equipped
for monitoring the treatment process, which is the responsibility of the director
or operator of such a facility (self-monitoring). (AbwAG, Section 2 (3);
Rahmen-AbwasserVwV, Appendix 1, Section 2; EUeVOA, Sections 2 and 7,
and Appendices I and 2).

"* Water Protection Area - an area that has been determined to require special pro-
tection in the interest of public good. This may be necessary in order to pro-
tect water supplies, to supplement groundwater, or to prevent harmful runoff of
precipitation, soil erosion, and contamination of water by ferfifizers or pesti-
cides. Certain activities may be restricted or prohibited in water protection
areas, and individuals with property rights may have to tolerate certain meas-
ures (WHG, Section 19).

"* Water Reservoir - a body of water that functions as a storage area for times of
short water supply, or to which floodwaters can be diverted in times of overa-
bundance. Public use of a reservoir for recreational or other purposes is res-
tricted (LWG, Sections 36 (1) and 38 (2)).

"* Water Supply Systems - systems, including the network of mains and other fixed
pipes, from which or through which drinking water is distributed for eventual
consumption. In most cases, water supply systems distribute drinking water
directly through service connections to building plumbing systems, though other
means are also possible (TrinkwV, Section 8).
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* Water Treatnent Facility - a facility where water is treated so that it attains the
qualities prescribed for drinkdng water or water to be used for other purposes.
A water teatment facility can be expected to generate wastewater which in turn
must be treated at a wastewater treaument plant (22. AbwasserVwV, Section
1.1).
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WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

GUIDANCE FOR CHECKLIST USERS

REFER TO CONTACT THESE

WORKSHEET ITEMS: PEOPLE OR GROUPS:()

All Installations 101 through 10-3 (1X2)

Water

Groundwater 10-4 and 10-5 (1X2)(4)
Surface Water 10-6 and 10-7 (1X2)(4)

Drinking Water

General Quality Requirements 10-8 through 10-11 (IX2)
Treatment 10-12 through 10-21 (IX2)
Supply Systems 10-22 through 10-28 (1X2)

Wastwaier Treatment 10-29 through 10-38 (IX3)(4)

Wastewater Discharge 10-39 through 10-62 (1)(2)(3)

Rheinland-Pfalz Water

Surface Water 1063 through 10-67 (1)(2)(4)

Rheinland-Pfalz Drinking Water

Supply Systems 10-68 through 10-71 (1X2X4)

Rheinland-Pfalz Wastewater

Treatment 10-72 and 10-73 (3)

Rheinland-Pfalz Wastewater

Discharge 10-74 through 10-83 (3)

()CONTACT&LOCATION CODE:

(1) BCE (Environmental Planning)
(2) BEE (Bioenviknmental Engineering)
(3) Wastewater Treatment Plant Superintendent
(4) BCE (Natb"l Resources Planner)
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WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Records to Review

"• Bacterial and chemical analyses of drinking water, Including
sampling dates and locations, dates of analyses, analytical
methods used, and results of analyses

"* Monthly operating reports (flow, chlorine residual, etc.)
"• Records of planning and construction of injection wells
* Results of injection well monitoring
* Records of facility projects, including any petition for review,

that may potentially cause contamination of a sole source aquifer
through its recharge zone

"* Discharge monitoring reports for the past year
"* Laboratory records and procedures
"* Monthly operating reports for wastewater treatment facilities
"* Flow monitoring calibration certification and supporting records
"* Ash pond volume certification and supporting records
"* Red water inspection records
"* Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan
"* All records required by SPCC
"* Sewage treatment plant operator certification
"* Sewer and storm drain layout

Physical Features to Inspect

"* Drinking water collection, treatment, and distribution
facilities

"* On-base laboratory analysis facilities
"* Underground injection wells
"* Discharge outfall pipes
"• Wastewater treatment facilities
"* Industrial treatment facilities
"* Streams, rivers, open waterways
"* Floor and sink drains (especially in industrial areas)
"* Stormwater collection points (especially in industrial areas)
• Oil storage tanks
"* Oil/water separators

Sources to Interview

"* BCE (Environmental Planning)
"* BCE (Natural Resources Planner)
"* BEE (Bioenvironmental Engineering)
"* Wastewater Treatment Plant Superintendent
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CO1PLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Gema

IRGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
RBQUIRWMENTS. __________________________

ALL INSTALLATIONS

10-1. Determine actions Deternmine if nonCOMplian issues have beun resolved by reviewing a
Scant Bunc previou copy of the previous repwL (1X2)

reviw ofwater quality
management (GMP).

10-2. Installations Verify. that copies of the following Federal laws and regulations ame kept
ho0Uld maintain a file of at the installation: (1X2)

German laws and regula-
fion pertaining to water -Gesetz zur Ordnug des Wasserhaushalts (Wasserhaushalssgesetz -
mawaernent (GNP). WHG)

-Verordntung ueber Trinkwauser wind ueber Wasser fuer Lebenamit-
telbetilebe (Trinkwasuerverordunwg - TrinkwV)

- Aligemeine Rahwnn-Verwakwissvorschr" ueber Mindesto~or-
derwngen an das Einititen von Abwasser in Gewaesser - Rahmen-
AbwauerVwV

- Verordnwng ueber die Herkur~tsberelche von Abwasser -
AbwHerkV

- Gesetz ueber die Umnweltyertraeglichkeit von Wasch- und Reird-
gungsinitteLn (Wasch- wud Re~ingungsmlutelgeset - WRAMG)

- Verordnung ueber die Abbaubarkeit anionischer und nichtionischer
vrenxlechenmtkdver Stoffe Mn Wasch- mad RemigmngsmNutebs -

*- TerransV Hoerfechshonengen fuer Phosphatein Wasch- n

PfioechsuiengV)
- Klaersch'damverordnug . Abf~laerV
- Gesetz neber Abgaben jiier das Enideiten von Abwasser in

Gewaesser (Abwasserabgabengesetz - AbwAG)
- Gesen utber die Uanweltvertraeglichkeitspruefuing (UVPG).

Verify that copies of die following stat law and regulations for
Rheinlan-Pfalz are kept at the installation:

- Wassergesetz fuer das Land Rheinland-Pfalz (Landeswausergesetz -
LWG)

- Landesverordimng mber dife Gwahnlgugspflich fuer dot Esn-
leiten wassergefibehrdender Stoffe in tine Abwasueranlage und
lhre Usben.wuchung

- Londesverordnung ucher die Eigenueberwochung von Abwasser-
beaniangsmanken - EUeVOA

- Landesverordnung utber den Bau aind Belneb von Goragen und
Stellploetzen (Garagenverordnaag)

- Landesgesetz zru Auftuehrung des Abwasserdigobengesetzes
AbwAg - (Landesobwarserabiobengesetz - L~bwAG).

(1) BCE (Enviromenetal Planning) (2) BEE (Bioawim nmtal Enginewing) (3) Wagiwater Tmoua~nt Plant
Superintendent (4) BME (Natural Resources Planner)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMDJ

IDGULATORY REVIEWER ClECwS:

10-3. Any we of water Vwriy tha a permit or lianee has been obmalam for die se of water.
(usw definition for *ies (1)(2)
Of uaerl 01hIS -

Section 2). defanse or jueveinx denser t C inhicufty. V=ti usOf Wate 4D
not equire a parns orhae nu y when water is emnporruiy
removed henmm landIter reno to aod of wawe (WHO. Swutio
17 a).)

WATER

Gronwatekr

10-4. Mwe competet Veriy that the amupemtene matoity is noified when Sramndwawir s
wAtbornity muan bnofied ac I Ie-tally eqiped during excavation (1)(2X4)

accien appd dr- (NOE: Vf the cm~aist aenemaoriy g nam notified at tds time, they ma
ing excavation for a com in ber and ordor thw wle project aDbe Malle in. bnhiln
developmnurlt roet Pfalz. reUlins cmli for cesusawo of the construction project in addition
(WHO, Sectionl 35). to ntfcain oftecmeAn athrity.)

10-5. The umom0ge and Verify thug satoigla~g. bxdn kdading, or muaqwxtng of mastounces doesý . N . at ub- not adversely affect the quality of groundtwae. (1X(2X4)
sanc newr ----iwm
is regulated (H.Sec- Verify dihu the uwapat.~ of liquid or sue thouh pipeline does not
tion 34 (2)). adversely affect the quality of gminudwater.

Surface Water (OTE. Qhal~ity reauremewa for inrfae waters are handle by the
sm. leae fe todke sm ctio of this Protocol.)

10-6. Mhe gaorage and Verify thot sOring, laing. umloading. or trauqmrinf of ibutanccs does
1;a imao of sib- not advernely afect the quality of soxfac watw. (iXIX04)

stace war mwalce wowe
is nodued (WHO, Sec- Verify that the truaqiprt. of liquds or gums thounji pkipelnes does not

don 6 ()).adversely affct the quality of nnifac water.

(1) BME (Ew*=wnata Plnnng) (2) BEE uwrmetL En insan) (3) Wutwatar Treatment Plant
Suswiauun (4) ICM (Natural Raues Plnner
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Germi

uZGUL•,AoaY REVIEWER CiECKS:
RNCQUOURMZNTS: ___________________________

10-7. 7k use of din- Vrify dma any detergents a d d ima eused an due itallatio
pentsidceia . have been icemed by the Pedud O .'ice dot Eavkiuwm and have
a regulatd had m ight dig lictrnfe ndfication -mbr I ld firo drmie. (1)(2X4)
Sections 3. 4, 7. amd 9 (1
and 3). Verify diat the cotaniners of m deyew ts r cleaning agents used on

the aillation have at l 1 on dom in
cle.ly re• bb p ielu in di e pri n do em

- stfactas and submnces contained i die pioduct u vre•aftN"
by die Federal Kinoswe for die EnvifMMaet Nature ocin
and Reactor Safety

- airde -lie of die product and its license adentificadon nmnber
- uni mad addma of dw main office of die pooduct's producer.

inponer. or distribtor
- s. coacem uap loasing. o the product d cause a

fltte hum to wowr as poO
v aded recomnmended dosages acosunting for differen degree of
-hordess of warner

how nauch dry lauS• gie in U ogmms (kg), cam be wahod
with 1 kg of the product. awaming tdat recommended dmsfor
water of different dem of huIdnes we being observe

(NOTE. Since buiodegadabiiMty and phospht limits pertain to the pro-
duction of detergents and iewmig agents rather than to their use, such
details ae not given here. hue use of a licensed product appears to
imply compliamce with qppoprat requirements.)

DRINKING WATER

General Quality
Requkfrmeats

10-8. The network of Verify th pipes of a woa supply sysm dit dd• n Idng water
pipes from which drink- are not connected to any oher wmr system. (IX2)
mg water is dispensed
must not be connected to Verify d•m pipes of different supply systems ae clearly identified by
odhr water systems color, unlwess buied unda uuind.
(TrinkwV, Section 17
(1)).

(1) BCE (Envirownental Planning) (2) BEE (Bioeaimnnumtal Engineering) (3) Waftewaw Treamtent Plant

Superinundeut (4) BCE (Naura Resourcea Planner)
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COWUIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

R ,GULATORY R CHECKS:

10-9. Drinking wonr Ver*f tha dame Me w Eachara coli in 100 millillaw (mL) of drinking
must be freec aipa-hoga- waser. (1)(2)
Omawv. Secto 17(1),
(2), mad (3)). Verify dw drer ma mo coldwif baceia in 100 mL of dinking waer.

(NOTO The tand for coliform baceria is conidded met if at least
95 P=M of at logr 40 mmles thw negative results.)

Verify that thr we so fad suipococci in 100 mL of drinking watrn.

Verify dota die amp*be of colonies in Mi ~wawe does nqj exceed 100
ml at anbautb oI of'2 eCpMa@ q minus 2 'C, nor a an

incubatio lm u o 36C plus or minis 1 C.

(NOTE. In suply symms dha dispense less dona 1000 m3 of drinking
wlr per yew. die amber o•colonies mug ant qpeed 1000 mL a ma
incubation em emueof20 C plus or mi•us ; C, nor 100 mL at an
incubation mnprature of 36 "C Pl or minus I C.)

10-10. Chemical sub- Ver*f d chemical msbstances in drinkingwat do not exceed die limit
stances or radiowlive values given in Table 10.1 and Table 10-2. Cat IM , nor dhe standd
subsn must not be values in Table 10-3. (IX2)

present in adkn woter
to humnan health
(TrinkwV, Sections 2, 3,
and 4).

Tr-1.at mentk mC ,m • o i im ~~aak~n m~o2

ing12 wter is teed frik Evaani w wnnciwst onmpuaucw i20 Cpleus w o ems2 toneceed20waux is wew for mL atan incuation mn ara o(20"pus or minus2"'C. once die

the purpose of disinfec- unMtn process ha been compleed. (IX2)
dion or othewise attain-
ing pmscibe~ propenies
spec•a• rqukanews forquw&i must be met
(dnikwv, Sections 1 (2)
adn 1 (4); 5; mad 6).

(1) BM (Ewiimmnmal Planmint) (2) BEE (Biomwi mummtaEngiaring) (3) Wastewam Treaument Plant

Supain•ndent (4) BC (Naar Remaus Planr)
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COMPLIAN4CE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

* Ge-ý

RSGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
UBQLUDEMlET: ____________________________

10-13. Ony c=ti Verify doa no additives other than diem listed in Table 10-4 ame used in
additives ffed in the trealiftet of &ddftin Water. (1X2)
the tresument of drinkng
wwae (TrinkwV, Section

10.14. Permissible Verify that permissible, additives ami used only in the concentrations and
additives may be used for die purposes listed in Table 10-4. (1X2)
only in Ceatain concentra-
tUMn for specific Purposes
(TrinkwV. Section ()
and (2)).

10-15. Only certain Verify that the concentrations of permissible a~ddtves listed in Table 10-
concentrtions of pernus- 4 are not exceeded in treated water after the treatent process is comn-
sible additives may be plete. (1X2)
found in treated water
after tie ftratment pro- Verify that chemical substances in treated drinking water do not exceed
cess is complete the values listed in Tables 10-1 and 10-2.. (rinwV, Section 5 (2)).

10-16. Water that has Determine whether drinki~ng Wate is disinfected with Chlorine, with
been disinfected with sodium-. magnesium-, or clium, hypochiorite, or with chlorinated lime.
chlorine, with sodium-, (1)(2)
magnesium-, or calciumn
hyohlrte, or with Verify that disinected drinking wate contains a residue of at least 0.1

chlrinted lime, must milligrams (mg)jfL fiee chlorine or at least 0.05 mg/L chlorine dioxide at
contain a residue of fiee the end of the disinfection process.
Chlorine or chlorine diox-
Wit after completion of (NOM1 If the treated water is dechlorinated before distribution to con-
die treatment process swamer, the residue must be detectable before dhe dechlorination process.)
(TdinwV, Section 1(4)).

10-17. When *drikng Detrmine whether die &drikng water has been softened. (1)(2)
water has been aeated for
di, pupso softemni Verify thot earth alkali, calculated as calcium. as present *in drinkoing
it, a iiumo warner at a minunuwn of 60 mA~ after the tretment process has be
alkal must be present completed.
after completion ofth
treatment proces a Verify that the aeidity KS 4 ,3 of softened &drikng wate is at least 1.5
mininufn dereof aci- m01Wn
dity is paresibed for the
drinking water (rinkwV,
Section 5 (3)).

(1) WCE (Eawkomenatai Plnning) (2) BEE (Baniro~ nmmtal Engineering) (3) Wastewaler Treatent Plant
Superintenden (4) BCE (Natural Reentuces Planner)
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COMALIANCE CATEGOMY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Gemm

RGULATOaT RIVIEWER CHECKS:

10-1 I=o --ca-- Veuify, if - ion sichuoe proces is uae do tde conent of sodium
may be used for i3~m ons a~ notinreased in softened drinking water. (1X2)
drinking water only if the
content of sodium ions is
not i mr, e (ThnkwV.
Section 5 (4))

10-19. Treament of Verify tha di kdW and concetation of additives used in die moment
=drnkding warne must be process are. recorded at least once per week. in writing or on data car-

rcd least once per rie. (IX2)
week, and records must
be kept and be accessible Verify that records on water treatnem are kept for 6 mo, and that they
to the public for 6 mo are accessible IDdie public during regular business hours.

. Seco 15
(4)).

10-20. The use of addi- Verify that consutmer receive infonna.ion about when drinkng water is
tives for the treannent of being reated, and which additives ae being used. (1X2)

=drinlang water must be
dic 0e IMth consu-

tion of die used additives

by directno ~Of
the consumers (TrinkwV.
section 15 (5)).

10-21. The use of addi- Verify d te i and quantity of additives used for the moment of
tives for the treatment of drinking wat in a building plumbing system is disclosed to consumers.
drinking water in a build- either through written noificaton or by posting a note. (IX2)
ing plumbing system
must be disclosed to the
consumers (TrinkwV,
Section 15 (6).

supply Sysmtu

10-22. Drinking water Verify that physical, physico-cdieical, and chemical tests are carried out
must be teted at specific according to Table 10-5 ('Scope and Frequency of Tests'). (IX2)
inotcha wila, to

diemcaal
MdnkwV, Sections 10;
11; 13).

(1) BCE wiromuntal Planning) (2) BEE (BEownironmienta Enginerg) (3) WastewaW Treaunent Plant

Supeintendent (4) BCE (Natal Resmourn Planne)
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COMP'LIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

REGUIATORtY REVEIEWER CHECKS:
RRQUO~LEKI41:

10-23. Mwoerator of Verify that couiwnus =r notified about die hardnes of wowe at leos
a water supply rsysem once per year, wad wheneve long-term chanes in the hardness of water
must disclose doe hard- occur. (1X2)
news of drinking waw to
die couttnern at rul NORYM Hardnessn of wate is defined in 4 deT=e of hardness, with die
intervals ( MG c- implication dimt consuimers will =u detergents in dosages that correlate to
tion S). the hardness of waler.)

10-24. Tests of drnig Verify that test am carried out immediately under die following condi-
waler must be care dot lons: (I1X2)
immediately when crauin
conditions arise, and - pathogen limit values we exceeded
remedial measures mumt . the onuber of colonies keep rising
be taken (ThinkwV, Sec- - chemical limit value are exceeded7
tion 15 (1) and (2)). - wheneve other tests required do not mieet compliance: standards

- wheneve otheir strcues to water occur tha may affect the quality
of drinking water

- wheneve plainy recognizable changes or extrsordinary incidents
occur that may affect the quality of drinking water.

Determine the sourc of die problem adversely affecting the quality of
drinking water.

Verify trmda mesures are taken so restore fth proper quality of
drinking water.

10-2S. Documentation Verify dthat tewsae documented in records, in writing or on data carriers,
of any testing and treat- including the exact address, specific location. daze, and time of sampling
ment of drinking water is of the water, the date of die wt;s the method of testing; and the margin
subject to regulation of amv. (1X2)
TrfinkwV, Section 14

(3) and 15 (4)). Veriy that complete records on all tests of drinking water are kept for 10
years (yr).

Verify that copies of records ame sent to the Public Health Officie upon
request.

Verify that ftratment of water is documented in writing or on data car-
riers at leas once per week, recording the kind and concenturatos of any
additives used.

Verify doat records on water treatment wre kept for 6 mo, accessible to
consuimers during regular busines hours.

(1) BCE (Environmental Planning) (2) BEE (Bimnuwrnmmtal Engineering) (3) Wastewater Treatment Plant
Superintendent (4) BCE (Natual Resourves Planner)
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COMPUIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

MU.GUATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
RIQUIUflW4T:

10-26. The Public Verify dht the Public Hath Office n notified inmediately under die
Health Offce must be following comlions: (1X2)
notiied wher ceain
conditions aise - - lim valus w eceeded
(TmukwV, Sections 9 (1), of t ar cokmin keqei
15 (1)). - chemical limit value me excan e

- whenever other am required do sot meet compliance stuadands
- whenever other mses so water occur dit may affect the quality

Of drinkung water
- whenever piainly recognizable changes or extraordinary icidents

occur that may affect the quality of drinking water.

10-27. The Public Verify that the Public Health Office is notified 2 weeks in advance under
Health Office mum be the following conditicns: (1)(2)
notified 2 weeks in
advance whenever sruc- - when a walw Mpply system is to be put into service
tural or operational - when a system a altered due to conmction or changes in opera-
changes in a water supply tion
system we to occur - when he peopery or rights of 'use e tranfened to another per-
(TrinkwV, Section 9 (1)). son.

Verify that blueprints of appropriate facilities me included in the notifica-
tion, as well as documents on water protection zones, if relevant

10-28. The Public Verify that the Public Health Office is notified within 3 days whenever a
Healh Office must be water supply system is completely or partially shut down. (1)(2)
notified within 3 days
whenever a system is
completely or partially
shut down (TrinkwV,
Section 9 (1)).

WASTEWATER
TREATMENT

10-29. An environmen- Verify that environmental reviews am submitted pror to the construction
tal review must be filed of or significant modification to wastewater treatment facilities. (1)
ior to construction of or

substantial modificaion (NOTE. Substantial modification eD d way such facilities a m operated
to certain facilities also nquires that an environmental review be conducted.)
(UVPG, Section 3(1)).

(1) BCE (Ewvwunmaeal Planning) (2) BEE (Bmwiamnmtal Enginern) (3) Wutewaamr Tratment Plant

Superintndent (4) BCE (Natura gmmcm Plannr)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATEL QUAtITY MANAGEMENT

Germ

UIG ATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
ItZW~U3EIUT:

10-A0 A permia as Deunnin whethe the walewater treatueiew faility is designed to
requed for do construc- ceis mom than 3000 ku/day DOD5 (raw), or more tdn 1500 m of
don, ogmrison, and waswar in 2 h. (3)
modification of any
wastewater fclit (NOTE Coaling WSW is excepted ham doe calculation.)
designed to proces MoM
than 3000 kg~ay DOD Verify thue a proper permit has bown obained for the wastewater faciity.
01W), of more than 1506
m of wastewater in 2 h
(WHG. Section 18c).

10-31. Raw sludge Verify that no raw sludge is disposed of as fertilizer. (3X4)
from a wastewatr treat-
ment plant may never be (NOTE, The implication in AbflKU V seem to be that raw sludge is
used or disposed of as treated as solid waste and becomes subject to solid waste regulations
fertilizer (AbfKlwaeV, (AbfKlaerV, Section 7 (6).)
Section 4 (1)).

10-32. Sewage sludge Vify that chlormated liphenyls (PCBs) for each of t come ts
from a wastewater tetat- numbrd 2. 2,101, 38 , 153, and 180 do not exceedth limit values
ment plant that is to be 0.2 mgfkg of dry sludge matu. (3)X4)
disposed of and used as
fertilizer must meet (NOTE: The nwnber•ig of PCB components coreponds to the identifi-
specific criteria for organ- cation system added by the Intnationl Union for Pure and Applied
ically persistent pollu- ChemistryUP
umts, organic halogenated
compounds, and heavy Verify that polychinate dibe ioxins/dibenzofuranes
metals (AbfKlaerV, Sec- (PCDDsPCDFs) do not exceed 100 nanograms of TCDD toxicity
ton 4(10-12). equivalents per kg of dry sludge substance.

Verify that the sum of organicaly bound halogens, given as adsorbed
organically bound halogens (AOX). does not exceed the limit value of
500 mgikg of dry sludge matter.

Verify that heavy metals do not exceed the following limit values (given
in mg/kg of dry sludge matter):

lead 900
cadmium 10
chromium 900
Coper 800
nickel 200
mercury 8

zinc 2500.

(1) BCE (Environmntal Planning) (2) BEE (Bionvimnntl E% wing) (3) WahtwL" Treatment Plant

Supinwtndent (4) BCE (Natural Reuome Plannr)
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COMPLIANCIE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Geram

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS.

10-32. (continued) (NJOMh For uomie In owar limit Vahani for cadmium (5) and zic
(AM0) apply. Mae installation should expect the landowner who takes
die sludge to know die pmriacular requiremntsts far die aea involved.)

(NO0M 7wlse limit Vahaen also 10r t fertilizer mixtures that contain
sewage " tud as one coniponenL.vdte h sewage sludge alone, nor
the mixture mn total, may exceed die limit values (AbfKlwV, Section 4
(13). In die cae of mixtwem the proportion of sewage sludge must be
documented by dhe supplier of sewage sludge (Abf~laerV, Section 6 (2).)

10-33. When sewage Verify, if no other prescriptions have been made by the competent
sludge is to be dipsd authority, that fth sewage sludge is tested at least every 6 ma far the fol-
of and used as frlie, lowing substances and parameters: (3X4)
fth operato/owner of the
wastewater treatment -heavy metals (lead, cadmium. chromium, copper, nickel, merury,
facility from which the and zinc)
sludge originates must thde suin of the organic halogen compounds, given as adsorbed
have the sewage dodge org anically bound lulogem (AOX)
tested for prescribed sub - unmnmxa nitrge and total nitrogen
stnows at specific inter- -phosphate, potassum., and nmagnsium
vals (AbfKlwrV. Sections - dry residue and organic substance
3 (5, 6, and 9). - "oalkln suibstances and pH value.

Verify, if no other prescription have been made by the competent
authority, that fth sewage sludge is tested at least once in 2 yr far

- polychiorinaled biphmnyls (PCBs)
- polychioriated dibeazodioxins and dibeazofuranes (PCDDs and

PCDFs).

10-34. Soil to which Verify that the soal of the land is tested for heavy mietals (lead, cadmium,
sewage sludge is to be chromium, copper, nickel, mercury, and zinc) beo swg sludge is
applied must be tesed far applied to that land for the first time. (3X4)
prescribed substances and
at certain intervals Verif that the soil to which sewage sludge is to be applied has been
(AbfIClaerV, Sections 3 tested for its pH level and for the content of phosphate, potassium, and
(2-4 and 9). magnesium available to plants.

Verify, if no other prescrptions have been made by the competent
authority, that the soil to which sewage sludge is applied is tested for
heavy metals at least once every 10 yr.

(NOTE: These sod tests, including their costs, are the responsibility the
wastewater treatment facility fomi which the sewage sludge originates)

(1) BCE (Environmental Planning) (2) BEE (Bioenvironmental Engineering) (?) Wastewate Treatment Plant
Superintendent (4) BCE (Natural Reaouzce Planner)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

German

RMGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

10-35. No snl limit Verify that sewage sludge is applied only if the following limit values for
value for msbstances in certain substances in the soil ane not exceeded (given in mgdkg of dry
soil to which sewage sludge mome): (3)(4)
sludge is to be applied
may be exceeded lead 100
(AbflKIaV. Sections 4 cadmium 1.5
(8 and 9). chromiun 100

copper 60

Zubc 200.

Veify diat sewage sludge is applied only to soils that have a pH value of
5 or less.

(NOTE. In some tems, limit values for cadmium and zinc in sewage
sludge am lower (cadmium: 1; 6inc: 150), and lower pH values may be
presibed for the soil One should expect the owner of the land to know
about the paticular requirement for the area involved, and to call this to
the attention o anyone suppying sewage sludge for dtt area
(AbfKlaerV, Sections 7(8 and 9).)

.10-36. -The kinds of Verify that no sewage sludge is applied to: (3X4)
land to which sewage
sludge may be applied as - land where vegetables or fruit for human consumption are raised
fertilizer are regulated, - land designated as Dauergruemand
and specific restrictions - land used for silvicultural purposes
must be observed - land within zones I and 11 of a water protection area
(AbflUlaeV, Sections 4 - within 10 meter (in) of the shoreine of a body of water.
(2-7) and 5).

Verify that sewage sludge is applied to land where forage crops are
raised only before those crops are planted.

Verify that a special permit has been obtained if sewage sludge is to be
applied to land in nature prosection areas, natural monuments, national
parks, and other p-otcted areas.

(NOTE: What Dauergruenland is is not spelled out in AbfKlaerV; it
appear to refer to areas that se not used for agricultural purposes, but
that lie falow permanently.)

(NOTM Even though an installation is unlikely to be directly involved
in applying sewage sludge. u oeao of a wastewtuer treatmen facility

orom which sewage sludge originates, it must observe restrictions and
quality standards for the sofi as much as die party that owns die land to
which sewage sludge is applied. A number of reguions am not spelled
out here because one can expect the owner of the tad, aheran die
supplier of the sludge, to watch for those.)

(1) BCE (Environmwtal Plnning) (2) BEE (Bimwironmnmtal Engineering) (3) Wastewater Tresamt Plant

Superintiendet (4) BCE (Naftd Returnes Plann=)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUAIATY MANAGEMENT

Gasaa

RZGUIATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
11SQUNEMENTm:

10-37. lbs operawi of verify dhat records on sewae doudge mre "er at due wtewater, treament
a wtwuervestent plant, and diat they contain die fcdlowing information: (3X4)

Plant must beep records
on wage sludge and - the total amount of sewage sludge produced, and die amount

submt dim uuualy to sewge uduesurfuied for agricultural puposes (given in metric
die- competent authority tous of dry &uge
(Abf~laeV, Section 7 - die jwp npenie of sewage sludge, as regards heavy metals, adsorbed
(7)). organically bound halogens (AOX). nitrogen phoghate. potas-

siwn, and magnesium, as well as dry residues, organic substances,
alkaline substncs, and pH level

- die kcind of trealmient of sewage sludge
- name and address of any recipient of sewage sludge, including the

specific #me to which sludge was applied, identified by their lot
mnuber im die land registe

- results of soil tests. arranged by plots and lot numbers.

Verify that the infonnaion contained in the. records on seaeoldge for
any I yr is submitted to the competent authority by 31 M=rh Of the fol-
lowing year.

(NOTM Sewer sludge tha is not supplied for agricultural uses, but is
dis"se of as solid wante, must be trated according to regulations on
solid waste (AbfflaerV, Section 7 (6)).

10-38. Tbe operator of Verif that a delivery note is issued, either in the form given in Table
a wastewater treatment 10-6. or electronically generated. (3X4)
facility must doctument
the transfer of sewage Verify that copies of the delivery note we sent to the competent water
sludge from the wastewa- and agricultural authoritie at least 2 weeks before the intended removal
ter treatment facility to of sewage sludge from the wastewater treatiment facility.
agricultural uses
(Abf~laerV, Sections 7 Verify that both die supplier and the recipient of sewage sludge sign die
(1-3)). delivery note on the day of transfer.

Verify that the original of the delivery note (or its equivalent in elec-
tronic form) is kept - a record at the wastewater treatment facility for 30
yr.

(NOTE- Tbis documentation is required even if the operator of a waste-
water treatment plait applies sewage sludg so his own property
(Abf~laeV, Section 7 (4). It may be waived for operators Of wastewater
faclities that meat only residential or otherwise lighitly polluted wa.Uewa-
ter aid serve a population of 1000 or less (AbtGamV. Section 7 (9).)

(1) BCE (Envirowunatal Planning) (2) BEE (Imenriroanunta Engineering) (3) Wastewater Treatumet Plant
Superintendent (4) BCE (Natural Reawumn Planner)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Germa=

JULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS: ___________________________

WASTEWATER
DISCHARGE

10-39. The discharge of Verify that the discharge of any substance into groundwater is done only
any substance into according to a permit issued for this purpose. (3)
groundwater is regulated
(WHO, Section 34).

10-40. Any discharge Verify that a permit has been obined for the discharge of wasewater.
of wastewater requires a (1)(3)
permit (WHO, Section
7a).

10-41. Solid substances Verify that no solid substances are disposed of in surface waters. (3)
may not be disposed of in
surface waters (WHG,
Section 26).

10-42. wastewaler fron Verify, if no other nlimt values have been set in the permit, that the
a residential type sewaqe wastewater to be discharged from residential type sewage systems meets
system must meet ce=m the requirements listed in Table 10-7. (3)
quality standards before it
can be discharged into a
body of water (Rahmen-
AbwasserVwV, Appendix
1).

10-43. Wastewater that Verify, if no other limit values have been set in the permit, that the
constitutes the confluence wastewater to be discharged meets the requirements listed in Table 10-8.
of various streams of (3)
wastewater must meet
certain quality standards
before it can be
discharged into a body of
water (22.
AbwasserVwV, Section1.1).

(1) BCE (Environmental Planning) (2) BEE (Bioenvimnmental Engineering) (3) Wastewater Treatment Plant
Superintendent (4) BCE (Natural Resources Planne)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

RMUILATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

10-44. wastewater fom Vrify, if no other limit values have been sm in de permit to dischalm
a water weatnm facility dio die wastewater to be discliarged from a watr treatment facility or
and wan fhm cooling from a cooling or swma ewation process meew the requirementslisted
or suam n geneton in Table 10-9. (3)
processes, mun mee cer-
"ain quality standards
before it can be
discharged into a body of
water (31.
AbwusVwV, Section
1.1).

10-45. Wastewater from Verify. if no other limit values have been set in die permit to discharge.
scrubbern on incinemrao that de wastewater hom scrubbers on incinerators meem the requir-
must meet certain quality mewts listed in Table 10-10, Chart A. (3)
standards before it can be
discharged (Rahmen- (NOTE: In the sam of Rheinland-Pfalz, these limit values are presum-
Abwas4 VwV, Appendix abiy listed on di special permit requited to discharge this type of waste-
47). water into a communal wastewater treatment facility.)

10-46. Wastewater from Verify, if no other limit values have been set in the permit to discharge, 0
scrubbers on hard coal that the wastewater from scnm on hard coal incinerators meets the
incineratos must meet requirements listed in Table 10-10, Chart B. (3)
certain quality standards
before it can be
discharged into a body of
water (Ralune-
AbwasserVwV, Appendix
47).

10-47. Wastewater from Verify that no wastewate from scrubbers on waste incinerators is
scrubber, on residential discharged. (3)
solid waste (Hausmuell)
incinerators may not be Verity, if tde residues from the scrubber of a waste incinerator cannot
discharged (Rahtmen- othewise be dfisposed of ixpryaid withbout harm, that substances in
AbwasserVwV, Appendix watewte that s dischared do not exceed the limit values listed in
47, Section 2.2.3). Table 10-10, Chart C.

(OT In the msae of RheinlandPfalz, these limit values am presum-
ably listed on die special permit required to discharge tis type of waste-
water into a communal wasewater treatment facility.)

(1) BCE (Enviromnaial Planning) (2) BEE (Biovinmatal Engine ) (3) Wastewmal Treatment Plant

Superinandent (4) BCE (Natual Resources Planner)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Gera=
REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

iUQUZRMNTS:

10-48. Wawa Verify, if no other limit values ha been set in the pmit w discharge,
mden from die that wuww ze finm the storage of solid waste meet dieof Xwe tymi :;, requieet fisted in TAW• 10-11. (3)
wasle (seepage) most
meet ctamin quality sman- (NOT In the te of Rheinliand-Ffb, these nimt values ame meswn-
do* before it can be ably listed on the special permit requied to discharge ths typeof waste
discharged into a body of wamr io a communal wastewater treatment facility.)
water (Rahmen-
AbwasserVwV, Appendix
51).

10-49. Wastewate from Verify that the load of hazardous subsances in wastewater is kept as low
areas where metal is as possible by taking the following meastues at the wastewater treatment
wored on io any fashion, facility. (3)
such as in machine shops,
metal finishing sho -Treating the cin; baths with suitable processes, such as
[Gleitlchle•• ]. or memb rat ion exchanger, electrolysis, and thermal
paint shops, must meet processes, in orde to be able to meuse processing baths as often as
certain quality standards possible
before it can be -Retaining substances contained in baths by taking suitable meas-
discharged into a body of ures, such as trasponin oods in such a manner that the disper-
water (Rahmen- sion of substncs is nhi ; protecting against splashing, and
AbwasserVwV, Appendix optimizing the composition of baths
40). - Multiple dti-use of rinse water by employing cascade rinsing, or

closed-loop rinsing with ion exchangers
- Recovering suitable substances contained in rinse baths and min-

troducing them into processing baths
- Recovering ED)TA (ethylene diumine-tetracetic acid and its salts)

from chemical copper baths and their rinse baths.

Verify, if no other limit values have been set in the permit, dut wastewa-
ter to be disclarged from any kind of metal processing operation meets
the requirements listed in Table 10-12.

(NOTE: In the stae of Rheinland-Pfalz, these limit values ame presum-
ably listed on die special permit required to discharge this type of waste-
water into a communal wastewater treatment facility.)

(1) BCE (Environmental Planning) (2) BEE (Boiroa sital Ennmating) (3) Wastewate Treatment Plant
Supwbntndent (4) BCE (Natural Rewunmx Planne)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Genmman

IRGUIATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

10.S& Wamrwaser from Verify w wamwa w be tdhclged fio many kind of gs jprocess-
amea where Il operaltme coitaium. so halogenaud hydrocaboms and. if no other

wo*o mm l= values lave been me the permit. that the meuirments listed in
or chemically muit nmet Table 10-13 m met. (3)
cermin qui sadard
before it can be Verify tha watewmer from the mechiucal vemment of glass i used in
discharged into a body of a closed-loop syten.
water aiadun-
AbwasseVwV, Appendix Verify dot sludge from dhe trameant of glass (grinding or elching, as
41). wel as dudp coaiming silver or Co.ppr) is kept sepame from waste-

water, and dm it tis disposed of accxdmg to solid waste regulations.

Verify. if cmfbe are used in the poces of vtating glass, that no
wastewater is generated duough thd we of scrubes

(NOT If discharge of wanewm r frm mehmuical eamnent of glass
carnot be avoided, either became the waler has diminished due to diief-
sion and sqhing; or beome do lop is being afr a compeae
shut-down, mervicaig, cieain, mad die like; or bacame a closed-loop
symm may not be feable doe to i .dverse affect on machinery used
to crack or pind glas, hass dous mbnc i wamewme may not
exceed the limits in Tble 10-13, Chart B.)

(NOTE- h the sae of theild-Pfah, thee lung values am eresm-
ably listed on die special permit required so disarge diis type o wase-
waler into a communl wassewater reatment facility.)

10-51. Wastewater from Verify that only those deter , cleaning agems, or auxiliary materials
vehicle maimenance and are used that do not contain organically bound halogenated compounds.
cleaning facilities and (3)
from vehicle juniking
operatin [Ent.nemsm-
erung] may not contain
organically bound halo-
genated compounds from
detergents, fuel cleaning
or luricating agents, or
other a ry maerials
if it is to be discharged
into a body of water
(Rahmen-AbwasserVwV,
Appendix 49, Section
2.1.1 and 2.2).

(1) BCE (Envitomnental Planning) (2) BEE (BEoenvimnnatal Enginamint) (3) Waiewatew Treatment Plant

Supwnntadmnt (4) BCE (Naural Remourcem Plannmr)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGOBY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Gawa

REULATOY REVIEWER CHECKS:

10-52. Innalmians Verify di inmLldhm keep auconk o die contents of all delergents.
awen ksp Pcrnid of •he fuel, cleaning Of hhrcNIng aON, or oder aiuliay materials in ue at
contents of anl drges, their vehicle maintenance aI cleanng facilities uid their vehicle junkin
fuel, cleing or ubricst- Operations. (2)
ing agents, at other am!i-
biuy iateriak in use at
their vehile maintenance
and clemRin facilities and
tdir vehicle junking
Operations M[Ekonservi-
saung] (Ruhunen-
AbwassswVwV, Appendix
49, Section 2.3).

10.53. The mnount of Verify that dhe munotu of hydroacrbons in the wasiewater does not
hydrocabon permissible exceed 20 mg/L aW PretaUInenL (2)in wteewlrfomn ve~hi-in maineance fr junk- (N0TE This requime applies only if more than 1 m, of wastewater
ing operations is regu- is discharged per day.)
lazed (Rahmen-. AbwasserVwV, Appendix (NOTE: This requirement is considered met if all of the following con-
49, Sections 2..1 and ditions • me
2.4). - the facility has an oil-water sepuator built accoriling to DIN 1999

and a supplemeaW coalescer, or if it operates a comtpuable,
licensed vestment facility

- the oil-wat separator (with its supplmnental coalesce) functions
in such away that the residue of leating oil does no exceed a
concenation of 5 mg/L, whenever a mixture of heating oil and
water is used

- the sepuaraw and its supplemental coalescer were dimensioned
based on an ccnulamon of wuewater of 4 U/s during dry
weather, and the equipment does naw have to handle more waste-
wae than it was dimensned to hawdle

- any wastewater discharged into the waewater treatment facility
contains only detergmts, cleaning agents, or unstable emulsions
that have been shown not to impi the effectiveness of the facil-
ity with regard Io hydrocarbon levels

- the facility has a mantenance conrct with specialist
- th facility is monitored by the compelent mathority at least every

5 yr.)

MO - In the state of Rleinlid-Pfalz, these requirements a esn-
ably listed on d special permit required ID discharge this type i waste-
waler into a communl wasawater ue nt facility.)

(1) BCE (Environmental Plading) (2) BE.E (Bijovuui n FAu EnginSeinl) (3) Wutewate Treatnent Plant

Superintmenet (4) BCE (Naturd Reourceu PlaIuu)
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COMPUANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Guu

IGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
IKQUOIAIM]S:

10-.4. A-m - levels very dist Us drait for dw denialt ut chain we equpped with a
a waftwalme dm12. licesd Mnali p -1_N dom tuhode mualpm cone in want-
offis ad cinics mu wamr by s lu 95 t(2)
be reduced and monitored
befmo it may be mixed Vaf diast whenevr w•wm i beisnb g awiched wih aalgm. it is
with wu•twuhm r tm drained via amaln m ur, and dot dw amoun r of mch wastew
our= heath carenUed nev exceesh de effecveca of ite amalgm sqf r.sousce
Abw =VwV. Appendix Verify tha die umalpm sepemrar is maintained and emptied according
50). to die peumk basud.

Verify tdh written --rec are kept concerning de maitnmce of die
pnam and dial reeips for die delivery of sepeued aeal-

(NOTE In die m of Rhidrlund-Pfl these lmemoues we presum-
ably lised on die special permit required ID v1sc--- this " of wast
water into a commuia wutewwaff t men facility.)

10-5S. Wastewaer from Verify dtt wanewarer t be di•caged hor d•y clesing business
dry cleaning businesses meets the requiremen listed in Table 10-14. (2)
must mad certain quality
stdmlards befor it can be (NOTM In die state of Rheinlad-Pfalz, doewe requirments we lmum-
discharged int a body of ably listd on die soecal permit required to discharge this type of waste
WSe (ahamen- wae into a communal w eas t mr mamen facility.)
AbwuaeVwV, Appendix
52). (NOTM Thes •qukmmen we conidered me if the dry cleaning busi-

ness includes a wasmewar Uteatment facility that has been ialled.
operased, and mamnaied according to specifcaiom.)

10-56. Launy Verify that d wash wa of laundry bwims does not exceed ft
business must observe phosphate contet given in Table 10-15. (2)
maximum peaissible

phophte content in (NOM- This all-sDt apply eme to leundronrass where customers
thir wash WSWe thwemsves op iae th ad flumidrn Uiek own detergentsomne.
(PHoechstdengV, Sec- poiaelimis for re! or wuehold usie we clearly set spart.
tion 3). t e is somewhat umbgu her.)

(1) BCE (Eawirunutal Planning) (2) BEE (Bkwi*omital Enagbning) (3) Wastewasar Treament Plant

Supeinkudent (4) BM (Nab" Remuvmu Pamumw)
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COMFLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALMT MANAGEMENT

Gem=

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
RDQUIRECMKT: ____________________________

10.57. 17he polluting Verify dhat the plungpropetides of wamewate do not exceed dhe
I EPropenie Of wuaefwager doerhokk qicfh ntepermit to discharge wasawwmer. (3)
mnay no exceed certain

qcildlimits (AbwAG, Verify, if so thresholds have been se in the permit ID discharge wastewa-
Setos3 (1), and 4 (1 tdnt phugpnerasof wutewsa do not exceed die dues-

and 2)). t.o&"s WsPeciiedTbLPlI "M

(OTE Ehcent for swemwaws unmoff, wuasiwate charges are assessed
according DT*thesiods set in the permit to discharge wasewater.

Consequenty, if tie pol"in properties of discharged wastewater exceed
the an threholbds e dichug purty will be penalized by higher
wastewater ca s.Cn .dieflu." properties Of wasmewater
are consistently lower~ than dhe = acribmti,Uthe discharging party
may apply for a reduaction of wauiewawe charges.)

10.58. Installations con- Verify that pollution outs for runoff we estimated it the rate of 12 per-
nected to a municipal cent of the population connected to the municipal sewage system. (3)
sewage system that
discharge stomanwasrunn- Verif that the competent authority is notified ainnually of the estimated
off through that sewage pollution units of storniwaftr runoff on the installation. (3)

* system must estimate
their pollution units for (OTLM In Rheinland-Pfalz, the population on 30 June of a given calen-
runoff in terms of the dar year is used as a badis (LAbw*AG, Section 9 (1)). Other states may
population on the installa- use a different figure.)
nion (AbwAG. Section 7
(1).

10.59. Installations that Verify that die poilutmo units for runoff we estimatd at the rate of 18
discharge stormwater run- per one hectare of paved surface. (3)
off through thei own,
self-contained seae Verify dhat die competent authority is notified manrually of the estimated
system, must esiae pollution units of stormwamtr runoff on the installation. (3)
their pollution units for
runoff in terms of die
paved surfaces on the
installation (AbwAG.
Sections 7 (1), and 10 (1)
(4)).

(1) BCE (Eawiromnanasl Planning) (2) BEE (Dinawironmental Engineering) (3) Wastewate Treabment Plant
Superintendent (4) BCE (Natural ftewnurces Planner)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUA~ITY MANAGEMENT

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

10.60. wAci"ie dim Demarnine whedwe 750 m3 or mowe of waswm ar e dishagdW per day.
"ducha"g 750 mOr M P (3)

of usWu per day
mum duigimi at least Ver ifytat atJe one person is designated to be responsible for wate
one person Npwsbe j~~i
for watr prwcto
(WHO, Sectice 21 a. b, Verify dom die Wkiwiy uid haities of tim pursan(s) responsble for waier
and d). protection an spelled out in writig.

Verify dimt the conipetent audiority is notified of die designation.

(NOTE. In Rhelmn~ud-Pfaz, the person responsible for waterrotection
ordinarily Is tim director or operato of a wastewater treatment facility
(LWG, Section 58).)

10-61. Person(s) Verify dia any person responsibie for wowe protection at a wastewater
responsible for wate pro- facility. (3)
tecton at a wastewater
facility wre required to -supervises the Operation and maintenance of the wastewater facility

prform specific duties - nmaisres the quantity mand characareist~ics of wastewater
(WH. Section 21b). -maintain records Of niewuane10011an d Sests

- notifies theim u in case of deficiencies.

(NOTE Wha "records" we is not spelled out in ftm WHO. For
Rlueinluad-Pfal, details we given in Wis protcod in tim sotat section for

watwtrduscharge-)

V-rif dit tim person respodUmle, for watepr otection at a wastewater
fality owards works the application of atutable mietjcses

bwluq dwproper utilization or disposal of residues from wastewater

Verify diat die person responsible for wate protection at a wastewater
facility works twards die development and introduction of intra-plant
procedures for avWding or reducing the different types and die amouint of
Wastewater.

Verify dim ti person responsible for wate protectio at a wasiewaer
facility educates die plant staff widi respect to the imfat doat die plant
has on wate, and about die, equipment and maueorpventing dtha

Verify dig dke person responsible for wate protection at a wastewater
facility submits a report eo die user once per yew deftilinig all measures
take or planned as diey relate to tim duties spelled out Above.

(1) BME (Eiwiromwnutal Planning) (2) DEE (iazxnutal Engineering) (3) Wastewalar Treabment Plant
Superintendent (4) BCE (Nattwal Raecunna Planiur)
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COMI.JANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

UWULATOaY REVIEWER CHECKS:

10-62. The compeent Verify, wheinev oundwaier is aientlly tapped, di the competent
md ymust be noti- authority is nofi and wokis mopped for the me being. (3)

woak must cem
when, is (NOTM UI t conpmp t andiory hasm uwlaed within 2 mo dwmthe

wimy R dur- project mu -be abadoned ndefiitely atordm certain conditioh or res-
ing excivation for a tncti mumt be observed. then dto piject may continue to proceed as

(LWG, Section 42 (J2ct planned.)

RHEINLAND.PFALZ

WATER

Surface Water

10-63. Installations Determine whether and which bodies of water on die installation ae sub-
must maintain both stand- ject to maintenance requiremeits. (IX2X4)
i eg and artificially
created ruing waters of Verify that both standing and artificially created nning waters of Class
Class m on their property m we maintained on the installation.
(LWG, Sections 4 (2) and

___ 63(4)). (NOTE This requirement does not apply . wate reservoirs of regional
significance; they ae maintained by die state.)

10-64. Any construction Verify that a permit has been obtained for the construction or alteration
or alteration of facilities of a facility within 40 in of the shoreline of Class I and il waters.
in or near surface waters (1X2X4)
is subject to regulation
(LWG, Section 76 (1)). Verify tat a permit has been obtained for the construction or alteration

of a facility within 10 in of die shoreline of Class III waters.

10-65. Areas that have Determine whether any area on the installation has been designated as
been designated as flood flood plain. (IX2X4)
iis rwe subject to regu-

on(LWG, Sectins8 Verify dhat any particular obligation set forth in the document designating
and 90). die flood plain has ben meL

Verify that none of doe following activities occur on the flood plain,
except within the framework of necessary measures to maintain waters orlevees:

- aering the surace by accumulatin or movi soil
- constrcting, altig, or removing factes
-storng substances or dispoing of them.

Verify tha a permit is on haid for planting trees, shrubs, or vines on the
flood plain.

0
(1) BCE (Biwiromnaetal Planning) (2) BEE (1oenvirotunmtal Enginering) (3) Wuatewater Treaunent Plant
Superintendent (4) BCE (Natual Reourm Plannr)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALrrY MANAGEMENT

Geruan

REGULATOIY REVIEWER CHECKS:

10-4. An installation Veriy dal no activities u1midi tmaimtenace or safey of a levee
whose propery adjoiM a occur on or near a evew t may be locad neat to dw installation (Le.
levee mu refam born ATV's, dio bike, etc.). (X2X4)
activities that undemine
the mainnance and
safety of th levee (LWO,
Section 7 (2)).

10-7. Areas tho are Dearmine whedhedtm are areas on the inetallation tat am regularly
known to be dtraened thrmeaned by flooding or oterwise subject to danger caised by water.
by wow mum be prop- (IX2X4)
erly prepared Io deal with
emerencies (LWG, Scc- Vaerf doat die installation's fire department or o r ognization is
dion 91). tec ".hnically qhadle waer emergencies and So provide Msis-umnce in Uim we sumoch emrnis

(NOWM Local communitis in collaboraion with the state am responsi-
ble fr nioni n and secuarig levees and other flood poection facili-
6's, and for providing emerpicy ainstance. However, it ppears that an
ifallasioa should be technically prpmaprd for water dutats if there are
areas on the installation dtat am prne to flooding.)

REINLAND-PFALZ

DRINKING WATER

Supply Systms

10-6L. Water s Verify confrm tou applicable technical specificaaions of o.n.he
systems, including wae i water tpplicsy le and wal saent facilities or thdes.
ctatment facilities, musg (X2X4)
confona Ito or Vibed
c s ffiW or Verify, if any portion of dte water supply system does not meet technical

codes (L.W , Sectios spcfcain or codes, dhat remedial measures are taken immediately.
48).

(1) BCE (Envimmental Planning) (2) BEE (Bienvwimnmmtal Engineering) (3) Wastawatr Treatment Plant

Superntndent (4) BCE (Natural Reuroms Planner)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Gaum

RGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUIREMENTS: ___________________________

10-69. The contuc- Verify the the onscmucaon, ificat ateraton, andn of warner
tion. sgnificn alteration, toerment facilities and map tanks hla been approved by the competent
ad operatim of We; authority. (IX2X4)
treatment facilities and
s erage ubt (wat (NO'M The regulaidon metions apoval [ienehzigung) as a rui
towers) is subject to regu- ment, but does not specify whether a permit Eabubnis] or
Wion (LWG, Section 47). [Bewilligung] is necesay in this cOt.L)

(NOTE In the case of a significan alteration of an existing facility, the
project can be assumed to be approved if die competent authority has not
esponded with a notification to the contrary within 8 weeks of the a-pli-

cation.)

(NOTE: Construction must be begun within 2 yr, and completed within
5 yr. from the date when the proj was approved. An extension is pos-
sible, but new requiements may have to be met.)

10-70. Operators of a Verify that the quality of drinking wae meets prescribed requirements.
water supply system must (IX2X4)
monitor the quality of
drinking water (LWG, (NOTE. Unless other requirements we set that should be listed on theS Section 49 (1)). permit, applicable requirements are listed in the Federal section of this

prMOCOL)

10-71. The transfer of a Verify dt the transfer of a water supply system to another pary has
water supply system, been approved by the regional governmem [Bezirkifegierumg]. ()X2X4)
including its various
facilities, t another party (NOTE: Transfer may mean the sale, the transfer of responsibility for
must be approved (LWG, the operation, or the permission to another party to use any pan of the
Section 46a (1)). supply system.)

(1) BCE (Environmental Planning) (2) BEE (Boerwitnmental Engineering) (3) Wastewat" Treabnent Plant

Superintendent (4) BCE (Natural Resoumeu Planmr)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Germans

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUINEINTS:

RHEiNLAND-PFALZ

WASTEWATER

Treatment

10-72. Long-range Verify that a long-range plan for wastewaser disposal [Abwasser-
plans must be developed beseitigungskonzept] is developed and submitted to the higher-level comn-
fot wastewater situations ptent authoity, deading the following: (3)
that do not meet applica-
ble specifications or - the current status of the wastewater treatment facility, and the
codes (LWG, Section 52 affected area serviced by that facility
(5)). - die range of measures that must be taken to meet the requirements

- a timetable specifying at which rate which measures are projected
to be taken

- an estimate of the corm involved.

Verify tdat die Ions-range plan is continually fine-tuned, and submitted to
the higher-level authority evay 5 yr.

10-73. The cnstmuc- Verify diat the construction, significant alteration, and 'dion of any
tion, significant alteration, wastewater tanment facility that treats more than 8 m of wastewater
and operation of certain per day has been approved by die competent authority. (3)
wastewaler treatment
facilities must be (NOTE. This approval [Geneunigung] is given by the competent author-
approved (LWG, Section ity that has jurisition for issuing the permit to discharge wastewater.)
54).

(NOTE: The construction must begin within 2 yr, and be completed
within 5 yr, after the date when the project was approved. An extension
is possible, but new requirements may have to be met.)

RHEINLAND-PFALZ

WASTEWATER

Dislarge

10-74. A special permit Verify that a special permit is on hand to discharge certain types waste-
is required to discharge water into a public wastewaler treatment facility. (3)
wastewater into a public
wastewater treatment (NOTE For ihese points of origin, specific limit values exist for pmrticu-
facility from cetamin I substances. Details me gave in die apprpriate sections of the proto-
points of origin where col pertaining to Federal regulations.)
hazardous substances are

rtd(LWG. Section

(1) BCE (Environmaital Planning) (2) BEE (Bioenvimninetal Engineeing) (3) Wautewaer Treatment Plant

Superintendent (4) BCE (Natwal Reowurces Planner)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Germwa

REGULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
REQUEMENTS:

10-7S. A special permit Verify, if the threshold quantities; liste in Table 10- 17 am exceeded, that
is required if certain sub- pemuts are on hand when dhe substances listed ae to be discharged into
stances haImful to water public wastewami facilities. (3)
are to be discharged into
public wastewater facili-
ties, unless sjecifl thres-
hold quantities an not
exceeded. (tan-
desveraxdnung ueber die
Genehmigungspflicht fiuer
das E.ileiten wasser-
gefadedeinder Stoffe in

tine Abwasseranlage und
ihre Ueberwachung, Sec-
tion I(1)).

10-76. Facilities that Verify that ailitie that are required to be permitted for the discharge of
ame required to be permit- the substances listed in Table 10-17 test their wastewater or have it tested
ted for the discharge of monthly. (3)
the substances listed in
Table 10-17 must test
their wastewater or have
it tested monthly (Lan-
desverordnung ueber die
Genehmigungspflicht fiuer
das Einleiten wasser-
gefaehrdander Stoffe in
tine Abwasseranlage und
ihre Ueberwachung, Sec-
tion 2(1)).

10-77. Operators of a Verify that the condition, the operation, and the treatment capacity (effec-
wastewater treatment tiveness) of the treatment facility is monitored. (3)
facility must monitor the
facility and its operation Verify that both the volume and properties of wastewater an monitored.(LWG, Section 57 (1)). (NOTE. Exactly what monitoriq means for small wastewater teatment

facilities that treat less than 9 m/day, is not spelled ouL In those cases,
unless other requirements are listed on the permit to discharge wastewa-
ter, it appears that monitwring ins to parameters listed in the applica-
ble Federal secion of this protocol.)

(1) BCE (Eawomentsl Planning) (2) BEE (Bioeuironmmtal Enginmring) (3) Wutewat Treaunent Plant

Superintendent (4) BCE (Natural Retuves Planne)
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COMPLANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Germa

MREULATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:
URQUI~flIINTS:

10-7. The mwnring Vrf that dhe, wastewaer flowing nio he matmem faiiy is momi-
of wastewer eaneM ared with resect to vounem and die peamea listed on die perm• (3)
facilities at nt mare
than 8 ni of wmewater Verify dimdthe wasewater flowing out of die aunemt facility is moni-
per day , regulated tored with reqsect Io vomUD and Ut peametern listed on the permit
(EUeV`OA. Sections I
and 2). Verify that any other Puune I needed to operate the wastewater treat-

ment facility am

Verify that de scope and hequency of monitoring at a wastewater treat-
meat facility conforms to the following prescibed schedules:

- for wastewater from points of origin where metal is worked on -
Table 10-18

- for wastewater fnom printing and photo chemical operations, and
fomn laboratories - Table 10-19

- for all other kinds of wastewaier - Table 10-20.

10-79. Wastewater Verify that records are kept at die wastewater treatment facility contain-
teatment facilities Phat ing the following infonnation: (3)
treat more than 8 m of
wastewater per day must - the results of die mn Mitoing process
keep certain records - the technical lWcesses used for the monitoring process
(EUeVOA, Section 4). - any troubles tha have occured in the operation of die facility.

Verify that h rmerds am checke and signed at least once per month by
the director or operator of die facility, independently of the tasks of the
person responsible for water protection.

Verify that records of the wastewater treatment facility ae kept for 5 yr.

(1) BCE M(wironmtal Planning) (2) BEE (Bioeimnmtd Egineing) (3) Wastewatr Treatmnnt Plant

SuperintndeMt (4) BCE (Natural Remoum Plannr)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Gerwal

EGUIATORY REVIEWER CHECKS:

1040. Wastewwre Verify die a on the monitoring ocess at the wauewmae treat-
treatent facilitiesm t ment facility (self report) is filed with the competent authority
treat more than 8 oo inwhich die eults of the monitoring pocess mwe smmarized amnd
wfitewater per day must analyzed. (3)file a se~lf-'oitoin
report (c..eprt on the Verify that dte bel-monioring report contain at least the following
monitoring process) to information regarding the watewater flowing into die treatment facility:
tde competent authority
on a regular bds - the volume of wastewate that flowed into the treatment facility
(EUeVOA, Section 5). and the mean concentration of die pearaeters subject to monitor-

ing, ipven per month
dite, hughest concentrations of contuninants and groups of contain-
inants and die individual wastewater streams in which they were
detected lowing into the treamnent facility.

Verify that the report is filed with the competent authority at the follow-
ing intervals

- every 6 mo - for wastewater treament facilities constructed to han-
dle more than 300 kg/day of wastewater in a state of biochemical
oxygen demand (ROD,) (raw)

- yealy - for all other wastewater teatment facilities.

10-81. Installations Verify that die competen auhority is notified on an offial state form of

must notify the competent the estimas Of pollut, units for stofnwater noff in a given year byauthority of the estimated 31 March of the following year. (3)
pollutio units for stom-
water runoff according to
a prescribed schedule and
form (LAbwAG, Section
12).

10-82. Motor vehicles Verify that motor vehicles are filled with gasoline and/or oil or cleaned
may be filled with gs- using flammable liquids only in garages or parkn areas where spilled
line and/or oil or cleaned liquids cannot enter the ground or wastewater facilities. (3)
using flammable liquids
only in garages or park-
ing areas where spilled
liquids cannot enter the
Wud o wasmwat"faiiis (Garagen-

verordiung, Section
23(3)).

1043. Oil/waw separa- Verify that oil/water separators ae emptied and cleaned regularly. (3)
tmrs re to be emptied
and cleaned regularly. i (Gxragenverordnung, Sec-
tion 23(3)).

(1) BCE (Eavkowmemtal Plnning) (2) BEE (Bioenmnmtal Einsering) (3) Wastewatw Treatment Plant

Supwintenden (4) BCE (Naturl Rowu=c Planer)
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Table 10.1

Limit Values for Chemical Substances in Drinking Water

Chart I (Pwd Tests)

Running Name Limit Given as Pennmisible Margin
Number Value of Eauor

(mg/L) (± m1/L)
a b c d f
I arsenic 0.04 As 0.015
2 lead 0.04 Pb 0.02
3 cadmium 0.005 Cd 0.002
4 chromium 0.05 Cr 0.01
5 cyanide 0.05 CN" 0.01
6 fluoride 1.5 F 0.2
7 nickel 0.05 Ni 0.01
8 nitrate 50 N0 3 - 2
9 nitrite 0.1 NO92 0.02
10 mercury 0.001 Hg 0.0005
11 polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in total 0.0002 C 0.00004

-fluoranthane
-benzo-)-fluoranthene
-benzo4k)-fluorantene
-benzo-(a)-pyrene
-benzO-(ghi)-paylene
-ideno-(1,2,3-cd)-pyrene

12 organic chlorine compounds in total 0.01 0.004
-1,1,-lri-chluoehdane
-tri-chlowethylene
-tetra-chhorethylene
-dichloromethane 0.003 C'0 4  0.001

NOTE: Running Number 1 of Table 10-1 applies until 31 December 1995. On 1 January 1996, the
following values for arsenic take effect limit value (column c): 0.01; permissible margin of aroi
(column f): 0.015.
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Tabl 1.-I (anuleed)

Chart 1 (Special Tests)

Ru=ia Nan Limit Given a Pennissible Margin
Nwumer Value of Enur

(ms/L) (± mg/L)
a b c d f
13 a) organic chemical sultances individual mabslace

used as hrbicide and pesticides, 0.0001 0.00005
iWnludi duck ,Mk main in tmal
breshAk ouw.oducu O.OO05 0.0002

b) polc
polybruau biphenyls
and phanyls

14 antinony 0.01 Sb 0.002
15 selenium 0.01 Se 0.002
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Table 10.2

Parameters and Limit Values for Determining the Quality
of Drinking Water

Chart b Sam" ranwieel

Number value as ofEnr PrceduiNotes
a b C d e f
I color (spectal detmmiation of

absorption coefficient 0.5 m7' dite qpecoWu diumptio
HS 436 nm) coeficicat with

or fllr phamomes
2 opcity 1.5 unit of c•pit(?) devsiemiom of

[Tmebiunseieheit] - the -
/Fcwmazin(?) _ persim coefieut

3 odoirduestldo 2 ati uC -ghldikition wid
3 a25C odoies wae d

exauminto for Odor
m -

NOTE: Brief excesses am to be disregrded.
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T"be 104-2 (Cmtimm)

Chart U: PM csI nlcal PFrmtmie

Nam Lii - _ _ _ _ _ Pmisi

Numer Value as of Emv p
a b c d e f
4 FgPeukW 25 `C +lC limik value des

not IyWf di(iking
_ WON that hs been heated

3 pH-v"m no Ie= han 10.1 electru me uamn
6.5 md no moe with glm electode;
than 9.5 for WatSW supply
a) in comectin sysems dispensi a

with materials maximum of 1000 m*03
contain meoa le yOW.
or cement, photunetic meamring
excq for is also admissibl
pasive stae,
the pH-vaue of the pH-value
die dispensed water, Of the calcium
within the carboat satraion
pH-Mnge is determined
of 6.5-80A thrugh cakcuiarom
may not be
klwer than varimces of the
the pH-value of pH-value of the
the calcium cabonate water below the
satuation: pH-value of the

b) in conection calcium carbonate
with materials saturtfion we
containing fiber disegaded up
cement, the to 0.2 pH-units
pH-value of
of the disensed
water, witlhin the
pHan-ge of
6.5-9.5. may
not be lower than
die pH-value of
the calcium carbonate
cubonaw satwuati__

6 conductivity 2000 It8 cm"' - t 100 PS cm"! electromeic measuring

7 oxidizablity S mgjL 02 vohhiftk determination
of oxidizability tough
potasim pennaw
consumption of
ponam pemangane
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Tabb 14-2 (cmamm)

Chart m-. Link VhM. for CbImkla Subudmam

Nwnber Name Value U to 41-vox_, of E
MA_3 mmo&Am3  + mg/L Nooen

a b c d e f 9
8 aluminum 0.2 Al 7.5 0.04
9 ammonium 0.5 NH4 + 30 0.1 vagimuc due to

Saoia canditow
at dmegarded
up ID a limit
value ot 30 mg/L

10 barium 1 Ba 7 0.2
11 boron 1 B 90 0.2

12 calcium 400 Ca 10,000 40
13 chloride 250 Cl 7000 25

14 iron 0.2 Fe 3.5 0.01
15 potassium 12 K 300 0.5 varaiaces due to

geoogical condidions
wre disregarded up
ID a limk value
of 50 mAiL

16 Kjeldahl 1 N 71
_____ nitrogen_______ ______

17 magneium 50 Mg 2050 2 variances due togeological conditions
m despzd up
to a limit value
of 50 mg/L

18 manganese 0.05 Mn 0.9 0.01
19 sodium 150 Na 6500 6
20 phenols 0.0005 phenol 0.005 -excet naunul

C6 H5OH phenols that
do not react
with chlorine;

-is met if the
limit value
of Appendix 4,
Number 3,
"odor thrshowW.
is met

21 phosphorus 6.7 P04 70 0.1 limit value
conuponds to
5 mg/L P2 0 5
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TabO 10-2 (Cmomind d)

R=Ri Limit Given Equivalent pernisiw Mrgin Speciedf
Number Name Value as ID pIft. aof nor Priocedure

mgIL __ __/•_ 
3  t mg/L Noes

a b c d e f g
22 silver 0.01 AS 0.1 0.004 whim silver or

silver enmpounth
we and for the

muemn at
drinkin waie,

App- d 3,
Number 4 applie

23 sulfait 240 S042- 2500 5 vaiances due to
-elgia wndites

an disemgaded up
to a limit value
of 500 mg/IL

24 dissolved or 0.01 0.005
emulsified

carbohydrates;
mineral oils

25 substances 1 wase s•em is met if the
extrcntable residue limit value of
with Appendix 4,
chirooan Number 7

____ _______ ______ ______is met
26 surface-active 0.2 0.1

agents
a)wnonic substances a)determinuafon of

tha react anionic surface-active
with agents through

methylene methylene blue
blue compared with

dodecyl
benzenesulfonic
acd methyl
ester
as stmdard

b)nonionic bismuth b)detamnnation of
active nonionic surface-

substance active agents
twough mified
Dmsagekrfrs

eagents compremd
with nonyl phenol
decaethoxylat
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Table 10-3

Standard Values for Chemical Substance in Drinking Water

Rumning Suwndud Given NMissale Specified
Numba Name Value (mgjL) as Mrin of PtocedWe

Ero (t mSgL) Notes
a b c d f S
S copper 3 Cu 0.3 T7U uandu value applies

after a sgnaioof 12 h.
2 yr after the
installation of copper
pipes, di standard
value applies re, adss
of stagnatioL

2 zinc 5 Zn 0.5 The standard value applies
after a stagnation of 12 h.
2 yr after the
n a of galvanized
steel ppes. tie stamnard
value applies regardless
of stagnanim.
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Table 10-4

Additives Approved for the Treatoent of Drinking Water

Nir Name Camiy at A Sbiima AdM=m after Of b~am Nor
Nhrw I-Aged mdw~ (agI) C .I�hm of Blow

wasRlimg di Tmammm) (-m/
________ _____ Numer o___ mitL) _______

ab cd a_ _ h k

1 kwime 925 disiofeaiim 1.22 0.3 2 fed m 00

soim
hyp-blarim

ai 0.01 ftihalogm. 0.00 tialg
hypodcerim, mgkam mdass 23

hypoidrhits
cb~rmwied li.

2 ddorcmdiaxia 926 diakfebaim 0.4 0.2 0'02* 0(LM &hmiu
-0.2 0.05LO

3 oainamdoctm 10 0.05 0D3 Q090 "6109523
au~micsca 0.01 tr"h09011- OA00 uIhmsdml

4 silver E174 pmuruiama 0.09 AS 0.01
silver cmi~osd tuly for
Naum salver minyuinak~
chloride -awk Uan in
silver olaudf exczmi

S bydroga peramide ouidefici 17 0.1 H20 Us0
sodima

Palmcmoeuf

6 Pa~itame

7 oxygem clidgiom,

s smipha &mids E22D ISxim S 2 S03 2 0.2
Nadm auMils E221
calcim soff E226
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TOMk 10.4 (andbusd)

Rowig IQMys Winded Nip.. Parade" Link Vaha. GOvi Nomwabs
Number Name Coasuy ofi A dimms Ada A ber ISt blvis

Numbr Limted wider iso 010i) Ca..0mpld at Emitr
Same Runinug of Tmuamt) (.- mL)

Nmhsr ___ (NOW__

-- b c a 0 9 k

9 @Dam diuNNINI mimm 67 2.8 S203 
2 . 0.24

104 8Ma E339 whibitimb

- 3340
E341 hi*kfto of

wdiim- 81;d E450a

bdu- -dE40
Be&m- Ind E4S0b

poaoim- ad po44Sshc
mdism-cmitun 543

l0b soaim uodic""e 550 shiMbio at 40 S102  M4
in aomhiawa amii
with sabdoamms
unader log or
soaium, hydroxide or 524
"mi carbonat or 500
sodims hydrogen 500

I1I cakimis ucaft E170 adjmuamot
Cdkiu aid 529 of pHl-value.
Cakia kydmaida 526 .lk COROO
caci 80%ibma 516 .Isi.. level.

dc~kio ddocids 509 aditdb.
haM-burned dcilmaits wildidawal of

-awm cubouf. 504 Mitrua,
maspsinawhd 530 saya
Ifapasim, hydroxide 528 bogmwes
mapsumo diami 511
madim cubcow 500 ngmaiam
mi&m hydiagma carbon 500ate o Imabeasa
madims hydroxide 524
sodims bydroges 514

hydrocloric acid 507
sdpbuki adid 513
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Table 10-4 (comdmd)

tannieg Emopsem bmus" upe Permutable Lamu Vake Giviss Peowaeilds Raeslm
Number Name comeiy ofeI Swusmces Addilics sawra Maulia Plodocts

Number Usled Inder di (mgi) Colorim of Eaora
-am Rtanins = iim) (+-mJL

_______ _____ Ninber _____ (AlL)____
a b c d .S h k1

12 .w 0 alsoi

NOME

Drinkig warner my als be Uwasd widi addwrvee do do adrequire licameing. puvided dwiii dem. addilive. w war, mod com-
plea*l ort si =n issum- diag tbey or diei ciuverux. ptodocs rmain is drimkws waoe only as tedimicafly utvimadde aod
wolookmaagcfy beffeicu meidium, and a*y in mmaiosalim whic an hamnlns to heaMt sand wobjectica"e to own and

bkchidig ase coueaa of diem edistance bdom miamot and hemw owhi husmise: sop..
2 tsb. shgw peinissible additinam may be itkciamed to 6 m&&L if niaabclogical zeipmoizunii can= be met ollierwise, as spoo-
fled in Secticm 1. at if die d sifecdica punma is tanipoaril affected by mawaim. In this ces, di. limit value for free
chiwine a unsed &miking water is 0.6 mgIL & base m vaboa for bihalogan mhaneew is 0.025 mg/L. with a persuasible mri
of anwat pin at mimi 0.01 mg/L

3 arldens. mamicxaikm didd~oroamihen, dibrumo deotbi. brotodowm.
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Table 10-5
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Table 10-S (cmudnued)
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Table 10-5 (contdued)
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Table 10-6

Delivery Note for Sewage Sludge

Wastewater Treatment Facility

Nue and Address of de Operam Locado __
Date:

__Tel:

Fax:

Delvery Note

This Delivery Note must be kept as a record at the watwewaver treament ftcility for 30 yr.

Name and Address of the Use.

In the moth/s of , 19_._, we will transer M3 of sewage sludge
containing t least % of dry substance, n to the amount of metric tons of dry
matte, on lot number _ , district of the land Megister, having the size of hectares,
with the folowin int ..ent

*ispoal
applicaticei

-application throgh die following third party:_ __________________

Currnt se .' te lnd-(include 
name and address)

deioontuis ate d t e•th nedi______________________________

Tests of , dedat from _ d_ _ from (Ana(ysisAna...is

did not show excesses for pamissible poluantest.
did show paa excesses for permissible pollutants.
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Table 1.4 (cmdamed)

10ests of die sod and sewage sludge yielded the fbilowing MatsO

1. SoiL:

pH vale

Type of SW

The soil contain on the average:

Given as mg/100 g of dry sludge matter

poa nm ale ( K205):-
o( 0g):niagneium (Mg):

Given as mgkg of dry sludge matter

Limnit Values

lead__ _100
cadmium: 1.5 (1 for 'light sodts')
chromium: 100
cpe 60

zinc.* 200 (150 for 'light soils')

2. Sewage sludge:

The sewage sludge has the following pH value
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Tabk 10" (mtmOued)

S The sewage sludge contains on the average:

% of utrients % of nutrients in
in fresh sludge dry sludge mattr

orgaic subtnces:
tota nitoge (N):
ammonl nitrogen (NH4-N):

potassium ox-e (K20o):
calcium oxide (CaO):
magneium oxide (MgO):

Given as mg/kg of dry sludge matter

Limit Values

lead: 900
cadmium: 10 (5 for 'light soils')
chromium: 900
copper. 800
nickel: 200
mercury: 8
zink: 2500 (2000 for 'light soils')
AOX: 5o0

PCBs Number 3: Limit Values

28: 138: 0.2 mg of PCB per kg of
52: 153: dry sludge matter for
101: 180. each component

Given as nanogruns TE per kg of dry sludge matter.

PCDDs, PCDFs: I00 nanograms TE per kg
of dry sludge matter

I herewith confrm that the sewage sludge firn out wastewafar treatment facility, with the properties
stated above, may be used according to the Ordinance on Sewage Sludge from April 15, 1992 (BGBL I,
p. 912), and in accordance with the guidelines for the use of sewage sludge in agriculture, issued by the
highest competent authority in Ruinland-Pfalz on

(Signatu of the Operator of the Wastewater Treatment Facility)
authority
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Table I" (aimnmeso)

Comitmatlai of the Trinisfer Er Sewap Mudge

On this day we have traueferred m3 of sewage sludge with at least % of dry substance,
ID me'ic tons of dry dsdge maser, in acconlance with the above staied infwna-

tion,

(Signature of the Operator o the Wautwar Treaunent Facility)

Cmalstuatoa of the Applicelom uf Semwa Sludge

On this day I have applied the sewage sludge nceived fmi on
according to the above stated information. The maximum pernissible mount of

stwage sludge to be applied to the lind him not been eceeded.

(Signature of the Recipientfalumer)

(NOTE: In addition to the original, 6 copies awt be made of this form.)

1Apparently at this point the operator of the watewater treatment must indicate whether he is simply
turning over the sewage sludge to someone else, or applying it by himself, or whether he has it
applied through a third patty. The difference between the first and third option is not fully clear, but
seems U) be a liability issue.

Stiype of soil must be specified here. Certains soils am designated m'light soil' or ae otherwise
subTec t specific reguladicms which restrict the lwhopeties of sewage sodge to my be applied there.
The installation should expect t landowner who takes the sldge to know the particular requirements
3frthe are involved.

Components of PCBs an numbered systematically according to the rules Eo the International Union for
Pure and Applied Chemisty (RIPAC).
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Table 10-7

Quality Requiremnents for Wastewater from Residential

Type Wastewater Treatment Facilities Before Discharge Into Bodies of Water

Discharge of wastawaser int bodies of water must occur according lo gnenuly acceptead tcical stan-
dards. Depeniding on tie classificamion of die wastmewa trosment facility, limit values for substasces
in resideinaial tMp wastewater vary.

Facilities dim tiemi residential typ wasiewaner ame clasified by die volume of wastewata er cesse&L
Ordinarily. this is calulatd as do ie anw t of untreated or raw wastewate in a biologically anaerobic
state after 5 days given as DOD, (raw). If only die sediments, of used waftr ame available for calcula-
dion, dr, figure appy to the amount of sedliment in a biologically anamrbic sotat after 5 days, given as
BOD, (sod). Wastewswe rautment facilities wre clussified as follows:

Class I less dha 60 kgjl 73013 (raw) J or less than 40 kg/d DODj (sod)
Class 2 60-300 4/d DOD5 (raw) or 40-200 kgMl BOD5 (sed)
Class; 3 300.1200 kg~d DOD, (raw) or 200-8004/4 13DO, (sod)
Class, 4 1200.60004/4 d OD5 (raw) at 800D4000 kgjd BOD5 (sod)
Class 5 r 60004*& DOD, or mor (raw) or 4000 kgjd BOD_, (sod)

ibe following limit values must be observed for various sizm of wutewater vestmient facilities before
wastewater can be discharged.

Classification of Chemical anaerivc T Biochiemical J Angnonium 1 Total
wastewyme stat (COD), uiweobic stae fte nitraue ) (NH4-N), pboqibous

treatmnent facility, given in 11gjFL j 5 Days (BOD,), given in MA/ (Pgs"), given
by size _ _ _ __ given in mg/L j in MnLL

____ ____Qualifid samople or 2kh mined saimple
a b_ _ _ 4 d

Class 1 150_ _

Class 2 110_______ 25_______ _____

Class 3 90____20 _ 10 -

Clas 4 90____20 _ 20 2

Class 5 7______ ______ 10 1oI

(NOTE: 0Ths requirement applies to a wewwtrwanperabWae of 12 OC and highw in the biological
digesm of die water treatment facility. Instead of a tempumue of 12 0C, die time batween 1 Mday and
31 Octobe may be considered.

(N0TL If samples kmon veatnnt ponds wherm wate remains for 24 h or manis visbl diacokised
by alge, die following values for die anaerobic sote of die wate appy: limit values for COD (colmma
b) are reduced byl15 mgpL; limit values for DOD, (column c) mre reduced by 5 mg/L)
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Tabl 16-7 (comdmu)

(NO Thesn valus ae considUed met if four out of di five moot recem less conductad by the
e mtboiiy. within dhe Ian 3 yr. do not exceed die pescribed limits, and no singe reult

ceeds e pmribed limit by 100 peacnt.)

(NOTE: Westewater eugnen facilities of Causs 3, 4. and 5 must OeWt wastewaar in a specific de-
nitifican don pmc before die wasewat may be discherged.)
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Table 10-8

Minimum Requiremients for Mixed Wastewter Before Discharge

(NOTE Tho provision to which this table pertains, 22. Ab~waerVwV. was dawn up in 19a2.
Whethe it stll applies has been unposuible to determine from outside Gernmay.)

Unless othe pwwiuons apply io specific types of wutsewate, the folowing minmumn requiremenets
must be met before mixed weaftwer (the confluence of various strams of wastewater) may be
discharged.

SCUe~bttla 05 M14J
substances Of doe ampký

Chemical oxygen reduction of the chemical oxygen
demand (COD) demand (COD) by at least 75%1)

Other psiameters: Certain portios= of womwater smuns ay be subjec to additional requirements,
due to die particular origin of die wastewate. 71twi requirements must also be observed.

(NOTE 17Ul reduction of the chemical oxygen demand (COD) is calculated by comparing the chemi-
cal oxygen demand of wastewater dthatwnts die central tummaun facility (in-flow) to that which leaves:
the cenau treatmnat faciity (out-flow) within a 24 It time, span. The aepasinte treatment of certain. ~ wastwater streams may be credited toward the 75% reduction.)

(NOTE: If die limits; for settleable substances have been exceeded in one sample, but die dry mass of
dhe substances that can be filtered out does not exceed 50 m14L, then the waWta reading of that sanple
may be replaced by 0.5 m14d for calcuatin the mean.)

(NOME These value are considered met if the amen result of the five most recent tests conducted by
the competent authority within the last 3 yr does not exceed the presribed limits. If specific limits
have been set for toxicity to fish, tOse limits; are considered met if four out of dhe five most recent
test conducted by the competet authority within die last thre year comply with requiremnents.)
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Table 10-9

Minimum Requirements for Wastewater fron Water Treatment
Facilities and Cooling Systems Before Disckarge

(NOTE: M1e provion ao which ths table pertaiu 31. Ab•ww•VwV. was drawn up in 1983.
Whehe it still applies h beens mpomib to demmie fom outside Germany.)

A. ihMi vales for wamewater froml Maer tRUe"mt hei•ukl

Setleable sub mance 0.3 mLJL of th smple

(NOTE: If die wus.ewar comes from a faciliy dot ness ww from a numing body of wa•er thea
this requirement applies only if do 9iantir of wastwater discargd (Q) is less tha fth qmiiy of
mean warwr (M Me rquirment does not apply w te waw with which Kwen. rsdoe is flushed
back imo dte body of waot when de water drwn contain an elevated level of fish fry.)

B. Unit values fw wuewater from dled-loep wooig syem nd from other orgiu due So
steam geseratiam:

Closed-loop cooling Closed-l•p cooling Oe orgns of
system of power plants System of indusa wastewa• due
p ocesses t s n ID Mge o
Substance Limit value given as mLL of the sample
Setteable substances 0.3 0.3 0.3
Effective chlorine 0.3

Hydrazne 1 _
Limit value given as mLJL of the 2 h mixed ample

Chemical oygen demand (COD) 30 40 -

Ph 3 5 _ _

Vanadium _3-

Iron ________ _______ __ 7

Zinc 4 -

NOTE:

qus ukremen applies only to gem Mted ba
Ti~b Mp~kemm applies coy io wmewww Sennued by ftceaA of th fu~e-t s aid of oi

irmed sen boile.
IVlis reqiuitueaet applies only to waiwarwor ge Ii Iae by the cleaning of the flue-gas side of gas-
fret samt boilems d by thde cleaning of ar preamtus.

(NOT: These values e comsidmed met if d neam rnslt o di five mod recent tet coducdte by
do conpeten authority within the last dtee yr does no exceed the ;escuIbe limit.)

(NOTE: If the limits for settleable submsnces have boen exceeded in one sample, but dhe residue on
ignitio of die dry mms of dtee subances does not exceed 12 mgL then the actual readi of thatSsample may be replaed by 0.3 mLJL for calculing he mea, povided ta th watewater w gsk-
erated by fth treatment of unning wa )
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Table 1&-10

Requirements for Wastewater from Scrubbers on Incinerators Before Discharge

Waftwater frn saimbets an lsackmmm mint meet cetm a iquemw bsm a cam be dischrged
Into a communmal waewater etmment facility. Diffrent types of micaMb mu observe ddfbem
limit value.

A. ischtwaftr. Gis ra

paunsae Concenianson in die 2 h mixed
saumple at the qualified uuupl.
given ingjL

Subsnces that can be fiMzed out 30
Chemical oxygen demand (COD), using: I
- Bum lime s
- mes 150

Sulfate 2000
Sulfit 20
Fluoide 30
Cadmium 0.05
Mercury 0.05
Chromium 0.5
Niciln OS5lqCOMM 0.5

Lead 0.1
zinc 1.0

Sulfide 0.2

ILimit value after deducting die mntial aserbic state of the water before application of the proce.)

(NOTE: The dilution facor OF for die tohicity s friu may not be higher dim tde conceatradon of
chloride in wstewater (Oiven in gIL) divided by 8, pls 1. If this figma do= not coincide with a san-
dad dilution factor, td figue must be rounded up m the neut higher dilution factor.)

(NOTE: Thew values m considered met if four out of die five mast room teo conducted by di
competent adthority within the last dam yr do not exceed the precribed limits, and no shng result
eceeds pucribed limit by 50 paean)
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Table 1-is (Coohk"

3. Hawd Coal Inclatwe s O

Pumem Los& 3, 1 Om in
mkg of chloride

cadbium 1.
mercury is

bm~miium 18

l•Nicl 18
copper is
Lead 3.6
zinc 36
Sulfide 7.2

2 aonde w calcuaed o the bamis of the mai mum of houd coalbumad. ivem in met'ic tom
per boot (tI), and de ehlride comtemt of e hurd coalused. o he pmiz to dichJug waewasr is
inued on the beis of this infonamti.

3i the concemumiom of chloride in wmwam exceeds 2 &IL doe o the Mida l op alip of the waer'
ued. thm the exces o chloride comet mum be added to tde calculted chloride load of tie burnid
hard co@L)

(NOTE: e vs m sa m considend met if four out o die five mom ecenm tem conducted by die
competent smarity within the lan dree yr d not exceed Udo preacniled limits, and no Ainle reat
exceeds the priuibed limit by 30 paw&)

0
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Tabli 10.14 (cembh )

C. lxi n of Roddnodl Sodd Wase

Wawwa from umm m on incinmamm a my amn be do e into bodies of wa•• . How-
ev, i the residues from such smubies ca•not odhwie be disposed of propery and without hm.,
then tie folowing imt vahles apply for waswater fom sactabes of waSte incinerawors.

Paumue LAM", givm in mg pe meric ton of warn

cadmim 15

chromimn 150
NWvkd ISO
NCkOl 150Capper 150

lUad 30
zinc :300

Sulfide 60

4 WAs refers to dti capacity of the en wasd incineralor, as indicated on the pemmt to
discharge wahtewater.)

(NOTh: Then values we counsid met if four out of the five most recent tests coducted by the
compeen mataority within dt last the yr do not exceed the prescrbed limits, and no single result
exceefs the presacibed limit by 50 percent.)
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Table 10-11

Requiremimts for Wastewater Reulming from the Storage
of Reedeitlal Type Solid Waste (Seepage) Before Discharge

WaNwaa that remlts ftm the amp of residential type soid waste (meqpg) must meet cartan
equiume before cn be dicharged.

Pumente Qualified snple or 2 h
mixed ssuple, given in mi.&

Biochemical demand of oxygen (DODS) 20
Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 200
Ammonim Musni (NH .N) 59
Substances tiat can be filed out 20
Adsobae orgaically bound halogens (AOX) 0.5
Mercury 0.05
Cadmium 0.1
Chromium 0.5
Nickel 0.5
Lead 0.5
CoppMr 0.5
Zinc 2.0
Toxicity to fish, given as dilution factorF 2

(NO'!!:

IStandar value for other harmful substances that ame not individually regulated.)

(0OTE: The reduction of the chemical oxygen demand (COD) is calculated by comparmg the chemi-
cal oxygen demand of the wastewaier dot enters the taetment facility (in-flow) with that which leaves
the facility (out-flow) within 24 h.

For wasswater that can be presumed to have a high oxygen demand (COD of 4000 mg/L or morm), the
chemical oxygen demand of a 2 h mixed sample must be reduced by at least 95 percent before die
wusewster can be discarged.

Wasewat that receives as final biological treatment iogether with wasewater fom other sources may
be discharged only if mats prove didt biochemical decomposition has reduced die chemical oxygen
demand of the wasewsar by 75 percent. This requirement does not apply if the chemical oxygen
demand of the wamwaw" was le than 400 mgVL before it recved its final biological tretment
together with wstewasm' fom other sourcm)

(NOT!E: Thee values am considered met if four out of the five morn recent tests conducted by dte
competent stdirity, within the last 3 yr, do not exceed the prescribed limits, and no sinle result
exceeds the prescribed limit by 100 perctm.)
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Table 10-12

Requirenvents for Wastewater from Areas Where Metal is Worked on Before Discharge

Wwwaswa that cxiginaas from insehun shops. MOWa finishing shop [Glig-hlif 1.a) and paint
shops whm me~tsl is worked on must mee cestan rqiixunw befoen ia can be dischwged into a com-
munal waswmer treatment 6clt.

A. Raqufrnmem for Individial Wiasteater Sbumms-

Luimus apply to dhe wustewamer that leaves the pimtraeantu facilkies of the particular are of origin.

Waswwawr orignating fi~m the use of volatile halogenated hydrcworins (LHKW) (ie., greasing and
derasn; removing enamel or puint; trating [Eniwickelnj; scrapping or junking metal [Enikosevi-

crung])

LHK'W4  [0.1 MA/Lof the suinple

Wastewazer from baths containing cadmniun, as wedl as rinse baths

Cadmium 0.2 mgi'L of a2 h mixd or qualified sample3

'Wastewater containing mercury

Merury 0.05 mgrL of a 2 h mixed or qualiflied sample3
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Tabl 1-2 (coatinmi)

3. Requfremeab for Wasewater Spdlcea from fte ahIm Shops,
Metal Fbdsbimg Shops, and Paint Sh•p

Limits apply to the wausewaer tha leaves die final Vesment facilities of doe paricular are of ongiL

Area of Ouigin Machine Metal finishing shops Paint
Substmce, given n m&L of 4e shops (Gteitschlifuilagenj shops
2 It mixed at qualifiedl sanpie

Aluminmm 3 3 3
NAMten f&u. ammonium compounds 30
Chenical demand of oxygen (COD) 400 400 300
Iron 3 3 3
Fluoride 30
Nritogen fr nitritei5
Hydrocarbons 10 10 10
S2 2 2z im 1 1 1
Led 0.5 0.5
Cadmium 0.1 0.2
Free chlorine 2  0.5 -

horomium 0.5 0.5 0.5
Chuniium VI 0.1 0.1
Volatile halogemaed hydrocubons (LKW4  0.1 0.1 0.1
Volatile cyanide 0.2 -
coupper 0.5 0.5 0.5
Nickel 0.5 0.5 0.5
Zinc 6 2 2 2
Toxicity to fish, given as dilution factor Gi 6 6 6

NOTE:

I s no limit has been set, this substance or roup of substaces is not expected so be generated by this

2area of origrin.3 checks
3Fo chagin faim iits[chargenusdageni, anl limits apply to the smple.

SU w M*M - Fitdreaee Fucl~dee -F.1.I.-tricblarebwane, andl dichloromneiane calculated asChorne - , m~.m]ue

reuctive rcipitaion of nickel de limit is I mg/L
oqnutt for toxicity s, fish does rit apply if the wamwa- r receives additional biological

am em tgehe, widi resk ial type Iw befre being discharged into bodiis of waur.)

(NOI!: Wwmewa from depesnme from bId so remve metal, mad from mickel beft may not can-
lin EDTA (ethylene d Imi - ic d ma d its salts).)

(NOM- Wauewater dom comes from two or more ses of orgin mad dot is treated jointly mus men
de requirements applicable to the pIunePs for each ma of origin.)

OOM Other limits qaply for w wter inst originstes in the following of metal possing:
docuopmn. pickling. ekcolytic oxidation, omi ng shingv galvaizing, to i n

nammeflia- jdocing -rinted circuiti b ib ud ban1 )
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Table 10-13

Requirements for Wastewater from Areas where Glass is Worked on Before Discharge

Wasiewamer tha originaes frm anes where glass as used or procssed in any form must meat caain
requrements before it can be dischgled int a communaml wasewaer reaunment facility.

A. RIaiuraamft, for WawMer fraom Gls Prmoag Facilitw

Substance, given in mgAL Spot check Qualified sumple or
2 h mixed ample

Substances that can be tMend out 30 -
Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 130
Sulfate (SO )3000

Fluoride30

(NOTE: Wasmwate may not contain halogenied hydwcabons from additives such as coolin hrn-
cants. This rquirement is conidered met if it can be shown that only thmse additives we used tha do
not contain halogenated hydrocarbons.)

SB. Requirmefts for Wautewater from Medankal Treatmen d Glas
(Ied glum, -p a glaS, optc glans, shet shm):

Limit values when the discharge of wastewater from the mechanical eminment c glass cannot be
avoided:

Substance Limit value, given as mgAL
of a qualified sumple or
2 h mixed Rainple

Arsenic (As) 0.3
Antimony (Sb) 0.3
Barium (Ba) 3
Lead (Pb) 0.5
Copper (CU) 0.5
Nickel (Ni) 0.5
Chromium (Cr) 0.5
Cadmium (Cd) 0.1

(NOT1: Excep for shet fass operations, the requirnmes me considered met for those operatim
that disclrge less than 8 m per day if die wassewaar tremmnm facility has been inWl accoding to
specificadons; if it is operated aid maintaied according to pmait reuirements; and as ong as it n
monitored by die competent authri at least every 5 yr.)
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TaWle 10.13 (coaticed)

C. Requlremmu for Wutwsaer from C micual Swhfe Tremdmet of
Glom (ked Ol, qied gf , optical gbe)

Subswce Limit values for the load of auxiliary agents, given in
relation mI th amoum of hydrofluori acid (HP) used

LeAd (Pb) S0 g per metric tWn of hydroftuwic acid (HF)1
Arsnic (As) 50 g per met&i ton of hydrotinooc acid (HF)'

Subsanc given as mg/L Qualified sample or 2 h mixed sample

Baiunm (Ba) 3
Coper (Cu) 0.5
Nickel (Ni) 0.5
Chmnium (Cr) 0.5
Cadmimnu (Cd) 0.5

(NOTE:

For facilities that use less than 1 metric ton of hydrofllcuic acid (HF) (100%) within 4 weeks, the
following limits qply.

Lead -250g9A of HF
Arsenic 250 gft of HF.)

(NOTE: The load of auxiliary agents lead and arsenic in wastewater is c&lated according to the fol-

lowing formula:

Load = C x Q x 100 divided by HF x P,

whereby:

C: concentration of the harmful substance in a qualified sample or 2 h mixed sample, given inS/M3
Q, accumulation of wastewater during the four weeks before the sample was taken, given in m3

BF: hydfluoric acid used during the four weeks before the sample was taken, given in metric
tons

P: concentratim of the acid, given in percent.)
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Table 10.14

Requiremesam for Wastewater from Dry Cleaning Biulneus Before Diuchar

Waismwase to be discharged hom a drycleuuing busines m aEm certain requirmemla IbplIn it cua
be discharged imt a commumufa worwuer uuamew fsciity.

LhM Values for Adsob"nl (Ogamkef Demi Malgmas (AOl. Sive a di chlh)

size Of die facility Comcesnui per sample. one h load. relauive

given in M&L ID te AOIvUIntMg&Wil

Maxintau clewning cqaaCity 0.5
of the, machine(s) of up
ID 50 Itgo cmowia
Mazintu clewning cqiacity 0.5 0.25
of marn domn 50 kg of

. (N~OTE Uf mmr dmn one drycleuaing machine is opmead. dfe mma of 6&ei individua cleaning capeci-
doe determines the size of die facility.)

(NOT: Thes values wte considered nme if die smn of individua AOX msubtances, calculamd as
chlorine, does amt exceed die limit values)

(NOT: These requixnent we consdered meg if fth drycleaning business includes a wamwomwer eam-
ment facilty do ma been itutalIed operated, and, maintained. according to specificaikins.)
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Table 10.15

Limit Values for Pbosphate Contents in Detergents
and Cleaning Agents Used by Laundry Busanese

7Ue maxmun paiinissbe consent of 00pboqi fiff&Np eerhanud chowsn agets used in lannky
b -ineu muinies a adio of I kg c dry Iabmy IDo S L of wuhwie. "lbe fbowing 06be accounts
for waa of dfimmm dege of Ihwdme, und for dewei developed fo spc qicic purpoes. Lmw
values for phoqd*ime given a s gpain of denmiuy pboq*i=.uL of wasiwvat (IL P).

P" mamak Pbospbhat Cask" k Wash Womw,
Given k g/L P, Using Pdul a Typos of Detwmens

Haidness Degree AII-Puipose Deegnsfor Delicames Detergents for CMe
of die Woew Detet and Colcied Wash Pmwuh Cycle

a b c d

1 0.45 0.70 0.30
2 0.6O 0.85 0.4W
3 0.80 1.00 0.55
4 1.00 1.20 0.65

. These limit values also apply to detergents and cleaning agents designed to be used in a comunam
For any combmiraon of dtergents or cleaning agents, de total phoqsm content of die washwamr
mus not exceed the limit values given in Column b (AIl-Pupose Detergpme).
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Table 10.16

Cassificatio f or Polluting Substmnce in Wastewater,
Toxidty of Wastewater to Fih, and Thresbold Quantities

Running Polhada Submumes or T7U Mmuft Ualu 7bwhld. for Coacciara
Naumbr Gupsi of Substancus Dlbinad o rd Annumml Vobme

Poiudmo Unt
a b c d

I oxidizable aftaces Ui 50 kg of oxygen 20 mg/L., anl 250 kg aMmuly
wre under anaerob conditimo

2 pioq, mp 31kg 0.1 MAgL, and is Ikg mlny
3 niuogen 2Skg 5 mIL, and llkg muaMly
4 orpguc halogen =cnuk, 2kg hulogen, given 100 tJ.,

given as edae Udorg m anically and 10to kg mMUy
m guaickay bound bound chloini
halogens (AOX)

S mets and Uheir compounds
5.1 macury 20 g metal 1S AL,u ad 100 1 NEWuy
5.2 cadmium 100g meMOW 5 P/. ad 500 S manualy
5.3 chomnium SO0 g metal 50 jA,., and 2.5 kg ms ly
SA nickel 500 g metal 50 iAjL, and 2.5 kg amajy
5.5 lead soo gmetal 50iso .L d 2. ks m y
5.6 coper 1000 8g metal 100 mt., cad 5 kS NEuuY
6 toxicity to fish 3000 m 3 of GF- 2

wasawater divided
by GF

(NOTE: GF is dit depa o dilution in die fish tet which enmers wulewmer nonmoxic w frib.)
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Table 10.17

Subamuc or Greup of Substance that Cannot be Dimcharged
Into Public Wwtewate Fadlitis without a Permit

Siam. or Sbmace OwWq ThnMw m QuMidty

Anmk 0.05 1

Cadmium 0.02 0.4
all
Chromim 02 8
an
Copper 03 12
an
Lad 0.2 a
all

ickel 0.2 6
all
Mavwy 0.005 0.1
all
Adsod, organcally 0.5 10

1,lol-Mchloroedne, 0.02 4
TF -1'n n&lm• 0.02 4

T0.02 4
%M 0.02 4

Acdve chlorine 02 4
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Table 10.18

Self-Monitorfng of Wautewater Treatment Facilities -

Scope and Frequency for Wastewater from Areas where Metal is Worked on

PQfl.* Few wamu mm ghb~g is urn uk m"isi w*A kd rn* faftwb is a be d do .i mmbw of pmms-
anm doi - be .amiouu is awwwa , fadky. TeM~wuh UP.'ý -p mm bbew h. ým pummem
mW me be OWv4 to~ ~empswi. m y m x yeasty basis)

Wafwater Flswbg lob. th Waistwater Tmrubut Facility
(appcahi.l als to a padlsethi ofm waslwatur)

CussIl Class2 Chat 3
Paiummm to be Momitmad Up Io 50 50-250 mmr thea 250

m'/day m3/day m'/day

Wamewmar Flowing into the FAciity

volume of wasmeame aenting te f2Cility C cc
PH-Value C c c
usclalie" uheAnce w 2xw wd
heavy Matasu) 2)w wd wd
AOX')2) m 2zm w
COD') m m w

0Wassewmare Flowing out of the Facilty

volmue of wastewawu leaving the faciliy c C C
pH-value C C C
sedale" ribseance W 2 xw wd
heavy Mat~su') 2)W wd wd
AOXI) 2) m 21m W
CODW) IU N W

dade m 2xm w
suifham) Ni M W
hydrocarbons) m m w
cyanids easifly veleand') 2) w wd wd

L r,-N') m 21m w

C a Candwauny
wd a weelkdays

M a monmhy

(NOTE:
1 jnsysi of the non-setted, bouuogeairad 2 h mined muvqe, or of the quaiidd sampl.

2Mauuitwin-S i only reqaizd if these matrials ware wed.)
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Table 10~-19

Self-Monutoring of Wastewater Treatment Facilities -
Scoe and Frequency for Wastewater from Printing and

Phocto Chemical Operatic.., and from Lbrtre

(NOIL For waswamr ornginui from pnujaSu mnA pboo chomnd opwaoman md born labora
W~lgg tde following is a UKm of die mu... omubor of pwuzaors do mum be umoimanmd at a wane.-
won tromune &a*la. The uelf-uwonat nmgipu motm iclud at iu dem jpumetm amI mum be
file with the conipeome auwo~iy on a yearly hew.)

Wauem~ar Flswhg ima. th Wwutmw Tremomemt Facdity
(applicable abo to a partial ins. of wastmewo)

Paummm io bo bonitomd Chmi I aas2 Clau3
u~p ID 50 50-250 wmor d=a 250
M'/day rn/day rn/day

voume of waiewatr catting the facility -c c
pH-valve wd c C
neuleb"ewbsmae w 2xw Wd
haevy obetau51  w wd wd0AOXI 2in 2xm w

Wutewaber Rowing out of tho Facility:

pH-valuo c c c
volume of waicu'ase leaving doe facility c C C
nuetcbwb substce w 2 xw Wd
heVy UtMU51 2  w wd wd
A0XI 2  

i 21mn w
COD' 21mn 2z~m w

MNH -N inw wd

wd m weekdays
W a weekly
Mn = Monthly

1 l~nyin of dw non-meaedW bomogmniwd 2 h inumd maple, or of die quabWle ommpn
2Moýu iswn onily requided if diwme naltns wue oed.
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Table 10-20

Self-Monitoring of Wastewater Treatment Facilities - Scope and Frequency

(MOT: Unless otiw riiumq nmw ap*l to dt wuslwase UUMM hfaclty bocame of wns~waW
hmu outuin points of wng.. tdo folkiwing n a tio of do pinuinmuu doam . be .manilad at a
Wwuwwas U=umni filisy. MWt lfr m Min pMt itMW inClu at least dsem PEUne
WaftwaWe Iemima facilities of Ims and 2 snaw fib fte vl-iuiun eport Wish Ut Com-
peona =*hcxty on a yearly basis. facilities of Chase 3 and 4 m rce evvay 6 m.

Size or Capacity of th Wuinmate Tnatnma Facility

Class I Clan 2 Classa3 Class4
Paranieuas to be Monitored up to 60 kg/dy 60-300 kg/day 300-3000 kg/day mmr than

BOD, (raw) DOD, (raw) DOD, (raw) 3000 kg/day
BOD, (raw)

Wassewsala In-Flow inm the Facilit

voiuineof wasotwaWe M3 C C-nwn die fadjity2
pH-value W wd C C
W F I a urc -wd wd C
BODS I In In WW

co In In W
NH -NI In -W

P 1  
S w5 w

Wusswswae Out-Flow kern Ut Clarifier

setlable substances -W wd wd

Auazion Tank

0 2 Conte w wd C C
sludge volumne In aW wd
ftyuftde mniat In mw wd
ignition low aNd ignition residue -In W wd

-wndr Chrtfiw

Both of viulbity -wd wd wd
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Table 10-20 (Coamllmed

Cass. I Cho2 dum3 Clas 4
Pawear sobeMadare u to 60 kg~lay 60-30D ka/day 300-3000 kg/day mare dim

DBODS (raw) BO!), (jaw) BOD, (raw) 3000 kg/dy
BOD, (raw)

Sludge Digest iorTak [FuulturmJ

pH-value c -

CO2, canow- w w
agitacin loss aid Wgntio residu I m
Munowtof Pwa sludge -- w w

Out-Flow femn die Wastawame Treatment FacWty

Volume Of W&Masae e 2  w 3  W, c c-evi th ficility
pH-valu w wd c c
Mmperahu v wd wd c
settleabl substanices w w wd wd
BOD1  m w w w

NH4-N1  m w
NO.-NI m w

1st I m w

Key:

c M continually
wd - weekdays
w M-weeky
m M mommhy

(NOWE:
1A~Jysis of dio nomettled homogenized 2 h mixed sample. or of doe qualifed sample.2A hydraulcally defined channel is required for measuring die volune of wasewaer. The volume Of

fcal sludge and of wuzewater fumn EUai wauewaWe ueabnen facilities or septic tanks musg be
meooned seiiey.

3Staggered measuring of die vdlum of wastewate over 2 h; it can be done by way of a measuring

4 1f awuuew a te nemen faclty aacmoding to its permit is subject to stricter stuiduds for the
d~ichwge of wastewaWe tha ordizWfy regulaoed thei the out-Slow flu. die waftewaser treatment

5faciity 'mas be monitored lik a hfaciity of die rnex lage clas
Only requited for faclities with a capaciy of more dIm 12,00 kgflay BOD, (raw).)
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